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Constable called this his best work. Swanbourne Lake, shown in the 
painting, is fed by springs from the Cretaceous Chalk downlands of Sussex, 
southern England. The dry years of the past decade, and increasing demand 
for water, have together led to the drying up of springs, streams and lakes 
over much of the Chalk downlands of southeast England, and this popular 
beauty spot has been reduced to a puddle. Geochemical and isotope studies 
indicate that some of the water being abstracted is palaeowater, recharged 
during times of former lower sea levels, rather than current recharge.
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F O R E W O R D

Growing concern about the earth’s environment — from issues of global 
warming to air and water pollution — has prompted important new research on how 
economic and technological activities are changing the world’s ecosystem. The 
assessment and forecasting of the impact of such changes is substantially improved 
by understanding the historical records through isotope measurements in natural 
archives such as ice cores, lake and sea sediments, palaeo-groundwater, cave deposits 
and tree rings. Furthermore, the integration of isotope techniques in studies of the 
hydrological cycle can provide useful information about the human impact on 
changes in the availability and quality of water resources.

The International Atomic Energy Agency, among its efforts to promote the 
wider use of isotope techniques in hydrology and related environmental disciplines, 
organized an International Symposium on Applications of Isotope Techniques in 
Studying Past and Current Environmental Changes in the Hydrosphere and the 
Atmosphere, held in 1993 in Vienna. The broad scientific interest and abundant 
participation in the symposium, as well as the rapid progress seen in this field since 
then, encouraged the IAEA to organize a second symposium of this kind. It was 
held from 14 to 18 April 1997 in Vienna and brought together 177 scientists 
representing 46 Member States, UNESCO, FAO, WMO, the World Climate 
Research Programme (WCRP) and the International Geosphere-Biosphere 
Programme (IGBP). The symposium was structured in five sessions of oral 
presentations, a poster session and a round table discussion that focused on trends and 
future requirements in isotope hydrology and on applications in climate and 
environmental research. The major themes covered by the presentations included the 
use of isotopic tracers in studies of atmospheric and hydrospheric changes and of the 
human impact on water and the environment. Special emphasis was placed on 
isotopic archives of climatic and environmental change. Some contributions 
addressed new technical approaches.

It is hoped that this publication finds a wide readership, thereby helping to 
enhance the integration of isotope techniques in studies directed towards better 
understanding of past and current changes in the hydrosphere and the atmosphere and 
to explore new fields of application.
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It is a great pleasure for m e to  w elcom e you to  the IAEA International 
Sym posium  on Isotope Techniques in the Study o f Past and Current Environmental 
Changes in the Hydrosphere and the Atmosphere.

I know that you are all professionally expert in isotope techniques, but as you 
may not be equally expert about the organization hosting you, let m e say a few words 
about it.

The IAEA celebrates its 40th anniversary this year. It has 124 M ember States, 
which is some 60 fewer than the United Nations. It has a Board of Governors o f 
35 States, which meets for five sessions each year in  this room. The organization is a 
m em ber o f the UN family, like the Food and Agriculture Organization o f the United 
Nations or the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization, and 
has a budget o f its own, authorized by its own General Conference. We have about 2200 
staff, most o f them here in Vienna. We identify three areas as our main areas o f work:

F irst, verifying, through safeguards, that nuclear m aterial and equipm ent and 
installations subm itted to our control are used only for peaceful purposes. Only a few 
o f the w orld’s non-nuclear-w eapon States have not subm itted all their nuclear activi
ties for verification, so this is an extensive undertaking. As the cases o f Iraq and the 
Dem ocratic P eople’s Republic o f  Korea will show, it is also not always easy. We have 
m ore than 600 people on this task. We are currently discussing with the Russian 
Federation and the United States o f Am erica how we could verify that nuclear 
m aterial —  plutonium  and high enriched uranium —  released from  their military 
sectors as a result o f the dism antling o f weapons, for instance, remains outside that 
sector.

The se c o n d  main area o f  work is to facilitate the use o f nuclear energy and 
nuclear techniques. We have a whole department that deals with the safe operation of 
nuclear power reactors (and research reactors) and with the safe disposal o f  the asso
ciated waste. A nother departm ent deals with non-safety-related aspects o f nuclear 
power technology and waste, and with scientific information. A third department 
deals with Research and Isotopes, including the application o f radioactive and natural 
isotopes in  many fields, including hydrology. S. M achi is the head of that department.

The th ird  m ain area o f work consists in transferring nuclear techniques in 
medicine, agriculture or industry to developing countries. Some critics have suggested 
that this could be done by the private sector or the World Bank or some UN aid 
oriented organization. I do not think so. Transfer o f these techniques m ust always be
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linked with assurance o f radiation protection. We have expertise in this area and feel 
the responsibility to ensure that adaption o f the techniques is coupled with adequate 
safety measures.

Now let m e return to your studies and to nuclear power.
Som e 87% o f the com m ercial energy that the world currently uses is obtained 

from  fossil fuels —  coal, oil and natural gas. Because o f population increase and 
developm ent, m ore energy will be used, especially  in  developing countries and 
especially electricity. Electricity consum ption varies from  some 200 k W h  per capita 
per year in the least developed countries to some 6000-25 000 kW-h per capita per 
year in  industrialized countries.

A problem with the use o f fossil fuels for this purpose is that the huge resulting 
emissions of S 0 2, NOx and C 0 2  go into the w orld’s atmosphere. A cid rain, dying 
forests and the risk o f global warming are seen as linked in various ways to these 
emissions.

A fierce debate is going on over how to reduce these em issions. Technologies 
exist to catch the S 0 2  and N Ox, but at a price. For catching and neutralizing the 
C 0 2, however, no econom ically viable m ethod has been found. Some recom m end 
that the world shift towards renewable sources, such as solar and w ind power and 
biom ass. B ut these sources, though useful and welcome, are today m arginal and are 
not seen by even-handed analysts as likely to becom e a viable answer. By contrast, 
nuclear power, w hich today gives the world about 17% o f its electricity —  about the 
same as hydroelectric pow er —  is econom ically about on a par with coal for 
electricity generation and is free o f S 0 2, N O x and C 0 2  em issions. A n expanded use 
o f nuclear pow er would help alleviate the em issions problem . Indeed, if the some 
435 nuclear pow er plants in operation today were replaced by coal fired plants, the 
annual C 0 2  em issions from  fossil fuels would increase by some 2200 m illion 
tonnes, or about 9%.

I mention these problem s and these figures because they form  the politically 
charged background o f your important studies.

The very importance of the problem s makes a truly scientific study of atm os
pheric questions all the m ore important. The IAEA is 100% supportive o f respectable 
scientific work. We have a solid scientific dedication and we will not deviate from  it.

Now to your work.
It is im portant to study changes in the atmosphere and in the global ecosystems 

and to identify the anthropogenic influences that have a bearing on those changes. 
Com parisons o f climate variability now and in the past will help explain the response 
o f the E arth’s climatic system to hum an activities such as the clearing of forests and 
the burning of fossil fuels. They will enable better forecasts to be made o f the advance 
or retreat o f deserts, o f the availability o f drinking water and of the frequency of 
extreme natural events such as floods and droughts, all o f which affect the day-to-day 
life o f much of the w orld’s population.
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As regards global warming, in 1995 the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change, established in 1988 by the World M eteorological Organization (W M O) and 
the United Nations Environment Programm e, expressed concern about the rapidly 
increasing concentration o f greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide and m ethane in 
the E arth’s atmosphere.

It has been recognized that a prerequisite for predicting atmospheric concen
trations o f the greenhouse gases and their im pact on climate change is a precise deter
m ination o f their global ‘budget’. This implies both the m easurem ent o f their present 
atm ospheric concentrations and the identification and evaluation o f their sources and 
sinks. For the accom plishment o f the latter task, the precise m easurem ent worldwide 
o f the isotopic com position of the greenhouse gases, especially carbon dioxide and 
methane, is indispensable.

To prom ote the wider use of isotope techniques in studying greenhouse gases, 
the IAEA’s Departm ent o f Research and Isotopes is conducting a co-ordinated 
research program m e involving laboratories very advanced in studies o f global climate 
change. The program m e involves high precision m easurem ents o f long term 
variations in  the concentrations and isotopic com positions of greenhouse gases in the 
atmosphere. Emphasis is placed on carbon dioxide and m ethane and on the use of the 
data to model the global carbon cycle. During this Symposium, several papers will 
address these questions.

The Symposium will also deal with the isotopic com position of past and present 
precipitation, an im portant area o f hydroclimatological studies. The results of 
analyses o f deep ice cores, and o f palaeoenvironmental records derived from  ground
water, lake deposits and organic matter, have confirmed that it is possible to 
reconstruct the history of the E arth’s climate. The stable isotope com position o f past 
precipitation recorded in the natural palaeo-archives of the Earth contains essential 
inform ation about the behaviour o f the water cycle and its links with climate change. 
The IAEA/W M O Global Network for Isotopes in Precipitation (GNIP) has for some 
tim e provided the basic isotopic data necessary for the use o f environmental isotopes 
in hydrological investigations relating to water resources inventories, planning and 
development. In addition to this important work, however, the isotopic composition 
o f precipitated water has proved to be an indicator o f atmospheric temperature and a 
param eter characterizing atmospheric circulation. Thus, the GNIP database has also 
proved indispensable in palaeoclimatology, providing important data for the verifica
tion and further improvement of atmospheric circulation models.

It is the consensus w ithin the scientific com m unity and also am ong the 
representatives o f international program m es such as the W M O ’s W orld Clim ate 
R esearch Program m e that the operation of GNIP and the use o f its database m ust 
be backed by concerted action by the m ajor organizations and program m es 
concerned, in particular the IAEA , the W M O, the W orld C lim ate Research 
Program m e and the International G eosphere-B iosphere Program m e. I note with
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pleasure that representatives o f these organizations and programmes, and o f W M O, 
are present at this Symposium.

Regional and local environmental impacts can arise from  a mixture o f global 
change and m ore localized factors. Again, the distribution in the atmosphere and the 
hydrosphere o f various naturally occurring isotopes provides unique information in 
this connection.

Clim atic changes may cause fluctuations in the hydrological balance o f surface 
water bodies over wide space and tim e ranges, and such fluctuations can give rise to 
sea level variations and to associated changes in environmental conditions. There are 
today num erous m anifestations o f such variations, among which the rise in the level 
o f the Caspian Sea is a prom inent example. New insights into the internal dynamics 
o f such surface water bodies, obtained with isotope techniques, will, inter alia, perm it 
assessm ent o f the transport and fate o f contaminants. Furtherm ore, isotopes in sea and 
lake sediments allow us to reconstruct past environmental changes, which is a pre
requisite for a better understanding o f current environmental changes and for the pre
diction o f future changes. The IAEA is prom oting the use o f isotope techniques in this 
area through its technical co-operation program m e and its program m e o f applied 
research relating to the marine environm ent and water resources.

Changes in the global ecosystem  also áre manifesting themselves in other parts 
o f the hydrological cycle. In particular, the degradation o f  drinking water resources 
has becom e a m ajor environmental concern throughout the world. W hile the demand 
for drinking water is increasing, its availability is dim inishing under the cumulative 
im pact o f industry, agriculture and the w orld’s growing human population. Pollution, 
salinization and overexploitation o f water resources are the m ost com m on symptoms 
o f growing anthropogenic pressure on the hydrological cycle, and the IAEA has a 
program m e to help M ember States assess and m anage their endangered water 
resources.

I am  pleased to note that this Sym posium  will be covering all these matters at 
a high scientific level, and I am sure that the results will be o f value in  the conduct 
and co-ordination of further research worldwide.

The Sym posium  will include a round-table discussion, during which represen
tatives o f other UN organizations, o f various international programmes, and the 
Sym posium  participants in general, will have an opportunity to voice their thoughts 
about needs and trends in integrating isotope techniques into studies related to water 
and the climate. I look forward to hearing those thoughts.

In conclusion, let me wish all o f you a successful meeting and a pleasant stay 
in Vienna.
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Abstract

MAINTAINING A LONG TERM, HIGH PRECISION RECORD OF THE 513C OF 
CARBON DIOXIDE IN THE ATMOSPHERE.

Comparison of 513C data from three measuring programmes and two measuring 
locations indicates that agreement between programmes is not at the level desired for detailed 
carbon modelling studies. Discrepancies continue to occur between the programmes. Within 
the measuring programmes described, some systematic effects affecting the data have been 
elucidated. The paper describes an air reference scale introduced to minimize these systematic 
effects in the §13C records. Also described are two co-operative programmes designed to allow 
interlaboratory comparison with the precision normally attainable within a single laboratory.

1. INTRODUCTION

M easurem ents o f the concentration and stable carbon isotopic com position
(8 1 3C) o f C 0 2  in the atm osphere are providing inform ation about the partitioning of
fossil fuel C 0 2  between terrestrial plants and the oceans. In relation to such carbon
budgeting studies, the IAEA’s Co-ordinated Research Program m e (CRP) on Isotope
A ided Studies o f Atm ospheric Carbon D ioxide and O ther Trace Gases, Phase II, has
identified a target 8 13C precision for global observing networks o f 0.0 Woe for spatial
(e.g. interhem ispheric) and tem poral (e.g. interannual) variations [1]. This increases 
the precision typically attained w ithin a network based on one laboratory and is
alm ost an order o f m agnitude smaller than published past differences between net
works [2, 3].

H ere we sum m arize recently published data from  three networks and describe
steps now being taken to understand and correct systematic differences between labo
ratories. We start by com paring measurem ents on flasks containing pristine air from
two sites, Cape Grim (41° S) and the South Pole (90° S), and m ade by the
C om m onw ealth Scientific and Industrial R esearch O rganisation, D ivision of
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A tm ospheric R esearch (CSIRO), the N ational O ceanic and A tm ospheric 
A dm inistration Clim ate M onitoring and D iagnostics Laboratory/U niversity o f 
Colorado Institute o f Arctic and Alpine Research (CM DL/INSTAAR) and the Scripps 
Institution o f  Oceanography (SIO).

2. COM PARISON OF RESULTS FROM  THREE LABORATORIES

Figure 1(a) [4] shows records o f S13C for the Cape Grim  location for the period
1991 through 1993 provided by CSIRO [5] and CM DL/INSTAAR [6 ]. Figure 1(b) 
shows two 8 13C records for the South Pole location, for the same period, from  the 
CSIRO and SIO program m es [3]. For Cape Grim, the difference between the two 
records, expressed as the difference between annual averages, is 0.01 %o in both 1992 
and 1993. (No com parison is m ade for 1991, for which the CM DL/INSTAAR record 
is only 6  m onths long and biases the annual average.) For the South Pole, where there 
are fewer data points in both records, the annual averages differ by 0.002% o, 0.017%o 
and 0.025%ofor 1991, 1992 and 1993, respectively.

M ore recently, com munication between the three groups [7, 8 ] has suggested 
that the disagreem ent between the records may have increased further. A  recent com 
parison, extending the CM DL/INSTAAR and CSIRO Cape Grim  S13C records 
through 1996, suggests that the offset has increased to about 0.05% o. A sim ilar com 
parison o f the South Pole records also shows a larger disagreem ent. The origin of 
these differences is not yet understood but, clearly, m easurem ents o f 8 13C and other 
species at the same place and tim e should be equal, or any differences understood. 
M ore important, any record, such as any o f those shown in Fig. 1, should be internally 
consistent and representative o f the location. The Cape Grim  site provides a  unique 
opportunity to test these requirem ents using two independent CSIRO sampling 
strategies.

3. COM PARISON OF TW O  CSIRO METHODS ON CAPE GRIM  AIR

CSIRO operates two relatively independent m easurem ent program m es at Cape
Grim  which elucidate the nature o f possible systematic effects. The first is the Cape
Grim in situ C 0 2  program m e (called CIA), which was initiated in 1977 [9]. Initially,
this program m e was carried out on a Vacuum Generators m odel 602 m ass spectro
meter, but it was transferred to a Finnigan MAT model 252 (MAT252) mass
spectrom eter in 1990. A n 18 m onth com parison [10] using both m ass spectrometers
produced identical results, w ithin the m easurem ent precision, for pure C 0 2  samples.
Only results from  the MAT252 are discussed here.

The major features o f the CIA programme are the following: a large sample of
C 0 2  (about 13 mL) is extracted cryogenically from  air over a 2 h period, providing a
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FIG. 1. Comparison o f the SI3C records at two measuring sites from three programmes from  
1991 through 1993. All data have been corrected f o r 17 О and nitrous oxide [4]. (a) The CSIRO 
Cape Grim in situ (CIA, solid symbols) and CMDL/INSTAAR (open symbols) Cape Grim S/3C 
records, (b) The CSIRO (solid symbols) and SIO (open symbols) South Pole Sf3C records.

2 h integration o f the C 0 2  at Cape Grim; typically, the C 0 2  is stored for about 30 days 
before analysis. A bout 1 m L o f C 0 2  is introduced via the norm al inlet system for ana
lysis; the entire record has been analysed directly against the same near-air value 
C 0 2, HC453.

Since the introduction o f the MAT252 in 1990, an independent sampling pro
gramm e, called the CGA programme, has been in operation, collecting about 1 L  of 
Cape Grim  air in  glass flasks w hich are returned to  CSIRO for analysis [11]. This pro
gram m e contrasts w ith the CIA programme in a num ber o f ways: the air sample is 
collected in about 1 m in; a few microlitres of C 0 2  (from  about 20 m L of air) are

(b)
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extracted cryogenically for analysis using the Finnigan MAT M T Box С trapping 
device; analysis follows extraction by less than 1 0  min; the sample is introduced into 
the m ass spectrom eter using a dedicated small volume inlet system with an indepen
dent capillary; samples are analysed against the HC453 standard, but air standards are 
continuously m onitored to establish system perform ance. Typically, the air samples 
are stored for about 30 days before analysis.

The 8 13C records from  the CLA and CGA programmes are shown in Fig. 2(a). 
There are large variations in the CGA record which are absent from the CIA record and 
from  our record of pure C 0 2  standards (not shown). The contemporaneous record of 
8 13C for the air standards is shown in Fig. 2(b), in which similar variations are observed.

The largest o f these variations are due to modification of the extraction line used 
for the small C 0 2  samples. In April 1993 an automatic pressure/flow controller (APC) 
and an associated pressure transducer were installed in the extraction line; the 8 13C val
ues shifted by +0.08%c. In August 1995 the APC was removed, but no change in 8 13C 
was observed. W hen the pressure transducer was replaced in M arch 1996, the 8 13C 
shifted by -0 .07 %o, almost completely negating the previous shift. These two large 
shifts are seen in all 8 I3C records produced using the extraction line, not just the CGA 
record, but they are not observed in the CIA record. To remove or minimize such 
effects, and other systematic effects for which we have not yet identified a clear cause, 
the Cape Grim 1992 (CG92) air reference scale has been developed. It is used to nor
malize the small sample records, such as the CGA record, and is propagated by com 
paring air standards.

4. THE CG92 A IR  REFERENCE SCALE

The CG92 air reference scale [11] is defined in  term s o f the isotopic com posi
tion assigned to a high pressure cylinder o f Cape Grim  air during June-July  1992,
when the CIA and CGA records were in agreem ent to within 0.01 %o, and 166
measurem ents o f the air standard showed no change in its isotopic com position
(standard deviation 0.013%o). By measuring against our HC453 reference gas, the
pedigree of the CG92 scale is traceable to the VPDB scale via the HC453 (1987) scale
and NBS-19 [12].

Our prim ary assum ption for the propagation o f the CG92 scale is that the 8 13C
o f C 0 2  in the air standard remains constant over a long time. Any variation in the 
m easured 8 13C can be attributed to systematic errors associated with the extraction 
and/or analysis o f small samples. Thus the difference between the m easured and 
assigned 8 13C o f the air standard C 0 2  is a systematic shift introduced into all 8 13C 
measurem ents m ade on small samples. A num ber o f high pressure cylinders o f air are 
used as standards, each new standard being extensively calibrated against the existing 
air standards to continue the CG92 scale.
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FIG. 2. (a) Comparison o f the Cape Grim in situ &3C record (CIA, solid symbols) and the 
‘raw’ CGA Sf3C record (open symbols) plotted against sample collection date, (b) The major 
air stardards used from 1991 through 1996 plotted against analysis date (approximately 
2-3 months after CGA sample collection date). Each point is the average o f ten analyses o f 
the air standard. The &3C o f the second air standard (solid symbols) has been adjusted by 
0.09%c to make the SI3C o f the two air standards equal. Without systematic effects, this plot o f 
air standard S,3C should be a straight line with zero gradient.

Our current strategy for expressing 5 13C using the CG92 scale is straightfor
ward: samples are run as part o f a  sequence which includes m ultiple analyses of air 
standards, both before and after sample analyses. For instance, a typical sequence 
m ight involve four analyses o f an air standard, follow ed by the analysis o f five 
samples, four more analyses o f the air standard, five m ore samples, and four final 
analyses of the air standard. The average 513C of the C 0 2  extracted from the air
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standard in the entire sequence is calculated and the 8 13C shift calculated. This shift 
is then removed from  all analyses during that sequence, both sample and standard.

Figure 3(a) shows the CIA and CGA records after the CGA record has been 
norm alized onto the CG92 scale. Figure 3(b) shows the two m ajor air standards used 
after norm alization onto the CG92 scale. The improvement with respect to Fig. 2 is 
dramatic. The m ean o f all normalized air standard values is, by definition, equal to 
the expected value for the air standard, and the standard deviation o f the normalized 
S13C values gives an estim ate o f the base precision o f the m easurem ents with this nor
m alization strategy. This precision is about 0.01 %o, close to  the precision target for 
interannual or spatial variations.

To assess the agreem ent between the CIA and CGA records, an interpolating 
spline was fitted to each record to produce smoothed weekly values. The 8 13C differ
ence between these weekly values, expressed as CIA -  CGA, is 0.013%o ± 0.020%o 
for the six years. Alternatively, we can com pare the difference in annual averages for 
1992 through 1996 between the CIA and CGA records; expressed as CIA -  CGA, 
these are 0.001 %c, 0.001%o, 0.010%o, 0.019%o and 0.002%o, respectively. This agree
m ent is encouraging; it provides reassurance that the norm alization procedure is 
generally effective and it implies that other records prepared in the same way are 
reliable at this precision. It is im portant to note that to achieve this agreement there 
has been no adjustm ent other than norm alization to the CG92 scale using the 
independently calibrated air standards.

5. N ETW ORK INTERCALIBRATION STRATEGIES

N orm alization to  the CG92 scale has improved our internal calibrations but has 
not addressed the problem  o f intercalibration with other networks. Two programmes 
being developed with the aim  of im proving network intercalibration are FLASC 
(flask air sharing intercalibration) and CLASSIC (circulation o f laboratory air 
standards for stable isotope comparisons).

5.1. The FLASC programme

The purpose o f FLASC [13, 14] is to m onitor laboratory differences on time 
scales as short as one week using com m on air samples and the methodologies used 
in the participating laboratories for sample analysis. This ‘operational intercalibra
tion ’ is expected to operate at the norm al precision obtained in each laboratory.

A ir samples are collected at Cape Grim  and are sent to CSIRO for analysis 
before being returned to the originating laboratory for analysis. The extra analysis at 
CSIRO is possible because of the small sample requirem ents for analysis (a full 
com plem ent o f analyses uses about 150 m L of air and provides concentration
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FIG. 3. As for Fig. 2 except that the CGA 8,3C record shown in Fig. 3(a) and the air stan
dards Sf3C record Fig. 3(b) have been adjusted onto the CG92 air reference scale.

m easurem ents of C 0 2, CH4, CO, H2, N 20  and o f the stable isotopes 5 13C and 5 180  
o f C 0 2  [13]). CSIRO is active in  a num ber of FLASC program m es involving labora
tories in the U nited States o f America, Japan, Germany, Canada and France. For 
instance, in the FLASC program m e with CM DL/INSTAAR, in operation since late 
1991, good agreem ent between the 8 13C records was obtained until m id 1994, when 
measurem ents of the same samples in each laboratory diverged. Both Cape Grim 
records m aintained by each laboratory include the FLASC and normal Cape Grim 
samples, and the FLASC measurem ents are consistent with norm al samples in each 
laboratory. Differences observed in the concentration m easurem ents o f other species 
have resulted in the discovery of several subtle, and previously undetected, systematic 
effects in both laboratories. Further results o f these com parisons are being prepared 
for publication [16].

(b)
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The CLA SSIC program m e [1] is an IAEA com m issioned programme, for 
which a suite o f ten high pressure cylinders were filled with modified dry southern 
hem isphere m arine air. The air was m odified such that 5 13C o f the C 0 2  varied 
between -W oo  and -1 0 %o, with a linked variation in C 0 2  concentration. H alf o f the 
cylinders had N 20  added to increase the concentration above am bient (see Table I). 
The cylinders were filled in late 1995 and were m onitored at CSIRO for over one year 
before five o f the cylinders were sent to CM DL/INSTAAR for analysis. Two pure 
C 0 2  standards with 6 13C o f C 0 2  close to the present atmospheric value [17], supplied 
by the IAEA, are circulated with the five cylinders. As part o f the CLASSIC pro
gramm e, these gases will be used to characterize instrumental aspects o f the C 0 2  

isotopic m easurem ents.
To com plem ent the FLASC programmes, the CLASSIC program m e will pro

vide less frequent (perhaps once or tw ice per year), but higher precision comparisons. 
Specially developed gas handling procedures for this program m e are not the same as 
those used for norm al sampling by each laboratory, but uniform  protocols among all 
participants are a key design ingredient.

TABLE I. TARGET ISO TO PIC C O M PO SITIO N  O F T H E TEN  CLA SSIC 
CY LIND ERS.
(T he fif3C  a n d  I80  a re  the ta rg e t co m p o s itio n s  c a lc u la te d  fro m  the in d iv id u a l C 0 2 

g a s e s  u se d  in the p re p a ra tio n  o f  the  c y lin d e rs . T race g a s  c o n c en tra tio n s  m ea su re d  a t  

C SIR O )

5.2. The CLASSIC programme

Cylinder
number

513C
(%0)a

5180
(%o)a

c o 2
(ppm)b

n 2o

(ppb)c
c h 4

(ppb)
H2

(ppb)
CO

(ppb)
h 2o

(ppm)

1 - 6 . 8 - 1 .0 320.4 311.9 1695 529 108 <0 . 2

2 -7.7 - 1 .8 336.7 311.8 1694 530 106 <0.3
3 -8.7 - 2 . 2 355.5 312.3 1692 545 109 <0.3
4 -9.6 -3.4 379.0 312.1 1689 561 116 <0.3
5 -10.5 -3.9 396.3 311.7 1690 556 130 <0.3
6 -6.7 - 0 . 6 323.3 409.0 1695 542 97 < 1 .0

7 -7.7 -1.7 339.6 398.8 1694 529 108 <0.3
8 -8.7 -2.5 353.5 342.2 1691 562 1 1 2 <0.3
9 -9.5 -3.3 375.3 410.1 1690 553 126 <0 . 2

1 0 -10.4 ^ .3 394.7 415.3 1689 541 133 <0.3

a Against V-PCB. 
b ppm = parts per 1 0 6. 
c ppb = parts per 1 0 9.
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In the initial ‘bedding dow n’ circulation, the cylinders will be sent from  
INSTAAR to SIO, then to Tohoku University, Japan, for analysis and then back to 
CSIRO for re-analysis. The results o f the analyses will be sent to the IAEA for dis
sem ination am ong the participating laboratories with the aim  o f refining m easure
m ent and reporting protocols.

6 . CONCLUSION

Introduction o f the CG92 air reference scale has greatly improved the agree
m ent between the two independent CSIRO m aintained records o f 8 13C at Cape Grim. 
System atic effects introduced by the sample preparation system have been identified 
and removed. The ability to com pare 8 I3C m easurem ents against an independently 
m aintained record has been proven to be o f considerable im portance, but im prove
ments can still be made: chief among these is the im plem entation o f air standards for 
the CIA record, w hich is at present difficult because of the large volume of air 
required and because of logistic constraints.

The im plem entation o f programmes designed to allow direct interlaboratory 
com parisons o f 8 13C using the same samples o f atmospheric air should allow the 
internal precision of an individual laboratory to be extended to interlaboratory com 
parisons. It is anticipated that calibration close to 0.01 %o can be achieved, signifi
cantly approaching the concept o f ‘seamless integration’ o f data sets from  different 
laboratories for detailed m odelling o f the global carbon budget.
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Abstract

CARBON ISOTOPE COMPOSITION OF ATMOSPHERIC C 0 2 IN ROMANIA.
Atmospheric C 0 2  samples were collected monthly at Bucharest in the interval 

1991-1996 to determine the carbon isotopes. Because of the static absorption sampling pro
cedure used, the 513C values do not represent the true atmospheric 13C level but served to 
correct the 5,4C activity, expressed as Д14С (%e). The Д14С activity includes 61 samples, 
covering 55 months. These data permit determination of activity, seasonal variation and trend. 
The yearly mean 14C activity at Bucharest is in the range 124-143%c. Contrary to expectations, 
this level seems to be reasonably constant during 1992-1995. The range of monthly Д14С 
values in 1991-1996 is 232%o. The seasonal variation is sometimes greater (1995) and some
times less (1994) than the average. To compare the seasonality between different sites, the 
mean seasonal cycles for four stations (Bucharest, Vermunt, Kraków and Wellington) were 
calculated using a polynomial equation of order 6 . The amplitude at Bucharest is similar to that 
at Kraków, and the phase is similar to that at Wellington. The multiannual maximum is in April 
and the minimum in August-September. The experimental data overlap the extrapolated 
‘Europe clean air’ power trendline (y = 6  x 1011 дг4-8895; R 2 = 0.998), although our values were 
expected to be a few units lower and therefore below this line, which represents a level 
undisturbed by fossil fuel contamination.

1. INTRODUCTION

The easternm ost points in Central Europe for which measurem ents o f the 
carbon isotopes in atmospheric C 0 2  have been published are Kraków (Poland), 
Bratislava (Slovakia) and Zagreb (Croatia). The results presented here for Rom ania 
represent a significant eastward extension of such data.

2. SAM PLING LOCATIONS

This paper presents the longest data series obtained in Romania, nam ely the 
Bucharest city area (44°25' N, 26°06’ E, 82 m a.s.l.). The sampling was carried out 
sucessively in two locations, both near the northwest city border. A preliminary com 
parative analysis showed that the A14C values obtained for the two sampling points in 
Bucharest m ay form  a unique series.

CARBON ISOTOPE COMPOSITION OF
ATMOSPHERIC C 02IN ROMANIA
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Carbon dioxide is collected by static absorption for 14 d in  about 1 L of dilute 
NaOH in a 900 cm 2  plastic tray. The C 0 2  is extracted from  the solution in a vacuum 
system by adding hydrochloric or sulphuric acid. The 14C activity is m easured by liq
uid scintillation in benzene. The 1 3C /12C ratio is m easured by m ass spectrometry from 
small aliquots o f the C 0 2  gas.

3. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The Bucharest series o f tropospheric Д14С activities includes 61 samples, 
covering 55 m onths in 1991-1996; the series is practically continuous from  February
1992 to July 1996 (Table I).

For all these samples 14C (pmC) and S13C (%o) were determined. To obtain 
A14C (%o), each 14C activity, referred to NBS oxalic acid and expressed as 8 1 4C, was 
corrected by its individual 8 13C value. These data perm it the determ ination o f the 
following aspects o f Д14С for Bucharest: (a) activity, (b) seasonal variation and (c) 
trend o f the data.

4.1. 14C activity

A s yearly m eans, the 14C activity at Bucharest (except for the incom plete 1996 
data) is in  the range 124-143%e. Contrary to expectations, this level seems to be 
reasonably constant during 1992-1995.

To evaluate the absolute level o f these results at a global scale, the diagram  in 
Fig. 1 was prepared using experim ental data for Vermunt, Austria [1], Wellington, 
New Zealand [2] and Kraków, Poland [3].

Our results are in continuity and in good agreem ent with the Vermunt and 
W ellington series but are at the same absolute level as the Kraków samples collected 
in  1985-1987, Л14С = 120-140%o.

The annual am plitude at Bucharest o f the monthly Д14С values, calculated as 
the difference between m axim um  and minimum values, is generally great (usually 
between 100 and 200%o) and varies strongly from  year to year (193%o in 1993 year 
and only 74%c in 1994).

The range of yearly differences for Bucharest is also wide: Л14С = 74 to 193%o 
in 1992-1996. Elsewhere, Д14С varies as follows: Kraków, Д14С = 98 to 106%o in 
1985-1987; Vermunt, Д 14С = 20 to 62%0 in 1966-1982 and W ellington, Д14С = 22 to 
58%o for 1966-1977. A direct correlation between the continental position or altitude 
o f a station and the Д14С am plitude seems obvious.
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14C ACTIVITY AT BUCHAREST

2 1

Sample No.
Sampling
interval
(year-month)

s 13c
(%c)

Д14С
(%c)

P-114 91-05 -15.0 64
P-121 92-02 __a 124
P-123 92-03 __a 117
P-125 92-04 -18.3 177
P-127 92-05 -19.3 82
P-129 92-06 -23.5 214
P-131 92-07 - 2 1 . 2 80
P-133 92-08 -23.4 107
P-135 92-09 -18.2 192
P-137 92-10 -23.4 169
P-139 92-11 -19.3 197
P-141 92-12 - 2 1 . 1 115
P-143 93-01 - 2 2 . 2 74
P-145 93-02 -22.9 256
P-147 93-03 -19.0 134
P-149 93-04 -22.9 173
P-151 93-05 -20.9 148
P-153 93-06 __a 98
P-155 93-07 -23.1 1 2 0

P-157 93-08 -18.3 85
P-159 93-09 -19.9 63
P-161 93-10 - 2 0 . 0 1 1 1

P-163 93-11 - 2 1 . 1 99
P-165 93-12 - 2 0 . 0 1 2 2

P-167 94-01 -19.4 190
P-169 94-02 -22.9 140
P-171 94-03 -19.3 130
P-173 94-04 - 2 1 . 2 162
P-175 94-05 - 2 2 . 2 150
P-177 94-06 -18.2 157
P-179 94-07 -21.3 139
P-181 94-08 -19.6 145
P-183 94-09 -13.6 125
P-185 94-10 __a 123
P-187/P-187 a 94-11 -21.7 1 2 1
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TABLE I. (cont.)

Sample No.
Sampling
interval
(year-month)

513C
(fee)

д 14с
(%c)

P-189/P-189 a 94-12 -15.7 116
P-191/P-191 a 95-01 -16.4 75
P-193/P-193 a 95-02 -15.9 115
P-195/P-195 a 95-03 -16.4 167
P-197/P-197 a 95-04 -14.4 179
P-199 95-05 -9.3 199
P-201 95-06 -13.0 206
P-203 95-07 -13.5 140
P-205 95-08 -14.2 131
P-207 95-09 -13.0 125
P-209 95-10 -15.6 24
P-211 95-11 -14.8 148
P-213 95-12 -23.9 134
P-215 96-01 -17.3 ___ a

P-217 96-02 -18.0 41
P-219 96-03 -17.5 124
P-221 96-04 -12.7 138
P-223 96-05 -12.7 130
P-225 96-06 -11.3 8 8

P-227 96-07 -10.5 37

a Value missing; Д14С evaluated by the 8 13C average value of adjacent months.
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FIG. 1. Time variation of A14C yearly means for some experimental series.
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The great amphtudes and the large range found at Bucharest may be explained, at 
least in part, by the mid-continent position and the low elevation of the sampling point.

The narrow range at Kraków m ay be a consequence o f the relatively uniform 
environm ental conditions in  1985-1987.

The m inim um  m onthly value measured at Bucharest was 24% o  (October 1995), 
while the m axim um  was 256%c (February 1993).

4.2. S easonal v a ria tio n

The annual histogram s o f A14C at Bucharest (Fig. 2), and especially the last, 
showing the 1992-1996 m onthly means, exhibit a seasonal variation, sometim es 
stronger (1995) and sometimes weaker (1994) than the average. The m aximum value 
generally falls in  the first half o f the year and the m inim um  in the second half. The 
average 14C activity for the first half o f each year (not shown) is higher than the 
average for the second half.
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FIG. 2. Monthly averages o f A14С in atmospheric C 0 2 at Bucharest.
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F IG . 3 . C o m p a ra tive  seaso n a l-p o lyn o m ia l tren d  o f  m ultiannual m on th ly A I4C  m eans.

To com pare the seasonality between different sites, the m ean seasonal cycles 
for Bucharest, Vermunt, Kraków and W ellington were calculated using a polynomial 
equation o f order 6  (Fig. 3). We find R 2  > 0.58 for all four curves. The following steps 
were carried out for all stations:

(1) Selection o f the years with as com plete as possible data series (therefore
excluding 1996 for Bucharest and 1974-1975 for Vermunt);

(2) Calculation of the monthly multiannual means and o f the multiannual average;
(3) Calculation o f d if - Л 14С by the difference o f the previous values.

A  first observation concerning Fig. 3 is that the curves for Bucharest and 
Krakow show, during the last months o f the years, an additional inflection that we 
attribute to the shorter observation series. However, even for a station with a long 
determ ination period (Vermunt) there are two clear m axim a during the year.

Figure 3 shows significant differences in am plitude and phase between the 
seasonality o f the four stations. The amplitude records from  the Bucharest and 
Kraków stations are similar, the other two stations having lower am plitudes for 
understandable reasons. B ut the Bucharest and Kraków stations have a phase 
difference of about two months.

It is interesting to note the similarity o f the Bucharest and W ellington curves in 
Fig. 3, which correspond very well in their m aximum and minimum values but o f 
course less well in amplitude. We note again that the W ellington curve corresponds to 
1966-1977, because M anning et al. [2] found an unusual change in the seasonal cycle 
at this station: from  1980 onwards the maximum is in Ju ly-A ugust and the minimum 
in January.
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To evaluate the trend o f our yearly results, Fig. 4 was drawn using the m ultian
nual background 14C activity in  Europe. The curve labelled ‘Europe clean air’ repre
sents a synthetic series which may be considered as representative background Д 14С 
for the m id-latitude o f central Europe. It is mainly based on data from  two high alti
tude stations, Vermunt (47°N, 10°E, 1800 m a.s.l.) for 1959-1983 [1] and 
Jungfraujoch (47°N, 8 °E, 3450 m  a.s.l.) for 1986-1991, and was extrapolated by cal
culation to 1977-1992 [4].

The ‘Europe clean a ir’ Д 14С level, undisturbed by fossil fuel contamination, is 
higher by about 6 %o than that at other stations at lower altitude in Germany, but a 
deviation o f 60%o in Georgia was noted [5] for 1977-1980.

As can be seen in  Fig. 4, the ‘Europe clean air’ trendline for 1964-1992 is well 
approxim ated by a power type equation:

y  =  6 x  1 0 n x * m 5  (R 2 =  0.998) (1)

where у = Д14С and x is the calendar year. The exponential trendline

_y = 44 384 e- °  0632x (2)

may be also used, but in this case R 2  is not as high as that for Eq. (1). According to 
Eq. (2), the 14C activity (expressed as Д1 4С) shows a steady and approximately 
exponential decrease with a half-tim e o f about 1 1  years.

As Fig. 4 shows, the experim ental data at Bucharest overlap the extrapolated 
pow er trendline, although the means for 1992, 1994 and 1995 m ight have been 
expected to be a few units lower and therefore below this line.

4.3. Trend of the data

1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995
Year

FIG. 4. Power trendline for AI4C in the central European atmosphere.
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It is worth noting that all yearly average Д14С values from  1977 to 1983 
reported from  Sweden [6 ] w ere significantly higher than the ‘Europe clean air’ curve 
in Fig. 4.

5. CONCLUSIONS

(a) Radiocarbon activity in C 0 2  and its trend at Bucharest correspond satisfactorily
to those for atmospheric Л14С in central Europe, though the determination
period m ay be considered still too short.

(b) Certain local peculiarities exist for 1992-1995:
(i) higher 14C activities, by a few units, than the expected values;

(ii) an early m aximum phase seasonality, found in the spring instead o f the
summer;

(iii) a nearly stationary trend instead o f an apparently decreasing one.
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A b strac t

THE INFLUENCE OF SOILS ON THE OXYGEN ISOTOPE RATIO OF ATMOSPHERIC C 02.
The oxygen isotope ratio of atmospheric C 0 2  is controlled by the isotope ratio of fluxes 

between the atmosphere and plants, soils and oceans. The 180 /160  ratios of the C 0 2 fluxes 
from these reservoirs reflect the 180 /160  ratios of the water in them. The influence of soils on 
the 180 /160  ratio of atmospheric C 0 2 depends on the size of the C 0 2 flux from soils to the 
atmosphere and the isotope ratio of this flux, which in turn depends on the isotope ratio of soil 
water and the extent of isotopic exchange between the C 0 2 and soil water. Soil water has the 
lowest 180 / 160  ratio of these three pools, but tends to be enriched in 180  near the soil surface 
because of soil water evaporation, so the isotope ratio of the C 0 2 flux out of a soil will depend 
on the kinetics of the soil water-soil C 0 2  isotope exchange. Our field measurements and mod
elling indicate that the rate constant for soil water-C02 oxygen isotope exchange averages 10~3 

to ICH s '1. The relevant size of the C 0 2 flux from soils to the atmosphere depends not only on 
the net flux of C 0 2 due to soil respiration but also on the amount of atmospheric C 0 2  which 
permeates the soil, undergoes isotope exchange with soil water and diffuses back to the atmo
sphere. The effects of these gross fluxes of C 0 2  between soil and the atmosphere are signifi
cant for estimating the soil component in the global atmospheric C 0 I80  budget, especially in 
soils with low respiration rates.

1. INTRODUCTION

M easurem ents o f  the atmospheric [C 0 2], [ 0 2], C 0 2  13C /12C ratio, and C 0 2 

1 8 0 / 1 6 0  ratio each provide independent means of constraining the components o f the 
global carbon budget. O f these quantities, the oxygen isotope ratio 180 / l60  of 
atmospheric C 0 2  is least well understood, but could provide unique constraints on

27
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carbon cycling. C 0 2  undergoes various degrees o f oxygen isotope exchange with 
liquid water in both terrestrial and marine environments, so its isotopic ratio reflects 
the 180 / 160  ratio o f these water pools. Large latitudinal [1] and seasonal [2] variations 
in  the 180 / 160  ratio o f atmospheric C 0 2  reflect the strong influence o f h igh latitude 
terrestrial ecosystems (especially the soils in  these ecosystems), which contain waters 
w ith low 5 180  values, where

S 1 8 0  =  1 0 0 0

(18o/16o)

(18o/16o)
sample

- 1

std

that lower the 8 180  value of atmospheric C 0 2.
Farquhar et al. [3] developed a global budget for the 1 80 / 160  ratio of atmo

spheric C 0 2  that accounts for the size and 180 / 160  ratio o f fluxes to and from  the 
atmosphere, param etrized for spatial variability (this budget was recently refined in 
Ref. [4]). These budgets, with further refinement, will allow quantification of gross 
primary productivity, both globally and regionally, a quantity difficult to estimate by 
other means. The atmospheric C 0 180  budget is described by [4]

FaoRaaw+ Ро Л а»+ W r f  

i<— ocean —>| I human]

( i)

F^  is the C 0 2  flux from  reservoir x to reservoir y,

R x is the 1 80 / 160  ratio o f C 0 2  in x,

a z is the kinetic fractionation associated with diffusion o f C 0 2  from  x to y;

-  C 0 1 80 atm =  FalR aa d - Fa P a a d + F P s a s '

к— plants —Й |<—soils —э|

where

the subscripts 1, s, o, a and f  represent C 0 2  reservoirs in leaves, soils, oceans and 
atmosphere, and anthropogenic input from  fossil fuel and biomass burning.

This study focuses on the size and 180 / 160  ratio o f the C 0 2  flux from  soils to 
the atmosphere. Previous C 0 180  budgets [3, 4] take the size o f the C 0 2  flux from 
soils to the atm osphere F s to be the net flux of C 0 2  due to soil respiration (including 
root and m icrobial respiration), and take the isotope ratio o f this flux to be that o f C 0 2 

in oxygen isotope equilibrium with soil water R s m odified by a kinetic, diffusional 
fractionation a s. In this study we present field measurem ents and modelling which 
provide better constraints on the relevant size o f the C 0 2  flux from  soils to the 
atm osphere and on the isotope ratio of this flux.
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The 180 / 160  ratio of soil C 0 2  is controlled by oxygen isotope exchange with 
soil water according to the reaction

к
soil H 2160  + l/2 C 18Oz soil H2180  + 1/2C 160 2  (2)

-k

w hich is thought to follow first order reaction kinetics.
Soil water 8 180  values reflect the 1 80 / 160  ratio o f the precipitation which per

meates the soil, but may becom e enriched in 180  if  extensive evaporation occurs [5]. 
For example, we m easured the 5180  value o f soil water (extracted by vacuum distil
lation at 100°C) versus depth at a site in  the western foothills of the Sierra Nevada, 
California, during the dry M editerranean summer. The 1 80 / 160  ratio o f soil water was 
~10%o h igher near the soil surface, where soil water evaporation occurs (Fig. 1).

Figure 2 com pares the S180  value of C 0 2  in soil and that o f C 0 2  calculated [6 ] 
to be in isotopic equilibrium w ith soil water at various soil depths for soils at three 
elevations [7]. Despite the large variations in soil water 5 180  values, these data fall 
close to the 1:1 line, which indicates that soil C 0 2  is near isotopic equilibrium with 
soil water.

2. 180  VALUE OF SOIL C02

FIG. 1. & 80  value o f  so il w ater versus depth in Oak Savannah during the dry season in the 
M editerranean clim ate o f  the Sierra Nevada foothills. The surface soil w ater is enriched in lgO 
because o f  so il w ater evaporation. M ean o f  three values a t each depth (depth intervals o f  
0 - 1 ,1 - 3 ,  3 -6  and 6 -1 0  cm, and po in t sam ples at 20, 5 0  and 75 cm).
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5180  (C02) (%») V-SMOW (calculated)

FIG. 2. & sO value o f  soil C 0 2 versus & sO o f C 0 2 calculated [6 ] to be in isotopic equilibrium  
with soil water a t 10, 2 5 ,5 0  and 100 cm depth in granitic soils at three elevations in the Sierra 
Nevada a t fie ld  temperatures. Soil gas was dried and collected via gas wells, and soil C 0 2 was 
concentrated cryogenically [7]. Soil fo r  water extraction was collected at the same soil depths 
but a few  metres away from  the gas wells. Soil water was extracted via vacuum distillation at 
100°C. Open symbols are outliers excluded in the construction o f the 68%  density ellipse.

To predict the isotope ratio o f soil C 0 2, we present a diffusion-reaction model
[8 ]. The distribution of C 0 180  in a soil with depth z is described by the relation

f (C‘*)=T Ĵ (c")+ir +kc(z)(R“1 _R(I)) <3>
\i— Diffusion —>| 1<—Production—>1 \i-----Reaction----- >1

where C 18 = [ C 0 180 ] ,

D 18 is the effective diffusivity of C 0 180  in  the soil, 

p  is the production rate o f C 0 2  in the soil per unit volume,
E is the free air porosity in the soil,
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R p  is the 180 / 160  o f C 0 2  produced by respiration,
R  is the 1 80 / 160  o f C 0 2  in  equ librium with soil water,
R (z )  is the 1 80 / 160  o f soil C 0 2  as a function o f depth z,
C {z )  is a depth function of [C 0 2],
k  is the rate constant for Eq. (2).

We assum e that (1) the soil is a t steady state, (2) the production p  is constant 
w ith depth for z = 0 to L, (3) the C 0 2  produced in the soil is in  isotopic equilibrium 
with soil w ater (Rp =  Z?eq), (4) soil water acts as an infinite isotopic reservoir, unaf
fected by exchange with C 0 2, and (5) R ^  is independent o f depth. This final assum p
tion is often inappropriate, as shown in Fig. 1, but this sim plification allows an ana
lytic solution which provides some physical intuition.

Substituting the concentration profile for soil C 0 2, C(z) = p (L z  -  z2/2)/D s + Catm
[9] (where D s is the effective diffusivity o f C 0 2  in soil and Catm is [C 0 2] in the 
atmosphere, and where the boundary conditions are C(0) = Catm, d C /d z  = 0 at z  =  L ), 

and using the stated assumptions, yields

The solution to Eq. (4) for boundary conditions o f no flow at z  =  L  and R(0) = Ratm, 
the 18 0 / 160  ratio o f the atmosphere, is

which describes the depth function o f the concentration o f C 0 180 .  The ratio o f 
Eq. (5) to the depth function for the concentration of C 0 2  in the soil provides the 
depth function for the 180 / 160  ratio o f C 0 2  in the soil.

Figure 3 shows these results for various rate constants к. W hen к  is low (slow 
isotopic exchange), the soil C 0 2  8 180  values approach - 8 .8 %o higher than that o f pro
duction, as would be expected from  diffusional enrichm ent [9], but when к  is high 
(rapid isotopic exchange) the soil C 0 2  8180  values approach that o f C 0 2  in isotopic 
equilibrium  w ith soil water.

No direct measurem ents o f the rate o f oxygen isotope exchange between 
soil water and soil C 0 2  have been made, but soil C 0 2 is close to oxygen isotope

(4)

x
exp + exp [ ( z - L ) V ¡ W

(5)
exp^L^/efc/D ] 8 j +  exp { - L ^ e k /D ™  j
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equilibrium with soil water in Fig. 2, suggesting that к  is relatively high. M easured 
soil C 0 2  8180  values are, on average, ~0.8%o higher than those for C 0 2  in equi
librium with soil water (Fig. 2), consistent w ith values of к  between 10~ 3  and IQ- 4  s- ' 
(Fig. 3). This estimate of к  is also consistent w ith tim ed experiments o f soil 
w a te r-C 0 2  isotope exchange [10]. The rate constant for isotope exchange between 
pure water and C 0 2  at 25°C is 1.53 x 10~ 3  s- 1  [11], suggesting that к  for soils of 
10~ 3 to 10- 4  s- 1  is reasonable. The rate constant к  for soil water may differ from  that 
o f pure water for two reasons. First, the rate o f exchange could be lim ited by trans
port o f C 0 2  into soil water rather than by the kinetics of the chemical reaction. 
Alternatively, if  the enzym e carbonic anhydrase, which is found in m ost organisms, 
is present in soils, then this enzym e will catalyse the hydration o f C 0 2, the rate lim 
iting step for Eq. (2), accelerating the rate o f isotope exchange.

§180  of C02  in equilibrium 5180  of C02 in
with soil water atmosphere

S180  (C02) (%o) V-SMOW

FIG. 3. Sl80  value o f  so il C 0 2 versus depth fo r  various values o f  k. M odelled with constant 
CO2 production in the top 30  cm o f  soil, and no flux boundary a t 30  cm. Total production  
pL = S цтоЬтг2-s'1, Deff = 0.0288 erréis, L = 30  cm, £ =  0.41.
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The existing global budgets o f atmospheric C 0 180  [3, 4] take into account the 
net flux Fs o f C 0 2  from  soils to the atmosphere due to soil respiration. We propose 
that the relevant flux o f C 0 2  from  soil to the atmosphere is significantly greater than 
the am ount o f soil respiration because o f the importance o f g ro s s  fluxes between the 
atm osphere and soil; a certain am ount o f atmospheric C 0 2  enters the soil by diffu
sion, w ind pum ping, and changes in  air pressure, and if this C 0 2  undergoes oxygen 
isotope exchange with soil water before returning to the atmosphere, then the relevant 
size o f the C 0 2  flux from  soil to the atmosphere for the C 0 180  budget may be sig
nificantly higher than the n e t flux due to soil respiration, especially in soils w ith low 
respiration rates. The gross flux of C 0 2  out o f soil is the sum of the net flux produced 
by soil respiration and the com pletely abiotic interchange o f atmospheric C 0 2 

between the soil porosity and the atmosphere.
We can incorporate gross soil fluxes into the global C 0 180  budget by changing 

the effective isotope ratio o f the flux rather than the size of the fluxes. The overall flux 
of C 0 180  between soils and the atmosphere (including the gross one-way fluxes) is:

3. THE C 02 FLUX FROM SOIL TO THE ATMOSPHERE

The 1 80 / 160  ratio o f the overall flux is the ratio o f Eq. (6 ) to the n e t  C 0 2  flux 
- p L ,  namely

exp ( - Ц г к / D f  ) - e x p (6 )

X

exp { - L ^ e k /D ™  j -  e x p ^ L yjek /D l*  j 
x ---- :---- . ------ ;—

exp ( - L j e k / D ? )  +  exp ̂ L íje le/D i*  j (7)



TABLE I. OVERALL FLUX OF C 0 180  FROM SOILS TO THE ATMOSPHERE FOR SIX REPRESENTATIVE ECOSYSTEMS3

Ecosystem
type

Soil
temperature

(°C)b

Soil
water
Sl80
(%0)c

Equilibrium
c o 2

8 180

(%o)d

Porosity,
e

Ds
(cm2/s)e

Production
(|i,mol-rrr2 -s-1)f

к

(s-%

Flux
c o 18o

(ixmol.m_2 .a_1)h

Flux
5180
(%сУ

Effective

Es
(%c)i

Boreal 5 - 1 2 32.8 0.35 0.0252 0.85 1C) - 3 0.0555 2 2 . 0 -10.5
forest 1 0 " 4 0.0554 29 .2 -3.5

Temperate 15 -7 35.9 0.4 0.0288 1 .8 1 0 - 3 0.117 27.8 -7.7
forest 10"4 0.118 32.9 - 2 . 8

Tropical 30 -3 37 0.4 0.0288 3 10~3 0.195 29.8 -7.0
forest 1 (H 0.196 34.3 - 2 . 6

Grassland 15 -5 37.9 0.4 0.0288 1 .2 1 0 - 3 0.0782 30.0 -7.7
1 0 - 4 0.0786 35.0 - 2 . 8

Low desert 25 5 45.3 0.45 0.0324 0 . 2 1 0 - 3 0.0133 52.9 6.3
1 (r4 0.0133 47.1 0 . 8

High desert 15 - 6 36.9 0.45 0.0324 0.5 1 0 - 3 0.0325 27.6 - 1 0 . 0

1 0 - 4 0.0327 34.5 -3.4

a Atmospheric C02 concentration 350 ppm; ô180  41.5%o\ L — 30 cm. 
b Temperatures used in calculations. These are not mean annual temperature but 

rough estimates of mean temperature above 0°C.
0 All 5i80  values expressed relative to SMOW.
d 8I80  values of C02 in equilibrium with soil water at soil temperatures 

(Ref. [6]).
c Ds taken to be lower in ‘boreal forest’ soils and greater in ‘desert’ soils, reflect

ing water filled pore space. 
f Estimates based on mean annual soil respiration (after Ref.[12]).

8 Two estimates of the rate constant for Eq. (2); к should vary with temperature, 
but this is not taken into account. 

h Overall flux of C 0 180  from soil to the atmosphere; к has a strong influence on 
the size of C 0 180  flux only in low production soils.

1 Apparent 6,80  value of the C02 flux to the atmosphere. This value reflects the 
180 / l60  ratio (/?sa s), which could be used in Eq. (1) with the net soil flux Fs.

> Effective oxygen isotope fractionation between C02 flux and C02 in equilib
rium with soil water. Compare with es estimates of -7.6%o [3] and -5%o [4] used 
in existing global budgets.

STERN 
et al.
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Equation (6 ) describes the overall C 0 180  flux between soils and the atm o
sphere. Values o f this flux for some representative ecosystems are shown in Table I 
[12]. W hile there are large uncertainties in some o f the param eters used in these cal
culations, these results are instructive for understanding the influence o f  soil water 
8 180  values, soil respiration rates and the kinetics o f soil w a te r-C 0 2  isotope 
exchange on the flux o f C 0 180  to the atmosphere from soils. We make several gen
eralizations:

( 1 ) Soil waters w ith low 8180  values act as a sink for atmospheric C 0 1 80 ,  and this 
effect is underestim ated by neglecting gross fluxes.

(2) Low productivity soils with low 5180  soil water (e.g., boreal forest, high desert) 
are highly underrepresented in existing global budgets, but if  gross fluxes are 
taken into account, their effect as an atm ospheric C 0 180  sink is greatly 
enhanced.

(3) Soils with high 8 180  soil water and low productivity (low desert) are a so u rce  

of C 0 180  to the atmosphere, and are underrepresented in existing models.
(4) The effects o f gross fluxes on the C 0 180  flux from  soils with high  respiration 

rates (forest, grassland) are m uch less than in low productivity soils, but not 
negligible.

(5) W ith higher к  values, the im portance o f the gross fluxes increases, especially in 
low productivity soils.

4. SUMM ARY

Correct calculation o f the influence of soil water on the oxygen isotope ratio o f 
atmospheric C 0 2  requires the inclusion of gross C 0 2  exchange between soils and the 
atmosphere. Including gross fluxes in the calculations increases the im portance of 
soils w ith low respiration rates in the global C 0 180  budget. It is critical, as more 
attention is focused on the C 0 180  budget, to understand the factors controlling the 
oxygen isotope ratio o f soil C 0 2, the , 8 0 / 160  ratio o f soil water and the kinetics o f 
the isotope exchange reaction between soil water and soil C 0 2.
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A b strac t

ISOTOPIC COMPOSITION OF C02 AND CH4 IN A HEAVILY POLLUTED URBAN 
ATMOSPHERE AND IN A REMOTE MOUNTAIN AREA (SOUTHERN POLAND).

The paper compares a series of carbon isotope and concentration determinations for 
carbon dioxide and methane in the heavily polluted urban atmosphere of Krakow with pre
liminary results from a new, remote mountain station at Kasprowy Wierch. The contribution of 
anthropogenic sources to regional budgets of these greenhouse gases are estimated on the basis 
of these data. Large differences between mixing ratios of C02 and CH4 measured in Kraków 
and at Kasprowy Wierch are observed as result of heavy local emission. In the case of methane, 
the calculated mean isotopic composition of local sources in Kraków (ô13C = -54%o) is close 
to values from direct gas network measurements (613C = -54.3%o), leading to the conclusion 
that the main anthropogenic source of methane in Kraków is leaks in the city gas network. In 
the case of C02, however, at least three components must be considered (continental back
ground, biospheric and anthropogenic). The measurement of 5180 as an additional parameter 
besides concentration and 513C is helpful in distinguishing between these components.

1. INTRODUCTION

A better understanding o f the global carbon cycle, in particular better charac
terization of the sources and sinks o f the main atmospheric greenhouse gases, C 0 2 

and CH4, is a prerequisite for a meaningful quantification o f their role in anticipated

3 7
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future climate change. M easurem ents o f the isotopic com position o f atmospheric 
trace gases can provide additional constraints on the distribution and strength of 
sources and sinks o f these gases both on global and regional scales [1]. W estern and 
Central Europe are am ong to the regions most heavily affected by hum an impact. 
System atic studies of atmospheric greenhouse gases in such areas are essential for a 
better understanding o f the dynam ics o f carbon in terrestrial ecosystems affected by 
anthropogenic emissions of these gases.

The dom inant source of anthropogenic C 0 2  is the combustion of fossil fuels. 
Changes o f carbon dioxide concentration and stable isotope com position were 
observed in the Kraków region (Southern Poland), where large anthropogenic em is
sion o f C 0 2  occurs. In addition to the city m easurem ents, an estim ate of the regional 
background on Kasprowy W ierch was established.

The present concentration o f m ethane (-1 .7  ppmv) is more than twice as high 
as the natural levels before the Industrial Revolution, about 200 years ago [2]. It is 
well known that all m ethane sources are located on the Earth’s surface and that the 
m ain m ethane sinks are located in the atmosphere. The m ajor anthropogenic CH 4  

sources are rice paddies, ruminants, coal mining, natural gas from  gas wells, burning 
o f biomass, solid wastes and gas leakage from  city gas networks [3].

2. EXPERIM ENTAL

2.1. S am pling  site

Kraków is a large (-8 0 0  000 people) historical town situated in Southern 
Poland approxim ately 100 km  from  a large mining and industrial region. Because of 
its location in a river valley, a high frequency of boundary layer inversions is observed 
in the city. Even though the city includes heavy industry, the main reason for the 
heavy pollution o f the Kraków atmosphere is the high density of low volume em is
sion sources (domestic heating systems, mainly coal and natural gas). During the 
night the vertical m ixing in Kraków atm osphere is very poor (because o f a negative 
tem perature gradient in the atmosphereric boundary layer). The Kraków sampling site 
is located to the w est o f the city, bordering recreation and sports grounds. Spot 
samples collected in K raków were analysed for carbon dioxide and m ethane concen
tration and their isotopic com position (8 1 3C, ô180  for C 0 2 and S13C for CH4).

Parallel to the measurem ents carried out in Kraków, a separate monitoring pro
gram m e was launched in a new rem ote station, on top of Kasprowy W ierch (49° N, 
20° E) in the Tatra M ountains, Southern Poland. Because of its location (1980 m 
a.s.l., 300 m  above the tree line), under some m eteorological conditions the site has 
the characteristics o f a clean air station, relatively free from  local effects. This new 
observation station was launched to extend the existing network o f remote m onitor
ing sites o f greenhouse gases in Europe to m ore continental areas.
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The sampling program m e at Kasprowy W ierch com prises the following para
meters: (1) C 0 2, CH4, N 20  and SF6  concentration for weekly integrated samples,
(2) C 0 2  concentration and stable isotope com position for biweekly spot samples,
(3) diurnal variation of the C 0 2  concentration and stable isotope com position 6 13C 
and 5180  in carbon dioxide for m onthly samples, (4) CH 4  concentration and 5 13C for 
m onthly integrated samples, (5) meteorological parameters —  temperature, pressure, 
humidity, w ind speed and direction, (6 ) quasi-continuous measurem ents o f atm o
spheric C 0 2, CH 4  and SF 6  concentrations using a fully autom ated Hewlett-Packard 
Series 5890 gas chromatograph.

2.2. C 0 2  a n d  C H 4  m easu rem en t techn ique

The C 0 2  sampling site in Kraków is located on the roof o f the faculty building 
at the University o f M ining and M etallurgy building about 20 m above ground level. 
A tm ospheric air was pum ped from  the roof to the laboratory, where C 0 2 was 
extracted in a glass vacuum line. A dry ice temperature trap was used for drying the 
air and a liquid nitrogen tem perature trap for extracting C 0 2. A t Kasprowy W ierch 
the air was collected in 1 L glass flasks. The air was dried by magnesium  perchlorate 
during collection. The flasks were conditioned at 400°C for 24 h to reduce the oxygen 
isotope exchange between carbon dioxide and water condensed on the walls. Tests 
m ade on sample preparation showed no fractionation effect on carbon or oxygen 
isotopes during the extraction procedure. The reproducibility is around 0.1 %e for both 
isotopes.

In Septem ber 1994 the Kasprowy Wierch station was equipped with an instal
lation for collecting air samples into a 100 L  aluminium -PE bag. The air was col
lected at weekly intervals representing the m ean values o f C 0 2  concentration. A  part 
o f the air sam ple was transferred to two 1 L  glass containers and sent to the Institut 
für Umweltphysik, Heidelberg, where C 0 2 concentration and isotopic com position 
were determined. Spot samples for isotope analysis in C 0 2  were taken on Kasprowy 
W ierch once a week during M arch-N ovem ber 1995. From Decem ber 1995 the 
diurnal variations of C 0 2  concentration and isotopic com position were investigated 
once a month.

In Kraków, two air samples for determination o f methane concentration and 
isotopic com position were collected tw ice a week in previously evacuated 70 L  stain
less steel tanks (at c. 6  a.m. and 2 p.m.). Samples were taken on the roof o f the fac
ulty building. The extraction technique used was analogous to that described by Lowe 
et al. [4]. The air sample was pum ped through a series o f highly efficient liquid nitro
gen traps to rem ove H 2 0 ,  C 0 2  and N 20  and was then passed over a bed o f Schutze’s 
reagent to quantitatively oxidize CO to C 0 2, which was subsequently trapped 
cryogenically. M ethane was com busted over platinized silica at 750°C; the resulting 
C 0 2  was cryogenically trapped, and the ratio o f 6 13C was determ ined for the
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converted C 0 2. Routinely the m ethod required about 20 L of atmospheric air. The 
precision o f the S1 3CH 4  analysis was around 0.1 %c.

A t Kasprowy W ierch, research on the m ethane concentration and isotopic com 
position started in January 1996. The air was collected in a 300 L alum inium -PE bag 
during a four week period. A fter collection the air was transferred to an evacuated 
70 L  stainless steel tank and sent to the Kraków laboratory.

Since July 1996 a fully automated Hewlett-Packard Series 5890 gas chrom ato
graph was used for quasi-continuous measurem ents o f C 0 2, CH 4  and SF6  concentra
tions in atmospheric air on Kasprowy Wierch. This GC worked in dual detector mode 
(ECD, FID). Principal param eters for this equipm ent are presented in Table I.

3. RESULTS

The results presented below include analysis o f both seasonal and diurnal 
changes o f m easured parameters. M easurem ents o f the isotopic com position of 
carbon dioxide and m ethane, together with their concentration in the atmosphere, 
yield useful inform ation on the contribution of anthropogenic sources to regional 
budgets o f these gases and their seasonal changes.

3.1. Seasonal changes

The isotopic com position of C 0 2  and CH 4  observed in Kraków has relatively 
high scatter, pointing to large local influences. During periods o f good atmospheric 
mixing, the observed values are close to those typical for rem ote continental stations.

TABLE I. TECHNICAL PARAM ETERS OF GAS CHROMATOGRAPH ON 
KASPROW Y W IERCH

Constituent c o 2, CH4 SF6

Detector Flame ionization detector 
(C02 with nickel catalyst 
at 375°C)

Electron capture 
detector

Column 1.5 m filled with Porapak Q Backflush system 
1.5 m Molsieve 5A, 
0.5 m Molsieve 5A

Precision of measurement 0.1 ppmv, 4 ppbv 0.05 pptva

Time of analysis 15 min 15 min

a 1 pptv = 1 part per 1012 by volume.
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Figure 1 gives a two year record illustrating the seasonal cycle o f the isotopic 
com position of atmospheric C 0 2  observed in Kraków and at Kasprowy Wierch. The 
K raków data (left side) show greater scatter o f isotopic values and greater seasonal 
variability in both carbon and oxygen isotopic com position caused by strong in
fluence of local sources. The am plitudes o f seasonal changes observed in Kraków 
w ere i.2% o  and 2%o for 6 13C and ô 1 80 ,  respectively. The corresponding amplitudes 
were sm aller at Kasprowy W ierch (Woo and 1.2%c, respectively). The 8 13C values at 
Kasprowy W ierch had a sm aller scatter, indicating that there are local influences. A 
wide spread o f 5 180  values was observed at Kasprowy W ierch, however, and this 
m ust be explored further. A sim ilar situation was observed for C 0 2  concentration 
data. The am plitude of C 0 2  concentration reached 50 ppmv and 20 ppmv for Kraków 
and Kasprowy W ierch, respectively [5]. This large difference can be explained by the 
presence in Kraków of strong anthropogenic C 0 2  emission during the winter.

Seasonal changes of C 0 2  concentration observed at Kasprowy W ierch are 
presented in Fig. 2.

A  com parison o f the 5 13C from  the spot samples o f C 0 2  collected in Kraków 
and biweekly mean values from Kraków [6 , 7] and Schauinsland [8 ] is presented in 
Fig. 3. The figure shows that the biweekly mean 8 13C values of atmospheric C 0 2  in 
Kraków [7] were m ore negative than the biweekly means for Schauinsland [8 ]. This 
shift was caused by higher contribution of anthropogenic C 0 2  in Kraków. The

Year

FIG. 1. Isotopic composition o f carbon and oxygen in atmospheric C 02 observed in Kraków 
(1992-1994) and at Kasprowy Wierch (1995-1996).
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Time

FIG. 2. C 0 2 concentration record from  Kasprowy Wierch station (September 1994-D ecem ber  
1996).

Year

FIG. 3. Isotopic composition of carbon in atmospheric C02 in Kraków and at Schauinsland.
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Month, 1996

FIG. 4. Seasonal changes o f  methane concentration observed a t Kasprowy Wierch during 
1996.

observed range o f 8 13C o f spot samples from Kraków was close to that o f the data 
obtained from  samples taken at Schauinsland. These samples were collected during 
good atm ospheric m ixing conditions. Kraków spot samples with m uch m ore negative 
values than the biweekly averages were collected during a period o f temperature 
inversion.

The concentration o f m ethane in the Kraków atmosphere has two m ain com po
nents: regional background concentration and city gas network leakage. Significant 
seasonal changes of m ethane concentration were not observed in Kraków. In contrast, 
a distinct seasonality is observed at Kasprowy Wierch. The am plitude o f changes of 
CH 4  concentration at Kasprowy W ierch (Fig. 4) is about 30 ppbv (1 ppbv = 1 part per 
1 0 9 by volume).

Figure 5 shows the correlation o f 513C and inverse concentration of methane, 
based on samples collected in Kraków between April 1996 and M arch 1997 and similar 
correlation for samples from Kasprowy Wierch. From this correlation we can calculate 
the isotopic composition of the mean methane source [9]. The average seasonal source 
of methane emission observed at Kasprowy Wierch was -5 2  ± 0.6% o, in good agree
m ent with the value obtained at other clean air stations in the Northern Hemisphere
[10]. The mean isotopic composition o f the local methane derived from this correlation 
was -54 .0  ± 0.3% o, which is close to the measured isotopic composition of methane 
from the city gas network (8 13C = -54 .3  ± 0.6% o, n = 17).
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[CH4]-1 (ppmv)'1

FIG. 5. Correlation between 5f3C o f methane and reciprocal o f its concentration derived 
from samples collected in Kraków between April 1996 and March 1997 and samples collected 
at Kasprowy Wierch during 1996.

In Poland, especially in a city such as Kraków, about 7% of the natural gas 
distribution is leaked to the atmosphere. We can therefore assume that methane leakage 
from the city gas network is the main anthropogenic source in the Kraków area.

3.2. D iu rn a l changes

A n example o f diurnal variability o f the isotopic com position of C 0 2  observed 
in Kraków is presented in Fig. 6 .
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Hours

FIG. 6. D iurnal changes o f  the isotopic composition o f  carbon and oxygen in atmospheric 
CO 2  observed in Kraków.

The am plitude o f the diurnal cycle of 8 13C and § 180  is com parable with or even 
higher than that o f the seasonal cycle observed in  Krakow and is dependent on local 
m eteorological conditions during the sampling period. A local budget o f atmospheric 
C 0 2  can be obtained using the equations

c tot =  c bg +  c bio +  Cant ( ! )

c«o,S13Ctot = cbg5 13C bg + cbio5 13Cbio + cant8 13Cant (2)

C,tot5 1 8Ctot = cbgS18Cbg + cbioô 18Cbio + cantô '«C ant (3)

where ctot, 8 13Ctot, 5 18Otot are the measured values of the concentration and isotopic 
com position o f atmospheric C 0 2; 8 13C bg, &п С Ыо, &13C ant are the assumed isotopic 
com positions of carbons in the background, biosphere and anthropogenic com po
nents, respectively; S/A’Obg, 8 7 SObio, 8 18O mt are the assumed isotopic compositions of 
oxygen in those com ponents; cbg, cbio, cant are the concentrations of the three 
components.

These equations let us calculate the contribution o f C 0 2 from biospheric and 
anthropogenic sources. We assum ed that (1) the isotopic com position of background 
and anthropogenic C 0 2  is constant during the experiment and the appropriate values 
were known; (2 ) the variation o f isotopic com position o f the biospheric compound
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Hours

FIG. 7. Contributions o f  three components to the atmospheric C 0 2 budget (Septem ber 1994).

was known; (3) m eteorological conditions during the experiment were constant (i.e. 
no change in air mass circulation). On the basis o f Eqs (1-3) the com ponents o f the 
local C 0 2  budget were calculated. Results for data m easured in Septem ber 1994 are 
presented in Fig. 7.

It is apparent from  Fig. 7 that during the night the biogenic com ponent dom 
inates, w hile during the day photosynthesis reduces the biogenic flux and the 
anthropogenic com ponent starts to play an im portant role in the budget o f atm o
spheric CO 2 - The contribution o f anthropogenic C 0 2  reached c. 20 ppmv. This 
result is consistent w ith a corresponding calculation based on radiocarbon data 
from  Kraków [7]. The calculated average background C 0 2  concentration equals 
354 ppmv, in good agreem ent w ith data observed at K asprowy W ierch. A sensitiv
ity calculation shows that the m odel is not sensitive to changes o f isotopic com po
sition o f  the anthropogenic or biogenic com ponents. However, even sm all changes 
o f background C 0 2  isotopic com position introduce substantial changes in  the cal
culated balance. O bservations o f diurnal cycles at Kasprowy W ierch in 1996 
showed that the isotopic com position o f the background com ponent is usually con
stant. Thus the m odel presented can be used only in situations in w hich there are no 
changes in air m ass circulation and in w hich diurnal variability is controlled by 
tem perature inversion during the experim ent.
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Between 1992 and 1997 we observed the seasonal and diurnal changes of C 0 2 

concentration and isotopic com position in Kraków urban air. On the basis o f these 
data we estim ated the contribution of anthropogenic and biogenic sources to the 
regional C 0 2  budget. We observed large differences between mixing ratios and 
isotopic com position o f C 0 2  and CH 4  m easured in Kraków and at the rem ote station 
on Kasprowy W ierch as a result o f local urban emission in Krakóv. The calculated 
m ean isotopic com position o f the local methane source in Kraków is close to that of 
the gas network. We assume that the main anthropogenic source o f methane observed 
in Kraków are leaks in city gas network.
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Abstract

LATITUDINAL GRADIENTS OF 13C IN ATMOSPHERIC METHANE IN THE PACIFIC 
OCEAN REGION: IMPLICATIONS FOR INTERHEMISPHERIC TRANSPORT.

Measurements of atmospheric methane made on air samples collected on two voyages 
across the Pacific from about 40° S to 45° N in June 1996 and from 35° S to 32° N in 
November 1996 show a 10% difference in concentration between the hemispheres with an 
abrupt gradient at the intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ). The concentration gradient 
observed on the November voyage was marginally greater than that observed in June. The 
interhemispheric gradient for 513C in methane, S13CH4, appears to be highly dependent on sea
son, however. In June 1996, on a voyage from Auckland, New Zealand, to Seattle, relatively 
small latitudinal variations in 5 13C, with a total range of only 0.15%o, were observed. No abrupt 
change was observed at the ITCZ, which was located at about 10° N. On a similar voyage in 
November 1996, however, a large gradient of about 0.5%o was measured across the ITCZ. On 
both voyages, small but consistent excursions in 513C, <0.1 %o, were measured in both hemi
spheres. These data are the first high precision latitudinal measurements of 6 13CH4  ever 
reported and show clear correlations with regional convergence zones and meteorological fea
tures in the mid-Pacific.

1. INTRODUCTION

Concentration measurem ents in the atmosphere and in air trapped in ice show 
that the burden o f atmospheric methane has more than doubled over the past 
150 years [1]. The increase is believed to be due to an increase in m ethane sources, 
which include enteric fermentation, rice paddies, fossil fuel production and biomass 
burning. A  consistent picture o f the global methane budget has been developed using 
atmospheric chemistry and transport models together with extensive concentration 
m easurem ents m ade at a num ber o f sites in the northern and southern hemispheres 
(e.g. Ref. [2]). Com plem entary data com e from studies o f the stable isotope variations 
in atmospheric m ethane, where constraints can be assigned globally or regionally to 
contributions from  different methane sources with different isotopic ratios [3, 4].

49
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High precision tim e series of stable isotope measurem ents can be applied to observed 
variations in  methane atmospheric mixing ratios, for example the 1991-1992 
anom aly in the growth rate o f atmospheric m ethane [5 ,6 ]. In addition, determinations 
o f methane and carbon m onoxide stable isotopes have been used to assess the contri
bution o f biom ass burning to the burden of atmospheric carbon m onoxide [7] and to 
infer the partitioning of methane sinks in the stratosphere [8 , 9].

An extensive series o f stable isotopic measurem ents in atmospheric methane 
and carbon m onoxide at Baring Head, New Zealand (41° S) and at Scott Base, 
A ntarctica (78° S) show irregular seasonal cycles and no latitudinal gradient in the 
extratropical southern hem isphere [6 ]. In this work we describe new, high precision 
determinations o f 513C in atmospheric m ethane derived from  the tropical Pacific 
Ocean in a shipboard air sampling program m e aimed at determining gradients in con
centration and isotopic com position of atmospheric trace gases in the mid-Pacific in 
the region o f the ITCZ.

2. EXPERIM ENTAL TECHNIQUES

The program m e utilizes container ships o f the Blue Star Lines shipping com 
pany, which make frequent voyages between New Zealand and the United States of 
America. The container ships are used as a platform  to collect large, clean, dry, whole 
air samples representative of the Pacific Ocean on great circle routes between 
Auckland, New Zealand and Honolulu, Los Angeles and Seattle, USA. Depending on 
w ind direction, the air is sampled through Dekabon (Eaton Corp., Aurora, Ohio) 
1 2  mm  o.d. air lines mounted on either side o f the ship’s bridge and well forward of 
the engine exhaust funnels. The air is filtered, dried and pum ped into cylinders using 
a specially m odified high purity RIX Industries (Oakland, California) diving air com 
pressor [10]. The air samples, o f approxim ately 1 m 3 each, are stored in high pressure 
A culife treated aluminium cylinders. Samples are collected every 5° of latitude and 
m ore frequently as the ship passes through the ITCZ.

The large air samples in the cylinders are supplemented by air samples 
collected in 2 L glass flasks using a low pressure (1.5 bar) clean air pumping system. 
These samples are collected adjacent to the air intakes, and determinations o f am bient 
m ethane, carbon monoxide, light non-m ethane hydrocarbons and N20  are used as 
controls to check the integrity of the large air samples used for isotopic analysis. After 
the voyage the air samples are returned to the National Institute o f Water and 
Atmospheric Research (NIWA) laboratory in Wellington, New Zealand, where they 
are m easured for concentration and the stable isotopic com position o f atmospheric 
m ethane and carbon monoxide.

Concentration m easurem ents are m ade using a Hewlett Packard HP5890 series
II gas chromatograph fitted with a flam e ionization detector. Typically each air
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sample is m easured five times against a working reference calibrated against a p ri
mary m ethane standard purchased from  the US National Institute o f Standards and 
Technology (NIST). These references have been com pared with air samples cali
brated on a scale used by the US Oceanic and Atm ospheric Administration 
(NOAA/CM DL) [11, 12], which has been widely cited in  the literature on atm o
spheric m ethane (e.g. Ref. [13]). The difference between the two scales is about 1%, 
and the ratio o f the measurem ents on the NOAA/CM DL scale to the NIST scale is 
0.986. The l o  precision o f the measurem ents is about 3 ppb (1 ppb = 1 part in 109), 
or about 0 .2 % o f the background am bient methane concentration.

The Ô13CH 4  determinations are made following a modification by Lowe et al. 
[14] of a m ethod pioneered by Stevens et al. [15]. Full details are given in Ref. [14], 
and only a brief description is given here. The large air samples are connected to a 
vacuum processing line in  the NIWA laboratory through a stainless steel regulator and 
a m ass flow controller. In the vacuum line, at a flow rate of 1 L/min, any remaining 
water is removed cryogenically (as are C 0 2, CO, non-m ethane hydrocarbons and 
N 2 0 ) ,  and the methane is quantitatively combusted to C 0 2  and water over platinized 
alum ina at 780°C. This C 0 2, which preserves the original carbon isotopic content o f 
the methane, is cryogenically distilled and m easured for 13C using a high perfor
m ance MAT 252 isotope ratio mass spectrometer (IRM S) from Finnigan MAT 
GmbH, Brem en, Germany. The inlet system o f the MAT 252 has been m odified to 
allow introduction o f the sample C 0 2  at the head of the sample viscous flow inlet 
through a stainless steel ‘m in i’ volume. Typically 35 jjL o f C 0 2  from  the combustion 
o f the am bient m ethane in 20 L  o f air produces a m ass 44 signal on the MAT 252 of 
5 V, yielding an internal precision of 0.01 %o. The isotope ratio 1 3C /12C is expressed 
as parts per m ille (%o) using the usual notation

5 13C =  1000 'R s _

where R s  and R r are the 13C /12C ratios o f  the sample and reference, respectively. The 
international reference used is V-PDB, derived from  the carbonate NBS-19 supplied 
by the IAEA [16]. For routine measurem ents o f 8 13C in atmospheric methane, we 
have prepared a light working reference C 0 2  with a 5 13C o f -47.1%o. This yields 
small positive and negative 645 differences, typically <0.3%c, and greatly improves 
the precision of the m easurem ent, mainly because m emory effect problems in the 
IRMS are minimized. A barium  carbonate standard, IAEA-CO-9 (NZCH), supplied 
by the IAEA, is also used routinely as a light reference standard [14, 17]. Further 
quality assurance is provided by the routine m easurem ent o f 8 13C in methane m ix
tures in synthetic air and am bient m ethane in dry air samples collected at Baring 
Head, New Zealand, and stored or ‘archived’ in stainless steel tanks as described in
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Ref. [3]. These controls provide considerable confidence in the 513C in methane data 
reported here. The overall precision of the technique is conservatively estim ated at 
0.05%c.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

M ethane concentration data from  northbound Pacific Ocean voyages of the 
container ship M elbourne Star in  June and Novem ber 1996 are plotted in Fig. 1. Both 
data sets show relatively uniform  concentrations from 40° S to 10° S. In November 
1996 there was a uniform  increase from  about 1710 to 1730 ppb from  10° S to 10° N 
but at 10° N, there was an abrupt transition to m uch higher and m ore variable values 
ranging from  1740 to 1820 ppb. In June 1996 sim ilar behaviour was observed, except 
that a local m inim um o f 1710 ppb occurred at 10° S, at the position of the South 
Pacific convergence zone (SPCZ); this was followed by a rapid rise to 1740 ppb by 
5° S. Thereafter the concentration was fairly uniform  up to the ITCZ, which was 
located at about 10° N. Thus in  June 1996 a relatively well defined SPCZ at 10° S 
appears to have led to a region o f relatively well m ixed air around the equator show
ing m ethane concentrations m idway between the extratropical southern hem isphere 
and the northern hem isphere. North o f the ITCZ, concentrations increased rapidly to 
1780-1800 ppb. H igher m ethane concentrations are expected north of the ITCZ, 
because m ost m ethane sources (including rice paddies, enteric ferm entation in rum i
nants, biom ass burning and fossil fuel production) are in the northern hemisphere.

The S13CH 4  data from  the voyages are also shown in Fig. 1. In June 1996, on a 
voyage from  Auckland to Seattle, we m easured a relatively uniform decrease in 8 13C 
from  -47.15%o at 35° S to a m inim um  o f -47.35% e at the equator. There was a sharp 
increase in 8 13C to —47.15%o at 10° N, however, which anti-correlates with a m ini
m um  in methane concentration and coincides with the position o f the SPCZ. In the 
northern hem isphere, 8 1 3CH 4  increased gradually to about -47.25%c at 45° N. No 
abrupt change was observed at the ITCZ, which was at about 10° N. In November 
1996, however, a large gradient was m easured in S 13CH4, with a rapid drop across the 
ITC Z to -47.45%o at about 15° N.

We have m easured irregular seasonal cycles o f 8 1 3CH 4  at Baring Head, New 
Zealand (41° S), with m axim a in O ctober-N ovem ber and minim a in M ay-June. 
Sim ilar cycles have been observed in the northern hem isphere but are approximately 
six m onths out o f phase [5]. The absence of a pronounced interhemispheric gradient 
in 8 13C in June Д996 suggests that the m axim um  of the seasonal cycle in the north
ern Pacific Ocean coincided with m inim um  values in the southern hem isphere and 
also that, on average, S13CH 4  m ust be lower in the northern than in the southern hem i
sphere. On this basis the data in Fig. 1 suggest that the average annual gradient in 
8 13C across the ITCZ is about 0.2-0.3%o.
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The principal removal mechanism for methane from the atmosphere is removal 
by the OH radical, and because 1 2CH4  reacts faster with OH than with 1 3CH4, 
methane remaining in the atmosphere becomes enriched in 1 3 C. This process has been 
investigated under laboratory conditions, and a kinetic isotope effect (KIE), defined 
as the ratio of the rate constants of the reaction with 1 2CH4  and with 1 3CH4, has been 
measured at about 5%o [18]. Hence ‘older’ air, which has had methane partially 
removed by oxidation with OH, contains methane which becomes progressively more 
enriched in 1 3C. Most sources of atmospheric methane in the northern hemisphere are

Latitude (deg)

FIG. 1. Atmospheric methane data from samples collected on voyages from Auckland to 
Seattle in June 1996 and from Auckland to Los Angeles in November 1996. (a) Methane con
centrations; (bj 8I3CH4 measurements. Data points at the extreme left o f both parts (a) and 
(b) are equivalent measurements made on air samples collected at Baring Head, New Zealand 
(41°S), in June and November 1996.
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depleted in 13C with respect to atmospheric values. Hence as air is transported across 
the ITCZ from the northern into the southern hemisphere, the methane will become 
progressively more enriched in 1 3C, consistent with the average gradient shown in the 
data of Fig. 1. Assuming a lifetime for methane against removal by OH of 10 a, an 
average transport time across the ITCZ of 1 a, and all sources of methane in the 
northern hemisphere, the gradient caused by the KIE defined above will be about
0.5%o. Approximately 25% of methane sources are believed to be in the southern 
hemisphere [19], however, and hence the gradient in 8 13C due to the KŒ and to 
delays in transport across the ITCZ will be about 0.25%o. This estimate is consistent 
with the data shown in Fig. 1.

The gradient observed in ô1 3CH4  between 35° S and the equator in June 1996 
supports the idea that seasonal cycles at Baring Head are influenced by the southward 
transport of methane with different isotopic compositions. This is consistent with 
earlier analyses [3, 19], which suggest that methane enriched in 13C from tropical 
biomass burning has a major impact on the 8 13C observed in methane in the 
extratropical southern hemisphere.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Interhemispheric gradients in 8 1 3 CH4  in the mid-Pacific vary with season. The 
data described here suggest an average gradient of 0 .2 - 0 .3%o and are consistent with 
an average transport time of one year across the ITCZ, with the reported KIE of 
methane (about 5%o), and with 3:1 pardoning of methane sources between the 
northern and southern hemispheres. The small gradients observed in 8 1 3 CH4  between 
the ITCZ and 35° S suggest that seasonal cycles observed in the extratropical south
ern hemisphere are driven by the southward transport of methane enriched in 13C 
from tropical biomass burning. Latitudinal determinations of variations in 8 1 3CH4  

clearly provide considerable insight into the transport of atmospheric methane across 
the equator. Because the variations are small, however, high precision stable isotope 
measurements and a stringent calibration protocol are required.
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813C OF ATMOSPHERIC METHANE
A n  integrated technique f o r  constraining emission sources 
in  urban and background a ir
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Abstract

513C OF ATMOSPHERIC METHANE: AN INTEGRATED TECHNIQUE FOR 
CONSTRAINING EMISSION SOURCES IN URBAN AND BACKGROUND AIR.

Spot samples of air from Mace Head (Ireland) and Egham (UK), have been analysed for 
methane concentration and 813C since early 1995. These data are combined with 96 h back 
trajectories for air arriving at 12:00 GMT each day and with local area meteorological data for 
both sites (a) to monitor the isotopic changes in background air at 50-55°N and assess methane 
source contributions from the North Atlantic and western European regions and (b) to improve 
our understanding of contributions of methane from large urban conurbations in the global 
emissions budget. The seasonal range in 513C at Mace Head during 1995 and 1996 was 0.8%o 
in clean sector air (—4-7.1 to -47.9%c). Continental air arriving at Mace Head contains up to 
250 ppb more methane than Atlantic air (1 ppb = 1 part per 109) and shows depletion in 13C by 
up to 0.8%o. Trajectories from the eastern seaboard of Canada contain 10-30 ppb more methane 
and show depletion in 13C by up to 0.15%o with respect to trajectories starting in the central 
North Atlantic Ocean. Source signatures of -62%o for eastern Canada, -65%o for western 
Ireland and -54%o for Continental Europe have been calculated for trajectories arriving at Mace 
Head. Diurnal sampling experiments in stable air at the Egham site (on the western fringe of 
London) have been used to estimate emissions for western London and surrounding rural areas. 
Concentration peaks representing sources within 2-3 km indicate dominant natural gas (-41 to 
-43%o) or landfill/livestock (-52 to -53%o) emissions. Sources from further afield combine to 
give a regional isotopic source signature of -48.8%o for western London in 1996.

1. INTRODUCTION

Emissions of CH4  cannot be properly understood unless the sources are identi
fied on a regional and global scale. Continuous monitoring of emissions from a wide 
range of major source regions is logistically very difficult, but estimates of regional 
sources and emissions can be calculated using concentration and isotope data gath
ered at remote monitoring sites in conjunction with trajectory data and local area
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meteorology. Trajectories are widely used to gain an understanding of the changing 
nature of sources by sampling at background stations (e.g. Ref. [1]) or to calculate 
national emissions by sampling in highly industrialized and densely populated areas 
(e.g. Ref. [2]).

Here we report concentration and isotope data from the background station at 
Mace Head Ireland, and from an urban site at Egham (on the western fringe of 
London, UK) (Fig. 1(a)), which frequently sample air from the same source regions 
and occasionally lie on the same trajectory. These data allow preliminary estimates of 
the nature of remote and local source contributions from northwest Europe and coun
tries bordering the North Atlantic Ocean.
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FIG. 1. Daily trajectory data consist o f nine trajectories centred on the sampling station. Only 
coherent trajectory arrays (all nine following the same pathway) are used in modelling, 
although only the central trajectory is shown for clarity in (b), (c) and (d). (a) Arrival trajec
tories o f baseline background air at Mace Head and London during summer 1996. (b) 
Trajectories used in Canadian and Icelandic 5I3C source estimates (see Table 1). (c) Selected 
trajectories for air sampling emissions from western Ireland, (d) Continental air trajectories 
arriving at Mace Head via the southeast o f England have up to 250 ppb more methane than 
the Atlantic background.
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2. REALIZING THE POTENTIAL OF S1 3CH4  DATA

2.1. Sampling strategy: Why collect spot samples?

The air masses sampled at Mace Head (Fig. 1(a)) change from one day to the 
next, sampling Arctic, subtropical or continental air, with a clean sector for arrival of 
air from SSW to NW. Atlantic background air is sampled only from the SSW-WSW 
wind direction at Egham and normally during daylight hours when the influence of 
southern England regional sources is negligible because of high level mixing [3]. 
Samples at both stations are collected as close as possible to the modelled trajectory 
arrival time of 12:00 GMT. During diurnal experiments it has been noted that plumes 
from local sources influence the continuous concentration measurements at the sam
pling site only for short periods of 15 or 30 min. To investigate the isotopic nature of 
these plumes, spot sampling over 5-15 min is appropriate.

2.2. Analytical techniques

Methane concentrations are calibrated against NOAA standards and other 
European laboratories [4]. The 513C values of pure C02  standards and of C02  derived 
from conversion of methane have also been calibrated by exchange of gases with the 
Institut für Umweltphysik, Heidelberg, and the Energieonderzoek Centrum 
Nederland, Petten [5]. The S13C scaling of our mass spectrometers is calibrated using 
NBS-19 and IAEA CO-9 carbonate standards [6 ]. The methane from 40-80 L of air 
is converted to C02  for isotopic analysis using a cryogenic extraction line designed 
by the National Institute of Water and Atmospheric Research, Wellington [7]. Long 
term reproducibility, estimated on the basis of weekly analysis of tanks collected and 
measured in Heidelberg and used in London as standards, is ±0.04%o for 48 analyses 
of two standards over an 18 month period.

3. ISOTOPIC CHARACTERIZATION OF METHANE SOURCES

The important methane sources in northern and Central Europe and in countries 
bordering the North Atlantic Ocean can be divided into two groups, natural and 
anthropogenic. The natural sources, dominated by wetland, are depleted in 13C rela
tive to the atmospheric background, commonly in the range -52 to -75%o, although 
wetlands of northern tundra regions range between -62 and -70%o [8 ]. Natural 
swamps of mid-northern latitudes are closer to -58%o [9, 10]. The aggregate for all 
natural sources is -57%e [8 ].

Anthropogenic emissions can be subdivided into those of fossil fuel and those 
of biogenic origins. Fossil fuels are predominantly enriched in 13C relative to the
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atmospheric background: coal emissions average -37%o [10], reported natural gas 
averages are -40 to -44%o [8 , 10], with a range of -41 ± 6 %o for the Heidelberg city 
network [9]. Anthropogenic biogenic sources are dominated by landfills and livestock 
herds. Methane in the upper layers of landfills is mostly between -50 and -55%o; in 
lower layers and during subsurface migration the range is much wider [11, 12]. The 
livestock range, from -55 to -71%o, is partly dependent on animal diet and husbandry
[9], but averages -63%o [8 ].

4. ISOTOPIC RECORDS OF METHANE

4.1. Global network

Background records of ô1 3 CH4  are maintained for four sites in and around the 
Pacific Ocean [13], at Baring Head in New Zealand [1], in Fiji [14], and at Scott Base
[1] and Neumayer Station [15] on the coast of Antarctica. The Indian Ocean and the 
Tasman Sea are monitored through the record from Cape Grim, Tasmania [16]. On 
the high Arctic coast of Canada the isotopes are monitored at Alert station [5]. The 
only Atlantic records of ô1 3CH4  are those for Izaña, Canary Islands [5], and the Mace 
Head record discussed here.

Continental background 8 1 3 CH4  has been recorded at Schauinsland, Germany 
[5], and Niwot Ridge, Colorado [17]. Data are available for urban sites in Heidelberg
[5], Cabauw, Netherlands [18], and London [3].

4.2. Back records of concentration and 513CH4 data for the Mace Head 
and London stations

Monitoring of methane concentrations at Mace Head has been continuous since 
1987 under the GAGE and AGAGE programmes, and is part of the NOAA network 
of monitoring stations [19, 20]. Monitoring of methane concentrations at 30 min 
intervals has been continuous at the London site since May 1995. Tank samples of air 
from Mace Head and London have been analysed for 513C since early 1995. The 
mean precision on replicate 8 13C analyses of samples from Mace Head between July
1995 and February 1997 was ±0.025%o (1 SD, n = 65).

5. BACKGROUND CONCENTRATION AND 8 ,3 CH4  DATA 
FOR THE MACE HEAD STATION

The amplitude of the seasonal 8 13C cycle at Mace Head is generally greater 
than those at either far northern latitudes (Alert, Canada) [5, 20] or subtropical
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latitudes (Izaña) [5, 20] because of the seasonal influence of winds from a wide range 
of latitudes. Seasonal changes in background of 0.8%o (-47.1 to -47.9%o) and 0.4%o 
(-47.1 to -47.5%o) have been recorded for 1995 and 1996, respectively (Fig. 2(a)).
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The seasonal isotopic changes for all spot samples from Mace Head do not follow the 
smooth changes observed from long term integrated sampling (e.g. Ref. [5]) but 
clearly distinguish source dependent shifts and anomalies.

5.1. Baseline Atlantic background air at Mace Head

A group of data can be distinguished from within the Mace Head record which 
has concentrations 20-30 ppb (1 ppb = 1 part in 109) lower than mean clean sector sea
sonality and 13C enrichment of 0.05-0.15%e. These occurrences have 96 h back tra
jectory starting points above the deeper water regions of the North Atlantic Ocean 
(centred at 45°N 30°W; Figs l(a, b)). Concentrations are close to those recorded for 
the Izaña background by the NOAA network [20], and the isotopes are enriched in 13C 
(-47.05%o in summer 1996; Fig. 2(a)) relative to all other background air recorded at 
London or Mace Head (Fig. 1(a)). A curve through these data points is taken to be the 
baseline Atlantic background signal for the Mace Head station (Fig. 2(b)).

5.2. Methane sources in northeastern Canada and Iceland

Air from northern Canada arriving at Mace Head during the last week of July
1996 contained 19 ppb more methane and was depleted in 13C by 0.16%o with respect 
to Atlantic background air sampled six days earlier (Fig. 1(b)). These data indicate a 
methane source with S13C of -62%c (although with large errors, as shown in Table I), 
probably the wetlands of northern Canada. During the same week the London site 
sampled Atlantic background and Icelandic air. An increase in methane of 40 ppb and 
an isotopic shift of 0.35%o indicates a -63%c source mix along the Icelandic trajectory
(Fig. Kb)).

Events of this type, with small but significant changes in isotopes and concen
tration, would not be visible in weekly integrated samples. This emphasizes the 
importance of regular spot sampling.

5.3. Methane sources in western Ireland

A group of samples collected at Mace Head shows methane enrichment by up 
to 80 ppb and significant depletions of up to 0.8%o in ,3C with respect to background 
air, but these samples are not derived from the European mainland (Fig. 1(c)). They 
have trajectory starting points in the Atlantic Ocean and approach Mace Head from 
the S-SSW, most closely following the Irish coastline, others stagnating in the 
Galway Bay area south of Mace Head (Fig. 1(c)). Source calculations indicate a 8 13C 
of -65 ± 3%o (Table I), probably representing the abundance of peat bogs and dairy 
cattle in the west of Ireland. Data for other species (particulate carbon and radon) will 
aid the identification of these sources.
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TABLE I. 513C ESTIMATIONS OF METHANE SOURCE REGIONS FOR 
SELECTED AIR MASSES ARRIVING AT MACE HEAD AND WESTERN 
LONDON (ICELANDIC SOURCE ONLY) DURING 1995 AND 1996

Date
Sample Background Calc, source Possible

error3
(%c)813C (%c) CH4 (ppb) S13C (%o) CH4 (ppb) S13C (%o)

Canadian source

1996-07-31 -47.29 1780 -47.13 1761 

Icelandic source

-62.1 +8/-15

1996-07-26 -47.42 1815 -47.07 1775 -62.9 ±5.0

Western Ireland source

1995-04-27 -47.57 1817 -47.15 1775 -65.3 ±5.2
1995-08-16 -47.86 1805 -47.45 1765 -65.9 ±5.5
1995-10-12 ^48.00 1817 -47.70 1790 -67.9 +7/-11
1995-10-31 -48.03 1850 -47.55 1795 -63.7 ±3.7
1996-08-14 -47.94 1849 -47.12 1765 -65.2 ±2.5
1996-12-19 -47.94 1859 -47.28 1795 -66.5 ±3.5

Continental European source

1996-01-31 -47.87 1984 -47.20 1795 -54.2 ±0.8
1996-03-20 -47.79 1973 -47.15 1790 -54.1 ±0.8

a Errors calculated using ±3 ppb for all concentrations and ±0.03%o for all §13CH4 data.

5.4. Continental air at Mace Head

Continental airstreams arriving at Mace Head can clearly be distinguished from 
background air masses because the former are depleted in 13C by up to 0.8%o when 
methane concentrations are significantly elevated above background (increases of up 
to 250 ppb). Two samples with high methane concentrations (-1980 ppb) are repre
sentative of air from eastern Europe which passed over much of industrial Europe and 
the southeast of England en route to Ireland (Fig. 1(d)). The European mixed source 
for winter 1996 has been calculated at -54.1 ± 0.8%o (Table I). Estimates of the 8 13C 
of sources contributing to excess methane recorded in Heidelberg were in the range 
-50 to -54%e in 1995 [5], and modelled estimates on methane buildup along shared 
trajectories between Heidelberg and London in 1996 indicate a -52 to -53%o source 
mix [3].
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sources using a background point taken from the London baseline curve. Sources A and В 
represent natural gas and landfill!livestock sources, respectively.
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6 . THE LONDON CONURBATION

High precision spot sampling is essential for local studies in urban areas with a 
wide range of sources. A series of diurnal experiments sampling air every 1 to 2 h 
under low wind speed conditions (Fig. 3(a)) have been used to calculate emissions for 
west London and surrounding rural areas. When the regional methane is slowly build
ing during inversion conditions with light winds from the city, there is a gradual shift 
in ô13C by up to 0.7%o, indicating well mixed west London emissions of -48.8 ±
0.2%o during 1996 as against background air with -47.1 to -47.6%o. Local sources 
within 2 km of the sampling site are identified as sharp concentration peaks. These 
indicate dominant natural gas (-41 to -43%o) or landfill/livestock (-52 to -53%c) 
emissions (sources A and В in Fig. 3(b)).

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

Samples analysed so far in our laboratory fall in the 513C range from -44 to 
-51%e. High precision is maintained provided that the extraction technique remains 
constant, more than 40 L of air are converted and at least 10 L (5 min) of air is pre
flushed through the catalyst. Laboratory intercalibration and analysis of international 
standards confirm the accuracy of the data. Experiments to reduce sample sizes to 5 L 
or less in a modified NIWA extraction system gave results with lower precision of 
±0.1-0.15%c [16]. Peak separation, combustion and analysis using GC-IRMS 
methodology provides another alternative for reducing sample sizes (e.g. Ref. [21]). 
Precision better than 0.05%o is essential for background and remote source studies, 
but such precision is not essential for on-site studies of sources.

The methane isotope record at the Mace Head background and London urban 
sites is providing a vast amount of information, but the record must be continuous. A 
longer record will provide a higher degree of certainty on source contributions. 
Before accurate global 51 3 CH4  modelling is possible, the .network of isotope moni
toring stations must be increased and intercalibrated throughout. The network is par
ticularly sparse in the Atlantic Ocean. Suitable localities to increase the coverage of 
isotopic records from north to south are Svalbard, the Azores, Barbados and 
Ascension Island.
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Abstract
USING ISOTOPE ANALYSIS TO IMPROVE ATMOSPHERIC CO BUDGET 
CALCULATIONS.

The paper discusses the main aspects of using CO isotope ratio measurements to obtain 
information about the global CO cycle and compares new CO isotope data from high latitude 
sites in both hemispheres to illustrate the interhemispheric differences in the CO budget as 
manifested in isotope ratio differences.

1. INTRODUCTION

Carbon monoxide is an important atmospheric trace gas, with an annual 
turnover of approximately 2.3 x 101 5 g [1]. In the remote southern hemisphere its 
concentration ranges from 40 nmol/mol in summer to 65 nmol/mol in winter. In 
the northern hemisphere, where sources are stronger, values range from about 
90 nmol/mol to 200 nmol/mol in clean environments. The primary removal mecha
nism for CO is in situ oxidation by hydroxyl (OH) radicals via CO + OH -> C02  + H, 
and only a fraction of the H radicals formed leads to OH reformation. In fact, more 
than half of all OH is engaged in this process [2], through which CO has a profound 
influence on the cycling of the very short lived oxidant OH. This OH is of great 
importance for the self cleansing capacity of the atmosphere, because it effectively 
removes a wide range of trace gases. Apart from CH4  and CO, other species (hydro
carbons, DMS, HCFCs, etc.) are oxidized by OH. Through its interaction with OH, 
CO can therefore indirectly influence concentrations of other gases, including 
the greenhouse gas CH4  Thus, a detailed knowledge of the atmospheric CO budget 
is important.

To construct a detailed CO budget is difficult, though. First of all, CO has 
a short lifetime. In the tropics a CO molecule survives for a period of weeks only; 
in higher latitudes, in winter, it may survive for months. This causes large temporal 
and spatial variability in CO concentration. Moreover, CO has a large variety of

69
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TABLE I. ESTIMATE FOR THE GLOBAL 
IPCC 1994 TROPOSPHERIC CO BUDGET 
Data from Ref [1 ]

CO production or consumption 
(Tg/a)

Industrial
Sources

300-550
Biomass burning 300-700
Biogenic 60-160
Oceans 2 0 - 2 0 0

Methane oxidation 400-1000
Oxidation of NMHC 200-600
Total sources 1800-2700

Reaction with OH
Sinks

1400-2600
Soil uptake 250-640
Loss to stratosphere - 1 0 0

Total sinks 2100-3000

sources which further impedes the task of constraining its distribution and seasonal
ity. One important natural source is the oxidation of atmospheric methane by OH, 
which changes in strength from summer to winter and depends on latitude. Another 
substantial source is large scale biomass burning, mostly in the subtropical regions, 
while CO from transportation, industry and heating is a main cause of the large inter- 
hemispheric gradient in CO. The oxidation of biogenic non-methane hydrocarbons 
is of primary importance in the tropics, but is also a significant source at moderate to 
high northern latitudes and is expected to somewhat augment the interhemispheric 
gradient.

Estimates of the global CO budget are based on small scale source strength 
measurements, flux measurements, estimates of fossil fuel consumption, estimates 
of biomass burning, etc. The 1994 IPCC consensus CO budget is shown in Table I. 
The large uncertainties witness our unsatisfactory knowledge of the CO budget. 
To tackle this problem, one can apply remote sensing techniques, perform 
more in situ atmospheric measurements or apply general circulation/chemistry 
models.

An additional method is to perform isotope ratio measurements. For CO 
we have access to 1 3C, 14C and 1 8 0, measurement of which provides a wealth of
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information [3]. Furthermore, we have recently discovered that CO possesses the rare 
property of being mass independently enriched in its oxygen isotopes, i.e., 1 7 0  and 
180  variations in CO are not linked via the equation 8170  = 0.52 x 5180  [4]. In fact, 
atmospheric CO has a higher (and variable) 1 70 /180  ratio (i.e. excess 170  compared 
to 1 8 0 ) than all other substances on earth except ozone, which is probably the only 
terrestrial source of this effect.

Stable isotope ratio variations are caused by source differences and frac
tionation processes in CO removal. Their measurement therefore gives information 
on the source mixture and transportation of CO [5, 6 ]. 14CO has a special signifi
cance: it is predominantly of cosmogenic origin and its major sink is OH. It 
therefore gives unique information about the distribution and seasonality of this 
important oxidant. In this paper we briefly evaluate the most important aspects of 
isotope variations of CO and their use to advance our knowledge of its atmospheric 
budget.

2. 13CO VARIATIONS

The most prominent and useful 8 13C signal from tropospheric CO sources is the 
8 13C value of CO from CH4  oxidation. The already low 13C content of CH4  

(S13C = -47%o, V-PDB) is further depleted in the sink process (the reaction with OH 
favours 1 2CH4  over 1 3CH4  according to a kinetic isotope effect of about 5%o [7]), 
leading to an effective source signature of about -52%e. This is a much lower value 
than those of most other CO sources, which have S13C signatures of around -21%o. 
As the amount of CO from CH4  oxidation remains roughly constant throughout 
the year, at about 2 0  nmol/mol, variations of the input from other sources drive a clear 
seasonal cycle.

The use of 51 3 C(CO) variations for reconstructing source fluxes is com
plicated by the occurrence of a kinetic isotope effect in the sink reaction of CO 
with OH. The isotope fractionation involved is pressure dependent, with a 
tropospheric weighted average of approximately 4%o [7]. Thus, during transportation 
of CO away from source areas, 513C increases steadily. The kinetic isotope effect 
also affects the seasonal cycle and tends to increase the 513C value during summer. 
The degree to which CO is in isotopic equilibrium during summer and winter, 
and the effects of transport, are complex and can be addressed in detail 
only by using modelling. This is true in particular in view of the short lifetime 
of CO.

Figure l(a, b) shows annual CO and 8 13C variations at Scott Base, near 
McMurdo, in Antarctica (78° S). CO decreases rapidly during summer, when high OH 
prevails. CO concentration decreases towards the equilibrium value, which is set by 
formation of CO from CH4  oxidation and simultaneous CO destruction by OH.
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A n t a r c t i c a  ( 7 8 °  S )  S p i t s b e r g e n  ( 7 9 °  N )

1992 1993 1996 1997

FIG. 1. Comparison between the annual variations of CO, 5l3C(CO), 9 R0(C0) and I4C0 at 
southern and northern high latitudes, in (a-d) Antarctica [3] and (e-h) Spitsbergen. Each data 
point corresponds to an air sample taken over about one hour. 1 ppb = 1 part in 109.
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The sharp decline in 8 13C is due to the increased relative contribution from CH4  

oxidation. The timing of the 513C decline may be delayed because of the kinetic 
isotope effect.

Figure l(e, f) shows for comparison the isotope record for Spitsbergen 
(Ny-Âlesund, 79° N). The higher CO values reflect the higher combined northern 
hemisphere source strength, whereas the attenuated 8 13C variations as com
pared to the Scott Base data point to the minor role of CO from CH4  oxidation. 
It is clear that sophisticated modelling and many measurements are required 
to use the northern hemisphere 513C variations for constraining source strength 
estimates.

A first attempt at using 8 13C variations to improve CO budget estimates 
has been made by Manning et al. [8 ]. It appeared to be difficult to reconcile 513C 
values measured for New Zealand with the current southern hemisphere source 
strength estimates. The model predicted lower than observed 8 13C summer 
minima, which could be an indication that the CO yield from CH4  oxidation is 
overestimated.

The lowest 8 13C values on record have been measured for CO samples from 
the lower stratosphere at high southern latitudes during ozone hole conditions [9]. 
The occurrence of 8 13C values of close to -40%o cannot be explained solely 
by the low value of 6 1 3 C(CH4) itself. It has been shown that the reaction of Cl atoms 
with CH4  is accompanied by a very large kinetic isotope effect of about -70%o [10]. 
Thus during ozone hole conditions, free Cl atoms react with CH4, and strongly 
depleted (about -120%o) CO is formed.

3. C180  VARIATIONS

Whereas 8 13C variations are most pronounced in the southern hemisphere, 8180
variations are much more pronounced in the northern hemisphere. 8180  of CO pro
duced by high temperature combustion processes approaches S1 8 0  of atmospheric
oxygen, which is well above 8180  of CO from most other sources. Thus CO from
transportation, industry and heating is isotopically very distinct, and as a rule, high
8180  values in surface air invariably correspond to high CO values, which are related
to human activities. Figure 2 illustrates this clear relationship for surface air samples
from New Zealand.

During the northern hemisphere winter, the higher latitude troposphere gradu
ally fills up with CO from the combustion source, as witnessed by the large S180
increase presented in Fig. 1(g) for Spitsbergen. During spring and summer the com
bustion source decreases somewhat in strength, and while natural sources gain impor
tance the CO inventory is reduced again by OH. In the reaction of OH with CO a sub
stantial inverse kinetic isotope effect occurs, corresponding to a depletion of about
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[CO ]'1 (ixmole/mole)'1

FIG. 2. Sf80 plotted against inverse CO concentration to demonstrate the admixture of iso
topically heavy CO to background CO, which has a low 180 content. The CO contamination 
can be identified as originating from high temperature combustion (mainly traffic, industry and 
heating) by the intercept of ~23%o. The CO samples were extracted from air collected in 
New Zealand at the Baring Head clean air station and in the city of Lower Hutt.

10%o [7]. Together with the change in sources, this causes the strong depletion in the 
northern hemisphere spring and summer. The 5180  values for Antarctica are much 
lower, indicating a significantly smaller influence of combustion derived CO in the 
southern hemisphere (Fig. 1(c)).

One current problem in understanding 5180  variations is that the 5180  value of 
the CH4  oxidation source is not known. CH4  is first attacked by OH to yield the CH3  

radical, which eventually leads to the formation of CO via formaldehyde. A first 
attempt at determining this source signature [6 ] is based on an estimate using south
ern hemisphere isotope data, from which it is clear that 5180(C0) from CH4  oxida
tion must be low. Although the oxygen in the end product is derived from atmospheric 
oxygen, fractionation has altered the isotopic ratio. Laboratory measurements of the 
fractionation are necessary despite their anticipated difficulty.

4. Cn O VARIATIONS

For nearly all oxygen bearing substances on earth, S170  and 8180  are closely 
related according to the mass dependent fractionation relation 5170  = 0.52 x 5180  [4]. 
The cause is that most fractionations are proportional to the relative atomic mass 
differences. Apart from some meteoritic material, the foremost exception turned out 
to be ozone [11, 12], which has a large excess of 1 70. The rare effect is known 
as a mass independent (or non mass dependent) fractionation, and is predominantly
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related to molecular symmetry in which 1 7 0  and 1 8 0  substitutions are of near 
identical influence [13]. Subsequently the effect was detected in stratospheric C02, 
where it could be explained by the interaction of 0 (!D) radicals, which are produced 
by ozone photolysis, with C02. The list of molecules exhibiting mass independent 
enrichment has recently been extended to include CO [14]. Rôckmann et al. [15] 
show that in this case we probably are not dealing with an exchange mechanism 
affecting all CO. Rather the fraction of atmospheric CO derived from the ozonolysis 
(and possibly OH initiated destruction) of natural hydrocarbons, particularly isoprene 
and terpenes, carries over the mass independent isotopic enrichment present in ozone 
into the CO inventory. Although few measurements are available, it is believed 
that this isotopic signal has useful new applications.

5. 14CO VARIATIONS

14CO is an extremely rare atmospheric species, with tropospheric abundances 
between 5 molecules per cm3  in the southern hemisphere summer and about 25 mol
ecules in the northern hemisphere winter. Only about one fourth of all 14CO is derived 
from CO precursors such as CH4. Most of it is produced directly by the rapid oxida
tion to 14CO of 14C recoil atoms that are produced via 1 4N(n,p)14C by neutrons 
generated in cosmic radiation showers. This cosmogenic 14CO source is constant 
throughout the year apart from a moderate modulation due to the 1 1  year solar 
cycle. As a consequence, 14CO seasonality and distribution are predominantly 
driven by OH seasonality and distribution. This opens the possibility of deriving 
tropospheric OH values from measurement of 1 4CO. A complication is introduced 
because a substantial fraction of 14C is produced in the stratosphere, with maxima 
at high latitudes. Stratospheric 14CO is transported into the troposphere by various 
stratosphere-troposphere exchange mechanisms, which therefore affect the tropo
spheric levels and distribution. It is uncertain whether this complication can be dealt 
with in a sufficiently detailed manner, using general circulation models, to enable 
the use of 14CO for estimating OH. In an alternative approach, however, OH can 
be prescribed, and 14CO becomes useful in better defining transport from the 
stratosphere, which is subject to considerable uncertainties at present.

Figure l(d, h) shows the seasonal 14CO variations in Antarctica and Spitsbergen. 
The summer minimum is about 40% of the winter maximum. In the southern 
hemisphere this amplitude by far surpasses that of CO itself, the latter having 
an increased source strength in summer. The fact that for Spitsbergen the CO 
and 14CO amplitudes are closer in magnitude suggests a different CO source 
seasonality than in the southern hemisphere. In the northern hemishpere in winter, 
huge amounts of combustion CO are produced, causing the winter CO maximum. 
Large scale transport differences also may contribute to the big interhemispheric
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difference in high latitude CO. Furthermore one observes some scatter in the 14CO 
record due to natural variability. Each air sample was taken within a period of 
one hour, which allows a high resolution observation. When descending air is 
sampled, 14CO levels are often enhanced because of a vertical gradient in the 
troposphere and the sporadic intrusion and mixing of stratospheric air.

The most important difference between the two records is that the Spitsbergen 
data are much higher (Fig. l(d, h)). How can this be explained if the cosmogenic 
source is equally distributed in the two hemispheres? Part of the additional CO 
in Spitsbergen is of biogenic origin, and this adds 14CO to the pool solely derived 
from cosmic production. For each 10 nmol/mol CO, 0.31 14CO molecules are added 
if the biogenic CO itself has an activity of 100 pmC. Accordingly we can explain 
a northern hemisphere excess of about 1-2 molecules per cm3. Some of the remain
ing difference arises because the Scott Base data were collected during a solar 
maximum, coinciding with minimum production. This still leaves a difference, which 
has at least two possible causes: One is lower OH values in the northern hemisphere
[16], the other is more input of stratospheric 14CO in the northern hemisphere or more 
tropospheric 14CO production due to a higher average tropopause level. Further 
measurements and in particular modelling are required to understand the difference 
quantitatively.

6 . CONCLUSIONS

There is a variety of clear isotope signals present in atmospheric CO, of 
which the mass independent enrichment in the oxygen isotopes has only just been 
discovered. In view of CO sources, sinks and distribution being extremely difficult 
to quantify, isotope analysis of this chemically important trace gas offers attractive 
possibilities. Suitable experimental techniques for analysis are available, and the 
development of accelerator mass spectrometry enables the determination of the 
extremely rare 14CO on relatively small air samples, providing information on 
OH levels.
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Abstract

THE ROLE OF THE GLOBAL NETWORK FOR ISOTOPES IN PRECIPITATION (GNIP) 
IN HYDROLOGICAL AND HYDROCLIMATIC STUDIES.

During the last 35 years, the joint programme of the International Atomic Energy 
Agency and the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) devoted to the systematic 
measurement of oxygen-18, deuterium and tritium in precipitation on a global scale has 
compiled a database with more than 100 000 isotope measurements. The survey, known as the 
Global Network for Isotopes in Precipitation or GNIP, provides basic data on the spatial and 
temporal distribution of these isotopes. This has been recognized as the major reference of 
isotope data in precipitation for hydrological applications. For more than a decade, the 
oxygen-18 and deuterium records have also been used to validate atmospheric global 
circulation models and to calibrate isotope records in palaeoclimatic archives, especially in 
continental areas, such as ice cores, lake sediments, tree rings, speleothems and groundwater. 
The paper briefly reviews the main fields in the earth sciences that benefit from the GNIP 
database and describes the new requirements and challenges of the programme to create, 
reactivate or maintain some of the co-operating meteorological stations.

1. INTRODUCTION

The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), in co-operation with the 
World Meteorological Organization (WMO) initiated in 1960 a worldwide survey 
devoted to the measurement for isotope contents in precipitation samples. The survey, 
known as the Global Network for Isotopes in Precipitation, or GNIP, operational since 
1961, was set up with the main objective of evaluating, on a global scale, the spatial 
and temporal distribution of isotope contents in precipitation and their dependence on
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relevant meteorological parameters. Initially, the isotopes were expected to provide 
basic input data to hydrological investigations relating to water resources inventory, 
planning and development.

The operation of GNIP stations is based on sampling of monthly composite 
precipitation at selected locations at which relevant meteorological parameters are 
observed. The concentration of tritium (3 H) and the stable isotope ratios of deuterium 
(2 H/'H) and oxygen-18 (1 80 / 1 60) are measured. These measurements are supple
mented by meteorological information such as mean surface air temperature, mean 
water vapour pressure at the ground level and amount of precipitation. The 
programme benefited from the collaboration of numerous individuals and isotope 
laboratories, including the IAEA Isotope Hydrology Laboratory, where around 30% 
of the analyses are carried out. The IAEA interacts with the meteorological stations, 
providing sampling instructions and bottles, and with co-operating laboratories, 
providing standards for isotope measurements. Interlaboratory comparisons are 
periodically organized to ensure the quality of isotope results. The WMO provides 
contacts for meteorological services, ensuring that all relevant meteorological data 
are sufficient and that their quality is maintained at an adequate level.

This paper briefly reviews the main fields in earth sciences that benefit from the 
GNIP database. It describes the new requirements and challenges of the programme 
to create, reactivate or maintain some of the co-operating meteorological stations.

2. HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

Because of the amounts of radionuclides released in atmospheric nuclear 
testing during the late 1950s and early 1960s, tritium was the isotope of major interest 
in the early stages of the GNIP. The GNIP database was used as a primary reference 
in estimating the tritium input function from precipitation to groundwater. Many of 
the earlier efforts in the 1960s, including the creation of some national monitoring 
networks, were devoted to monitoring tritium levels.

While the usefulness of tritium as a hydrological tracer was immediately 
accepted, stable isotopes only became a routine hydrological tool some years later. 
The early stable isotope data generated by the survey were reviewed by Dansgaard
[1 ], who explained most of the observed isotopic variations in terms of empirical 
relationships involving environmental parameters such as surface air temperature, 
amount of precipitation, altitude or distance to the nearest coast. These effects, which 
can be viewed as a measure of the degree of rainout of the moisture transported from 
the source regions to the sites of precipitation, provided the basis for the application 
of stable isotope methods in hydrological studies. All subsequent reviews of the GNIP 
database [2-5] have provided similar explanations of the observed temporal and 
spatial variability of the data.
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FIG. I . Total number of stations in which isotopes have been measured included in the GNIP 
database for the period 1953-1993.

While the operation of the network was initiated with around 100 stations in 65 
countries and territories, mainly in tropical and temperate latitudes, within a few years 
this reached a maximum of 220 stations (Fig. 1). After several revisions, the number 
of stations operated by the IAEA and WMO was reduced to less than 100. The contri
bution of stations in national networks to the GNIP database therefore became more 
important. In fact, they now number more than those operated by the IAEA (Fig. 2). 
The total number of stations represented in the GNIP database is over 510 (Fig. 3).

With the progressive creation of isotope hydrology laboratories in several 
countries, new national networks having the same objectives as the GNIP were 
created. These efforts generated more isotope data reflecting both space and time 
variabilities. However, the progressive decrease in tritium concentration after about 
1963, and an improved understanding of the processes controlling the distribution of 
stable isotopes on a global scale, resulted in the closure of some stations, both at 
national and international levels, during the 1970s.
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FIG. 2. (a) Number of tritium results provided to the GNIP database by IAEA-WMO operated 
stations and national networks for the period 1970-1993. (b) Number of oxygen-18 results 
provided to the GNIP database by IAEA-WMO operated stations and national networks for 
the period 1970—1993.
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L o n g i t u d e  ( d e g )

FIG. 3. Location of meteorological stations included in the Global Network for Isotopes in 
Precipitation.

In the early 1980s, other disciplines related to climatology and atmospheric 
sciences started to study the stable isotope signature in compounds other than water 
in palaeoclimatic archives. It was found that in many cases the isotope composition 
of precipitation controls the isotope content stored in these materials. A better under
standing of present day processes therefore became necessary to enable a meaningful 
application of these techniques. This resulted in renewed interest in the creation of 
new national networks and establishment of new GNIP stations. Now that tritium has 
returned almost to natural levels in most areas, the major interest of the network is 
aimed at measurements of I80  and 2H and of meteorological parameters. The major 
areas of application are related to atmospheric and climatological studies.

The spatial distribution of the stations is not homogeneous, however, and the 
available data in some key areas for some disciplines is clearly insufficient. In this 
regard, new efforts are being taken by the IAEA and WMO to strengthen the 
operation of the programme by establishing new stations in selected areas.

3. GNIP DATA FOR HYDROLOGICAL STUDIES

The GNIP database provided a complete picture, in both northern and southern 
hemispheres, of the increase of tritium levels during the era of atmospheric testing
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and its subsequent decrease to natural levels. The presence of tritium was used as an 
indicator of recent infiltration to groundwater or of mixing between recent and old 
water components [6-9]. Meanwhile, the comparison of the tritium input and output 
functions was used to derive hydraulic parameters of aquifer systems, mainly the 
residence time of water, by using lumped parameter models [10]. One additional 
application was based on the existence of a pronounced ‘tritium peak’ in precipita
tion. In early studies of the unsaturated zone, the thermonuclear tritium was used to 
determine the infiltration velocity and recharge rate of rain to groundwater [11-14].

The tritium data obtained in the 1960s and 1970s were also widely used for 
atmospheric and oceanographic investigations. The distribution of tritium and other 
radionuclides in the northern hemisphere and their transfer to the southern 
hemisphere provided a unique data set for the investigation of atmospheric transport 
processes at hemispheric scale. Tritium and radiocarbon have been widely used to 
study transport processes in the ocean, including the penetration of recent waters and 
the formation of deep waters [15-16].

During the early 1960s, oxygen-18 and deuterium started to be systematically 
measured in precipitation. This became, some years later, a routine tool for studying 
the origin and dynamics of surface and groundwater systems. After the initial evalu
ation of the results included in the database, however, it was accepted that the input 
function of stable isotope contents in precipitation to the different water systems was 
reasonably constant. There was therefore no reason to maintain the operation of many 
stations over a long period. As a result, the operation of many stations was limited to 
a few years. After several assessments, more than 40 stations were closed in 1976. 
Over the years, however, it has been shown that the assumption of steady state input 
function over a period of a few years was not correct [17]. Interest in using long term 
records of stable isotopes for both hydrological and climate related aspects therefore 
increased, and new stations were set up.

In recent years, the geothermal energy sector has emerged as an active user of 
stable isotope data in understanding the hydrological processes in deep geothermal 
systems. Isotope techniques are directed towards monitoring reservoir changes in 
response to exploitation and to mixing of water of various origins, e.g. magmatic, 
meteoric and reinjected wastewater [18-21]. The GNIP database would be initially 
consulted for applications relating to identification of source of recharge to the geo
thermal system and defining the isotope composition of the meteoric end member 
affecting the geothermal reservoir. Because high temperature geothermal systems are 
generally at least 1 0 0 0  m below the ground surface, the geothermal fluids, being old 
water, are almost always devoid of measurable tritium. Where natural tritium is 
detected, however, it is used quantitatively as an indicator of cool water inflow into 
the deep reservoir [22]. The isotopic investigations in various geothermal producing 
countries are now intensive, but the initial efforts to interpret isotope data based on 
available isotopic data in rain from nearby GNIP stations are insufficient. A
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meaningful interpretation of the local hydrological phenomena, particularly recharge 
sources, which necessitates a profound understanding of isotopic gradients of 
precipitation and a definition of the local meteoric water line, necessitates long term 
collection of rain samples in the geothermal fields. A number of stations were accord
ingly set up and are still operational. Some of these are now included in the GNIP.

4. GNIP DATA IN HYDROCLIMATIC STUDIES

It has become clearer that the GNIP database will continue to provide the basic 
input data for different hydrological applications, as has been the case since the 
programme was launched. Nevertheless, the number of users from disciplines related 
to climatic aspects has increased because of growing interest in the environmental 
impacts of global change to climate and water resources. Climate modellers and 
scientists working on palaeoclimatic reconstructions constitute the two main groups 
requesting oxygen-18 and deuterium data from present day precipitation.

The isotope record preserved in many natural archives in continental environ
ments is usually controlled by the isotopic composition of precipitation. By 
comparing the isotope signatures of present day records it is possible to derive meteo
rological parameters of past climatic conditions. Therefore, the study of the transfer 
function from the isotope signals in precipitation to the different geological 
systems/archives, including ice cores in Greenland and Antarctica and in tropical 
glaciers, and tree rings, speleothems, mammal bones, carbonates in lake sediments 
and groundwater, is expected to provide in the near future a more quantitative under
standing of past climates.

The stable isotope variability as indicative of climate change provides good 
arguments for maintaining the existing observation network. The number of observa
tions or national networks may increase in areas where the climatic archives are 
located (especially in high latitudes, tropical areas, high elevation areas where the 
effects of the climatic change are expected to be more pronounced, etc.).

The interpretation of the isotopic information derived from natural palaeocli
matic archives [e.g. Refs. 23-30] requires a clear understanding of the parameters 
controlling the isotope variations in recent precipitation. The transfer function 
relating the isotope composition of present precipitation to any palaeoclimatic archive 
should be fully evaluated and calibrated before any serious palaeo-environmental 
interpretation based on the isotope data can be done.

An interesting case study was presented by Teranes and McKenzie [25]. A 
perfectly preserved 1 0 0  year sequence of chemically varved sediments from 
Baldeggersee, Switzerland, provided a unique opportunity to directly link oxygen 
isotope data from lake carbonates with controlling climate parameters. The presence 
of seasonal light/dark laminations permitted an exact age determination. Dark layers
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have been used as better indicators of the oxygen-18 stratigraphy. Deviations of the 
average temperature in Bern and 8,80  variations from the average long term mean 
shows clearly that temperature and mean 1 8 0  values have been increasing since the 
1940s. There is a lack of correlation between temperature and 5180  values for the 
period 1901-1944, but a good correlation for the period 1945-1990. The correlation 
is especially significant during the last 2 0  years, during which wide fluctuations are 
observed.

A similar study has been conducted in southern Germany [30] by analysing the 
isotope ratios in ostracodes in a core that has a record for more than 200 years. The 
lake isotope record shows an agreement with the air temperature. Its relationship with 
1 8 0  in precipitation enabled an extrapolation of the conditions for the last 2 0 0  years. 
These results provide support to the idea of using this type of reconstruction for the 
whole Holocene and the Last Glacial Maximum.

These data and those obtained in other archives account for the necessity of 
having long term records of stable isotopes in precipitation. In addition, several inter
national programmes related to palaeoclimatology recognized the relevance of the 
GNIP database as a primary reference for recent isotope data as a means to validate 
palaeoclimatic reconstruction based on isotope records. One initiative in this regard 
is the ISOMAP project [31], whose main objectives are (1) generation of time slice 
maps of 5180  and 52H contents in precipitation at selected intervals between last 
glacial maximum and present and (2 ) climatological analysis, coupled with general 
circulation models (GCMs) of time slice maps of past and present 8180  and 8 2H 
contents in precipitation.

Similarly, stable isotope data from the GNIP database are being used to validate 
many features of existing GCMs. Several versions of GCMs are being developed to 
reproduce the climate and physical properties of the atmosphere and the interaction 
of the ocean-atmosphere system [32-37]. Stable isotopes are used as tracers of the 
processes in the water cycle. By comparing the spatial and temporal distributions 
obtained with GCMs with observations, it is possible to identify the processes that are 
not fully reproduced by the models.

A key paper dealing with these models was published by Jouzel et al. [33]. 
These authors have incorporated the heavy water species 2HHO and H2180  into the 
NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies (GISS) atmospheric GCM. The results of 
a three year simulation for present day conditions have been compared with GNIP 
data. The isotope effects observed at global and regional scales have been checked by 
different models. The relationships between isotope content and air temperature and 
amount of precipitation, and the 2 H/180  relationship or the variations in the deuterium 
excess values, were compared for stations at different altitudes and latitudes. The 
models reproduce reasonably well the mean features of the observed isotope distrib
ution at global scale, although they can not match all the features displayed by the 
GNIP data. In some cases, the density of data in the GNIP database is insufficient.
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Thus, a more precise calibration and validation of the GCMs requires strengthening 
the GNIP programme, incorporating stations at selected sites to fill the existing gaps.

Finally, isotopes have proven to be useful tracers in studies of interaction 
between air masses and synoptic climatology, mainly in terms of source areas of 
water vapour. A recent example has been given by Barros and Panarello [38]. The 
study was carried out with isotope data of five stations of the National Network for 
Isotopes in Precipitation of Argentina (belonging to GNIP). The origin of vapour 
masses producing precipitation during 1982-1984 was established by well 
documented synoptic situations as originating from the Atlantic ocean and from the 
north of the continent. Deuterium excess and oxygen-18 are the variables that best 
discriminate between both origins.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The various applications of isotope techniques to hydrological problems 
demonstrate the value of long term records, such as those of the GNIP, to present day 
investigations. The GNIP database is being used in climate related disciplines 
(palaeoclimatology, atmospheric general circulation models, synoptic meteorology), 
enlarging the horizon of applications to fields beyond hydrology. While the GNIP is 
expected to fulfil an increasing range of new tasks, there has been a progressive 
closure of some long term stations.

The structure of GNIP should thus be strengthened. This includes the buildup 
of stations close to major natural archives that provide important information on 
palaeoprecipitation and stations in climatically sensitive areas as indicated by global 
circulation and biome models. For this project it is imperative that GNIP stations in 
the USA, Africa and in countries of the former Soviet Union be established.

The GNIP programme should also continue with the operation of existing 
stations while motivating laboratories through minor financial support for the mainte
nance of monitoring programmes. The operation of the network is based on the 
voluntary contribution of many national organizations, such as meteorological 
stations and research institutes, as well as on individuals who provide composite 
monthly precipitation samples and relevant meteorological data. The institutes 
responsible for their operation still provide the data for publication by the IAEA and 
for inclusion in the GNIP database. The complete GNIP database is available on the 
Worldwide Web under the uniform resource locator

http://www.iaea.org/programs/ri/gnip/gnipmain.htm
It is important to note the role that national networks now play and their 

increasing role in the near future. The IAEA should ensure the quality of data 
included in the GNIP database through the supply of reference materials and the 
arranging of interlaboratory comparisons.

http://www.iaea.org/programs/ri/gnip/gnipmain.htm
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Further efforts are being made by both the IAEA and WMO to create a new 
framework for co-operation in isotopic monitoring of precipitation. The elements of 
the GNIP Programme are:

(a) The global network of reference stations; i.e. a set of key stations with global 
coverage providing long term isotope data and whose operation will be 
monitored by the IAEA and WMO.

(b) The stations that may, from time to time, co-operate with the IAEA but do not
belong to the core network; in most cases the operation of these stations is
limited to a few years.

(c) National networks operated by national authorities that provide data to the
GNIP database, either from special measurements or from stations set up for
various scientific/research purposes by national institutions.

(d) The GNIP database, to be operated and maintained by the IAEA.
(e) The Steering Committee, in charge of the maintenance of the Programme.

To achieve and not merely formulate this goal, active support from all parties,
the scientific community, the global change programmes and the funding agencies is
necessary.
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Abstract

SPATIAL AND SEASONAL VARIABILITY OF ISOTOPIC PROPERTIES OF THE 
WINTER SNOW PACK AT HIGH ALPINE ELEVATION.

The isotopic composition of snow profiles taken from snow pits at Alpine glacier sites 
was measured. The study showed that the isotopic signature of the snow deposited at elevations 
above 3000 m during the winter is well preserved within the snow pack. The pronounced 
seasonal variation of the isotopic composition, a well dated Saharan dust layer found in all 
snow profiles, and the sampling of snow packs on two different dates made it possible to 
establish a snow pack chronology necessary for matching snow profiles sampled at different 
times and thus covering different deposition time periods. The temporal changes in the 5 values
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o f snow packs occurred coincidentally over the entire A lpine ridge. This suggests that the 
snowfall over the Alps is governed by a  m esoscale air m ass circulation pattern rather than by 
local m eteorological conditions. M ajor changes in the isotopic com position w ere found to be 
linked to changes in the origin o f the air m asses. Furtherm ore, the tem poral changes o f the 
isotopic com position in snowfall reconstructed from  snow profiles deposited at different 
locations appear to be well correlated with the isotopic variations observed in precipitation 
collected at relevant m eteorological stations.

1. INTRODUCTION

In addition to the IAEA’s world wide survey of the isotopic composition of 
monthly precipitation, a quite large and comprehensive data set, mainly on 5180, 
exists for recent polar snow fields [1,2]. The latter areas constitute vast, natural recep
tacles for atmospheric chemical species and preserve a variety of isotopic signals 
connected with the atmospheric water cycle. They may thus provide a genuine archive 
for past environmental [3] and climatic [4] changes. At mid-latitudes, however, 
comparative snow field studies are extremely sparse. They are mainly confined to 
particular sites prospected for ice core investigations [5] or to areas that, because of 
logistic constraints, are sampled more or less unsystematically [6 ].

The EUROTRAC sub-project ALPTRAC, which was specifically targeted to 
studying the chemistry of permanent, high elevation snow fields of the Alps, promised 
to fill this gap, at least for western Europe [7]. ALPTRAC activities included, among 
others, a retrospective ice core study and an Alpine-wide, multiyear sampling of the 
winter snow pack (SNOSP) covering the period 1990-1994 and including up to 17 
glacier sites at elevations above about 3000 m a.s.l.. Here, we report on results 
obtained from supplementary isotopic analyses (6180  and 5D) within the 
ALPTRAC-SNOSP programme. These isotope investigations were undertaken to 
back up the relatively complex chemical stratigraphies of major ions, but also to 
improve the interpretation of long term isotope records recovered from ice cores of 
the Alpine summit range [8 , 9].

In evaluating isotope profiles from selected glacier sites, the following crucial 
questions will be addressed:

(1) The univocal preservation of the isotopic stratigraphy in the winter-spring 
snow pack;

(2) The large scale spatial variability and the winter-to-spring contrast in the mean 
isotopic composition of the snow pack;

(3) The potential use of the transient snow cover archive (as inherent in the 
accumulation zone of temperate glaciers) to depict well dated isotopic records 
for the winter season;
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(4) The possible link of the isotope variability to the underlying major meteoro
logical pattern.

2. SAMPLING SITES AND METHODS

The paper presents the isotopic snow pack stratigraphies of the winter-spring 
seasons 1990-1991 and 1991-1992 of 7 out of 17 Alpine glacier sites regularly 
sampled within the ALPTRAC project for glaciochemical analyses (Fig. 1). A 
detailed description of all ALPTRAC sites under investigation is given in the 
ALPTRAC Data Catalogue [10].

With the exception of the Swiss Gomergrat site, which is on a small mountain 
lake, all sites are within the relatively flat area of the accumulation zone of Alpine 
glaciers. The ALPTRAC sampling protocol comprised two campaigns, one regularly 
performed in early March and a second one in May. Snow samples were taken from 
the walls of snow pits with a depth resolution of 1 0  cm, approximately down to the 
ablation horizon of the previous late summer season in the March campaign, and at 
least down to midwinter layers in the May campaign [11]. All samples were individ
ually sealed in the field and were shipped in a frozen state to the participating labora
tories where, along with subsequent chemical investigations, aliquots were taken for 
180  and D analyses. The latter analyses were performed at the IAEA laboratory 
(Vienna) and at the Institute for Environmental Physics (Heidelberg) for the snow 
samples from the eastern and western Alps, respectively.

The isotopic composition of monthly precipitation samples from six Alpine 
meteorological stations was used for the comparison with the isotope data of the snow 
profiles. These stations (Fig. 1) include Zugspitze (2968 m a.s.l.) in Germany, 
Patscherkofel (2245 m a.s.l.), Villacher Alpe (2135 m a.s.l.) and Obergurgl 
(1950 m a.s.l.) in Austria [12], and lungfraujoch (3465 m a.s.l.) and Grimsel 
(1950 m a.s.l.) in Switzerland [13].

3. EVALUATION OF THE ISOTOPIC DEPTH PROFILES

3.1. Method of presentation of the isotopic profiles

The comparative evaluation of all the measured depth profiles requires the 
determination of the deposition time of individual snow layers within the profiles, i.e. 
the transformation of the depth scale into a deposition time-scale. We use one of the 
sites, the Laaser Femer, to exhibit the three possibilities for plotting the §180  and/or 
ÔD values (in the following also called (S values) of the profiles: versus snow height 
(Fig. 2(a)), versus water equivalent (Fig. 2(b)) and versus snow depth (Fig. 2(c)).
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Sites of snow pits Precipitation stations

1 : Gomergrat (2913 m) A : Jungfraujoch (3450 m)
2 : Theodulgletscher(3140 m) В : GrimseJ (1950 m)
3 : Breithom (3840 m) С : Obergurî (1950 m)
4 : Leaser Femer (3250 m) D : Patschericofel (2245 m)
5 : Hinteretsfemer (3100 m) H : Zugsitze (2963 m)
6 : Grieskogelfemer (3000 m) F : Villacher Alpe (2135 m)
7 : Sonnblick (3100 in) Vemagtfemer (2640 m) and 

Vent (1905 m) near 5. and C.

FIG. 1. Location of the sampling sites.
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(a)

S n o w  h e ig h t  [c m ]

(b)

W a t e r  e q u iv a le n t  [m m ]
(c)

S n o w  d e p th  [c m ]

FIG. 2. (a) ÿ 80  of snow pits sampled in March and May 1991 at Laaser Ferner, plotted 
against the snow height. The March profile is fitted to the May profile by squeezing by a 
constant factor, (b) The same SI80  profile plotted against the water equivalent. The March 
profile is fitted to the May profile by stretching, (c) <?H of snow pits sampled in March and 
May 1992 at Laaser Ferner, plotted against the snow depth. The March profile is fitted to the 
May profile by simple shifting.
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In Fig. 2(a), the snow height from 0 to 10 cm corresponds to the deepest 
stratum. On both sampling dates (March and May), the snow pits were dug down to 
the same horizon, which represents the onset of the winter snow pack for 1990-1991. 
To compare the isotope data of the two profiles, the one taken in March was squeezed 
by a constant factor derived from comparison with a Saharan dust layer that was 
found in both profiles (see Section 3.3). Figure 2(b) shows the same 8180  profiles, 
now plotted against the cumulative water equivalent of the individual layers. The two 
profiles are matched by the dust layer. In contrast to Fig. 2(a), here the March profile 
had to be stretched for fitting. In Fig. 2(c) we plot the 8  values (here the 8 2H values) 
against the snow depth (distance from the surface layer). In this case, the profiles 
taken in March and May, respectively, could be matched by simply shifting the 
8  values by a constant depth. Except for the surface layers, there is an excellent corre
spondence of the 8  values of both profiles. Obviously, the isotopic composition of the 
top layers was subjected to post depositional changes while the snow was exposed to 
the atmosphere before being covered by subsequent snowfall. In Fig. 2(c), the 
expected seasonal variation of the isotope content is manifested by the distinct 
minimum during the winter.

In view of the large spatial variability of the snow accumulation rate at Alpine 
sites, it appears to be necessary that the two 8  profiles sampled in winter and spring 
be matched individually for each site. For this purpose it is most suitable to plot the 
8  values against the snow height, as in Fig. 2(a).

3.2. Comparison between § profiles of different sampling dates at one site

The snow profiles at the Sonnblick site taken in March and May 1991 (Fig. 3(a)) 
were dug down to the layer deposited at the beginning of the winter season in 1990. 
Only the upper seven layers of the March profile appear to be slightly compressed and 
therefore had to be squeezed to fit the two 8  profiles. At the Breithom Plateau site, a 
snow profile was taken in March 1991, two profiles from parallel snow pits in May
1991 and a third in July 1991 (Fig. 3(b)). Excellent agreement was obtained for the 
first three profiles; the one taken in July, however, could not be made to fit with the 
previous profiles. In the latter case, destructive snow metamorphism, followed by 
strong melt water percolation, obviously obliterated the original isotopic information.

3.3. Dating of the snow profiles

The following approach was used to determine the deposition dates of the 
layers within the snow profiles:

(a) For two sampling dates at the Sonnblick site, a so-called snow calendar [3] was
established. The snow properties were recorded, and each individual snow layer
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(a)

Snow height [cm] 
(b)

Snow height [cm]

FIG. 3. (a) 5I80  of snow pits sampled in March and May 1991 at Sonnblick, plotted against 
the snow height. The upper eight layers (10 cm each) of the March profile are squeezed for 
fitting, (b) S sO of snow pits sampled in March, May (two profiles) and July 1991 at the 
Breithorn, plotted against the snow height. The May profiles are matched with the March 
profile by shifting. The July profile could not be fitted to the March profile.

was assigned to its precipitation period (Fig. 4), known from continuous obser
vation at the Sonnblick Observatory.

(b) The different dates (March and May) selected for the two profiles taken at a 
given sampling site were used as time markers of the uppermost layer of the two 
profiles. By fitting the two 5 profiles, the thickness of the layer accumulated
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8 ,eO [%.]

FIG. 4. Dating of the ÿ 80  profile sampled in May at Sonnblick by examining the detailed 
snow stratification and using the layer with Saharan dust deposited on 7 March 1991 as time 
marker. Form of snow crystals is indicated by visual stratification symbols.

during the two sampling dates could be determined and, thus, the deposition 
depth could be calibrated in terms of deposition time (see, e.g. Fig. 3(a)).

(c) A dust layer observed in all snow profiles was used as a reference layer. This 
layer represented a time marker because the date of the dust deposition was 
known from atmospheric observations. Strong air mass transport from North 
Africa prevailed from 7 to 10 March 1991 and, obviously, brought Saharan dust 
to the Alps. Such dust layers have proven to be excellent tools for dating Alpine 
ice cores [14].

The most precise determination of the time of snow deposition was possible for 
the snow profiles at the Sonnblick site. In Fig. 4 the 8180  values of the individual 
strata are compared with the snow calendar. The Saharan dust layer greatly improved 
the accuracy of this snow pack chronology.

3.4. Com parison o f snow chronologies o f different sam pling sites

The well dated isotopic profile at the Sonnblick site and the Saharan dust time 
marker were used to date the other snow profiles. Figure 5 compares the reference
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FIG. 5. Comparison of the 8,80  profiles sampled at Sonnblick and Breithorn. The profiles 
were fitted by simple shifting of the ÿ 80  profile taken at Breithorn.

profile at Sonnblick with the matched Breithom profiles. Matching was accomplished 
simply by shifting the profiles. Surprisingly, the same isotope pattern was observed at 
both sites, despite the great distance of 450 km between them. The average 5180  
values are slightly lower at Breithorn than at Sonnblick, which is to be expected 
because of the higher elevation of the Breithom site (isotopic altitude effect).

Thus, it can be concluded that the variability in the isotopic composition of the 
winter snow is well preserved in the snow profiles over the time span covered by the 
measurements. Snow metamorphism occurring until mid-May at the Alpine 3000 m 
level did not substantially change the isotopic pattern.

4. SPATIAL VARIABILITY OF THE ISOTOPIC COMPOSITION
OF SNOW PROFILES

Geographically, the sampling sites of the investigated snow packs can be 
separated into two groups, one in the Tyrolean Alps (the glaciers Griesfemer, 
Hintereisfemer and Laaser Femer) and the other belonging to the Wallis Alps (the 
glaciers Breithom, Gomergrat and Theodulgletscher). The 8180  profiles of these two 
groups are therefore separately compared with the reference profile at Sonnblick. 
Figure 6 (a) demonstrates that the 5 profiles of Sonnblick and Breithom and those at 
Gomergrat and Theodulgletscher are well correlated. The 6  values of Gomergrat had 
only to be shifted to match the Sonnblick profile. For the period April and May,
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(a)

Snow height [cm]

(b)

Snow height [cm]

FIG. 6. S/sO snow profiles in (a) the Wallis Alps and (b) the Tyrolean Alps. Comparison of 
monthly precipitation amount at a sampling station in the Otztal Alps with the dated monthly 
water equivalent of the snow cover sampled at Sonnblick.
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however, the Theodulgletscher profile cannot be easily matched with the Breithom 
profile. The Griesfemer, Hintereisfemer and Laaser Femer are closer (less than 
200 km) to the Sonnblick. A good covariance was found (Fig. 6 (b)) between their 
8  profiles and that of Sonnblick. It can thus be concluded that all investigated isotopic 
snow profiles agree fairly well with the reference profile at Sonnblick. The major 
(seasonal) variations in the 8  values of snow packs are in coincidence over the whole 
Alpine ridge. This suggests that mesoscale atmospheric circulation events govern the 
snowfall regime in the Alps.

TABLE I. CHRONOLOGY OF THE ISOTOPIC COMPOSITION OF SNOWFALL 
AT SONNBLICK GLACIER AND RELEVANT METEOROLOGICAL DATA 
TAKEN FROM REF. [15]

Snow sequence date
8 180

(%o)
Excess

(%c)
Precipitation

(mm)
(at Vent)

Temperature
(°C)

(at Vent)

Characterization 
of air mass

05 to 09 Nov. 1990 -18.97 12.3 5.0 -5.7 Predominant arctic 
polar air temporarily 
Greenland polar air

14 to 15 Nov. 1990 - 1 2 . 0 2 15.8 8.5 -0.3 Change from cool 
maritime to tropical 
Atlantic air

09 to 12 Dec. 1990 -20.90 15.5 29.3 -9.4 Arctic air

12 to 14 Jan. 1991 -19.25 15.6 9.1 -4.4 Change from 
Atlantic tropical to 
Greenland polar air

10 to 12 Feb. 1991 -25.56 16.9 3.0 - 1 0 . 2 Cool continental air

01 to 10 March 1991 -14.94 9.9 . 5.0 3.6 Atlantic and Mediter
ranean tropical air 
(Sahara dust)

25 to 28 March 1991 -19.20 14.8 7.8 -3.8 Russian polar air

03 to 06 April 1991 - 1 2 . 0 1 1 1 . 8 15.1 2 . 1 Change from mild 
maritime to predomi
nant fairly warm 
maritime air

17 to 24 April 1991 -20.93 13.1 16.9 -5.8 Arctic polar air
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5. LINKAGE TO METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS AND 
SEASONAL VARIABILITY OF THE ISOTOPIC DATA

The compilation of 6180  and deuterium excess of the Sonnblick station, 
together with relevant meteorological information (including characterization of the 
air masses [15] from which the snow of the studied profiles was formed), shows 
(Table I) that there is a strong link between the isotopic data and the regional meteo
rological situation. For example, the lowest 5180  value (-25.56%o) with fairly high 
deuterium excess (16.9%o) at Sonnblick is related to cool continental air mass. This 
situation was seen over the whole Alpine ridge.

(3) ,5 

- 1 0

g ' 1 5

<0°
lo - 2 0  

-25 
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g ' 1 5

ОOO
Tco - 2 0  
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FIG. 7. Comparison of monthly averages of 5I80  in (a) snow profiles with the respective 
values in (b) precipitation collected at Alpine meteorological stations.
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Precipitation caused by southern air masses (indicated by the Saharan dust 
layer) shows a rather high 8180  of -14.94%o and a low deuterium excess of 9.9%o. 
Taking into consideration the high deuterium excess of Mediterranean air moisture 
[16], the low value found at Sonnblick suggests that the contribution of air moisture 
of Mediterranean origin is low. For this event, the average value of all profiles is 
ô180  = -13.18%o and the standard deviation has a rather high value of ±1.50%c. The 
deuterium excess, however, is fairly constant over the whole Alpine ridge, with a 
value of 10.1 ± 0.8%o. The seasonal averages of the isotopic parameters of each 
sampling site exhibit a seasonal trend characterized by lower 5180  and 5D but by 
deuterium excess values that are higher in winter than in summer.

The dating of the individual snow layers at the seven sampling sites enabled us 
to establish monthly averages of the isotopic composition of the snow samples 
(Fig. 7(a)) and to compare these data with monthly averages in precipitation collected 
at relevant meteorological stations (Fig. 7(c)). The variations of the isotopic compo
sition in snow appeared to be in good correspondence with those in precipitation. 
However, the snow sampling sites generally exhibit lower ô values than the precipi
tation stations, which can be explained by the fact that the snow stations are about 
1000 m higher than the precipitation stations. The difference in the 8 values is thus in 
good agreement with that expected from the isotopic altitude effect.
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Abstract

AIR MASS CIRCULATION AND THE ISOTOPIC ‘SHADOW EFFECT’ IN PRECIPI
TATION IN THE FRENCH AND ITALIAN ALPS.

Precipitation collected along a north-south alpine transect between Thonon (France) and 
Genoa (Italy) has been analysed for chemistry (major ion species) and environmental isotopes 
(2H, 3H, 180 ) for the period 1992-1996. The main purpose of the study was to understand the 
origin of the recharge of the aquifers in the upper alpine catchment areas. The major 
observations arising from this study are the following: (a) The region undergoes a dual humid 
air mass movement linked to the position of the Azores anticyclone and to the Atlantic cyclonic 
depressions, (b) The Atlantic vapour masses predominate when the anticyclone is located south 
of 42° N. When the anticyclone is higher in latitude, precipitation indicates a Mediterranean 
fingerprint, (c) Because of adiabatic cooling during the ascent of wet air masses on the 
windward side of the alpine chain, normal isotopic gradients are evidenced there, while lower 
gradients occur on the leeward side, (d) The combination of these processes and the prevailing 
orographic role of the alpine mountains induces the so-called isotopic shadow effect. Care 
should therefore be taken in the use of isotopic gradients in the reconstruction of past air mass 
movements over the continent, especially in mountainous zones.

1. INTRODUCTION

It is assumed that the isotopic composition of precipitation over the Alps is con
trolled by oceanic water vapour from the northwest or central Atlantic Ocean, accord
ing to the position of the Azores anticyclone [1, 2]. When the Azores anticyclone is 
centred between 45° and 55° N, humid air masses enter the European continent
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through the Scandinavian shield, in the north, or through the Iberian peninsula and 
North Africa in the south; in the latter case, the air masses are recycled by the 
Mediterranean Sea vapour and reoriented by a depression normally present in the 
Gulf of Genoa.

On the contrary, when the Azores anticyclone moves south (below about 40° N), 
humid air masses from the Atlantic Ocean, moving eastward, enter through the Gulf 
of Gascony and easily cross the European continent [1,2].

Thus the isotopic and chemical composition of precipitation should be well 
labelled according to the geographical origin of the vapour and the path taken by the 
air mass [3, 4].

The Mont Blanc massif, positioned where the alpine chain changes direction 
from N-S to SW-NE, can be considered as a key point at which all the above men
tioned meteorological influences are observable (Fig. 1). In fact, where the Alps are 
oriented northwards (in the Cottian Alps), they constitute an important barrier for the 
movement of air masses, controlling the amount of precipitation and the isotopic

FIG. 1. Study area in the French-Italian Alpine chain.
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composition on both sides and giving rise to different surface water and groundwater 
characteristics.

On the other hand, where the Alps turn towards the northeast (in the Pennidic 
Alps), the flow paths of the air masses are separated, and the mixing between pure 
Atlantic and Mediterranean modified air masses takes place mainly in central Europe
[5].

Over the last 25 years, several small scale hydrological studies have been car
ried out in the Mont Blanc area using isotopic and geochemical tools. The questions 
always raised by these studies are the following:

(1) Are alpine glaciers being replenished today [6 , 8 ]?
(2) Which process contributes to the recharge of aquifers in the upper alpine catch

ment basins [9, 10]?
(3) Can we explain the extreme variability of isotopic altitudinal gradients 

[1 1 , 1 2 ]?

Until now no study combining meteorological and geochemical data on both 
sides of the Alps has been considered.

For a better understanding of the hydrodynamic behaviour, the input function 
has been examined at a monthly scale, which is suitable for hydrological purposes but 
not accurate enough for atmospheric studies. Monthly mean values can, however, 
shed new light on the regional movement of vapour and on the variation of the input 
signals in mountainous regions.

Precipitation collected in some French and Italian pluviométrie stations along a 
roughly N-S transect (Thonon-Genoa) has been analysed for environmental isotopes 
(deuterium, tritium and oxygen-18) and chemistry (major ion species) for the period
1992-1996. The transect was defined according to existing IAEA network stations, 
meteorological stations within the alpine chain and the circulation of air masses over 
this area [1, 2, 13, 14].

2. AIR MASS TRAJECTORIES OVER THE ALPS

Air mass trajectories over western Europe are well documented by weather 
satellite imagery and by European meteorological agencies.

The subjective weather type classification of Lamb [1] has been used, together 
with the published daily frequencies of such types over the British Isles [2] and over 
Germany [14]. The meteorological data and information on the air mass trajectories 
can be summarized as follows:

(1) Four well defined weather types are most frequent in Europe: cyclonic
(15.11%), westerly (14.2%), southerly (4.7%) and anticyclonic (34%).
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(2) The associated rainy day frequencies are 79.3%, 61.3%, 63.7% and 11.8%, 
respectively.

(3) The associated percentages of total mean annual precipitation during 
1971-1990 are 31.42%, 15.38%, 6.75% and 4.25%, respectively, which means 
that precipitation over the Alps is predominantly of cyclonic origin from the 
NW Atlantic Ocean. The southern precipitation component is about half that of 
the westerly and a quarter that of the cyclonic.

In autumn, when the cyclonic depression is over the Gulf of Genoa, frequent 
heavy precipitation occurs in northern Italy and southern France, giving origin to 
periodic hydrological catastrophes, as occurred in the French Pays de Vaucluse in
1992 and in the Italian Piedmont in 1994.

At a regional scale the relief plays a substantial role in controlling the charac
teristics of air masses, creating very high instabilities on the windward side and the 
fôhn effect on the leeward side. On the windward side, adiabatic cooling takes place 
during the ascent of wet air masses, giving rise to normal altitudinal isotopic gradi
ents; on the leeward side, low or even negative gradients are often found [11, 12, 15, 
16]. In other words, the first (windward) case represents the classic discharge of a 
large vapour reservoir following the so-called Rayleigh model. The second (leeward) 
case indicates the evolution of the remaining vapour in the reservoir towards a new 
isotopic equilibrium with the external temperature, as a result of the heat delivered by 
condensation in the clouds during the ascent. In comparison, on the leeward side, dif
fusive exchanges are of particular importance because of high contrasts in tempera
ture and humidity. In fact, the air temperature at high altitude is much higher than the 
soil temperature.

This leads to the so-called isotopic shadow effect, defined as an isotopic differ
entiation between the two sides of a mountainous massif, marked by depleted isotopic 
values on the leeward slope with respect to those on the windward side.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The relationship between 2H and 180  in the precipitation at meteorological 
stations is close to the global water line, with some significant variations linked to the 
season and the geographic position.

The time evolution of 180  (Fig. 2) clearly indicates that during winter, air 
masses enter the Po valley from the N or NW crossing the Alps. In fact, the precipi
tation collected at Aosta is depleted by 4%o with respect to that collected at Thonon, 
at the same altitude on the other side of Mont Blanc. The continental effect evaluated 
by Rozanski in Europe [3, 17], 0.2%o per 100 km, cannot explain such a depletion in 
1 8 0, which is greater than an order of magnitude. For this reason, another explanation
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FIG. 2. Monthly mean 180  content in precipitation (GSB = Grand St. Bernard pass).

must be considered for precipitation in the Valle d’Aosta, i.e. the effect of depleted 
vapour remaining in air masses coming from the Atlantic Ocean and crossing the 
Alps. Precipitation sampled at Grand St. Bernard pass (altitude 2475 m a.s.l.), at the 
edge of the Rhone river catchment, indicates a depletion of about 5%o with respect to 
Thonon.

In the summer (July and August), local meteorological conditions control the 
isotopic composition of isolated convective rainy events. These local conditions are, 
however, highly variable from year to year and depend on the position of the anticy
clone. Atmospheric vapour is influenced by recycled vapour from the large perialpine 
lakes on both sides of the massif or by vapour derived from the heavy irrigation for 
rice cultivation in the Po valley. Precipitation is principally generated by thermal con
vection, giving rise to rainout of the atmospheric reservoir without strong isotopic 
fractionation. The isotopic composition of precipitation at low altitude on the Italian 
side is close to 5%c in 1 80, whereas at Grand St. Bernard pass it is close to -  7.0%e, 
in accordance with the normal isotopic altitudinal gradient [8 , 9].

The ending of summer, characterized by heavy precipitation, is labelled by a 
uniform isotopic composition on both sides of the Alps. In fact, two different paths
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may be followed by a given air mass moving from the middle Atlantic ocean to the 
continent. One path follows the Rhone valley and ends in Central Europe; in this case, 
it circulates around the Mont Blanc massif on the western side. The second path runs 
along the Alpine chain on the eastern side, following the transect north Tyrrhenian 
Sea-Po valley. This uniform isotopic composition can be explained by an isotopic 
amount effect due to the very large vapour reservoir and to the very low isotopic tem
perature gradient [18].

Isotopic altitudinal gradients in precipitation are well documented in the region 
studied and in neighbouring countries [11, 12, 19, 20]. According to Novel et al. [9], 
seasonal variations of the gradient are very significant in the same transect in the Valle 
d’Aosta, e.g. the gradients varied between 0.04%o and 0.17%oper 100 m during win
ter 1993-1994 and autumn 1994, respectively. This clearly shows how risky is the 
uncritical use of the isotopic altitudinal gradient in hydrological studies in such 
mountainous areas. In spite of numerous small scale regional isotopic studies, the 
French-Italian alpine region has heretofore not been the subject of a focused study of 
the shadow effect.

▼  A oste  Genova - ® -  Thonon

FIG. 3. Monthly mean 3H content in precipitation.
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The time evolution of the tritium content in precipitation at Thonon (Fig. 3) 
confirms the observations of Swiss and German isotope hydrologists of an abnormal 
peak in winter. This peak, well observed since the 1980s in Germany and 
Switzerland, can indicate a clear signal of industrial pollution [5, 10, 13, 21]. This 
unusual content is permanently observable at the Grand St. Bernard station, although 
it is not as pronounced there (Fig. 3). This peak is still noticeable in the Italian sta
tions and in Locarno (Ticino, Switzerland), but at a lower content, indicating that in 
winter the air masses cross the Alps from the west, generating precipitation with 
diferent geohemical signals on each side. This is confirmed by the very low 180  
graient of about 0.04%o per 100 m on the Italian side during the winter of
1993-1994. This low gradient results from mixing between the low amount of 
remaining vapour, highly tritiated, coming from the north (shadow effect) with a 
small Mediterranean vapour component with low tritium content. This is signified 
by an abnormal amount of precipitation during the winter of 1993-1994, which was 
over 10% higher than the 30 year mean value.

This meteorological situation hides the main consequence of the shadow effect, 
the inversion of the gradient in the Alpine chain [11, 12, 22]. During the same winter 
period on the French side of Mont Blanc, the gradient remained constant and close to 
0.2%o per 100 m [19, 20]. In 1994, during the summer, the so-called tritium spring 
peak was evident in both France and Italy. Moreover, during the same period the 180  
altitudinal gradient on the Italian side appeared higher, close to 0.18%c per 100 m. 
This could be explained by the prevailing air mass circulation, coming from the 
Atlantic ocean and reaching the Alps from either the NW or the SW. The coastal sta
tion of Genoa, influenced by Mediterranean vapour and characterized by a very low 
tritium content (close to the background level), exhibits attenuated seasonal varia
tions. In autumn the depression in the Gulf of Genoa is characterized by a large 
amount of vapour originating from the mid-Atlantic mixed with Mediterranean 
vapour. The air masses travelling northward bring heavy precipitation to the the Valle 
d’Aosta marked by a low or zero 1 8 0  isotopic altitude gradient.

Along a transect between Thonon and Genoa, seasonal mean values of 180  for 
1994 and 1995 show a clear isotope altitude effect on the windward side of the Alps 
(Fig. 4), the isotopic depletion varying with the season. On the leeward side of the 
chain (Valle d’Aosta and Po piedmont), enriched vapour from the Gulf of Genoa or 
from local sources influences the air masses and controls their isotopic composition.

4. CONCLUSION

The isotopic composition of precipitation over the Alps is predominantly
dominated by oceanic water vapour sources. The main sources of vapour over the
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FIG. 4. Seasonal mean 180  content in precipitation along a Thonon-Genoa transect, (a) 
1994; (b)1995.
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Alps axe the NW or central Atlantic Ocean, and this vapour is transported to the 
European continent by way of North Africa and the Mediterranean Sea.

The Alps act as a barrier for the general circulation of air moisture. This phys
ical effect is combined with chemical and isotopic fractionation, giving rise to the 
shadow effect, which results in a depletion of the stable isotope content in precipita
tion on the leeward side of the chain. Because of the occurrence of weather types over 
Europe, the isotopic depletion in precipitation can be seen mainly on the Italian side 
of the Alps. Moreover, a large amount of vapour, essentially from the mid-Atlantic, is 
recycled over the Mediterranean Sea as evidenced, for the study area, by large sea
sonal variability in isotopic content. In fact, the altitudinal isotopic gradients change 
each year, varying from values close to zero, or even negative, to the frequent values 
of 0.2%o to 0.25%o per 100 m.

This seasonal variability does not allow the correct generalization of the sys
tematic isotopic altitudinal gradient calculated at a regional scale and on a yearly 
basis to local and short term (‘event scale’) conditions.

In fact the isotopic shadow effect could be considered to be a feature of a con
tinental effect, arising because of the major role of altitude over small longitudinal 
distances.
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Abstract

USE OF Pb ISOTOPES FOR IDENTIFICATION OF SOURCES OF POLLUTION.
Examples are given of the use of the natural isotopic system of lead to follow some 

processes polluting the environment. Analyses of Pb isotope ratios on air filters from Oslo, 
Norway, show that the decrease in total lead in the 1990s is not due to the reduction of leaded 
petrol alone, but that there are other important sources whose Pb emissions were reduced. A 
study of lead on air filters from the countryside outside Oslo implies that finer particles have 
been atmospherically transported over long distances, and analyses of tree rings show a clear 
inverse correlation between lead isotope ratio and pH in rainwater. Increasing pH is coupled to 
a decrease in ^ P b /^ P b , and vice versa. Analyses of the lead isotopic ratio of runoff from the 
R0ros sulphide mining area, in central Norway, show that it is possible to discriminate between 
different ores or waste deposits.

1. INTRODUCTION

An interesting problem when identifying and quantifying pollution is the char
acterization of the sources and determining whether the pollution is locally derived or 
is transported over long distances. Despite a decrease in the emission of different pol
lutants in the western hemisphere over the past few decades, we may be exposed in 
the coming years to an increase in the global transport of, for example, heavy 
metals such as Pb. To understand the processes which affect the diffusion of environ
mental pollution there is a great need for the development of new methods and tech
niques. This is so particularly when one must differentiate between different sources 
of pollution rather than simply measure the concentration of an element at a certain 
site. In a monitoring project it is possible, with the help of isotopes, to follow the con
tributions from different sources and over time to see the effects of efforts to limit the 
diffusion of a pollutant.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Analyses of the Pb concentration in tree rings from a pine tree (from 1970) on 
the southern coast of Norway show a decrease from about 200 ppb (1 ppb = 1 part in
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109) Pb in 1982 to about 25 ppb Pb in 1994. A similar decrease in Pb concentration 
in precipitation during this time has commonly been attributed to a decreased use of 
leaded petrol. But at the same time the 206Pb/204Pb ratio has decreased from about 
18.2 to 18.0 (Fig. 1). Since the ^ P b / ^ P b  ratio is quite low in petrol used in Europe 
(Precambrian Pb from Australia with a 206Pb/204Pb ratio of about 16.0; e.g. 
Ref. [1]), a decrease in the use of leaded petrol would thus increase the ^ P b / ^ P b  
ratio and not decrease it.

Year

FIG 1. Pb isotope ratio in tree rings (from a pine tree from the southern coast o f Norway) and 
pH in rainwater between 1973 and 1994.

A plot of pH values in rainwater from the same locality, and of the correspond
ing 206Pb/204Pb ratio as found in the tree rings, shows that when pH increases, the Pb 
ratio decreases and vice versa (Fig. 1). This implies that there is a Pb source which is 
taken up by the tree at lower pH. The Pb ratio and pH vary over the year in the tree. 
A hypothesis could be that pollution from the burning of coal in England and Central 
Europe, with ^ P b / ^ P b  ratios of about 18.5, after atmospheric transport to Norway 
and accompanying the acidic rain, is the source of lead with a higher isotope ratio. 
Minima in pH caused by acidic rain are thus reflected by maxima in the 206Pb/204Pb 
ratio. Bark from the pine tree has a ^ P b / ^ P b  ratio of about 17.72 and a Pb con
centration of about 2600 ppb. The much lower ^ P b / ^ P b  ratio and higher concen
tration of Pb in the bark than in the inner wood may be an artefact of lead from leaded
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petrol which is atmospherically transported over long distances and which is not 
connected to acidic rain.

In a study of Pb on air filters from Oslo and from the countryside we tried to 
discriminate between long-transported and local pollutants and to see if there is a 
variation over the year. The size and type of particles have implications for the Pb iso
tope ratio and the Pb concentration. In a first test we compared coarse and fine par
ticle filters from a dichotomous sampler with a cut-off at 10 jam. Similar ^ P b / ^ P b  
ratios, 17.18 for the fine and 17.20 for the coarse particles, on the Oslo filters point 
to a dominant local source. The Pb concentrations are very different, 5.27 (ig/g for the 
fine and 2.97 |0 ,g/g for the coarse particles.

In the filters from the countryside, with less pollution in the air, there is a 
marked difference between the Pb ratios because the town source is of less impor
tance there. The fine particles have a 206Pb/204Pb ratio of 16.97, while the coarse par
ticles have a value of 17.16. The Pb concentrations are 0.16 ju.g/g and 0.06 (ig/g, 
respectively. The Pb concentration for the coarse particles is about a factor of 50 
lower in the countryside than in the corresponding town filter.

The lower 206Pb/204Pb ratio for the fine filter from the countryside reveals the 
presence of a source other than the town. Leaded petrol has a quite low 
ratio of about 16.0 [1] and is probably observed on the Gardermoen fine filter because 
of the low background there; Oslo, with its high level of pollution, masks this source. 
The finer particles distinguished here are probably transported over long distances. 
On the fine filter from Oslo, this imprint from traffic is probably seen as a small devi
ation from the dominant ratio of the coarse filter (a deviation from a 206Pb/204Pb ratio 
of 17.20 to 17.16).

In the second test, air filters were collected at two sites with high traffic inten
sity in Oslo. Analyses show a constant decrease in Pb concentration from 1992 to 
1995 (Fig. 2). These data are in accordance with the conventional wisdom about the 
effect of change from leaded to unleaded petrol. The decrease from 1992 to 1993 is 
accompanied by a decrease in the ^ P b / ^ P b  ratio from 17.19 to 16.81 (Fig. 3), indi
cating that one major source is losing its impact. However, the further decrease in Pb 
concentration during 1994 and 1995 is accompanied by an increase in the 206Pb/204Pb 
ratio.

A decrease in coal burning in Central Europe between 1992 and 1995, result
ing from political changes, would lower the emission of Pb transported to Oslo. Less 
Central European coal Pb, with a ^ P b / ^ P b  isotopic ratio of about 18.5, would bias 
the total 206Pb/204Pb ratios towards the lower values of leaded petrol. While the 
decrease in Pb concentration continued, the change to more Pb free petrol can be 
seen, from 1993 on, in increasing Pb ratios. An effect of this development is that other 
small sources, earlier masked by the high Pb concentrations from coal and petrol, 
may now be seen. One such source, for example, is the burning of wood, with a 
2°6pb/204pb rati0 of about 18, for domestic heating.
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Months

Pb concentration on air filters collected at two sites with heavy traffic in Oslo.

Months

FIG 3. Pb isotope ratios for the same air filters as in Fig. 2.
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Indeed, in some areas, such as Scandinavia, the burning of wood can be an 
important source of atmospheric lead. An emission factor of 4.7 g Pb/t of wood burnt 
was suggested for fireplaces in the 1980s [2]. Further studies [3] concluded that this 
factor may range from 1.0 to 5.0 g Pb/t of wood burnt, depending on parameters 
related to the content of Pb in the wood and on combustion conditions. The emission 
factors for Pb during combustion of wood in fireplaces are comparable with those for 
combustion of both coal (1.0-10.0 g Pb/t) and oil (2.0-6.0 g Pb/t) as described in 
Ref. [3]. Considering the rather large amount of wood burnt in Scandinavia, particu
larly in winter, this source can be an important contribution to the total budget of 
atmospheric lead in the region.

Soot from domestic heating, by burning wood, was collected in two houses in 
the Oslo area. In one case the wood originated from the Oslo area, while in the other 
it was brought in from the countryside in Telemark, southern Norway. There is a big 
difference in Pb concentration between the two samples. While the Oslo soot has a 
concentration of about 64 ppm Pb, the Telemark soot carries only about 14 ppm Pb. 
There are of course different parameters influencing these results (e.g. the efficiency 
of the furnace), but the gap between the results is significant. The ^ P b / ^ P b  ratio of 
the Oslo soot has the lower value of the two, thus indicating an affinity to leaded 
petrol from traffic. The Telemark soot has a higher 206Pb/204Pb ratio, more towards 
that of European coal.

A plot (not shown here) of the ^ P b / ^ P b  ratio versus the 206Pb/207Pb ratio 
shows that Pb in wood is closer to today’s value of coal Pb, while the Pb ratio in bark 
is more affected by atmospherically transported petrol Pb. A similar pattern holds for 
the air filters mentioned above; the filter with finer particles from the countryside is 
closer to an atmospherically transported petrol Pb value, while the coarse particles 
from the countryside and both filters from Oslo have more of a local bark/wood sig
nature. The Pb concentration in the bark is about 10 times higher than that in the trunk 
wood. It is obvious that apart from contamination in Oslo by Pb from petrol, coal and 
wood, Pb pollution from the burning of coal in England, Poland and the Czech 
Republic has had a major influence. This influence may be smaller today than in 
earlier times, when coal was used to a larger extent.

The progress made in the eastern European countries during the past five years 
with respect to the improvement of emission control effectiveness can thus be seen in 
the above results from analyses of air filters. Major point sources, such as electric and 
cogeneration power plants, smelters and cement plants are now at least equipped with 
electrostatic precipitators with high efficiency for removal of dust containing Pb, 
among other pollutants.

Transport and deposition of waste and pollution from mining is causing great 
and growing environmental problems. To test the Pb isotope method to define sul
phide ores by their runoff, two Cu-Zn mines, Storwartz and Killingdal, were chosen 
in the R0ros area, central Norway. The two localities are some 50 km apart and were
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both sampled for sediments and runoff water. The sediments were dried and leached 
with acids. Runoff water was also sampled from two other mines (Christianus/Sextus 
and Kongen/Arvedal) of similar composition in the Storwartz area. The analytical 
results (Fig. 4) show that the leachate and water samples fall beside the Pb isotope 
values for lead sulphide from the respective mines and that there is a big difference 
between the Storwartz and Killingdal values.
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FIG 4. Pb isotope ratios for PbS, runoff water and leachates from the R<0ros mining area, 
central Norway.

3. SUMMARY

The above results show that the use of a natural isotopic system such as Pb is a 
powerful tool for identifying pollution and its routes of transportation, tracing the 
past, monitoring processes of the present and determining provenance. Sampling of 
past pollution is made possible by using sediment cores and biological material such 
as tree rings and mussel shells. There is also a possibility of using museum collec
tions for environmental studies. In general, estimations are performed of how high the 
level of pollution for a certain element is, but the important questions are, e.g., which 
are the sources for it, what was the earlier level and how has the spreading pattern 
developed? The use of natural isotopic systems, alone or even better in conjunction 
with other techniques, makes it possible to take the appropriate measures for limiting 
the sources of pollution.
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Abstract

THE ROLE OF ATMOSPHERIC CIRCULATION PATTERNS IN CONTROLLING THE 
REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF STABLE ISOTOPE CONTENTS IN PRECIPITATION: 
PRELIMINARY RESULTS FROM TWO TRANSECTS IN THE ECUADORIAN ANDES.

Spatial and temporal variability of oxygen-18 and deuterium contents in precipitation in 
the equatorial zone of the Pacific coast of South America is reviewed based on a network of 13 
meteorological stations collecting composite monthly rainfall samples. The meteorological 
stations are situated along two latitudinal transects (1° S and 3° S) from the Pacific coast of 
Ecuador to the Amazon Basin. The Andes, blocking the free transport of water vapour from the 
Amazon basin to the Pacific Ocean, and the seasonal displacement of the Intertropical 
Convergence Zone (ITCZ) are the two main factors controlling the precipitation regime and the 
isotope composition of precipitation in the region. Annual mean 5180  values range from about 
-2 %c in coastal stations in the southern part of Ecuador to about -11 to -14%o in stations 
located above 3000 m a.s.l. The seasonal displacement of the ITCZ is responsible for the 
observed single or bimodal distribution of precipitation in some parts of the country, and its 
passage is usually associated with depleted isotope contents in precipitation. Despite the long 
distance to the Atlantic coast and the high precipitation rates measured in the low altitude 
stations of the Amazon Basin, the typical annual mean 8180  values in these stations are around 
-6 to —7%o. The unusually low continental gradient in 5180  and S2H is explained by the intense 
recycling of water vapour in the Amazon rainforest.
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Ecuador is subject to the influence of two major air masses: (1) air masses of 
Atlantic origin, which arrive predominantly from the Amazon Basin, and (2) air 
masses of Pacific origin. Three factors control the atmospheric circulation and pre
cipitation regime in equatorial South America: (1) the blocking effect of the Andes, 
preventing free passage of water vapour from the Amazon Basin to the Pacific coast;
(2) the seasonal displacement of the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) [1]; and
(3) the El Niño phenomenon. Because of the specific characteristics of the precipita
tion regimes in Ecuador, three domains can be distinguished: the Amazon domain, the 
Andean domain and the Pacific domain (Fig. 1).

The stations located in the Pacific domain are characterized by a single rainy 
season from January to April, which accounts for more than 90% of annual precipi
tation (Fig. 2). In some stations, long term monthly precipitation for April is above 
1000 mm. Rainfall exhibits marked latitudinal dependence, ranging from 700 mm in 
the coastal stations in the north of Ecuador to less than 80 mm in the southernmost 
part of the country. Close to the foothills of the Andes, where the amount of precipi
tation is much higher than in the coastal sites, these figures decrease from 3500 mm 
in the north to 800 mm in the south.

In addition, the coastal areas of Ecuador and northern Peru are strongly affected 
by a complex and irregular oscillation of the ocean-atmosphere system known as El 
Niño, leading to large annual variability in the amount of precipitation measured in 
the coastal areas. The El Niño-Southem Oscillation System (ENSO) conditions 
develop when warm surface ocean waters extend across the equatorial Pacific and 
reach the South American coast, suppressing the upwelling of cold, nutrient rich 
waters in the coastal areas of Peru and Ecuador. This situation causes heavy rainfall, 
and coastal deserts become pasture areas during El Niño years. The opposite situa
tion, known as ‘La N iña’, develops when the trade winds are strong and persistent 
enough to displace the pool of warm water to the Western Pacific Ocean. This situa
tion produces very small amounts of precipitation in the coastal zones. Because of 
these effects, the interannual variability in the total amount of precipitation is very 
large (e.g. the precipitation amount measured at Guayaquil in 1983 was 4000 mm, 
about 4 times the long term annual mean).

In the mountainous areas of the Andes (above 2500 m a.s.l.), the annual distri
bution of precipitation has a bimodal character, with maxima in March-May and 
October-November (Fig. 2), in both cases coinciding with the passage of the ITCZ. 
The latitudinal dependence of the amount of precipitation is also observed at higher 
altitudes; precipitation amount decreases from 1250 mm/a in Quito to around 
700 mm/a in the southern part of Ecuador.

The Ecuadorian meteorological stations located in the Amazon Basin are char
acterized by high and uniform precipitation rates, the long term annual mean values

1. INTRODUCTION
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FIG. 1. Spatial distribution o f the long term annual means o f precipitation amounts in 
Ecuador and location o f the meteorological stations given in Table I.

ranging from 2500 mm in the south up to 5000 mm in the northwest part of the Basin. 
The blocking effect of the Andes prevents the arrival of vapour from the Pacific 
domain. On both sides of the Andes, the presence of the mountains forces the humid 
air to ascend, inducing condensation of water vapour in the foothill areas. While the 
rainy period in the Pacific area is restricted to three to four months, precipitation 
occurs during all months of the year in the Amazon Basin (Fig. 2), with a small 
increase during March and April.
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St la concordia Malluriquin Sportoviejo Ш sta isabel

В Lago agrio ШЗ Mendez И Puyo ЕЗШ Rocafuerte

FIG. 2. Monthly distribution of precipitation amounts in the Pacific, Andean and Amazon 
domains expressed as a percentage of total annual precipitation.
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The role of atmospheric circulation patterns in controlling the spatial and tem
poral distribution of stable isotopes in precipitation in the region is reviewed below, 
based on data provided by the collection of monthly precipitation samples in a net
work of 13 meteorological stations along the Ecuadorian Andes, operated by the 
Ecuadorian Atomic Energy Commission.

2. DATA COLLECTION

Composite monthly precipitation samples were collected in 13 meteorological 
stations along two transects across the Ecuadorian Andes (Table I and Fig. 2). Eight 
stations located along the northern transect (close to Io S, from Esmeraldas on the 
Pacific coast to Lago Agrio in the Amazon Basin) cover a wide range of altitudes, 
from 30 to 3150 m a.s.l. Three of those stations are in the Pacific domain — 
Esmeraldas, La Concordia and Alluriquin; three stations are in the Andes —  
Izobamba (with an isotope record since 1973), Papallacta and Cuyuja; and two 
stations are in the Amazon Basin —  Baeza and Lago Agrio.

The southern transect is represented by stations listed in Table I. These stations 
are located between 2° S and 3° S. Three are in the Pacific domain (Machala, 
Uzhcurrumi and Amaluza); one (Cuenca) is in the Andes, at 2510 m a.s.l.; one 
(Mendez) is in the Amazon Basin.

Additionally, a set of shallow groundwater samples was collected from springs 
at altitudes from 400 to 3900 m a.s.l., on both sides of the Andes. Only springs with 
restricted recharge areas were selected, assuming that the respective recharge area 
does not extend more than 200 m above the sampling point.

Analyses of oxygen-18 and deuterium concentrations were performed at the 
IAEA Isotope Hydrology Laboratory in Vienna following the conventional proce
dures. The isotope concentrations are expressed in the usual 8 notation versus 
V-SMOW. Deuterium excess d = 52H -88180  was also calculated.

3. RESULTS

The long term annual values of rainfall, surface air temperature, 8180 ,  82H and 
d  excess for the 13 stations are listed in Table I. The weighted mean values of 8180 , 
82H and d  excess were calculated using the available precipitation data. It should 
be noted that in some cases the long term monthly precipitation values were utilized 
to complete the missing months. The results of the isotope analysis of groundwater 
and the estimated altitudes of the recharge areas of the sampled springs are given in 
Table II.



TABLE I. LONG TERM METEOROLOGICAL AND ISOTOPE DATA2 FOR THE STATIONS LOCATED ALONG THE TRAN
SECTS ACROSS THE ECUADORIAN ANDES

Station Location
Altitude 

(m a.s.l.)

Annual
precipitation

(mm)

Annual
temp.
(°C)

Mean 
5180  
(%o)

Mean 
5 lsOW
(%o)

Mean
5D
(%c)

Mean 
5 DW
(%o)

Mean
d

(%e)

Mean

(%«)

Northern transect 

Esmeraldas 00°58'N, 79°38'W 30 560 25.7 -2.4 -5.2 -12 -32 7.5 9.5
La Concordia 00°25'S, 79°10'W 360 3550 24.7 -3.5 -5.1 -17 -29 10.8 11.7
Alluriquin 00°20'S, 78°36'W 850 2300 22.4 -4.5 -5.7 -25 -34 10.8 11.2

Izobamba 00°22'S, 78°33'W 3058 1410 11.1 -10.7 - 11.1 -75 -78 10.1 10.1

Papallacta 00°30' S, 78°06'W 3150 1300 10.5 -9.0 -9.2 -61 -61 11.4 12.3
Cuyuja 00°39' S, 77°54'W 2380 1200 14.0 -6.4 -6.3 -36 -36 15.0 15.1
Baeza 00°25'S, 77°51'W 1960 1900 16.5 -5.4 -5.8 -30 -34 13.0 12.4
Lago Agrio 00°05'N, 76°52'W 297 4300 25.9 -5.4 -5.6 -31 -33 12.2 12.2

Southern transect

Machala 03°15'S, 78°59'W 6 600 24.4 - 2.0 - 2.6 -6 -12 9.3 9.3
Uzhcurrumi 03°28' S, 79°22'W 290 880 24.5 -2.7 -3.8 -12 -21 9.6 9.6
Amaluza 02°28'S, 78°28'W 1720 1700 . 18.1 - 6.8 -7.4 -39 -45 16.0 14.1
Cuenca 02°53'S, 78°59'W 2510 1100 16.0 -8.9 - 10.6 -62 -75 9.8 10.5
Mendez 02°32'S, 77°55'W 665 2300 23.2 -5.6 -6.7 -34 -43 10.7 10.1

a Arithmetic and weighted means by amount of precipitation.
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TABLE II. ISOTOPE COMPOSITION OF SHALLOW GROUNDWATER FROM 
SPRINGS ALONG THE NORTHERN AND SOUTHERN TRANSECTS

Spring name
Altitude 
(m a.s.l.)

Oxygen-18
(%o)

Deuterium d
(%c) (%o)

Southern transect

Yibumi 930 -6.80 -43.8 10.6

Limón 1 1500 -6.60 -40.4 12.4
Limón 2 2350 -6.70 -38.7 14.9
La Virgen 3350 - 8.21 -^9.4 16.3
Pórtete 2730 - 8.66 -60.7 8.5
Girón 1780 -5.37 -36.7 6.2

Huascachaca 770 -4.28 -23.2 11.0

Northern transect

La Independencia 200 -3.89 -22.4 8.7
Sto. Domingo 700 -5.64 -32.4 12.7
Tandapi 1000 -5.28 -32.4 9.8
Cordillera Real 3540 -10.18 -76.3 5.1
La Virgen N 3870 -15.34 - 110.1 12.6

El Chaco 1790 - 6.86 -^3.3 11.6

El Salado 1220 -5.77 -33.3 12.9
Lumbaqui 420 -5.23 -29.2 12.6

4. SPATIAL VARIABILITY OF ISOTOPE COMPOSITION OF RAINFALL
IN ECUADOR

In the Pacific domain, the mean 8180  values vary from around -2 %o in the 
southern part to -11 %o at altitudes above 3000 m a.s.l. The most enriched isotope val
ues were observed in the coastal stations in the south (e.g. Machala, Uzhcurrumi), 
which indicates the proximity to the water vapour source area. The relatively enriched 
5180  values of rainfall observed in the coastal stations of the southern transect 
(around -2 %o) when compared to the northern transect (around -5%o) are probably 
linked to the lower amount of precipitation in the southern transect. Interestingly, the 
gradient in the amount of precipitation along the northern transect (from 500 to 
3500 mm) is not accompanied by significant changes in the weighted mean isotope 
composition of precipitation (see Table I). For these stations the months with precip
itation lower than 10 mm show systematically enriched isotope values (around -1  %e). 
Typical mean ô180  values in the low altitude stations of the Pacific coast 
range between -1  %o in the dry season and -7  to -1 0 %o during the rainy 
season.
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The three Andean stations located between 2500 and 3200 m a.s.l. (Izobamba, 
Papallacta and Cuenca) have annual weighted S180  mean values between -9  and 
-ll% o. The monthly means range from -5 %o during the dry season to -15%o at the 
peak of the rainy season.

The Amazon domain is represented by three stations: Baeza, Lago Agrio, 
Mendez. They are characterized by annual weighted mean 8 lsO values ranging from 
-6  to -l% o. Typical mean 5180  values in the low altitude stations of the Amazon 
domain range between -2  to -3%o in December-January and -10 %o to -12%o during 
the rainy season. These are exceptionally enriched values taking into account the dis
tance to the Atlantic coast (more than 2000 km) and the high annual precipitation 
rates (from 2000 to 4000 mm). It should be noted that these values represent a 
significantly smaller isotopic depletion of rainfall than typically observed in other 
continental areas at comparable distances from major sources of moisture [2]. The 
unusually low gradient of 5180  and ô2H contents in rainfall across the Amazon Basin 
was explained by intense recycling of water vapour by the rainforest covering the 
entire basin [3, 4].

The 5180  values along two transects, representing the peak of the rainy season 
(March-May) and the dry season (June-October), are shown in Figs 3(a) and (b). The 
weighted annual means are also included. It is apparent that rainfall in the Pacific 
domain is on the average more isotopically enriched than that in the Amazon domain.

5. SEASONAL VARIABILITY

Because of the proximity to the equator, the air temperatures measured in all 
meteorological stations are relatively constant throughout the year. The stations close 
to sea level (e.g. Esmeraldas, Lago Agrio) are characterized by annual mean temper
atures of around 25-27°C, while the Papallacta station, at 3150 m a.s.l., has a mean 
annual temperature of only 10.5°C. The seasonal variability of temperature at all 
stations of the region is less than 3°C. Temperature therefore does not play a 
significant role in controlling the observed seasonal isotopic variability in 
precipitation.

As mentioned above, the seasonal displacement of the ITCZ controls the dis
tribution of precipitation. The southernmost position is reached by the ITCZ in 
January (around 5° S) [1]. The northward passage of the ITCZ over the three domains 
(from January to May) is accompanied by a significant increase of rainfall, with max
ima between March and May. These months show in all cases the most depleted iso
tope composition of the year. The southward passage of the ITCZ reaches Ecuador in 
November, locally producing a second maximum in the amount of precipitation. The 
passage is also accompanied by depleted 5180  and 52H values, which are more pro
nounced in the stations in the Amazon Basin (e.g. Mendez, Cuenca and Papallacta)
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Distance (km)

Dry season (JJASO)

Distance (km)

FIG. 3. Oxygen-18 variations along the transects across the Ecuadorian Andes as indicated 
in Fig. I. (a) Northern transect, between Esmeraldas and Lago Agrio (1° S); (b) southern 
transect, between Machala and Mendez (3° S).
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(Figs 4(a) to (с)). There is not always a direct correspondence between the maximum 
in the amount of precipitation and the degree of isotopic depletion, however. This 
effect is illustrated in Fig. 5, which shows the relation between the long term monthly 
means of 8180  and the long term means of precipitation amount, observed at the 
Izobamba station. For a given amount of precipitation, different 5180  values are 
observed, depending on the direction of ITCZ movement and on the origin of the air 
masses producing precipitation in a given month.

The role of the ITCZ can be observed in the timing of the minimum in isotope 
contents. In the stations located along the southern transect, the most negative 0180  
values are observed in April, while in the northern transect this depletion may extend 
until May, coinciding with the northward passage of the ITCZ.

6. ALTITUDE EFFECT

The isotopic composition of shallow groundwater collected in springs along 
the two transects and the estimated altitudes of the respective recharge areas are 
summarized in Table II. Only springs with restricted catchment areas were selected. 
Figure 6 shows the relationship between measured 5180  values for the selected 
springs and the estimated altitudes of their recharge areas. The weighted annual mean 
8180  of the 13 stations listed in Table I are included in the figure.

The average isotopic altitude gradient of 5180  is -0.17%o per 100 m, close to 
the value reported by Maldonado et al. [5] for another sector of the Ecuadorian Andes. 
The calculated slope is similar for both the point data provided by the springs and the 
mean values from the meteorological stations. It should be noted that for specific 
hydrological applications based on the use of stable isotopes, the local altitude gradi
ent may differ, as has been shown in other parts of South America [1].

7. INTERANNUAL VARIABILITY

As mentioned above, the effects of El Niño are strongly manifested in the 
coastal areas of Ecuador, where the precipitation amount during El Niño years 
exceeds the normal values by 4 to 10 times. The only station in Ecuador with a long 
record of isotope composition of precipitation is Izobamba. It is located in the Andean 
region, however, where the effects of the ENSO are not so pronounced. The 8180  
record for the Izobamba station is presented in Fig. 7. The most depleted value was 
observed in May 1983, which coincides with the most intense El Niño during the last 
century. The observed mean isotopic values in precipitation at this station during El 
Niño years are generally more depleted than in other years (Fig. 7).
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Precipitation amount [mm]

FIG. 5. Long term monthly means of &80  plotted as a function of long term totals of amount 
of rainfall for the station Izobamba (00°37' S, 78°55 ' W, 3058 m a.s.l.). For similar amounts 
of precipitation, the isotope composition is significantly different during the year, depending 
on the air masses producing precipitation and the position of the ITCZ.

Altitude (m)

FIG. 6. Altitude effect based on the isotope composition of shallow groundwaters and the long 
term 8’80  mean values of the stations given in Table I.
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Year

FIG. 7. Oxygen-18 record in composite monthly samples of precipitation at the Izobamba sta
tion (00°37' S, 78°55'W, 3058 m a.s.l.). The marks in the lower part of the graphs indicate the 
El Niño years, which usually are associated with more depleted isotopic annual means.

8. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The seasonal distribution of the amount of rainfall and its isotope composition 
in Ecuador is controlled by two major mechanisms: (1) the blocking by the Andes of 
the free transport of moisture from the Amazon Basin to the Pacific coast, and (2) the 
seasonal displacement of the ITCZ. The annual mean 5180  values range from about 
-2 %o at the coastal stations in the southern part of Ecuador to about -11 to -14%o at 
the stations above 3000 m a.s.l.

The seasonal displacement of the ITCZ is responsible for the observed single 
or bimodal distribution of precipitation in some parts of the country. Passage of the 
ITCZ is also marked by distinct minima of 8180  and 82H in rainfall.

Despite the long distance to the Atlantic Ocean and the high precipitation rates 
observed over the Amazon Basin, the typical §180  values observed at the stations in 
the Amazon sector of Ecuador amount to -6  to -l%o. The unusually low continental 
gradient in 5 180  and ô2H is explained by intense recycling of water vapour in the 
Amazon rainforest.
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Abstract

ORIGINS AND MECHANISMS OF PRECIPITATION IN WEST AFRICA.
In 1989, within the framework of the Etude de précipitations par satellite (EPSAT) 

operation, an isotopic study of precipitation and its atmospheric context (temperature and 
humidity) was performed along the Guinean monsoon trajectory between Cotonou and 
Agadès. The dewatering process which progressively affects the air masses over the continent 
is stopped at the sub-Sahelian latitude. Precipitations and their surrounding environment 
are therefore the reflection of new conditions of humidity linked to a large contribution of 
recycled vapour.

1. INTRODUCTION

The circulation of air masses in western Africa has been studied since the 
1960s, particularly using the meteorological stations of the Agence pour la securité 
de la navigation aérienne (ASECNA) in the main airports of the region. Over the last 
two decades, new approaches to these phenomena have been made possible by the use 
of isotopic analyses of precipitation and satellite observations [1-4].

Within the framework of the Etude des précipitations par satellite 
(EPSAT) research programme [5], precipitation from West Africa was collected 
for isotopic analysis along a transect from Cotonou (6° N) to Agadès (17° N) 
(Fig. 1), corresponding to the Guinean monsoon trajectory. Temperature and 
relative humidity, which generally control the isotopic composition of waters [6, 7], 
were measured before and after each rainfall event. At each site, only 90% of 
the collected water, corresponding to high intensity rain, was analysed. It is known 
that continental air masses arising from évapotranspiration of surface waters

* Present address: LGA-ORSTOM, Université Pierre et Marie Curie, Paris, France.
** Present address: LTHE-ORSTOM, Grenoble, France.

*** Present address: Dipartimento di Scienze della Terra, Université di Torino, Turin,
Italy.
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FIG. 1. Locations of meteorological stations under study.

contribute to precipitation [8-11]. Evidence of such contributions can be provided 
by the stable isotopes of water, particularly deuterium and the deuterium excess 
d  [12, 13].

The general principle that atmospheric exchanges and transfers occur 
during rainfall at equilibrium within a homogeneous and saturated environment in 
temperate and humid regions, is also valid in tropical areas, where diffusive exchanges 
(kinetic fractionation) are of particular importance because of the opposite evolution 
of temperature and humidity [6, 14]. In some more humid regions, such exchanges 
lead to new atmospheric conditions. The vapour remaining in the atmospheric reser
voir after rainfall is relatively enriched by the recycled vapour provided by the 
soil-plant-atmosphere continuum [15, 16]. Precipitation arising from such residual 
vapour will subsequently define a new equilibrium straight line with a slope of 8 and 
a deuterium excess of more than +10%o.

In this paper, stable isotopes of oxygen and hydrogen in meteoric water, in 
conjunction with basic meteorological data such as temperature and relative humid
ity, are used to improve the identification and clarify the evolution of condensable air 
masses over West Africa.
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(c) Birni n'Konni 1989

(a) Cotonou 1989
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FIG. 2. Deuterium/oxygen-18 relation for precipitation along a north-south transect between 
Cotonou and Tahoua.

2. ANALYTICAL RESULTS AND INTERPRETATIONS

2.1. Dynamic of the isotopic relation S2!! versus 5180

The deuterium/oxygen-18 relation (Fig. 2) for precipitation along the transect 
studied shows a progressive evaporation of precipitation with latitude. Several data 
points fall below the global meteoric water line (GMWL), along different evaporation 
lines with decreasing slopes.
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At Cotonou, rain events are mostly characterized by 180  content from -2 %o to 
-5 %o, typical of the tropical oceanic regime [17], and fall close to the GMWL. A few 
samples define an evaporation line with a slope of 6.1, indicating that exchange phe
nomena occurred.

In contrast, precipitation is subjected to a strong evaporative effect at Parakou 
(Fig. 2(b)). Three straight lines, characterized by low slopes (from 4.5 to 5) have been 
identified, whereas the deuterium excess decreases.

Precipitation from Tahoua (Fig. 2(d)) and at Agadès, at the other end of the 
transect, is isotopically labelled by a high aridity. Whereas two correlation lines 
are observed at Tahoua (one of them has a slope <4), only one is still present at 
Agadès.

Occupying an intermediary position, the Sahelian area does not constitute a 
continuity of the evolution mechanisms between Soudanian and sub-desertic spaces. 
At Gaya and particularly at Bimi n ’Konni (Fig. 2(c)), the evaporative processes 
appear less active. A majority of rain events fall close to the GMWL, and the slope of 
evaporation straight lines increases. Some August events fall on the extrapolated July 
evaporation line and show a deuterium excess whose origin appears to be linked 
to the depleted residual vapour of the preceding month, as well as to vapour from 
évapotranspiration of Sahelian agriculture, which is in full leaf at this period of 
the year [8, 11].

2.2. Evolution of climatic parameters

During rainfall, the progressive increase of the temperature difference AT 
between the coastal and arid areas reflects increased atmospheric exchanges, which 
in turn are linked to humidity deficit. AT  appears smaller at Cotonou (<5°C); some 
A T  values at the beginning (May) and the end (October) of the monsoon mark the 
passage of the intertropical front (situation 1 in Fig. 3(a)) and are independent of the 
precipitated amount. Between the two periods, limited variations of temperature seem 
to be linked to the ‘mass effect’, in analogy to isotopic analyses (situation 2 in 
Fig. 3(a)).

A few rain events in situation 1 at Bimi n ’Konni (Fig. 3(b)), and to a lesser 
extent at Tahoua (Fig. 3(c)), indicate a return to limited exchange conditions.

A situation 3 of important variations of temperature for weak rains [<10 mm in 
Sahelian stations (Fig. 3(b)), <5 mm in sub-desertic stations (Fig. 3(c))] is progres
sively established with latitude. Rains such as that of 9/8, which exhibits low AT  and 
low humidity (13%), are derived from relatively homogeneous air masses, corre
sponding to the presence of a wedge of monsoon over the southern Aïr. Rains like that 
of 7/8, which exhibits high AT  and high humidity (36%), arise either from less homo
geneous climatic conditions or from condensation at higher altitude, allowing more 
prolonged exchange. These hypotheses are supported by the isotopic composition of
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FIG. 3. Relation between temperature variation and rain amount along the Cotonou-Agadès 
transect.
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TABLE I. SITUATION AND CONDITIONS OF PRECIPITATION IN 1989 
ALONG THE COTONOU-AGADES TRANSECT

Station Lat. N Long. E Alt (m) P (mm) §18Oa 02Ha <t> д т т (°С)с д н т ( %f

Cotonou 6°21' 2°23' 4 913 -4.47 -38.0 0.23 -2.0 6.3

Bohicon 7° 10' 2°04' 167 895 -3.20 -20.4 4.74 -2.5 8.2
Savé 7°59' 2°28' 198 740 -4.05 -23.7 9.10 -3.0 8.6
Parakou 9°21' 2°36' 320 1171 -4.13 -30.7 2.58 -3.3 12
Gaya 11°53' 3°27' 180 576 -4.24 -30.1 6.02 -4.2 19.3

Bimi n’Konni 13°47' 5°22' 272 450 -3.72 -18.9 10.9 -1.84 7.7

Tahoua 14°54' 5°21' 384 362 -2.13 -24.6 7.63 -5.1 20.2
Agadès 16°59' 7°59' 500 130 -0.30 -1.41 0.89 -7.1 23.6

a Average value weighted by the amount of precipitation. 

b d -  62H - 85180 is the deuterium excess.

c ATm and ДHm are, respectively, the average variation of temperature and relative humidity 

during precipitation.

precipitation of -1.4%c and +0.06%c for oxygen-18, respectively, for the rainfalls of 
9/8 and 7/8.

A similar study was performed using relative humidity data, which are funda
mentally temperature dependent. Mean annual values for 1989 (Table I) provide 
significant information, as evidenced by Fig. 4. The minimal variations of tempera
ture and relative humidity recorded on the coast (Cotonou) increase regularly until 
Gaya, in direct correlation with the increasing continentality and the progressive 
draining of air masses. The simultaneous decrease of AT  and AH at Bimi n ’Konni 
shows that the Sahelian atmosphere limits the possibility of exchange between the 
water precipitated and its surrounding environment. Thereafter, the northwards 
motion of air masses (to Tahoua and Agadès) along the axis of penetration of the 
monsoon involves another draining process by the emptying of the vapour reservoir 
and the accentuation of aridity conditions.

3. CONCLUSIONS

The isotopic study of precipitation between the coast of the Gulf of Guinea 
(Cotonou) and the sub-Saharan fringe (Agadès), at the event scale during the 1989 
monsoon season, permits us to follow the transformations of air masses during their 
movement over west Africa along the monsoon trajectory.

The progressive dewatering of the atmosphere is underlined by the slope, 
decreasing with the latitude, of local evaporation straight lines. This effect increases
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North latitude (deg)

FIG. 4. Latitudinal evolution of mean temperature AT variation and atmospheric humidity AH 
during rainfall along the Cotonou-Agadès transect.

with increasing distance from the coast, and it takes on a seasonal character owing to 
the northwards and southwards passages of the intertropical front.

At the Saharan latitude, at the heart of the monsoon season, the trend observed 
since the coast is reversed because of the density of natural and agricultural vegeta
tion of the Maggia-Ader Doutchi (between Bimi n ’Konni and Tahoua), whose 
évapotranspiration is a potential source of humidity. The existence of deuterium 
excess for a number of precipitation events in August is indicative of the phenome
non. The decreasing density of agriculture northwards, and the increasing aridity 
nea the sub-desertic area, accounts for a return to the original mechanism at 
Agadès.

The condensable air masses could receive less ocean moisture recycled 
during the Sahelian winter. Precipitation events in this period may be of continental 
origin [10], in relation or not with circulation from the east [18, 19].

The variations of temperature and relative humidity recorded during rainy 
events confirm the processes inferred from isotopes, in particular that of regeneration 
of Sahelian humid air masses by local continental vapour. Such variations in atmos
pheric conditions of precipitation allow the differentiation, particularly for events 
from sub-desertic domain, of the type of the condensable air masses: homogeneous 
(monsoon type) with limited exchange, or contrasted and convective (tempestuous 
squall type) with more important exchange.
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A bstract

MODIFICATION OF THE ISOTOPIC COMPOSITION OF METEORIC WATERS AT THE 
LAND-BIOSPHERE-ATMOSPHERE INTERFACE.

Precipitation is partitioned at the earth’s surface into surface runoff, infiltration into the 
ground (and subsequent groundwater recharge) and a return flux to the atmosphere by 
évapotranspiration. These processes modify the isotopic composition of precipitation as a result 
of the isotope fractionation which accompanies evaporative processes, and also as a result of 
selective utilization of rainfalls of different duration and intensities, and during different 
seasons, in runoff generation and groundwater recharge. The changes in the isotopic 
composition between the precipitation input and the output in the form of groundwaters and 
surface runoff results from processes on a wide range of temporal and spatial scales. Some take 
place during (or closely following) the rain on or above ground surface, e.g. on the vegetation 
canopy or on rock exposures. Others involve the soil moisture or shallow water reservoirs. 
Large lakes and the groundwater aquifers, at the other extreme, pool the inputs from large areas 
and over extended periods of time. Obviously for these different situations one needs to 
consider the isotope variability of the precipitation on quite different time scales, so that data 
from the Global Network of Isotopes in Precipitation (GNIP) must be reinforced by more 
detailed sampling campaigns. The difference in the isotopic composition between precipitation 
and the runoff or groundwater recharge is controlled by the interaction between the 
characteristics of the precipitation and nature of the terrain and in particular by the vegetation 
cover. Changes in the isotopic composition thus serve as a monitor of ecological change as well 
as of climatic change.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the hydrological cycle the most significant changes in the isotopic composi
tion of meteoric water occur within the atmosphere. These changes are monitored by 
the Global Network for Isotopes in Precipitation (GNIP) [1] and by auxiliary regional
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networks, which provide data concerning the spatial and temporal variability of the 
isotopic composition of precipitation worldwide. The emerging pattern has been 
found to be related to climatic variables, i.e. temperature and rainfall amounts [2], to 
geographic factors such as latitude, altitude and distance from a coast [3], and to the 
synoptic history of the air masses in relation to the (oceanic) vapour source [4].

To a first approximation, the isotopic composition of the input into the terres
trial hydrological systems (the soil-plant system, groundwaters and surface runoff) is 
often assumed to be invariant with respect to the precipitation, thus enabling one to 
deduce the temporal and geographic origin of the waters and the admixture of extra
neous water sources, especially saline ones. Such an assumption may be justified in 
the case of large, well mixed systems such as lakes with long water residence times 
(the subsequent enrichment of the heavy isotopes due to evaporation then enables 
a quantitative assessment of the water budget to be made) or when there is minimum 
water hold-up near the surface during groundwater recharge.

Under most circumstances, however, the transfer of precipitation into the terres
trial systems is neither complete nor indiscriminate. As rain falls on the land surface 
it is partitioned into surface runoff, infiltration into the ground and a return flux to the 
atmosphere by évapotranspiration. The isotopic composition is modified as a result of 
these processes, both by the isotope fractionation which accompanies evaporative 
processes near the surface and also by selective utilization of rainfall of 
different isotopic compositions in these different pathways.

The relation between the isotopic composition of the incident rain and the 
surface or subsurface runoff must be clarified if the full potential of stable isotopes 
for hydrological studies is to be realized. These shifts are especially significant in two 
extreme environmental situations: (1) in lake and wetland country and, (2) in arid 
environments. The common element in both of these situations is the prominent role 
of surface waters [4].

The shift in isotopic composition which accompanies the recharge/runoff 
process, called the isotope transfer function (ITF), reduces the precision with which 
factors such as altitude effects can be used to define recharge areas, or how exactly 
one can gauge the admixture of lake or river waters into an aquifer. The problem 
assumes its full dimensions in the palaeoclimatic context; as one attempts to interpret 
an isotopic change in the record of a climate proxy material, one must distinguish 
between the changing isotopic composition of the precipitation (the primary climate 
signal) and the changing catchment and system effect on the relation between the 
isotopic compositions of the precipitation and the proxy [6].

Figure 1 indicates the reservoirs encountered near the surface and the pathways 
of meteoric water through the system. The reservoir capacities, in terms of water 
depth, range from less than 1 mm in the case of bare impermeable surfaces (most rain 
events exceed this capacity) to large lakes in which a whole year’s precipitation can 
be accommodated.
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These processes result from the interaction between the precipitation input and 
the hydrologie characteristics of the reservoirs concerned. Precipitation being 
stochastic in nature, one can only specify long term averages. Since surface reservoir 
behaviour is also dependent on antecedent conditions (wetness, degree of filling or 
saturation, ecological development), predictability is necessarily limited. On the other 
hand, given detailed monitoring of the input and output terms, an a posteriori charac
terization of the hydrological patterns can be made. A prominent example is runoff

Transpiration

F IG . 1. The h yd ro lo g ica l com pa rtm en ts a n d  f lo w  p a tte rn s  a t  the la n d -a tm o sp h ere  in terface. 
S ites  o f  p o te n tia l en richm en t o f  iso to p es  due to eva p o ra tio n  p ro c e sse s  a n d  th ose  w here  

se lec tio n  p ro c e sse s  m a y  m odify  the iso to p ic  com position  a re  in d ica ted  (see  legen d).
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generation in the temperate [7] and arid zones [8]. A prerequisite for such an appli
cation is isotope monitoring of the precipitation and runoff, with sampling much more 
frequent than in the standard monthly averaged sampling scheme (the GNIP 
programme).

2. MODELLING ISOTOPIC EFFECTS IN SURFACE RESERVOIRS

The modification in the isotopic composition is determined, on the one hand, 
by the amount of water evaporated relative to the total amount of water in the open 
water body (the effect of isotope fractionation) and, on the other hand, by the 
matching up of the infiltration, runoff and evaporation fluxes to the amounts of 
incoming precipitation and the reservoir capacity. The mismatch of these fluxes 
initiates a selection process, which results in a change of isotopic composition to the 
extent that the isotopic composition of the precipitation varies on a similar time scale.

2.1. The fractionation effect

As is well known, the heavy isotopes of the water molecules are enriched in the 
residual waters after part of the water body has evaporated. The change of the isotopic 
inventory of oxygen-18 or deuterium in a surface water body exposed to the 
atmosphere is given by

= F(in)<5in - F(out)<5l - E 5 e
at

where V  is the volume and SL the isotope content of the reservoir; F(in) is the 
incoming flux, i.e. the precipitation, and 8in its isotopic composition; F(out) and ôL 
are the corresponding outflow terms, including infiltration to the ground and runoff; 
and E  and 8E the corresponding evaporation terms. Isotope fractionation results when 
we have 8E *  8L, as is usually the case [9]. The greatest enrichment is obviously 
achieved in a desiccating pond, where enrichment as high as 10%o in 8 lsO can be 
achieved at a humidity of 75%, and even higher values at lower humidity.

The isotopic enrichment is lower in a pool of surface waters in which both 
evaporation E  and discharge F dis by infiltration or surface outflow take place. For the 
climatic conditions of Israel [10], an effect of up to 5%o in 8180  under extreme condi
tions has been predicted. Since the evaporative enrichment of the isotopes of 
hydrogen and oxygen do not follow the correlation expressed by the meteoric water 
lines (where Д80/Д8180  = 8), it follows that the evaporative isotopic change translates
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into a decrease of the excess parameter d  = 8D -  88lsO [3]. The change of the value 
of d  provides the best diagnostic tool for assessing the role of the evaporation flux in 
the water balance.

2.2. The selection effect

When the hold-up capacity of the reservoirs relative to the precipitation amount 
is limited, then selection takes over as the dominant mode of change of the isotopic 
composition. This may occur on the time scale of a single rain event, as is the case 
with canopy interception and with the retention of water in surface roughness 
elements. In larger reservoirs, such as the soil waters in the root zone, periods up to 
seasonal ones must be considered.

In this context, variations in the isotopic composition of precipitation at any 
site, over the whole time scale from that of a single shower to the seasonal cycle, are 
of concern. These variations differ from one locality to another. They depend, among 
other effects, on the origin and synoptic history of the air masses concerned [4], the 
nature of the precipitation event (warm or cold fronts, thunderstorms, etc.) [11] and 
the rain pattern (intensity, duration) [12]. A few detailed studies of the isotopy of rain 
showers have shown a variety of patterns, such as the V or W shaped isotopic trajec
tory in 8d versus 8180  space associated with cold fronts [12, 13] and a progressive 
depletion in the heavy isotope content in other situations [14]. The seasonal pattern, 
on the other hand, is fairly regular and is strongly correlated with the annual 
temperature cycle [2].

It is to be noted that 8180  and 8D undergo large changes (these changes are, by 
and large, correlated along meteoric water lines with constant d  values) and also that 
d  values are not quite invariant, for several reasons:

(a) the difference in the source region of the moisture in the precipitating air mass
[4] and (for the seasonal effect) the change in air-sea interaction conditions 
over the source region [15];

(b) the effect of evaporation during the fall of droplets to the ground;
(c) the admixture of recycled (evaporated) moisture along the storm trajectory;
(d) the high d  values associated with snow [16].

The seasonal cycle of the d  values is rather well documented. Matsui et al. [17] 
report a change from d = 9 %o for October-February to d ~ 15%o during May-June in 
the Amazon basin. This effect was explained in terms of the signal of the re-evapo
rated moisture from the canopy of the tropical forest [18]. In Canada the overriding 
effect appears to be a ‘snow effect’ on the winter precipitation [19], whereas in other 
cases a lower d  value in summer can be partially accounted for by evaporation from 
falling droplets during hotter and drier summer months.
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2.3. Models of the modification of the isotope composition 
in the surface reservoirs

A simple batch model was applied to the case of the topsoil in the semiarid 
environment, where part of the soil moisture is lost by evaporation between succes
sive rain spells [20]. It is assumed in this model (Table I) that the second rain (with
an isotopic composition ôg which differs from that of the first rain, 8Д) mixes with
the residual soil waters and that any excess over the amount of water necessary for 
making up the water deficit then drains and recharges the groundwater.

The following equations describe the isotope balance in the soil waters, where /  
is the fraction of residual water content (relative to the initial water content at ‘field 
capacity’), b is the ratio of the amount of water in the subsequent (flushing) rain event 
to the initial moisture content (obviously recharge will occur only when b > (1 —f)) and 
e is the isotope fractionation factor during evaporation, including the thermodynamic 
and kinetic effects:

the enrichment process: 8f = 6A -  £ I n /  (1)
the mixing equation: fe5B +fdf = (b + /)8 M (2)

TABLE I. BATCH MODEL OF THE MODIFICATION OF THE RECHARGE 
FLUX BY EVAPORATION BETWEEN SUCCESSIVE RAIN EVENTS

Stage of process

Amount of water 
(in units of V)

5
(%o)

Prec. Reservoir3 Drainage Prec. Reservoir Drainage

1. It rains a > 1 1 a -1 sa Sa sa
2. Interval (drying up) -  /  - — 5 /b —

3. It rains again b 1 b - ( l - f ) Sb 8 =m Sm

a Either soil moisture, water on canopy or surface retention element. 
b 5f = d0 - e ln / .  
c Sm = (bSb + /8 f)/(b + /).

Total recharge: (a -  1) + b -  (1 - / )

. . , . f i \ -  (“ - W a + i b - i  +  DSmAverage isotopic composition of recharge: \ o r /  —-------  -----  ——— —-------

. .  ,  . ( s  \ - (a 5 a +b 5 b)Average isotopic composition of rain: \ ° p r e c  j  ~  ,  , ,
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If SA = ôB = S0, then the enrichment 6r of the recharge flux is given by

(Sr - 5 0) = = Ge (3)
0 (b + f )

and can be assessed by the change of the d  parameter. The function G for b > (1 -  f )  
is shown in Fig. 6 of Ref. [19]. Evidently the effect of evaporative enrichment is 
maximal when close to one half of the water in the reservoir is evaporated between 
rains; the effect vanishes when either very little or almost all of it evaporates. In those 
cases only selection is effective.

Similar models can be applied to the water held on the canopy of vegetation and 
to water held up in shallow roughness elements on the surface which act as delaying 
buifers to the larger scale runoff, except that the isotope fractionation factor for such 
open water bodies differs from that pertaining to evaporation from within the soil 
matrix [21].

In contrast, when the back flux to the atmosphere occurs by means of transpi
ration, which to a good approximation is invariant with respect to isotopic composi
tion, the modification in the isotopic composition is exclusively the result of a 
selection process. The residual groundwater recharge flux is then the average of the 
isotopic composition of the incoming precipitation, weighted by the residual amount 
of each rain event in the soil column.

In all these cases, the important parameters are on the one hand those relating 
to the precipitation, namely the intensity and duration of each shower and the interval 
between rain events. On the other hand, the hold-up capacity, the internal mixing 
mode and the discharge rate (to be matched to the incoming flux) must be considered. 
Unfortunately, the routine (GNIP) monitoring of the isotopes in precipitation does not 
provide this information in the required temporal and spatial detail.

A model which calculates the isotopic enrichment in the recharge (or runoff) 
flux from a surface water pool, relative to the input by precipitation, when evapora
tion and discharge occur simultaneously has been given by Gat and Tzur [10]. In that 
model, the mean enrichment in the discharge flux relative to the initial value is given 
by

(¿d is  -  ¿ o  )  = ----------------------------  (4 )\  d.s 0 /  l  +  ( l _ h ) F & J E

where obviously the ratio EIFdis is the dominant parameter. It should be noted that the 
original size (depth) of the water body does not appear in the expression for (S-0Q), 
the longer contact times of the larger water bodies with the atmosphere being 
compensated for by the larger volume of water whose concentration must be changed 
by the surface enrichment.
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Such a simple model may apply where the capacity of the surface reservoir 
exceeds the amount of rain and where, subsequently, this pool is completely emptied 
before a second rain event.

3. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE DIFFERENT LANDSCAPE UNITS

For any given landscape, the modification of the isotopic composition of the 
incoming precipitation (ITF) depends on the structure of the land-biosphere-atmo- 
sphere interface, on the characteristics of the incoming precipitation and on the 
climate regime. As an illustration, consider a non-vegetated and poorly permeable 
surface: a typical arid zone rain of a few millimetres will mostly evaporate, whereas 
a continuous light temperate zone rain will mostly infiltrate with a minimum of 
exposure to evaporation. High intensity tropical storms, and some desert storms, can 
cause widespread runoff and flooding. Snowmelt waters will usually infiltrate 
(though possibly isotopically modified by processes in the snow pack [22]), except 
under permafrost conditions.

It is thus impossible to generalize, and a detailed isotope hydrology model is 
not yet available. The following sketchy description of the isotopic pattern is 
presented with the temperate and semiarid regions in mind, primarily.

3.1. Bare, vegetation free surfaces

Surface runoff from bare rock exposures and paved surfaces (i.e. urban areas) 
shows a minimum distortion relative to the precipitation input. However, for each 
area there is some threshold of rain amount to initiate runoff, and the threshold 
depends on the surface structure and morphology. Lesser rain amounts wet the 
surface only and are subsequently lost to the atmosphere by evaporation. The 
threshold also depends on the antecedent condition of the surface, and thus on the 
interval between successive rain spells. Since in most cases an ‘amount effect’ [3] 
applies to small rains, so that smaller rains are more enriched in the heavy isotopes 
than are strong showers, such a loss usually results in a slight negative shift in the 
isotopic composition of the runoff relative to the precipitation. Under arid (i.e. 
desert) conditions, it has been found that rather high momentary rain intensities are 
required to initiate runoff (an antecedent wetness of the surface moderates this 
effect). Such intense rains are characterized by depleted isotopic values [23], and the 
isotopic composition of the regional runoff under desert conditions has been shown 
to be depleted by as much as 3%o in ô180  relative to the mean isotopic values of the 
precipitation event which gave rise to the runoff. Since these flood waters later 
recharge the large regional aquifers, this isotope signature is also transferred to the 
aquifer system.
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In the temperate zone and with a well developed soil layer, the surface runoff 
involves waters in the top soil layers [7]; the runoff thus comprises a mixture of 
previous rainfalls in which the isotopic composition of individual rains is averaged. 
As has been shown, a possible enrichment of the heavy isotopes can be noted, arising 
from antecedent evaporation from within the soil column.

The waters which do not run off immediately either infiltrate directly into the 
soil column or persist in surface irregularities, where they are exposed to further 
evaporation prior to infiltration [10]. Later, evaporation from within the topsoil results 
in the further enrichment of the residual soil waters in the heavy isotopic species [21 ]. 
Both these enriching effects counteract to some extent the slight negative shift due to 
the selection involved in the total loss of smaller rain amounts. Subsequent rains can 
flush these enriched waters into the soil column, so that the infiltrating soil waters are 
characterized by an evaporative water isotopic composition. Paradoxically, as pointed 
out by Sonntag et al. [24], the isotope enrichment in the soil column is more marked 
on bare soil than on vegetation covered areas, where the total évapotranspiration flux 
is much larger. This results from the fact that transpiration does not fractionate 
between the isotopic species. Selective effects of the transpiration flux can occur, 
however.

3.2. Vegetated areas

Evaporative water loss from the precipitation intercepted on the canopy 
accounts for a sizeable fraction of the water balance in vegetated areas, i.e. about 35% 
of the total évapotranspiration flux in the Amazonian rain forest and 14.2% and 
20.3% of the total rainfall on deciduous and conifer canopies in Georgia, United 
States of America, respectively [14].

As discussed above, two isotope processes occur, namely selection and isotope 
enrichment. It appears that the change due to evaporative water loss is usually masked 
by the larger isotopic shifts associated with the selection process [25]. It is evident 
that the main difference between different vegetation covers (e.g. coniferous trees, 
deciduous trees, grassland or shrubs) is due to the size of the interception volume 
relative to the flux of precipitation.

Under a vegetation cover the litter and soil are usually well developed, so that 
as a rule all the waters which reach the ground, either by throughfall or stem flow, 
infiltrate into the soil. Depending on the soil material, water content and 
homogeneity, the infiltrated waters will mix to a varying degree as they percolate 
downward, thus eliminating short term variability. Geochemical interactions with the 
soil matrix, which affect the carbon isotope composition, may generally be ignored in 
the context of the stable isotopes of water. The plants do take up and transpire large 
quantities of water from within the soil column, however. This uptake of soil waters 
by the vegetation in the root zone, although isotopically not fractionating, extracts
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water preferentially during the growing season, typically during the summer. Whether 
a selective utilization of only part of the seasonal precipitation cycle occurs will 
depend on the degree of mixing of the seasonally changing water input in the root 
zone. This can be very different in different soils and climate zones, and is contingent 
on the homogeneity of the pore space. On the whole, one would expect a resultant 
negative shift in the isotopic composition of recharge waters compared to that of the 
mean annual precipitation. This is caused mainly by the seasonal selection of part of 
the annual precipitation.

4. THE EFFECT OF CHANGE IN LAND USE ON THE ISOTOPE
TRANSFER FUNCTION

The land surface system is located at a very critical junction of the water cycle 
which controls the partitioning of the precipitation flux into surface or subsur
face runoff, on the one hand, and into return flux to the atmosphere by means of 
évapotranspiration, on the other.

Any change in land use and, in particular, any change of the vegetation cover 
and of the surface runoff pattern thus affects the hydrological pathways and the hold
up times in the surface reservoirs. The isotope modification is changed because of 
differences in the degree of exposure of the water to the atmosphere (fractionation) 
and because of changes in the interception volumes with respect to the fluxes 
concerned, which controls the selection process.

The extreme sensitivity of the isotope signal to the hydrological processes at the 
land-biosphere-atmosphere interface makes this tool a monitor of ecological change 
on a catchment basin scale. The attributes of the isotopic signal to be monitored which 
contain information on the system are the mean value of 5180  (and §D), the d  
parameter and the variability of both the 8 and d  values on the whole range of spatial 
and temporal scales.

Obviously changes in the d  parameter tell us mainly about the surface reser
voirs. The extent to which variability in the input flux is smoothed out tells us about 
the capacity of the reservoirs and changes therein.

For each runoff basin, a characterization of the incoming precipitation and a 
detailed ecohydrological model must be drawn up. Matching the isotopic composi
tion of the surface runoff and soil and groundwater reservoirs to the model output can 
be informative with relation to the internal structure of the system and can further 
serve as a monitor of ecological response to the landscape changes induced. As stated 
above, however, a much more detailed isotope measurement programme in precipita
tion and runoff is required, with measurements more closely spaced in time than those 
provided by the standard GNIP programme.
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A bstract

TRITIUM/3He MEASUREMENTS IN YOUNG GROUNDWATER: CHRONOLOGIES FOR 
ENVIRONMENTAL RECORDS.

Tritium/3He measurements yield quantitative information on the age of young 
groundwater. Such measurements provide an important element in the use of groundwater flow 
systems as archives of environmental records. The general principles of tritium/3He dating of 
natural waters for this purpose are briefly discussed. This is followed by case studies in which 
tritium/3He dating is applied to groundwater flow systems of different complexity with respect 
to (1) the hydrogeological setting, (2) the presence of terrigenic helium (crustal and mantle 
sources) complicating separation of the tritiogenic 3He component and (3) the presence of 
tritium from sources other than natural production and (surface) tests of nuclear devices. The 
case studies include simple, sandy aquifers and more complicated sites such as fractured 
bedrock. They show that under most circumstances, tritium/3He data, if interpreted in the 
proper hydrogeological context, can provide reliable, quantitative age information.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Increasing demand for safe drinking water for a growing population in the face 
of increasing environmental stress on water supplies poses a major challenge for 
resource management and risk assessment. Because a large fraction of the public 
water supply is drawn from groundwater flow systems, this problem requires 
improved understanding of their basic flow dynamics, including the flow paths and 
mean residence times of groundwater and the chronology of the delivery of pollutants 
to these systems. Traditionally, such studies have been based on hydrological 
measurements (hydraulic heads, hydraulic conductivity, etc.) in combination with 
groundwater flow models. Because of uncertainties in models and hydrological 
parameters measured in the field, however, it is desirable to use additional tools in 
studies of groundwater flow systems.

During the past ten years natural and anthropogenic trace substances have been 
utilized as alternative and complementary tools for studies of groundwater flow 
systems. Especially the so-called transient tracers have recently been used extensively 
in studies of flow patterns and mean residence times of shallow groundwater. Among 
the transient tracers, tritium, together with its decay product 3He, and chlorofluoro- 
carbons (CFC-11, CFC-12 and CFC-113) are most frequently applied [1-7]. They 
can be used as ‘dyes’ (tritium, CFCs) or as ‘radioactive clocks’ (tritium/3He) to pro
vide time scales of the flow of water and the transport of pollutants in shallow 
aquifers. They are typically delivered to an aquifer by recharge or by gas exchange 
across the water table and are close analogues to pollutants penetrating into a ground
water flow system from the water table. It has been shown that both tritium/3He and 
CFCs must be applied in the proper geochemical and hydrogeological context, 
because both tracer methods can be affected by sources (tritium/3He and CFCs) and 
sinks (CFCs) in the aquifer [2, 8-12].

The purpose of this paper is to review the status of the tritium/3He method in 
groundwater flow studies and thereby to evaluate its potential to provide chronologies 
for environmental records archived in shallow groundwater flow systems.

2. PRINCIPLES OF TRITIUM/3He DATING

2.1. G eneral background

Tritium (3H or T) is the radioactive isotope of hydrogen that decays with a half- 
life T y2 = 12.43 a to its stable daughter 3He [13]. Tritium is produced naturally in the 
upper atmosphere by interaction of cosmic rays with nitrogen and, to a lesser extent, 
with oxygen. After oxidation to НТО, this tritium takes part in the natural water cycle. 
Before the full potential of natural tritium as a tracer for water movement in natural
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systems could be explored (e.g. Refs [14-16]) its distribution was masked by addi
tion of large amounts of so-called ‘bomb tritium’ produced during surface tests of 
nuclear weapons. These tests, mainly performed in the early 1960s, led to an 
increase of tritium concentrations in precipitation over the continents of the north
ern hemisphere from roughly 5 TU (e.g. Refs [17, 18]) to concentrations of the 
order of 1000 TU (e.g. Refs [19, 20]). One TU (tritium unit) means a tritium to 
hydrogen ratio of 10~18.

Whereas the addition of bomb tritium to the environment practically eliminated 
the use of natural tritium as a tracer, it offered a new tool, i.e. the use of the bomb tri
tium peak (Fig. 1) as a ‘dye’ that is delivered to natural water systems from the atmo
sphere on local to global scales. If the history of tritium delivery can be reconstructed, 
this penetration process can be used for quantitative studies of water movement by 
identification of the bomb peak in certain groundwater bodies (e.g. Refs [21-23]). 
There are natural limits to this method, however, because tritium decay and disper
sion make it increasingly difficult to identify the bomb peak in groundwater.

FIG. 1. Basic features o f the tritium/3He method in hydrology.
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These problems can be overcome by using tritium in combination with its 
decay product 3He (3Helrit), as first suggested by Tolstykhin and Kamensky [24] and 
experimentally confirmed by Torgersen et al. [25]. Simultaneous measurement of 
tritium and tritiogenic 3He allow us (1) to identify the tritium peak as the sum 
[3H + 3Hetrit] of tritium and 3He(rit concentrations, even if most of the tritium has 
decayed, and (2) to calculate an age directly from the radioactive mother/daughter 
ratio (tritium/3He age). Extensive studies of the method and applicability of 
tritium/3He dating were started in the mid to late 1980s and early 1990s (e.g. Refs 
[1^1, 26-28]).

2.2. D eterm ination of the tritium /3He age

In principle, the determination of the tritium/3He age of groundwater is simple. 
If both the tritium and 3He(rjt concentrations are measured in TU, this age can be 
calculated from

„ ^1/2 !X—— In
In 2

1+
[ 3Н ей(]

[ 3H] (1)

The most difficult step in the determination of the tritium/3He age is the sepa
ration of 3Hetrit from the total 3He (3Het0[) dissolved in a groundwater sample. The 
total 3He concentration has a variety of sources:

3Hetot = 3Heeq + 3Heexc + 3Heteri + 3Hetrit (2)

where 3Heeq is the 3He in solubility equilibrium with the atmosphere, 3Heexc is the 
3He due to excess air [29] and 3Heterr is the terrigenic 3He (nucleogenic 3He plus 
mantle 3He). In Eq. (2), only 3Hetot and 3Heeq are determined through measurements; 
3Heexc and 3He(err (if present in the sample) must be determined by using measure
ments of 4He and Ne (3Heteri). The total 4He concentration measured in a ground
water sample can be written as

4Hetot = 4Heeq + 4Heexc + 4Heterr (3)

where 4Hetot is the total measured 4He concentration in the groundwater sample, 
4Heeq is the 4He concentration in solubility equilibrium with the atmosphere, 4Heexc 
is the 4He concentration caused by excess air and 4Heterr is the terrigenic 4He con
centration (radiogenic 4He plus mantle 4He). If no tenigenic helium is contained in 
the groundwater sample, 3He,rit can be calculated from the expression
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3 He „.j, = 4 .0 2 1  x lO " 21
4Hetot(/ftot Ratm ) + 4H eeq/?atm(l a )  

(1-S)/1000 (4)

where R(ot is the measured 3He/4He ratio of the sample, Ratm is the 3He/4He ratio of 
air (1.384 x 10-6 [30]), a  is the solubility isotope effect (~0.983) [31] and S is the 
salinity in per mille. The conversion factor for 3He from cm3 STP g_1 to TU is 
4.021 x 1014/[(1 -  S)/1000)] TU/cm3 STP g -1 [1].

For separation of terrigenic helium, we must use neon measurements. 
Assuming that neon has no sources other than the atmosphere, and that (Ne/4He)exc = 
(Ne/4He)air, we can calculate the terrigenic 4He component from

where Net t is the measured neon concentration in the sample, 4Heatm/Neatm is the 
atmospheric He/Ne ratio (0.288; Ref. [32]) and (Netot -  Neeq) = Neexc is the neon 
concentration originating from excess air.

3Heterr is calculated by multiplying 4He(en. calculated from equation (5) by the 
3He/4He ratio of the terrigenic helium component. This component can be radiogenic 
helium, mantle helium, or a mixture of the two. The most practical approach to deter
mining R(crr is to measure it in groundwater samples from the same aquifer that are 
free of tritium. If there is no tritium free groundwater in the studied aquifer, an 
estimate of R terr can be obtained in most cases by plotting 3He versus 4He. Such a plot 
typically provides fairly good clues with respect to the origin of the terrigenic helium.

The atmospheric 3He component 3Heatm can be written as

2.3. N on-linearity of the tritium /3He age

The tritium/3He age formally calculated from equation (1) is an apparent age. 
It is independent of the initial tritium concentration of the water sample, which is one 
advantage of the method because it eliminates the necessity of establishing the exact 
time dependent tritium delivery to the aquifer. A potential problem for the quantitative 
interpretation of the tritium/3He age is the fact that it is affected by mixing and

eq (5)

3Heatm = (4Hetot -  4Hetcrr)/?atm -  4Heeqtf atm (1 -  a ) (6)

Finally, 3Hetrj( is obtained from (e.g. Ref. [2])

'H e* , = 4Hetottftot -  (4Hetot -  4Heterr)/?atm + 4Heeqtfatm(l -  a ) -  4Heten* terT (7)
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dispersion (e.g. Refs [33, 34]). Because of this effect, the tritium/3He age is typically 
biased toward that of the water component with the higher tritium concentration. For 
quantitative studies, mixing must therefore either be ruled out as a major factor influ
encing the flow regime or be accounted for in the data evaluation.

Significant differences between the apparent tritium/3He ages and the true water 
ages typically occur near the location of the bomb peak. This is because of the high tri
tium and 3He concentration gradients near the bomb peak and the related increased trans
port of both tracers by dispersive processes [2]. This effect also determines the useful 
period over which tritium/3He dating is typically applicable. In many aquifers, the tri- 
tium/3He balance below the bomb tritium peak is dominated by downward dispersion of 
bomb tritium and 3Hetrit resulting from its radioactive decay. In such cases, the tritium/3He 
age distribution is therefore constant for depths of a few to several tens of metres below 
the bomb peak. In aquifers with very low dispersion rates, however, meaningful 
tritium/3He ages can be obtained for periods preceding the bomb peak (e.g. Ref. [35]).

2.4. Confinement of tritiogenic 3He

Because 3He is a gas, the applicability of the tritium/3He groundwater dating 
method depends strongly on the degree of confinement of 3Hetfit in the groundwater, 
which is mainly determined by the ratio of advection to dispersion in water parcels 
moving away from the water table. It has been shown that for aquifers with 
reasonably high recharge rates (and related vertical flow velocities near the water 
table), loss of 3Hetrit is less than about 10-20% (Fig. 2; see also, e.g. Refs [2,26,28]).

V0 (m/a)

FIG. 2. Confinement of tritiogenic 3He versus the vertical flow velocity Vg and the dispersion 
constant in the aquifer (adapted from Ref. [2]).
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3. SELECTED APPLICATIONS OF THE TRITIUM/3He DATING METHOD
IN GROUNDWATER FLOW STUDIES

3.1. Aquifers with no significant terrigenic helium sources

3.1.1. Bocholt, Germany (confirmation o f method)

Tritium and 3He results obtained from a multilevel well installed in a sandy 
aquifer at Bocholt, Germany, were evaluated in terms of their potential (1) to identify 
the peak by using [3H+ 3Hetrit] instead of tritium alone, (2) to estimate the confinement 
of 3Hetrit and (3) to compare tritium/3He ages of waters from the location of the bomb 
peak with the absolute age provided by the peak [1]. From this study it is evident that 
the combined measurement of tritium and 3Ней , is far superior for detection of the 
bomb tritium peak in groundwater, because at the time of sampling of this well tritium 
had decayed to about 25% of its initial value (roughly two half-lives; see Fig. 3). 
Additionally, the tritium/3He age at the location of the bomb peak at about 10 m below 
the groundwater table (about 17 a; Fig. 4) differs by only about 3 a from the time that 
had passed between the recharge of bomb peak precipitation (about 1966) and the 
sampling date (1986). This 3 a difference (about 15%) can be attributed to incomplete 
3He confinement and dispersion and must be regarded as a maximum bias of the 
tritium/3He age at this site, because both effects should have a maximum effect on the 
tritium/3He age for waters recharged during the bomb peak period (1962-1965).

о
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FIG. 3. Depth profiles of tritium and [3H + 3Henit] established for site DFG 4 at Bocholt, 
Germany using a multilevel well (data from Ref. [1]). Most of the initial tritium has already 
decayed to 3He, and the [3H + 3Hetrit]  peak can be used to identify the location of the bomb 
tritium peak in groundwater flow systems.
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FIG. 4. Tritium/3He age profile for site DFG 4. The depth of the bomb tritium peak is 
indicated.

3.1.2. Delmarva peninsula, USA (tracer age comparison)

A larger study, covering several aquifers located on the Delaware-M aryland- 
Virginia (‘Delmarva’) peninsula, USA, was performed in 1991-1992. This study was 
used (1) to examine the consistency between tritium/3He ages and apparent ages 
derived from measurements of CFCs (CFC-11 and CFC-12) and 85Kr, (2) to check 
the self-consistency of the tritium/3He method by reconstructing the temporal evolu
tion of tritium in precipitation using groundwater as an archive and (3) to derive 
recharge rates [28].

For the unconfined, surficial aquifers in late Cenozoic Atlantic Coastal Plain 
sediments of the Delmarva peninsula, the apparent tracer ages obtained from tri- 
tium/3He, CFCs and 85Kr are typically consistent within the errors of the data (Fig. 5). 
Disagreements between the individual tracer ages could typically be explained by 
hydrological processes such as mixing in discharge areas.

3.1.3. Southern New Jersey coastal plain, USA ( comparison with flow path modelling)

A study of the shallow, unconfined Kirkwood-Cohansey aquifer in New Jersey 
was used to compare both tritium/3He ages and CFC ages with ages derived from a 
flow path analysis [35]. This study advanced our understanding of the tritium/3He 
method in two ways: (1) it yielded the remarkable result of tritium/3He ages that

i 1 1 1 1 i

Bomb tritium peak

■ I t . . . .  I . .  . . . .  I . . . .  I • I . . . .  I
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predate the bomb peak and that are apparently meaningful, and (2) it allowed us to 
systematically compare tritium/3He ages with both CFC ages and model derived ages. 
The highest tritium/3He ages are about 30-40 a (Fig. 6(a)), and they agree well with 
both the CFC ages and the ages derived from flow path analysis (Fig. 6(b)). From this 
study we can conclude that vertical dispersion plays a minor role in some aquifers. In 
these cases, tritium/3He dating is probably limited by the accuracy with which the 
pre-bomb tritium concentrations can be measured.

Tritium/He-3 age (a)

FIG. 5. (a) Comparison oftritium/3He and CFC-12 ages from the Delmarva peninsula study, 
restricted to ages below about 25 a (data from Ref. [28]). (b) Comparison of tritium/3Fie ages 
from a subset of the Delmarva wells with tracer ages derived from measurements of CFC-11, 
CFC-12 and 85Kr (data from Ref. [28]).
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Tritium/He-3 age (a)

FIG. 6. (a) Composite depth profile of the tritium/3He age in the Kirkwood-Cohansey aquifer 
(sites I, 2A and 2B). The observation of tritium!3He ages below the depth of the bomb tritium 
peak indicates that dispersion plays only a minor role at this site (data from Ref. [35]). (b) 
Comparison of the tritium/3He ages obtained from the Kirkwood-Cohansey aquifer with ages 
obtained from flow path analysis (data from Ref. [35]).
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A study of river infiltration into an aquifer in the Szigetkôz area, Hungary, pro
vides a good example of the potential of tritium/3He data to provide chronologies for 
groundwater flow in shallow aquifers [36].'Two major flow systems are observed in 
the study area. The shallow aquifer, a stratified, coarse grained Pleistocene aquifer of 
200-400 m thickness, is the subject of this study. The tritium peak in precipitation is 
very well archived in the Pleistocene aquifer (Fig. 7), and the tritium/3He ages can be 
converted into mean annual flow velocities for both the upper and the lower regime 
of the aquifer (Fig. 8). The reconstruction of the [3H + 3Hetrit] concentration in the 
aquifer exactly matches the tritium history of the Danube, adding support to the 
hypothesis that the aquifer is recharged directly from the Danube (Fig. 9).

3.2. Aquifers with terrigenic helium sources

3.2.1. Bocholt, Germany (radiogenic helium)

Although the DFG 4 well at Bocholt could be dated in a straightforward 
manner using the tritium/3He method (see Section З.1.1., above), an adjacent well

3.1.4. The D anube in the Szigetkôz area, Hungary (river infiltration)
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FIG. 7. Tritium and [3H + 3Hetrjt]  observed in the Szigetkôz area versus distance from the 
Danube. Both the tritium and the [3H + 3Hetr¡¡] peaks are well resolved (from Ref. [36]).
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D istance  from  D anube (km )

FIG. 8. Tritiuml3He ages in the Szigetkôz area versus distance from the Danube. The ages for 
the shallow and deep wells exhibit distinct linear correlations (indicated), corresponding to 
mean flow velocities of about 800 m/a (shallow wells) and 530 m/a (deep wells), respectively 
(from Ref. [36]).

+x

Y e a r

FIG. 9. Comparison of the [3H + 3Helril]  values reflecting the initial tritium in the Danube 
waters recharging the aquifers studied in the Szigetkôz area with direct tritium measurements 
in precipitation and in the Danube. There is excellent agreement between the reconstructed 
and observed tritium concentrations of the Danube (from Ref. [36]).
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(DFG 7) turned out to be more difficult to date because of the presence of terrigenic 
helium [2]. This feature can easily be recognized in the negative 83He values below 
~20 m (Fig. 10(a)) and in the increasing 4He concentrations (Fig. 10(b)). Because 
there is no such feature in the neon concentrations, the increase in 4He with depth 
must be caused by terrigenic helium. In the case of DFG 7, we concluded that the 
terrigenic helium consists of practically pure radiogenic 4He and nucleogenic 3He. 
Using a 3He/4He ratio of 2 x 10~8 [37] for this terrigenic helium component, we 
could cleanly separate the tritiogenic 3He component (for details, see Ref. [2]). This 
is apparent in the corrected d3He profile (Fig. 10(a)), which does not show negative 
values indicative of the presence of radiogenic 4He, and in the tritium and 
[3H + 3Hetrit] profiles (Fig. 10(c)), which level off to values close to those estimated 
for pre-bomb precipitation (~5 TU; for details, see Ref. [2]). The tritium/3He age 
profile is very similar to that of DFG 4, confirming that the correction procedure used 
for DFG 7 is effective [2].

The helium isotope distribution observed in the sandy aquifer at Bocholt clearly 
demonstrates that (1) significant amounts of terrigenic helium can be present in 
groundwater and (2) that the distribution of terrigenic helium in a specific aquifer can 
be highly variable (wells DFG 4 and DFG 7 are located close to each other). Since 
the Bocholt study, we encountered terrigenic helium in several sandy aquifers, includ
ing sites on Cape Cod, Massachusetts (unpublished data) and Dayton, Ohio [9]. 
Generally, the observed helium distributions suggest a closer correlation of the terri
genic helium with depth than with the tritium/3He age (e.g. Ref. [9]) suggesting dif
fusion of terrigenic helium from underlying formations. The studies performed so far 
suggest that a correction for terrigenic helium can be made if the terrigenic 4He con
centrations are within a factor of about 10 of the 4He dissolved in water in solubility 
equilibrium with the atmosphere.

3.3. Aquifer with tritium contamination

The [3H + 3Hetrit] concentrations observed in certain areas of a buried valley 
aquifer system near Dayton, Ohio (Fig. 11 [9]) could not be reconciled with the tri
tium concentration in precipitation reconstructed for this site from tritium and 3He 
measurements in groundwater (Fig. 12). The [3H + 3Hetrit] values were too high for 
the time of recharge as determined from the tritium/3He age. Such a pattern can be 
caused by underestimation of the tritium/3He ages of the samples or tritium contam
ination of the groundwater. Because the tritium/3He ages determined for the sites with 
high [3H + 3Hetrit] values appear to be reasonable on the basis of hydrological con
siderations [9], it has been concluded that the anomalies are caused by tritium 
contamination. Tritium contamination has been observed before in the vicinity of a 
landfill located above the Borden aquifer [4].
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FIG. 11. Locations of wells sampled for tritium and helium isotope measurements in the 
vicinity o f Dayton, OH (from Ref. [9]).
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• Dayton a Mound о Incinerator
x  Wright-Patterson Air Force Base + Downwind — —  3 H Input

Year

FIG. 12. Reconstruction o f the [3H + 3He¡ritJ concentrations in the buried valley aquifer 
system near Dayton, OH (Fig. 11 ). The data falling above the tritium concentration in 
precipitation indicate local tritium contamination (from Ref. [9]).

In the Ohio study, the high tritium concentrations were observed in three groups 
of wells. The first group is located close to the Mound Plant in Miamisburg, Ohio 
(Fig. 11). This plant is a research, development and production site related to the US 
Department of Energy nuclear weapons and energy programmes. It is now on the 
national cleanup priority list of the Comprehensive Environmental Response, 
Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA, or ‘Superfund’). The reason for the list
ing of this site, which started production around 1949, is the extensive releases of 
contaminants affecting groundwater, mainly organic compounds. In addition to these 
contaminants, however, tritium releases have been reported, both in airborne and 
liquid form [38]. These releases affected tritium concentrations in groundwater down
gradient and downwind of the plant [38]. This group of wells is directly influenced 
by tritium releases to groundwater and by tritium additions through the water vapour 
and precipitation pathway.

The second group of wells with high tritium concentrations is downwind of the 
Mound Plant. Because this site is upgradient of the plant with respect to groundwater 
flow, the tritium contamination most likely occurred through the water vapour 
phase [38].
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FIG. 13. Map o f wells sampled in a fractured bedrock aquifer in Rockland County, NY (from 
Ref. [42]).

A third group of wells is not related to the Mound Plant, but is located close to 
an incineration facility north of Dayton (Fig. 11). At this facility, trash is stored for 
significant periods of time before incineration. Because previous studies found con
taminants from this site spreading into groundwater and into a local stream [39], it 
can be assumed that tritium can be spread along the same pathways if it is contained 
in the trash. This is a likely scenario, because many landfills contain tritium tagged 
watches, clocks and signs, leading to elevated tritium concentrations in the landfill 
leachates (e.g. Refs [40, 41]).
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If we assume the likely scenario that tritium from the Mound Plant and from the 
incineration facility is added to water before it recharges rather than after recharge has 
occurred, the tritium/3He ages should not be affected, by the tritium contamination. 
This hypothesis is confirmed by the fact that most of the waters with elevated 
[3H + 3Hetrit] values are from shallow wells with relatively young waters, and their 
tritium/3He ages fit well into the hydrological regime [9].

Y ear

FIG. 14. Reconstruction of the initial tritium ([3H + 3Hetrit]) concentrations in the Rockland 
County wells (Fig. 13). The plot shows the mean direct tritium input reconstructed fo r this site 
(for details, see Ref. [42]).
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3 .4 .1 . R ockland County, N ew  York, USA

A tritium/3He study recently performed in a fractured bedrock regime near New 
York City indicates the potential of tritium/3He dating in complex, fractured systems
[42]. The formation covers three major regimes: Precambrian crystalline metamor
phic rocks, the intrusive Palisade Diabase of Triassic age and the Triassic sedimen
tary formations of the Newark Basin (Fig. 13), which contain wells used in our study. 
They are water supply wells that penetrate water bearing zones in the bedrock. These 
zones are typically 10-30 m apart. The wells are typically 90-160 m deep and are 
cased in the upper 15—40 m only, allowing pumping of water from a roughly 100 m 
thick zone in the aquifer. It must therefore be expected that in at least some of the 
cases the pumped waters represent mixtures of different recharge histories. [43].

Most of the [3H + 3He(rit] data from this aquifer fall close to the reconstructed tri
tium concentration history in local precipitation (Fig. 14). The data falling below the 
precipitation curve can be explained by mixing with old (pre-bomb) waters. Only two 
data points fall significantly above the precipitation curve and cannot be explained by 
any mixing scenario. A possible explanation for this observation is local tritium con
tamination (see Section 3.3 above). Several mixing scenarios were tested to examine the 
degree to which the self-consistency of the tritium/3He ages with the tritium 
precipitation curve archived in the aquifer constrains the tritium/3He ages (Fig. 14). 
These calculations indicate that the consistency of the observed [3H + 3Hetrjt] values 
with the precipitation curve cannot be taken as proof that no mixing occurred. Although 
such a consistency check can rule out mixing with pre-bomb waters and can identify tri
tium contamination, it must be carefully evaluated on a case by case basis with respect 
to its value as a firm constraint of the validity of the tritium/3He ages.

We used the Rockland tritium/3He study to investigate the evolution of the 
chemistry of the groundwater. The waters recharging the aquifer have most likely 
been subject to changes arising from anthropogenic activities. As an example of such 
applications, a record of nitrate is shown in Fig. 15. There are clear changes in nitrate 
recorded in the aquifer. Although we have not yet evaluated this record in terms of the 
causes of the nitrate changes, it demonstrates that tritium/3He dated groundwater pro
vides an archive for environmental records that are important for studies of the natu
ral chemical evolution of groundwaters and for the assessment of the anthropogenic 
effect on water quality.

3.4 .2 . M irror Lake, N ew  H am pshire, USA (radiogen ic p lu s m antle helium)

Mirror Lake is located in the Hubbard Brook valley in the southern White 
Mountains of New Hampshire. The studied aquifer system is a small, well defined

3.4. Fractured bedrock aquifers
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Age (a)

FIG. 15. Reconstruction of the evolution of the nitrate concentrations in the Rockland County 
wells (Fig. 13). There is a clear trend in nitrate concentrations archived in the aquifer (from 
Ref. [42]).
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hydrologie area with an extent of about 85 hectares. It consists of heavily folded and 
fractured bedrock composed of schist, granites and pegmatites [44] and covered by a 
roughly 50 m thick layer of glacial drift. The Mirror Lake site was our first attempt 
to utilize the tritium/3He method in fractured bedrock. The helium isotope measure
ments yielded very high 4He concentrations (maximum values about 10-5 cm3 STP g-1) 
in the deepest wells (Fig. 16; [8]) with surprisingly high 3He/4He ratios of the terri- 
genic component (about (1.65 x 0.1) x 10-6; Fig. 17; [8]). The high absolute 3He con
centrations (related to the terrigenic 4He excess due to the high 3He/4He ratios) 
actually prevent us from using the tritium/3He data from the bedrock regime for age 
determinations. This is because the errors in the correction for such high 3He con
centrations are too large to permit us to isolate the relatively small tritiogenic 3He 
component.

Nevertheless, the tritium/3He data from the glacial drift overlying the fractured 
bedrock provide meaningful ages and are now being evaluated. As in the case of the 
Bocholt site, there seems to be significant inhomogeneity at the Mirror Lake site. The 
isotopic signature of helium observed in groundwater changes significantly on spatial 
scales of the order of 10 km.

Even worse problems can be encountered if the groundwater samples contain 
terrigenic helium with a predominant mantle source (3He/4He ratio close to 10~5). We 
recently detected significant amounts of mantle helium in groundwater from the

4He (cm  S T P  per gram )
(exc)

FIG. 17. 3He!4He ratios o f the waters sampled in the Mirror Lake basin. The ratios are close 
to that o f air, indicating a mixture o f crustal and mantle helium in the waters o f this formation 
(from Ref. [8]).
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Eastern Snake River Plain aquifer in southern Idaho, which flows through fractured 
basalts and sedimentary interlayers. Final evaluation of these data will allow us to 
place limits on the amount of mantle helium that can be tolerated in tritium/3He 
dating of groundwater.

4. PERSPECTIVES

The applications of the tritium/3He dating method to problems of groundwater 
flow have clearly demonstrated that it can add much to our understanding of the 
dynamics of groundwater flow systems and of the transport of dissolved substances 
in these systems. From the available tritium/3He studies, we draw the following con
clusions with respect to future applications of the method:

(1) Although the identification of the bomb tritium peak through measurement 
of tritium alone will become increasingly difficult because of radioactive decay and 
dispersion, the combined measurement of tritium and tritiogenic 3He will allow us to 
identify the peak for many decades to come (e.g. Ref. [2]).

(2) Most of the complications of the tritium/3He method (arising from tritium 
contamination or from crustal and/or mantle helium sources) can be overcome through 
careful interpretation of the data in connection with hydrological and chemical data.

(3) The additional helium sources sometimes mask the tritiogenic helium 
signal to a degree that makes it impossible to obtain tritium/3He ages. Such cases 
seem to be rare and related to complex hydrogeological formations such as, for exam
ple, fractured bedrock.

(4) Studies of the tritium/3He method clearly suggest that it is ready for routine 
application in studies of groundwater management in many hydrogeological settings. 
Further methodological studies are required for complex systems such as fractured 
bedrock formations.
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A b s t r a c t

HYDROLOGICAL PARAMETERS AND CLIMATIC SIGNALS DERIVED FROM LONG 
TERM TRITIUM AND STABLE ISOTOPE TIME SERIES OF THE RIVER DANUBE.

Long term oxygen-18 (1968-1996) and tritium (1961-1996) records available from 
several stations along the river Danube have been used to derive information on the water 
dynamics of the Upper Danube catchment area, as far as the city of Vienna. It has been 
demonstrated that the long term (interannual) changes of oxygen-18 in precipitation are 
transmitted through the catchment and can be detected in the river water. Thus, oxygen-18 (or 
deuterium) can be used as an independent tracer to simulate transport processes in river 
systems. Because of a relatively small amplitude of the long term changes of 5180  (ô2H) in 
precipitation and in river water, this approach is useful in assessing the mean transit time of the 
fast component of the flow. For the Danube, the mean transit time derived from comparison of 
5180  trend curves for precipitation and river water at Vienna is around 1 a. The time series of 
tritium in the Danube were modelled using the lumped parameter approach (one-box
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exponential model). The mean residence time of water (base flow component) in the Upper 
Danube catchment area is estimated at around 3 a. The applied model was unable, however, to 
reproduce adequately the long term trend of the tritium concentration in the Danube. It has 
been suggested that the buffering effect of the aquifers operating in the catchment area of the 
river, which becomes important during periods of large fluctuations of flow rate, may seriously 
influence the tritium balance in the system, thus making the predictions of the black box, steady 
state models unreliable.

1. INTRODUCTION

The quality of water in surficial hydrological systems (rivers, lakes, shallow 
groundwater) is under growing threat in many parts of the world because of increas
ing pollution input of anthropogenic origin, from both point and distributed sources. 
Better understanding of the dynamics of such systems is therefore of primary impor
tance for proper water resources management.

The transient pulse of tritium in global precipitation derived from thermonu
clear tests during the late 1950s and the 1960s offered a unique opportunity to gain 
closer insight into the dynamics of water transport in the catchment areas of large 
river systems. Unfortunately, this possibility has so far been explored only marginally 
because of the lack of a worldwide programme of isotope monitoring of large rivers, 
analogous to that being operated for precipitation. In the United States of America, a 
national programme of monitoring tritium concentration in major rivers provided 
information on hydrologie processes and residence times of water in catchment 
basins there [1, 2]. In the meantime, the tritium concentration in global precipitation 
is gradually approaching the ‘pre-bomb’ level.

On the other hand, changes in the stable isotope ratios of deuterium and oxy- 
gen-18 in precipitation reveal long term changes, which are correlated with fluctua
tions of major climatic parameters such as surface air temperature and amount of pre
cipitation [3]. It is therefore of interest to know the extent to which these hydro- 
climatic changes are transmitted through surface water systems. Unfortunately, 
there are only very limited data available to address this problem on a global scale. 
Mook [4] reports the oxygen-18 concentration of several large rivers (Orinoco, 
Mackenzie, Padma/Jamuna, Indus, Paraná) during 1981. Schotterer et al. [5] report 
monthly 5180 data for two rivers in Switzerland (Rhine and Rhone).

In Europe, the most extensive tritium and stable isotope data set exists for 
the Danube river. Tritium has been monitored at three sites along the Danube: 
Regensburg, Germany; Vienna, Austria; and Belgrade, Yugoslavia. In all cases, 
monthly grab sampling was employed. In addition, long time series of oxygen-18 
(monthly grab sampling) are available for the Danube in Vienna and in Ulm, 
Germany. This data set, when combined with long term records of tritium and
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oxygen-18 content in precipitation available for several stations in the catchment area 
of the Danube, provides a unique opportunity for obtaining new insights into 
the dynamics of water transport in the catchment area of this large river system.

2. STUDY AREA

The Danube, with a catchment area of 817 000 km2, a length of 2857 km and a 
long term mean discharge at its mouth of about 6500 m3/s, is the second largest river 
in Europe (after the Volga). It is formed by the confluence of two streams, the Brigach 
and the Breg, which originate in the Schwarzwald mountains and meet at 
Donaueschingen at an altitude of 676 m a.s.l.. At Ulm, the Danube becomes a signif
icant stream as the Iller joins it from the south. At this point the catchment area is 
about 7500 km2, and the hydrological regime of the river is mainly controlled by pre
cipitation and groundwater discharge. After receiving the contributions of the Lech 
and Isar, and especially that of the Inn (catchment area about 25 700 km2, mean 
annual discharge about 725 m3/s), which enters the Danube at Passau, the mean flow 
rate of the Danube reaches about 1200 m3/s. All these rivers collect waters from 
catchment areas at high elevation, with contributions from melting glaciers, and cause 
a marked change in the hydrological regime of the upper Danube with respect to the 
hydrographic regime at Ulm. The melt water is becoming an important component of 
the total flow. At Passau, the catchment area of the Danube is about 52 900 km2, and 
further downstream, before the river reaches the city of Vienna, other alpine tribu
taries, such as the Enns and Traun (Fig. 1) join the Danube. The catchment area 
at Vienna is about 103 000 km2.

In this paper, time series of tritium and oxygen-18 content in the Danube for 
several stations along the upper stretches of the river are used to derive information 
on the dynamics of the river system. The main issues addressed in the paper are
(1) the determination of the mean residence time of water in the catchment, (2) the 
separation of runoff components and (3) the transfer of the isotopic signals from pre
cipitation to the river water. The study area covers around one eighth of the total 
catchment area of the Danube and extends from its origin to Vienna, about 930 km 
downstream (Fig. 1).

The mean annual flow rate of the Danube at Vienna is around 1900 m3/s, with 
a seasonal variation typical of alpine rivers (a minimum of 1300 m3/s in November 
and a maximum of 2700 m3/s in July). The catchment upstream of Vienna can be 
divided into three sectors:

The sector upstream o f Passau. This sector lies almost entirely in German ter
ritory and represents about one half of the study area. The mean annual flow rate at 
Passau is around 670 m3/s (35% of the flow rate at Vienna), with a maximum in 
March (880 m3/s) and a minimum in October (520 m3/s). The mean altitude of this
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FIG. 1. Catchment area o f the upper Danube showing the main tributaries and the location o f 
the monitoring stations mentioned in the text.
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sector is relatively low compared to the Alpine regions. Groundwater discharge is the 
main mechanism forming base flow in this part of the river. The period of high water 
is mainly controlled by precipitation and melting during late winter and early spring.

The catchment area o f the Inn river. The Inn, which enters the Danube at 
Passau, has a hydrological regime typical of alpine rivers. It is the most important 
tributary in this sector, contributing 725 m3/s (38% of the flow rate at Vienna) 
and thus doubling the flow rate when it merges with the Danube. Maximum 
flow rates are observed in June-July (1200 m3/s) and a minimum in January 
(400 m3/s).

The sector between Passau and. Vienna. Along this stretch other alpine rivers, 
with a mean annual flow rate of about 505 m3/s (27% of the total flow rate at Vienna), 
enter the Danube. These rivers are characterized by a hydrological regime similar to 
that of the Inn, with maximum flow rates in May-June (800 m3/s) and a minimum in 
January (270 m3/s ).

The amount of precipitation in the Upper Danube basin shows a distinct gradi
ent with the altitude. It rises from 650-900 mm/a in the lowland areas to more than 
2000 mm/a in the high mountain ranges exposed to the west and north. For the sta
tions located in the lowland areas, summer precipitation represents more than 60% of 
annual precipitation. For high altitude stations, winter precipitation is more impor
tant, although it is stored on the surface as snow cover until spring and summer, when 
melting takes place.

3. METHODS

Long records of tritium, deuterium and oxygen-18 contents in precipitation 
(1961-1993) are available for Vienna and Stuttgart [6]. Shorter records of 0180  and 
82H are available for several Alpine stations in Germany and Austria (W. Stichler, 
unpublished data; D. Rank, unpublished data).

The concentration of tritium of the Danube has been regularly measured at 
Regensburg, Germany, between 1969 and 1979, and from 1990 till the present; at 
Vienna from 1964 till the present; and at Belgrade, Yugoslavia, from 1976 to 1991 [7]. 
In all cases, monthly grab sampling was employed. Tritium levels of the Danube 
at Belgrade are systematically higher than those found at Vienna, most probably 
because of the contribution of local technogenic tritium, and they have been 
disregarded in this study. The oxygen-18 content of the Danube has been measured 
at Vienna from 1968 till the present [8] and at Ulm from 1980 to 1993 (W. Stichler, 
unpublished data). A similar record was obtained for the Inn.

Figure 2 shows time series of the tritium content in precipitation and in the 
Danube at Vienna. It is apparent that since the beginning of the 1980s the Danube has 
had systematically higher tritium levels than precipitation at Vienna. Moreover, the
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Year

FIG. 2. Time series o f tritium content in precipitation in the Danube at Vienna.

seasonal distribution of tritium in the river also has changed. During the 1960s 
and 1970s, higher tritium levels were observed during the summer, in accordance 
with seasonal changes of tritium in precipitation. This pattern was reversed in 
the 1980s, during which higher tritium levels in the river water were recorded in winter.

The mean residence time of water in the catchment area of the upper Danube 
basin was estimated from the time series of tritium content in the river water 
at Regensburg and Vienna. Lumped parameter models [9, 10], sometimes called 
black box models, characterize a hydrological system by a residence time distribu
tion function of the given tracer (here tritium), where the residence time is the 
length of time between the moment the tracer enters the system with a water 
parcel and the moment it leaves the system. The tracer amount (or flux) at the output 
of the system (sampling station at the Danube) is described as a sum of portions of 
water with various residence times. In this sum, the weighting function determining 
the proportions of water parcels with given residence time is equivalent to the 
residence time distribution function. For hydrological systems such as the Danube 
catchment, the residence time distribution function can be approximated by an 
exponential function with a mean residence time (MRT) as the characteristic fit
ting parameter. The observed time series of tritium in Danube water and in 
precipitation in the relevant catchment area (input function), respectively, are the 
input data of the model, which finally gives the mean residence time of water. The 
lumped parameter models ignore spatial variations in the input function and assume
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homogeneity of the system. Moreover, this approach requires that the given system 
is in a hydrological steady state. The input function has been constructed by 
combining the data of tritium content in precipitation from the Vienna and Stuttgart 
stations [6].

The oxygen-18 content in the river water was used to derive additional infor
mation on the river dynamics. Seasonal changes of oxygen-18 content in the river and 
in precipitation were used to define the contribution of fast and slow components to 
the total river flow. In addition, the long term trends of oxygen-18 in precipitation and 
in the Danube (after removing the seasonality) were used to derive the mean transit 
time of the fast component, in a way complementary to the information provided by 
the tritium record.

4. RESULTS

4.1. Oxygen-18

The oxygen-18 isotope composition of precipitation in Central Europe is char
acterized by a pronounced seasonal variability (mean amplitude of ô180  of about 
8%o), strongly correlated with changes in surface air temperature [3]. The long term 
annual mean ô180  values for stations at low altitudes (e.g. Vienna, Stuttgart,

Year

FIG. 3. Time series o f 8,80  for the Danube at Vienna and at Ulm. Trend curves for 5fsO, 
calculated using 12 month moving average, are also shown.
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Konstanz) are about -10%o [6]. The 5180  altitude gradient observed in precipitation 
and in shallow groundwater in the Alpine region and in Central European stations is 
around -0.20%o per 100 m [11].

The observed time series and the calculated long term trends of 8180  for the 
Danube at Ulm (1980-1993) and at Vienna (1968-1993) are presented in Fig. 3. The 
Danube at Vienna is depleted in 180  by about 1.5%o with respect to Ulm, because of 
the contribution of the Alpine rivers, whose catchment areas are at higher elevations. 
The different flow regime of the upper Danube and the Alpine rivers is clearly 
reflected not only in the mean 8lsO values but also in the different seasonal patterns 
of 8180  in the Danube in Ulm and Vienna, and in the Inn river at Schárding (Figs 3 
and 4).

The mean seasonal amplitude of 8180  observed in the Danube at Ulm is rela
tively small, about 0.5%o (from -10.2%o in winter to -9.7%o in summer), close to the 
long term mean 8180  value of precipitation recorded at low altitude stations. This

Month

FIG. 4. Mean monthly SfsO in the Danube at Vienna (1968-1993) and at Ulm (1980-1993) 
and in the Inn river at Schárding (1975-1986).
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indicates a limited contribution of precipitation falling at high elevations to the flow 
in the initial stretches of the Danube. Precipitation in the lowlands and groundwater 
discharge are therefore thought to be the main contributors to the river runoff in 
this sector of the catchment. It is worth noting that the maximum of S180  occurs 
in the river during the summer, in phase with the seasonality of 8180  observed in 
precipitation (Fig. 4)

The Alpine rivers are isotopically more depleted. The long term mean 8180  
value of the Inn river, which constitutes the most important tributary of the Danube, 
is -12.9%c, indicating the contribution of precipitation produced at much higher 
altitudes. The difference of almost 3%o with respect to 8180  observed in precipitation 
at Vienna or Stuttgart corresponds to an estimated elevation difference of 1500 m 
in the recharge areas, assuming the mean 5180  altitude gradient of -0.2%o per 100 m. 
Since melting at high elevations occurs during late spring and summer, the 
seasonality of 8180  in the Alpine rivers does not coincide with the seasonal changes 
observed in precipitation. For the Inn, the amplitude of seasonal changes of 8180  
reaches 1.5%o, with a minimum (-13.8%o) observed in June and a maximum 
(-12.3%o) in December.

This reversed seasonal trend in 8180  is still visible at Vienna, although with 
reduced amplitude (around l.l%o). The more negative values are observed in summer, 
coinciding with the higher contribution of melting water to the river runoff. The 
observed seasonality in Vienna is therefore mainly governed by the significant con
tribution (around 60%) of the Alpine rivers to the annual flow rate at Vienna. While 
base flow remains roughly constant throughout the year, the contribution of Alpine 
rivers is important during the summer, masking the contribution of isotopically 
enriched summer precipitation forming direct runoff.

The mean 8180  values of Danube water and precipitation in Vienna were used 
to separate the flow into three components: (1) base flow, with 8180  around -10.8%o 
to -11.0%o ; (2) direct precipitation, calculated by extrapolating the observed monthly 
8180  values in Vienna to the estimated altitude of the recharge areas of Alpine rivers 
(varying between -16%o in winter and -10%o in summer), and (3) melting water, 
which contributes predominantly from April to September (assumed to be constant 
at about -16%c). The relative proportions of the three components change signifi
cantly throughout the year. Base flow accounts for more than 90% of the total flow 
during the winter, with typical 8180  values of around -ll.l% o. During summer, the 
base flow contribution falls to c. 50%.

The long term trends for the time series of S180  in the Danube at Ulm and 
Vienna shown in Fig. 3 were obtained by applying a 12 month low pass filter. The rel
ative deviations Д8180  of the trend curves from their respective mean values are 
shown in Fig. 5. From 1983 to 1993 the two records reveal a common upward trend 
towards more enriched 8180  values. Despite the differences in the hydrological 
regimes of the river at the two analysed sites (Passau and Vienna) and the differences
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FIG. 5. Comparison o f the long term trend curves o f S 80 , expressed as departures from the 
long term mean value, fo r the Danube at Vienna and at Ulm.

in absolute 5I80  values, the similar trend observed at both sites indicates that a com
mon climatic signal, visible in 5180  of precipitation, is being transferred through the 
Danube catchment. This signal is clearly visible at different stations in the basin 
(Vienna, Garmisch-Partenkirchen and Hohenpeissenberg) despite the differences in 
the amount of precipitation and the absolute values of 5180 .

A marked discrepancy among the 5180  trend curves is evident for the period 
1981-1983. The reason for this discrepancy lies most probably in the specific 
seasonal distribution of precipitation amount for low and high altitude portions of the 
catchment during this period. The analysis of river runoff shows that during 1981, the 
seasonal distribution of flow rate showed an anomalous behaviour, with higher than 
normal flow rates during the winter (+16%) and lower during the summer (-16%). 
The distribution of the amount of precipitation between the low and high altitude 
regions was also anomalous. In the low altitude areas, the annual precipitation was 
slightly above long term mean values (Vienna 566 mm in 1981 versus 642 mm, 
Konstanz 965 mm versus 895 mm, Munich 1180 mm versus 957 mm). At high ele
vations, precipitation was substantially higher than the long term normals (e.g. 
Sonnblick 2000 mm versus 1570 mm and especially Zugspitze 2730 mm versus 
1990 mm). Additional precipitation deposited at high elevations during 1981 was iso
topically more negative that the mean values, and its contribution to the fast compo
nent of the runoff and the discharge of groundwater systems at high elevations 
resulted in the negative isotope anomaly observed in the Danube.
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The long term trend in 8180  for river water and precipitation in Vienna for
1968-1995 is presented in Fig. 6. The trend curves were obtained by applying 
a 12 month low pass filter to the time series of 8180  data. It is evident from Fig. 6 
that the 8180  signal is delayed in the Danube by approximately 1 a with respect to 
precipitation. The amplitude of the long term changes is about 3.5%o for precipitation 
and about 1.5%o for the river. The agreement of the trend curves is excellent for
1969-1979 and 1986-1993. A discrepancy is observed for 1980-1983 (as discussed 
for the records in river water at Ulm and Vienna) and also for 1993-1995. The reason 
for this more recent discrepancy is not yet clear.

4.2. Tritium

The time series of tritium in the Danube were modelled using the lumped para
meter approach described above. Several model runs were performed. A simple one 
box exponential model (also known as a complete mixing model) was used. Two dif
ferent tritium input functions were constructed, taking into account the records for 
Vienna and Stuttgart: (1) annual weighted means of tritium content in precipitation 
(weighting by amount of precipitation), and (2) annual means of tritium content in 
precipitation, corrected for the flow rate of the Danube. In the later case, a direct pro
portionality was assumed between the amount of tritium introduced into the system

Year

FIG. 6. Comparison o f the long term trend curves o f 5I30 , expressed as departures from the 
long term mean value, for the Danube and for precipitation at Vienna, shifted by 1 a.
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FIG. 7. Comparison o f measured and modelled tritium contents in Danube at Vienna 
(1960-1994) using the one-box exponential model (see text fo r details).

and the flow rate of the river. The output of the model was compared with the mea
sured tritium contents in the Danube at Vienna.

Figure 7 summarizes the outcome of the model. The comparison of measured 
and modelled tritium contents in the river revealed that the best fit which could be 
obtained (for MRT = 3 a) was still not satisfactory, with significantly higher than 
observed model results for the late 1960s and the 1970s and lower values for the last 
decade. The discrepancy between modelled and observed tritium data is particularly 
large (up to 300 TU) for the period 1965-1975.

This inability of the simple one box exponential model to adequately reproduce 
the long term trend of the tritium concentration in the Danube suggests that some 
basic assumptions were not fulfilled. A close examination of the flow rate data for the 
Danube and for precipitation at Vienna revealed that the years of highest tritium con
tent in precipitation (1963-1964) were among the driest, whereas the two subsequent 
years (1965-1966) were among the wettest. The flow rate during 1965-1966 was 
as much as 65% higher than in 1963-1964. Clearly, the assumption of a hydro
logie steady state of the system does not hold for the whole period analysed 
(1961-1995).
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Analysis of the flow rate and precipitation data further revealed (Fig. 8) that 
positive anomalies in the amount of precipitation are marked by a generally greater 
increase of the flow rate of the river than would be expected from the given increase 
of precipitation rate over the catchment area, whereas dry years lead to greater 
than expected reduction of the flow rate. This apparent non-linearity of the river’s 
response is most probably due to a buffering effect of the aquifers in the catch
ment: higher rainfall apparently mobilizes some water present in the system which 
under normal conditions is quasi-stagnant. During periods of lower than normal rain
fall, aquifers are gradually filled up and consequently the runoff is substantially 
reduced.

This buffering effect may have important consequences for interpreting the tri
tium data for the Danube. Two consecutive very wet years in the analysed record 
(1965-1966) could probably mobilize enough relatively old water, possibly even tri
tium free, to lower substantially the tritium content in the Danube during several sub
sequent years, as observed in Vienna. In fact, Weiss and Roether [12] in their three 
box model applied to the Rhine were forced to assume around 40% contribution of 
tritium free water in order to fit the observed tritium concentrations in the Rhine 
during 1961-1973. Clearly, river systems with large interannual flow rate variability 
cannot be adequately modelled using the simple black box approach.

Deviation in precipitation amount (%)

FIG. 8. Deviations o f the mean annual flow rate o f Danube measured at Vienna (in per cent 
from the long term mean) as a function o f the deviations o f the rainfall amount over the 
catchment o f the Upper Danube basin.
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The availability of long, high resolution time series of tritium and oxygen-18 
data for large river systems allowed for the first time the combined use of these two 
tracers to derive information on the water dynamics in such systems.

The paper demonstrates that the long term (interannual) changes of oxygen-18 
in precipitation are transmitted through the catchment and can be detected in the river 
water. Thus, oxygen-18 (or deuterium) can be used as an independent tracer to simu
late transport processes in river systems. Because of a relatively low amplitude of 
long term changes of 5180  (S2H) in precipitation and in river water, this approach 
is useful to assess the mean transit time of the fast component of the flow. For 
the Danube, the mean transit time derived from comparison of 8180  trend curves for 
precipitation and river water at Vienna is around 1 a.

An attempt to model the tritium data for the Danube using a lumped parameter 
model revealed that although this approach might be useful to get general ideas about 
the magnitude of the mean transit time of water in the system, particularly the base 
flow component, it does not adequately reflect all processes which might control the 
amount of tritium in the system at any given time. It has been suggested that the 
buffering effect of the aquifers operating in the catchment area of the river, which 
becomes important during periods of large fluctuations of flow rate, may strongly 
influence the tritium balance in the system, thus making predictions of the black box, 
steady state models unreliable.

The transient pulse of tritium in global precipitation derived from thermonu
clear tests during the late 1950s and the 1960s offered a unique possibility to gain a 
closer insight into the dynamics of water transport in the catchment areas of large 
river systems. Unfortunately, this possibility has been explored only marginally 
because of the lack of a worldwide programme of isotope monitoring of large rivers, 
analogous to that being operated for precipitation. Integrated stable isotope monitor
ing of large rivers (river water plus precipitation on the catchment) may still be very 
useful for tracing hydroclimatic changes occurring in these areas, which otherwise 
would be difficult to detect, and for deriving some basic characteristics of transport 
processes through such systems.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
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Abstract

WATER BALANCE TRENDS ACROSS THE NORTHERN TREELINE INFERRED FROM 
ISOTOPIC ENRICHMENT IN LAKES.

Enrichment of oxygen-18 and deuterium in surface waters is shown to be a practical 
indicator of water balance trends in remote, permafrost regions of northern Canada where 
hydroclimate monitoring networks are limited or non-existent. Necessarily, such indicators 
must be applied with care because isotopic signals in each lake record water balance and 
atmospheric conditions integrated over different time periods and spatial areas, as determined 
by lake water residence time and catchment drainage area. Isotopic enrichment in large lakes 
is found to be relatively stable in time, and, as interpreted in the context of steady state models, 
will yield information more representative of regional climatological scale processes. In 
contrast, seasonal isotopic enrichment in shallow lakes, which arises from the extreme 
seasonality of the northern climate and the short water residence times, will yield little 
information about long term water balance conditions. As interpreted in the context of transient 
models, such phenomena may be useful for estimating short term ‘point’ evaporation rates. One 
major implication for palaeohydrological studies in cold regions, which rely on lake sediment 
records of 5180  in aquatic cellulose, is that nearby lakes may record short or long term water 
balance signals under similar climatic conditions. Quantitative interpretation of such signals is 
probably simpler for larger lakes, where steady state models can be applied.

1. INTRODUCTION

Physically based hydrological research, including the study of climate change 
and associated impacts on water resources, is severely hampered by the poor spatial 
distribution and short length of record of hydrometric monitoring stations in northern 
Canada [1]. Hydrometric networks north of 60° N fall below standards recommended 
by the World Meteorological Organization [2] mainly because of lack of coverage 
of inland areas. Such inadequacies have also complicated evaluation of more local
ized but rapidly expanding water development impacts associated with mining in
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the region [3]. Increased awareness of the hydroecological sensitivity of permafrost 
environments to climate change and pollution has prompted ongoing development of 
water balance approaches to supplement hydrometric monitoring, including the use 
of isotopic tracers.

This study explores the use of stable oxygen and hydrogen isotopes to charac
terize changes in the hydrological regime across the northern treeline. Research has 
focused on selected mine sites within subarctic forest, forest-tundra transition and 
tundra zones. An understanding of the isotopic response of lakes, rivers and water
shed compartments to changing hydrological conditions, which has been gained 
through parallel application of isotopic and non-isotopic methods in site specific 
water balance studies [4—9], is being used to evaluate systematic variations in isotopic 
enrichment of lakes at the sites. In addition to contributing baseline information on 
hydroclimatic variability, which has immediate practical value for the design and 
management of mine tailings ponds in the region, the study provides a better under
standing of variations in water balance and related isotopic behaviour of primary 
interest to lake palaeohydrological studies [10].

A fundamental isotope mass balance approach is applied that utilizes measured 
isotopic enrichment in lakes as a quantitative index of the partitioning between evap
oration and non-fractionating outflow pathways. The theoretical basis of the method 
is outlined below.

1.1. Theoretical background

The water mass and isotope mass balance for a well mixed reservoir, assuming 
constant density of water, may be written respectively as

dV
. , - Q - E  m

d(Vb,)

dt
= lb, + Q8q + EbE (2)

where V is the volume of the reservoir, t is time, I  is inflow, Q is outflow, E is evap
oration, and 5¡, ÔL, ÔQ and ô£ are the isotopic compositions of the reservoir, inflow, 
outflow, and evaporative flux, respectively. Providing that the isotopic compositions 
of the components in Eq. (2) can be measured or estimated, and given that systematic 
isotopic enrichment occurs during exposure to evaporation under normal climatic 
conditions [11,12], it is possible to combine Eqs (1) and (2) to solve for two unknown 
water balance components.
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While characterization of the isotopic composition of most components is pos
sible through weighted sampling, 8£ is difficult to measure directly. Using a linear 
resistance model [13], assuming zero resistance to transport in the liquid phase, 8E 
can be estimated by

where h is the atmospheric relative humidity (expressed as a decimal fraction) nor
malized to the saturation vapour pressure and temperature of the air-water interface, 
8Л is the isotopic composition of ambient moisture and e = e* + гк  is the total isotopic 
separation, comprising both equilibrium e* and kinetic eK components.1

Equilibrium separation factors e* for both oxygen and hydrogen are well 
known as functions of temperature from laboratory experiments by Majoube [14] and 
others. Kinetic separation factors eK, although the subject of considerable controversy 
in the past, are fairly well described by theoretical and experimental studies. For 
time-scales relevant to water balance applications, t K can be approximated by 
eK = CK( 1 -  h), where CK = (£>/£),)" -  1, D and D¡ are the molecular diffusion coeffi
cients of the common (W H ^O ) and heavy (’Н 'Н ^О  or isotopic species,
respectively, and « is a turbulence parameter such that n = 1/2 for mean turbulent flow, 
n = 2/3 for laminar flow and n = 1 for static transport [12, 15-19]. As noted in an 
earlier review [12], n = 1/2, which corresponds to CK values of 14.3 and 12.5 for 
oxygen and hydrogen, respectively, appears to reasonably represent the conditions 
observed most often in nature.

Combining Eqs (2) and (3) and integrating between the limits tQ and t  for time 
intervals over which water balance fluxes and their isotopic compositions can be 
assumed constant and dVIdt ~ 0  (i.e. hydrological steady state) yields [7, 12]

where df| is the initial isotopic composition of the reservoir, 8S = (8/ + mx8*)/ 
(1 + mx) is the steady state isotopic composition the reservoir will attain as t —>

1 5 values express isotopic ratios as deviations in per mille (%c) from Vienna-SMOW 
(standard mean ocean water), such that 8sample = 1000[(Æsample/ÆSMOW) -  1], where R is 
180 /160  or 2H/IH. S180  and §2H values cited herein are normalized to -55.5 and -428%o, 
respectively, for standard light arctic precipitation (SLAP); e values represent instantaneous 
isotopic separations in per mille between coexisting liquid and vapour, such that eliq_vap =

SL -  hSA-  £

1 -  h + eK
(3)

8l = 8s -  (8S -  80)exp[-(l + mx)(It/V)] (4)

1000[(V v a p ) - l ]  = (ôliq- ô vap).
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x  = EH is the fraction of reservoir water lost by evaporation, m = ( h -  e)/(l - h  + eK) 
as defined in previous studies [20, 21] and ô* = (hbA + £.)/(h -  e) is the limiting 
isotopic composition under local climatic conditions [22, 23].

In the special case where reservoirs are large enough to buffer transient isotopic 
variations related to seasonality of hydroclimatic conditions, and when long time 
intervals are considered, it can be assumed that the lake is also close to isotopic steady 
state (SL = Ss) and Eq. (4) can be simplified to yield

E SL-SI
x — — = m ---------  (5)

/  d * - S L

which is a key relation describing the dependence between the water balance л: of a 
large reservoir and its isotopic enrichment by evaporation (8L -  8¡). Atmospheric 
controls on this enrichment include h  and 5Л through their influence on m  and d*.

By substituting bj = 8p into Eq. (5), this relation may also be applied to estimate 
x  from lake (or river) drainage basins, as characterized by the isotopic separation 
between the lake (or river) bL and precipitation bp. Provided that lakes with long 
residence times are considered, it is probably sufficient to assume that storage 
changes in various compartments of the watershed are minor. In this case, isotopic 
enrichment at the lowest level of the drainage hierarchy reflects partitioning between 
evaporation losses (over land and water) versus liquid outflow/transpiration losses
integrated over the catchment area (Fig. 1). From a regional perspective, this separa
tion 8l -  8p is less difficult to quantify, because it can be determined by measuring or 
estimating the isotopic composition of precipitation and lake (or river) water without 
detailed sampling of sub-watershed compartments.

In applying Eq. (5) to watershed reservoirs as described above, it is important 
to note that some processes such as soil evaporation impart an isotopic enrichment 
signal which is distinct from that of open water evaporation, because of the domi
nance of static transport through the soil zone [24]. In many cases, however, as in 
environments with shallow permafrost, these processes occur in land areas with very 
low moisture contents which contribute only negligible flow to local lakes. Other high 
closure compartments, such as vegetation canopies where precipitation is intercepted, 
or high closure processes such as evaporation from snow, will not be isotopically 
traceable in the liquid phase if residual volumes completely volatilize. This raises an 
important consideration in the use of isotopic tracers, because discrepancies therefore 
exist between catchment areas defined by hydrometric networks (i.e. based on topo
graphic relief) and isotope-mass balance methods (i.e. based on water contributing 
areas). Although a detailed understanding of such high closure processes is extremely 
important for standard hydrometric approaches and for coupled atmosphere-surface 
modelling, their net influence (which may be zero) is intrinsically weighted in the 
isotope composition of runoff.
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FIG. 1. Water balance schematic diagram illustrating evaporative (solid arrows) versus 
non-fractionating processes (open arrows). Note that large lakes will inherit the isotopic 
enrichment signal o f all evaporation (E) from water contributing sources across the catchment 
as integrated over the residence time o f lake water. Non-fractionating processes include 
transpiration (T), sublimation from snow (S), and water transport as surface!subsurface runoff 
(R) and outflow (Q). Precipitation (P) derived from the atmosphere (A) is also subject to 
fractionation during descent through unsaturated air or when a portion o f canopy intercepted 
moisture is evaporated.

The time lag of water movement from watershed compartments to the lake may 
also be an important consideration in the application of Eq. (5) to watershed 
reservoirs. This effect can, however, be viewed simply as a ‘resistance to mixing’ of 
the reservoir that may be characterized from an understanding of local runoff 
processes. In permafrost environments, where water residence times in shallow lakes, 
wetlands and the active layer are relatively short, watershed compartments are 
generally flushed every one or two years. In comparison, large lakes can be identified 
with residence times of a decade or more. As such, the time lag of water delivery from 
the catchment may not be a substantial concern, because watershed ‘mixing’ occurs 
on time-scales an order of magnitude shorter than the residence time of water in such 
lakes. In systems with deep groundwater contributions or widespread degradation of 
permafrost, or for river drainage systems without the regulating and integrating 
influence of lakes, this approach may be more problematic.

Incomplete mixing within the lake itself is also a potential source of error when 
applying Eq. (5) to large lakes. Although reservoirs typically turn over annually in
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permafrost environments, this is not always the case [25], and such lakes may be 
laterally inhomogeneous. In principle, incomplete mixing can be characterized by 
sampling over time and space to bracket potential errors to any desired level of 
precision.

Such determinations may also be sensitive to possible shifts in the mean iso
topic composition of precipitation over the residence time of lake water if isotopic 
records or suitable proxy data (groundwater and permafrost) are unavailable over 
equivalent periods.

In summary, characterization of isotopic separation between large lakes and 
precipitation input via Eq. (5) provides a practical basis for examining regional water 
balance trends, as shown below for areas both north and south of the treeline. The 
quantitative analysis of such trends, while improving the understanding of regional 
water balance variations in a remote region of northern Canada, is based on available 
data and may be improved through further research.

1.2. Methodology

Field programs have been under way since 1989 in the Northwest Territories, 
Canada, to improve the understanding of hydrological processes in cold regions 
through characterization and modelling of the isotopic distribution between water 
balance components. These activities have included evaporation studies using 
standard water balance, energy balance and aerodynamic profile methods [6], 
comparisons between standard evaporation methods and transient isotope mass 
balance methods over weekly time steps for small lakes [6], development and testing 
of new evaporation pan approaches for characterizing temporal variations in &A [7], 
use of steady state models for evaluating evaporation losses from lakes and wetlands 
[5], and runoff generation [4]. Over 2000 water samples have been analysed for 5180  
and 52H. These samples include atmospheric moisture, precipitation, shallow ground
water, permafrost, lakes, wetlands and tailings ponds. These activities have provided 
a broad basis for the current analysis of regional trends in the water balance regime.

At each site, time series sampling was conducted at a variety of local lakes to 
characterize isotopic enrichment at various levels of the drainage hierarchy. Lakes 
ranged from small, shallow reservoirs of less than 10 ha, averaging less than 1 m 
depth, to large lakes of the order of 10-500 km2 area and 10-50 m depth. Details on 
sampling protocols, instrumentation and other field based activities are discussed in 
earlier studies as outlined above.

1.3. Study sites

This study focuses on a subset of three sites located along a 400 km transect 
across the northern treeline in the continental Arctic and Subarctic of northern Canada
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FIG. 2. Sl80  versus for surface waters sampled at sites across northern Canada. Samples 
from Lupin (top), Salmita (centre) and Yellowknife (bottom) are highlighted (solid circles) 
against samples collected at-all NWT stations (open circles). The plots illustrate the distinct 
isotopic enrichment signatures at each site reflecting differences in the water balance regime. 
Time series water samples were collected from numerous reservoirs at each site during the 
thaw season. Map contours are mean annual small lake evaporation (mm/a) based on limited 
class A pan and climate data [26].

(Fig. 2). The continental Arctic is distinguished from coastal arctic regions by more 
extreme annual variations in temperature and humidity and by greater solar radiation 
input due to lower latitude, reduced cloudiness and absence of sea fog [6]. Mean 
annual temperature ranges from -5°C at Yellowknife to -12°C at Lupin, with a range
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in monthly temperature at all sites of about 45°C [27]. Monthly temperatures 
above 0°C are generally observed from June to mid-September, although the length 
of the thaw season decreases rapidly from south to north. Although permafrost is 
discontinuous in the Yellowknife area, it is known from observations in the mine 
workings at Salmita and Lupin to be continuous and several hundred metres thick. 
Active layer depths generally range from about 1 to 2 m where permafrost is 
present.

Lakes are a dominant feature of the landscape in the region despite low annual 
precipitation of 200-300 mm [27]. Winter accumulated snow, which accounts for 
about 50% of annual precipitation, is rapidly released during a one to two week 
snowmelt period, and is the dominant annual hydrologie event both in terms of peak 
discharge and total volume of runoff [28]. During the ensuing thaw season, moisture 
availability near the ground surface, and hence evaporation, is enhanced by shallow 
permafrost, and by the low relief and disorganized drainage typical of Precambrian 
Shield terrain. Annual small lake evaporation predicted from limited class A pan and 
climate data ranges from about 350 mm near Yellowknife to 200 mm near Lupin [26]. 
Evaporation rates 15 to 70% higher than these values were obtained from field studies 
using multiple methods [6, 8].

Ice free days, annual precipitation, surface air temperature, and relative humid
ity during the thaw season (June-September) are given in Table I [29]. Comparisons 
between ambient relative humidity measured at climate stations and normalized and 
measured values within 0.5 m above detailed study lakes suggest the existence of very 
small humidity gradients across the region, despite obvious differences in vegetation 
characteristics.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

2.1. 5180  versus УН relations

Plots of 6180  versus §2H (Fig. 2) reveal distinct ranges of evaporative isotopic 
enrichment in the surface waters at each site. Overall, lakes and other surface waters 
fall below the meteoric water line (MWL) [30] along well defined local evaporation 
lines (LELs) with slopes ranging from 4.8 to 5.4 (Table II). By comparison, similar 
LEL trends were observed at seven additional study sites distributed across the 
Northwest Territories (NWT) over more than ten degrees of latitude and thirty-seven 
degrees of longitude, in environments ranging from boreal forest to arctic desert. The 
LEL for all NWT surface waters collected during 1989-1995 is given by 52H = 
5.45180  -  55.1 (r2 = 0.94; n = 727). Consistent slopes of the LEL at each site likely 
reflect consistent and robust relations between controlling parameters such as ?>A, 5¡, 
h, C™ and C2 [11].



TABLE I. SITE LOCATION, CLIMATIC AND HYDROLOGIC CHARACTERISTICS

Site Position
Mean 

number of days that 
lakes are ice freea

Climate normalsb 
June-September

Field observation period 
1 July -  31 August 1993

Precip.
(mm/a)

Surface 
air temp.

h hb n̂orm ^meas

Lupin 65°45'N 

111°15' W

90-110 287/251 6.8/5.9 0.75/0.81 0.121e 0.72 0.74

Salmita 64°03'N 

111°11'W

100-110 194 8.8 — — — 0.77

Yellowknife 62°30' N 
114°24'W

130-140 268 12.6 0.65 0.62 0.70 0.78

a Estimated based on field observations during 1992-1994; see also Ref. [29]. 
b Data from Lupin A/Contwoyto L., Tundra and Yellowknife A (June-September) [27]. 
c Humidity normalized to lake surface water temperature at field micrometeorological station. 
d Humidity measured within 0.5 m above lake water surface at field micrometeorological station. 
e Discontinued.
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TABLE II. M EA SURED AND APPROXIM ATE3 M O DEL INPU T PARAM ETERS, CALCULATIONS, O U TPU T AND 
VALIDATION BY SITE

Site/
Input Calculation

Output
EH (%)

Validation 
Slope LEL

reservoir
(drainage area) s,

[8, 9]
Mean S,+™“L  —nun

(No. of samples)
T h m 8* Oxygen Hydrogen Observed Predicted

Lupin

Contwoyto L. 5180 - 22.1 -29.4 -198t°-2 (10) 6.4 0.74 2.75 - 10.0 9+_! 5.4 6.2

(-15 000 km2) S2H -167 -226 -1 5 8 ^  d ° ) 6.4 0.74 2.43 -104 711 (r2 = 0.88; n = 302)

Salmita

Matthews L. 5lsO -21.4a -27.8a - 1 7 . 7 ^  (4) 8.8 0.77 3.24 - 10.1 15+J 5.8 5.7

(-300 km2) 52H -161a - 220a -151 t“-2 (4) 8.8 0.77 2.89 -108 8+J (r2 = 0.88; n = 97)

Yellowknife

Prosperous L. 5180 -20.7b -26.2 -153t°-2 (7) 12.6 0.78 3.44 -9.3 26t2 4.8 5.1
(16 300 km2) 62H —156b -214 -1 3 6 3  (7) 12.6 0.78 3.09 -108 23 +J7 (r2 = 0.87, n = 104)

a For Salmita, these values were interpolated from measurements at the other two sites. 
b See Ref. [31]. 
c See Ref. [11], Eq. (7).
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D a y s  s in c e  s n o w m e lt
0 20 40 60 80 100 120

FIG. 3. Deviation from steady state 8S -  SLfor reservoirs o f varying depth following a 0.5 m 
depth snowmelt event based on Eq. (4) with parameters as indicated. The inset shows the rela
tion between lake depth and error in EII(x) arising from use o f mean 8, and the steady state 
model (Eq. (5)).

2.2. Volumetric controls on isotopic variability

The mean offset along the LEL from the MWL due to evaporative enrichment 
clearly decreases from south to north from Yellowknife to Lupin (Fig. 2). Distinct 
ranges of enrichment variability are also evident, with extremes defined by seasonal 
cycles of snowmelt input and transient evaporative enrichment in the shallowest 
lakes. Such seasonal oscillations systematically diminish with increasing lake vol
ume, as illustrated in a typical thaw season scenario preceded by a 0.5 m depth input 
of snowmelt water (Fig. 3). As shown, the amplitude of isotopic variability in a small
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lake averaging 1 m depth may be about 7%c in 5180 , as against less than 1 %o for a 
large lake averaging 10 to 50 m depth.

Figure 3 also confirms that application of steady state models as given by 
Eq. (5) yields realistic approximations in the present setting only for deeper lakes. 
Figure 3 (inset) shows the error in EH(x) arising from the use of average 5¿ values to 
characterize 8S. Although errors will vary in relation to the magnitude and isotopic 
composition of snowmelt input, the scenario demonstrates the basic principle that 
errors are minimized when steady state models are applied to large lakes with dimin
ished seasonal isotopic variability. Potential errors related to uncertainty in estimates 
of h and 6A and to minor seasonal volumetric changes are discussed elsewhere [5].

2.3. Application of steady state model

Individual lakes were selected on the basis of their isotopic stability in time as 
indicated by available data for each site. Although logistical difficulties did not per
mit rigorous time series sampling or volumetric estimates, the lakes with the most 
constant isotopic composition both seasonally and interannually were also the deep
est, as predicted from the concepts presented in the preceding scenario (Fig. 3). These 
reservoirs also represented the lowest level of the drainage hierarchy at each site and 
in effect are probably the best indicators of regional long term evaporative enrichment 
in each watershed. As shown in Table II, the variability in the reservoirs was less than
0.2%o in S180  and 6%o in S2H for Lupin and Yellowknife, where the catchment area is 
about 15 000 km2, and 0.7%o in 5180  and 5%o in 82H for Salmita, where the catchment 
area is about approximately 300 km2.

Equation (5) was applied to estimate the fraction of water lost by evaporation 
over each watershed reservoir. Input parameters, which were in part based on detailed 
field studies [8, 9], and results are given in Table II. It is important to note that 67 at 
Lupin and Salmita was estimated from multi-year sampling of groundwater, precipi
tation and permafrost [8], and that 8¡ at Yellowknife was estimated from GNIP data
[31]. Values of e* were calculated on the basis of surface air temperature during 
the thaw season [14], and zK was applied assuming turbulent transfer through the 
boundary layer [12]. As shown in Table II, the similar results for both oxygen and 
hydrogen and the good agreement between observed and predicted LEL slopes sug
gest that basic controls on enrichment are well described by the model. Slight 
improvement in predictability of the LEL slope is obtained through use of unnormal
ized humidities as suggested by previous studies in Canada [32], although detailed 
experimental analysis at the sites does not support this adjustment [8]. Moreover, 
slight adjustments to the isotopic composition of atmospheric moisture and precipi
tation produce analogous effects. Nevertheless, the estimates, as presented, represent 
a preliminary basis for quantitative interpretation of the observed patterns of isotopic 
enrichment.
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Derived watershed EU estimates for Lupin, Salmita and Yellowknife of 8, 12 and 
25%, based on average results from oxygen and hydrogen, suggest a steep, positive 
north to south evaporation gradient in the region which is broadly consistent with 
trends predicted from class A pan and climate based estimates of small lake evapora
tion [26]. Unlike pan or climate based estimates, catchment weighted signals of this 
kind explicitly relate the importance of evaporation loss to the overall hydrologie 
regime, and can in principle be compared more directly with hydrometric data. 
Because evaporation losses are evaluated independently of transpiration, the method 
also provides a unique perspective from which to evaluate the role of open water 
evaporation in the regional hydrologie regime. In this regard, the results indicate that 
open water evaporation is a significant sink for precipitation input across the region 
despite the fact that reservoirs are typically frozen for 225 to 275 days per year. Using 
available precipitation data to characterize /, the results yield estimates of catchment 
weighted evaporation rates ranging from about 22 mm/a near Lupin to 70 mm/a near 
Yellowknife. Similar rates were obtained on the basis of isotopic sampling at the low
est level of the drainage hierarchy for a tundra site near Baker Lake, NWT (64°4Г N, 
97°03' W), and a boreal forest site near Fort Simpson, NWT (61°52' N, 121°35' W)
[5]. These studies also attempted to apply the steady state method to small shallow 
lakes on the basis of reconnaissance level isotopic sampling. In view of temporal vari
ability in isotopic composition, however, such models are now known to be a poor 
representation of such reservoirs as described in Section 2.2.

Several practical difficulties become evident when the isotope-mass balance 
results are compared with available estimates of runoff and precipitation predicted 
from hydrometric and climatic data (Table III [33, 34]). Because isotopic fractiona
tion traces only evaporative losses, the estimated ratio Q/l of non-fractionating out
flow to input includes both liquid outflow (runoff) and transpiration loss, which pro
hibits direct validation of the results. As shown in Table III (residual), the difference 
between runoff and precipitation and QH may suggest that transpiration losses (which 
are assumed to constitute the dominant non-fractionating vapour flux) vary from 13% 
in the Lupin area to 45% near Yellowknife. Although this is reasonable considering 
differences expected in tundra versus forested systems, the residual also incorporates 
errors in measurement of snowfall, which are typically about 50% in northern areas 
because of the high frequency of trace events and blowing snow [35], and errors of 
30% in estimation of runoff due to the effects of river ice and extreme variations in 
annual discharge [36].

In view of the fact that Ell is not sensitive to errors in estimates of the absolute 
quantities of precipitation and runoff, the method does offer considerable promise for 
undermonitored regions, provided that basic atmospheric conditions such as humid
ity and thaw season temperature are known or can be estimated.

2.4. Water balance trends
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TABLE III. COMPARISONS WITH AVAILABLE RUNOFF AND PRECIPITA
TION DATA

Hydrometric/climatic data This study

Site/area
Runoff
(mm)

(1)
Runoff/precipitation0

(mm)

^  Residual
n  ï ( i)  -  (2)(1 - x )

Lupin 212a 0.78 0.92 0.13

Salmita 0.88

Yellowknife 81b 0.30 0.75 0.45

a Ref. [33], p. 203, Back River and rivers to the Arctic. 
b Ref. [34], Yellowknife River at outlet from Prosperous Lake. 
c Ref. [27].

3. SUMMARY

This research has provided insight into the isotopic distribution in the water 
cycle in northern permafrost environments and its use in deriving water balance infor
mation. In particular, the study has improved the understanding of volumetric and res
idence time controls on isotopic signatures in lakes and their dependence on water 
balance and atmospheric conditions. As demonstrated, steady state isotope-mass bal
ance models are particularly useful for large scale watershed integrated studies in 
regions with limited hydroclimatic data. One fundamental conclusion of the overall 
research programme is that transient isotopic enrichment in small lakes can be a reli
able indicator of short term ‘point’ estimates of evaporation as validated using stan
dard evaporation techniques [7]. Such techniques can be practically applied in water 
balance studies of shallow lakes or tailings ponds without reliance on extensive 
instrumentation or climatic data extrapolated over large distances.

The research has also contributed to a better understanding of the role of sur
face reservoirs in regional runoff in subarctic and arctic environments. In addition to 
their regulatory role in runoff, lakes and wetlands increase the residence time of 
runoff and thereby promote evaporation losses. Despite an ice cover during 60-75% 
of the year, evaporation losses evidently account for about one-tenth and one-quarter 
of total watershed water losses from tundra and forested regions, respectively, in the 
continental Northwest Territories, Canada.

Although problems are encountered in validating or comparing quantitative 
estimates at the watershed scale, isotope mass balance methods are certainly a valu
able tool for data-sparse regions, considering that errors in estimation of rainfall and
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runoff in permafrost regions are large and that they must be extrapolated to regions 
with little or no monitoring.

This study also has important implications for palaeohydrological studies 
which rely on the 5lsO signature of aquatic cellulose incorporated within lake sedi
ments and on precipitation proxy data to characterize past changes in the term SL -  bp 
from Eq. (5) [10]. It is evident that deep lakes with relatively stable isotopic compo
sitions on time-scales of decades should be selected to examine the significance of 
water balance and climate changes on the time-scale of millennia. For quantitative 
analysis, such records are also more closely approximated by steady state models.

4. FUTURE STUDIES

Large scale, multidisciplinary hydroclimate research has emerged as an impor
tant objective of worldwide initiatives such as the Global Energy and Water Cycle 
Experiment (GEWEX), which includes the cold regions component Mackenzie 
GEWEX Study (MAGS) in Canada and the Baltic Sea Experiment (BALTEX) in 
northern Europe. In view of limitations in conventional monitoring networks in 
Canada, particularly in northern regions, use of unconventional methods is being fully 
explored within MAGS. These initiatives have supported an enhanced research pro
gramme in the continental Arctic using isotope techniques to examine water balance 
variability across a 250 000 km2 area using isotope data from several hundred lakes. 
The activities will extend the application of this research to yield a continuous 
regional perspective of water balance variability from Great Slave Lake to the Arctic 
Ocean. Ongoing studies within MAGS will emphasize application of isotope 
techniques in parallel with other hydrological methods, as required to gain a 
complementary understanding of hydrological processes at the large scale. Isotopic 
tracing of source areas, flow components and catchment weighted evaporation 
losses is therefore being undertaken at selected nodes within the Mackenzie Basin 
to aid in mesoscale to macroscale hydrographic modelling where the hydrologie 
regime response is poorly described or unknown. Analogous activities are being 
considered by an international group of scientists in support of the BALTEX 
project.
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Abstract

ESTIMATION OF VAPOUR FLUX FROM A SHALLOW LAKE BY OXYGEN-18 MASS 
BALANCE.

Net vapour flux (evaporation) from a shallow lake has been estimated using a combina
tion of water and isotope mass balance, accounting for the isotopic non-steady state of lake 
water. The experiment was conducted during the summers of 1994 and 1995. The main feature 
of the isotope method is that inflows need not be measured: knowledge of their isotopic con
tent is sufficient. Oxygen-18 content (S180 ) of lake water, inflows and outflow was measured 
weekly. Precipitation was monitored daily, as was the discharge from the lake. Lake water 
level, relative humidity, and air and lake water surface temperatures were recorded by a logger. 
Weather data were recorded on a small island in the lake. Wind speed at 2 m height was 
recorded at a mast near the centre of the lake. Data acquisition from the mast was carried out 
by another team of Finnish scientists. Both experiments were run concurrently during 1995. 
The lake is isotopically well mixed. Lake evaporation varied from 0.6 mm/d to about 5.5 mm/d 
during the summer of 1994 and from 0.6 mm/d to 4.8 mm/d for the summer of 1995. 
Evaporation estimates are very sensitive to small variations in 6lsO of lake evaporate and of 
inflows: ±10% changes in 5lsO of evaporate caused 9-31% (1994) and 12-16% (1995) 
changes in evaporation estimates, while similar changes in 8lsO of inflows caused 8-18% and 
about 26% changes in the corresponding years. The bulk aerodynamic method yielded evapo
ration rates for 1995 of 2.1-4.8 mm/d. Except for three periods in 1995, evaporation estimates 
from the isotope and bulk aerodynamic methods agree fairly well.

1. INTRODUCTION

The simplest method of estimating lake evaporation is based on the total water 
budget. This method is, however, hampered by uncertainties in determining accu
rately several components of the water budget, mainly surface and subsurface inflows 
to the lake and outflows, provided fluctuations in bank storage are small. Often the 
bulk aerodynamic method [1] is used for lake evaporation estimates. In its simplest 
form, this method assumes neutral atmospheric stability, an assumption that does not 
always hold. Near neutral stability conditions prevail for only limited periods of the 
day. More often, unstable conditions are observed. Under unstable conditions, the
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turbulent momentum transfer coefficient KM is slightly less than the turbulent vapour 
transfer coefficient KE, which leads to a lower vapour transport than expected.

These difficulties being recognized, isotope methods have been tried in several 
studies, using the environmental isotopes oxygen-18 and deuterium of the water 
molecule. Evaporation from a lake can be estimated using the water budget and the 
isotope mass balance method. Early efforts using stable isotopes for the study of 
evaporation from Lakes Beysehir and Egridir in southwestern Turkey [2] were quite 
encouraging. A nearby salt lake was used as an index for the molecular exchange pro
cess between the lakes and the atmospheric vapour, assuming isotopic equilibrium 
between atmospheric vapour and precipitation. In a study on the water balance of 
Lake Tiberias [3], the isotopic fractionation of water in evaporation pans was used to 
determine an exchange parameter between lake water and the atmosphere.

Several studies were later reviewed by the IAEA [4] and by others [5-7]. For 
simplicity, it was generally assumed in these studies that the lake water was more or 
less in an isotopic steady state. This assumption is more or less correct for warm cli
mates with fast evaporation, but it can lead to large errors in relatively colder climates. 
Further, in these earlier studies relative humidity, lake water temperature and 5180  of 
atmospheric moisture which are important in an accurate determination of the molec
ular exchange parameter between the lake water and the atmosphere, were not mea
sured daily. The molecular exchange parameter is a key variable in the basic isotope 
balance equations for calculating the lake evaporation. Very few studies using the iso
tope method to determine lake evaporation in the relatively colder climates of 
Scandinavia and North America have been reported.

The isotopic method also provided a way of integrating spatial and temporal 
complexities of the flow field around Sparkling Lake [8]. In this study the oxygen-18 
mass balance and water budget method was used to estimate lake evaporation and 
groundwater exchange with the lake. The lake was isotopically well mixed but did not 
attain isotopic steady state. Evaporation estimates varied from 6 to 111 mm/a for the 
coldest and warmest months of the year, respectively.

Evaporation losses from Whatever Lake and Manners Creek using oxygen-18 
and deuterium were estimated [9] on the assumption that atmospheric moisture is in 
isotopic equilibrium with precipitation throughout the year. This assumption is justi
fied considering the difficult accessibility of these remote areas. Evaporation from 
Whatever Lake and Manners Creek [9] were estimated at 119 and 154 mm/a, respec
tively. The general assumption that atmospheric moisture is in isotopic equilibrium 
with annual precipitation is not strictly true [8, 10, 11].

In the present study, evaporation has been estimated from a well mixed shallow 
lake which does not attain isotopic steady state, using a combination of water and iso
tope mass balances. The main feature of the isotope method is that inflows need not 
be measured: knowledge of their isotopic content is sufficient. A comparison between 
the estimates obtained by the isotope and bulk aerodynamic methods is given.
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Lake Tamnaren is situated in central Sweden about 100 km northwest of 
Stockholm (Fig. 1). The surrounding landscape is rather flat. Lake Tamnaren has a 
long history of causing floods in the surrounding farms during snowmelt periods. 
Records of flood havoc since 1650 are available. To avoid spring floods, the 
Tamnaren Regulation Company was established in 1871. Since then the mean lake 
level has been successively lowered. At present, the lake is a popular fishing resort, 
and it supplies drinking water to Uppsala. In 1976 the lake level was further reduced, 
resulting in an average depth of 1.2 m and a maximum depth of about 1.7 m [12]. The 
present area of the lake is 35 km2, and its maximum length and breadth are 9.5 km 
and 5 km, respectively. The lake is fed by two major and five minor streams, of which 
Harboân and Âbyân together account for about 80% of total inflow. The lake is 
regulated at the outflow. The mean annual precipitation at Harbonàs (Fig. 1) is 
752 mm (measured by the Swedish Hydrological and Meteorological Institute) and 
mean annual temperature +5°C. About 200 days in a year are frost free, but the lake 
freezes during the winter. No estimates of evaporation from Lake Tamnaren have 
been reported.

2. SITE DESCRIPTION

FIG. 1. Location o f Lake Tamnaren. The major inlet streams are Harboân and Âbyân. The 
lake outlet is near Sjôlunda.
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Precipitation was measured at the northwestern (Harbonás) and southeastern 
(Sjolunda) shores of the lake (Fig. 1). Daily average values of precipitation from these 
sites were used as representing actual precipitation over the entire lake. The lake out
flow was measured daily by a suppressed rectangular weir using a rating curve 
obtained by the usual calibration of head versus discharge for low and high flow peri
ods. Lake water samples were collected at six points along an east to west transect at 
the surface, at 1 m depth and at the outlet. Water samples from all the inflowing 
streams were also collected on the same dates when lake water was sampled. To 
obtain a weighted mean S180  of the inflow, weights were assigned to all the streams 
depending on their drainage areas.

Atmospheric vapour was collected at 24 h intervals by sucking air at 60 L/h by 
a membrane pump through two cold traps immersed in absolute alcohol kept at -60°C 
by a compressor. The cold traps consisted of two glass cylinders (connected in series 
to ensure complete condensation) suspended in a dewar flask. After each sampling, 
the glass cylinders were taken out and allowed to thaw. Liquid water from both the 
cylinders was mixed thoroughly to avoid fractionation effects. The amount of water 
in the second cylinder was always less than 0.1% of that in the first. A complete 
description of the method is given in Ref. [11]. It observed that the method allowed 
complete condensation of air moisture. This method is similar to another method [13] 
in which air was pumped at a rate of 2.5 L/min through a -80°C cold trap in a wind 
tunnel experiment, achieving complete condensation of air moisture.

Lake water, stream water, atmospheric vapour and precipitation samples were 
analysed for their 180  content by a ratio type mass spectrometer. The isotopic 
measurement error was about ±0.1 %c. On a small island (10 m x 8 m) in the lake near 
Sjolunda, relative humidity, air temperature, lake (surface) water temperature and 
lake level were recorded by a logger having an execution time of 30 s. The data were 
averaged over 10 min intervals and stored. The lake water level recordings were 
protected from wave action by a stiller tube.

The experiment was conducted from the beginning of June to the end of 
September in both 1994 and 1995. The observed relative humidity was normalized to 
the lake surface temperature. To determine the molecular exchange parameter Cx 
(explained below), isotopic fractionation of water was observed in a constant volume 
pan (inner diameter 37.5 cm, inner depth 15 cm) placed near the shore of the lake at 
Sjolunda. The pan was monitored for about a month. The water level in the pan was 
kept constant at 14 cm by a constant level reservoir. For isotopic analysis of pan 
water, about 5 mL of water (corresponding to 0.045 mm evaporation) was removed 
every one or two days.

Another group of scientists from Finland had meanwhile installed a mast in the 
middle of lake Tamnaren to study the energy budget and fluxes of vapour over the lake

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
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[14]. The group measured profiles of wind velocity, relative humidity, temperature and 
skin temperature from the mast. Wind velocities measured at 2 m height from the mast 
were adjusted to 1.5 m height at the present site using the algorithm [15] for 
diabatic-unstable conditions prevailing between lake surface and air. The algorithm is 
valid for a roughness length ranging from 10-5 to 10-1 m for the water-air interface [15].

The two experiments were run during the same period in 1995. Wind velocities 
observed by the Finnish group and adjusted to 1.5 m height were used to calculate the 
vapour flux in the bulk aerodynamic method.

4. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The isotope and water balance of a shallow lake for which bank inflows and 
outflows are negligible can be written as

j t {VbL) = lb ,+ P b P -O b 0 - E b E (1)

± < у )  = 1 + Г - 0 - Е  (2)

where V is the volume of the lake, I  is the inflow, P is the precipitation, О is the out
flow and E is the evaporation from the lake, while the 8; refer to the 5I80  content of 
lake water, inflows, precipitation, outflows, and the lake evaporate relative to Vienna- 
SMOW, respectively. Eliminating the inflow /  by combining Eqs (1) and (2) and sub
stituting §L for 80 (because 8¿ = 80 in a well mixed lake), we can express the evapo
ration E  from the lake as

^ ( 5 ,  -S / )+V-^r(et )+/»(S/ -ЪР)-0{Ъ,-SL)
E = -SÍ------------------S —--------- --------------------------- (3)

( 5 , - 8  e )

To determine E  from Eq. (3), it is further required to find S£, which cannot 
be determined experimentally, especially when the lake water does not attain an 
isotopic steady state. Following Craig and Gordon’s formulation [16], we can 
express 8£ as

~ ( 1+ 5 l ) _ 4 1 + 5 /()

8 e =  — T T T v ^ ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1 (4)(1 — h)Cx

where a  is the equilibrium isotopic fractionation factor, 8Д is the isotopic content of 
atmospheric vapour, h is the normalized relative humidity at the lake surface and С
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is the ratio of the transport resistances of the heavy molecules (H2180 ) to the lighter 
molecules (H2160 ) offered by the diffusive layer near the air-water interface.

Equation (4) has a slightly different form than the Craig-Gordon equation, but 
it is basically the same. According to Craig and Gordon, С can be expressed as

where Де is the excess fractionation factor. Here С — 1 has the same meaning as Ck, 
the model dependent kinetic constant described in Ref. [16] and the molecular 
exchange parameter in Ref. [3]. It should be noted that Cx is a function of the local 
climate and must be determined for the environment of the lake in question.

A simple treatment explaining the coefficient Cx is the following. The net 
vapour flux from an open surface is proportional to the vapour pressure difference 
between the surface and the atmosphere just above it. Similarly, net vapour flux of the 
water molecules containing heavier isotopes is given by the product of the vapour 
pressure difference and the isotope ratio.

The mean vapour fluxes Et and E of heavy and lighter components can be 
written as

where r is the resistance from the surface to the measurement level, es is the satura
tion vapour pressure at the surface temperature, e is the actual atmospheric vapour 
pressure, R and Ra are the isotopic ratios in water and the atmosphere, respectively, 
and С is a factor relating the specific humidity to vapour pressure. The isotopic ratio 
Re of the net evaporate is thus given by

Using the S notation and substituting Cx = r jr  and h = e j e s, we obtain Eq. (4), 
which is similar in form to the Craig-Gordon equation [16].

It remains to estimate 5/, which is in fact the weighted mean of all the inflows 
to the lake. It is assumed that the inflow is proportional to the area of the drainage 
basins of the streams. Thus, b¡ was estimated as

(6a)

E = -{ e s - e a)C (6b)
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where the Qt are the stream inflows and the 5( are their corresponding isotopic con
tents. Further, we have Qx = KAX, where the Ax are the areas of the drainage basins.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The 5180  content of lake water at the surface and at 1 m depth at all six 
sampling points along the transect were the same, supporting the assumption of a well 
mixed lake. During the experimental period, the lake water did not attain isotopic 
steady state. Initially, the 5180  of the lake water was -9.7% o  (in summer 1994), and 
at the end of the period it was -6.5% o. For summer 1995 the corresponding values 
were -10.6% o  and -7.8%o, respectively. Whenever precipitation exceeded 3 mm, 
atmospheric vapour and precipitation were in isotopic equilibrium, but slight devia
tions from equilibrium were observed during local showers with little precipitation 
(Fig. 2). At isotopic equilibrium around 20°C, the vapour and precipitation should 
differ by about 10% o. During the measurement period, the recorded temperature at the 
site varied from 12 to 24°C.

The isotopic fractionation of the water in the constant volume pan was simulated 
using the observed relative humidity, lake surface temperature, 5Д of atmospheric 
moisture and values of Cx varying from 1.013 to 1.016. A best fit to the observed 
Sl80  of pan water was achieved for Cx = 1.014. In studies of evaporation from

o Air 1995

Julian day number

FIG. 2. SIH0  o f rain and atmospheric vapour (air) for 1994-1995, measured 200 m from the 
eastern shore of Lake Tàmnaren near Sjolunda.
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Lake Tiberias [3], it was found that Cx varied from 1.013 to 1.016, depending on wind 
action and on diurnal temperature changes. The calmer the water surface, the higher 
the Cx value. From wind tunnel experiments, Cx was estimated at 1.0143 [6]. For 
estimating the contribution of evaporation from the Great Lakes to the continental 
atmosphere [17], Cx was kept at 1.015. Isotopic fractionation in constant volume pans 
and in pans evaporated to dryness in central Uppsala was simulated, and the best fit 
with observed pan water [11] was obtained for Cx = 1.016. It is evident that Cx is dic
tated by local environmental conditions, as has been observed in several other studies 
[18]. So long as the pans were kept near the large evaporating water mass, such as 
lakes [18], the isotopic fractionation in the pan water was suitable for estimating the 
molecular exchange parameter Cx. The impact of extreme values of Cx on evapora
tion estimates was simulated by keeping all the other variables in Eqs (3) and (4) con
stant. In these simulations, evaporation estimates increased by about 12% when Cx 
was decreased from 1.016 to 1.013. In the present study, evaporation estimates were 
obtained using Cx = 1.014 as explained above.

Evaporation from the lake varied from 0.6 mm/d to 5.5 mm/d during the 
summers of 1994 and 1995 (Table I). Evaporation was minimum (0.6 mm/d) during

TABLE I. COMPARISON OF EVAPORATION ESTIMATES OBTAINED BY 
THE ISOTOPE AND BULK AERODYNAMIC METHODS

Period, 1994
Evaporation 

(isotope method) 
(mm/d)

Period, 1995
Evaporation 

(isotope method) 
(mm/d)

Evaporation 
(bulk 

aerodynamic 
method) (mm/d)

10 Jun -  16 Jun 2.9 28 Jun -  05 Jul 4.8 4.8
16 Jun -  24 Jun 3.0 05 Jul -  16 Jul 2.7 3.6
24 Jun -  30 Jun 0.6 16 Jul -  20 Jul 1.3 2.8
30 Jun -  09 Jul 5.5 20 Jul -  27 Jul 1.1 2.8
09 Jul -  15 Jul 3.0 27 Jul -  03 Aug 3.8 3.1
15 Ju l- 2 2  Jul 3.8 03 Aug -  10 Aug 3.7 4.4
22 Jul -  28 Jul 3.3 10 Aug -  17 Aug 0.6 2.2
28 Jul -  04 Aug 2.4 17 Aug -  24 Aug 5.4 2.1
04 Aug -  11 Aug 2.6 24 Aug -  31 Aug 4.1 3.0
11 Aug -  18 Aug 3.6
18 Aug -  25 Aug 1.8

25 Aug -  01 Sep 1.6
01 Sep -  08 Sep 2.9
08 Sep -  14 Sep 2.8
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24-30 June 1994 and also during 10-17 August 1995. These periods were character
ized by high normalized relative humidity and low air and lake water temperatures. 
Highest evaporation was observed during 30 June -  9 July 1994 and 28 June -  5 July 
1995 because of low normalized relative humidity (about 50%) and high air and 
lake temperatures. The same pattern is observed in the estimates obtained by the 
aerodynamic method.

It should be borne in mind that wind speed also influences evaporation rate. 
Unfortunately, wind speed was not recorded at the site during the experimental 
period. Wind speeds were available from the mast site, which was a few kilometres 
from the present site. Since the skin temperature was mostly 2°C higher than the air 
temperature at 1.5 m height, the algorithm [15] valid for diabatic-unstable conditions 
was used to calculate evaporation rate by the bulk aerodynamic method. For the pre
vailing range of wind speeds, the roughness length ZQ was about 2 x 10-5 m, and the 
frictional velocity U* was about 0.08 m/s. Evaporation rates estimated using the aero
dynamic method are in fairly good agreement with the isotope method (Fig. 3). Only 
in three of the total nine periods, evaporation estimated by the isotope method is 
almost half of that estimated by the bulk aerodynamic method (Table I). Weather data 
were missing for Sjolunda during 18-21 August 1995. As the correlation between 
normalized relative humidity at Sjolunda (lake shore) and at the mast (lake middle) 
was very high (r2 = 0.932), missing data were interpolated using the data from the 
mast (Fig. 4).

Julian day number

FIG. 3. Accumulated evaporation estimated by isotope and bulk aerodynamic methods fo r  1995.
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Normalized rel. humidity (%) (lake middle)

FIG. 4. Correlation between normalized relative humidity observed in the middle o f 
the lake and near the shore at Sjôlunda.

Experimental determination of lake evaporate 5£ and inflow 5, is important, 
because evaporation estimates are very sensitive to their small variations. The main 
difficulty in the estimation of is the choice of the location of air moisture sampling. 
Ideally, air moisture should be sampled just above the lake surface (at various loca
tions and weighted) where the molecular exchange takes place and the air flow is lam
inar, since turbulent transport is non-fractionating. Further, 8£ is strongly influenced 
by the parameter С , which should be measured from a pan floating in the lake, which 
is a difficult proposition considering the field logistics.

To check the impact of small errors in the measurement of 8; on evaporation, 
±10% changes were applied to the measured values of 87, which caused 12.5% aver
age change in evaporation estimates during 1994 and 20% during 1995 (Fig. 5). In a 
similar exercise, ±10% changes in the calculated values of bF resulted in 13% aver
age change in evaporation during 1994 and 14% during 1995 (Fig. 6). A ±20% 
change in 8Д caused 15% average change in evaporation, which was relatively less 
than changes caused by 8£ and b¡. This further implies that evaporation estimates are 
quite sensitive to errors in the determination of 8£ and 5¡. Furthermore, an increase in 
8, gave lower evaporation, while a corresponding increase in 8£ caused increase in 
evaporation estimates. Earlier calculations of the evaporative flux with the water and 
isotope balance equations [19, 20] had estimated errors of 15 to 30%.
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Although the isotope approach for estimating lake evaporation is a valuable 
tool, the inherent uncertainties in determining 5£ and ô7, which have a strong influ
ence on evaporation estimates, cast some doubts on the accuracy of the method. 
Factors which directly affect ôE are relative humidity h, bA, S¿, and Cx. Of these, h 
and 8¿ can be quite accurately determined. Determination of Cx can be done with rea
sonable accuracy by observing the isotopic fractionation of water in evaporation pans. 
Difficulty lies in the proper determination of 5Л. As wind blows over a large fetch of 
water, the evaporated moisture blankets the downwind side of the lake, reducing its 
evaporation rate [21]. Obviously the isotopic water-air interaction will be different at 
the windward side of the lake, where unaltered air interacts with lake water, and also 
on the downwind side, where both the humidity and isotopic profiles in the air are 
perturbed. The total evaporation and isotopic exchange for the lake as a whole should 
be calculated in a weighted manner over the entire extent of the lake to account for 
these differences. It is recommended that evaporation estimates from the isotope 
approach be compared with those obtained by some other independent method such 
as the bulk aerodynamic method. Though such a comparison may shed light on the 
range of variations in evaporation estimates obtained from both the methods, none of 
these would yield the ‘true’ value of lake evaporation. Perhaps the best alternative is 
to compare the isotope method with the classical water balance of an artificial shal
low reservoir, provided the water budget terms are accurately known.
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Abstract

VARIATIONS OF OXYGEN ISOTOPES IN THE HYDROLOGICAL SYSTEM OF LAKE 

HOLZMAAR (EIFEL, GERMANY): IMPLICATIONS FOR THE PALAEOCLIMATIC 

INTERPRETATION OF THE SEDIMENTARY RECORD.

The lsO behaviour of the hydrologie system of Lake Holzmaar, including the lake itself, 

a tributary, the outflow, a spring and precipitation, has been determined during two consecutive 

years. The seasonal cycle of the 180 composition of the lake showed a variation of up to 2.1 %c, 

which is mainly caused by evaporation. The pattern of the year to year variability was nearly 

identical for the two years under observation and is most likely characteristic for Lake 

Holzmaar under the present climatic conditions. If this pattern also holds for palaeohydrologi- 

cal conditions, a strong dependence of the §180 signal in the sediments of Lake Holzmaar on 

seasonality is to be expected.

1. INTRODUCTION

Lake sediments are well known as promising archives for the study of 
palaeoenvironmental conditions in continental regions [1]. One important feature of 
these sediments is the presence of oxygen bearing substances which can be used for 
palaeoclimate investigations because of the general relation between oxygen isotope 
ratios and temperature. However, a major restriction for an unbiased palaeoclimatic 
interpretation arises from the fact that the oxygen isotope composition of the sedi
ments (or a distinct part of them) reflects the isotopic composition of the water in 
conjunction with its temperature. One possibility for getting information about the 
general behaviour of the ô180  in the water cycle of lakes is to investigate modern
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hydrological conditions, which to a certain extent can help to supply the missing 
knowledge of the palaeohydrological situation [2].

The annually laminated sediments of Lake Holzmaar have been under investi
gation for many years [3]. As many other lakes, Lake Holzmaar is a soft water lake 
with carbonates only available in minor parts of the sediment sequence. Other oxygen 
bearing compounds must therefore be chosen for oxygen isotope studies. In recent 
years evidence arose that the oxygen isotope ratios of biogenic silica which are a 
major part o f many lake sediments can be used for environmental reconstructions 
based on oxygen isotopes [4]. The present study is part of an ongoing larger research 
project in which an attempt is made to use 5180  in biogenic silica as a tool for an iso
tope based climate proxy signal in a lake environment [5]. The aim was to provide the 
basic knowledge of the seasonal cycle and the year to year variability of 5180  in the 
lake [6]. This paper gives the results of the investigations in 1994 and 1995 at Lake 
Holzmaar.

2. SITE DESCRIPTION

Lake Holzmaar is about 50 km northeast of Trier, Germany. The lake developed 
in a maar crater some 40 000-70 000 years ago and is part of the West Eifel volcanic 
field of the Rhenish Massif [7]. The bedrock of the catchment area is mainly built up 
of Devonian slates and siltstones. Present day climatic conditions are characterized by 
a mean annual air temperature of +7.5°C, with mean January temperatures of-1 .0°C  
and mean July temperatures of +16.0°C. The mean annual precipitation at the nearby 
Manderscheid station amounts to 846 mm. The catchment area is characterized by 
agricultural use, while the rim of the crater and the near shore areas are wooded with 
stands of beech, oak and spruce. The lake is nearly circular, with the Sammet creek 
and the outflow situated in a shallow water zone towards the southwest. This shallow 
water zone developed through the building of a dam about 300 years ago, which still 
regulates the water level of the lake. There are no data available on the discharge char
acteristics of Sammet creek and the outlet, but the location of both points to a short 
circuit flow.

The lake basin is characterized by steep slopes and a wide profundal region. 
Lake Holzmaar is mesotrophic to eutrophic and is holomictic and dimictic [8]. The 
geographic and morphometric data are given in Table I.

3. METHODS

Air temperature and precipitation amount were recorded at an automatic 
weather station anchored at the centre of the lake. Precipitation water was collected 
by means of a fixed precipitation sampler, and an aliquot was taken for oxygen
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TABLE I. GEOGRAPHICAL AND MORPHOMETRICAL 
CHARACTERISTICS OF LAKE HOLZMAAR 
(after Refs [8, 9])

Location 6°53'E, 50°7'N

Height a.s.l. (m) 425

Catchment area (km2) 2.25/0.37“

Volume (106 m3) 0.64

Surface area (km2) 0.058

Mean diameter (m) 250/300

Maximum depth (m) 19

Mean depth (m) 8.8
Depth of thermocline (m) 6

a Without Sammet creek.

isotope analysis. Samples of lake water were taken in the middle of the lake at the 
deepest point. Water sampling and water temperature measurements were done 
biweekly from the lake surface to the bottom over the whole depth profile every two 
metres. Sammet creek, the spring and the outflow of the lake were also sampled.

Isotope analyses were carried out with a combination of an on-line pre
paration/autosampler (Analytical Precision) and an Optima IRMS (Micromass) in 
continuous-flow mode. Batch runs with 132 samples each were prepared such that 
two standards were followed by nine samples. Glass vacutainers with a volume of 
approximately 10 mL were filled with 1 mL sample and closed with a rubber stopper. 
The atmosphere was purged with helium and 500 pL of carbon dioxide was injected. 
Isotope measurements were carried out after an equilibration time of at least 24 h. 
Each analysis was repeated three times with gas from the same vacutainer, and the 
values are given as arithmetic means with respect to V-SMOW. Measurement 
accuracy was <0.1 %c.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1. Air temperature and isotopic composition of precipitation

The air temperature record at Lake Holzmaar showed a seasonal variation, 
ranging from 25°C in July to 4°C in January (Fig. 1(a)). The variations of the isotopic 
content of precipitation waters at Lake Holzmaar were in accordance with these air 
temperature variations and oscillated between -4 .0%c and -14.0%o (Fig. 1(c)). The 
relation between these changes is described through an overall correlation coefficient
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FIG. 1. Variations o f (a) mean air temperature, (b) precipitation amount and (c) the corre
sponding 8,hO content o f precipitation at Lake Holzmaar, July 1994 -  December 1995. Data 
are based on a biweekly sampling procedure.

of r  = 0.77. Despite the small database, the isotopic temperature gradient of
0.29%e/°C is in good agreement with data reported by other workers [10]. There are 
remarkable differences between the temperature coefficients of 0.23%o/°C for 1994, 
representing the decline during autumn, and 0.34%o/°C for 1995, representing the rise 
during spring, possibly pointing to a systematic effect.
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FIG. 2. Variations o f the 8f80  values o f (a) inflows to Sammet creek and spring and (b) out
flow  o f Lake Holzmaar in 1994-1995.

Although precipitation amounts are not evenly distributed over the year 
(Fig. 1(b)), no amount effect is observable, as is indicated by the rather poor correla
tion coefficient of -0.14. These results are consistent with the long term values 
derived from the IAEA Environmental Isotopes in Precipitation Network station at 
Trier [11].

4.2. Isotopic composition of Sammet creek, spring and outflow

The high variations of 5 ,80  in precipitation could not be observed in the 
Sammet creek and the spring (Fig- 2(a)), indicating a strong damping effect of the 
seasonal 180  precipitation signal.
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The Sammet creek displays variations in 5180  with a maximum shift of 1.0%o 
and a mean value over the whole period of -8.25%o. The lowest 5180  values are on 
the same level as the spring values, whereas the highest 5180  values are in agreement 
with the air temperature maxima. Hence, the maxima point to a direct influence of 
precipitation and evaporation on the 5180  composition of the creek water during the 
summer.

The small spring directly discharging into the lake was taken as an approxima
tion for the isotopic composition of groundwater inflow into the lake. Waters of the 
spring exhibit variations of only 0.45%o over the whole period (Fig. 2(a)). In com
parison with the Sammet creek the mean value of -8.62%c is slightly more negative 
and seems to represent the natural 5180  background. Compared with the long term 
weighted mean of precipitation at Trier, being -7.48%o [11], the spring value is 
significantly lower. A final evaluation of this fact must be postponed until more data 
are available for Lake Holzmaar.

The outflow of Lake Holzmaar showed variations of up to 2.0%o with a clear 
seasonality following the 5180  variations in the lake; these variations were therefore 
obviously due to the discharge of water from the lake surface (Fig. 2(b)).

4.3. Water temperature and isotopic composition of lake water

The 8180  data obtained from the depth profile in the centre of Lake Holzmaar 
showed variations of up to 2.0%o. The 8180  values range from -8.55%o during the 
winter to -6.45%e during the summer. The major part of the variation is restricted to 
the epilimnion and expresses the connection of the 0180  values in the lake water body 
with times of mixing or stratification (Fig. 3).

The seasonal cycle started in spring with the onset of thermal stratification 
through the warming of the water body. Following the rise of the water tempera
ture, the surface waters became enriched with respect to 180  until a maximum was 
reached in August. These changes were restricted to the upper 4 m; deeper strata 
were not influenced until this time. With the subsiding of the thermocline and its 
weakening in autumn, more and more of the hypolimnion was included. Finally, 
winter overturn led to a homogeneous oxygen isotope composition all over the 
lake, with 8180  values slightly enriched with respect to the starting point. By 
March of the following year the initial values were reached again and a new 
seasonal cycle started.

One consequence of the annual depth-time pattern is different 8180  values at 
the lake surface and the bottom, with distinct lower variations in the hypolimnion. For 
most parts of the year, the hypolimnetic 5180  value seems to be defined through the 
inflowing groundwaters, as can be seen by a comparison with the §180  value of the 
spring.
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FIG. 3. Depth-time diagram of Sf80  values (%c) in the water body of Lake Holzmaar in 
1994-1995.

The epilimnetic pattern raises the question as to the driving forces for these 
changes. The inflowing waters can be neglected because of their small S180  
variations. The high variations in 5180  of precipitation may cause variations in the 
lake, although no direct influence of single events is observable. Calculating the 
theoretical 8180  precipitation effect for the topmost 2 m of the lake on the basis of the 
presented precipitation data results in a shift of only 0.3%o over the whole year. With 
respect to the observed variation of up to 2.1 %o  in the lake, this source is of minor 
importance. The effect of evaporation on the 5180  values at the lake surface can be 
estimated by comparison with the water temperature (Fig. 4(a)). The best correlation 
between temperature and ô180  of the water, with a correlation coefficient of r  = 0.9 
(both years), is obtained if a time delay of six weeks for ô180  is taken into considera
tion. Hence, there is good evidence for the strong influence of evaporation on the 
isotopic composition of the epilimnion of Lake Holzmaar.

Looking at the year to year variability, the seasonal 0180  values in the 
epilimnion show a nearly identical pattern in both years (Fig. 4(b)), indicating that the 
process outlined is in equilibrium with the present climate and hence is typical for 
Lake Holzmaar.
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FIG. 4. Seasonal pattern of variation of (a) surface water temperature and (b) Sf80  values at 
the lake surface for 1994-1995.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The high variations of 5I80  in Lake Holzmaar are in contrast to findings in 
Lakes Ammersee [12] or Gerzensee [13] and therefore indicate specific conditions 
prevailing at Lake Holzmaar.

Low groundwater inflow in combination with stratification during the summer 
leads to the strong influence of evaporation on the 5 180  composition of Lake 
Holzmaar. Therefore, a distinct seasonal cycle of S180  in the epilimnion is observable 
which is typical for Lake Holzmaar under the present climatic conditions. It seems
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reasonable to assume that this cycle, in a somewhat modified way, is valid for other 
lakes with similar hydrologie conditions, especially other maar lakes.

The situation described can serve as starting point for considerations on the 
palaeohydrological conditions in and around Lake Holzmaar, but the observation time 
is too short to decide if there is a low frequency cycle influencing the 5 180  values of 
Lake Holzmaar.

As a consequence of the present day seasonality, the 5180  signal of the water 
body is not unequivocally correlated with temperature (Fig. 4). Thus, different 5 I80  
signals that might be extracted from the sediments could stand for identical water 
temperatures, hence leading to uncertainties for palaeoclimate reconstructions.
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A bstract

DYNAMICS OF THE CASPIAN SEA: PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF ISOTOPE STUDIES.
The water level of the Caspian Sea, the world’s largest inland water body, rose by 

approximately 2 m within the last 20 years. To explore the potential of isotope techniques for 
studying the water balance and dynamics of the Caspian Sea and aspects related to the recent 
sea level rise, two research-training cruises were carried out in September 1995 and 1996 

within the framework of an IAEA technical co-operation project. The paper presents a 
preliminary evaluation of the results obtained so far. By correlating sea level fluctuations and 

freshwater inflow variations observed in previous studies, it has been found that changes of the 

sea level are caused by changes in the water budget, mainly in the river input. The water of the 

Caspian Sea is enriched in oxygen-18 with respect to the total inflow (rivers plus precipitation) 
by about 9%o. The vertical distribution of 5180  observed in the southern and central basins of 
the Caspian Sea indicates that the main water body of the sea (between 200 m and 800 m depth) 
is enriched in oxygen-18 with respect to the surface layer by approximately 0.3%o. This 

enrichment suggests that water at depth most probably represents the previous low level stand 
of the Caspian Sea (1950-1977) and that the total inflow exceeded the evaporation by about 

10% during the recent sea level rise. Vertical temperature and salinity gradients observed 
during the 1995 and 1996 expeditions suggest that deep water exchange in the central and 

southern basins of the Caspian Sea cannot be triggered by cooling of surface water alone but 
also requires an increase of salinity. The presence of bomb tritium and tritiogenic helium-3 in 

the deep water of the central and southern basins points to rather intense vertical water
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exchange in both basins. The water ages calculated from tritium and helium-3 increase from 
shallow to deep water in both basins; near the bottom, a maximum model age of some 20 to 25 

years was obtained.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Caspian Sea is the world’s largest inland water body. Its catchment basin 
extends from about 62° N to 35° N, the northern part being occupied by the Volga 
river, which contributes about 80% of the total river runoff to the sea (Table I; Figs 1, 2 
[1]). The fact that the drainage basins of major rivers feeding the sea (Volga, Ural) are 
located in a moderately humid climate, whereas the sea itself is situated in a semi-arid 
region, makes the sea sensitive to hydroclimatic changes [1] as manifested by sea

TABLE I. GEOGRAPHICAL AND HYDROMETEO
ROLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 
CASPIAN SEA SYSTEM

Location 39°33'_ 47°07'N 

46°43' -  54°03' E

Surface area 378 400 km2

Mean and maximum depth
Northern basin 

Central basin 

Southern basin

4.4 m (25 m) 
192 m (782 m) 
342 m (1035 m)

Mean annual temperature
Surface water 
Bottom water

13°C
5.5°C

Salinity (average) 12.5%o

Catchment
Surface area (total) 
Surface area (Volga river)

3.5 x 106 km2 
1.38 x 106 km2

Water balance
River runoff (1900-1982) 
Precipitation (1900-1982)

291 km3/a (0.77 m/a) 
72 km3/a (0.19 m/a)

Groundwater inflow 

Evaporation (total)
Evaporation (Kara Bogaz Gulf)

~4 km3/a 

367 km3/a 
~12 km3/a
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FIG. 1. Catchment area of the Caspian Sea [1].

level fluctuations occurring over time scales ranging from decades to hundreds of 
thousands of years [2, 3].
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FIG. 2. Sampling stations during the 1996 cruise. Points along the main axis coincide with the 
stations selected during the 1995 cruise.
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TABLE II. LABORATORIES INVOLVED IN ANALYSES OF WATER SAMPLES 
COLLECTED DURING THE IAEA CRUISES ON THE CASPIAN SEA

Laboratory Parameters analysed

IAEA Isotope Hydrology Laboratory, 
Vienna

180/160, 2H/'H, 3H/'H

IAEA Marine Environment Laboratory, 
Monaco

90Sr, 137Cs, 129I, 238Pu, 239+240pu

Environmental Physics. 
ETH/EAWAG, 
Duebendorf, Switzerland

3H/'H, 3He, 4He, other noble gases, Freons

Geochemistry Centre, Major ions (Na, Ca, K, Mg, Si, Cl, S04)
Strasbourg, France Trace elements (Mn, Sr, Cu, Mo, Zn, Pb, Ba, Fe)

University Paris Sud, 
Paris, France

13C/12C, 14C/12C, pH, carbonate ions

Hydrochemical Laboratory of the Major ions (Na, Ca, K, Mg, Si, Cl, S04)
Hydrometeorological Service, 

Baku, Azerbaijan
0 2, P04, Si02, N02, NH4, N 03, oil products

Water Problems Institute, 234U/238U in water
Moscow, Russian Federation 13C/12C, 180/160, 210Pb in sediments

To explore the potential of isotope techniques for studying the water balance 
and dynamics of the Caspian Sea and aspects related to recent sea level fluctuations, 
an IAEA technical co-operation project was initiated in 1994. In the framework of the 
project, two research-training cruises were carried out in August-September 1995 
and 1996 to measure oceanographic parameters (temperature, salinity) and to collect 
water samples for isotope and chemical analysis from selected locations at various 
depths in the sea. The laboratories involved in the analyses of the samples are listed 
in Table II.

In the following, deuterium, oxygen-18, tritium and helium-3 data of the 1995 
cruise and from a 1994 French-Russian cruise [4] are discussed. Some results related 
to the 1996 cruise are also included. The chemical composition of the Caspian Sea 
waters and the 13C and 14C content of the total dissolved inorganic carbon are 
discussed in a separate paper [5].
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2.1. W ater balance of the Caspian Sea

The level of the Caspian Sea has fluctuated substantially in the geological and 
historical past. During the last century, abrupt variations over time scales of decades 
were recorded by tide gauges (Fig. 3(a)). After a relatively stable period from 1878 to 
1933, the sea level dropped sharply between 1933 and 1940, by nearly 2 m, and then 
continued to decline until 1977, when it reached almost 29 m below the global mean 
sea level, its lowest level in the last five centuries. In 1978, the level unexpectedly 
rose again, causing substantial environmental and economic damage. Tide gauge 
measurements indicated that from 1978 to 1995 the increase of the sea level was 
about 2 m.

In addition to the sea level, river runoff and precipitation have been recorded 
since the late nineteenth century. There are no systematic observations of the evapo
ration rate from the sea. Consequently, in previous attempts to set up the water 
balance of the sea, the evaporation flux was a derived quantity, adjusted to close the 
water balance, which can be expressed by

— = — WO + pit ) -e ( t ) ]  ( 1 )
dt A(z)

where z is the water level, r(t),p(t) and e(t) are the deviations from the long term aver
ages of the total runoff, precipitation and evaporation rates, dz/dt is the rate of change 
of the water level with time t and A(z) is the sea surface area (which is a function of 
the water level of the sea).

Using results from previous studies of the Caspian Sea water balance [6], it has 
been demonstrated (Fig. 3(b)) that there is a rather good correlation between dz/dt and 
r(t). Thus, rainfall over the sea and evaporation seem to be of less influence on the sea 
level fluctuations than the runoff. The turnover time of water in the Caspian Sea, 
calculated as a ratio of the total volume to the total inflow, amounts to approximately 
200 years. Only small changes of this parameter are expected to occur with the rise 
and fall of the sea level.

2.2. D euterium  and oxygen-18 in the Caspian Sea

The data so far available from the 1994, 1995 and 1996 cruises provide a fairly 
detailed picture of the distribution of 5180  and 82H in the Caspian Sea during the 
season of high evaporation (August-September). These data can be summarized as 
follows:

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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Year

FIG . 3. (a ) C h an ges o f  the w a te r  leve l o f  the C asp ian  Sea sin ce  the s ta r t o f  the instrum ental 

re cord  in 1 847 . The leve l is  g iven  in cen tim etres re la tive  to  the leve l in 1847. The lo w est  

re co rd ed  leve l (1977) co rrespon ds to  - 2 9  m be lo w  the reference value (B altic  Sea level), 

(b ) C orrela tion  betw een  sea  leve l change an d  to ta l r iv e r runoff.
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(i) The waters of the Caspian Sea are enriched in oxygen-18 with respect to the 
total inflow (rivers plus precipitation) by about 9%o. The 8180  values of the sur
face waters increase from approximately -2.7%o in the northern basin to -1.7%c 
in the central and southern basins. So far, no information is available on the 
seasonal variability of 5180  and 82H in the surface layer of the sea.

(ii) The bottom waters of the central basin are isotopically most enriched and have the 
highest salinity and the lowest water temperature among all samples analysed 
so far.

(iii) The vertical distribution of 6180  observed in the southern and central basins for 
1994—1996 clearly indicates that the main water body of the Caspian Sea, 
between c. 200 and 800 m depth, is enriched in oxygen-18 with respect to the 
surface layer by approximately 0.3%o (Fig. 4). This isotopic enrichment of the 
main water body with respect to the mixed shallow layer suggests that water at 
depth most probably represents the previous low level stand of the Caspian Sea 
(1950-1977).

The following equation, expressing the isotopic enrichment A of the well mixed 
water body of a lake with respect to its total inflow, can be formulated [7]:

(l-h)(e + Ck)
A - 8  - 8 .  = ----------- ------ —  (2)

S S  i n ............................................... . _  v  '

where

5M is the steady state isotopic composition of the lake, 
5(Л is the isotopic composition of its total inflow, 
h is the relative humidity, 
ex is the equilibrium isotopic enrichment factor,
Ck is the parameter of the kinetic isotopic enrichment, 
Fin is the total inflow, 

is the evaporation.

For a terminal lake in a hydrologie and isotopic steady state, the ratio of total 
inflow to evaporation is F J E  = 1. With Eq. (2) one can therefore calculate the 
relative atmospheric humidity over the Caspian Sea for the period of relatively 
constant, low stand of its water level that preceded the recent rise. Assuming that 
the system was close to both hydrological and isotopic steady state during this period, 
one obtains

h ex + Ck

h -  1
(3)
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Oxygen-18 [o/oo]

Oxygen-18 [o/oo]
FIG. 4. Depth profiles of Sl80  in the (a) central and (b) southern basins of the Caspian Sea, 
obtained during three consecutive years 1994-1996. Sampling was performed during August 
and September of each year.
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The input data used to calculate the relative humidity with Eq. (3) are as fol
lows: average sea surface temperature t = 16°C [8]; equilibrium oxygen-18 enrich
ment at 16°C, ex = 10.2%c [9]; parameter of kinetic enrichment Ck = 14.3%o [10]; 
apparent oxygen-18 enrichment of the sea with respect to the total inflow, A = 9% o. 

With these data, Eq. (3) gives h = 64%.
For small departures from the steady state of the system (as exemplified by the 

recent sea level rise), the following equation, describing changes of the F J E  ratio as 
a function of A, can be derived from Eq. (2):

(A2 - A i)
(Fin /  E)2 -  (Fin /  E )x = -------- ±----- --------  (4)

( l - / 0 2 (e +C*)

Assuming that the relative humidity did not change substantially during the recent sea 
level rise, it follows from Eq. (4) that the observed decrease of A, namely (A2 -  Aj) = 
-0.3%o, corresponds to (F J E )2 -  (Fin/E)1 = 0 .1 , suggesting that the total inflow 
exceeded the evaporation by about 10% during the recent sea level rise.

2.3. Tritium and 3He in the Caspian Sea

The data from the 1994 and 1995 cruises exhibit a distinct difference in the 
vertical distribution of tritium in the central and southern basins (Fig. 5(a)). In the 
central basin, the tritium content below about 200 m depth is fairly constant at 13 to 
14 TU. In the southern basin, however, the tritium content decreases gradually with 
depth, from c. 13 TU at 200 m to slightly less than 9 TU at 600 m. Below 600 m, the 
tritium content was found to be constant at about 8 to 9 TU. The presence of bomb 
tritium at depth indicates rather intense vertical water mixing in both basins and a 
remarkable replenishment of the deep water since the early 1950s (corresponding to 
the advent of bomb tritium in the runoff).

During the 1995 and 1996 cruises, representative depth profiles in both basins 
were established for 3He analysis. If a given water parcel within the sea is not subject 
to mixing with water of different ages, the relation between its 3He and tritium 
content defines the time (age) elapsed since its last ‘contact’ with the atmosphere 
[11, 12]. Figure 5(b) shows that the calculated 3H -3He ages of the water samples in 
both basins have the same vertical structure, characterized by a gradual increase with 
depth and a maximum value near the bottom of some 20 to 25 years.

2.4. Circulation of water in the Caspian Sea

Depth profiles of oxygen-18, tritium and 3H -3He water ages in both deep 
basins of the Caspian Sea clearly reflect water mixing within and between the surface
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3H-A3He w ater  age [у]

FIG. 5. Depth profiles o f (a) tritium concentration and (b) 3H -3He water ages for the south
ern and central basins of the Caspian Sea, obtained from samples collected during summer 
1995.
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and deep layers of the basins. The presence of bomb tritium and its decay product 3He 
in the deep water indicates relatively strong ventilation in both basins. Considering 
the available isotope data in combination with the measured temperature and salinity 
profiles, the water circulation in the Caspian Sea can be characterized as follows.

During summer, a well defined mixed surface layer develops over the entire 
Caspian Sea. This layer is separated from the deep water by a very sharp thermocline, 
in which the water temperature drops by 10-15°C over a vertical distance of less than 
30 m (Fig. 6(a)). The surface layer has a low salinity of about 12%o because of the 
input of river water, mainly entering the northern basin, where it is rapidly mixed with 
surface sea water, building up a warm and low salinity surface layer, which then 
spreads southward.

The general circulation in the surface layer follows the cyclonic air movement 
over the Caspian Sea. Surface water produced in the northern basin moves along 
the west coast to the southern basin and then turns back to the north, flowing 
along the east coast (i.e. a cyclonic boundary current). Major features of the general 
circulation of the surface layer in the Caspian Sea were identified at the beginning 
of this century [13]. However, little is known even today about the water circula
tion pattern in the deeper layers and about the strength of vertical mixing in the basins.

The transport of surface water to greater depths is controlled by the density of 
the water, which depends on its temperature and salinity. In general, the water density 
increases with increasing salinity and decreasing temperature as long as the tem
perature is above that of maximum density at a given pressure. The surface layer of 
the Caspian Sea would reach its maximum density at about 1°C.

As can be seen in Fig. 6, the temperature decreases and the salinity increases 
with depth in both deep basins. It should be noted, however, that the deep water at any 
given depth in the central basin is always cooler and more saline than that in the 
southern basin. Hence, not only vertical but also prominent horizontal gradients of 
temperature and salinity (and thus density) persist at depth in the Caspian Sea. It is 
likely that they represent a permanent feature of the system. The horizontal density 
gradient between the central and southern basins drives water from the deep part of 
the central basin over the sills in the southern basin, where it sinks to greater depths. 
Thus, the deep water in the southern basin is expected to be older than that in the 
central basin; this can also be inferred from the difference in tritium concentrations 
between the deep parts of the central and southern basins. Furthermore, the observed 
slight increase in 3H towards the bottom of the southern basin also supports the 
assumption that a density driven water exchange contributes to deep water formation 
in the southern basin.

The exchange of deep water with sinking surface water occurs when the density 
of the surface water becomes equal to or greater than the density of the deep water. 
Thus, in the Caspian Sea, to allow surface water to sink, it must cool down and its 
salinity must increase. As long as the thermocline exists, evaporation affects only
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(a)

d i s t a n c e  f ro m  s t a t i o n  1 [k m ]

d i s t a n c e  f ro m  s t a t i o n  X [k m ]

FIG. 6. Depth profiles of (a) temperature and (b) salinity measured during the 1996 cruise 
in the central and southern basins of the Caspian Sea.
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the surface water, increasing its salinity and heavy isotope content. Evaporation 
continues during autumn, when the water temperature decreases, which also increases 
the water density. During winter, the northern part of the Caspian Sea freezes, and 
sometimes the ice cover extends to shallow parts of the central basin. The ice forma
tion leads to an additional increase in salinity because of salt exclusion, and eventu
ally the surface water might become dense enough to sink along the northern slope of 
the central basin. This scenario explains why the central basin is colder and more 
saline than the southern basin, in spite of the fact that all major rivers discharge into 
the northern basin, which can be considered as an extension of the shallow part of the 
central basin towards the north.

3. CONCLUSIONS

After almost a century of research, there is not yet a full understanding of the 
causes and dynamics of the water level fluctuations in the Caspian Sea. Any attempt 
to predict these fluctuations will therefore be plagued by a large uncertainty. Clearly, 
a new approach and new scientific tools are required to understand the ‘breathing’ of 
the Caspian Sea. Isotopic tracers (both stable and radioactive) are expected to bring 
new insights into the dynamics and water balance of this system.

Although the hydrological turnover time is on the order of 200 years, the deep 
basins of the sea appear to be well ventilated, as indicated by 3H and 3H -3He data. 
This finding indicates that the Caspian Sea, a unique ecosystem, is vulnerable to 
anthropogenic impact. The isotopic and oceanographic data collected so far have 
shown the potential to lead to a better understanding of the water circulation in the 
Caspian Sea. In continuing this study, models are being developed for the quantita
tive evaluation of the tracer data, which, in addition to oxygen-18, deuterium, tritium 
and helium-3, will also include Freons sampled during the 1996 cruise. Further 
efforts must be made to collect more information about the behaviour of the system. 
In particular, to clarify the deep water formation, sampling campaigns must be under
taken on the Caspian Sea during the winter season.
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A bstract

GAS COMPOSITIONS AND PROCESSES IN THE UNSATURATED ZONE OF THE 

CHALK AND TRIASSIC SANDSTONE AQUIFERS, ENGLAND.
Comparatively little is known about the nature of gas sources, sinks and transport in the 

unsaturated zone, yet this topic is of importance to a wide range of activities extending from 

agriculture to the construction industry. The composition of the unsaturated zone atmosphere 

in two different English aquifer types (Chalk and Triassic sandstone) was investigated by the 
construction of gas sampling boreholes with depths of up to 25 m. Monitoring took place at 
approximately 1-2 month intervals over 12-24 months. No significant seasonal variations in 

gas composition were noted. The following mean concentrations of gases were observed 

(Chalk, sandstone): N2 (77.7%, 77.7%), 0 2 (19.5%, 19.8%), C0 2 (1.5%, 1.5%), N20  

(4.2 ppmv, 2.4 ppmv), CH4 (0.1 ppmv, 0.3 ppmv), and 513C-C02 (-25.3%o, -19.9%o). The 

factor of 50 increase in C0 2 reflects production from soil organic matter, supplemented in the 

sandstone by some C0 2 from acidification of carbonate material. The decrease in 0 2 of little 

more than 1% absolute from atmospheric concentration indicates the persistence of oxidizing 
conditions in both unsaturated zones, and the relatively high concentrations of N20  therefore 

appear likely to have been derived from nitrification rather than denitrification. The limited 

magnitude of denitrification processes is further illustrated by N2/Ar and 515N data. To 
understand better the rate of movement of gases in the unsaturated zone of a fissured aquifer, 
a tracer test using SF6 was carried out at the Chalk site. The results indicate a diffusion rate up 
to 103 times higher than that expected for the Chalk matrix alone.

1. INTRODUCTION

Although many studies of water movement in the unsaturated zone have been
made, with the exception of the soil layers rather little effort has been expended on 
understanding the composition and distribution of the coexisting gases. There are, 
however, several reasons why such studies are desirable. First, studies of gas geo
chemistry can provide important clues about the extent to which unsaturated zone 
processes, such as denitrification, are operating. Second, studies of gas concentration

265
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profiles and movement can be used to estimate gas phase diffusion coefficients in the 
unsaturated zone, a knowledge of which is important for modelling phreatic gas and 
vapour transport. Third and more generally, a knowledge of ‘baseline’ gas concentra
tions is necessary from a safety standpoint for a variety of civil engineering activities, 
e.g. in connection with tunnelling and excavation work or to demonstrate that 
remedial measures for developments near landfill sites have reduced concentrations 
of hazardous gases to background levels.

The present study has focused on the unsaturated zones of the two main English 
aquifers: Chalk (Cretaceous) and the Sherwood Sandstone (Triassic). These present 
major contrasts: the Chalk is a fine grained limestone in which active water flow 
occurs, predominantly via a well developed fissure porosity, while intergranular flow 
predominates in the Sherwood Sandstone.

2. SITE DETAILS

The Chalk site, the Agricultural Development and Advisory Service (ADAS) 
Bridgets Farm, Hampshire (Fig. 1, inset) is situated on the Upper Chalk. A grassland 
plot on the lower part of the farm was chosen for study because this provided a suffi
ciently deep unsaturated zone (20-30 m) while not being too deep for drilling and 
sampling. The Upper Chalk at Bridgets Farm is composed of a soft, white, fractured, 
fine grained limestone with occasional beds of flints. The soil has a variable 
thickness, but at the sampling sites it was about 1.3 m.

The Sherwood Sandstone site was located at the ADAS Gleadthorpe Land 
Research Centre, Nottinghamshire (Fig. 1, inset). The grassland site was chosen 
because its agricultural history was known and because the unsaturated zone was 
sufficiently deep (about 12 m) to give a substantial unsaturated zone while not being 
too deep for hollow stem auger drilling. A thin soil layer of about 0.5 m was present 
across the site.

Four gas monitoring boreholes were installed at each site: two shallow holes 1.5 
to 2.0 m deep at each site, and two deeper holes of about 10 m and 30 m at Bridgets 
Farm and 12 m and 18 m at Gleadthorpe. The gas samplers installed in the boreholes 
were made from short lengths of plastic pipe perforated with 10 mm diameter holes 
at 40 mm centres and packed with glass wool to prevent ingress of the sand screen 
material. Sampler length and diameter were approximately 300 mm and 42 mm, 
respectively, for the deeper samplers and 200 mm and 35 mm, respectively, for the 
shallow samplers. The samplers were installed at the required depth and screened 
with coarse sand. Each section was isolated from neighbouring sections by a thick 
bentonite seal. The samplers were connected to the surface by 6 mm o.d. colour coded 
nylon tubing. Each tube had a brass toggle valve at the top to prevent contamination 
by atmospheric gases. After initial installation, each sampler was purged for several
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FIG. 1. Typical gas sampling borehole installation, with a close-up of sampler construction 
in the lower inset. Upper inset: location of the ADAS Bridgets Farm (B, Chalk) and ADAS 
Gleadthorpe (G, Sherwood Sandstone) sites.

minutes by an electric vacuum pump. Routine samples were collected into pre
evacuated glass bulbs following purging of the tubes by a hand pump. Figure 1 shows 
a typical installation for one of the deeper boreholes and gives details of sampler 
design.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The mean gas concentrations at both sites are on average remarkably similar 
(Table I), despite the differences in soil and rock types. While N2 and 0 2 concentra
tions remain similar to atmospheric, minor gases show differences. There is a large
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TABLE I. MEAN CONCENTRATIONS3 OF GASES FOUND IN THE UNSATU
RATED ZONE ATMOSPHERE AT THE BRIDGETS FARM (CHALK) AND 
GLEADTHORPE (SHERWOOD SANDSTONE) RESEARCH SITES. DATA 
FROM ALL BOREHOLES AT EACH SITE HAVE BEEN COMBINED. ONLY 
DATA BELOW 2.5 m HAVE BEEN INCLUDED, AND ONLY AFTER A 
SETTLING-IN PERIOD OF SEVERAL MONTHS.

Gas
Chalk site 

(Bridgets Farm)
Sandstone site 

(Gleadthorpe)

Atmospheric
air

n 2o Mean (ppmv) 4.24 2.35 0.3
SD (ppmv) 2.56 1.36 —

n О Mean (%) 1.52 1.53 0.035
SD (%) 0.33 0.87 —

o 2 Mean (%) 19.49 19.77 20.95
SD (%) 0.65 0.62 —

n 2 Mean (%) 77.69 77.72 78.08
SD (%) 0.91 0.82 —

CH4 Mean (ppmv) <0.1 0.26 1.8
SD (ppmv) 0.4 0.67

813C-C02 Mean (%o) -25.3 -19.9

О001I

SD (%o) 1.4 2.2 —

a Based on 38 profiles sampled from October 1994 to June 1996 (Chalk site) and 20 profiles 
from November 1995 to June 1996 (Sherwood Sandstone site).

increase in the concentrations of C 0 2 and N20  with respect to those of atmospheric 
air, but CH4 decreases, presumably because of bacterially mediated oxidation. The 
results for N2, 0 2 and C 0 2 are broadly comparable to those obtained from a similar 
range of depths in the unsaturated zone of the Ogallala aquifer (consisting of sands, 
calcretes and clays) in a semiarid area of Texas [1]. This suggests that the processes 
controlling the unsaturated zone concentrations of these gases are relatively insensi
tive to aquifer lithology and climate.

Carbon isotope studies (Fig. 2) show that in the Chalk, C 0 2 production is 
predominantly from oxidation of soil organic matter (typical 813C = -26%o). There is 
minor enrichment in 13C with depth, presumably reflecting closed system conditions. 
By contrast, ô 13C -C 0 2 values in the sandstone profiles are not as depleted, indicating 
a contribution from a mineral source: indeed, there is evidence from core material of 
a carbonate cement dissolution ‘front’ coinciding with the depth of maximum
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C 0 2 production (~5 m). Both the Chalk, with a predominantly low magnesian calcite 
matrix, and the carbonate cement of the Sherwood Sandstone (mostly dolomite with 
a small amount of calcite) have typical 8 ,3C values of around 0%c [2, 3]. Neither 
Ô13C -C 0 2 values nor C 0 2 concentrations showed any systematic evidence of 
seasonal variation even at the shallower depths (minimum 0.4 m), probably reflecting 
low C 0 2 production beneath grassland on a relatively thin soil.

W hile concentrations of N20  significantly greater than atmospheric 
background (0.3 ppmv) were found in the boreholes at both sites, the gas phase 
concentrations at the water table (calculated from the dissolved gas composition) 
exceeded those in the overlying unsaturated zone (Fig. 2). The rapid decrease in gas 
phase N20  concentrations upwards from the water table reflects the low rates of new 
production in the unsaturated zone and the low rate of diffusion (104 times less than 
the air value) through the capillary fringe immediately above the water table.

It is clear from the amount of 0 2 remaining in each profile (Table I) that the 
microaerophilic conditions favouring denitrification do not predominate. This would 
imply that the N20  in the profiles is substantially the product of nitrification rather 
than denitrification (both processes produce N20 ). Indeed, nitrogen isotope data 
suggest that denitrification cannot be the major process controlling nitrate concentra
tions in the unsaturated zone, at least for the Chalk.

81SN (%.) N03-N (mg/L)
-1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 0 20 40 60

FIG. 3. Depth profiles of &5N-N2 from the Bridgets Farm BF2 and Gleadthorpe GT1 gas 
samplers, and pore water ô,sN-N03 and concentration data from core collected during the 
drilling ofBF2. Data for ôI5N-N03 by courtesy ofN. Feast.
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Figure 3 shows profiles of S15N -N 2 in the unsaturated zone gases and of 
ô15N -N O j and nitrate concentration measured on pore waters centrifuged from cores 
obtained during the drilling of the deepest Bridgets Farm borehole. Over most of the 
BF2 and GT1 profiles, 815N -N 2 is at or near the atmospheric value of (Woo, demon
strating that any denitrification must be limited, because otherwise some evidence of 
the more negative values characteristic of the early stages of denitrification [4] would 
be expected. It appears unlikely that the installation of gas samplers disturbed the 
natural system significantly in this respect, at least in the Chalk, because the isotopic 
and chemical composition of the pore waters obtained during the original drilling of 
BF2 also indicates little denitrification. If denitrification were solely responsible for 
the significant decrease in nitrate concentration observed between 5 m and 15 m, an 
increase in S15N -N 0 3 of at least several per mille would be expected, owing to the 
isotopic fractionation involved [4]. Since a change of <1 %o is actually observed, 
denitrification can at most be playing a minor role, and changes in nitrate 
concentration mainly reflect changing inputs of N. Nearer the water table, nitrate falls 
to its lowest concentrations, yet ô15N -N 0 3 also falls, which suggests that

N-j/Ar
83.0 83.5 84.0 84.5

Na/A r

83.0 83.5 84.0 84.5

FIG. 4 Variation of nitrogen!argon ratio with depth fo r  successive samplings o f the BF2 and 
GT1 boreholes, showing a slight rise relative to the atmospheric value (A). The 2 a  error bar 
of the measurement is shown for reference.
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FIG. 5. Depth profiles showing the results of injection of SF6 tracer at just above the water 
table in Bridgets Farm borehole BF2. Samples were collected at 133 and 224 days after injec
tion. At 224 days, samples were collected from all four of the Bridgets Farm boreholes, so there 
may be more than one value for a particular depth (1 ppbv = 1 part per 109 by volume.)

denitrification cannot be occurring at these depths. Instead, the observed decrease can 
be attributed to some combination of seasonal fluctuations in water level and the lat
eral inflow of low nitrate groundwater. Nevertheless, small amounts of denitrification 
may be occurring in the profiles below the soil zone, since the ratio of nitrogen to 
argon (measured by mass spectrometer [5]) is slightly above that of air (Fig. 4), 
indicating the production of some ‘excess’ N2.

Figure 5 shows the results of a gas tracer test carried out by the injection of 60 L 
of SF6 gas. Sulphur hexafluoride is a convenient tracer because it is relatively 
insoluble in water, does not degrade or adsorb significantly and can be detected at 
very low concentrations. The last property was especially important because, as Fig. 5 
shows, concentrations in some of the samplers were 107 times lower than the input. 
The results were interpreted using the analytical diffusion model SPHERIC [6]. This 
model assumes that initially the SF6 is contained in a hemispherical bubble, and that 
the gas then diffuses uniformly throughout the unsaturated zone. The SPHERIC

■ •

A f t e r  1 3 3  d a y s  

A f t e r  2 2 4  d a y s

Injection depth in B F2 — >  
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modelling found that the best fit to the data of Fig. 5 was obtained using a diffusion 
rate of 4 x 10-2 m2/d [7], suggesting that in the region below the soil, diffusion rates 
are 10-1000 times greater than expected for a porous medium with the properties of 
the Chalk matrix. This presumably reflects the importance of rapid transport in Chalk 
fissures.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Measurements of gas concentrations in the unsaturated zone at sites in the two 
main aquifer types in England, Chalk and Triassic sandstone, show that the systems 
remain oxidizing even at depths of 10 m or more. Large concentrations of C 0 2 and 
N20  with respect to atmospheric values appear to be predominantly the product of 
soil zone processes, with little or no production from the underlying unsaturated zone. 
Methane is present only at subatmospheric concentrations.

Elevated C 0 2 concentrations are a normal product of organic matter oxidation 
in the soil zone, and the relatively high N20  concentrations are likely to be the result 
of nitrification rather than denitrification under the prevailing conditions. 
Measurement of the N2/Ar ratio indicates a small amount of ‘excess’ nitrogen, 
evidence of only minor amounts of denitrification at both sites. This is supported for 
the Chalk site by the relatively consistent 815N values observed in the gases and at the 
Chalk site in pore waters, which appear to be decoupled from changes in pore water 
nitrate concentration.

A tracer test carried out at the Chalk site showed that diffusion rates were 
between one and three orders of magnitude higher than in a simple porous medium 
of a similar overall porosity.
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A bstract

GEOCHEMICAL EVOLUTION OF A  COASTAL AQUIFER TO A HOLOCENE 

SEAWATER INTRUSION (DOGGER AQUIFER, NORTHERN FRANCE).
The Dogger aquifer in its unconfined part is largely used for fresh water supplies on the 

northern coast of France along the English Channel (Caen region). When this coastal 
carbonated aquifer becomes confined, groundwater presents both increasing total dissolved 
salts, mainly because of mixing with marine water, and a vertical stratification. Groundwater 

samples have been collected vertically in several boreholes and along a flow line. Chemical and 
isotopic measurements (major elements, Br" and F- contents, 6180, 52H, §I3CTDIC and 

A 14CTDic) have been carried out to identify the origin of the water and its salinity and the 
mixing processes occurring in the aquifer. Chemical compositions and stable isotope contents 
indicate that two successive mixings between fresh water and sea water have occurred in the 

confined part of the aquifer during the late Quaternary. Mean residence times, calculated from 

TDIC I4C activities after correction of the initial activity according to different models, fix the 

chronology of the recharge. Recharge by marine water should have taken place during the 
Flandrian transgression (Holocene) because the 14C activities of the water are constant, 
independent of the salt water fraction and because the calculated 14C ages are 4800-7500 a BR

1. INTRODUCTION

Along the English Channel coast of France, the Dogger aquifer in the Caen 
region is a carbonated reservoir, exploited for drinking water and irrigation by c. 600 
boreholes. Downgradient, this aquifer, once confined, is characterized by an increase 
of the groundwater salinity, mainly arising from contamination by sea water, which 
restricts the exploitation of the aquifer to the area where the water bearing formation 
is unconfined or slightly confined. The combined use of hydrochemistry and isotopic

* Present address: IAEA, Isotope Hydrology Section, Wagramerstrasse 5, P.O. Box 100, 
A-1400 Vienna, Austria.
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techniques provides useful information on the seawater intrusion process and on the 
behaviour of the Dogger aquifer, today isolated from the Channel, to Holocene 
variations of the seawater level.

2. GENERAL SETTINGS

The Caen region has an oceanic type climate with temperature varying between 
4.5°C and 17.0°C throughout the year. Annual precipitation averages 710 ± 10 mm, 
most of which falls during winter.

The area is composed of Middle lurassic deposits, belonging to the western 
edge of the Paris Basin [1]. At a regional scale, the thickness of the geological for
mations decreases westward, and the slope of the sedimentary layers is about 10%o 

towards the northeast. A simplified geological cross-section is given in Fig. 1.
The main water bearing formations exploited in the Caen region consist of 

Middle Jurassic marine deposits. This carbonated, multilayered system is constituted 
by the Bajocian formations (calcareous and oolitic formations 15 to 20 m thick) and 
by the Bathonian formations (marly and calcareous layers up to 100 m thick). 
Eastward, the Dogger aquifer becomes confined under the Callovian marls, with a

s-sw.

Public supply 
borehole

Public supply 
borehole 

(F10) Research Piezometers

N-NE

English Channel

+

Flandrian deposits (clay and peat) 

Callovian marls

Bathonian and Bajocian carbonates 

Liassic clays

Paleozoic and Precambrian bedrock

1 km

FIG. I. Simplified geological cross-section.
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thickness of up to more than 110 m, and under the Flandrian deposits consisting of 
alternating peat and marine clays. Locally, the Flandrian deposits directly overlay the 
Bathonian formations because of the erosion of the Callovian marls: this feature may 
therefore have allowed a direct recharge of the Bathonian aquifer during periods of 
high sea level.

3. STUDY METHODS

Because the Bathonian aquifer is geochemically stratified, the first investiga
tions were carried out on groundwaters sampled along two directions: (i) along a 
SW -NE transect following the supposed main flow path [2] and (ii) along different 
depth profiles in piezometers or abandoned boreholes, using a small pump with a flow 
rate of 3 L/min. For each sampling site, a closed cell was connected to the pump in 
order to measure in situ parameters such as temperature, pH, Eh and electrical con
ductivity at intervals of 1 m from the surface to 50 m deep. The representativeness of 
the geochemical stratification identified for groundwaters from piezometers with 
respect to that of the aquifer has been verified by pumping tests.

Chemical and isotopic measurements (contents in major elements, B r  and F", 
180 ,  2H, 13C and 14C activities by both conventional and accelerator mass 
spectrometry) were performed on a set of 18 groundwater samples taken from six 
sampling sites.

4. RESULTS

Along the flow path, the groundwater mineralization increases from the uncon
fined area (borehole F3) to the confined part of the aquifer (piezometers FIO, P4 and 
P3) and then decreases towards the deep boreholes (120-3-42 and 43; see Fig. 1). The 
total dissolved salts in the groundwater generally vary from 510 to 1960 mg/L. 
Consequently, along the SW -NE transect, the groundwater presents various chemical 
facies: waters which are H C 03-C a  dominant in the unconfined aquifer evolve 
towards H C 03-N a or Cl-Na types in the confined aquifer. The geochemical stratifi
cation is clearly demonstrated in some piezometers from the confined aquifer: in 
piezometers F10 and P3, a brackish-fresh water interface has been identified at depths 
of 40 to 42 m and 14 to 17 m, respectively. No geochemical stratification is seen in 
wells in the unconfmed aquifer or in the upper 50 m of the deep boreholes. Further 
work is needed to verify the chemical stratification of the deep wells, however.

Downgradient as well as vertically in the piezometers from the confined 
aquifer, the chemical evolution of waters results from a mixing with sea water and 
from three types of water-rock interactions.
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FIG. 2. Br contents versus Cl and F contents.

Mixing with sea water. Except for concentrations of nitrates which indicate 
anthropogenic pollution in the upper part of the profiles, all chemical tracer contents 
increase with depth because of mixing with marine water. Along the profiles (P3, P4 
and F10), H C 03-N a waters overlay brackish waters of the C l-N a type. Chemically, 
all the brackish waters seem to result from a binary mixing between a fresh water and 
an evolved marine water at least enriched in Br and Na (Fig. 2(a)). The excess in Br 
(groundwater Br/Cl weight ratio of 7.1 x 10“3 against a measured seawater ratio of 
3.4 x 10“3; [3]) may be explained either (i) by Br leaching from the organic rich 
sediments above the aquifer or from the limestone (Br content 3.9-7.9 mg/kg; [4, 5]) 
or (ii) by a mixing with a residual marine water above the stage of precipitation of 
halite. The first hypothesis is probably the most suitable in that system, since high 
weight Br/Cl ratios, around 0.5, have been obtained on leachates from Flandrian peat. 
A seawater-Flandrian sediments interaction during the infiltration of sea water to the 
aquifer must therefore be taken into account in the palaeohydrological history of the 
area.

Water-rock interaction reactions: The three reactions in question are (i) disso
lution or precipitation reactions of carbonates from the aquifer, as shown by the 
increasing 13C contents and the decreasing 14C activities of groundwater; (ii) Ca-Na 
exchange reactions with clay minerals, as indicated by an excess in Na and a deficit 
in Ca with respect to a sea water-modern freshwater mixing line; and (iii) F leaching 
from marine clays from the aquifer or incongruent dissolution of fluorapatite 
(Fig. 2(b); [6]). Deep groundwaters are characterized by unusually high F contents
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FIG. 3. Isotope composition of groundwater plotted as <?H versus SI80.

(up to 16 mg/L) and reach saturation with respect to fluorine. Moreover, a very good 
relation exists between the F contents and the radiocarbon activities, indicating that 
the increase of salinity of the deep aquifer is not dominated by mixing with sea water 
but by reactions with the water bearing formations.

The 180  and 2H contents of the groundwater vary between -5 .9  and -7.0%o in 
180  and between -43  and -49%o in 2H. In the confined aquifer, we see an isotopic 
enrichment of groundwater with depth. Furthermore, high Br groundwaters, which 
fall below the world meteoric water line in a 82H versus ô180  diagram, define the 
mixing line (n = 12, r 2 = 0.89)

82H = 3.95180 -  19.1 (1)

The isotope signature of waters cannot be explained only by a simple pure 
mixing between fresh and sea water, as previously assumed on the basis of the 
chemistry of groundwater. The brackish groundwater may result from a complex
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FIG. 4. Radiocarbon activity versus Cl contents.

mixing, following two steps (Fig. 3). The first step corresponds to a mixing between 
a sea water and a fresh water (with an isotope composition similar to that of the 
modem recharge), followed by a stage of evaporation, and defines an end member 
of ‘salty’ water. During the second step, this salty water is mixed with a fresh water, 
probably not evaporated and isotopically characterized by the intercept of the mixing 
line given by Eq. (1) and the meteoric line (-7.3%o in 5 I80  and -49.2%c in 82H). This 
latter isotopic composition is also similar to that of the regional precipitation [7].

The 13C contents of the total dissolved inorganic carbon (TDIC) range from 
-6 .6  to -13.6.%efor measured radiocarbon activities varying between 67.3 ± 0.4 pmC 
(groundwater from recharge area) and 1.5 ± 0.2 pmC (deep groundwater). The water 
in the recharge area (F3) is in isotopic equilibrium with soil C 0 2, presenting a 13C 
content of -22%o, which is a typical value for local biogenic C 0 2 [8]. As observed in 
many carbonated aquifers, the 13C contents of the TDIC, increasing with distance 
from the aquifer outcrop, indicate precipitation/dissolution reactions of groundwater 
with carbonates from the aquifer in a closed system with respect to soil C 0 2 [9, 10]. 
The calculation of apparent mean residence times thus requires corrections of the 
14C initial activities [11]. Appropriate models of correction, taking into account both 
dissolution of carbonates and groundwater saturation with respect to calcite, have 
been used in this study. The С coming from the sea water is presumed to be reduced 
in the mixture and consequently to be negligible in the age calculation. Thus, the 14C 
activity versus Cl contents diagram indicates that all the water sampled in both the
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upper and lower parts of the saline wedge shows the same mean residence time 
(4800-7500 a BP) (Fig. 4). This implies that the two end members of the mixing infil
trated to the aquifer during the same Holocene period (Flandrian transgression).

5. CONCLUSIONS

The first geochemical results show that the confined aquifer of the Dogger in 
northern France bears evidence of past seawater intrusion during the Flandrian trans
gression. The infiltration of sea water into the aquifer probably did not occur directly 
from the Dogger outcrops but rather (probably) through the organic rich Flandrian 
sediments. The brackish groundwaters sampled in the confined part of the aquifer are 
geochemically shown to result from a complex mixing involving two contemporary 
routes of recharge by fresh water, through the aquifer outcrop and through the 
Flandrian peat.
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Abstract

ISOTOPE HYDROLOGICAL STUDY ON THE ORIGIN AND AGE OF DEEP GROUND
WATER IN THE SEMI-ARID CHACO BOREAL, SOUTH AMERICA.

An isotope hydrological study was carried out on deep groundwater in the northern 

and central semi-arid Chaco Boreal in Bolivia and northwestern Paraguay. This region is 
bordered by the Andes in the north and by the Pilcomayo River in the southwest. A satellite 

image shows a wide delta of palaeo-riverbeds, which consist of coarse sand and are covered 

with grass and open forest. There are heavy silty fluviatile sediments covered with dense, 
thorny vegetation between the palaeo-riverbeds. During the past several decades, large areas 
of the Chaco Boreal have been deforested for cattle raising. As a result, the groundwater table 
has risen, the soil has become increasingly saline, and the wind distributes the salty sediment 
over large areas. The deep groundwater is fresh from the foothills of the Andes eastwards to 

the Pilcomayo River and then 125 km further east of the river. Still further east, the ground
water is brackish or highly saline. This hydrochemical trend was the basis of a hydrogeo
logical concept in which the deep groundwater is recharged in the high Andes and moves 

rapidly eastwards. The discontinuous distribution of 14C water ages reflects the paleoclimate 

in this arid region of South America, which has had two pluvial phases since the Pleistocene. 
Present groundwater recharge is restricted to the infiltration area of the Pilcomayo River. 
During the Minchin phase, the highly saline water in the east was locally trapped during the 

deposition of the aeolian sediments. There is isotopic evidence that the main course of the
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Pilcomayo River has not changed during the past 35 000 a, and the previous hydrochemical 
evolution concept must therefore be discarded.

1. INTRODUCTION

An isotope hydrological study was carried out on deep groundwater in the 
northern and central semi-arid Chaco Boreal in Bolivia and northwestern Paraguay 
between 19° S and 24° S and 58° 30 ' W and 64° W. The western boundary of the 
study area stretches along the Andes in the north and along the Pilcomayo River at 
the border between Argentina and Paraguay in the southwest. It is a flat landscape 
with aeolian and fluvial, partly reworked Quaternary sands with a wide range of grain 
sizes. Silty to loamy material is intercalated down to great depth. A satellite image 
shows a wide delta of palaeo riverbeds, which consist of coarse Quaternary sands and 
are covered with grass and open forest. Between the palaeo-riverbeds there are heavy 
silty fluviatile sediments covered with dense, thorny vegetation. The courses and dis
tribution of these palaeo-riverbeds with their terraces support the hydrological con
cept that the Pilcomayo River initially flowed eastwards and changed to its present 
southwestern course during the formation of this delta.

Because the shallow groundwater is salty, deep groundwater resources (depth 
50 to 250 m) have been increasingly developed to meet the growing demands of agri
culture. The deep groundwater is fresh from the foothills of the Andes eastwards to 
the Pilcomayo River and then 125 km further east of the river. Still further east, the 
groundwater is brackish or highly saline. This situation was the basis of a hydrogeo
logical concept according to which the deep groundwater is recharged in the high 
Andes and moves rapidly eastwards, increasing in salinity [1].

2. ISOTOPE HYDROLOGICAL STUDY IN THE CHACO BOREAL

The major task of the isotope hydrological study reported here was to determine 
the origin, age, recharge rate and velocity of the groundwater and to explain the 
occurrence of fresh and brackish groundwaters within a very short distance of each 
other. Geoelectrical soundings indicate that brackish groundwater overlies fresh water 
in many areas. Exceptions are the periodically inundated cañadas, where only fresh 
water is found. The gradient of the piezometric surface [2] shows that the groundwa
ter flows from the foothills of the Andes towards the Pilcomayo River, where it dis
charges. On the other side of the river it infiltrates into the aquifer on that side. The 
problem was to determine the areal extent of this inflow.

More than 50 groundwater samples for 14C, 13C, 8180 , 82H and 3H determina
tions were collected from wells with filter depths between 50 and 200 m, drilled 
recently on both sides of the Pilcomayo River. The sampling sites are shown in Fig. 1.
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The general direction of groundwater flow is eastwards to the Pilcomayo River 
and then to the southeast. The northwest margin of the study area is the foothills of 
the Andes, with elevations of up to 1500 m a.s.l., where groundwater is recharged. 
Rainfall amounts to about 840 mm/a.

The groundwater ages, with the exception of that of water from the dug well 
В 1, amount to several millennia. The sample from the most westerly well, B8, did not 
contain tritium. Its 14C value was 68 pmC. Hence, the initial 14C value should be 
higher than that, and the reservoir correction should be less than 2800 a BR The 
model of Gonfiantini [3] yielded a value of about 85 pmC or -1300 a for the mean 
813C value of -13.2 ± 0.9%o of the TDIC of all water samples. Both the §13C values

2.1 Water ages and hydraulics
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FIG. 1. Sampling sites and conventional ,4C ages. There is no aquifer within the hatched area. 
The two dotted lines indicate the boundaries between fresh and brackish water in the west and 
brackish and highly saline water in the east.
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and the HCO 3  concentrations lie within a narrow range, which is why hydrochemical 
corrections are not required for the 14C ages of the water.

There is a trend of increasing 14C water ages from 3100 a BP to 10 500 a BP in 
the ENE direction between wells B 8 , B 6 , BB2 and B2. The water between wells B 6  

and B2 increases rather slowly to 14C ages between 10 000 a BP and 11 800 a BP, but 
between wells B2 and B5 the I4C water age increases abruptly to 18 200 a BP (Fig. 1). 
The resulting tracer velocity of 7.1 m/a is high but hydrogeologically reasonable at 
the foot of the Andes. The prerequisite for this estimate is that the groundwater has 
been continuously recharged since at least 12 000 a BP.

This observed regional 14C age distribution allows another explanation. It may 
reflect the climatic and paleohydrological changes from humid to dry periods in this 
arid to semi-arid area of Chile, Bolivia and Paraguay. The pluvial Minchin phase 
lasted until >35 000 -  20 000 a BP, with a mean temperature about 3°C lower than 
during the Holocene [4-6]. Separated by a hyper-arid period, the less intensive 
Tauca-Copiasa pluvial phase began at 13 500 a BP and lasted until 8500 a BP. This 
was followed by a dry phase, interrupted by episodic storms between about 6000 a 
BP and 4000 a BP. In this phase, the network of interlacing palaeo-riverbeds was 
formed by a succession of temporary tributaries of the Pilcomayo River. According to 
the TL dates, the palaeo-river sediments were deposited between 8000 a BP and 3000 
a BP. Between 3500 a BP and 3000 a BP, a more humid phase began, as evidenced 
by the formation of organic soils. This phase lasted until about 1000 a BP, when the 
present arid climate in this region began [4, 6 ].

During the Tauca-Copiasa phase, loamy sediments were widely deposited, and 
these are now covered by dense, thorny vegetation. At the end of this phase, the 
megafauna disappeared, most likely because of rapid aridization and a lack of food. 
In Brazil, the evergreen Auracaria forest was displaced by a vegetation adapted to 
seasonal dryness. In Chile, people living in the salar depressions emigrated into 
higher river canyons, where water remained available. Storms after 6000 a BP 
resulted in intense fluvial activity and strong erosion. Sediments were transported 
over large distances. The beds of temporary tributaries of the Pilcomayo River were 
eroded and then filled with sand during this phase.

It cannot be decided whether the 14C water ages between wells B 8  and B6  

increased continuously between 3100 a BP and 10 500 a BP or discontinuously, 
reflecting climatic and hydrogeological changes during the Holocene. There were no 
other wells from which samples could be drawn. In any case, the end of the humid 
Minchin period and the beginning of an arid climate are confirmed by the jump to 
18 200 a BP of the 14C water age at well B5. According to the 14C values, this sample 
might be a mixture of 65% Minchin water and 35% Tauca water.

The situation east of the Pilcomayo River is different. The 14C water ages in 
Bolivia are younger than 3900 a BP (B13). There is a trend of increasing 14C ages from 
west to east. Low water ages have been geohydraulically postulated because the ground
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water level is lower than that of the Pilcomayo River. Seepage of river water into the 
aquifer was expected. The unexpected result is that the 14C water ages show that the river 
water has infiltrated down to at least 140 m and as far as 125 km from the river.

Between wells B l l  and В 12, in the northern part of the study area, the 14C 
water age again increases abruptly to 20 000 a BP. This old groundwater is brackish 
(electrical conductivity, 3320 um/cm) and may contain 10% young groundwater with 
an age of about 4000 a.

To the east, in the Chaco Paraguayo, the 14C water age increases further. Fresh 
water with a 14C water age of 4100 a BP is pumped from well Py 16, 30 km from В 13. 
Further south at the Pilcomayo River, the 14C water is even as old as 5200 a BP 
(Pyl5). A hypothetical hydroisochron of 4000-5000 a could start at the town Ibibobo 
and extend east to well Py 16, where it bends southwards towards the Pilcomayo River
(Pyl5).

East of this isochron, the 14C water age jumps to more than 25 000 a. Only in 
the far southern part of this area does high precipitation explain zero water ages of the 
shallow wells Py7, Py9-Pyl2  and Pyl4, with filters at about 50 m depth.

The geohydraulically derived direction of groundwater flow is supported by the 
14C ages. The west to east tracer velocity of the groundwater in the northern part of 
the study area is about 15 m/a, which agrees with the velocity calculated with the 
Darcy law using a gradient of 1:1100, a total porosity of 30% and a regional hydraulic 
conductivity coefficient К  = 14 x 10-5 m/s. Similar values of К  were found by pump
ing tests. Hence, the groundwater has been mainly horizontally recharged, although 
vertical recharge within the neighbourhood of cañadas may occur.

The north to south tracer velocity is about 54 m/a because the water at Py l6  is 
only 1100 a younger than that from the well Pyl5, at the Pilcomayo River. For a gra
dient of 1:1000, a regional К  value of 5 x lO^1 m/s is obtained. Godoy [1] conducted 
pumping tests and found hydraulic permeabilities of up to 1 x 10-4 m/s at the border 
between Bolivia and Paraguay and 4—7 x 10-5 m/s in the Chaco Central. These high 
tracer velocities mean that the Tauca-Copiasa water can no longer be present in this 
region.

2.2 8180  values, palaeoclim ate and  the course of the Pilcomayo River

Additional information on the origin of the deep groundwater has been obtained 
from the stable isotope compositions of oxygen and hydrogen. Three catchment areas 
with different elevations exist in the study area (altitude effect of 8180). The water of 
the Pilcomayo River stems from elevations of 1000-4000 m  a.s.l. The foothills of the 
Andes rise to 1500 m a.s.l., and the Chaco Boreal is at about 500 m a.s.l. In addition, 
Pleistocene and Holocene groundwaters are isotopically distinguished because of the 
temperature difference of 3°C between the Pleistocene and Holocene in South 
America [5].
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Longitude (deg W)

FIG. 2. Regional distribution of ÿ 80  values. The thin lines indicate boundaries for ground
waters from the Minchin and Holocene pluvial phases. The dotted lines indicate hydrochemi
cal boundaries (Fig. 1).

The 8180  and 82H values of the water samples plot just below the global mete
oric water line and the deuterium excess is +5%o. The 8180  values form three clusters. 
S180  values of less than -5  to -6 % c  are found in partly evaporated young shallow 
groundwater. Most of the ô180  values range from -6.5 to -9 .5%o  and represent deep 
Holocene groundwater. The small number of 8180  values below -10%o  belong to 
water recharged during the Minchin phase (Fig. 2). The altitude effect amounts to 
-0.21 %o  per 100 m. This value was determined by the S,80  values of samples from 
small rivers with catchment areas having distinct boundaries on foothill plateaus of 
the eastern Andes.

The regional distribution of the 8180  values is shown in Fig. 2. The mean of the 
8180  values southeast of the Pilcomayo River is -7 .52 ± 0.21 %o for water with 14C 
ages below 12 000 a BP. This corresponds to an elevation of 1500 m a.s.l. for the 
catchment area. The older Minchin groundwater yielded a mean value of -9.14%o, 
taking into account 35% Holocene water. The two means for 8180  differ by 1.62%o.
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TABLE I. 6180  VALUES (%o) OF GROUNDWATER FROM DIFFERENT 
PERIODS AND LOCALITIES

Locality Elevation 

(m a.s.l.)
Groundwater recharge period

Holocene period Minchin phase Difference

Chaco Boreal 500 -5.2 ±0.1 -7.1 +0.2 1.9

Foothills of the Andes 1500 -7.5 ± 0.2 -9.2 ± 0.3 1.7

Pilcomayo River 1900 -8.2 ± 0.2 -10.2 ± 0.2 2.0

The 5180  values of the groundwater with 14C water ages below 4000 a east of 
the Pilcomayo River have a mean of -8.19 ± 0.23%o, corresponding to that of the 
Holocene Pilcomayo water at Villa Montes. The older Minchin groundwater pumped 
from well B5 has a 8180  value of -10.41%o, corrected for 10% Holocene water. Such 
old Pilcomayo water is also pumped in wells Py21 and Pyl3, which yielded 8180  
values of -9.93%e and -10.24%o, respectively. These low 8180  values have a mean of 
-10.19%o, which is -2 .0%o  lower than that of the Holocene groundwater. West of the 
Pilcomayo River, there is a similar difference of -1.9%c between the ô180  values of 
Holocene and Pleistocene groundwaters (Table I).

Most of the deep Minchin groundwater in the Chaco Boreal has an average 
8180  value of -7.13 ± 0.24%c. This corresponds to 3%e isotopic enrichment with 
respect to the isotopically depleted Minchin water. Therefore, this groundwater was 
recharged at a 1400 m lower elevation, or about 500 m a.s.l. Hence, this groundwater 
was locally recharged in the Chaco Boreal. The mean ôI80  values are compiled in 
Table I.

On the basis of this observation, three regions may be distinguished east of the 
Pilcomayo River between Ibibobo and southeast of the Peña and Pilcomayo Rivers. 
About 125 km northwards from where Argentina, Paraguay and Bolivia meet, the 
8180  values range between -7 .6  and -8.3%o, which represents Holocene Pilcomayo 
water. The second region extends about 20 km further north and east and contains 
Pilcomayo water from the Minchin Phase with 5180  values that are 2%o  lower. North 
and east of these areas in this third region, saline, or at least brackish, groundwater, 
also of Minchin age, with 8180  values of -6 .4  to -7.4%c, is observed.

During the Minchin phase, the infiltration of the Pilcomayo River extended at 
least 20 km further than during the Holocene. This may be explained by the more 
intensive precipitation during the Minchin period [7]. Because the boundaries of the 
areas of groundwater infiltration from the two pluvial periods of the Holocene and 
Pleistocene are nearly parallel, the main course of the Pilcomayo River cannot have
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changed during the last 35 000 a BP, as we have hypothesized on the basis of satel
lite images.

2.3 Hydrochem ical considerations

Godoy [1] postulated a hydrochemical evolution within the Chaco Paraguayo. 
This concept is not supported by the regional distribution of the 14C water ages and 
8180  values, because the boundaries between the Holocene and Minchin groundwater 
resources do not correspond to the hydrochemical boundaries (Fig. 1). The 
boundaries of the areas of groundwater infiltration of Pilcomayo water also cross the 
hydrochemical boundaries.

The difference in mineralization of the groundwater may be explained by a dif
ference in recharge mechanism. Groundwater locally trapped in the aeolian sediments 
that accumulated during the past 30 000 a dissolved the salt at a rate of about 1 cm/a. 
This plausibly explains the irregular distribution of the mineralization. The ground
water is in situ water of the Minchin phase. The influent seepage from the river and 
from the cañadas has been fresh, flushing the aquifer.

3. CONCLUSIONS

The present-day recharge is restricted to the foothills of the Andes and to the 
alluvial deposits and cañadas of the Pilcomayo River.

The saline water in the Central Chaco is connate water from the time of the 
deposition of the aquifer sediments.

There is no hydrochemical evolution from west to east because the ground
waters flowing in this direction have different sources. Some groundwater is infil
trated water from the Pilcomayo River; other groundwater was recharged in situ.

The principal course of the Pilcomayo River has not changed since 35 000 a BP.
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A bstract

DRINKING WATER SALINITY PROBLEM IN COASTAL ORISSA, INDIA: 
IDENTIFICATION OF PAST TRANSGRESSIONS OF SEA WATER BY ISOTOPE 

INVESTIGATION.

As part of a drinking water supply project, thousands of hand pumps were installed a 
few years back in the coastal areas of Orissa State, India. Many of them quickly became 

unacceptable because of deterioration in water quality. An isotope geochemical investigation 

was launched which aimed at determining the origin of salinity causing degradation of water 
quality and at evaluating groundwater recharge conditions. In this coastal, alluvial, multiaquifer 
system, fresh, brackish and saline groundwaters occur in a rather complicated fashion. The 

conditions change from phreatic to confined flowing type with increasing depth. §D, 6180, 3H 

and 14C as well as major, minor and trace chemical species in surface waters and groundwaters 
from the area were measured. The findings, based on isotope, hydrochemical, sedimentological 
and palaeontological data, show that shallow groundwaters (depth <50 m) are generally fresh 

and are relatively young. The replenishment occurs through flood plains and outcrops of 
basement rocks. The groundwater salinity in the intermediate aquifer (50-100 m) is largely due 

to the Flandrian transgression in the Holocene. Fresh, young and deep groundwater (depth 

>100 m) forms a well developed aquifer which receives recharge through basement rocks. This 

could form the main source of groundwater for exploitation. The saline, deep aquifers found 
below this fresh deep aquifer have marine waters entrapped by virtue of a rise in eustatic level 
during the late Pleistocene interglacial stage (Weischelian/Würm). The groundwaters in the 
aquifers, especially the saline groundwaters, are stratified. It appears that the yellow-brown 

unfossiliferous sediment horizon sandwiched between dark grey fossiliferous sediment 
horizons probably marks the climatic change, the intertropical aridity during the late 
Pleistocene.

293
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Delang-Puri sector in coastal Orissa, India, forms the southwestern part of 
the Mahanadi delta. As part of a drinking water supply project, thousands of hand 
pumps were installed a few years back in the coastal areas of Orissa State. Many of 
them quickly became unacceptable because of progressive incursion of saline waters 
and because of increase in iron content. A full fledged hydrogeological investigation 
was then launched [1] in the Delang-Puri sector to understand the reasons for the 
salinity. The isotope geochemical studies which formed part of this investigation were 
aimed at determining the origin of the salinity and at evaluating groundwater recharge 
conditions. This investigation has brought to light important aspects of groundwater 
recharge and of palaeohydrological control of the salinization processes. This paper 
discusses these aspects in some detail.

2. REGIONAL SETTING

The Mahanadi delta in Orissa is a classical arcuate type delta, similar to the 
Nile delta in Egypt or the Godavari delta in India, with a great aerial spread of about 
9000 km2. It lies between 19°40' N and 20°35' N and between 85°40' E and 86°45' 
E (Fig. 1). It is about 100 km wide from west to east and 200 km long from north
east to southwest. The delta was formed during the last few thousand years by a con
tinuous supply of sediment load from a huge catchment which deposited into a sub
siding faulted basin, partly fluvial and partly marine, under varying energy 
conditions.

On the landward side, to the west and northwest of Delang the area is an undu
lating upland with isolated hills and lateritic peneplains. The hills consist of the 
eastern Ghats Group (mostly khondalite, chamockite, leptynolite, granite gneisses, 
etc.), of Archaean age, all along the western periphery. The deltaic land is represented 
by vast plains of aeolian, fluvial, lacustrine and marine origin intersected by less 
prominent rivers. An earlier generation of small tributaries such as Nun and 
Ratnachira still exist as defunct channels. Marine wave energy dominated in this 
sector. A well developed marine beach plain, extending from Chilika lake to Konark, 
occupies higher ground than the lacustrine plain behind.

A schematic representation of the subsurface geology based on borehole studies 
is shown in Fig. 2. The basement, comprising the Archaean rocks, deepens southward. 
The depth varies from 20 m at Jagadalpur to more than 600 m at Puri. The dark grey 
sediment horizons (IIB, ША, IV) were deposited in a near shore shallow marine 
(neritic) environment. The unfossiliferous yellow-brown sediment horizon (IIIB) is 
sandwiched between two dark grey fossiliferous sediment horizons, indicating a 
prominent change in environmental conditions during evolution of the delta.
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FIG. 1. Location o f Mahanadi delta, coastal Orissa, India.
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FIG. 2. Schematic representation of the subsurface geology along Delang-Puri sector (modi
fied from Ref. [1]).

3. HYDROGEOLOGY AND WATER QUALITY

A number of piezometers were drilled along the Delang-Puri section. This 
revealed the presence of a multiaquifer system down to a depth of about 300 m. Fresh, 
brackish and saline groundwaters occur in a rather complicated fashion. Both lateral 
and depth wise variation in salinity is noticed. The shallow aquifers (depth <50 m) 
occur under phreatic conditions, and deeper aquifers change from semiconfmed to 
confined flowing type with increasing depth. The hydrogeological section along the 
Delang-Puri profile is shown in Fig. 3.

The geophysical surveys and exploratory drilling suggest that the depth to 
fresh, shallow aquifers ranges from 2 m to 17 m below ground level. The total thick
ness of these shallow aquifers (within 50 m below ground level) ranges from 5 to 
40 m. A fresh, deep aquifer found along the Delang-Puri sector occurs at depths of 
102-165 m. The total thickness ranges from 25 m to 80 m and generally increases 
towards the south. The fresh, deep groundwater is sandwiched between saline 
aquifers.
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FIG. 3. The hydrogeological section along Delang-Puri profile (modified from Ref. [1]).

The water table contour map reveals flow of groundwater towards the southeast 
in the Delang and Satyabadi areas and towards the south in the Puri area, all towards 
the sea. The gradient is steeper inland in the Delang area, where the hydraulic 
gradient is 2.2 m/km, and it is 0.6 m/km in the Puri area close to the sea. The steeper 
gradient, deeper water levels and diverging flow lines in the Delang area close to the
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Kumundal hills indicates the recharge area. Converging flow lines and a shallow 
water table in the southern part indicate the discharge areas. A study of the piezo
metric surface contour map also shows the movement of groundwater towards the 
south. A groundwater mound is seen in the central part, sloping towards the south. 
The mound may be due to upward leakage from the artesian aquifers. The hydraulic 
gradient of the piezometric surface varies from 0.2 m/km to 0.3 m/km.

Over a thousand samples were analysed for chemical quality [1]. The ground
water quality, in general, varies from fresh to very saline with electrical conductivity 
(EC) ranging from 40 |iS/cm to 30 000 (iS/cm. In the Delang area, where mostly shal
low groundwater samples were collected, most of the samples are fresh, with an aver
age EC of 1200 p.S/cm and an average chloride content of 200 mg/L. These waters 
are of C a-M g-H C 03 type. In general the hydrochemical facies in the study area, i.e. 
along the Delang-Puri sector, change from H C 03 —> H C 03 + Cl —> Cl + H C 03 —> 
Cl. This deviates from the general hydrochemical sequence along the flow path [2, 3]. 
The presence of H2S with sulphate reducing bacteria has been detected at deeper lev
els at a number of places. This may explain the absence of S 0 4 + H C 03 and S 0 4 + 
Cl facies. The brackish waters are of N a-H C 03 type, whereas saline waters are of 
N a-Cl type.

4. ISOTOPE INVESTIGATION

The isotope geochemical investigation was undertaken to study the origin of
salinity and to evaluate groundwater recharge processes. Concentrations of the envi
ronmental isotopes D (2H), 180 ,  3H and 14C alone and also concentrations of stron
tium, bromide and iodide have been measured in a number of groundwater samples
and in a few surface water samples.

4.1. Analyses

Results of analysis of 38 groundwater samples from 24 sites and 16 surface
water samples are selected for interpretation. Figure 4 shows the locations of 
sampling points.

Radiocarbon sampling and processing were carried out on site as follows. Total
carbonate species in saline groundwater samples were acid stripped in a 100 L drum, 
and the evolved C 0 2 was absorbed in 3 N carbonate free NaOH solution. For fresh 
water samples at a few sites the precipitation method was used [4]. A fresh, deep 
groundwater sample from Rench, with tritium content similar to that of present day pre
cipitation, showed a 14C content of 67.1 pmC. Model ages calculated using this value 
as the initial activity are presented in Table I. Wherever SI3C values are available, ages 
calculated using the Pearson model [5] are also given in Table I for comparison.
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TABLE I. RADIOCARBON DISTRIBUTION IN GROUNDWATERS ALONG THE DELANG-PURI SECTOR

Place
Depth
(m)

EC
(pS/cm)

14C
(pmC)

513C 
(%o PDB)

14C age using 

67.1 pmC as Ao 
(BP)

14C age using 
Pearson Model 

(BP)

Gangpurpatna 16 780 65.8 -14.1 160 Modern

Sauna 40 540 58.5 -13.6 1 150 Modem

Rench 31 2 230 36.8 — 4 950 —
Rench 126 660 67.1 — Modern —
Tolapada 21-25 530 62.0 — 650 —
Tolapada 47-53 560 60.3 — 880 —
Tolapada 187-190 3 580 1.2 — 33 300 -
Pratapramchandrapur 60 16 200 20.4 -12.4 9 850 7 350
Sadanandpur 125-128 2 430 9.2 — 16 450 —
Sadanandpur flowing 14 000 2.7 -12.6 26 550 24 850

Birgovindpur 184-193 5 570 3.7 -9.4 24 450 19 650
Birgovindpur 240-243 21 100 0.24 -17.0 46 600 46 350
Birgovindpur >250 29 700 4.1 — 23 100 —
Puri 115-118 12 200 14.7 — 12 550 —
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A few bromide and iodide measurements were carried out, using neutron acti
vation and the catalytic method [6], respectively. The results are discussed in the 
following sections.

The samples with EC < 2000 (i,S/cm are grouped as fresh waters, and those with 
EC > 2000 (xS/cm are termed saline. The aquifers have been divided into three 
categories: shallow (depth < 50 m), intermediate (50-100 m) and deep (depth > 
100 m).

4.2. Results

A few surface water samples were analysed for 8D, 8180 , and 3H content. The 
8D and 8I80  values vary from -8%e to -32%c and -1 %o to -5%o, respectively. The 
precipitation samples collected during the field work have 8D and 8180  values of 
about -28%c and -4%c, respectively. Tritium content in precipitation and other surface 
water samples varies from 4 TU to 7 TU. These samples fall on the regression line 
8D = 4.98180  -  8.3 (r = 0.80; n = 16).

4.2.1. Shallow aquifers

Most of the groundwater samples in the shallow aquifers (Fig. 3: Ap A2, A3, 
A4) have 8D and 8180  values of about -28%o and -4%c, respectively. Some samples 
show enriched 8D and 8180  values. The tritium content varies from 1 TU to 4 TU. 
These samples fall on the regression line 8D = 58180  -  8 (r = 0.95; n = 11), similar 
to the one for surface waters. The shallow aquifers are hence replenished by precipi
tation recharge as well as by surface waters through laterites and outcrops of base
ment rocks exposed on hills northwest of Delang. In the southern plain, the recharge 
could be infiltration of evaporated surface waters through flood plains, ponds and 
rivers. The ECs of these waters ranges from 120 jiS/cm to 1670 (xS/cm except the one 
at Sadanandpur, which is saline.

4.2.2. Intermediate aquifer

The samples from the intermediate aquifers (Fig. 3: BI) fall along the regres
sion line 8D = 7.881S0  + 1.5 (r = 0.83; n = 7). The tritium content is negligible, 
indicating negligible modem recharge to the aquifers. Groundwater samples from 
Pratapramchandrapur and Puri show radiocarbon ages of about 9850 a BP and
12 550 a BP (20. 4 and 14.7 pmC), respectively. The EC of the samples varies from 
1540 |j.S/cm (Delang) to 20 000 |J.S/cm (Birgovindpur), and most of the samples are 
saline. The Cl/Br ratios at Rench, Birgovindpur and Puri are 148, 247 and 236, 
respectively. These groundwaters could be a mixture of fresh water and sea water 
entrapped during the Flandrian transgression in the Holocene.
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4.2.3. Fresh, deep aquifers

The groundwater samples in the fresh, deep aquifers (Fig. 3: B2, B3) fall on the 
regression line ÔD = 4.98180  -  6.8 (r = 0.80; n = 13), which is also similar to the one 
for surface waters. These samples also show high tritium (Rench, 8 TU; Kadua, 4 TU; 
Birgovindpur, 3 TU; Chandanpur, 8 TU; Jagannathballav, 5 TU; Birharekrishnapur, 
4 TU). The average EC in these aquifers is 1150 (iS/cm. EC ranges from 260 |iS/cm 
to 1940 |nS/cm and generally increases along the flow path. The Cl/Br ratios at Rench, 
Birgovindpur and Chandanpur are 99, 126 and 70, respectively. The recharge to the 
aquifer could be from outcrops of basement rocks in the northwestern-western parts. 
The recharge to the fresh, deep aquifer in the Chandanpur area might be from a dif
ferent direction, probably from the hills in the west. The recharge appears to be faster 
and could be through well developed fracture systems in the bedrock. The aquifer 
consists of coarse sand and gravel. The old marine water in these aquifers, if any, must 
have been flushed out by modern recharge from inland sources.

The deepest aquifer (Fig. 3: Dj) occurring in or near the basement contains 
fresh groundwater. This was observed at the time of drilling. This aquifer in the 
bedrock might be exploited but needs further confirmation.

4.2.4. Saline, deep aquifers

The saline groundwater samples from the deep aquifers (Fig. 3: Cj, C2) fall along 
the line ÔD = 5.6ô180  -  3.6 (r = 0.95; n = 6). In the Delang-Puri sector the radiocarbon 
ages for these samples range from 16 500 a BP to more than 30 000 a BP (9.2 pmC to
0.24 pmC) with negligible tritium. The EC ranges from 2430 ¡iS/cm to 29 700 p.S/cm, 
with most of the samples being saline. The Cl/Br ratios at Tolapada (187-190 m), 
Sadanandpur (106-109 m), Sadanandpur (125-128 m), Birgovindpur (184-193 m) and 
Birgovindpur (240-243 m) are 188, 339, 306, 164 and 210, respectively. The ground
water here could be a mixture of fresh and marine waters entrapped during rise in the 
eustatic level in the late Pleistocene interglacial stage (Weischelian/Würm).

5. DISCUSSION

For the late Quaternary, in both the hemispheres for latitudes of up to about 25°, 
the following general paleoclimatic picture was proposed by Rognon and Williams [7] :

40 000 -  20 000 a BP High rainfall and lake levels.
17 000 -  12 000 a BP Intertropical aridity, dune building and lake

desiccation.
11 000 -  5 000 a BP High precipitation and very high lake levels.
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During the late Quaternary the major glacial episode started at about 25 000 a BP 
and produced a major eustatic decrease with a minimum ocean level of about -90 m 
to -120 m at 18 000 a BP [8]. The end of the Pleistocene was marked by worldwide 
warming. During this post-glacial period the Flandrian transgression occurred which 
affected most parts of globe up to 6000 a BP, after which recession took place to pre
sent conditions [9].

The saline groundwaters in deep and intermediate aquifers in the Delang-Puri 
sector appear to owe their existence to marine waters entrapped during eustatic rise 
in the late Pleistocene interglacial stage and during the Flandrian transgression in the 
Holocene, respectively. The sedimentological and palaeontological studies [1] 
(showing, e.g. the presence of Ammonia-Rotalia and Nonion-Florius zones in deeper 
sediments and the occurrence of glauconite sand at 180 m depth at Sadanandpur) 
have suggested a near shore marine (neritic) environment for deposition of deeper 
sediment and an estuarine-fluviatile environment for intermediate depths. It appears 
that two events of eustatic level rise took place in the Delang-Puri sector, both 
beyond Tolapada. No fossils have been found in boreholes at Jagadalpur, Delang and 
Rench, whereas rich marine fossil fauna found at Tolapada and further southwards 
indicate transgressions at least up to Tolapada. The first event probably corresponds 
to the late Pleistocene interglacial (Weischelian/Würm) stage and the other to the 
Flandrian transgression during the Holocene. A schematic representation of the late 
Pleistocene-Holocene palaeogeography, modified from Ref. [1], is proposed in 
Fig. 5.

The distribution of bromide in the aquifers indicates sea water as a possible 
source of salinity. The mixing of marine water with water from inland sources appears 
to have altered the Cl/Br ratios over time. The strontium enrichment with respect to 
the seawater dilution line is seen in all aquifers, especially in saline aquifers, and 
could be the result of incongruent dissolution of calcite from calcareous sediment. 
This also suggests, though indirectly, long groundwater residence in the aquifers. The 
iodide content is considerably higher than the seawater value, and the enrichment is 
rather irregular, as there is no correlation either with depth or with salinity. 
Decomposition of organic matter in sediment could have released high iodide into the 
groundwater. This also indicates long groundwater residence, though long residence 
time is not necessary for such enrichment.

Figure 6 shows 14C content versus depth of sampling. It is clearly seen from the 
plot that the groundwater in the aquifers is stratified, especially saline groundwaters 
in the intermediate and deeper aquifers.

It is a well verified observation that notable groundwater recharge takes place 
only in moderately warm and humid climates and that it is interrupted, or at least con
siderably diminished, during glacial [10] or arid periods [11]. The yellow-brown 
unfossiliferous sediments sandwiched between dark grey fossiliferous horizons also 
probably represent the same climatic change, the intertropical aridity. The gastropod
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STAGE 2 & 4: 
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FIG. 5. Schematic representation of the late Pleistocene-Holocene palaeogeography (modi
fied  from Ref. [1]).

and lamellibranch fossils from the sediment sample drawn from 125 m depth in a 
borehole at Sadanandpur gave a radiocarbon age of about 27 000 a BP. Another sam
ple drawn from shallower depth from the same place gave an age of 22 000 a BP. The 
fossils in the upper horizons are ill preserved and fragmented, as against those in the 
lower horizon, which are well preserved. This indicates that the sediments in the 
upper horizons are probably reworked.

Late Pleistocene-Holocene transgressions of sea on the eastern coastline of 
India have been recorded in other areas [12, 13, 14].
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6. CONCLUSIONS

From the findings based on isotope, hydrochemical, sedimentological and
palaeontological studies, the following conclusions are drawn.

Shallow groundwaters are generally fresh and are relatively young. Their
replenishment occurs through flood plains and outcrops of basement rocks. The
groundwater salinity in the intermediate aquifer is largely due to the Flandrian trans
gression in the Holocene. This is based on 14C ages of groundwater and on sedimen
tological and palaeontological studies. Fresh, young and deep groundwater forms a
well developed aquifer which receives recharge through basement rocks. This could 
form the main source of groundwater for exploitation. The saline, deep groundwaters 
are marine waters entrapped due to rise in eustatic level during the late Pleistocene 
interglacial stage (Weischelian/Würm). Radiocarbon dating of groundwater samples 
and a few fossils of gastropods and lamellibranchs support this observation. The 
groundwaters in the aquifers, especially the saline groundwaters, are stratified. The 
yellow-brown unfossiliferous sediment horizon sandwiched between dark grey fos
siliferous sediment horizons probably marks the climatic change, the intertropical
aridity during the late Pleistocene.
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Abstract

GLACIAL TEMPERATURES AND MOISTURE TRANSPORT REGIMES 
RECONSTRUCTED FROM NOBLE GASES AND 6lsO, STAMPRIET AQUIFER, 
NAMIBIA.

A noble gas temperature and 5180  record covering the past 30 000 years has been 
obtained from the Stampriet artesian aquifer in southeastern Namibia (24° S, 19.5° E). 
Radiocarbon ages, corrected for water-rock interactions along the flow path, increase 
uniformly with distance from the recharge area. Dissolved atmospheric noble gases indicate 
that the mean annual temperature in Namibia was about 5.3°C lower during the last glacial 
maximum (LGM) than today. Together with the glacial/interglacial temperature changes of the 
same magnitude (5.5°C to 6°C) recorded at the Uitenhage aquifer and at the Cango caves in 
South Africa, these data indicate a uniform cooling of southern Africa. A peak in excess air 
concentration suggests a transition from a dry to a wetter climate at approximately 6000 years 
BP. The 180  record at Stampriet is characterized by an enrichment of 1.3%o during the LGM, 
in contrast to the Uitenhage aquifer, which shows a depletion of 1 %c. This pattern may be 
explained by an increased importance of Atlantic moisture sources during the LGM.

1. INTRODUCTION

Past climate conditions leave their signature in the chemical and isotopic com
position of groundwater. On the glacial/interglacial time-scale, these signatures seem 
to be best preserved in confined aquifers typically found in extended sedimentary
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basins. Aquifers act as low pass filters, smoothing out climate fluctuations because of 
mixing processes on a range of spatial and temporal scales (dispersion). In addition, 
extremely arid periods may not be recorded by this archive because of the lack of 
recharge. Model calculations demonstrate, however, that under favourable conditions 
the difference between average Holocene and last glacial maximum (LGM) climate 
conditions may be resolved [1 ].

, 8 0 / 160  and 2 H /1H isotopic ratios and the dissolved atmospheric noble gases are 
the dominantly used indicators of past climate conditions archived in ground-water 
flow systems. Most earlier studies (e.g. [2, 3]) converted glacial/interglacial shifts in 
6180  (or 8 D) into temperature changes under the assumption that the ô180  ‘tempera
ture effect’ in modem precipitation is also valid on the 20 000 year time-scale. Several 
other climate parameters may influence the isotopic composition of groundwater, how
ever, such as evaporation, changes in atmospheric water vapour transport regimes, 
seasonality of precipitation, isotopic composition of the ocean surface water, ocean 
surface temperature, and humidity in the source region of the water vapour [4].

The noble gas thermometer [1, 5, 6 ] is based on the temperature dependence of 
the solubility of noble gases in water. Observed noble gas concentrations in a ground
water sample may be converted into the temperature at which the water was equili
brated with the atmosphere by using solubility data obtained from laboratory mea
surements. Equilibration takes place during percolation of precipitation water through 
the unsaturated soil zone from the surface to the water table in the recharge area of 
the aquifer. Noble gas concentrations of groundwater usually exceed those calculated 
for thermodynamic solubility equilibrium with air in the unsaturated zone, however. 
This additional component, termed ‘excess air’ [7], is most likely caused by fluctua
tions of the water table, which trap and partially or entirely dissolve small bubbles 
under increased hydrostatic pressure or surface tension. Some of the excess air may 
be lost again by gas exchange across the water table. Gas exchange rates of the indi
vidual noble gases decrease with molecular weight. Significant gas loss therefore 
results in a fractionation of the residual excess air, i.e. the noble gas concentration 
ratios of the remaining excess air differ significantly from those observed in atmo
spheric air [8 ]. The noble gas composition of groundwater can be described by three 
parameters: (1) temperature, (2) amount of excess air, and (3) the degree of fraction
ation of the excess air. Four atmospheric noble gases (neon, argon, krypton, and 
xenon) are available to solve a system of equations with three unknowns; that is, one 
noble gas concentration can be used as free parameter for consistency check.

After equilibration with the soil air and dissolution of excess air, groundwater 
is isolated from the atmosphere and migrates to the discharge area carrying informa
tion on past climate in its noble gas concentrations. Model calculations and field stud
ies demonstrate that after correction for excess air, the dissolved noble gases in 
groundwater of selected aquifers reflect the mean annual ground (soil) temperature in 
the recharge area [ 1 ].
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The combined use of noble gas temperatures and stable isotope data derived 
from the same 14C dated groundwater samples is a powerful tool, since it allows, by 
separation of the temperature effect, a deeper insight into the other climate parame
ters influencing stable isotope concentrations. This paper focuses on the paleoclimatic 
interpretation of noble gas temperature and stable isotope records from two confined 
aquifers in southern Africa, the Stampriet aquifer south of Windhoek in Namibia and 
the Uitenhage aquifer near Port Elizabeth in the Republic of South Africa. The dis
solved gas records, in Stampriet based on the noble gases Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe and in 
Uitenhage on N 2  and Ar, both indicate a glacial/interglacial cooling of about 5°C. The 
ô180  records, however, show a different pattern, a depletion in 180  in the Uitenhage 
aquifer versus an enrichment in the Stampriet aquifer during the glacial period as 
compared to today.

2. STUDY AREA

The Stampriet Auob artesian aquifer is located in southeastern Namibia at about 
24° S and 19.5° E (Fig. 1). The area is part of the Kalahari region and is character
ized by a semiarid climate with a mean annual precipitation between 2 0 0  mm and 
350 mm. The ground surface slopes from 1250 m a.s.l. to 1125 m a.s.l. towards the 
southeast (Fig. 2). The main topographic features are linear sand dunes up to 20 m 
high and river valleys 50 m deep. The Auob sandstone gradually dips in the south
eastern direction and is confined by shales except for the northern part of the area and 
possibly the extreme south (Fig. 2). Many wells near the river are artesian. The 
confined Auob sandstone has been subject to several extensive investigations dealing 
with hydrochemical changes and flow patterns in the water, denitrification of 
‘natural’ nitrate, and non-atmospheric helium accumulation [9-14].

3. METHODS

Twenty samples from the Stampriet aquifer were collected in June 1994 for
analysis of dissolved noble gases, stable isotopes (D, 1 8 0 ), carbon isotopes (!4 C, 1 3 C),
and hydrochemistry. The wells were selected on the basis of borehole depth and chem
ical and isotopic information obtained in earlier studies [9, 10, 1 2 ] and are believed to
tap the Auob sandstone aquifer. Two wells (Nos 114 and 115, Fig. 1) were sampled to
represent the overlying, more saline, phreatic Kalahari aquifer. Noble gas measure
ments were performed at Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory [15] and the stable
isotope analyses at the Council for Scientific and Industrial Research, Pretoria [16].

Samples for carbon isotopes were collected in glass bottles with plastic caps
without any preservative. In the laboratory, C 0 2  was transferred by acid vacuum
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FIG. 1. Map of the Stampriet study area and location of the Stampriet and Uitenhage artesian 
aquifers (after Ref. [9]).

extraction into flame sealed glass ampoules for dispatch to the analytical laboratories. 
The 14C measurements were performed by accelerator mass spectrometry at 
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory and the 13C measurements at the 
University of Waterloo. Standard techniques were used to determine pH, electrical 
conductivity, temperature, Eh and oxygen content in the field.

4. RESULTS

Thirteen of the 20 wells had been sampled earlier (in the late 1970s) for most 
of the isotopes and elements discussed here. With very few exceptions, the new 1 4 C,
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meters

FIG. 2. Vertical cross-section through the Stampriet aquifer (after Ref. [9]). The vertical bars 
and numbers correspond to sampled wells shown in Fig. I.

1 3 C, 1 8 0 ,  4 He, Ar data agree within 2 standard deviations with the previously pub
lished measurements [12-14]. The hydrochemistry is characterized by an evolution 
from high concentrations of 0 2, Ca, Mg, H C 0 3  and nitrate to a dominance of Na, 
H C 0 3, Cl and S 0 4. The following processes are relevant: removal of 0 2, denitrifica
tion, oxidation of organic matter, Ca-M g/Na ion exchange, and leaching of Na, Cl, 
S 0 4  and CO 3  [12]. ô 13C shows a systematic increase from -10.5%o to -7%o (well 2 to 
4/112, Fig. 1) reflecting dissolution of carbonates. At this stage, all the oxygen has 
been consumed and denitrification causes oxidation of isotopically light organic mat
ter [12]. Consequently, 5 13C decreases towards the end of the flow line (well 107) to 
-8.5%o. Radiocarbon ages of samples along the line from 2 to 4 (Fig. 1) were calcu
lated on the basis of these reactions assuming a 8 13C value of soil air of -14%c and of 
the dissolved carbonates of 0%o [12, 17]. Beyond well 4, the further addition of 
(‘dead’) carbon was accounted for by a simple chemical balance correction [12]. The 
resulting radiocarbon ages show a systematic increase with distance from the 
recharge area, paralleled by an increase in dissolved helium concentration [12, 14].

Earlier studies indicated that it was not possible to derive palaeotemperatures 
from the concentrations of N 2  and Ar alone [12, 13]. The presence of initial nitrate in 
the water and the subsequent production of nitrogen gas from its denitrification intro
duces an additional unknown that could not be separated from solubility equilibrium 
and excess air component based on the concentrations of N 2  and Ar alone. The 
addition of measurements of the noble gases (Ne, Ar, Kr and Xe) obtained in the 
framework of this study allowed the determination of palaeotemperatures and excess 
air content. The excess air was found to be fractionated relative to atmospheric air. 
The data were corrected for this effect by using a lumped parameter model [8 ]. The 
corrected concentrations of the dissolved atmospheric noble gases of groundwater 
less than 10 000 years old reflect an average recharge temperature of 26.5°C (Fig. 3).
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This is in close agreement with today’s mean ground temperature in the region as 
determined from the temperature of shallow groundwater (26.7°C). Water samples 
15 000 years old and older are characterized by an average noble gas temperature of 
21.2°C, indicating that the mean annual temperature in Namibia was about 5.3°C 
lower during the last glacial maximum (Fig. 3).

Excess air, expressed as ANe ((Ne measured/Ne air saturated water) -  1, 
expressed in per cent) shows a rarely observed consistent pattern as a function of 
time. Of particular interest is the high peak reaching a ANe value of 220% at about 
6000 years BP (Fig. 4). A similar pattern in excess air was already found during the 
earlier studies using the N2/Ar technique [13].

The ô180  record obtained in this study is also consistent with the earlier one
[12]. It is characterized by a 1.3%c enrichment in S180  for the glacial period as 
compared to today (Fig. 3).

5. DISCUSSION

A glacial cooling of 5.3°C is remarkably consistent with the 5.5°C cooling 
obtained with the N2/Ar technique at the Uitenhage aquifer (25°30' E, 33°45' S,
[18]) and with a maximum cooling of 6°C derived from a speleothem in Cango 
Caves (22°13' E, 33°23' S, [19]). Glacial/interglacial temperature changes of the 
same magnitude (4°C to 5°C) have been recorded with the noble gas technique at 
similar latitudes in North America (Texas, New Mexico and Georgia [15, 20]) and 
near the equator in tropical Brazil [8], suggesting a uniform cooling of these 
regions.

While the Uitenhage aquifer does not show a pattern as a function of time, 
excess air in the Stampriet aquifer is characterized by a steep peak at around 
6000 years (Fig. 4). A possible explanation of this may be a transition from a dry to 
a wet climate at this time, which would have resulted in a rising water table and sub
sequently an increased dissolution of bubbles. Even if this was a brief event, disper
sion in the aquifer and the fact that the bubbles do not immediately dissolve com
pletely would result in a broadening of the ANe peak. A transition from a dry to wet 
climate at this time is consistent with other paleoclimatic evidence for southern 
Africa, summarized in Refs [21, 30].

The different patterns exhibited by the 180  contents of the Uitenhage and 
Stampriet aquifers are rather striking (Fig. 3 [22]). The former, situated close to the 
coast (at 34° S) conforms to the classic 5180  pattern of lower 180  in glacial water 
found elsewhere [23]. This was ascribed to a lower recharge temperature during the 
glacial times, in accordance with the N2/Ar dissolved gas results ([18]). Using a 
1.0%o to 1.3%o 180  enrichment of the glacial ocean [24, 25], the total glacial isotope
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depletion effect would be 2.0 to 2.3, resulting in a quite reasonable 180/temperature 
coefficient of 0.42%o/°C [4].

The Uitenhage aquifer is at présent located in the transition zone between the 
winter rainfall regime of the southwestern tip of the continent and the summer rain
fall pattern prevailing across the rest of Africa. Winter rainstorms originate from the 
westerly winds and associated cold fronts; summer rainfalls are more the result of 
tropical influences [27]. There is some proxy evidence that during the LGM the 
winter rainfall area was much more extensive in southern Africa [28], possibly 
extending up to 25° S. If this is true, then it is likely that part of the glacial lower I80  
in rainfall of glacial times could have been caused by a shift towards more winter 
rainfall at Uitenhage then.
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The 8180  pattern in the Stampriet artesian groundwater is unique, having a 
higher 180  content during the glacial period. After correction for the glacial ocean 180  
enrichment, however, the effective glacial 180  change reduces to virtually zero 
(Fig. 3). This is the opposite of the general feature of 180  depletion and lower 
recharge temperatures worldwide and also opposite to that found in Uitenhage, 
further south. The explanation may be found in the location of the Stampriet site, 
which is 410 km east of the Atlantic ocean and 1760 km west of the Indian ocean.

The isotope pattern of rainfall across the southern part of Africa is dominated 
by the location of the sample sites, with the lowest 180  contents found for those 
stations furthest from both oceans (Table I, [26]). The rainfall recharging the 
Stampriet aquifer is thus severely influenced by a ‘continental’ effect, namely deple
tion of 180  in rain resulting from rainout of 180  enriched water during the transport 
of water moisture across the continent [4]. The present day rainfall at the Stampriet 
site originates from the Indian ocean area and precipitates after traversing most of the 
width of the continent. In addition, there is a certain isotope selectivity during ground
water recharge, resulting in a more negative 180  signal in groundwater than in the 
mean annual rain at the same site [29]. Together, these effects produce what is a rather 
negative (ô180  = -7.1%o) groundwater at the present time.

TABLE I. MEAN ANNUAL RAINFALL AND ITS 180  CONTENT IN AFRICA 
SOUTH OF THE EQUATOR (DATA FROM REF. [26])

Station, country

Mean
annual
rainfall
(mm)

Latitude 
(deg S)

Mean annual 
180  content 

in rain 
(%C) VSMOW

Distance from 
Atlantic Ocean 

(km)

Distance from 
Indian Ocean 

(km)

Dar-es-Salaam,
Tanzania 1139 6.9 -2.83 3000 0

Cape Town, 
South Africa 513 34.0 -3.45 0 0

Pretoria,
South Africa 682 25.7 -3.70 1310 460

Mal ange, 
Angola 1060 9.6 -4.4S 350 2580

Windhoek,
Namibia 385 22.6 -5.03 280 1890

Harare,
Zimbabwe 809 17.8 -6.14 2060 650

Ndola, Zambia 1172 13.0 -6.59 1740 1280
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Given that the LGM -present temperature difference at Stampriet is the same 
as further south, we propose that the absence of any effective glacial 180  depletion 
at Stampriet could be due to a shift (even only partial) of moisture transport for 
rainfall from the Indian ocean, in the east, to the Atlantic ocean, in the west [22]. 
The shorter western path for rainwater from the Atlantic ocean would then reduce 
the continental effect on the rainfall 180  and counteract the effect of lower recharge 
temperature on the 180  content. If the influence of the westerly winds on the west
ern seaboard of the continent, which is now limited to the southernmost part 
(>30° S), had extended further north during glacial times, then a reduced continen
tal effect at Stampriet could reduce the glacial 180  depletion. The model of 
Cockcroft et al. [28] that the winter rainfall area extended much further north dur
ing the LGM would support this idea. Dune studies have indicated that past shifts 
in wind patterns have taken place, and it is likely that these could be associated with 
moisture transport changes [31].

6. CONCLUSION

Oxygen isotopes and dissolved noble gases seem to be well preserved in the 
Stampriet aquifer. In combination with evidence from a speleothem from Cango 
Caves and from the Uitenhage aquifer in South Africa, it appears that southern Africa 
was characterized by 5°C to 6°C lower temperatures and by an expansion of the win
ter rainfall area that receives its moisture from the Atlantic ocean.
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A bstract

THE URBAN ENVIRONMENT: EVALUATION OF HYDROLOGICAL CHANGES AND 
THEIR CONSEQUENCES

Urban population growth has been an uninterrupted and accelerating phenomenon 
throughout this century. By the year 2000 almost 50% (2850 million) of the world’s people will 
have become urban dwellers. Urbanization has profound impacts on the hydrological cycle, at 
varying scales. Many cities are situated on aquifers whose abundant, but fragile, groundwater 
resources are being rapidly degraded by inadequately controlled exploitation and 
indiscriminate effluent and waste disposal practices. This degradation is a contributory cause 
o f increasing water resource scarcity, escalating water supply costs and growing health hazards. 
More emphasis is beginning to be placed on understanding these hydrological changes and on 
proactive management of the urban hydrological cycle. However, many of the changes are not 
capable of direct measurement and are difficult to quantify. In principle, some can be addressed 
through use of isotope techniques with the prospect of providing unique data sets. Such 
applications are reviewed in the light o f the limited published data.

1. URBAN PERTURBATIONS OF THE HYDROLOGICAL CYCLE

1.1. Changes in infiltration and  runoff

The provision of water supply, sanitation and drainage are key elements of the 
urbanization process. Their evolution differs substantially between higher income 
estates, where the process is normally planned in advance, and lower income districts, 
where informal settlements are progressively consolidated as periurban areas. In most 
cases, sanitation and drainage measures lag considerably behind water supply 
arrangements in lower income districts.

Most urbanization has profound impacts on the hydrological cycle [1] as a 
result of (a) land surface impermeabilization, which reduces direct infiltration but
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tends to lower evaporation and to accelerate surface runoff, with pluvial drainage 
arrangements determining whether there will be an overall reduction or increase in 
infiltration, (b) major imports of water, with the amount circulating in distribution 
systems being very significant, in hydrological terms, compared to excess rainfall, 
even in relatively humid climates (Fig. 1) [1].

Radical modifications to the condition of surface watercourses commonly 
occur with (a) pronounced increases in storm runoff, (b) marked deterioration in

• High income districts in arid regions 
with subsidized water pricing
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FIG. 1. Typical rates o f water supply provision in urban areas expressed in hydrological terms 
(mmla) [1] (survey areas: L, a high income suburb o f Lima, Peru; M, the city o f Merida, 
Mexico; S, the city o f Santa Cruz, Bolivia; B, an area o f Bermuda over the central ground
water lens; H, the city o f Hat Yai, Thailand, on coastal alluvium).
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water quality, especially at low stage, when much of the flow may be derived from 
sewerage and industrial effluents, (c) canalization, which also affects interaction with 
the groundwater system. Urbanization causes equally radical changes in the fre
quency and rate of infiltration to groundwater (Table I), with a general tendency for 
volume to increase significantly and for quality to deteriorate substantially [1,2].

Hydrological data collection in urban areas is difficult, and problems occur with 
processes involving diffuse flow paths, for which direct measurement is not possible 
[3]. Various methods can be employed to make or corroborate water balance esti
mates, but in most instances those estimates will remain subject to considerable 
uncertainty. The detail of the shallow geology will be the key to predicting the 
probable effects on groundwater.

Water mains leakage is the most consistent source of urban infiltration, since it 
normally constitutes more than 20% of gross water production and thus generally 
exceeds 100 mm/a (Fig. 2). For largely unsewered cities it is possible for as much as 
90% of gross water production to find its way by various routes into the ground 
(Fig. 2). This is most likely to be the case in arid regions underlain by permeable 
strata (Fig. 1), where excess irrigation of amenity areas is a significant additional 
component.

In more humid regions, a greater proportion of urban drainage and wastewater is 
normally directed to surface watercourses, because of the generally lower infiltration 
and storage capacity of the ground resulting from widespread occurrence of surficial 
alluvial clays and/or a shallow water table. As a consequence, the increase in deep 
infiltration due to urbanization will be less pronounced, but may often still be 
significant (Fig. 1).

The overall increase of infiltration rate to groundwater resulting from urban
ization processes in rapidly developing cities might be expected to cause rising water 
table on a widespread basis. In practice, however, this is only observed where local 
groundwater is too saline or has become too polluted for most uses, or where local 
aquifers are too low yielding. Much more generally, abstraction masks the changes in 
recharge regime, and piezometric levels fall because of exploitation of groundwater 
resources [3]. Moreover, even in industrialized nations, urban groundwater is being 
looked at once again as a possible supplementary source of municipal water supply, 
as the scarcity of freshwater supplies increases and their costs escalate.

Where they do occur, however, unexpected rises of groundwater level in 
regional or perched aquifers due to urbanization can have costly side effects [3]: 
(a) flooding of and/or structural damage to basements and tunnels, (b) corrosion of 
foundations and other buried structures if groundwater has high S 0 4 and/or low pH,
(c) major seepage into deeper collector sewers, causing physical damage and exces
sive flows, (d) seepage of polluted water into supply mains, when subjected to inter
mittent low pressure, (e) mobilization of water pollutants and toxic gases from 
contaminated land, and (f) septic tank malfunction due to surfacing of effluent.



TABLE I. SUMMARY OF IMPACT OF URBANIZATION PROCESSES ON GROUNDWATER

Effect on subsurface infiltration Quality implications
Urbanization process -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Rates Area Time base Scale Contaminant groups3

Surface impermeabilization 
and drainage

Storm water soakaways Increase

(A) Modifications to natural system 

Extensive Intermittent to Marginally negative Cl, HC, DOC
Mains pluvial drainage Reduction Extensive continuous None None
Surface water canalization Reduction Linear Variable None None

Irrigation of amenity areas Increase Restricted Seasonal Variable N, Cl, DOC

Mains water supply leakage
(B) introduction of water service network

Increase Extensive Continuous Positive None
Sanitation installation

In situ systems Major increase Extensive Continuous Negative N, FP
Mains sewerage Minor increase Extensive Continuous Negative N, FP, DOC

Falling water table Minor increase
(C) Uncontrolled aquifer exploitation

Extensive Continuous Variable, reduces effect of contaminated land,

Induced downward leakage Minor increase Extensive Continuous
but increases risk of saline intrusion 
Negative, causes pollution of deep aquifers with
persistent contaminants

a Contaminant groups: Cl Chloride and salinity generally.
DOC Dissolved organic carbon.
FP Faecal pathogens.
HC Hydrocarbon fuels.
N Nitrogen compounds (nitrate or ammonium).
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Rainfall (mm/a)

Humid Semi-arid Arid

*To unconfined or semi-confined aquifer, recognizing that surface runoff becomes 
more frequent in high rainfall situations, but not making any allowance for phreatic 
évapotranspiration

FIG. 2. Potential range of increase of subsurface infiltration to groundwater caused by urban
ization [3] (the survey area key is the same as for Fig. 1 ).

1.2. G roundw ater pollution im pacts

Worldwide, groundwater is of major importance for metropolitan water supply, 
most especially in Asia and Latin America, where more than 1000 million urban 
dwellers depend on aquifers for their domestic supply and where urban population 
growth is occurring at a rate and on a scale unprecedented in human history. Less fre
quently acknowledged is the extensive use of the subsurface for other aspects of city 
development, such as wastewater and solid waste disposal, which have potentially 
conflicting objectives.
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Rapid urbanization with indiscriminate use of the ground for liquid effluent and 
solid waste disposal presents a complex array of potentially polluting activities and is 
widely the cause of marked, but essentially diffuse, pollution of groundwater 
(Table I). In many districts without mains sewerage, a heavy subsoil contaminant load 
originates from in situ sanitation, and the disposal of sullage waters increases the risk 
of shallow groundwater contamination because of the presence of various household 
chemicals. High nitrogen concentrations (normally nitrate, but sometimes ammo
nium), increased concentrations of chloride (mostly from excreta), sulphate and 
borate (from detergents), elevated dissolved organic carbon, and soluble manganese 
and/or iron and/or bicarbonate (as a result of oxidation of organic matter) are fre
quently observed [3]. In shallow vulnerable aquifers, significant contamination by 
faecal pathogens can also occur [4].

In some cities located on low lying coastal alluvium, direct disposal of 
wastewater to the ground via on-site sanitation is not possible, and effluents are dis
charged into drainage canals, which often become influent to aquifers as a result of 
groundwater abstraction.

In many rapidly developing cities, an increasing number of industries (such as 
textiles, tanning, metal processing, vehicle maintenance, laundry and dry cleaning, 
printing and photoprocessing) develop in extensive periurban areas without mains 
sewerage [3]. Most of these industries generate liquid effluents, such as spent lubri
cants, solvents and disinfectants, which are often discharged directly to the ground 
and can represent a long term threat to groundwater quality. A further, increasingly 
frequent, cause of shallow groundwater contamination is hydrocarbon fuel leakage 
from underground storage tanks at gasoline filling stations and on industrial sites.

The impacts on groundwater quality often take many decades to become fully 
apparent, since the response time of groundwater systems is the longest of all com
ponents of the urban hydrological cycle. The intensity of impact will also vary con
siderably with the pollution vulnerability of underlying aquifers and with the type and 
stage of urban development.

Santa Cruz, Bolivia, is typical of many fast growing cities in its dependence on 
the ground for effluent and drainage disposal. These practices, and excess wet season 
rainfall, provide most of the groundwater recharge (although seepage from the adja
cent Paray River is believed to be an additional component). As a result, the upper
most (phreatic) aquifer shows significant deterioration of groundwater quality, espe
cially beneath the more densely populated districts and the industrial areas (Fig. 3). 
Municipal water supply is entirely derived from well fields located within the city 
limits, with production wells tapping deeper semiconfined aquifer horizons. This 
groundwater is of excellent natural quality, but abstraction induces a component of 
vertical leakage and incipient contamination from the overlying phreatic aquifer. 
There is also heavy abstraction from the shallow phreatic aquifer for private water 
supply; this, in effect, provides a degree of protection to deeper municipal production
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150-400 m

FIG. 3. Groundwater pollution caused by rapid urbanization and induced downward leakage 
to deep aquifers in Santa Cruz, Bolivia (vertical exaggeration ~40x) [2].

boreholes by intercepting and recycling part of the polluted urban recharge. Inasmuch 
as this water is not utilized for quality sensitive uses, this is coincidentally sound 
management practice.

1.3. Consequences of uncontrolled aquifer exploitation

Groundwater abstraction necessarily results in a drop in aquifer water levels. If 
withdrawals are heavy and concentrated enough that they greatly exceed local 
recharge, water levels may continue to fall over decades. Serious drops will lead to 
lower well yields and can provoke an expensive and inefficient cycle of well deepen
ing to regain productivity or even premature loss of investment due to forced aban
donment of wells. Major changes in piezometric head distribution within aquifers can 
lead to the reversal of hydraulic gradients and flow paths and can induce serious water 
quality deterioration, as a result of up-coning or intrusion of saline groundwater and 
induced leakage of polluted water from the surface. Cities located on certain types of 
aquifer may also suffer significant land subsidence with consequent damage to 
buildings and infrastructure.

Evidence has been accumulating since the early 1980s of substantial and wide
spread drawdown of the piezometric surface in many Asian cities [5] and in some 
Latin American cities. In some cases this is solely due to urban and industrial abstrac
tion, but in many others pumping for agricultural irrigation is also a contributory
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cause. Contamination of deeper (semiconfined) aquifers, where these underlie a shal
low, poor quality phreatic aquifer affected by anthropogenic pollution and/or saline 
intrusion, is a frequent consequence of uncontrolled exploitation. This occurs as a 
result of inadequate well construction, which leads to direct vertical seepage and/or 
pumping-induced vertical leakage, with penetration of more mobile and persistent 
contaminant species [5].

1.4. H interland and  dow nstream  effects

Urban impacts on the hydrological cycle are not limited to the geographic area 
occupied by the city itself, because cities are intimately linked with their hinterlands. 
Water supplies that were originally obtained from aquifers underlying the urban area 
may no longer be sufficient or may have deteriorated in quality, and additional 
resources will often be drawn from neighbouring areas. Similarly, as cities expand, 
they may encroach upon their own periurban well fields, and progressive deteriora
tion in groundwater quality will result, either directly from urban development or by 
infiltration from polluted surface watercourses.

Although the installation of mains sewerage generally lags considerably behind 
water supply provision, sewage effluent (here termed wastewater) is generated in 
large volumes by many (but not all) rapidly developing cities. This wastewater is nor
mally discharged, after minimal treatment, to the nearest convenient surface water
course, from where (especially in more arid climates) it is used on an uncontrolled 
basis for agricultural irrigation in downstream riparian areas, which are usually 
underlain by important alluvial aquifers. The impact of wastewater irrigation on 
groundwater quality varies from serious to tolerable, depending on the wastewater 
quality (especially salinity levels and presence of persistent and mobile chemicals), 
the irrigation management practices, the vulnerability of underlying aquifers and the 
dilution capacity of the groundwater system in relation to the magnitude of 
wastewater infiltration.

León (Guanajuato), Mexico, is a typical example of a city in which the dis
charge and reuse of urban wastewater has a significant impact on a downstream ripar
ian aquifer system [4]. The deeper aquifer horizons are heavily exploited for urban 
water supply, and various production wells are located within, and adjacent to, areas 
where wastewater is used for agricultural irrigation. Infiltration of excess wastewater 
irrigation has helped to maintain groundwater levels within 10 m of the land surface, 
despite the fact that in adjacent areas they are falling at 2-5 m/a as a result of inten
sive abstraction, but this infiltration has led to serious groundwater quality degrada
tion in the shallower part of the aquifer system. The contaminant of greatest concern 
is NaCl, given the high salinity of the industrial component of local wastewater 
(Fig. 4).
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FIG. 4. Impact o f wastewater irrigation on the quality o f groundwater downstream o f León 
(Guanajuato), Mexico (vertical exaggeration ~20x) [3].

2. APPLICATION OF ISOTOPE TECHNIQUES TO URBAN HYDROLOGY

2.1. G eneral position

In general, integrated studies combining geohydrological and hydrochemical 
techniques offer the best possibility of quantitatively assessing the changes in hydro- 
logical regime caused by urbanization and of solving other, more localized, problems 
resulting from urban processes. Various isotope techniques may have useful applica
tion in this context (Table II). There is, however, little published data and few docu
mented case histories in which isotope techniques have been systematically applied. 
The purpose of this paper is thus to draw attention to their potential, illustrating 
with some examples where they are available. In many cases, the application of 
hydrochemical and isotopic techniques has been impeded by inadequate urban 
hydrological sampling and monitoring networks.

From the preceding discussion it will be evident that the water resource and 
environmental assessment problems arising in cities range widely in scale. This paper 
is primarily concerned with diagnosing city scale behaviour (10-500 km2), but 
impacts and problems in fact range from the local investigation scale (say, less than 
10 km2) to aquifer or basin scale (say, greater than 500 km2) (Table II).



TABLE II. SUM M ARY OF STATE OF D EVELOPM ENT O F ISOTOPE TECHNIQUES TO SPECIFIC PRACTICAL NEEDS OF 
U RBAN HYDROLOGICAL A ND ENVIRONM ENTAL ASSESSM ENT

u>u>о

Assessment needs
Investigation

Development stage

scales3 Research Demonstration Application

Sources of groundwater recharge and pollution

Identification of groundwater pollution sources L, С 204/206pb n B 2H-180 , 34S-18Ob, 15N-18Ob

Groundwater pollutant attenuation processes L, С — 15n - 18o , 3H, 34S-18Ob —

Aquifer recharge from leaking water mains0 С — 2H-18Ob —

Aquifer recharge from in situ sanitation С — 15jyf_18Qb —

Origin/fate of N and DOC in groundwater0 С — 13c, 14c, 18o 15n - 18o

Origin/genesis landfill leachates/gases0 L 13C-2H 3Hb, 2H-18Ob —

Landfill evolution stability indicators L 34S-18Ob, (?) 13c — —

Vulnerability of groundwater source protection areas L, С (CFC)d — 3H, 14c

M ajor perturbation of aquifer flow systems

Penetration of urban recharge in aquifers3 С (CFC)d — 2H-180 , (?) 3H

Palaeo-freshwater depletion3 С, AB 81Kr — 2H-180 , 14c

Aquifer saline intrusion С, AB — 36C1 2H-180

FO
STER



Urban runoff and sewer flow analysis

Surface water rainfall-runoff analysis 

Streambed sediment residence times 

Water balance problems in sewerage systems 

Origin and interconnection of sewer flows L, С

С, AB 

С, AB 

С

137Csb, 210Pb 

(?) 2H-18Ob

2h -18o

(art.)e

(art.)e

a Normal scale of investigation: L, local (<10 km2); C, city (10-500 km2); AB, aquifer/basin (>500 km2). 
b Applicable only in some circumstances. 
c Isotope techniques may provide unique data. 
d CFC = chlorofluorocarbons. 
e art = artificial radiotracers.
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This area of application (Table II) includes the detection and assessment of 
recharge from leaking water mains and sewers, from in situ sanitation, from waste
water reuse and from influent surface watercourses. The isotopic techniques most 
commonly employed are 2H and 180  in water and 15N and 180  in nitrate, in combi
nation with major and trace hydrochemical indicators. The vulnerability of ground
water source protection areas can also be assessed using environmental 3H, and in 
some cases 14C.

At the local scale it has been demonstrated that 515N in N 0 3 is capable of defin
ing the contaminant plume from an individual in situ sanitation unit (a septic tank 
soakaway) [6] in a thin glacial aquifer of Ontario, Canada (Fig. 5). This, despite the 
fact that there was little contrast in N 0 3 concentration, because of the presence of 
nitrate derived from the heavily fertilized agricultural soils of the area. Other isotopic 
signatures (180  in both nitrate and water) did not have enough contrast to delineate 
the plume accurately, but did give some insight into the hydrochemical processes 
involved. The Na concentration of groundwater was, however, also definitive in this 
hydrogeological environment. The enriched ô15N values were consistent with human 
N waste converted by nitrification via ammonia to nitrate and enriched by partial 
volatilization. It should, however, be noted that under some groundwater conditions 
progressive denitrification may occur with depth in the aquifer, with further increases 
in the 8,5N in values from the 10%o characteristic of human and animal wastes to 
perhaps 20%o or more [7].

2.2. Sources of groundwater recharge and pollution

0 10 20m  N a+ > 4 0 m g /L

FIG. 5. Definition o f groundwater pollution plume from an individual septic tank soakaway 
using 5I5N-N03 and Na analysis [6].
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The value of such local studies is that they suggest that stable N isotopes may 
be of value in delineating bodies of groundwater with different recharge sources at a 
larger scale in urban areas. This has been attempted, on a pilot basis, for the 
Permo-Triassic Sandstone aquifer underlying the city of Nottingham, United 
Kingdom [8]. Most groundwater samples obtained from the phreatic aquifer within 
the urban area have elevated N 0 3-N  concentrations (Fig. 6), and such reductions that 
occur in depth and down-dip are more likely to be due to dilution with older, less 
anthropogenically polluted, groundwater than to denitrification, given their ô15N iso
topic signature. There is evidence that some of the nitrate contamination may derive 
from the River Leen (Fig. 6), which is influent across much of the urban area as a 
result of past local overexploitation of groundwater resources. The possibility that 
leakage from the sewerage system is a major source of nitrate pollution was also con
sidered. Raw sewerage has a low N 0 3-N  content and a light 615N signature, but major 
seepages in unlined urban storage caverns believed to be derived from sewer leakage 
showed significant isotopic fractionation associated with NH3 volatilization during 
the nitrification process (Fig. 6). Thus, while sewer leakage may be a contributory

NO3-N (mg/L)

О Precipitation samples •  Samples from (potentially losing) streams

Ф Mains water supply samples ▲  Sewage samples

FIG. 6. Relation between N 0 3-N and ÿ 5N-NO} concentrations in infiltration to, and ground
water of, the Permo-Triassic Sandstone aquifer o f Nottingham [8].
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factor, it is unlikely to account for the bulk of the nitrate pollution, which may also be 
due in part to migration of groundwater from up-gradient agricultural areas, where 
concentrations average about 13.0 mg N 0 3-N  per litre.

At the local scale, isotope techniques are finding increasing value in the evalu
ation of landfills (Table II). In particular, understanding of the origin and genesis of 
landfill gases has been advanced [9, 10] and the fact that high 3H concentrations are 
found in many landfill leachates, as a result of the disposal of luminous paint 
products [11], offers new possibilities.

2.3. M ajor perturbations of aquifer flow systems

The application of stable isotope techniques, in co-ordination with major and 
trace element hydrochemistry, has been useful in delineating the downward penetra
tion and horizontal spread of urban recharge in thick aquifer systems, which is a key 
question in aquifer management.

In the León area of Mexico described earlier [4] (Fig. 4), which is affected by 
wastewater infiltration, most o f the low salinity groundwaters (less than 100 mg Cl 
per litre) are more isotopically depleted than 5180  of -10%o (Fig. 7), and the lightest 
of these is associated with deep groundwater originating as infiltrating rainfall in the 
permeable formations of the surrounding mountains. Shallower groundwaters from,

600-1

лO ' 4 0 0 - Shallow private ^  
wells /

(outside w astewater |

□ □ t
E
o> □ / ▲

О  20
Deep municipal 
production boreholes

-12 -11 -10 

5180  (%o)
-9 -8

▲  Som e wastewater sam ples

FIG. 7. Relation between ôlsO and Cl concentrations in groundwaters downstream o f León 
(Guanajuato), Mexico, showing influence o f wastewater irrigation.
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or close to, the wastewater irrigation area are characterized by some evaporative con
centration of S180  and higher salinity (more than 200 mg Cl per litre). In this case 
the evidence provided by isotopic techniques is not unique, but offers useful 
corroboration of that given by major ion hydrochemistry.

In the Santa Cruz, Bolivia example (Fig. 3), a systematic campaign of ground
water sampling and analysis was undertaken to establish the relative significance of 
possible sources of groundwater recharge, to delineate the depth of penetration of 
urban infiltration and to assess the effectiveness of contaminant attenuation processes 
during downward vertical leakage [2]. In this instance there was no difference in the 
stable isotope composition of groundwaters from the semiconfined and phreatic 
aquifers (Fig. 8), a reflection of the absence of distant recharge sources and of the 
large amount of groundwater recycling occurring as a result of municipal water sup
ply abstraction and wastewater disposal practices. Some shallow groundwater sam
ples, however, had a significantly lighter (more depleted) isotopic composition, and 
their most likely source is infiltration from the Paray River during periods of wet sea
son high flow. Under these conditions the river can have 82H of less than -50 %o, as 
against an average local groundwater value of -42%o.

2.4. U rban runoff and  sewer flow analysis

Although there are numerous published examples of isotope techniques 
being applied to the study of mechanisms of stream flow generation by hydrograph

-20-1

ys
I 1------------------------1--------------------------1

-10 -8 -6 -4
5180  (%.)

FIG. 8. Environmental isotope ( <?H and 8 80 ) composition o f groundwaters from the alluvial 
outwash aquifer o f Santa Cruz, Bolivia.
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separation [12-15], none of these appear to have been in urban catchments. The main 
focus has been to improve the understanding of geohydrological flow paths and solute 
sources in essentially rural settings, often related to catchment response to ‘acid rain’.

All too often there has been a compartmentalized approach to water resources, 
water supply networks, sewerage systems, land drainage and flood control in the 
urban environment, and beneficial interactions and negative side effects have been 
ignored. A rational assessment requires an integrated evaluation of water and pollu
tant fluxes over various space and time scales. The fundamental processes and inter
actions still require better characterization: urban rainfall and water supply must be 
cross correlated with runoff, sewer flows and drainage rates. Urban catchment areas, 
water supply areas and mains sewerage areas do not generally coincide and may be 
periodically reconfigured. Models appropriate for small urban river, drain and sewer 
flows must be developed, and in these models the role of shallow (sometimes 
perched) soil water bodies will be a key element. There is little doubt that isotope 
techniques will prove useful in this complex task (Table II), but no demonstration 
projects exist to date.

In this context, special mention of sewage systems is warranted. Worldwide, 
wastewater is one of the few resources which are increasing, and very large invest
ments are being mobilized to consolidate and extend such systems and to treat sewage 
effluents. These are normally made with little knowledge of the physical and chemi
cal behaviour of the system, and unexplained hydrological imbalances are often 
present. There is scope for the application of isotope techniques (Table II) to the eval
uation of (a) sewage flow rates and their variability, (b) interconnections between col
lector sewers and storm water drains, (c) exfiltration of groundwater to sewers and
(d) the origin of high salinity sewer flow components.

Both environmental indicators and artificial radioisotope tracers offer potential 
in one or more of these regards, but there are significant obstacles and resistance to 
the use of the latter, and bacteriophage and hormonal chemicals are often more 
acceptable as sewage indicators.

The issue of sediment residence times and contaminant attenuation rates in 
urban surface watercourses is of relevance to the evaluation and management of cer
tain types of contamination and can also be addressed by isotope techniques. The use 
of 137Cs, which was widely dispersed in areal fallout following the Chernobyl 
accident, is an example of this type of application.

3. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The hydrological changes induced by components of the urbanization process 
can be large, often have major socioeconomic consequences and raise numerous 
pressing issues for water resources and environmental management. Many of these
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changes are not capable of direct measurement and are thus difficult to quantify, but 
some can be addressed, at least in principle, by isotopic techniques. There is still rel
atively limited experience in the application of isotopic techniques to urban geohy
drology, but in some cases, when integrated with an overall geohydrological and 
hydrochemical survey, they appear capable of providing vital, and even unique, 
insights to the processes involved.
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A bstract

ISOTOPE STUDIES OF THE HYDROLOGICAL IMPACT OF LARGE SCALE 
AGRICULTURE.

Availability of (ground) waters to meet water demand is limited by their quantity and 
quality. Most studies have concentrated on the impact of point contaminant sources on water 
resources; this research has produced better control of contaminant impacts and remediation 
measures than in former times. Future efforts will mainly concentrate on the impact of diffuse 
contaminant sources on subsurface, surface and ocean waters; in between these sources, 
agricultural activities and the lack of understanding of microbiological disintegration processes 
in the subsurface produce most of the obstacles in elaborating management concepts. Isotope 
methods will strongly contribute to the understanding of mechanisms of contaminant export 
from soils and the impact of those contaminants on water resources, because those methods are 
much better than chemical tracers at differentiating the turnover zones in aquifers, at 
determining how susceptible aquifer systems are to contamination and at determining the 
export potentials of discharge components in the unsaturated and saturated zones. Since 
changes in agricultural practice will occur slowly, an intermediate concept of groundwater 
management is presented to cover the water demand of both the private and agricultural sectors. 
This concept is strongly based on the use of environmental isotopes.

1. INTRODUCTION

The earth’s groundwater reserves, not including ice caps or glaciers, amount to 
about 8 ООО 000 km 3. Annually c. 50 000 km3 of discharge from continents are 
produced. If one were to assume that all the discharge infiltrated and that all the 
groundwater was uniformly incorporated in the water cycle, then the result would be 
a minimum mean groundwater turnover time of c. 160 a. In fact, less discharge infil
trates and becomes groundwater, i.e. the mean groundwater turnover times are even 
longer than this.

In the past, most efforts concentrated on avoiding and remediating groundwa
ter pollution originating from point sources. Appropriate strategies and methods have
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been developed and applied and have led to more conscious use of water resources. 
Future efforts must focus on the impact of diffuse contaminant sources on ground, 
surface and ocean waters. These contaminants originate in part from combustion 
processes, but mainly from agricultural activities.

In most European countries, crops increased by factors of 3 to 5 over the last 
60 a. This has been achieved by applying about 150 to 200 times the quantities of fer
tilizers used in former times, by intensive use of pesticides and by changed physical 
management practices.

These measures changed soil structure, soil texture and soil biology and inter
fered with neighbouring compartments such as the atmosphere, the biosphere and the 
hydrosphere.

No doubt agricultural activities are needed to meet the food demand of a grow
ing world population. Research and education, however, should concentrate not only 
on increasing agricultural productivity but also on the use of arable lands in ways 
adapted to the conservation of resources, especially water resources. Within such con
cepts, hydrology and especially isotope hydrology can contribute to the understand
ing of export, storage, dilution and microbiological disintegration processes in the 
subsurface. In that way both contribute to anwering the following questions:

—  Which are the most important export paths of agrochemicals from soils?
—  How can optimal land use and groundwater management be made compatible?
—  How can groundwater management practice contribute to a safe water supply?

Two aspects of these questions are discussed below on the basis of recent 
results using isotopes.

2. CLASSIFICATION OF GROUNDWATER TURNOVER ZONES

Recent investigations [1] show that the groundwater is actively involved in the 
water cycle only in its topmost aquifers and that below these aquifers it takes part in 
the water cycle only passively (Fig. 1). This is demonstrated in young ages in the 
active and old ages in the passive turnover zone. This groundwater classification 
scheme, with active and passive turnover zones, was set up in temperate climates but 
can be applied the world over.

The thickness of the active turnover zone depends on the amount of groundwater 
recharge and on the permeability and porosity of the aquifer systems; assuming equal 
recharges, the zone is thicker in fissured than in porous aquifers. In a general way it 
is thicker in temperate climates than in the tropics, because of low infiltration 
capacity, and it is thinnest in arid regions. Artificial recharge and leakage increase
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> 500 m Connate waters

FIG. 1. Subdivision o f an aquifer into an active and a passive turnover zone, both lying 
above connate waters.

the thickness of the active turnover zone; groundwater withdrawal in excess of 
recharge decreases it.

In humid regions with perennial rivers, the boundary between the active and 
passive groundwater zones can easily be determined with the so-called tritium 
nought line (TNL) [1]. Beneath that line, tritium usually has values below the detec
tion limit, 14C decreases significantly and changes in groundwater quality often 
occur. In semiarid and arid regions, with their intermittent rivers and deep ground
water tables, tritium can often not be applied to separate the active and passive 
turnover zones, since the unsaturated zone is too thick and the seepage velocities too 
low to conserve tritium in measurable quantities. In these cases 14C or 39Ar can be 
applied instead of tritium.

3. WATER DEMAND AND WATER SUPPLY

Groundwater is the most important, and in very many regions the only, resource 
available to meet water demand. Statistics on world water demand (Table I) show that
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TABLE I. WORLD-WIDE ANNUAL WATER DEMAND (1980, in km3) 
ACCORDING TO USAGE AND REGION

Continent Energy Irrigation Industry Private Total

Africa 10 60 4 12 86
Asia 68 1400 30 98 1596
Australia 8 13 6 2 29
Europe 176 116 184 40 516
North America 232 205 77 38 552
South America 6 35 4 11 56
Total 500 1829 305 201 2835

in the developing countries the demand for irrigation water is the highest and that in 
developed countries the demand for water needed for energy and industrial production 
the highest. Worldwide, water used for the private sector is the lowest for all coun
tries. As compared to the annual mean of discharge from the continents (50 000 km3), 
hardly 6% of the available quantities are used. Although this number is small from a 
quantitative point of view, the availability of groundwater is restricted by quality 
problems. On average, quality problems actually impose much greater restrictions on 
the use of water resources than quantity problems.

Significant groundwater withdrawals must be made mainly from the active 
turnover zone. Only small groundwater withdrawals should be made from the passive 
turnover zone, otherwise hydraulic short cuts will be produced between the two 
zones, resulting in an import of water from the active into the passive turnover zone 
(Fig. 2). Naturally, the groundwater from the active zone gets contaminated much eas
ier and faster than that from the passive zone. If hydraulic short cuts between both 
zones are caused by excessive groundwater withdrawals from the passive turnover 
zone, they lead also to pollution impacts. This is a long term, unsteady steady state 
hydraulic process that can last for decades, so it is usually not detected in time.

4. STORAGE AND EXPORT IN THE UNSATURATED ZONE

Seepage water movement in soils is usually determined by classic investigation 
methods with tensiometer and time domain reflectometer measurements and the 
hydraulic functions of the unconsolidated sediment. These evaluations assume a high 
degree of homogeneity in soils and sediments and require three dimensional data 
acquisition; in general,.these preconditions are not met, and results can hardly be 
transferred to the neighbourhood. Thus, tracing seepage waters or analysing environ
mental tracers in seepage waters are necessary to study seepage fluxes on small as 
well as large scales.
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FIG. 2. (a) Groundwater flow velocities (mid) and isochrons (years) in an aquifer system
with an undisturbed flow field, and (b) resultant discharge distribution (groundwater recharge 
o f 150 mmla ( 100%) (circled: permeabilities assumed in calculations, mis); (c, d) as in (a, b) 
but with groundwater withdrawal o f 35% o f the recharge from the passive turnover zone.
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Seepage tracing tests should not disturb the ionic balance in the water. This is 
only possible by m arking the water m olecule with 2H, 180  or tritium  and, for 
economic and legal reasons, is only operable with 2H. 2H tracing tests in seepage 
water do not show the expected symmetrical concentration distribution in space 
(Fig. 3), because rapid bypass flow occurs along with slow piston flow. Such bypass 
flows (Fig. 4) cause breakthrough curves with multiple peaks, or with breakdowns in 
the breakthrough curves, because of precipitation events with seepage infiltration. 
According to known tracing results, bypass flow in loess reach to more than 90 cm 
and in gravels to more than 180 cm below the surface.

In the investigated cases, the bypass flow has velocities of several decimetres to 
several metres per day, whereas those from piston flow in temperate climates are in 
the range of 0.7 m/a to 1.5 m/a for loess and gravels, respectively. This bypass flow 
favours the rather quick export of agrochemicals out of the soil into groundwaters or

FIG. 3. Deuterium breakthrough curves (in concentration space) in seepage water traced on 
a Loess soil.
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FIG. 4. Deuterium concentration-time curves for depths o f 10 cm and 50 cm below floor, 
indicating bypass flow. At each level sampling was performed at three nearby places.
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into rivers and lakes by interflow, whereas piston flow favours storage and thus the 
microbiological disintegration of agrochemicals.

Therefore, independent from sorption processes, the effective root zone is 
always higher in agrochemical concentrations in regions with low than in regions 
with high infiltration rates [2].

As compared to average daily infiltration, bypass flow is low and not always 
directly measurable. However, it can be determined fairly exactly using isotope bal
ances for the root zone (Fig. 5). Using this method, stable isotope concentrations must 
be registered during the beginning and end of the recharge period, and the isotope 
load is calculated for the same period. Deviations between measured and calculated 
isotope concentrations must be attributed to the rather quick export of tracers by

*H%o
-120 -80 -40 0

2H%.
-120 -80 -40 0

FIG. 5. Deuterium profiles at the beginning and the end o f the recharge season, and mean 
deuterium concentration o f the preceding season (vertical lines).
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FIG 6. Export o f DOC from the unsaturated zone by rain events in a catchment area with 
fine to medium grained sediments.

bypass flow. Under temperate climatic conditions, bypass flow accounts for c. 30% 
to 50% of the infiltrating precipitation, and it favours the export of agrochemicals 
(Fig. 6), which are not sorbed by the rock or the humus cover or which sorb only 
slowly.

In hilly terrain with near surface changes in soil and sediment structure (Fig. 7), 
due to geologic d ila ta tion  p rocesses or to agricu ltural activ ities, there are 
perm eability discontinuities, which more or less follow the surface morphology. At 
these discontinuities, bypass flows are partially or completely turned into lateral 
flow (interflow), which is as rapid as bypass flow. To a large extent, under these topo
graphic boundary conditions the interflow exports agrochemicals from soils into 
rivers and lakes and thus protects the groundwater to some extent from significant agro
chemical inputs.

There are the same permeability discontinuities on the plains as in hilly terrain, 
but they do not cause interflow because of a lack of pronounced lateral gradients. In 
these cases, the bypass flow exports the agrochemicals quickly to the groundwater 
and thus leads to quality problems for the groundwater. This situation almost always 
obtains in irrigation regions, which occur mostly in flatlands.
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FIG. 7. Block diagram o f a catchment area, showing weathering zones and the discharge 
components o f overland flow, interflow and ground water recharge.

The separation of the interflow from the base and overland flow is possible iso
topically and chemically [3]. Together, the overland and interflow can be determined 
isotopically, whereas the interflow and base flow can be determined chemically. Thus, 
at least to a first approximation, the interflow can be separated from the remaining 
discharge components.

5. GROUNDWATER MANAGEMENT IN IRRIGATED AREAS

In many irrigated areas of the world, flood irrigation is applied and irrigation 
water originates from groundwaters. Return water from irrigation is estimated to 
amount to about 15% to 20%, and this water imports excessively used agrochemicals 
into the active turnover zone. As far as groundwater abstraction is based on dug wells, 
this contamination will remain in this zone.

Drilling, however, is performed in most developing countries, disregarding the 
groundwater stratificatiohs described in Section 2. Uncontrolled withdrawals there
fore exist and disturb this stratification (Fig. 3). Drilling could, however, be used as a 
transient or even a long term concept for irrigation and safe drinking water supply 
from aquifers of the same region.
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FIG. 8. Distribution of groundwater recharge in aquifer systems with different 
permeabilities.

The proposed concept of groundwater management in irrigated areas envisages 
use of the groundwaters of the active turnover zone for irrigation supply and those of 
the passive turnover zone for drinking water supply, both in accordance with the 
available portion of groundwater recharge in the respective zone. Many numerical 
simulations indicate that the groundwater recharge, determined on a catchment scale, 
distributes less than 15% to the passive and more than 85% to the active turnover zone 
(Fig. 8). This concept of groundwater exploitation thus also includes reduction of the 
application of agrochemicals to the amounts actually needed for plant growth and 
plant protection; if these reductions are not made, the passive and active recharge 
zones will become contaminated in the short and very long runs, respectively.

The transient concept of safe drinking water supply also requires mechanisms 
to control hydraulic short cuts connecting the active and passive turnover zones. This
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Time (a)

FIG. 9. Variation with time o f the concentrations o f l4C, 39Ar, 3H and a contaminant 
entering as an accidental spill or with continuous input into the passive turnover zone 
while groundwater is abstracted from the passive turnover zone at 150 m depth with a 
discharge o f 50% o f the groundwater recharge.

monitoring should not be based on the contaminants themselves but on the well 
known 14C ,39Ar and 3H stratification in groundwaters. Changes of the concentrations 
of these isotopes due to groundwater abstraction are well known to all isotope hydrol- 
ogists and mostly precede the arrival of contaminants. Such changes, however, have 
not been linked in the past to mathematical modelling in order to evaluate changes in 
14C, 39Ar and 3H concentrations as a process oriented way to follow and better pre
dict forced inputs of contaminants into the passive turnover zone. Suitable numerical 
models have recently been set up (Fig. 9) and seem to apply well. Such models can 
be considered as an early warning system to register ongoing hydraulic short cuts 
before contaminants reach the passive turnover zone.
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A bstract

ISOTOPIC INVESTIGATIONS OF POLLUTION TRANSPORT IN SHALLOW MARINE 
ENVIRONMENTS OFF THE KARACHI COAST, PAKISTAN.

The pollution scenario of shallow marine environments off the Karachi coast, Pakistan, 
is established through determination of stable carbon isotope ratios (513C) of total dissolved 
inorganic carbon, marine plants (mangroves and seaweed), stable isotope composition of 
nitrogen (515N) in mangroves and seaweed, toxic/trace metal concentration and gross gamma 
activity in sea bottom sediments, total coliform bacterial population, electrical conductivity, 
and turbidity in polluted water sources (Layari and Malir River mouth areas), non-polluted 
Karachi sea water and pollution recipients (Manora Channel, southeast coast and northwest 
coast of Karachi). Isotopic data show that tidal fluctuations play a key role in controlling 
contamination inventories in shallow sea water off the Karachi coast. The Manora Channel 
is found to be the most heavily polluted marine site off the Karachi coast during both high 
and low tide conditions. 513C values of seaweed (range from -4.9%c to -31.1%o relative to 
PDB) suggest the incorporation of carbon from both domestic and industrial sources. The 
S13C values of mangroves range from -26.7%c to -28.3%c PDB. The §15N values of seaweed 
(7-18%o relative to air N2) and mangroves (range 6-13%o relative to air N2) indicate the 
input of manure/waste related nitrogen components. Significant concentrations of toxic 
metals such as Pb, Ni, Cr, Zn and V are observed in sediments of Karachi harbour. 
Bottom sediments in the harbour area have a lower gross gamma activity (52.37-111.95 Bq 
per kg sediments) than sediments collected from the shallow open sea along the southeast 
and northwest coasts (89.23-136.37 Bq per kg sediments). These studies suggest the need for
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quick remedial measures to combat pollution in shallow marine environments off the Karachi 
coast.

1. INTRODUCTION

Karachi is the largest city in Pakistan and has a coastline about 30 km long. The 
domestic waste generated by a population of -1 0  million and the industrial waste gen
erated by more than 1000 large industrial units (chemical, textile, leather tanning, fish 
processing and cement industries, steel mills, thermal power plants, oil refineries, 
etc.) is drained into the Karachi sea mainly via the Layari River, the Malir River and 
Korangi Creek (Fig. 1). This waste input is supplemented by oil spills from cargo 
ships and oil tankers in the Manora Channel, which includes Karachi harbour, the 
Naval Dockyard, Keamari boat basin, Keamari fish harbour and the backwaters area 
(Fig. 2). The Manora Channel has an area of 7.17 km2, and about 3.4 x 106 m3 of 
water enters and leaves the channel during a tidal cycle. Nevertheless, because of the 
continuous arrival of pollution from the Layari River mouth, the Karachi harbour has 
been severely contaminated. The fish habitat and mangroves along the cost of Karachi
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FIG. 1. Coastal map of Karachi indicating industrial zones and sampling locations. Arrows 
indicate $3CTmc based low tide pollution transport pathways off Karachi coast. Values in 
parentheses represent per cent contribution of pollution from polluted rivers and sewage 
drains.
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FIG. 2. Sampling points in Manora Channel and Karachi harbour.

are therefore under considerable stress. A few pollution surveys involving classical 
hydrogeochemical and/or biological techniques were made in the past to estimate the 
pollution status off the Karachi coast [1-3]. This paper describes the pollution 
scenario of shallow marine environments off the Karachi coast as established through 
the combined use of environmental stable isotope techniques and non-nuclear 
analytical techniques.

2. SAMPLING AND ANALYSIS

Mangroves, seaweed, sediments and high/low tide water samples were col
lected from polluted water sources, namely the Layari River and Malir River mouth 
areas (domestic and industrial waste), and from pollution receiving bodies, namely 
Manora Channel/Karachi harbour, the southeast coast of Karachi (Clifton-Ibrahim 
Haideri coastline), the northwest coast of Karachi (Manora-Paradise Point coastline)
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and a non-polluted region of the Karachi sea (blue waters off Paradise Point). 
Figures 1 and 2 indicate the locations of sampling sites. Water samples were collected 
within the 10 m depth contour during a relatively rough sea period from 22 April to 
7 May 1995 (early monsoon) and then during a relatively calm sea period from 4 to 
15 January 1996.

Studies conducted on these samples include determination of stable carbon iso
tope ratios (513C) of total dissolved inorganic carbon (TDIC) and marine plants (man
groves and seaweed), stable isotope composition of nitrogen (815N) in mangroves and 
seaweed, toxic/trace metal concentration and gross gamma activity in shallow sea 
bottom sediments, total coliform bacterial population, turbidity, and electrical con
ductivity in polluted and non-polluted waters.

Turbidity, temperature and electrical conductivity were measured in situ. Total 
coliform bacteria (E. coli per 100 mL water sample) were determined within 24 h of 
sample collection using a dual incubator (PAQUALAB Model 50, ELE International, 
United Kingdom). Water samples for stable carbon isotope analysis were spiked with 
0.1M HgCl2 solution and filtered in the laboratory through Whatman 42 and 0.45 mm 
nitrocellulose filter paper. Stable isotope analysis of TDIC in water samples and 
organic carbon and nitrogen in mangroves and seaweed were determined using stan
dard methods [4, 5]. Stable isotope analyses were performed using mass spectrome
ters and are expressed relative to international standards, namely PDB (Pee Dee 
belemnite) for 13C analysis and air N2 for 15N analysis. Reproducibility is better than 
0.1%o PDB for 513C and 0.2%o air N2 for S15N measurements. Toxic/trace element 
analyses (except uranium analysis) of dried and pulverized sediments (80 mesh size) 
were performed with ICP-OES instrumentation (Model 3580, Switzerland) using 
standards SL-1, SL-3 and Soil-5. The concentration of uranium in sediments was 
measured with a model 26-000 Jarrell-Ash fluorometer. The gross gamma activity of 
sediments was determined before gamma spectrometry to obtain a rough idea about 
the presence of radionuclides. Measurements were made with a Nal(Tl) detector 
(calibrated with a single energy radionuclide, namely 137Cs; average detection 
efficiency was 20%) with a 7.5 cm x 7.5 cm crystal.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. W ater pollution profiles

Table I gives the physicochemical, biological and stable carbon isotope input 
functions of polluted water sources, pollution receiving bodies and non-polluted 
Karachi sea waters. The electrical conductivities of polluted river mouth areas are 
much lower than those of the non-polluted Karachi sea waters. The converse is true
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TABLE I. PHYSICOCHEMICAL, BIOLOGICAL AND ISOTOPIC COM
POSITION OF POLLUTED RIVERS AND SHALLOW SEA WATER OFF THE 
KARACHI COAST

Sample location
Coliform 

counts per 
100 mL

Electrical
conductivity

(mS/cm)

Turbidity
(NTU)

813C°  '■'TID
(%0 PDB)

Mixing
from

pollution
sources

(%)

Pollution sources

Lay an River downstream >300 2.1- 2.6 9.5-61.5 -6.2 to -9.6 100

Layari River mouth >300 36.7-44.3 11.2-19.9 -8.1 to -9.6 100

Malir River downstream >300 4.2-5.4 7.8-8.5 -8.4 to -9.6 100

Gizri Creek >300 3.2-5.2 8.4-21.5 -6.0 to -8.9 -64-93

Non-polluted sea

Karachi Sea (breakwater) Nil 55.6 1.06 -0.79 0

Karachi Sea (blue water) 175 52.9 6.7 + 0.24 0

Pollution recipients

Karachi harbour >300 35.4—43.5 12.9-30.6 -6.5 to -9.6 - 68-100

Manora Channel mains <300 44.1-46.9 07.9-19.4 -3.9 to -5.6 -42-60

Oyster Rock area 0-35 48.0-49.2 4.8-7.9 -1.8 to -2.7 -21-30

Southeast coast ~100->300 42.9-46.5 03.6-11.7 -0.4 to -8.2 -7-86

Northwest coast ~100->300 48.2-52.9 01.5-2.7 -0.2  to - 1.1 -5-1

for coliform bacterial population and turbidity. However, these conventional 
measurements are less precise than stable carbon isotope analysis of TDIC. The 
513CTDic compositions of input polluted water sources lie in the range -9 .6  to -8.1 %o 
PDB and -9 .6  to -8 .4%o PDB, respectively. The 513C compositions of input non
polluted sea is -0.19%o PDB for Karachi sea breakwaters off Manora Channel (first 
sampling phase) and-0.24%c PDB for Karachi Sea blue waters off Paradise Point 
(second sampling phase).

Because of the high precision of stable carbon isotope analysis (better than 
0. l%c PDB) and the large difference in stable carbon isotope ratios of water mixing 
bodies, the following simple two component isotope (S13CTDIC) balance equation was 
used (via the computer code MIXABC) to evaluate the mixing frac tio n /o f polluted
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Layari River mouth water (source A) and/or Malir River mouth water (source A) with 
non-polluted shallow sea water (source B) off the Karachi coast:

<513Cmiv -  Ô13C

° C A -  8 CB

where ô13Cmix designates stable carbon isotope compositions of TDCI of pollution 
mixed Karachi sea water. The 813Cmix based mixing fractions are translated into 
pollution profiles of shallow marine waters off the Karachi coast as discussed below.

3.1.1. Manora Channel pollution profile

The Manora Channel profile (stations from Keamari fish harbour to Manora 
lighthouse) consists of two subprofiles. The Karachi harbour subprofile (the zone 
between Layari River mouth and the Naval Dockyard/Bhaba-Bhit Island) is the main 
recipient of pollution brought by the Layari River and its tributaries (Fig. 2). 
Measured values of total coliform, electrical conductivity, and turbidity for the Layari 
River water prior to entrance into Karachi harbour are >300 coliform counts, 
2.1-2.6 mS/cm and 9.5-61.5 NTU, respectively. Total coliform' counts are >300 
(significant levels) in almost all samples taken from the Layari River mouth area and 
Karachi harbour channel during both low and high tide conditions. These high levels 
of coliform bacteria render the harbour waters unfit for bathing. Electrical conductiv
ities in the harbour channel during low tide (46.9-48.4 mS/cm) are lower than those 
during high tide (35.4-43.5 mS/cm) because of large scale mixing of Layari River 
water with Karachi sea water. Turbidity levels during high tide (5.3-28.7 NTU) are 
lower than those during low tide (12.9-30.6) because of dilution by relatively less 
turbid sea water. In the Manora channel mains subprofile (between the Boat Club and 
Manora lighthouse), electrical conductivities are 44.1 —46.9 mS/cm during low tide 
and 50.1-52.8 mS/cm during high tide. Turbidity levels are 7.9-19.4 NTU during low 
tide and 2.1-14.3 NTU during high tide. Similarly, the coliform bacterial population 
is 179-258 and >300 for high and low tide, respectively.

Although the electrical conductivity of polluted Layari River mouth water 
increases significantly because of the mixing of sea water, its 813Ctd ic  composition 
(average -9 .6%o to -8.1 %o PDB) is almost identical to that of the Layari River down
stream. This is due to the impact of mangrove swamps in Layari River mouth area as 
rushing high tide waters dissolve isotopically depleted C 0 2 biogenically produced in 
mangrove swamps during high/low tide regimes (duration ~6 h each). These average 
ô13CTDic values are therefore taken as inorganic carbon isotope input functions for 
the evaluation of the mixing characteristics of polluted Layari River mouth waters in
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FIG. 3. Per cent contribution o f pollution from Layari River mouth at various locations in 
Manora Channel during high and low tide.

Manora Channel. The 813Ctdic based mixing calculations indicate that under high 
tide conditions, the Manora Channel contains about 18% to 65% pollution of Layari 
River mouth origin (Fig. 3). Under low tide conditions, however, the channel contains 
about 42% to 100% Layari River mouth pollution. This may cause significant corro
sion of naval and commercial ships as the Layari River brings acidic waters to the 
Manora Channel.

3.1.2. Oyster Rocks pollution profile

Oyster Rocks are located in the open sea close to the Manora Channel entrance 
facing Clifton beach. The Oyster Rocks profile includes stations at KPT Oil Jetty, 
Oyster Rocks and the shoreline facing the National Institute of Oceanography (NIO) 
and Marina Heights (Fig. 2). Here electrical conductivities are 48.0-49.2 mS/cm 
during low tide and 59.7-51.7 mS/cm during high tide. Turbidity levels are 
4.8-7.9 NTU during low tide and 2.0-3.9 NTU during high tide. Total coliform 
counts are 0-35 and ô13CTDIC values are -1 .8  to -2 .7%o PDB during low tide. The 
613CTdic diita indicate the presence of 24-37% to 21-30% Layari River mouth water
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pollution in this zone during high and low tide, respectively (Fig. 4). Although this 
area is well flushed by open sea waters, slightly high proportions of pollution between 
NIO-Oyster Rocks and Marina Heights are attributed to the impact of waste discharge 
from local sewerage drains near the KPT Oil Terminal, close to the end of Clifton beach.

3.1.3. Southeast coast pollution profile

The southeast coast of Karachi faces the open sea and extends from Clifton 
beach, near the KPT Oil Terminal, to Ibrahim Haideri fish harbour in the Korangi 
Creek area (Fig. 1). Here, electrical conductivities are 42.9-46.5 mS/cm during low 
tide (only up to the Gizri Creek area) and 47.1-51.7 mS/cm during high tide. 
Turbidity levels are between 3.6-11.7 NTU (only up to the Gizri Creek area) during 
low tide and 1.7-7.52 NTU during high tide. Significantly high coliform counts (-100 
to >300) are observed all along the coast.
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The § I3CTDIC data may be discussed in two subprofiles. The Clifton subprofile 
includes stations from Marina Plaza (White Pyramid building) to the start of the Gizri 
Creek area. This area is well flushed by sea tides. In spite of this, 513CTOIC data indi
cate the presence of 0-22%  Layari River pollution and Gizri Creek/Malir River 
pollution during both high and low tide (Fig. 4). Slightly high pollution levels near 
the Naval Jetty are attributed to waste discharge from local sewerage drains. Shore 
line pollution levels as high as 47% at Clifton Casino and 86% in the Gizri area are 
also observed during extreme low tide conditions.

The Korangi subprofile includes stations from the start of the Korangi area to 
the Ibrahim Haideri fish harbour. Here, §13CTD[C data indicate the presence of 
12-73% Gizri Creek mouth water/Korangi Creek pollution at high tide (Fig. 4). 
Because of a storm, it was not possible to collect water samples in this area at low 
tide. Samples collected at the shore line during low tide indicate similar pollution lev
els for this subprofile, however.

3.1.4. Northwest coast pollution profile

The northwest coast of Karachi faces the open sea and extends from Manora 
lighthouse (sea side) to the Paradise/Sunehry Point area (Fig. 1). Here electrical con
ductivities are 48.2-52.9 mS/cm during low tide and 48.6-52.9 mS/cm during high 
tide. Turbidity levels are 1.5-2.7 NTU during low tide and 0.9-1.5 NTU during high 
tide. Significantly high coliform counts are also observed. Here, S13CTDIC data indi
cate the presence of 5-14%  Layari River mouth water pollution near the Manora 
lighthouse (sea side) and 0-11%  local sewage drain pollution near Paradise Point 
during high and low tide, respectively (Fig. 4). There is also some suggestion of 
Layari River pollution input in the Paradise Point area arising from a circular move
ment of polluted breakwaters off the Manora Channel.

These results indicate that the northwest coast of Karachi is much less polluted 
than the southeast coast. This is because the northwest coast is not highly populated 
or industrialized and because the pollution load from small villages on the northwest 
coast is mostly drained to backwaters of Manora Channel, except for a small strip 
near Paradise Point.

3.2. Sea p lant pollution profiles

3.2.1. Mangrove pollution

ô13C values of 17 mangrove (Avicennia marina) samples range from -26.7 to 
-28.3%o PDB and are in quite good agreement with values quoted for tropical 
mangroves in Malaysia [6]. These 813C values will serve as a reference to identify 
future inputs of pollution in mangrove growth areas along the coast of Karachi.
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Mangroves in the polluted Korangi Creek area are more depleted in 13C than those in 
the backwaters of the Sandspit area. This depletion is attributed to input of industrial 
waste related organic chemicals in the Korangi Creek area. 8 15N values of mangroves 
are 6-13%o air N2. The 8 15N values of NH 4  and N O j in manure/domestic waste are 
14—17.3%o air N 2  and ll-38.4% e air N2, respectively [5]. Studies are in progress to 
determine the possibilities of biological fixation by mangroves of nitrogen from 
domestic or industrial waste in polluted source waters, pollution mixed sea waters, 
and non-polluted sea waters.

3.2.2. Seaweed pollution

8 13C values of 63 seaweed samples (mainly species of Ulva) fall in the range 
-A.9%o PDB to -31.1%c PDB. Large variations in 8 13C of seaweed in the Buleji and 
Pacha areas suggest the incorporation of carbon from domestic/industrial sources. 
Like mangroves, 8 15N values of seaweed also range from 7%c air N 2  to 18%o air N 2  

and suggest biological fixation by seaweed of nitrogen from manure/wastes deposited 
by polluted sources in shallow marine environments.

3.3. Sea bottom  sedim ent pollution

3.3.1. Trace element analysis o f sediments

Table II presents trace element concentrations in selected shallow sea bottom 
sediments off the Karachi coast. Significantly high concentrations of Cr 
(70-319 ppm), Ni (1.5-56 ppm), Sr (192-449 ppm), V (39-88 ppm) and Zn 
(85-666 ppm) are found in the Layari River mouth/Karachi harbour area. Similar 
concentrations of Cr (29-336 ppm), Ni (29-51 ppm), Pb (16-56 ppm) and Zn 
(71-170 ppm) have been reported by the N10 in four samples from the Karachi har
bour area [3]. In a small scale study in the Korangi Creek, the IAEA Marine 
Environment Laboratory (Monaco) has reported concentrations of Cr of 2-19 ppm, 
Ni of 3-7 ppm, Pb of 3-13 ppm and V of 4-13 ppm [1]. Concentrations of uranium 
in Karachi sea sediments are not high, but contents of U in sediments from the Layari 
River mouth and Karachi harbour are higher than in sediments collected from the 
Manora Channel entrance and from areas facing the open sea. Similar concentrations 
of Cr, Ni, Pb, V and Zn have been reported for Oman Harbour, Kuwait Harbour, 
Bahrain Harbour and Bombay Harbour [3]. The presence of high concentrations of 
these toxic metals in harbour sediments is attributed to the input of industrial waste 
effluents from the leather tanning and electroplating industries, battery material and 
waste from the Karachi shipyard and the Naval Dockyard. The Karachi Harbour area 
receives domestic, agricultural and industrial wastes, whereas Korangi Creek mostly 
receives industrial wastes.



TABLE II. TOXIC/TRACE ELEMENT CONCENTRATIONS AND GROSS GAMMA COUNT RATE OF SHALLOW SEA 
BOTTOM SEDIMENTS OFF THE KARACHI COAST

Sediment sample location Latitude
(north)

Longitude
(east)

Mn

(%)

Cr
(ppm)

Ni
(ppm)

Pb
(ppm)

Sr
(ppm)

U
(ppm)

V
(ppm)

Zn
(ppm)

Gross gamma 
activity (Bq/kg)

Layari River mouth 24° 51' 01" 66° 58' 25" 0.03 293.00 48.78 49.46 192.00 0.883 69.80 537.60 64.3 ± 5.85

Kakapir (channel side) 24° 50' 05" 66° 55' 35" 0.04 89.00 36.99 21.88 339.90 0.658 60.00 85.00 95.33 ±5.58

Shamspir (channel side) 24° 50' 34" 66° 55' 39" 0.04 106.00 32.40 22.41 297.00 0.975 64.80 111.40 79.953 ± 5.45

Keamari fish harbour 24° 50' 59" 66° 58' 39" 0.03 102.00 25.56 29.36 313.90 0.791 39.00 581.00 55.4 ± 5.54

KPT boat building area 24° 50' 21" 66° 58' 03" 0.04 319.84 56.46 33.84 307.77 1.660 88.26 666.28 64.14 ± 5.32

KPT shipyard 24° 49' 59" 66° 58' 02" 0.03 92.12 1.53 18.93 449.05 1.041 45.64 83.94 91.96 ±5.55

Bhaba Island 24° 49' 27" 66° 57'53" 0.04 80.00 27.54 20.56 393.40 0.550 48.80 95.60 70.21 ± 5.37

Bhit Island 24° 49' 00" 66° 58' 03" 0.05 70.00 30.60 21.68 348.50 0.433 55.60 96.20 72.58 ± 5.39

Keamari oil terminal 24° 48' 08" 66° 59' 13" 0.06 82.00 39.06 23.71 262.20 0.408 67.80 524.00 103.15 ±5.64

Lighthouse (channel side) 24° 47' 33" 66° 58' 54" 0.03 14.00 7.04 9.00 581.30 0.383 15.80 15.60 25.72 ± 4.98

Btw. oil jetty/Oyster Rocks 24° 48' 12" 66° 59' 22" 0.09 85.00 58.86 27.03 193.10 0.241 118.20 161.00 117.81 ±5.76

Btw. NIO/lighthouse 24° 48' 20" 66° 59' 33" 0.05 70.00 43.65 22.92 216.00 0.191 97.60 119.60 92.69 ± 5.56

Gizri area (sea side) 24° 45' 23" 67о 03' 39" 0.04 12.00 18.80 16.94 217.80 0.283 41.80 41.40 132.55 ± 5.87

Sandspit (sea side) 24° 49' 15" 66° 55' 23" 0.04 33.00 23.94 15.42 325.00 0.408 49.60 49.80 63.84 ± 5.32

Buleji (sea side) 24° 49' 04" 66° 50' 41" 0.06 80.00 38.13 25.10 375.30 0.358 88.50 80.40 80.04 ± 5.45
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Table II (last column) gives the gross gamma activity of shallow sea bottom 
sediments off the Karachi coast. Sediments from Karachi harbour have lower gamma 
activities (52.37-111.95 Bq per kg sediments) than sediments from shallow marine 
points facing the open sea (89.23-136.37 Bq per kg sediments). The highest gross 
gamma activities are observed in the area encompassed by Oyster Rocks, Clifton 
Casino and the Gizri mouth (southeast coast of Karachi). The Manora 
Channel/Karachi harbour area and the northwest coast of Karachi have similar gross 
gamma activities.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Tidal fluctuations seem to play an important role in controlling contamination 
inventories from the Layari River mouth and the Malir River-Gizri Creek/Korangi 
Creek area into shallow marine environments off the Karachi coast. Figure 1 presents 
a 613CTDIC based model of pollution transport pathways in terms of proportions of 
Layari River mouth pollution and Malir River-Gizri Creek pollution at specific loca
tions off the Karachi coast during low tide. Manora Channel is the most polluted zone 
off the Karachi coast during both high and low tide, whereas the area extending from 
the KPT Oil Jetty to Ibrahim Haideri fish harbour (southeast coast of Karachi) is 
significantly polluted during low tide because it receives polluted waters from 
Manora Channel and from Malir River/Gizri Creek and Korangi Creek. The area 
from the breakwaters off Manora Channel (sea side) to Paradise Point (northwest side 
of Karachi) is not much affected by polluted waters of the Layari River mouth. The 
concentrations of toxic metals such as Pb, Ni, Cr, Zn and V are quite high in sedi
ments of Karachi harbour because of input of industrial wastes/effluents into the har
bour via the Layari River. The continuous pollution inventories in the Manora 
Channel will have adverse effects in terms of increase in toxicity levels of the marine 
food chain, stress on fish habitat and mangroves, corrosion of cargo ships and naval 
vessels, and ill effects on the health of bathing tourists and inhabitants of Bhaba and 
Bhit islands. Immediate remedial actions are therefore required to combat pollution 
inventories in shallow marine environments off the Karachi coast.

3 .3 .2 . R ad ioactiv ity  o f  sedim ents
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Abstract

ISOTOPE TECHNIQUES IN THE STUDY OF GROUNDWATER IN THE EASTERN NILE 
DELTA AND THE TRANSPORT OF POLLUTION FROM DRAINAGE WATER INTO 
LAKE MANZALA, EGYPT.

Seventy-two water samples were collected from eastern Nile Delta groundwater, Lake 
Manzala, surface water and main drainage stations during 1993-1995. The water samples were 
analysed for major, minor and trace elements and for oxygen-18 and deuterium. The 
hydrochemical studies indicate that the groundwater of the eastern Delta can be classified into 
three groups of low, medium and high salinity. The fresh water is mostly encountered near the 
Nile and near irrigation canals in the south. The brackish and saline water occurs near the Bitter 
Lakes, the Gulf of Suez and the Mediterranean Sea. The salinity is attributed to the leaching of 
terrestrial salts and to seawater intrusion. Nitrate concentration was found to be relatively high 
because of extensive fertilizer use. In general, the stable isotope contents of groundwater differ 
widely depending upon the contribution of each recharging source (present Nile, old Nile, 
precipitation, seawater intrusion and possibly palaeowater contribution in some localized 
areas). Investigation of Lake Manzala revealed that the water salinity is rather inhomogeneous, 
and high concentrations of trace elements were detected, which could be attributed to drainage 
water discharging into the lake. A stable isotope balance was developed to estimate seepage and 
evaporation from the lake.
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Nile Delta groundwater aquifers are considered the most important ground
water resources in Egypt. The yield of these aquifers is essential in meeting the 
increase in water requirements.

The area of study lies east of the Nile Delta and covers an area of about 
13 000 km2. It extends between longitudes 31°00' E and 32°10' E and latitudes 
30°10' N and 31°20' N (Fig. 1). The area is bounded by the Nile (Damietta branch) 
on the west, by the Suez Canal on the east, by the Mediterranean Sea and Lake 
Manzala on the north and by the Cairo-Ismailia desert highway on the south. The 
climate is marked by warm winters, hot summers, moderate humidity and active 
winds of intermediate speeds.

The eastern Delta aquifer belongs essentially to the Quaternary. Its formations 
are fluviomarine deposits (late Pleistocene) and Deltaic deposits (early Pleistocene). 
The eastern Nile Delta region is underlain by Quaternary gravelly sandy sediments 
that vary in thickness from about 100 m in the south to up to 1000 m in the north [1], 
where they are intercalated by clayey layers. The coarse grained sediments constitute 
the main aquifer. In low-lying areas (coastal plains) the aquifer is overlain by a cap of 
fine grained sediments with a thickness of up to some tens of metres. In the highlands 
the aquifer is unconfined.

The clay cap aquitard forms a semipervious top boundary of the groundwater 
reservoir, and its thickness increases in the seaward direction while it fades away at 
the delta fringes, i.e. in the eastern part of the Nile Delta. The clay cap defines the 
type and degree of the confinement of the east Delta aquifer and its fringes. It also 
affects the shape of the interface between the fresh water of the aquifer and the saline 
water of the sea. The cap contains the subsoil water body with its phreatic surface. 
This water comes from the infiltration of irrigation water and seepage from the irri
gation network through the silty clay cap, which is considered the main source of 
recharging the Nile Delta aquifer.

The effect of seawater intrusion appears where the aquifer comes in contact 
with the sea or slightly seaward of the coastline. The increase of groundwater extrac
tion may lead to seawater intrusion. As salt water travels inland to exploitation areas, 
groundwater supplies become useless and the aquifer may take several years before it 
can be used again.

In the southwestern part of the eastern Nile Delta, the groundwater level is deep 
and the natural seepage is high, so that leaching processes are active. In the northern 
part of the eastern Nile Delta, the shallow groundwater table and low leaching frac
tion indicate bad drainage conditions. In the low land adjacent to the reclaimed high
lands, the amount of inflowing groundwater is high, and upward seepage rates range 
from 0.5 to 5 mm/d [1]. In this area the groundwater table is shallow, and soil salinity 
attains a level at which salt tolerant crops must be planted.

1. INTRODUCTION
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FIG . 1. L oca tion  m ap o f  sam plin g  w a te r  po in ts. (C irc les, g ro u n dw ater sam ples; trian gles, 

surface w a te r  sa m p le s .)
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Seventy-two water samples were collected during 1993-1995: 44 groundwater 
samples from the eastern Nile Delta (Nos 7 surface water samples
(Nos 45-51), 14 samples from Lake Manzala (Nos 52-65), and 7 samples from main 
drain stations discharging into Lake Manzala (Nos 66-72).

The water samples were analysed for major cations and anions using standard 
techniques [2]. For trace element analysis, the water samples were filtered twice and

2. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

[ c f ]  ( m e q / L )

FIG. 2. Relation between [Na+ + K +]  and [C l ]  in eastern Delta groundwater.
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acidified with concentrated HN03. The trace elements were analysed using an atomic 
absorption spectrophotometer.

Oxygen-18 and deuterium were determined using an isotopic ratio mass spec
trometer. The deuterium was measured after reducing the water sample to hydrogen 
by zinc under vacuum [3]. The oxygen-18 was measured after equilibrating the water 
samples with C 02 gas [4]. The results are expressed as per mille deviations d from 
standard mean ocean water (SMOW).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Groundwater in the eastern Nile Delta

3 .1 .1 . H yd ro ch em istry

Figure 2 represents the relation between [Na+ + K+] and Cl" for the ground
water samples. The water samples could be classified into three groups: The first 
group has low salinity (0-10  equivalents per million Cl-  [epm]) and is generally 
located in the southern part of the eastern Nile Delta, near the Damietta Branch and 
the Ismailia Canal. This group represents the fresh water in the study area. The second 
group, of medium salinity (10-60 epm Cl-), is located in the middle part of the 
investigated area. The increase of salinity could be attributed to dissolution and 
leaching of salts in soils as a result of irrigation. The third group, of high salinity 
(>60 epm Cl"), is located at the northern and eastern parts of the study area, adjacent 
to Lake Manzala and the Suez Canal; the high salinity there could be due to seawater 
intrusion.

This classification agrees with that of Chebotarev [5], which depends upon 
TDS content as an index of salinity. A salinity zonation map was constructed on the 
basis of this classification to show the geographical distribution of groundwater 
salinity (Fig. 3). The fresh water is mostly encountered near the Damietta Branch and 
the Ismailia Canal, where deltaic clay prevails. The brackish and saline waters occur 
in the northern localities, where the fluviomarine clays predominate and the depth to 
water is less than 2.0 m. Brackish water is also found near the Bitter Lakes and the 
Gulf of Suez, where the upward leakage of deep salt water probably occurs.

The water samples could be classified hydrochemically into three groups 
(I, II, III). Group I includes wells from the southern area, having sodium bicarbonate 
water type. Group II includes wells of the central part of the study area, having 
sodium chloride, sodium sulphate and calcium bicarbonate water types. Group III 
includes wells of northern part, having sodium chloride and magnesium chloride 
water types.
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FIG. 3. Salinity zonation map o f eastern Delta groundwater.
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The variations in Cl- fraction in both hydrochemical formulas of groups II 
and III relative to the concentration of Na, Ca and Mg ions reflect the leaching 
process and the beginning of salt water interface in group II and the major contribu
tion of sea salt intrusion in group III.

The dominant hydrochemical species are calcium bicarbonate for the Nile, 
magnesium bicarbonate for the Ismailia Canal and sodium chloride for the Suez 
Canal and the Mediterranean Sea.

The relations between ions are represented by plotting the data on a semiloga- 
rithmic nomograph [6] in which anions and cations are arranged systematically 
according to their mobilities (Fig. 4). This plot leads to the following observations:
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M E D I T E R R A N E A N  s e a

FIG. 5. Map showing concentrations o fN 0 3 and P 0 4 in the three groups.
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(1) There is an obvious similarity between the chemical composition of the fresh 
water (group I) and that of Nile water. This indicates the impact of Nile water on the 
chemical composition of these groundwaters. (2) The chemical constituents of 
group II represent an intermediate state between Nile water and sea water. This could 
be attributed to the leaching of terrestrial salts as a result of irrigation. (3) The com
parison between group III (saline water) and the sea water in the study area reveals 
considerable resemblance in the ion relations, particularly Na-Cl, C1-S04, 
S04-H C03, due to seawater intrusion in some localized areas.

3 .1 .2 . D is tr ib u tio n  o f  m in o r e le m en ts

Silica, phosphate and nitrate are the most common minor elements encountered 
in the studied groundwater.

Silica (Si02). Silica in groundwater is attributed mainly to the weathering of 
silicate minerals, which are present in large amounts in many rocks. Weathering 
breaks down these silicate minerals into clay minerals. The silica content ranges from 
10 to 80 mg/L all over the area. Generally higher silica content was observed in the 
groundwater of group III (25-80 mg/L).

Phosphate (PO|“). Figure 5 shows the phosphate distribution pattern. The 
lowest concentrations were recorded in the northern group, with values in the range
0.2-3.2 mg/L, while in the middle part of the study area the samples had concentra
tions of 0.2-5.2 mg/L. The highest concentration was 11.9 mg/L at Qassasean well 
No. 57. The excessive application of phosphate fertilizers to improve soil character
istics, especially in the newly reclaimed lands in the study area, explains the high 
values of phosphate concentration recorded in some wells.

Nitrate (NOj). High nitrate concentrations in water can be considered as an 
indicator that the water should be tested for the presence of harmful bacteria, which 
may also be carried into the aquifer from some sources of pollution. According to the 
distribution of NOj in the eastern Nile Delta, as shown in Fig. 5, the following could 
be observed:

(1) The nitrate concentration in the majority of wells is in the range 1-6 mg/L; 
a very high concentration of 24 mg/L was observed in well No. 20. The nitrate 
concentration in groundwater is below the World Health Organization limit of 
45 mg/L, however.

(2) The effect of extensive usage of fertilizers is clear in the first and second groups 
(southern and middle parts) of the study area, where the reclamation projects 
are located. The concentration of nitrate is 0.5-17 mg/L.

(3) A lower concentration of nitrate was found in the third group, which have con
centrations of 0.6-5 mg/L. Four factors appear to determine the possibility of
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nitrogen input into the studied aquifer: fertilizers (types and application rates), 
soil structure and texture (sandy or clayey homogeneity), drainage system 
(open drains, tile drains, natural discharge), and depth to the water table. The 
implementation of tile drainage in large parts of the eastern Delta facilitates the 
removal of a considerable amount of the excess nitrogen to surface waters, pro
tecting the aquifer from downward seeping contaminants.

3 .1 .3 . E n v iro n m en ta l s ta b le  iso to p e s

Deuterium and oxygen-18 were measured in the water samples. The isotopic 
contents of the water samples under investigation are plotted on the conventional 
ôD-ô180  diagram (Fig. 6), in which four different groups can be distinguished.

The first group includes 25 samples. The deuterium and oxygen-18 contents are 
in the range 4.8-29.5%c and 0.67-3.16%o, respectively, with average values of 17.6%o 
(5D) and 1.7%o (5180). For the old Nile ÔD = 4.3%o and 0180  = -0.6%o [7], and for 
the recent Nile SD = 28.3%o and 8180  = 3.18%o. A mixing line (I) between old Nile 
water (before construction of the Aswan High Dam) and present Nile water represents 
this group. The location of each sample on this line may indicate its relative degree 
of mixing.

The second group includes 11 samples. The deuterium and oxygen-18 contents 
are in the range 26.3-39.2%o and 3.49^.57%o, respectively. The stable isotope 
content of this group is the most enriched relative to present Nile water. This 
represents a mixing between recent Nile water and drainage water enriched by evap
oration during recharge from surface water (line II).

The third group includes four samples and is located adjacent to Lake Manzala 
and the Mediterranean Sea. For this group 5D = 3.2-22.2%o and §180  = 1.67—4.01 %e. 
The isotopic content reflects mixing between irrigation water return, with 8180  = 
39.1%o and 8180  = 5.3%c, and seawater intrusion, with 8180  = 9.7%o and 8180  = 
1 П%о. The effect of sea water is especially clear in this group, as shown in line III 
in Fig. 7.

The fourth group includes two samples with depleted stable isotope content. 
The 8180  values vary between -1.15%c and -1.19%e, and 8D varies from -2.8%c to 
l.l%o. Figure 6 shows the regression line (IV) for this group. The isotopic content 
indicates mixing between old Nile water and precipitation in the northern area.

In general, the stable isotopic contents of groundwater for these aquifers are 
very much different depending upon the contribution of each recharging source (i.e. 
present Nile, old Nile, precipitation as fresh surface water, and Lake Manzala and 
Suez Canal as saline water). Possible palaeowater contribution in some localized 
areas was discussed previously [8].
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Lake Manzala is suffering from increasing pollution caused by the discharge of 
untreated wastewater. Lake Manzala is located in the northeastern edge of the Nile 
Delta, between Damietta and Port Said. It is bounded by the Mediterranean Sea to the 
north, the Suez Canal to the east and the Damietta Branch to the west (Fig. 8). The 
lake is separated from the Mediterranean Sea by a sandy beach ridge, which has three 
open connections between the lake and the sea. It is a very shallow lake, with an 
average depth of 1.3 m, and the water is not mixed uniformly because of the presence 
of islands. The area of the lake was about 769 km2 in 1988. The lake is connected to 
the sea through an open cut, i.e. the tidal inlet at El-Gamil, west of Port Said. It is also 
connected to the Suez Canal at El-Kabouti, south of Port Said [9].

The eastern Delta, except for a few catchment areas, drains into Lake Manzala, 
which in turn discharges freely into the Mediterranean Sea. A considerable area is 
drained by two main drain systems, the Bahr Baquer and Bahr Hadous drain systems, 
both flowing into Lake Manzala by gravity and consisting of several catchment 
systems. Fresh and drainage water discharges into the lake via seven main drain 
stations: the Bahr Baquer, Bahr Hadous, Lower Serw, Matariya and Farasqur 
agricultural drains and the Port Said and Damietta municipal drains.

Figure 8 illustrates the pollution load discharged to Lake Manzala from the 
seven stations and the sampling sites [9]. The samples collected from Lake Manzala 
and the discharging drains were analysed for chemical composition and isotopic 
content.

3.2. Lake Manzala

3.2.1. Results and  discussion

The lake water samples could be divided into three sectors: (1) The southern 
sector of the lake, where the drains and canal outlets are found, is characterized by 
relatively low salinity (3700-6700 mg/L). The northern sector is located adjacent to 
the Mediterranean Sea; the salinity is extremely high and ranges between 21 000 and 
24 800 mg/L, which could be attributed to seawater intrusion. The salinity of the 
central sector ranges from 11 400 to 13 500 mg/L. These values suggest that there is 
a continuous mixing between the other two sectors.

As shown in Fig. 9, the distribution of the samples on Sulin’s diagram indicates 
two different water types. The first type includes samples from the northern and 
southern sectors of the lake, with relatively low sulphate content. The southern sector 
is characterized by a low chloride to sulphate ratio, reflecting a small contribution of 
sea water. The northern sector is characterized by marine water genesis due to the 
high contribution of Mediterranean Sea effect. The sulphate content is much higher 
in the central sector, and this may be due to the dissolution of gypsum and the
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F IG . 9. Sulin diagram fo r  Lake Manzala.

decomposition of organic matter. A geochemical correlation has been established for 
the different localities in Lake Manzala using the semilogarithmic nomograph of 
Schoeller [6] (Fig. 10).

3.2.2. Trace elements as a m onitor o f  pollution

The results of the trace element analysis of samples collected from Lake 
Manzala are given in Table I. The highest concentrations were recorded in waste 
water discharging into the lake. These results can be outlined as follows:

(1) The concentrations of some trace elements in the lake are higher than those in 
the open Mediterranean Sea [10] or in other natural waters [11], e.g. the con
centration of Cd for the Mediterranean Sea is about 0.017 ppb (1 ppb = 1 part 
per 109), while the average value in the lake is 20 ppb.

(2) Generally the concentrations of Pb, Cr and Cu are higher in the northern sector 
than in the southern and central sectors. The concentration of Pb was in the
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range 1298-1595 ppb, with an average value of 1446 ppb. While the concen
tration of Cr was detected in the range 0-100 ppb, its average value is 96 ppb. 
The Cu concentration was in the range 160-195 ppb, with an average value of 
183 ppb. The highest concentrations of Pb, Cr and Cu may be attributed to 
industrial discharges from the cities of Port Said and Damietta.

FIG. 10. Semilogarithmic nomograph fo r Lake Manzala.
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TABLE I. MINOR IONS IN LAKE MANZALA3

Sample Location Sr Pb Co Cu Cd Cr

52

Northern sector

Old Port 1400 1446 40 195 7 98

57 Kermss 1370 1298 94 168 10 100

59 Legan 1310 1595 74 193 21 92

63 New Port 1970 1446 104 175 41 95

Average 1510 1446 78 183 20 96

53

Central sector

Kassab 2 2120 521 83 135 17 50

55 Kassab 1 1190 484 68 69 11 49

60 Al-Kour 1460 260 81 76 18 53

64 Halk Ebn-Salam 1130 335 73 143 9 49

Average 1475 400 76 106 14 50

54

Southern sector

Bahr Baquer 1840 335 92 61 23 26

56 Hadous 1670 484 100 52 29 37

58 Matariya 970 372 91 54 8 29

61 Gamalya Coast 1740 670 96 60 33 38

62 El-Bahr 3030 409 87 58 26 39

65 Al-Nokra 2370 632 99 68 24 24

Average 1937 595 94 59 24 32

a Unit of analysis mg/L = ppb.

(3) The most important source of Pb pollution is the addition of tetraethyl lead to 
gasoline to increase its octane number. Dry fallout and rainout of particulate Pb 
and subsequent washing of it into streams during runoff is a potential source of 
Pb in surface waters. Industrial applications of Cr may produce wastes that 
contain soluble chromate ions. The sources of Cu that can pollute the lake are 
the organic and inorganic compounds used extensively in pesticide sprays and 
the copper salts used to suppress the growth of algae. The lowest concentration 
of these elements was found in the southern part of the lake, which may be due 
to the absorption characteristics of surface vegetation, the availability of 
considerable quantities of suspended particles, the muddy nature of the aqueous
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system, the accumulation of sewage sludge and the nature of sediments in the 
lake.

(4) Strontium is a fairly common element, replacing Ca and К in igneous rock min
erals. The concentrations of Sr in the lake varied from 970 to 3030 ppb. The Sr 
to Ca ratio in most limestone is less than 1:1000, so the Sr in Lake Manzala 
could be due to the dissolution of limestone.

(5) The concentration of Co in Lake Manzala was found in the range 40-104 ppb. 
This element is essential in plant and animal nutrition, hence its ions can 
substitute for iron in its minerals.

(6) Cadmium concentration recorded in Lake Manzala had an average value of 
20 ppb. Cadmium is used in electroplating, paint, printing ink and plastics. 
Many of these uses may come to be in contact with water and pollute it. High 
temperature metallurgical processes tend to cause the element to enter into the 
atmosphere as well.

FIG. 11. Relation between SD and 3 ^ 0  fo r  Lake M anzala.
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ing Lake Manzala.
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3.2.3. Stable isotope distribution in Lake Manzala

The relation between 8D and 8180  is shown in Fig. 11. The main sources 
feeding Lake Manzala are the Mediterranean Sea (8180  = 1,7%o, 8D = 9.7%o), seep
age from groundwater to the lake (8180  = 1.71%o, 8D = 12.8%e) and drain stations 
(5180  = 4.3%o, 8D = 32.1%o) [12]. The relations between Cl and 8 lsO and between 
Cl and 8D for these three sources are shown in Fig. 12. The weighted mean values 
for the three mixed sources in the lake are 8180  = 2.59%o and 8D = 17.56%o. The 
actual average isotopic content of the lake is 8180  = 4.65%c, 8D = 31.76%o, which 
reflects the enrichment in the isotopic contents that could be attributed to a mixing 
process.

3.2.4. Water budget of Lake Manzala

The water budget of Lake Manzala is governed by the input and output streams. 
The input streams are drains, tidal inflow, rainfall and seepage from groundwater; the 
output streams are tidal outflow and evaporation.

The flow rate of seepage Qs can be derived from a deuterium isotope balance 
using the equation

Qs
Qd{8e -  $d) + Qti{$e -Ô ti) + Ql0(St0 ~ Se) + Qr (8e - 5 r) (1)

{Se - S s)

where

6 = per mille deviation of deuterium to hydrogen ratio from that of SMOW
standard,

Qd = 3746.38 x 106 m3/a (annual rate of discharge of drains),
Qn = 6878 x 106 m3/a (annual rate of tidal inflow),
Qto = 9007 x 106 m3/a (annual rate of tidal outflow),
Qr = 70 x 106 m3/a [9] (annual rate of rain),
К = -80%o (deuterium isotopic composition of evaporation),

** = 32.1%c (weighted mean average of the drains flowing in the lake),

h = 9.7%o (deuterium isotopic composition of Mediterranean Sea),
К = 33.1%e (average value of the deuterium content in the northern sector of

the lake),
К = -11.9%c [13] (deuterium isotopic composition of rain),
ss = 12.8%c (average of the isotopic content of deuterium in groundwater

around the lake).
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The calculated value of groundwater seepage is 247.9 x 106 m3/a. From a mass 
balance the annual evaporation rate from the lake Qe was calculated as 2295 x 
106 m3/a. This is about 15% higher than the value estimated by El-Gohary and Abdel 
Wahab [9]. However, the value for groundwater seepage in this work is much higher 
than the value estimated by the material balance equation only. The seepage cannot 
be measured directly, but the isotopic content of groundwater can be measured accu
rately, so there is enough reason to believe that this new isotope technique approach 
is successful in estimating the seepage and evaporation. For more accurate evaluation, 
however, more sampling points and more frequent collection and analysis of samples 
are required.

Surface evaporation pan experiments were conducted at Sakha and Port Said 
near Lake Manzala to monitor the variation in evaporation rate and to permit com
parison of this measured evaporation rate with that resulting from a mathematical 
model using the environmental isotope composition of the parameters controlling the 
water budget of Lake Manzala.

The evaporation pan data can be summarized as follows:

(1) At Port Said the average rate of water loss was 6.0 mm/d, resulting in an annual 
evaporation rate of 1684.1 x 106 m3/a.

(2) At Sakha the rate of water loss was 6.3 mm/d, resulting in an annual evapora
tion rate of 1768.32 x 106 m3/a.

(3) The annual evaporation rate from the lake given by the mathematical model is 
2295 x 106 m3/a.

There is relatively good agreement between theoretical and experimental 
results. The difference between the evaporation rate from the lake derived from the 
stable isotope model and that derived from evaporation pan data could be due to the 
fact that the evaporation from the lake occurs under actual conditions of humidity, 
temperature and turbulence, whereas the evaporation pan experiments may not reflect 
these natural evaporation conditions.
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Abstract

CONTRIBUTION FROM CARBON AND SULPHUR ISOTOPES TO THE EVALUATION 
OF BIOGEOCHEMICAL PROCESSES IN GROUNDWATER SYSTEMS CONTROLLED 
BY RIVER BANK FILTRATION: AN EXAMPLE FROM THE TORGAU AQUIFER 
(SAXONY, GERMANY).

Sulphur and carbon isotopes were used to reveal flow processes and chemical reactions 
within an aquifer system partially controlled by river bed infiltration. The investigation site, 
located at the Elbe river, is the most important water supply area of Saxony. An arrangement 
of about 40 groundwater sampling points, screened in five or three depth levels within a section 
crossing the Elbe, was used to describe the situation in the Quaternary aquifer. Using 34S 
(S04) and 13C (DIC) as tracers, an improved understanding of the flow pattern has been 
obtained, especially regarding the penetration of groundwater into the aquifer zone below 
the Elbe bed. Furthermore, groundwater and Elbe water show different isotope signatures. 
Depletion of 34S in the area between the Elbe and the production wells is attributed to 
the oxidation of pyritic sulphur. The measured radiocarbon concentrations of groundwater 
fulvic acids suggest that less than 50% of the DOC originates from old sedimentary organic 
carbon (SOC) sources in the aquifer. 14C decrease along the flow path from the Elbe to 
the captation facilities has been observed and is proposed as being due to a simultaneous 
degradation of Elbe DOC and dissolution of old SOC from the penetrated aquifer. The unusual 
chemical and isotopic composition of groundwater near the edge of the investigated profile is 
interpreted as a local influence of ascending waters coming from Zechstein formations and 
penetrating the overlaying Triassic and Tertiary layers via tectonic faults or geological 
windows.

389
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The Elbe river basin — an extended glacial erosion valley — is the most impor
tant area for the production of drinking water in Saxony, Germany. The centre of the 
water production is the region near Torgau. All the production wells are arranged

1. INTRODUCTION

FIG. 1. Location of the investigation profiles and water supply installations.
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FIG. 2. Hydrodynamics, geology and arrangement o f the sampling points in cross-section I 
(I in. = 2.54 cm).

along the western side of the Elbe, most of them producing a mixture of regional 
groundwater and bank filtered water. Comprehensive studies of the chemical compo
sition [1] of subsurface waters and Elbe water, and investigations of the hydro- 
dynamic situation, were performed for more than four years. To investigate the 
system in detail, two profiles crossing the Elbe (Fig. 1) were constructed in 1992 and 
completed in 1995. The observation wells are screened in up to five sampling levels

The geological structure along cross-section I and the arrangement of ground
water sampling points are described in Fig. 2. The Quaternary aquifer in the glacial 
basin near Torgau is unconfined and is composed mainly of sediments from medium 
to coarse sands. The western recharge area is influenced mainly by agriculture and 
consists of a small marginal strip of the glacial basin and end moraines. Tertiary silt 
layers (Spremberger Schichten) below the Quaternary are regarded as an aquiclude. 
In the eastern part of cross-section I, a thin silt layer, located directly above sampling 
level 4 and disappearing between drilling positions 5 and 6, was found to act as a 
leaky aquifer [2]. The sediments are regarded as free from carbonates. Coal fragments 
and other organic particles were found locally. Organic substances deposited in the 
aquifer sediment were therefore supposed to be the main source of the groundwater 
DOC in the Torgau region.

(Fig. 2).
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The main objectives of the current studies are to determine flow patterns 
and velocities within the recharge area, with special attention to the bank filtrate 
(comparing different methods), and also to reveal chemical reactions and the origin 
of variations in the chemical composition of groundwaters.

An important aim is to provide information for the design of groundwater 
protection zones. In this case, the question of groundwater transfer from the eastern 
side of the Elbe to the production wells on the western side is of special interest. 
Isotope methods can be regarded as an important tool for assessing flow dynamics, 
for differentiating hydrochemical sources and for interpreting concentration 
changes.

Earlier isotope studies investigating tritium concentrations [3] showed that 
water within the lowermost aquifer layer in profile I below the Elbe bed is signifi
cantly older than that in sampling layer 4 and above. The depth dependent flow 
time spectrum of bank filtrate between river and wells was quantified by means of 
oxygen-18 [3]. In this paper we present results of 34S (S04), 13C (DIC, DOC) and 14C 
(DOC, DIC) measurements for cross-section I shown in the location map.

2. METHODS

Stable isotope measurements of 813C and 834S were performed with a Finnigan 
MAT Delta-С mass spectrometer, with a reproducibility of ±0.\%o for 813C (DIC) and 
±0.2%o for 834S (S04). Samples were analysed for 14C by accelerator mass spec
trometry [4] (Isotrace Laboratory, University of Toronto). Stable isotope measure
ments and the determination of 14C in DIC in the groundwater were done by conven
tional methods. 34S/32S and 13C/12C ratios are reported in the usual 8 notation with 
respect to the V-CDT and V-PDB standards, respectively. Radiocarbon contents of the 
DOC and DIC samples are reported in per cent modem carbon (pmC) relative to 95% 
of the activity concentration of the oxalic acid standard in 1950. DOC samples were 
corrected to 813C = -25%o.

Aquatic fulvic acids (FA) and humic acids (HA) were isolated by the XAD-8 
adsorption chromatography technique, which has been proven practical for isotope 
measurements [5, 6]. To obtain enough purified humic sample for isotope analysis, 
considerable effort was required. Preliminary enrichment of DOC was carried out in 
the field by reverse osmosis, usually processing 500 L to a concentrate of 50 L. In the 
case of the Elbe, high DOC contents allowed sufficient dissolved humics to be 
obtained from 50 L samples. The separation of HA and FA was made by the conven
tional acidification to pHl and precipitation of HA [7]. HA was obtained in Elbe 
samples only to a few per cent of the humic substances. The eluted humic substances 
were freeze dried in the sodium form and stored in sealed glass vials before 
analysis.
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FIG. 3. Distribution o f mean $ 4S values (%o CDT) and mean sulphate contents (mg/L) within 
cross-section I.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Evidence of groundwater flow patterns within the cross-section between 
borehole 1 and the production wells using sulphur and carbon isotopes

3.1.1. Sulphur isotopes

The spatial distribution of 634S and sulphate concentrations (Fig. 3) is based on 
mean values from September 1995 to September 1996. Temporary variations in 
the chemical and isotopic composition of samples are found in all positions, 
especially in those influenced by river bank filtrate. Nevertheless, the 034S devia
tions between the sampling periods are less than 1.5%e in the bank filtrate, so the 
described situation can be considered typical for the routine operation of the captation 
facility.

834S (S04) values between observation well 1 and extraction well 22 range 
from 2.8%o in Elbe water to 0.6%o near the aquifer bottom. River bank filtrate is 
depleted to values down to about - 2%o and is thus clearly separated from eastern 
groundwaters (Fig. 3). The low ô34S values in measuring points 3/3 and 4/3 show that
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FIG. 4. Distribution o f mean SI3C values (%c PDB) and mean DIC concentrations (mg/L) in 
cross-section I.

a part of the river bank filtrate below the Elbe moves, probably with a low velocity, 
in a steep slope to the intermediate aquitard because of a lower pressure potential 
there. This water penetrates the intermediate aquitard to reach the production well 
(Fig. 2). It is unlikely that groundwater in position 3/3 is influenced by groundwaters 
from observation wells 1 and 11 because these groundwaters contain isotopically 
heavier sulphate. An admixture of east side groundwater accompanied by a simulta
neous depletion of 534S by sulphide oxidation can be excluded because of the S13C 
distribution (Fig. 4).

A significantly higher sulphate content in sampling level 4, directly under the 
intermediate aquitard, enables us to observe groundwater flow from east of the Elbe 
to the extraction well, as with a continuous tracer input.

Assuming the same sulphate sources as in the upper aquifer region 534S 
(2.5%o), strong enrichment of 34S was expected in groundwater level 5 because of 
sulphate reducing conditions and low concentrations. The sulphate is isotopically 
light, however, representing a water layer different from the groundwater above. Low 
tritium concentrations prove the groundwater at the aquifer bottom to be the oldest in 
the cross-section. Low 834S values (of about 0%e), in spite of sulphate reducing con
ditions, may be caused by a higher portion of secondary sulphate from sulphide 
oxidation in relation to the fertilizer sulphate of the last few decades.
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Sulphate in groundwater levels 4 and 5 differs essentially in its isotopic com
position from that in the river bank filtrate. This shows that groundwater under the 
intermediate aquitard layer follows the potential gradient to the extraction well and 
reaches measuring points 3/4 and 4/5 stratified without visible mixing. Further along 
the flow path, the 834S values in filter levels 4 and 5 change because of dispersive 
mixing of both groundwater layers and because of the addition of groundwater and 
river bank filtrate from above.

3.1.2. Carbon isotopes

The mean 513C (DIC) and DIC distributions representing the period from 
September 1995 to April 1996 are given in Fig. 4. The groundwaters in the marginal 
sampling points typically exhibit values between -17 and -19%o. Some DIC may be 
formed by oxidation of organic carbon by successive reduction of NO3 , Fe3+ and 
SO2-. Two exceptions exist:

(a) 13C (DIC) enrichment in positions 7/5 and 8/5 (~14.8%o and -16.3%o) is caused 
by an uprise of deep groundwater (see Section 3.3).

(b) An unknown source leads to -10.3%c and -12.9%o in sampling points 1/4 
and 3/4.

These 013C values, and the DIC concentration at the basement of the profile, 
suggest the following:

(a) A water flow above the Quaternary basement to the well, which is slightly 
modified near the well by mixing with water coming from upper groundwater 
layers.

(b) A separate water flux near the silt layer between the boreholes 1 and 3.

Measuring point 3/4 receives the 13C (DIC) signature of groundwater in 
point 1/4 slightly changed, whereas point 4/4, only 1.4 m above 3/4, shows ground
water that penetrates through the silt layer from above and reduces the 13C value in 
4/4, i.e. there is a sharp boundary between differently composed groundwaters at 
these measuring points. 34S analysis does not allow such a clear differentiation. Filter 
5/4, situated further along the flow path beyond 4/4, receives a mixed water that may 
be slightly influenced by downstreaming river bank filtrate. Measuring point 6/4, next 
to the extraction well, is already dominated by the filtrate. From this it follows that 
the groundwater composition in filter level 4 between borehole 3 and the captation 
facility is not influenced by groundwater coming from the aquifer base. The infiltra
tion from above is therefore also responsible for the change of S04 composition in 
the fourth level.
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TABLE I. RADIOCARBON CONCENTRATIONS IN THE FULVIC ACID 
FRACTION OF DOC AND IN DIC

Sampling
point

Sampling
date

DOC
(mg/L)

14C
(DOC)
(pmC)

513C (DOC) 
(%o PDB)

DlC(mean)
(mg/L

H C O j)

14C
(DIC)
(pmC)

813C (DIC, 
mean) 

(%o PDB)

1/1 16.08.95 1.0 80.9 -279 51 __ -19.2
1/3 16.09.95 0.5 60.6 -27.4 64 — -18.6
1/5 16.08.95 0.9 48 -28.3 84 71 -18.5
Elbe 12.05.95 — — — — 97.5 —
Elbe 17.08.95 5.6 95.4 -27.5 96 — -10.5
Elbe 07.05.96 5.9 97.8 -28.2 98 — —
Elbe 19.09.96 6.5 99.2 -27.2 104 — —
4/1 17.08.95 3.7 100.5 -27.9 103 100 -13.2
4/3 16.08.95 2.1 84.8 -27.7 103 — -13
4/5 18.08.95 0.9 44.2 -27.2 86 — -18.6
21/1 07.05.96 2.8 99.1 -27.7 26 — -18.9
21/3 07.05.96 2.4 88.1 -27.5 57 — -18.5
21/5 07.05.96 3.5 73 -27.6 82 — -17.9
7/1 07.05.96 5.0 89.2 -27.5 54 — -17.6
7/3 07.05.96 3.8 78.6 -27.6 88 — -18.7
7/5 14.08.95 1.7 64 -27.6 97 69 -16.3

An additional influence of seepage water changes the river water DIC budget 
and signature in the uppermost aquifer zone between points 4/1 and 6/1. The DIC 
content and signature in samples from borehole 6 , which appear to represent a down
ward flow of bank filtrate from 6/1 to 6/3, may be caused by a higher fraction of DIC 
formed by oxidation of organic carbon through reduction of NO3 and Fe3+.

Radiocarbon in DOC was measured in samples from three depth levels of 
four boreholes. In all profiles the 14C contents decrease with increasing depth, as 
generally expected. The 14C (DOC) values in the uppermost groundwater layer vary 
between 80 pmC and 100 pmC (Table I). Thus, it is difficult to create a uniform initial 
concentration for young water, which is also affected by nuclear bomb 14C. The con
centration in Elbe water is always about 100 pmC. In the groundwater of the deepest 
sampling positions of boreholes 1 and 4, the 14C concentration is only about half 
of that in the shallow water. Once more the similarity of 14C (DOC) values in 1/5 
and 4/5 confirms the observed hydrodynamics of the deepest groundwater in this 
section.
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3.2. Evidence of biogeochemical reactions in the aquifer controlled by bank 
filtrate

Resuming the presented results, the following effects are visible in the river 
bank filtrate:

(a) As river water percolates through the highly biochemically active interface in 
the river bed, the DOC content decreases from about 6 mg/L to 4 mg/L; this is 
accompanied by a lowering of the humic acid to fulvic acid ratio. During this 
step the I4C (DOC) content shows insignificant variations (see filter position 
4/1). Sulphate content and 834S (see also position 2/1) remain unchanged. 813C 
(DIC) is decreased from -10.5%o to about -13%o by oxidation of organic carbon 
in the colmation zone.

(b) With increasing depth, a slight increase of S04 and a depletion of 34S are 
observed. Under the Elbe, this effect becomes important below the second 
depth level. In the direction towards the wells, a considerable 34S depletion 
already occurs in level 2.

(c) The upper range of the depletion zone corresponds to the loss of nitrate, which 
disappears between levels 2 and 3. Along the flow path to the wells in the 
uppermost level, nitrate is not significantly reduced. Dissolved oxygen can be 
measured only in level 1.

(d) 14C (DOC) is reduced from 100 pmC in measuring point 4/1 to about 85 pmC 
in 4/3, accompanied by a reduction of DOC from about 4 mg/L to 2 mg/L.

From these observations it is concluded that the 34S depletion is mainly caused 
by oxidation of pyrites. Generally, a satisfying correlation between the increase of 
sulphate concentration and the depletion of 34S was observed; this is based on the 
assumption that the additional sulphur is characterized by about -15%e and that no 
essential isotope fractionation exists (Fig. 5). Values between -15%o and -20%o were 
obtained in first leaching experiments by wet chemical extraction of total sulphur [8] 
in sediments of borehole 21. Total sedimentary sulphur is presumed to be present 
mostly as pyrite.

In sampling positions 4/3 and 5/3, the 834S values are not as low as expected 
from S04 concentration increase by sulphide oxidation. This is probably due to
diluted remnants of sulphate rich groundwater, which exfiltrates towards the Elbe 
when the captation facility is switched off. When river bank filtrate again enters 
during operation of the facility, the sulphate rich groundwater can be retained as 
residual pore water, especially in low permeable layers of the aquifer.

In the uppermost aquifer zone between the Elbe and site 6 , the sulphate 
concentration increases slightly, but the 834S value in 6/1 remains similar to that of 
Elbe sulphate. Seepage water seems to be the reason for the increase of sulphate 
content along the flow path.
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FIG. 5. Sulphate concentration and S14 S in river bank filtrate in comparison with the expected 
decrease o f ÿ 4S by oxidation o f sulphides with &H4S between -15%с and -20%o CDT.

Elevated DOC concentrations found in some central and deep sections of the 
aquifer, in and beside the cross-section, suggest a DOC source additional to that of 
the groundwater recharge. DOC in the groundwater of this area was found to consist 
mainly of fulvic acid. An observed continuous decrease of fulvic acid 14C activities 
with depth can be attributed to dissolution of sedimentary organic carbon (SOC) from 
lignite and wood particles in the predominantly Elsterian sediments. DOC can be 
regarded as a simple two component mixing system of 14C free SOC and an input 
from the unsaturated zone if a relative enrichment of older soil DOC fractions by 
microbial decomposition of young organic molecules does not occur in the ground
water flow path. If so, 14C (FA) values of 80-100 pmC in the first filter level, a few 
metres below the water table, can be used as an initial activity to estimate the fraction 
of dissolved SOC from the Elsterian sediment.

Young water predominates in the upper four depth levels of sampling site 1. The 
water in level 5 with low tritium concentration must also be regarded as young with 
respect to 14C, according to the relation generally found between 3H and 14C (DIC) 
in the Elbe river basin [3]. The lowest 14C (FA) activities of 44 pmC and 48 pmC in 
the profile, measured at the aquifer bottom below the intermediate aquitard, then 
account for at most 50% of the fulvic acid originating from organic inclusions in the 
Elsterian sediments.
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So far, only two radiocarbon measurements (DOC), which require further 
confirmation, have been performed in the aquifer region controlled by river bank fil
tration. The decrease of 14C (DOC) activity from approximately 100 pmC in Elbe 
water and in 4/1 to 84.9 pmC in 4/3 must be caused by dissolution of SOC [9] and/or 
by fractionation of the fulvic acid into aliquots of different ages. A lowering of 14C 
activity by influx of east side groundwater into 4/3 can be excluded, as previously 
demonstrated by the distribution of 634S (S04) and 513C (DIC). Thus, the simultane
ous decrease of the DOC content must be regarded as degradation and not as a mixing 
effect.

3.3. Ascent of confined saline deep water to the aquifer bottom

The chemical and isotopic composition of the groundwater in measuring 
point 7/5 differs completely from that in neighbouring filter positions. The sulphate 
concentration is almost doubled by entry of isotopically heavy sulphate, while 
isotopically depleted S04 normally prevails in the deepest aquifer zone. This input is 
accompanied by an elevated total ionic concentration, particularly due to Cl- , Na+ and 
alkaline earth groups. Periodic sampling since 1992 shows a positive correlation in 
the temporary variations between most of these chemical parameters, whereas the 
potassium content is not as high as expected for mineral fertilizers. These circum
stances led to a search of possible geogenic sources that could modify the ground
water composition in 7/5. One possible explanation could be a mixing with waters 
containing dissolved sulphates from the Zechstein formation in the deeper basement.

The about 50 m thick aquiclude, of extremely low permeable tertiary silt and 
clay, is underlain by 50 to 70 m of calcareous sandstones of the lower Buntsandstein 
(Tl) formation and up to 350 m of the gypsiferous Zechstein series (P2). Tectonic and 
halotectonic faults crossing the Tertiary aquiclude along the Mühlberger Graben and 
in subrosion troughs formed by leaching of Zechstein rock are preferential pathways 
for the rise of confined saline deep waters to the aquifer base. Assuming a simple two 
component mixing model, about half of the sulphate concentration would originate 
from dissolution of Zechstein anhydrite 834S (12%o) considering the water from 7/4 
(-1.3%c) as the other mixing member. The deep water must contain more than 
2000 mg/L sulphate because its fraction by volume in position 7/5 is calculated to be 
less than 10%.

13C (DIC) in groundwater of 7/5 and other neighbouring deep sampling points 
is slightly enriched with respect to the upper groundwater. This would be expected 
because the DIC in such saline deep waters can be regarded as enriched in 13C.

Sulphate in position 8/5 has a typical signature for the aquifer base, i.e. it is not 
influenced by Zechstein S04, despite even higher enrichment of 13C (DIC). This is 
explained by waters coming from calcareous layers of the lower Buntsandstein, 
which carry no significant fraction of saline deep waters from Zechstein rock. The
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ascent most probably takes place through faults or geological windows in the
Spremberg layer, whose thickness at position 8 is only 5 to 10 m.

4. CONCLUSIONS

(a) Sulphur and carbon isotopes are suitable for studying flow patterns and 
chemical reactions in river bank filtration systems.

(b) The data demonstrate the existence of a water flux between the inter
mediate aquitard and the aquifer bottom from the east side of the Elbe to the 
wells.

(c) According to radiocarbon depth profiles, less than 50% of DOC in groundwater 
of the Elbe basin comes from dissolution of sedimentary organic carbon.

(d) The assumption of ascending waters from pre-Tertiary formations is a new one 
and requires further investigation.
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Abstract

BENEFITS AND LIMITS OF ISOTOPE INVESTIGATIONS IN GROUNDWATER 
PROTECTION AND REMEDIATION.

An example is given for the application of isotope methods to improve the database in 
an area with groundwater pollution due to a waste dumping site. Contamination by chlorinated 
and aromatic hydrocarbons was detected in all three aquifers despite the fact that there was no 
evidence from geological data for a hydraulic connection between the two upper aquifers and 
the lower aquifer. By measuring H-2, 0-18, H-3, He-3 and C-14 in groundwater samples from 
all three aquifers it could be shown that the two upper aquifers are well connected, with 
groundwater ages of less than 10 a and less than 15 a, respectively. In the lower aquifer a young 
water component was detected by tritium/He-3 dating (age about 20 a), while the C-14 dating 
gave an age of several thousand years, indicating a mixture between an old and a very young 
groundwater component. This sufficiently explained the groundwater contamination in the 
lower aquifer. The isotope investigation enhanced the site specific database derived from 
hydrogeological and hydrochemical data. A greatly improved basis for the development of a 
remediation concept was achieved.

1. INTRODUCTION

Groundwater protection studies and remediation projects are generally based on 
data derived from site specific geological and hydrogeological investigations. These 
data and other general information on site conditions are often not sufficient as a basis 
for further action, including the design of an optimized remediation strategy. The 
development of an action plan, a realistic time schedule and a precise cost estimate

403
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I

FIG. 1. Location o f the area o f investigation.

for a remediation project require more detailed information about the dynamic behav
iour of the groundwater system than is usually available.

A way to improve the data and decision base is to apply additional investiga
tion methods which are site specific and problem oriented. Isotope hydrology offers 
tools that can be very helpful in filling information gaps, especially under complex 
site conditions. The various isotope methods must be carefully selected and applied. 
It is useful first to perform applicability tests to determine the limits and the possible 
benefits of the different isotope methods at the investigation site [1].

The example presented here shows the benefits and limits of the application of 
isotope methods of improving the decision base for groundwater remediation in the 
surroundings of a waste dump site.

2. AREA OF INVESTIGATION

The site belongs to the city of Mühlheim, east of Frankfurt on the south bank
of the River Main (Fig. 1). It is an industrial area covering about 1.2 km2.

From 1925 until about 1970 a sand and gravel production facility was in oper
ation at this site. The pits resulting from the mining were subsequently filled with 
about 106 m3 of waste of varying origin and composition (about 30% of it being 
industrial and domestic waste) until 1984.

The hydrogeological situation is characterized by three groundwater layers. The 
first (upper) aquifer consists of sandy and gravelly sediments of Quaternary origin
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with a thickness of 5-10 m. The second (middle) aquifer is composed of silty sands 
of tertiary (Pliocene) origin with a thickness of 4-18 m. In the area of investigation 
both aquifers are only partly separated by a clay layer with a thickness of up to 2.5 m. 
The third (lower) aquifer, from which the city of Miihlheim takes its drinking water 
supplies, is of Tertiary (Miocene) origin. It is composed of limestone and marl 
and can be characterized as a karstic joint aquifer. The middle and the lower aquifers 
are separated by a clay layer of 1.5-5.0 m thickness. Existing geological data gave 
no evidence for a hydraulic connection between these two aquifers.

The regional groundwater flow is from southeast to northwest, towards the 
River Main. The local flow direction in the area of investigation is about from east to 
west in all three aquifers.

3. INVESTIGATION PROGRAMME AND CONTAMINATION SITUATION

From 1988 to 1992, first investigations were carried out under the supervision 
of Trischler und Partner GmbH. Groundwater monitoring wells were installed and 
samples for chemical analyses were collected. Groundwater contamination with chlo
rinated hydrocarbons (CHCs), which also cause a high adsorbable organic halide 
(AOX) value, and with aromatic hydrocarbons (benzene, toluene and xylenes, or 
BTEX), was detected in all three aquifers. The CHC and AOX concentrations 
exceeded 1000 jJ.g/L and the BTEX concentrations partly exceeded 10 000 (ig/L.

As a consequence, the authorities declared the site to be contaminated 
(‘Altlast’) and demanded further investigations, to be followed by development of 
a remediation concept.

A five phase concept was negotiated with and finally agreed upon by the 
authorities. One step in this concept was an isotope hydrological investigation in 
addition to further hydrogeological and hydrochemical investigations.

The goals of the isotope study were as follows:

(1) Increase the site database.
(2) Increase the reliability and precision of a hydrogeological site model.
(3) Provide data for the calibration of a three dimensional groundwater flow and 

transport model.
(4) Provide information as a decision base for the development of an optimal reme

diation concept.

In September 1995, samples from 22 groundwater monitoring wells (12 in 
the upper, 8 in the middle and 2 in the lower aquifer) were collected (Fig. 2). 
For all samples, the concentrations of H-2 (deuterium), 0-18 and H-3 (tritium) 
were determined. From four wells (one in the upper, one in the middle and two
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FIG. 2. Tritium distribution in groundwater (September 1995).

in the lower aquifer) additional samples were taken for He-3, C-13, and C-14 
analysis.

4. RESULTS OF ISOTOPE MEASUREMENTS AND INTERPRETATION

The results for 52H, 8180, tritium, 3He, 813C and 14C are listed in Table I.

4.1. Stable isotopes

The 82H values varied between -62.9 and -57.6%e. The error of measurement 
is ±2.0%o. The 8180  values varied between -8.62 and -7.76%o. The error of measure
ment is ±0.2%o.

The values for 82H and 8180  are within the range of the weighted means of the 
yearly precipitation in this region [2]. The mean deuterium excess of the samples is 
about +5%o, which is also in good agreement with the precipitation data presented in 
Ref. [2]. Taking into account the error of measurement, no significant isotope enrich
ment due to evaporation or biochemical processes can be deduced from the data.
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TABLE I. RESULTS OF THE ISOTOPE AND CHC ANALYSES

407

. . „ 518Oa 52Hb Tritium H-3/He-3 S13C 14C CHC
Montitormg well N

(%0) (%») (TU) ±
age (a) (%c)

(pmC) ±
(mg/L)

U pper aquifer

GWM 1 -7.87 -59.3 15.2 0.4 — — — — 11.5

GWM 4 -8.28 -60.5 13.9 0.4 — — — — 1.8

P3 -8.13 -60.5 17.3 0.4 — — — — 0.2

GWM 3 -7.92 -56.8 15.9 0.4 — -18.1 62.4 0.7 101.7

GWM 8, 5 in. -8.23 -59.9 10.6 0.4 — — — — n.n.

GWM 9 -8.08 -59.9 13.8 0.4 — — — — 3.6

NR. 3, 2 in. -7.93 -57.6 15.2 0.4 — — — — 210.5

P8 -7.76 -59.1 20.1 0.4 — — — — 0.2

P9 -7.75 -59.1 18.1 0.4 — — — — n.n.

Garten 43 -7.88 -58.2 11.1 1.7 — — — — n.b.

Garten 45 -7.69 -58.5 12.5 1.6 — — — — n.b.

Garten 49 -7.74 -60.5 14.9 0.4 — — — — n.b.

Middle aquifer

GWM 12 -8.47 -62.9 18.0 0.4 — — — — 0.3

P4 -8.60 -62.2 21.9 0.4 — — — — 5.1

GB 1 -8.17 -58.2 19.8 0.4 — — — — 136.1

GWM 13 A, 5 in. -8.04 -55.6 15.3 0.4 — — — — 0.7

GWM 8, 2 in. -8.62 -62.5 24.6 0.5 — — — — n.n.

GWM 14 A, 5 in. -7.73 -58.5 18.1 0.3 6.9 -18.4 90.2 1.2 n.n.

NR. 3, 5 in. -7.88 -58.5 17.3 0.4 — — — — 1474.8

P ll -8.52 -62.4 23.5 0.4 — — — — n.n.

Lower aquifer

GWM 13 B, 5 in. -8.52 -59.8 33.4 0.5 20.6 -13.9 28.3 0.6 126.6

GWM 14 B, 5 in. - 8.20 -57.7 15.9 0.4 20.4 -13.5 32.5 0.8 1575.5

Note: 1 in. = 2.54 cm.
a ±0.2%o.
b ±2%o.
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Furthermore, no significant differences exist between the samples from the three 
aquifers.

4.2. Tritium

The tritium values in the upper aquifer varied between 10.6 and 20.1 TU (mean 
value 14.9 TU). The tritium values in the middle aquifer varied between 15.3 and 
24.6 TU (mean value 19.8 TU). These values are significantly higher than in the upper 
aquifer. The tritium values in the lower aquifer were 33.4 TU (GWM 13 B) and 
15.9 TU (GWM 14 B), respectively (Fig. 2). The errors of measurement of the sam
ples range between 0.3 and 1.7 TU (see Table I).

The mean groundwater residence times calculated with the exponential model 
were always less than 10 a in the upper aquifer and less than 15 a in the middle 
aquifer.

The horizontal distribution of tritium in the middle aquifer (Fig. 2) shows a sig
nificant decrease from 24.6 TU in the east (GWM 8) to 15.3 TU in the west (GWM 
13 A). This decrease can be explained by radioactive decay of H-3 along the flow path 
and by an admixture of water with a lower tritium concentration from the upper aquifer.

A comparison of the spatial distribution of tritium in the upper and middle 
aquifers indicates that an admixture of water from the upper to the middle aquifer 
must take place within a larger part of the area. This is in good agreement with the 
results of the geological investigations deduced from borings, which showed the 
existence of a large window in the clay layer between the upper and middle aquifers.

The tritium results show that (in contradiction to the geological assumptions) 
the lower aquifer is not completely separated from the two upper aquifers. The high 
tritium concentrations in the lower aquifer indicate that there must be an efficient ver
tical hydraulic exchange between the three aquifers in large parts of the investigation 
area.

4.3. Tritium/He-3 dating

The He-3 results of the samples from the wells GWM 3 (upper aquifer) and 
GWM 14 A (middle aquifer) could not be used for an age determination, because the 
He-4 concentrations of these samples indicated a degassing effect which might have 
occurred during sampling.

The He-3 results of the samples from the wells GWM 13 В and GWM 14 В 
(both in the lower aquifer) could be used for an age determination with the tritium/ 
He-3 method. The tritium/He-3 ages of these two samples were calculated to be
20.4 a (GWM 14 B) and 20.6 a (GWM 13 B), respectively.
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The sample from GWM 3 (upper aquifer) had a C-14 concentration of
62.4 pmC (813C = -18.1%o), which is much lower than the C-14 concentration in the 
sample from GWM 14 A (middle aquifer), which was 90.2 pmC (513C = -18.4%c). 
The latter sample is young with respect to C-14, which is in good agreement with the 
tritium/He-3 dating. The situation is not so clear for the sample from GWM 3. 
However, the initial C-14 concentration is not known for the upper aquifer. It cannot 
be excluded that microbial processes in the waste deposits changed the initial C-14 
content in the upper aquifer.

The comparatively low C-14 concentrations in the two wells of the lower 
aquifer (28.3 pmC and 32.5 pmC) can only partly be explained by a reduction of the 
initial C-14 concentration due to carbonate dissolution, which is indicated by the 
reduced 513C values of -13.5%e and -13.9%c. The C-14 ages were calculated assum
ing an initial C-14 content of 55 pmC. The calculated values are 4300 a (GWM 14 B) 
and 5500 a (GWM 13 B). This result is in contradiction with the rather low tritium/ 
He-3 ages of about 20 a (see Section 4.3). A possible explanation for this is that 
the samples from both wells represent a mixture of an old water component and a 
young component with a high fraction of bomb tritium. In this case, the tritium/He-3 
age gives the age of the young component. The admixture of young water from 
the two upper aquifers to the lower aquifer might take place via small windows 
between the lower and the middle aquifer. These, however, have not been located 
up to now. Groundwater abstraction from the lower aquifer for the drinking water 
supply may have increased the admixture rate. This hypothesis is supported by 
the fact that the hydraulic head in the third aquifer is 3.5—4.0 m lower than that in 
the middle and upper aquifers. Thus, an advective downward movement of con
taminants via hydraulic connections between all aquifers is possible. This explains 
the CHC contamination in the lower aquifer, which already reached the drinking 
water wells about 1.0-1.5 km downstream of the pollution site. A water treatment 
facility is in operation for two of the wells where the CHC concentrations exceeded 
100 (Xg/L. In the other wells up to now only trace quantities of CHCs have been 
detected.

4.4. Carbon-14 dating

5. CONCLUSIONS

The isotope investigations proved to be a good tool to gain additional informa
tion besides the hydrogeological and hydrochemical data, and thus improved the site
specific database. A geological investigation programme using borings to identify
windows in the confining layer between the middle and the lower aquifer would have
been very expensive and might have been of only limited success. With the isotope
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investigations it could be clearly shown that there are efficient windows between 
these two aquifers. This would make a remediation by ‘pump and treat’ in the lower 
aquifer (which had been planned) inefficient, costly and time consuming. Measures 
to contain the contamination in the upper aquifers and to identify and remove the 
contamination source seem to be more promising and efficient in terms of 
contaminant removal and costs.

Thus, a better basis for the development of a remediation concept was achieved 
by the use of isotope methods. The temporal behaviour of the aquifer systems and the 
course for the removal of the contamination can be assessed with the goal to obtain 
a realistic and optimized time schedule and cost estimation for the remediation.

A prediction for the improvement of the water quality during the remediation 
can then be compared with the expected costs of the project. With such a cost- 
benefit evaluation the urgency of the measure can be assessed with respect to the 
limited budget available.
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Abstract

ENVIRONMENTAL ISOTOPE STUDIES OF URBAN AND WASTE DISPOSAL IMPACT 
ON GROUNDWATER RESOURCES IN SOUTH AFRICA.

Environmental isotopes contribute to an understanding of hydrological processes 
influenced by urban development in South Africa. Samples from numerous private boreholes 
reflect topographic relief and leakages of mains water, point source concentrations in ground
water ranging from 10 to 100%. In a dolomitic aquifer underlying an urban-industrial- 
agricultural area, leakages and waste water derived from mains could be used for source 
apportionment. Artificial tritium in landfill sites is shown to be useful as a tracer of leachate 
in the environment.

1. INTRODUCTION

As cities develop and expand, they influence the balance and quality of both 
surface and groundwater. In South Africa, groundwater is widely extracted by private 
standowners. With increasing freshwater scarcity, management and protection of this 
resource prompted the development of novel approaches with environmental isotopes 
for the study of groundwater in the urban environment.

The chemistry of infiltrating water may change radically in the vadose zone, 
while the isotopes of hydrogen and oxygen are conservative tracers. The Rand Water 
(RW) mains water supply, used by many municipalities in the Gauteng province, was 
found to have a distinctive 8D-SlsO composition (Fig. 1(a)), where 8 values are much 
more positive than the weighted average for Pretoria rain [1] and lie close to the world 
meteoric water line. This unique signal is thought to result from evaporation of the 
regional storage reservoir into air locally at high humidity. This readily distinguishes 
mains water from most naturally recharged groundwater and from water that has 
undergone evaporation locally (Fig. 1(a)). In addition, RW mains contains tritium at 
about the same level as contemporary rainfall (~4 TU).

The difference between the mean 8180  and 8D values of the RW supply system 
and those of most natural groundwater in this study amounts to some 30 times the
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standard deviation of measurement, allowing the detection of as little as 5-10% 
of RW mains water in groundwater [2].

2. TRACING IMPORTED WATER IN THE SUBSURFACE

2.1. Mountain View

The Mountain View township of Pretoria (Fig. 1), which lies on a steep hill 
slope, has numerous private boreholes, used as sampling points for groundwater. 
The areal distribution of 8180  shows a rather gradual increase of values downdip 
over the entire E-W extent of the township. Values lighter than the weighted mean 
in Pretoria precipitation (S180  = -3.7%c [1]) occur at the steepest slope, i.e. at the 
highest point in the suburb, and reflect natural recharge selectivity. Here, tritium 
values of 0.2 TU (mean residence times >200 a) are found for boreholes that struck 
water deep in the fractured quartzite, well below the water table. In the valley, higher 
tritium values (~4 TU; mean residence times ~30 a) are found for shallower boreholes 
tapping unconfmed water in weathered material. The increase of 5180  to very high 
values at the bottom suggests a substantial downslope flushing of infiltrated mains 
water.

Clear correlation between total dissolved solid concentrations (as electrical 
conductivity (EC)) and 8180  values (Fig. 1(b) ) suggests a geographical distribution 
of EC resembling that of 5180. Figure 1(c) shows that a major ion is HC03 (as total 
alkalinity), indicating that the chemical development occurs mainly in the unsaturated 
zone.

Values of 5180  that are positive with respect to their immediate surroundings 
(Fig. 2) can be interpreted as due to mixing with mains water. Two values off the 
WMWL (Fig. 1(a)) clearly result from local infiltration of evaporated water, with 
EC > 110 mS/m. A possible evaporation line is shown by way of illustration.

The percentage of point source mains water, pm, can be calculated from

8 - 8s

5m - 6 g

where ô is the measured value, 8g the background value and ôm the mains water value, 
taken as -0.5%o. The values of pm calculated for the anomalous sampling points iden
tified range from 6 to 100% (Fig. 2).

The surprisingly regular gradient of the 5180  values seen in Fig. 2 confirms that 
the reticulation system has recently been rehabilitated substantially. Only a few point 
sources could be identified, two of which exhibit an evaporation signal.



FIG. 2. Plan o f Mountain View, showing topographic contours, borehole positions, individual 8*80  values and fields o f equal Sf80 , 3H values and 
inferred per cent mains water pm at point leakage sources.
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FIG. 3. Plan o f eastern suburbs, showing topographic contours, borehole positions, individual ÿ s0  values, 3H values and inferred per cent mains 
water at point leakage sources. Note the absence o f S 80  trends.
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Townships to the east of Mountain View (Fig. 3) are different in the many 
reported water mains leakages and in the ground water levels reflecting the gentle 
surface slope. No clear geographic systematics in dD values are discernible.

Comparative frequency histograms (Fig. 4(a)) show only partial overlap in 8D 
values. Figure 4(b) shows that in the eastern suburbs there is practically no correla
tion of EC with isotopic composition. This reflects the slower drainage due to the low 
slope of the area, and the expected existence of numerous mains leaks.

The 8D-8180  values fall effectively on the WMWL-mains water mixing line 
(Fig. 4(c)). Points with 8D > -7%c, taken to show mains water influence, are removed, 
giving 8g = -1 Woo, which is taken as the natural groundwater end member. The per
centage mains water pm was calculated using Eq. (1) and is indicated in Fig. 3. The 
lowest 8 value used was 8D = -6 %o, which gives a corresponding conservative value 
of pm = 31%. Lower percentages were regarded as too imprecise in the light of the 
probably too positive estimate of 8g. The value of 8 should partially reflect diffuse 
infiltration of mains water (garden irrigation, spillage).

In only one case was almost pure mains water encountered, numerous others 
having pm values lying between 30% and 56%. This confirms the suspicion that the 
area is prone to extensive mains leaks with clustering of points, possibly influenced 
by non-uniform sampling coverage.

3. POLLUTION IN DOLOMITE AQUIFERS

Karstified dolomite between Pretoria and Johannesburg constitutes a productive 
aquifer of growing economic importance, and it is exploited by several communities, 
private borehole owners, industry and farmers. The city of Pretoria utilizes the flow 
from several high yielding springs for municipal supply.

Growing concern regarding the impact of urbanization and industrialization 
prompted an investigation, involving environmental isotope studies, of sources and 
mechanisms of possible pollution.

A survey of production wells [2] revealed a significant, and unexpected, posi
tive correlation between 8180  and both 3H and 14C. This could partly be ascribed to 
two major groundwater components: deeper, more regional flow and shallower, 
locally recharged groundwater. Values of 8180  > -3.7%o (the weighted mean for 
Pretoria rain) suggest that mains water from urban and industrial leakage and spillage 
could be recharging and polluting the aquifer (Fig. 5). This concept was tested by 
plotting the concentrations of sulphate and nitrate as pollution indicators against 3H 
and 8,80.

2.2. Eastern townships
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FIG. 4. (a) Comparative frequency histograms o f ÔD values o f groundwater in Mountain View and the eastern suburbs, (b) EC versus SD for the 
eastern suburbs. Note the absence o f trend, (c) SD versus Sl80  for the eastern suburbs, with world meteoric water mixing line.
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FIG. 5. Groundwater in dolomite aquifer. Plots against 3H o f (a) S 0 4 and (b) N 0 3; plots 
against 9 8О o f (с) S 0 4 and (d) N 0 3 [2].

In spite of considerable scatter, the concentrations of both ions show a positive 
correlation with tritium (Figs 5(a, b)), indicating that the ions originate at the surface. 
There is, however, a significant difference in the correlations with ô180. Whereas 
S04 values trend upwards in the range -2 to -1 %o for 8180  (Fig. 5(c)), N 03 trends 
upwards at around —4%o (Fig. 5(d)), i.e. around the weighted mean value of rain. The 
sulphate is interpreted to be associated mainly with industrial/domestic sources, 
and the nitrate with agriculture, through infiltration of rainfall and irrigation with 
groundwater.

With a few exceptions, the modest range of these ionic concentrations 
would not, in itself, have suggested the presence of pollution. The associated iso
tope values allowed for the identification of incipient pollution and for source 
apportionment.
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FIG. 6. Map o f Johannesburg landfill site and surroundings, showing surface drainage, 
borehole and surface water sampling positions, 3H  and ÿ s0  values and previously inferred 
isochlors for shallow groundwater [4].

4. TRITIUM IN LANDFILL SITES

Small amounts of artificial tritium are being identified in many South African 
landfill sites. First discovered in groundwater near sites at Bloemfontein [3], elevated 
values have been observed at sites elsewhere, related to increasing medical and indus
trial use of tritium, and tritium constitutes a useful tracer of the movement of landfill 
leachate (with up to 98 000 TU) in the environment.

Artificial tritium and stable isotopes were used to trace leachate from a 
Johannesburg landfill site at the head of a minor valley. In an earlier study [4], a 
plume of higher chloride values centred on the stream bed (Fig. 6), observed in
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boreholes that have since collapsed, was taken as an indicator of the movement of 
pollution in shallow groundwater.

In the present study, tritium concentrations of up to 23 TU were measured in a 
stream flowing in a culvert below the site and receiving leachate through weepholes 
from the site. A decrease in tritium and an increase in 8lsO values some distance 
downstream indicate the inflow of waste water derived from the mains supply. 
Further downstream, 5180  values decrease as a result of visible groundwater seepage. 
Private supply wells near to, and with rest levels lower than, the stream bed, show 
tritium values somewhat in excess of the maximum expected from natural recharge 
(Fig. 6).

This leads to an alternative mechanism explaining the apparent pollution 
plume [4]. The stream is either influent or effluent, depending on its water level 
and on the topography of the valley floor. The elevated chloride values in the 
plume could therefore be produced by bank infiltration of polluted water and 
possible further concentration through évapotranspiration from the shallow ground
water.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Environmental isotope techniques are indispensable in the study of the impact 
of urbanization on geohydrological processes. The pronounced stable isotope con
trasts in the Gauteng Province of South Africa allow for unique applications, such as 
identifying numerous mains leakages and source apportionment. For quantitative 
interpretation, the importance of establishing a local terrain background has been 
clearly identified.

Although rainfall values of tritium in southern Africa have returned to pre
bomb levels, environmental tritium remains a unique tool in assessing groundwater 
mean residence time, mobility and vulnerability to pollution. The increasing use and 
disposal of tritiated materials makes tritium a particularly useful tracer of leachates, 
especially where levels in the natural environment are low.
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Abstract

POTENTIAL AND LIMITATIONS OF USING SULPHUR ISOTOPE ABUNDANCE 
RATIOS AS AN INDICATOR FOR NATURAL AND ANTHROPOGENIC ENVIRON
MENTAL CHANGE.

Sulphur isotope abundance ratios can often be used to determine the relative magnitude 
of the contributions of natural and anthropogenic sources to atmospheric sulphur deposition. 
There is evidence that the §34S values of pre-industrial sulphur deposition were in some areas 
up to 10%o higher than those of recent anthropogenic sulphur additions. Stable sulphur isotopes 
could therefore serve as a historical tracer of anthropogenic pollution, provided that the origi
nal isotopic composition of the deposited sulphur is preserved in historical archives. Ice cores 
and tree rings might provide the best records of changes in 34S/32S ratios caused by recent 
anthropogenic sulphur additions, because isotope fractionation during sulphur deposition and 
fixation in these historical archives is small. Only a few relevant data have been reported in the 
literature, since the ability isotopically to analyse microgram quantities of sulphur is needed for 
such investigations. Lake sediments, peat deposits, and (palaeo-)soils also have the potential to 
record chronologies of anthropogenic sulphur inputs. However, syn- and post-depositional sul
phur transformations might significantly alter the sulphur isotopic composition in these 
archives. The isotopic integrity of the source signal might thereby be lost, but information on 
environmental changes in the catchment area might nevertheless be obtained. Although it is 
sometimes difficult to separate source versus process components of isotopic change, sulphur 
isotope abundance ratios can often be used as a valuable indicator of historical change in 
sulphur loading of natural ecosystems.

1. INTRODUCTION

Sulphur isotopes constitute a powerful tool for determining the relative contri
butions of natural and anthropogenic sources to atmospheric sulphur deposition. The 
usefulness of sulphur isotope abundance ratios as a tracer of recent industrial sulphur 
additions to the environment, predominantly on the local scale, has been shown in
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numerous case studies (e.g. Ref. [1]). This paper focuses on the potential and the 
limitations of elucidating past environmental changes on a regional to global scale by 
sulphur isotope analyses on material from various historical archives.

2. ISOTOPE COMPOSITION OF ATMOSPHERIC SULPHUR

Sulphur in the atmosphere, which occurs in gaseous (e.g. H2S, S02), liquid (e.g. 
H2S03, S042“), and solid (e.g. sulphate aerosols, S°) phases, can be of both natural 
and anthropogenic origin. Provided that the pre-industrial natural sulphur deposition 
had a significantly different isotopic composition than that of recent anthropogenic 
sulphur additions, stable sulphur isotopes could serve as a historical tracer of anthro
pogenic pollution.

2.1. Natural sulphur sources

Our knowledge of the quantities and isotopic compositions of natural sulphur 
emissions to the atmosphere is still rather limited. Oceanic sulphur emissions have 
been estimated by the IPCC to range anywhere from 10 to 50 Tg S a-1 [2]. Sea spray- 
derived sulphate, one of the major marine sulphur sources, has a clearly defined §34S 
value near +20%o (e.g. Refs [3,4]), indicating no significant isotope fractionation dur
ing the sea-air transfer of marine sulphate. The other major marine sulphur source, 
dimethylsulphide (DMS), is produced during assimilatory sulphate reduction by 
phytoplankton. Bates et al. [5] estimate that marine biogenic sulphur emissions to the 
atmosphere account for 15 Tg S a-1. Theoretical considerations suggest a 534S value 
for DMS-derived atmospheric sulphur close to that of sea water [6 , 7]. The few sul
phur isotope measurements on aerosols of DMS origin showed, however, a mean 534S 
value of +15.6 ± 3.1%o, indicating significant isotope fractionation during assimila
tory sulphate reduction of sea water sulphate, sea-air transfer of DMS, and its 
atmospheric oxidation to S02, methane sulphonic acid (MSA) or sulphate [8].

Biogenic sulphur emission from terrestrial sources, including biomass burning, 
is generally believed to amount to less than 4 Tg S a-1 [2, 5]. Although various 
reduced sulphur gases such as H2S, DMS, COS and CS2 have been detected in forest 
ecosystems and wetlands, there appear to be no published direct measurements of 
their isotopic compositions. Depending on the process of S release, moderate isotope 
fractionation must be expected, favouring 32S in the volatilized biogenic sulphur 
gases. Since the isotope compositions of many sulphur constituents in terrestrial 
ecosystems often vary between 0 and +5%o, slightly negative 534S values are most 
likely for terrestrial biogenic sulphur emissions.

Sulphur emissions from volcanic sources, which are estimated to contribute 
9 Tg S a-1 to the atmosphere [9], are extremely variable in time and space. The mean
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834S value for volcanic sulphur entering the atmosphere has been estimated to be 
about +5%o [10].

Taken together, natural sulphur sources might contribute about 30 Tg S a-1 to the 
atmospheric sulphur cycle, marine emissions (with 534S values between +15 and +21%c) 
being more prevalent than those from terrestrial sources having lower 34S/32S ratios.

2.2. Anthropogenic sulphur sources

Recent inventories have estimated that 65 Tg S a-1 is emitted in the form o f SOx 
from anthropogenic sources [9]. Anthropogenic sulphur is mainly released into the 
atmosphere in the refining and combustion o f fossil fuels and in the processing of 
S-containing minerals and materials (e.g. ore smelting). Whereas the 834S values of 
coal, oil, gas and sulphide ores can generally vary between -4 0  and +30%o [3], the 
observed ranges o f isotopic compositions o f the sulphur emissions resulting from 
their processing are much narrower. Commonly reported 834S values for sulphur in 
flue gas from coal combustion vary between - 3  and +3%o [3, 11, 12], whereas the 
majority of 534S values for S-containing flue gas from oil fired power plants cluster 
around +5%c ± 3%o [3, 12, 13]. 834S values for emissions from sulphide ore smelting 
often range between 0 and +9%o, with an average value o f +3%o [14, 15].

About 80% of global anthropogenic sulphur emissions originate in the mid
latitudes o f the northern hemisphere [9]. Particularly in the highly populated and 
industrialized areas of eastern North America and across Europe, the isotopic com
position o f sulphur deposition has been monitored in numerous studies throughout the 
last three decades. The reported 834S values for atmospheric sulphur deposition 
[16-32] should therefore represent a good approximation o f the average isotopic 
composition of sulphur from anthropogenic sources. Most o f the mean 834S values 
summarized in Table I range between +1 %c and +5%o. In studies in which sea salt cor
rection calculations were performed, 834S values between -1  %o and +6%o were 
reported for the anthropogenic ‘non sea salt derived’ end member [4, 23, 31, 33-35]. 
Despite the fact that there are numerous point sources o f industrial sulphur with vary
ing isotopic compositions, there is striking evidence that atmospheric sulphur depo
sition from long range transported anthropogenic pollutants has today a mean 834S 
value between +3%c and +4%o.

3. SULPHUR TRANSFORMATIONS IN THE ATMOSPHERE

Since approximately 70% o f today’s global sulphur emissions are from anthro
pogenic sources [9], 834S values around +3%o are often observed for atmospheric 
sulphur deposition, particularly in the industrialized areas of the northern hemisphere
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TABLE I. 534S VALUES FOR AEROSOL (a), BULK PRECIPITATION (p) AND  
THROUGHFALL SULPHATE (t) FROM SELECTED CATCHMENT STUDIES 
AND METEOROLOGICAL STATIONS IN NORTHERN AMERICA, EUROPE 
AND THE FORMER USSR

Observation
period

Sample
type Min.

534S (%c) 

Max. Mean n Reference

Bear Brook Watershed, 1988-90 P.t 4.2 7.6 n.d. n.d. [16]
Maine, USA

Hubbard Brook 1982 P 0.8 3.5 n.d. n.d. [17]
Experimental Forest,
New Hampshire, a 2.3 3.0 n.d. n.d. [18]
USA

Great Lakes Basin 1974/75 P 1.2 6.1 5.0 207 [19]
(Canada, USA)

Experimental Lakes 1982/85 P 2.3 9.0 4.8a 47 [20]
Area, Ontario, Canada

Canadian Shield lakes, 1983/84 P 3.0 7.5 -4.5 19 [21]
Quebec, Canada

Plastic Lake 1986 P -1.5 -5.5 3.5 13 [22]
Subcatchment t -3.0 - 8.0 4.2 36
Ontario, Canada

Pisa, Italy 1968/69 P -2.5 7.1 1.1 64 [23]
Venice, Italy — P - 0.2 8.3 3.0 ? [24]
Sonnblick, Austria 1993 a 0.6 5.4 3.5 33 [25]
Black Forest, Germany 1989/92 P.t -1.9 3.6 2.1a 24 [26]
Hôglwald, Germany 1990 t 0.6 4.0 2.2 9 [27]
Lublin, Poland 1979 P 1.0 6.4 3.3 20 [28]
Cervená jáma, 1992-94 P 3.9 10.5 8.1 10 [29]

Czech Republic t 2.9 7.6 5.3 16
Nacetin, Czech Republic 1992-94 P 6.2 11.0 9.3 14 [29]

t 4.0 9.2 7.1 15
Lake Mjôsjôn, Sweden 1988/89 P>t 3.9 6.4 -4.1 11 [30]
Lake Gârdsjôn, Sweden 1989/90 P n.d. n.d. 7.4 n.d. [31]

t n.d. n.d. 8.0 n.d.

Various areas of the 1970/75 P 1.6 21.6 5.9 49 [32]
former USSR

a Weighted by mass of sulphate.
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(Table I). For pre-industrial sulphur deposition, higher 34S/32S ratios must be postu
lated because of the predominance o f natural marine sulphur sources with their high 
634S values (+15%o to +21 %o). The most pronounced changes in the isotopic compo
sition of deposition sulphur would be expected for coastal areas, whereas the changes 
might have been smaller at inland sites, because terrestrial biogenic and volcanic 
sulphur can be isotopically rather similar to that o f anthropogenic sources.

The isotopic composition of atmospheric sulphur compounds can be used as a 
label for the identification o f natural and anthropogenic sources only if their distinct 
34S/32S ratios are preserved during chemical transformations in the atmosphere. 
Although sulphur isotope fractionation due to differences in rates, temperatures and 
mechanisms o f SOx oxidation have been reported (e.g. Refs [14, 18, 36]), these 
effects are rarely on the order of more than 2%o and therefore do not preclude 
identification of sources if  their 534S values differ significantly from each other.

4. SULPHUR ISOTOPE COMPOSITION IN HISTORICAL ARCHIVES

In the following, results from our own and previously published sulphur isotope 
measurements on material from various historical archives are summarized and criti
cally discussed, particularly with respect to whether the postulated changes in the 
isotopic composition o f deposition sulphur are reflected in the historical archives.

4.1. Snow and ice cores

Ice cores are presumably the most reliable historical archive for atmospheric 
sulphur inputs, since —  as long as they remain stable and frozen —  they store depo
sition sulphate without chemical or microbial conversion. Few sulphur isotope data 
from snow or ice profiles have been reported, however (e.g. Refs [25, 37, 38]). This 
is because sample volumes are often limited and sulphate concentrations in glacier ice 
are normally below 1 mg/L, so that conventional sulphur isotope measurements are 
difficult. This limitation has recently been overcome by the development o f more sen
sitive continuous flow stable isotope mass spectrometry techniques for sulphur. 
Pichlmayer and Blochberger [25, 38] have reported 834S values for sulphate in snow 
and ice samples from various alpine sites (Table II). The mean 834S value from 30 
subsamples of a snow profile taken at the Sonnblick (Austria) was +3.5%c, identical 
to that of sulphate aerosols sampled at the same location (Table I). 834S values for 
recent (1990-1994) snow accumulations in other alpine glaciers varied between +2.5 
and +4.6%e (Table II) and were similar to 534S values reported for sulphur deposition 
dominated by anthropogenic sources. The same authors analysed two samples of pre
industrial glacier ice from the ablation zone of the Gomergletscher (Switzerland) and 
found 834S values o f +ll% c. This is consistent with the expected trend to higher
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TABLE II. 834S VALUES FOR SULPHUR IN RECENT AND PRE-INDUSTRIAL 
LAYERS OF SELECTED HISTORICAL ARCHIVES INDICATING A 
SIGNIFICANT CHANGE OF THE ISOTOPIC COMPOSITION OF THE 
ATMOSPHERIC SULPHUR DEPOSITION BY ANTHROPOGENIC EMISSIONS 
TO THE ATMOSPHERE

Recent Pre-industrial

Location 834S n 534S n
Ref.

(%o) (%c)

Snow and ice cores
Sonnblick, Austria +3.5 30 n.d. n.d. [25]
Various alpine glaciers +3.6 13 n.d. n.d. [38]
Gomer Glacier, Switzerland n.d. n.d. +11 2 [25]

Palaeowaters
East Midlands, UK variable 4 +9 2 [40]

Peat deposits
Bozír Dar, Czech Republic +6 2 +10 7 [41]
Jezemi slat’, Czech Republic +6 2 +11 9 [41]

Lake sediments
Lake Munajarvi, Finland +3 1 +10 6 [42]
Lake Orajârvi, Finland +3 1 +13 9 [42]
Little Long Pond, Maine, USA +1 6 +8 11 [44]
Barco Lake, Florida, USA +6 6 +11 17 [44]

Soils
Black Forest, Germany3 +2 1 +9 3 [26]

a See text for interpretation.

834S values in the absence o f significant anthropogenic sulphur emissions to the 
atmosphere.

4.2. Tree rings

Analysing the sulphur isotope ratios in tree rings is another promising concept 
for assessing historical sulphur pollution. Biological conversions such as uptake, 
accumulation and assimilation o f sulphate by vegetation proceed with little isotope 
selectivity, so that the 834S values measured in tree rings should represent approxi
mately those o f the plant-available sulphate. The ability to analyse isotopically micro
gram quantities o f sulphur is also needed for such studies, because sulphur concen
trations in wood are usually low. Yang et al. [39] recently reported 834S values for tree
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rings of a 50 year old Tamarix aphylla from Death Valley (California) with unusually 
high sulphur concentrations. The data presented were consistent with a tree growth 
model in which the tree roots gradually approach a groundwater table dominated by 
lithogenetic sulphur sources rather than with a change in anthropogenic sulphur load
ing via atmospheric deposition. Nevertheless, the study demonstrated considerable 
potential for this approach, particularly if tree ring analyses were performed on spec
imens that derived their plant-available sulphate from atmospheric sulphate deposi
tion rather than from groundwater.

4.3. Palaeowaters

Palaeowaters retain the isotopic composition of the deposition sulphate at the 
time o f groundwater recharge only when there is no significant lithogenetic sulphur 
source in the aquifer and when the groundwater remains aerobic along its flow path. 
Such rare conditions were described by Edmunds et al. [40] for the East Midlands 
aquifer in northern England. The authors reported that dissolved oxygen persisted for 
several thousand years in this Triassic red bed formation and that bacterial sulphate 
reduction was therefore unlikely to occur. Whereas groundwater sulphate dominated 
by modem rainfall had (with a few exceptions) S34S values between +2.6 and +5.4%e, 
34S/32S ratios o f around +9%o were observed for sulphate in the palaeowaters (Table 
II). The latter were interpreted as the sulphur isotopic composition o f Holocene 
rainfall.

4.4. Peat deposits

Whether depth trends in sulphur concentrations and isotopic compositions in 
peat deposits reflect changes in atmospheric S deposition remains debatable (see, e.g. 
Ref. [41]). Although uptake and biosynthesis o f dissolved sulphate with little isotope 
selectivity is often the major route o f sulphur incorporation into peat, other processes 
such as bacterial sulphate reduction occur concomitantly at various depths. 834S 
values for peat layers are therefore affected not only by historical patterns in atmo
spheric sulphur deposition but also by depth dependent changes in redox reactions 
and in immobilization and/or mineralization patterns.

Novâk et al. [41] have reported 834S values o f 210Pb dated peat cores from 
Northern America and the Czech Republic. For four North American ombrothropic 
bogs, 834S values varied between - 2 %o and +5%o. Only two sites exhibited trends of  
increasing 34S/32S ratios with depth, reaching maxima of about +4%o. In the 
Sphagnum derived peat deposits from the Czech sites, 834S values ranged between 
+4%o and +7%o in layers that accumulated over the last 150 years (Table II). In peat 
layers deposited before the industrial revolution, 834S values increased at both sites to 
+10%o and +ll% c, respectively (Table II), and remained rather constant in older
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(deeper) horizons. The authors explained the observed trends with isotope fractiona
tion during mineralization o f S-containing organic matter and questioned the validity 
of reconstructing historical records o f sulphur accumulation in peat deposits. It is, 
however, interesting to note that the reported results are perfectly consistent with the 
proposed changes in the isotopic composition o f deposition sulphur due to the 
absence o f significant anthropogenic sulphur emissions to the atmosphere in pre
industrial times.

4.5. Lake sediments

The vertical distribution o f sulphur contents and isotope ratios in lake sedi
ments is another valuable archive of environmental change. If lakes remain constantly 
oxygenated, sulphur additions occur predominantly during sedimentation o f organic 
matter or esterification o f sulphates in the sediments. Both o f these processes involve 
little isotope fractionation. Consequently, variations in sulphur contents and isotope 
ratios can be directly related to historical variations o f the limnetic sulphur inputs via 
atmospheric deposition and watershed processes.

In three 210Pb dated Finnish forest lake sediments, total sulphur concentration 
(dominantly organic S) decreased with depth, mirroring the historical trends of 
sulphur loading over the last century [42]. The decrease in sulphur concentration with 
depth was accompanied by a steady increase in 534S values from +3%o in the most 
recent sediment layers to +9%o and +14%e, respectively (Table II). Although similar 
trends could be explained by diagenetic sulphur transformations, it is intriguing that 
the shifts in the sulphur isotope abundance ratios are limited to the last 150 years and 
that pre-industrial 834S values are similar to those observed in alpine glacier ice, 
palaeowaters, and the Czech peat deposits.

Rather uniform 834S values have also been reported for the pre-industrial layers 
of numerous North American lake sediments, ranging between +3%o and +12%o 
depending on location [43,44]. It was proposed that pre-industrial sulphur deposition 
had 634S values of +9.5%o at Little Long Pond (Maine, USA) and +13%o at Barco 
Lake, Florida, USA [44]. Towards the surface layers of these lake sediments, the 
sulphur isotope abundance ratios decreased, in some cases to values significantly 
lower than those o f any sulphur source in the catchment. The latter trend was believed 
to result from a stimulation of bacterial sulphate reduction in response to increased 
sulphur loading [44, 45]. Where lake sulphate levels are low (<15 pM, which is 
typical for many undisturbed lakes), the isotopic composition of sulphides generated 
by bacterial sulphate reduction is often similar to that o f the initial sulphate. In con
trast, the increase in lake sulphate levels caused by the elevated atmospheric sulphur 
inputs throughout this century were accompanied by an increase in the extent of 
sulphur isotope fractionation during bacterial sulphate reduction, resulting in pro
gressively more negative 534S values for the generated sulphides. The changes in the
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isotopic composition of sedimentary sulphur therefore reflect (to some extent) 
changes of sulphate levels in the lake rather than changes in the 534S values of 
deposition sulphur alone.

Similarly depleted sulphur isotope ratios have been found for laminated lake 
sediments from a location in Southern Germany, where 534S values for total sulphur 
varied between - l% o  and -2 2 %o (Fig. 1). Since sedimentary sulphides tend to be 
increasingly depleted in 34S as lake sulphate concentrations increase, the marked 
changes in the isotope composition of total sulphur throughout the Holocene are most 
likely related to changes in the sulphate availability in the lake and its sediments. It is 
interesting to note that the highest 834S values were observed during the mid- 
Holocene warm period, whereas the lowest 834S values were recorded at the begin
ning of the Holocene. In this example, sulphur isotopes are no longer an indicator of 
variations in the sulphur sources, but record process information on internal environ
mental changes in the study area.

4.6. (Palaeo-)Soils

The interpretation o f isotope data for different soil sulphur compounds is rather 
complex. It has been suggested that soil sulphur compounds with short half-lives (e.g. 
inorganic sulphate) should bear the isotopic composition of recent inputs, whereas

FIG. 1. 8?4S values for total sulphur in laminated lake sediments from a location in Southern 
Germany.
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those with longer half-lives (e.g. carbon bonded S) will retain 834S values reflecting 
older sulphur additions. Whereas 834S values between 0 and +2%o were observed for 
inorganic sulphate and for organic sulphur in the uppermost horizons of a forest soil 
from the Black Forest (Germany), isotope abundance ratios for organic sulphur 
increased with depth to +9%o [26]. The authors attributed these trends to isotope 
selectivity during mineralization of organic soil sulphur. In view of the results from 
other historical archives, however, it might be likely that a change in historical pat
terns o f sulphur deposition was in part responsible for the observed trends. Further 
isotope investigations o f Holocene palaeosoils from Germany yielded maximum 834S 
values of +4%o. In these soils, the isotopic composition seemed to be dominated by 
catchment processes rather than by atmospheric deposition alone.

5. CONCLUSIONS

There is considerable evidence that recent anthropogenic sulphur inputs have 
altered the 34S/32S ratios in various historical archives such as ice cores, tree rings, 
peat deposits, lake sediments and (palaeo-)soils. Using the isotopic composition of 
deposition sulphur as a source indicator for historical studies of anthropogenic pollu
tion requires that the 34S/32S ratios are preserved during physical and biogeochemi
cal transformations in the depositional environment. This is most likely the case in ice 
cores and tree rings, but only very few data have been published, because only a few 
laboratories have the ability accurately to analyse sulphur isotope ratios for micro
gram quantities of sulphur. Chronologies of anthropogenic sulphur inputs can also be 
reflected in the isotopic compositions o f peat deposits, lake sediments and (palaeo-) 
soils. Sulphur isotopic compositions in these archives can also be influenced by catch
ment processes or by mineralization/immobilization patterns and redox reactions, how
ever. In the case of redox reactions, sulphur isotope data often reflect environmental 
changes in the catchment area itself rather than historical changes in the sulphur input.

The promising potential o f stable sulphur isotopes as a historical tracer of 
anthropogenic pollution and environmental change has now been recognized, 
although related studies in historical archives are still at a very early stage. It seems 
worthwhile to pursue these studies further to better understand the temporal and 
regional variations in the isotopic composition of current and past atmospheric sul
phur deposition. This information is also important for the quantification of anthro
pogenic and natural components of sulphur cycling in current ecosystem research.
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Abstract

THE USE OF ISOTOPE BASED MODELLING TECHNIQUES FOR GROUNDWATER 
MANAGEMENT IN A QUATERNARY AQUIFER SYSTEM.

The investigation area (the Singen basin) is situated near the northwestern border of 
Lake Constance in southern Germany. It consists of a multilayered, porous aquifer system 
in Quaternary sediments with hydraulic contact to an underlying karst aquifer system. The 
system is an important resource for drinking water. Because the surface is mainly covered 
by industrial and urban areas, the quantity and quality of groundwater have been affected 
by anthropogenic contaminant inputs for several decades. The groundwater system has 
been greatly overexploited for more than ten years. As a result, persistent contaminants 
have been transported even into deep parts of the aquifer system. Within the project 
described in the paper, various isotope techniques in combination with hydrochemical studies 
were used for identification and determination of the groundwater budget and for detailing 
contaminant components. These techniques also helped to detect affected groundwater 
quality as a result of groundwater overexploitation and gave information about the present 
and former dynamics of the flow system. In the aquifers studied, the spatial age distribution 
of groundwater, derived from tritium and krypton-85 results, made it possible to identify
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the complex leakage flux from the karst aquifer as a major part of the budget and the 
main reason for actual quality. A three dimensional numerical groundwater flow model 
has been created to support groundwater management. The isotope and hydrochemical 
studies provided essential knowledge about the circulation system, serving as a basis for the 
definition of model boundary conditions and model calibration. On the basis of the well known 
budget and contaminant situation, the model is used for sustainable discharge management and 
for risk assessment in industrial and urban development areas at the surface. Model based 
groundwater management concepts will still require field monitoring, including isotope and 
hydrochemical studies.

1. INTRODUCTION

The city of Singen, northwest of Lake Constance in southern Germany, lies in 
the water protection area o f the city’s drinking water supply. Areas around the city in 
which further urbanization is possible also lie in water protection areas. The ground
water reservoir is tapped by private companies and households for large quantities 
o f drinking and industrial water. The commercial and industrial use o f large areas 
inside the city, and the municipal and industrial usages, compete with the established 
protective measures for the drinking water supply.

Because of the heterogeneous geological and hydrogeological conditions, and 
the mutual impact o f the municipal and private groundwater captation facilities, it is 
becoming increasingly difficult to find new commercial or industrial sites inside the 
city that would not impair the groundwater resources.

Furthermore, because o f the complex questions connected with city develop
ment and the protection o f the groundwater supply, it became necessary to conduct 
a comprehensive and detailed geological, geohydraulic, hydrochemical and isotope- 
hydrological investigation of the whole urban area o f Singen. To maintain the quality 
and quantity o f the drinking water reservoir, it was recommended that the operators 
o f the drinking water supply facilities have a numerical groundwater flow model cre
ated using the results o f these investigations. With the help o f this model, proposals 
were to be developed for the optimal management o f the individual groundwater 
captation facilities under different geohydraulical boundary conditions for normal 
operation and for operation during accidents involving pollutants.

2. GEOLOGICAL SETUP AND HYDROGEOLOGICAL CLASSIFICATION

The investigation area lies in the former region o f the western Rhine Glacier, 
which (along with the Alps as the centre of the glaciation) underwent several foreland 
glaciations. As a result, deep channels and basin structures were cut into the Tertiary
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sediments. During the rest o f the Quaternary period, these structures were filled in 
complexly. The Singen basin is one of these complexes. The underlying rock 
formations of the Jurassic, the Tertiary m olasse sediments, and especially the 
Quaternary sediments filling the basin are hydrogeologically important.

In the investigation area, there are three aquifers in the Quaternary basin 
sediments. W ell-permeable sediment bodies were assigned to one of these aquifers 
regardless o f their stratigraphy. The resulting inform ation led to a five layer geologi
cal-hydrogeological model o f the Quaternary basin. The five layers differ with 
respect to their spatial distribution, thickness, petrography, and permeability.

On the basis o f lithology, the Quaternary sediment packets filling the basin 
were differentiated into sediment bodies with different permeabilities (Fig. 1). 
Pum ping and recharge tests in wells and groundwater m onitoring sites in each sedi
m ent packet were used to determine the hydraulic parameters (transmissivities, 
permeabilities and storage coefficients). Mean permeabilities Ay for each lithofacially 
distinct sediment body were determined. Table I gives an overview o f the range 
o f kf values in the different aquifers and aquicludes.

TABLE I. LITHOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION AND RANGE OF 
PERM EABILITIES IN  THE DIFFERENT AQUIFERS AND AQUICLUDES OF 
TH E QUATERNARY BASIN FILLING

Stratum Lithological description kf  (m/s)

Aquifer E Gravel, sand, clast supported diamicton 2 .0  x 1 0 “3 -  1 . 0  x 1 0 - 4

Aquiclude D/E Matrix supported diamicton, sand, fines 1 .0  x 1 0 -4  — 1 . 0  x 1 0 -7

Aquifer D Clast supported diamicton, gravel 1.0 x 10- 3  -  3.0 x 10- 3

Aquiclude C/D Matrix supported diamicton, sand, fines 1 .0  x 1 0 ~5 -  1 . 0  x 1 0 - 7

Aquifer С Sandy gravel, blocs, clast-supported diamicton 1.0 x 10- 3  -  3.0 x 10" 3

Tertiary Fine sandstone, siltstone, marl 1 .0  x lO-6  -  1 . 0  x 1 0 - 7

In areas with a partial absence of the low permeable or practically non-perme- 
able interlayers, the aquifer builds a common thick sediment body (hydraulically 
effective windows), which has decisive impact on the groundwater circulation system 
(Figs 1 and 2). Because o f these windows between the bottom  (C) and middle (D) 
aquifers, the piezometric level is equalized. This results in two groundwater storeys 
(E and CD) in the basin filling. The aquifer E is unconfined. In some areas, the water 
table is deeper than the aquifer base, so that aquifer E  is dry at times. The thickness 
o f the water filled layer ranges between 0 and 20 m. The seasonal variations in the
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FIG. 2. Contour maps o f groundwater storeys E and CD (August 1993).
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water table are from 0.5 m to 1.5 m. As the reservoir was overexploited, variations in 
the phreatic level o f m ore than 1 0  m  occurred.

The groundwater flow relation between the two groundwater storeys can be 
determ ined directly from the contour m ap o f the water table (Fig. 2). The ground
water flow relations in the unconsolidated rock are predominantly governed by 
horizontal movements in the aquifers. There is also vertical flow through the 
hydraulic windows. M ost o f the groundwater recharge occurs in aquifer E, and this 
reaches the deeper aquifers D  and С via the hydraulic windows and thus reaches the 
captation facilities. This is a fully three dimensional circulation system.

The positive balance terms o f the groundwater resources are recharge from  pre
cipitation, influx from  neighbouring m olasse ridges, and river bank filtration. These 
com ponents enter the system through aquifer E. There is a karst water influx from  the 
underlying Upper Jurassic into aquifer C. Negative balance terms are groundwater 
withdrawal and outflow into neighbouring gravel channels.

FIG. 3. Cl concentrations versus time in the major production wells.
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Extensive isotope-hydrological and hydrochemical investigations furnished 
insight in defining the boundaries o f the aquifer, in the identification and quantifica
tion o f different groundwater com ponents and in understanding the system dynamics 
and particle transport and load. The following summarizes basic connections and 
briefly describes important events.

3.1. Hydrochemical and isotope-hydrological characterization

In the Singen basin, alkaline earth (prim arily bicarbonate) groundwater types 
are dominant, with further subdivisions within the aquifers and groundwater storeys. 
In the m ajor chemical constituents, however, there are also notable adm ixtures of 
NaCl rich groundwaters (Fig. 3), which derive from old waste dumps (Seewadel and 
Langenried). Such groundwater com ponents can be found as NaCl and NH 4  rich 
deposit seepage water. M ost o f the anthropogenic water constituents in the Singen 
groundwaters, ascertained in the last 30 years and still detectable today (chloride and 
ammonium), have their source here.

According to the isotope-hydrological investigation, the groundwaters from the 
Singen basin system can be characterized as follows. The groundwater from the near 
surface groundwater storey E is denoted by high 180  contents (mean 8 180  = -9 .4 2 %c 
V-SMOW) and mean residence tim es (exponential model) o f 5 years to a maximum 
o f 12 years (Fig. 4). In contrast, the deeper aquifers D and С have a significantly 
decreased 180  content (aquifer D, m ean 8 180  = -9.72%o V-SMOW; groundwater 
storey CD, mean 8 180  = -9.85% e V-SMOW), along with slightly longer residence 
tim es (aquifer D, about 8  to 15 years). The higher 180  contents in the young and near 
surface groundwaters are attributed to general changes in the climatic conditions dur
ing recent years and thus offer additional insights into the exchange processes that 
take place. The major reason for the difference in 180  contents, which acts as a tracer, 
is probably the decreasing am ount o f w inter precipitation. Over the last 10 years, this 
has caused a shift in the m ajor groundwater recharge periods from the w inter half year 
to the stronger participation o f the sum m er half year.

In general, the isotope-hydrological results obtained give residence times 
between 10 and 20 years for the present situation o f groundwater storeys CD and С 
respectively, according to the closeness o f the hydraulic windows. Summarizing, in 
the Singen groundwaters, in spite o f the effective hydraulic connections between the 
storeys, a definite layering effect according to age (Fig. 4) can be seen. The layering 
is only slightly disturbed by the fast, downwards young inflow, and is disturbed only 
near window areas.

3. HYDROCHEMICAL AND ISOTOPE-HYDROLOGICAL
INVESTIGATIONS
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FIG. 4. Isotopic characterization o f groundwater in different aquifers by ls0  contents and 
mean residence time (derived from 3H and 85Kr measurements).

In the locally recharged aquifer C, there is an additional inflow o f old 
(>40 years), 3H  free groundwater com ponents from  the underlying Upper Jurassic 
karst. Determ ining the residence times for this area is therefore more difficult. The 
com plex m ixing relation of groundwaters with strongly varying tritium contents made 
it necessary to use painstaking, more extensive isotope methods for the evaluation of 
the total system than just the tritium method. In this connection, the krypton-85 
m ethod produced important inform ation for the characterization and quantification of 
recharge in aquifers С and D derived from  the inflow components.

3.2. Present contaminant situation

Beyond the negative effects on groundwater quality arising from industrial 
facilities, urbanization and leaks in the sewer canals, NaCl and NH4 rich seepage 
water from  waste deposit areas (Fig. 1) has also led to a detectable impairment in 
quality. Heavy metals or organic carbon com pounds have been detected in only a few 
areas surrounding the waste deposits and enter the groundwater only subordinately. 
The presently low discharge from contaminants is mainly due to heavy micro
biological activity in the waste deposits themselves. The results from combined 
hydrochem ical and isotope-hydrological investigations (2 H, 180 ,  3H, 85Kr, 39Ar,
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I3C /1 4 C, 1 5 N /18 0 , 34S / 18 0 )  provide an important database for deciding these issues. 
These investigations have also shown that contaminants from the waste deposits that 
enter the near surface aquifer E are strongly diluted or quickly decomposed, so that 
they are no longer detectable in the groundwater m onitoring sites surrounding the 
dump sites.

Because of the decomposition and dilution processes, only diluted salt com 
pounds are detected in the groundwater o f the area.

In the older groundwaters (higher 3H  contents) o f the deeper aquifers in the area 
near the Seewadel dump, however, massive impairments in groundwater quality have 
been detected. Detailed investigations, using samples taken at different aquifer depths 
as profiles, showed that contaminant containing groundwater com ponents are present 
there, especially with a sudden rise in groundwater mineralization at the base of 
aquifers D and C. On the basis o f their residence times and on the special position of 
these waters, the contaminants could be traced back to seepage water discharge from 
the 1970s and 1980s. Through the investigation as a whole, the Seewadel dum p was 
identified as the source o f the major im pairment o f the groundwater quality (Figs 1 
and 3).

Because of the connection of the hydraulic window near Seewadel with the 
large drawdown cone in aquifer CD, the diluted seepage waters flow towards the 
wells. The aquifer geometry and the groundwater flow field indicate that the
G. Fischer well is primarily affected (Figs 1 and 2).

3.3. Changes in the age composition of the Singen basin groundwaters

The 3H results reflect the age com position of a groundwater and thus the 
prevailing flow dynamics in connection with the hydraulic boundary conditions. 
Former 3H contents o f well waters still give a valuable insight into the groundwater 
discharges and the system dynamics at that time. This is especially important in 
understanding the total system, considering the development o f the groundwater 
withdrawal with peaks in the years 1969-1974 and the following decline (Fig. 5).

Tritium is also helpful for understanding contam inant migration into the deeper 
aquifers. Tritium analyses were carried out during the hydrogeological exploration 
and survey in 1969 and 1971, in 1981 and 1982 [1], and during the investigations 
described here. Hence, there are 3H results available from different management 
phases of the Singen basin system.

To ensure com parability o f the data, the groundwater mean residence time 
during earlier periods of discharge was calculated using hydraulic models that fit the 
present state. The 3H contents in water from the G. Fischer well (Figs 1-3) and 
(especially) the calculated mean residence times show a significant difference in the 
prevailing flow dynamics between 1969 and the current situation (Fig. 5) in the area 
near the hydraulic window. In comparison to present conditions (1993-1994), the
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A nual w ithdraw al 
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FIG. 5. Development o f annual withdrawals (aquifers С andD, 1960-1994) and shift o f mean 
residence time (MRT) in the G. Fischer well.
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total withdrawals then were almost tw ice as high and caused a lowering o f the piezo
metric level in the Singen basin o f m ore than 10 m. This stress led to completely 
changed flow conditions and short residence times. The significant increase in the 
NaCl and NH 4 concentrations in the groundwater pum ped in the 1970s can be attrib
uted to the strongly reduced dilution processes with fresh groundwater from the 
already overexploited groundwater storey E  (Fig. 3).

The 3H  contents show that there has been a definite decline in the groundwater 
dynam ics of groundwater storey CD in the area near the hydraulic windows since the 
early 1970s. This is visible in the increasing m ean residence times of the groundwa
ters (Fig. 5). Similarly, the slowly increasing mean residence times in groundwater 
storey CD o f the central Singen basin are also mirrored in the 3H contents of the water 
from  all wells for which data exist. There is thus a linked development o f increasing 
groundwater residence times and a gradual decrease of the total withdrawal out o f 
groundwater storey CD. This decline (1969-1994) amounts to 45%.

Summarizing the com parisons, given the present groundwater resources, the 
groundwater flow conditions and the withdrawal amounts, there is a decisive, defin
able risk o f groundwater im pairm ent due to the waste dumps. Nearly all of the 
groundwater leaves the aquifer system via production wells and not through aquifer 
boundaries. For that reason, present and future contaminant output o f the waste 
deposit areas m ust be observed to keep groundwater in production wells clean.

3.4. Inflow from the underlying karst groundwater

Because o f the difficulties o f groundwater protection and the m anifold existing 
influences, the quantitative and qualitative contribution of the Upper Jurassic karst 
water to the groundwater recharge is the basis for the water supply management. 
Special investigations were therefore carried out to examine these flow components. 
The goals were to identify flow zones of the U pper Jurassic karst water, to check the 
position o f known flow zones, and especially to characterize the groundwater o f the 
Upper Jurassic karst according to its type and its contribution to the reservoir.

The results indicate that the Upper Jurassic karst water enters the Singen basin 
in two ways, in both o f which the groundwater is 3H  free:

A: A diffuse influx o f Upper Jurassic karst water over the total area of the base of
the Quaternary basin sediments.

B: A point flow influx o f the Upper Jurassic karst water via tectonically stressed
zones deeper underground.

The diffuse contribution of ascending groundwater from the Upper Jurassic 
karst (case A) was quantified in a portion of the flow zone using a combination of 3H 
and 85Kr m ethods (Fig. 6 ). The specific yield o f diffuse influx (according to case A) 
was determ ined to be 0.7 L  s_l km - 2  using the known hydraulic data in a Darcy
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FIG. 6. Results o f isotope investigations for the determination o f diffuse influx in the tested 
area and the local influx to the Münchried wells.

approach (Fig. 7). For the Singen basin the total yield o f diffuse influx in the system 
amounts to 10-12 L/s.
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FIG. 7. Schematic view on the diffuse influx and the tested area.

As local and preferred flow zones of karst groundwaters (case B), the area of 
the three M únchried wells could be identified. References to this were given by the 
temporally stable differences in 3H and 180  contents in the well waters, which can be 
attributed to higher percentages o f old, 3H free karst waters.

The quantification o f the Upper Jurassic karst influx was also possible by com 
bining 3H and 85K r methods (Fig. 6 ). The results show a portion of 40 to 50% karst 
water in the m ost affected well. They show lower percentages (5-25% ) in the other 
two wells o f the group. Based on the total withdrawal and the results o f the com bined 
isotope methods, the local karst water influx can be quantified as 40 -50  L/s. Thus the 
total karst water influx to the system reaches up to about 60 L/s.

4. FLOW  M ODEL

A  three dimensional, transient groundwater flow model was created for the 
Quaternary porous sediment unit of the Singen basin, using the graphical interactive 
sim ulation system FEFLOW  [2]. The finite elem ent mesh is built up o f triangular 
prisms. For the horizontal triangular interconnection, model relevant geometries were 
taken into account to provide the best fit for watercourses, for setting the boundaries 
o f areas with different permeabilities, and to best determine the position of the water
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FIG. 8. Basic model o f the aquifer systems in Quaternary sediments and mean balance terms 
o f the steady state groundwater budget (1993-1994).

captation facilities. The vertical discretization was oriented on the hydrogeological 
five layer model. Aquifers and interlayers are represented by at least one element 
layer. Figure 8  shows the hydrogeological concept m odel and the vertical discretiza
tion. The finite element m esh has 6750 nodes and 11 144 elements, set up in 9 node 
slices and 8  elem ent layers. Hydraulic conductivity was based on a vertical anisotropy 
o f a factor o f 10. The water exchange through the hydraulic windows was not driven 
by boundary conditions, but was calculated from  the calibrated hydraulic conductiv
ities and hydraulic gradients.

The flow model was calibrated for two steady states (August 1993 and April 
1994) and for the transient period February 1992 to Decem ber 1993. Calculated 
piezometric levels fit measured water levels very well. The num erical values for the 
individual groundwater balance term s are also in good agreement with the field m ea
surements, which were verified through painstaking hydraulical, hydrochemical and 
isotope-hydrological investigations.

The flow conditions during the overexploitation period at the start o f the 1970s 
were also simulated. With a well captation o f c. 240 L/s, sim ulated groundwater levels 
fell m ore than 10 m in wide areas o f the basin, and large regions o f aquifer E went 
dry. Pollutants that enter the surface near aquifer E quickly reach the deeper aquifers 
С and D, in which a large part of the drinking water is captured. As a result o f this
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overexploitation, the pollutants in the basin arrive at groundwater captation facilities. 
A t even higher groundwater captation rates, the groundwater reservoir is reduced like 
a mine deposit. A fter this happened in the 1970s, the groundwater reservoir has now 
replenished itself as a result o f lower captation rates.

5. RESULTS

The groundwater o f the Singen basin is primarily recharged by the infiltration 
o f local precipitation and is subject to m anifold impacts from  urban, com mercial and 
industrial development. The contribution from the ascending Upper Jurassic karst 
water is important for water balance and quality.

The groundwater balance calculations and the model calculations show that a 
significant increase in groundwater withdrawal is not possible. Doing this would lead 
to a flow situation sim ilar to the one that developed during the years o f overexploita
tion, with corresponding consequences for pollution transport. Large scale urbaniza
tion causes a decrease in recharge from precipitation and also leads to the same result 
as an increase in discharge. This must be considered in future city planning and devel
opment. M uch lower withdrawals are also not recom m ended, since they would lead 
to a rise in the groundwater level and could cause im bibition in different regions of 
the area modelled.

The effect o f changing the sites o f the water captation facilities and the capta
tion rates at those sites was investigated. The study shows that a suitable distribution 
o f the total discharge onto the various captation sites could control the flow system 
and thus the pollutant flow. To control and divert the existing pollutant plumes, a 
m inimum or maximum withdrawal rate must be established at each captation facility.

This withdrawal scenario was handled in a trial and error procedure. Because 
of the complexity o f the geohydraulical situation, a numerical optim ization procedure 
was not applied. These withdrawal rates were included in a groundwater management 
plan applicable to normal conditions. During accidents involving pollutants, these 
values must be flexibly fit to the situation.

The management concepts for the total withdrawals from the basin and the dis
tribution of withdrawals among separate sites have two essential goals. On one hand, 
the long term m anagem ent o f the groundwater resources m ust be balanced. 
W ithdrawal rates that are too high or too low must be avoided. On the other hand, the 
underground flow system can and m ust be adjusted to anthropogenic withdrawals, so 
that the existing pollutant plumes are locally stable and kept diverted from  drinking 
water captation facilities. The groundwater model as a prognosis instrum ent can only 
deliver cues for corresponding well operation. The effects in nature must be m oni
tored on the long term by a suitable monitoring program m e and corrected if 
necessary.
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Abstract

NITRATE POLLUTION OF A KARSTIC GROUNDWATER SYSTEM.
The Bohemian karst, an extensive karst area formed by Devonian and Silurian 

limestone, is located SW of Prague. The largest of the karstic springs discharges in the village 
of Svatÿ Jan pod Skalou. With about 19 L/s of average discharge, the spring was formerly an 
important source of good quality drinking water in the area. Because of increasing agricultural 
activity after World War II, both shallow and deep water resources, including the karstic 
systems, have been contaminated by infiltrating nitrates. The nitrate content of the Svatÿ Jan 
spring now varies from 40 mg/L to 60 mg/L. To specify the sources of nitrate pollution and 
collect sufficient data for possible prediction of future development, an extensive study of the 
spring was initiated in 1994. Flow dynamics, chemical and isotopic composition (S180  in 
water, 515N in nitrate) are monitored in the spring and precipitation in the recharge area 
together with possible sources of nitrates (fertilizers, solutes in soil profile). The spring 
discharge responds to precipitation events very quickly but with a small amplitude and a low 
variability in 51S0  (~2%o). This reflects the large volume of the karstic system that dumps 
infiltrating precipitation and the low contribution of the direct discharge component. Even 
more contrasting is the relation between the low variability of nitrate content and periodic 
changes in 515N of nitrate (from 5%o to 2%c). With regard to the specifics of the karstic 
groundwater system (piston-like flow) two alternative hypotheses of nitrate generation are 
suggested: ( 1 ) different rates of nitrate production in the recharge area and (2 ) different sources 
of nitrate localized along the recharge area. To verify the hypotheses, the record of fertilizer 
applied in the recharge area was studied together with actual nitrate content and its isotopic 
composition in deep soil profiles.

1. INTRODUCTION

M odem  agricultural practices involving the extensive application o f m anure 
and chem ical fertilizers have increased nitrate levels in shallow and deep ground
water. The Svatÿ Jan spring near Prague was used as a source of high quality water 
for production of bottled water in the past. Production did not continue after the 1960s 
because of problem s with water quality. The nitrate content o f the spring now varies 
from 40 m g/L to 60 mg/L. To identify the sources of the nitrate pollution and to 
evaluate the param eters o f the karstic system, the stable isotopes 180  and 15N were

453
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FIG. 1. Schematic cross-section of the karstic groundwater system (S = spring, E = tracer 
experiment site, В = Bubovice soil profile, VU = Vysoky Ujezd soil profile).

used together with m onitoring of flow dynamics, water chemistry and soil com posi
tion. The space and tim e variations of stable isotopes, as natural tracers o f infiltrating 
precipitation and nitrates, allow us to specify the pathways o f the pollutant and the 
size of groundwater reservoir. These observations m ay enable us to predict the future 
development o f the water source.

2. SITE DESCRIPTION

The Bohemian karst, an extensive karst area form ed by Devonian lim estone and 
located S W  of Prague, is known for numerous outflows of karstic water. These springs 
usually occur near boundaries between limestone and underlying volcanic (dolente), 
pyroclastic (tuffs and tuffaceous rocks) and non-karstic sedimentary rocks (shales). 
The springs with the largest discharge are typically controlled by local or regional 
faults. The Bohemian karst represents local elevation with the altitudes in the range 
from  500 m  a.s.l. to about 200 m a.s.l. crosscut by deep valleys of the Berounka river 
and the Kaéák stream. The annual precipitation averages 570 mm, and the annual aver
age temperature varies, depending on location and altitude, between 7.5°C and 9°C.

The largest o f the karstic springs (all branches together yielding m ore than 
19 L/s at m inimum discharge) discharges in the village o f Svatÿ Jan pod Skalou, a 
local pilgrim age place with a large Baroque church and monastery. The spring is 
characterized by relatively small discharge variability and, during most periods, very 
stable and relatively high tem perature of 11 .4-11.6°C, which is higher than the local 
average temperature. The spring infiltration area consists o f several quite different
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parts. A small valley directly above the spring with an area close to 1 km 2  represents 
its geographical catchment. This forested territory (an oak-hom beam  assemblage) is 
characterized by steep slopes and contains several swallow holes that act as periodic 
ponors (sinking stream s) during large precipitation events. Som e abandoned 
lim estone quarries are present in the area.

The spring discharge, which does not decrease below 19 L/s, suggests that the 
actual (hydrological) catchm ent o f the spring m ust be much larger than the small geo
graphical one. The average groundwater unit yield for lim estones o f the Bohemian 
karst is close to 2.8 L-s_1 -km- 2  [1]. This value suggests that the total spring infiltra
tion area should be 5 -7  km 2. The spring infiltration area thus clearly com prises 
another (dominant) part with slow infiltration and a deep karstic-type reservoir. 
A nalysis o f the geological situation indicates that the spring infiltration area probably 
follows the NW  flank o f a syncline o f lim estones trending NE, underlain and overlain 
by non-karstic rock types (see Fig. 1). A t the surface, this area is characterized mostly 
by flat country covered by fields with intensive agricultural activity. This flat, elevated 
surface represents an old peneplain of the Cretaceous period. Rem nants o f Cretaceous 
m arine sandstone occur in the NE part o f the study area. The surface o f karstic rocks 
below this peneplain is deeply weathered and, as outcrops in some quarries show, 
m orphologically very complex. Depressions in this fossil karst surface were filled 
with younger Cretaceous and Tertiary sediments. Surface waters from this area are 
drained by Bubovickÿ potok Creek and by Karlickÿ potok Creek to the SW and SE, 
respectively.

The extent o f forests and cultivated fields in the study area is shown in Fig. 1. 
M ostly organic fertilizers (dung, dung-water) were formerly used on the fields. 
Starting in the late 1960s, artificial fertilizers were overused by local state-controlled 
Unified Agricultural Co-operatives. In the period 1968-1989, m ost fields in the area 
received 90-110  kg of N  per hectare per year. A fter 1989, as a result o f political 
changes and decreased state support o f agriculture, the quantity o f fertilizers used 
decreased greatly to the recent average value o f 35 kg o f N per hectare per year. 
(During the last five years, liquid fertilizer DAM  390 has been applied at about 
100 L/ha on leaves during the beginning o f the growing season, com plem ented once 
every three years by 40 t o f dung per hectare). The significant change in the quantity 
o f applied fertilizers that occurred after 1989 represents a unique opportunity to study 
the changes o f nitrate pollution in the deep karstic aquifer.

3. M ETHODS

Beginning on 1 Novem ber 1994, regular m easurem ents of temperature, dis
charge and 5180  of the spring and precipitation on the possible recharge area have 
been made. The sampling period was twice a week in the first year and once a week
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FIG. 2. Spring discharge and precipitation in the recharge area.

in the second year. During large precipitation events, the period was shortened to 12 h 
to get a detailed record o f flow dynamics. The spring water chemistry and 8 15N of 
nitrate were m easured every six or eight weeks. O ther water sources such as springs, 
streams or wells in the recharge area were m onitored every two months for chemistry, 
8180  and 5 15N o f nitrate. All types o f fertilizers were sampled for their 8 15N content, 
as were extracts from  soil profiles at sites with different rates o f fertilizer application 
and at different distances from  the recharge site.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1. F low  dynam ics

Figure 2 shows the discharge and tem perature patterns of the spring. The
studied hydrological year 1994-95 had high monthly precipitation totals during May
and June, while several preceding years were characterized by precipitation much
below the long term average (about 80% o f normal). As a result of this, the discharge
during autumn 1994 and winter 1994—1995 was extremely low. The discharge of
autumn 1995 was about 25% higher than that o f 1994.

During the largest precipitation event o f the monitored period (1 -2  June 1995,
59.1 mm of precipitation) local floods occurred in the study area. During this event a
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FIG. 3. ôl80  of discharge and precipitation.

new swallow hole appeared in the upper part o f geographical catchm ent o f the spring 
(about 1050 m  from  the spring site) and was im m ediately used for a sim ple tracer 
experim ent using a NaCl solution as a tracer [2]. This experim ent m ade it possible to 
calculate some param eters o f the lowest part o f the unknown underground stream 
system. The discharge o f the spring was 24.5 L/s during the experiment. The tracer 
signal appeared between 19 and 20 h after injection into the swallow hole, peaked 
after 26 h and returned to background level after 37 h. A ssum ing no tracer loss in the 
system, the total possible spring discharge (including branches not monitored) was 
calculated at 36.9 L/s. The volume o f water filled cavities between the injection point 
and the discharge (distance 1050 m, altitude difference 127 m) is 1680-2430 m 3.

On the basis of a hydrographic analysis o f the spring, three com ponents o f the 
karst system can be identified. The first (a short tim e component) represents the 
dom inant effect o f drainage o f well conduit parts with a volume close to the tracer 
experim ent cavity volume. The second (a volume component) dominates in the 
m iddle part o f the hydrographic recession and corresponds to the em ptying o f well- 
connected karstified fractures. Its volume corresponds to 3 x 105 or 4 x  105 m 3.

The third com ponent (an old com ponent) represents matrix flow from  deeply 
infiltrated precipitation into deeper parts o f the synclinal structure. Its residence tim e 
is not yet known. The tritium concentration for steady base flow (winter 1994—1995) 
was 23 TU, which is about 12 TU above that of recent precipitation. A  tritium
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concentration o f 46 TU  was m easured in 1986. These data, together with recently 
measured discharge values, will be used for model age calculations [3].

4.2. 8180  data

The 8180  records o f spring discharge and precipitation are shown in Fig. 3. The 
direct contribution o f fast infiltrated precipitation is low; the variation of discharge 
5 180  values corresponds to a dumping effect o f the karst volume. The primary 
(seasonal) variation o f 8 18 0  in precipitation appears in discharge 5 180  values with a 
delay o f about six m onths. The com plete two year record enables us to  evaluate some 
spring characteristics such as the direct com ponent o f discharge and the infiltration 
coefficient (necessary for m odel age calculation) and to estimate an average residence 
tim e in the system.

The direct or short tim e com ponent o f discharge p  was calculated from  seasonal 
weighted values o f precipitation and discharge using the expression

1̂8Otot = /><518Oprec + (1 -/?) <518Ogw (1)

where

5180  = 5180gw avg

and

_  S 1 8 O to t- S 1 8 O gw 
P  ~  o l8 n  _  c l8 n  (2 )^ Oprec О OgW

M easured values are summ arized in Table I, and calculated p  values are presented in 
Table II.

The proportion o f the direct com ponent on the total discharge of the karstic 
system is low, because it corresponds to the relatively low importance o f direct 
sinking on the total karst recharge. The annual average value of 8 18 Ogw was 
calculated to correspond to the average of the seasonal p  values. The value -9.35%e 
is far from  the 5 180  values for base flow conditions (autumn and w inter 1994, around 
-9.1%c) and reflects the unusually high precipitation input in the spring of 1995. In 
1995 the average discharge consists mostly of the volume com ponent rather than old 
groundwater.
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TABLE I. M EASURED 6 180 ,  PRECIPITATION AND DISCHARGE VALUES 
A ND W EIGHTED AVERAGES

1995 1996

Winter Summer Year Winter Summer Year

8l8°prec w-avg.(%o) -11.34 -7.36 -8.54 -12.25 -7.52 -8.67

8 18Otot w.avg. (%c) -9.51 -9.11 -9.27 -9.23 -8.95 -9.08

IP.Ô. -2345 -3593.3 -5938.3 --1785.3 -3298.8 -5084.1

206.7 488.3 695 145.7 438.7 584.4

Щ 0& -1144.2 -1650.6 -2794.8 -1367 -1495.2 -2862.2

ZQW 1 2 0 . 2 181.2 301.4 148 167 315

(a) The Qj are in millimetres, recalculated from 19 L/s average discharge and 7.6 km2 of 
recharge area.

TABLE II. CALCULATED RATIOS p  OF PRECIPITATION TO TOTAL 
DISCHARGE

1995 1996

Winter Summer Year Winter Summer Year

p 0 . 1 1 0.08 0 . 1 a 0.05 0.08 0.07 a

a All year values calculated with the following estimates of 8 18Ogw: 1995, -9.35%o; 1996, 
-9.1 l%o.

The proportion o f the volume and old com ponents in the total karst discharge 
cannot be estim ated as easily as the direct precipitation com ponent. We do not know 
the infiltration in winter and sum m er (so we cannot calculate the input ô 18 0  values of 
volume reservoir) and the roughly estim ated size does not allow us to determine the 
resulting time shift in 8 18 0  precisely without modelling the m ixing inside the 
reservoir. The infiltration coefficient a ,  defined as the ratio o f summ er and w inter 
infiltrations a  = a s/ a w, can be calculated from the weighted 8 18 0  o f precipitation in 
winter and sum m er (w and s, indices i and j, respectively) and 8 18 Ogw [4]:
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W ith values from  Table I we calculate a  = 0.4 for 1995 and a  = 0.3 for 1996. 
These values are quite close to the reciprocal ratio o f the total precipitation in summ er 
and winter (see Table I), indicating that infiltrated amounts are roughly the same in 
winter and sum m er periods.

The 5180  o f precipitation plotted against tim e (Fig. 3) can be approxim ated by 
the sim ple sine function 8 18 Oprec = D + A sin at. Supposing that such precipitation 
infiltrates to a ‘well m ixed’ groundwater system (an exponential model) with volume 
V that is discharged with a steady flow rate Q, the average residence tim e o f infiltrated 
precipitation in the groundwater system is T = V/Q. Now T can be calculated from the 
attenuation o f the sinus am plitude A o f input to the am plitude В o f output, where

8 180 gw = D + В sin (a t + ф) (4)

Here ф is a phase shift, which is usually w ithout any physical m eaning because it is 
by definition lim ited to three months at most. The attenuation is В/A, and the corre
sponding residence tim e T (in years) is calculated from  [5]

7' = ¿ [ (B M r 2 " ir  <5)

TABLE III. CALCULATED KARSTIC RESIDENCE TIM E T FROM  ATTENUA
TION OF 5 180

Winter 1995 All 1995 Winter 1996 All 1996

T (months) 15.3 16.7 16.4 2 1 . 2

T values calculated from  winter and all year periods are summ arized in 
Table III. T varies between 16 months (1995) and 21 months (1996). As the direct 
com ponent o f the total discharge has only a m inor effect (about 1 0 % on average, up 
to 2 0 % in the flood events), the residence tim e estimate represents the karst volume 
com ponent and deep groundwater com ponent together and can be used for further 
estim ation of com ponent volumes as related to the total karst volume in model cal
culations.
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FIG. 4. Nitrate content and &SN of nitrate in spring discharge.

4.3. 61SN o f nitrates

The nitrate content o f the discharge varies with tim e in a range of about 10% 
(see Fig. 4). A  decrease o f nitrate content corresponds to abundant precipitation and 
can be explained as a dilution effect o f the direct com ponent on total discharge. D irect 
sinking o f precipitation brings low nitrate content from  atmospheric nitrates and infil
trated forest soil water, which are both in the range o f milligrams o f nitrates per litre. 
M ost nitrates are com ing from  the karst volume or deep groundwater with nitrate 
content increasing in time.

In contrast to the nitrate content, ô 15N o f nitrates varies periodically with time 
(Fig. 4) from  about 5%c to 2%o, with one exceptional value around 10%o at the 
beginning of the study.

Two hypotheses were developed for explanation o f ô 15N variation. (1) Nitrates 
from  the karst volume and deep groundwater participate with different contribution to 
discharge, and both the reservoirs have different 5 15N (karst close to zero and deep 
groundwater m ore positive because o f denitrification reactions in the aquifer).
(2) Nitrates infiltrating to the karstic system have different values o f 8 15N according 
to the fertilizers applied. The areas of fertilizer application are at different distances 
from  the discharge site, i.e. infiltrated waters have different travel tim es in the karstic 
system, and the resulting nitrate m ixture varies in 5 1 3 N. The deep reservoir, with 
constant values of nitrate content and 5 1 5 N, buffers variations of the karst volume 
content.
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FIG. 5. SISN of exchangeable ammonium in soil extract (B = Bubovice, VU = Vysoky Újezd; 
numbers correspond to sample depth in centimetres).
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FIG. 6. 8fsN of nitrate in soil extract (B = Bubovice, VU = Vysoky Újezd; numbers correspond 
to sample depth in centimetres).
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Both hypotheses have a w eak point in a rather low variation of nitrate content, 
i.e. we must suppose that sources have similar nitrate content but different ô 1 5 N. The 
very positive 8 15N of discharged nitrates at the beginning of the study has not been 
com pletely explained. E ither it is a typical value for the deep groundwater contribu
tion to the base flow, or (more probably) it resulted from  the unusually dry season 
1994, with highly nitrified am m onium  nitrogen accum ulated in the soil and drained 
with the first heavy storm to the karst volume, to be discharged later w ith a delay 
corresponding to its travel time.

4.4. 8 15N in soil

To localize infiltrating nitrates, soil profiles at two sites were investigated for 
8 15N of exchangeable am monium and nitrates in soil solutes. Profiles (Fig. 5) are 
located about 2 km  (Bubovice site, B) and 3.5 km  (Vysokÿ Újezd site, VU) from  the 
discharge site. Samples were taken from the Ap horizon (0-25 cm), B v l and Bv2 
horizons (25-71 cm, 71-121 cm) and the С horizon (121-140 cm). Some 500 g of 
soil was extracted by 1 L o f 1M KC1 solution. The 8 15N of am m onium  ions is 
positive, in the range from  25%e to 32%o, resulting from  extensive fractionation by 
am m onia loss and following nitrification (see Fig. 5).

The S15N o f nitrates produced from these am monium ions is 10-14%o (see 
Fig. 6 ). Such nitrates are typical for m ost o f the horizons at the Bubovice site. Nitrates 
o f inorganic origin with 8 15N around 0%o are typical for the Vysokÿ Újezd site (and 
for the 110 cm horizon at Bubovice) [6 ].

Two types o f nitrates w ith different 8 I5N  were localized in soils o f the probable 
recharge area o f the karst system. One type o f nitrates is produced by nitrification of 
am monium ions o f organic origin, and their 8 15N is about 10%o. The other type of 
nitrates is the residue of extensive application of inorganic nitrate fertilizer, w ith 8 15N 
of about Woo. These nitrates are not changed by any denitrification. According to the 
agronomical record, we expect that all the recharge area consists o f parts with one or 
the other o f these two types o f nitrates, according to fertilizer application in the past. 
This m eans that infiltrating precipitation transfers both types of nitrates to the 
karst volume, and the resulting 8 15N o f nitrate in the discharge varies according 
to the predom inance of one o f them in a volume com ponent o f the karst discharge.
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DATING POREWATER IN ROCK SAMPLES FROM FRESH DRILLING CORES: DEPTH 
PROFILES OF STABLE ISOTOPES, NOBLE GASES AND CHLORIDE IN 
HYDRAULICALLY IMPERMEABLE GEOLOGICAL FORMATIONS.

New methods have been developed and applied for dating porewater in hydraulically 
impermeable rock core samples (no groundwater mass flow) by means of stable isotopes, 
dissolved noble gases and NaCl. Vertical profiles of 5D and radiogenic 4He are presented for a 
claystone aquitard in the Gorleben area and for claystones and cap rock in the Morsleben area 
(both in northern Germany). Isotope and noble gas data for conventional groundwater samples 
pumped from the inflow of fracture water into the borehole fit very well in the obtained 
porewater profiles. In Morsleben these profiles show the occurrence of Holocene porewaters 
down to 100 m depth. In the depth range 100-300 m, isotopically depleted palaeowaters of the 
last glacial period were found. In the claystones underneath and in the cap rock formation, 
waters show noble gas ages increasing with depth up to 100 million years.

1. INTRODUCTION

Isotope and noble gas investigations were carried out in the hydrogeological 
study areas o f M orsleben and Gorleben to get inform ation on the vertical distribution 
of groundwater ages across the sedimentary rocks above the Aller Valley and 
Gorleben salt domes, which are envisaged to be used for nuclear waste disposal.

A t Gorleben, shallow and deep groundwater samples could be pum ped from 
unconsolidated sand aquifers, which are separated by a thick aquiclude o f Lauenburg 
clay.

465
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A t M orsleben, groundwater pum ping was restricted to the upper 100 m  o f the 
sedim ent cover, where relatively young fresh water circulates. The very low hydraulic 
conductivity o f the consolidated sediments underneath, down to the diapir, allows 
groundwater pum ping only from  a very few boreholes that have sufficient inflow 
from  deep fractures accidentally m et by drilling. If  hydraulic conductivities less than 
1 0 - 9  m /s are correct, as is expected from the geological setting (deep groundwater 
flow through fractures included), groundwater ages higher than some ten thousand 
years up to millions of years are to be expected, and these m ust be confirmed by dat
ing. Thus the lower part o f the sedimentary rock cover m ight form  an effective bar
rier for the m igration to the biosphere o f radionuclides released from  a repository in 
the salt dome.

Therefore we have developed and applied new methods [1] for dating porewa
ter in freshly drilled rock core samples, as described in this paper.

2. NEW  M ETHODS FOR DATING POREWATER
IN FRESH ROCK CORE SAMPLES

On the basis o f our experience in dating million year old brines in the 
Konrad/Salzgitter iron m ine [2], we use freshly drilled rock core samples rather than 
groundwater samples for noble gas and stable isotope analysis.

For stable isotope analysis, the porewater was extracted from  the rock samples 
by vacuum distillation [3] at 105°C, whereas for mass spectrometric noble gas analy
sis small quantities o f gas were used, which were released from  the rock samples by 
m olecular diffusion out o f the pore space into evacuated, vacuum tight sample 
containers.

Sample degassing during sampling, which could affect concentrations of 
radiogenic 4He and 40Ar, does not play a m ajor role, as becomes obvious from the 
following simple estimate. The tim e scale o f rock sample degassing by molecular 
diffusion out o f the water filled pore space is given by the relaxation time [4]

which depends on the square o f the typical rock sample dim ension x and on the m ol
ecular diffusion coefficient D  for the gas dissolved in the pore solution. The sample 
shape fa c to r/ra n g e s  from 0.2 to 1 and is o f m inor im portance here. For x = 2.5 cm 
and D = 2 x  10- 6  cm 2/s, a relaxation tim e o f T = 160 000 s is calculated, so the time 
span for sample treatm ent with ham m er and chisel and for packing into the vacuum 
container does not affect the results considerably.
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The porewater salinity was measured by leaching the rock samples with a 
defined quantity o f distilled water, which was then subjected to hydrochem ical analy
sis, particularly to anion chrom atography for Cl-  determination.

3. VERTICAL PROFILES OF NOBLE GASES, 8 D, S180  AND CL" IN THE
PORE SOLUTIONS OF FRESH  SEDIMENTARY ROCK CORES

Figure 1 shows depth profiles of 5D and of radiogenic 4He across the 
Lauenburg clay form ation in the Gorleben area. This aquiclude separates young 
groundwater in the upper sand layers above 80 m below ground from  the deep 
groundwater o f Holocene age in the sand aquifer below 150 m depth [5]. The ÔD data 
points at the upper and lower ends o f the 5D profile represent the isotopic fingerprint 
of local w inter precipitation of the present Holocene climate. Com pared to this, the 
porewater in the medium  layers o f the Lauenburg clay shows lower 5D (and 8 180 )  
values, as is found in palaeowaters from  the last glacial period. The late Pleistocene 
age o f the porewater is supported by the He content o f the porewater, which exceeds

4Hesœ [ Nml/g ]

FIG. 1. Depth profiles of 5D (left) and of 4He concentration (right) in the porewater of the 
Lauenberg clay acquiclude. Pleistocene isotopic signature is found in its central section. 
Holocene porewater diffuses into the clay from the adjacent aquifers. The 4He excess shows a 
steady state depth profile.
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10- 7  cm 3  STP 4He per gram of water. Helium contents so high are to be expected for 
radiogenic helium , which is produced by a  decay o f U  and Th in the sediments and 
is accum ulated in the porewater over ten thousand years time. Both profiles are 
explained as resulting from  m olecular diffusion. In the case o f 4He, this is diffusion 
out o f the Lauenburg clay and into the adjacent aquifers; in the case o f deuterium  (and 
1 8 0 ), it is the ongoing diffusive change o f the isotopic com position o f the old ice age 
water in the Lauenburg clay layer towards that o f the circulating H olocene water. 
Since glacial palaeowater is still present in the aquiclude, its diffusion continues, i.e. 
the ÔD profile is changing with time. Thé He profile reflects the accumulation of in 
situ produced He and its diffusive loss into the adjacent aquifers. It can be considered 
to be in steady state, since the Lauenburg clay has existed since m ore than 150 ka BP 
The tim e constant to establish steady state diffusion is on the order o f 80 ka.

From the area of M orsleben, 24 sediment cores were investigated. Here verti
cal profiles o f radiogenic helium  and o f ÔD are presented and discussed, which stem 
from  our longest rock core, No. 1, and from core No. 2, which penetrates the cap rock 
down to the surface of the rock salt. The locations o f these cores are shown in the 
hydrogeological cross-section o f Fig. 2. The hydraulic conductivity values shown are 
preliminary.

The profile o f core No. 1 (Fig. 3) shows radiogenic 4He continuously increas
ing with depth over 5 orders o f magnitude. The lowest He contents at the upper end

FIG. 2. Hydrogeological cross-section of the Aller Valley fault zone near Morsleben. Profiles 
of cores No. 1 (Fig. 3) and No. 2 (Fig. 4) are discussed in the text. Hydraulic conductivity 
values shown are preliminary.
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FIG. 3. The 4He profile (left) of core No. 1 shows increasing porewater concentrations with 
depth over 5 orders of magnitude. The SD depth profile (right) shows a vertical sequence of 
Holocene, Pleistocene and formateion porewater isotopic signatures.

o f the profile are due to Holocene porewater, which has nearly the same SD values as 
the shallow groundwater o f Gorleben. Isotopically depleted palaeowaters from the 
last glaciation were found in the depth range 100-300 m. The He contents o f those 
palaeowaters, ranging from  10- 6  to 10- 5  cm 3 STP per gram of water, result from 
accum ulation o f helium  from  in situ production m entioned above and from  the sedi
ments deeper than 300 m. The He profile below 300 m is explained as due to steady 
state diffusion and in situ production as in the case of the Lauenburg clay. This causes 
an upward directed He flux o f 2 x  10~7 cm 3 STP cm - 2  a- 1  at 300 m  depth, from which, 
together with in situ produced He, a mean He accum ulation age (mean groundwater 
age) o f 55 ± 20 ka was calculated for the palaeowater at 300 m to 100 m  depth [6 ]. 
The porewaters below 300 m  are considered to be immobile. They are highly saline 
and show 8 D and 8 180  values that are typical for formation waters rather than for 
meteoric waters. Their very high age of some ten million years is proved by the steep 
increase o f  the 40A r/36Ar isotope ratio. M oreover, the xenon isotope ratios 
13 6 X e/132Xe and 1 3 4 X e/132Xe are significantly affected by spontaneous fission of 
238U, from  which porewater ages up to 100 million years were derived [1].

The other rock cores show sim ilar variations o f the porewater ages with depth, 
independent of locally different stratigraphy and lithology (see Fig. 2). In the study 
area adjacent to the diapir and caprock, the boundary between Holocene fresh waters 
and late Pleistocene palaeowaters, which have salt contents o f 2 -50  g NaCl/L,
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appears at approxim ately 100 m  depth. The transition to highly saline formation 
waters occurs in the depth range 250-350 m  below ground. In the area above the 
diapir and caprock, the surface o f the hydraulically ‘im perm eable’ caprock forms the 
boundary between Pleistocene palaeowaters and form ation waters, which are brines. 
Since the caprock comes relatively close to the ground surface here and there, the age 
distributions have a smaller depth scale. This is shown by the profiles of rock core 
No. 2 (Fig. 4), which extends over the total thickness o f the caprock. We present this 
rock core since it shows that the profiles are affected by a hydraulically active frac
ture in the caprock at about 260 m  depth. The heavy inflow there has allowed ground
water sampling for isotope and noble gas analysis. The data obtained fit very well into 
the porewater profiles. Over the thickness of the caprock, the profiles o f He and of the 
salinity (not presented here) can be explained as resulting from steady state diffu
sion/in situ production o f He within the caprock and from  diffusion o f NaCl released 
from  the rock salt surface (subrosion), if  the effect o f the fracture is neglected. 
Because the profile results from  m olecular diffusion, this proves that the very small 
pore space of the caprock (< 1 % by volume for gypsum and <0 . 1 % for anhydrite) is 
interconnected. Though being hydraulically im perm eable (no groundwater mass 
flow), the caprock is perm eable for m olecular diffusion.

However, due to very low values for the porosity and thus also for the perm e
ability coefficient, the diffusion flux from  the top o f the caprock is far too small to 
maintain the standing crop for helium  and o f salt in the palaeowaters above. This 
standing crop is given as the product o f the concentration times the water mass, which
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depends on the thickness and porosity o f the claystone layer. The porosity of the 
claystone is approxim ately 2 0 % by volume and thus very high in com parison to that 
o f the caprock. Therefore, radiogenic helium  and salt in the palaeowaters above the 
caprock m ust be due to advective transport from  the areas flanking the diapir, where 
molecular diffusion occurs through the imm obile form ation porewater in deeply 
reaching claystone.

The m inim a of 4He and SD (Fig. 4) are caused by groundwater flow through the 
fracture. The w idth of the m inim a results from  m olecular diffusion. It tells us that this 
fracture flow has existed since approxim ately 80 ka. We see slight concentration m in
im a in the deep section of some o f the other rock cores, which indicate that hydraulic 
fractures exist in the vicinity o f the borehole.

The crude depth distribution o f Holocene, late Pleistocene and imm obile pore
waters is also shown by the other sediment cores investigated. To regionalize these 
local age distributions, three dimensional presentations o f the Pleistocene-H olocene 
boundary, the 10 ka isochrone shown in Fig. 5, and o f the formation water/palaeo- 
water boundary have been established for the whole study area by geostatistical 
interpolation (ordinary Kriging).

FIG. 5. Three dimensional isochrone presentation of the Holocene-Pleistocene transient of 
porewater signature established using data derived from 24 sediment cores in the Morsleben 
study area. Scale: distance (m)from Greenwich meridian and equator, respectively.
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The main benefit o f the new sampling technique is the possibility to date —  by 
means of noble gases —  the porewater o f even ‘impermeable’ rock formations. 
Consequently, additional information on transport processes in low hydraulically con
ductive formations can be obtained. Since the tracer profiles are highly depth 
resolved, the shape o f the profile allows the predominant transport mechanism to be 
estimated. The comparison o f groundwater and porewater signatures enables the 
influence o f water bearing fractures on the porewater in the rock matrix to be esti
mated. The possibility o f dating very old immobile porewaters or formation waters 
(some millions o f years old) can be used as a time scale for the hydrochemical dia
genesis o f pore solutions. Since there is a need for hydrogeological investigations to 
study the barrier effect o f impermeable formations, the new sampling technique 
should be applied. The porewater dating results can be used to validate groundwater 
flow models in horizons with immobile porewaters.
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APPLICATION OF ISOTOPE TECHNIQUES TO THE STUDY OF GROUNDWATER 
POLLUTION BY ARSENIC IN NAKORN SI THAMMARAT PROVINCE, THAILAND.

Groundwater contamination by arsenic in Ron Phibun District, Nakom Si Thammarat 
Province, Thailand has gone on for many years because of tin mining activity. The contamina
tion makes residents suffer from arsenical skin cancer. Because of the complexity of the local 
groundwater systems, the natural stable isotopes 2H and lsO and the radioisotope 3H were 
measured in dug wells, deep groundwater wells and rain. The results give a good picture of the 
aquifer systems in the Ron Phibun area and indicate the arsenic sources contaminating the 
groundwater.

1. INTRODUCTION

The granites of the southern part o f peninsular Thailand occur as isolated plutons 
associated with numerous tin and tungsten deposits. Hence the region is called the tin 
belt. Extensive mining o f tin and associated minerals has been done in the Ron Phibun 
District, Nakom Si Thammarat Province, for almost 100 years. The occurrence of 
keratosis and hyperpigmentation has been known for a long time in the region. The most 
serious case of this problem, which can cause epidermal cancer, was first recognized in 
1987, when a resident in Ron Phibun District was diagnosed as suffering from arseni
cal skin cancer. A  clinical survey during 1987-1988 showed that more than 1000 people 
between the ages 4 months and 85 years were affected. In some schools, over 80% of 
students show high arsenic levels in their hair and nails. In the most recent survey 
(1992) of school children in this district, a 22% incidence of skin lesions and hyper
keratosis was recorded [1]. The cause of sickness was related to the consumption of 
contaminated surface and groundwater, in which arsenic appears at concentrations o f up 
to 100 times the World Health Organization standard for drinking water (J0 /j g/L), prob
ably as a result o f tin mining activity. Chronic arsenic poisoning associated with region
ally contaminated water has also been documented in Taiwan (China) [2, 3], India [4] 
and the United States of America [5].

4 7 3
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Studies on groundwater contamination by arsenic in Ron Phibun District were 
evaluated by several agencies. The result o f annual checks in 1992-1994 in the 
polluted areas o f the district revealed that arsenic concentrations around the mining 
area are in the range 79.4-197 pg/L and average 157 pg/L, all higher than the 
W HO standard.

The source and mechanism  o f contam ination is not yet fully understood 
because o f the difficult nature o f the underground study. Using isotope techniques, the 
study reported here was intended to investigate the contam inant sources, their 
distribution, and the mechanism o f arsenic transport in the groundwater system.

2. GEOLOGICAL SETTING

Ron Phibun is a district o f N akom  Si Tham m arat Province in the southern part 
o f peninsular Thailand. It lies between longitudes 99°45 ' and 100°00' E  and latitudes 
8°00 ' and 8°15 ' N. The district is on the east side of Ron N a M ountain and has an 
average elevation o f 70 m  a.s.l. The elevation decreases from  w est to east. The 
geology can be resolved into four units:

(1) Cam bro-Ordovician sedimentary rocks, com prising siltstones and interbedded 
shales with lim estone lenses, quartzite and phyllite, which outcrop along the 
eastern border o f the Ron N a-Suang Chan mountain range, striking approxi
m ately northw est-southeast.

(2) Dark grey lim estones and argillaceous lim estones o f Ordovician age, exposed 
to the east o f the Cam bro-O rdovician sequence and topographically expressed 
as a small hilly range to the north o f Ron Phibun.

(3) Triassic granitoid intrusions, which form the mountainous area to the west o f 
Ron Phibun. The lithologies are medium to coarse grained biotite-m uscovite 
granites with m inor intrusions o f tourm aline-m uscovite granite, characteristic 
o f the southern sector of the Khao Luang batholith. The granite is extensively 
faulted and pegm atite veined, predominantly in the northeast-southw est and 
northw est-southeast directions.

(4) Quaternary colluvial and alluvial deposits o f gravel, sand, silt and clay mask 
much of the Palaeozoic sedimentary cover between the Ron N a-Suang Chan 
m ountain range and the G ulf o f Thailand coast. The colluvial deposits (derived 
from  outwash from the M ain Range granites) reach a m axim um  thickness of 
around 50 m in the vicinity o f Ron Phibun.

A  m ap o f the Ron Phibun D istrict is shown in Fig. 1 and a geological m ap and 
a cross-section o f the area are shown in Fig. 2.
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FIG. 1. Map of the Ron Phibun District showing groundwater sampling locations and arsenic 
concentrations in groundwater.
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To investigate aquifer characteristics in Ron Phibun and to study the mechanism 
of arsenic contam ination in groundwater by isotope techniques, 15 water samples 
from  deep wells, 6  samples from  dug wells and 4 samples of rain water from  different 
altitudes were collected in late sum m er 1996. All samples were analysed for As and 
for 2H and 18 0 ,  and deep well water samples were also analysed for 3H for dating. 
Analytical methods for 2H, 18 0 , 3H and As are described below.

3.1. Analytical method for 2H in water

Deuterium in water was prepared by reducing water with zinc and analysed by 
an isotope ratio mass spectrom eter (IR-MS) [6 ]. Approximately 5 pL o f water sample 
was pipetted into a Pyrex reaction tube with a grease free stopcock. Hydrogen gas was 
generated by reacting the aliquot with approximately 1 g metallic zinc at 410°C in 
vacuum for 2 -5  h. The hydrogen gas was introduced into a Finnigan MAT Delta-E 
IR-M S, and its isotope ratio was measured. The analytical precision o f this m easure
m ent m ethod is ±0.2%. The 2H  standard was SMOW  supplied by the International 
Atomic Energy Agency.

3.2. Analytical method for 180  in water

O xygen-18 in water was prepared in the form  o f carbon dioxide and analysed 
by an IR-M S [7]. Five millilitres o f sample water was pipetted into a polyethylene 
syringe, and 10 m L o f C 0 2 gas from a com mercial C 0 2 cylinder was added to this 
syringe under atmospheric pressure. The syringe was shaken thoroughly and the C 0 2 

gas was ejected to remove the dissolved air in  the water. Then fresh C 0 2  gas was put 
in the syringe and the syringe was placed in a therm ostat kept at 25 °C for 6  h or more. 
As a result o f the oxygen isotope exchange reaction between H20  and C 0 2, the iso
tope ratio in the C 0 2  gas will be increased to approximately 4.115% 180  relative to 
the oxygen isotope ratio of water. The C 0 2  gas was refined using a vacuum device 
and introduced into a Finnigan MAT Delta-E IR-M S, where the isotope ratio of 
oxygen was measured. The analytical precision o f this measurem ent m ethod is 
±0.02%. The 2H standard was SM OW  supplied by the IAEA.

3.3. Analytical method for 3H in water

Six hundred millilitres o f water sample was electrolysed in a NaOH solution 
until a volume o f 16 m L was reached. The sample was then neutralized with dry 
carbon dioxide and distilled. The sample was counted for 3H with an LKB Quantalus 
1 2 2 0  low level liquid scintillation counter having a counting background of 0 .6  counts

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
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per minute and a counting efficiency for 3H  o f 23%. The counting time for each sample 
was 20 000 min. The 3H standard was supplied by the National Institute o f Standards 
and Technology, United States of America.

3.4. Analytical method for As in water

Fifty millilitres o f water sample was mixed and transferred into a beaker. Then 
5 mL conc. H N 0 3 was added and the mixture brought to a slow boil and evaporated 
on a hot plate to about 3 -5  mL before precipitation occurred. The sample was cooled 
and 5 m L conc. H N 0 3 was added. The beaker was covered with a watch glass, 
returned to the hot plate, and heated until digestion was com plete as shown by a light 
coloured, clear solution. The sample was then filtered through a W hatman No. 42 fil
ter and distilled water was added to adjust the volume to 50 mL. To 10 m L o f filtrate, 
2 m L o f K l solution was added. A  continuous flow hydride generator using HCl and 
NaBH 4 solution was connected to a Shimadzu AA-625-11 atomic absorption 
spectrophotom eter for the m easurem ent of As.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1. Groundwater origin and characteristic of aquifers indicated by isotopic data

The isotope ratios 5D and ô180  of deep well water, dug well water and rain 
water are plotted in Fig. 3 to show the meteoric water line of the Ron Phibun District.

0 _ Regression equation (meteoric):
Y = 7.5 x  + 8.0
Number of data points used = 19

-50
-8 -6 -4 -2

5180  (%«)

FIG. 3. Isotopic data of dug well and deep well groundwater and of rain collected in late 
summer 1996 in Ron Phibun.
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The water samples collected from  deep wells show the lightest content o f 2H and 18 0 ,  
in the range -4 6 .4  to -3 5 .6%o for 2H  and -7 .3  to -5 .2 %o for 1 8 0 ;  the dug well samples 
show slightly higher content o f 2H  and 1 8 0 ,  nam ely -3 8 .2  to -35.6% e for 2H  and -6 .2  
to -5.5%o for 18 0 .  The isotope ratios in rain water collected from different altitudes 
are scattered because the sample collected at the foot of Ron N a M ountain was acci
dentally left to evaporate during the collection period. Since groundwater collected 
from  deep or dug wells is not palaeowater, it is assum ed that groundwater in the area 
has been recharged only by precipitation. If this water is considered as having had no 
chance of evaporation, the isotope ratios of 2H and 180  of deep wells and rain water 
can be plotted to obtain the m eteoric water line o f Ron Phibun District. This line can 
be represented by the equation ô2H = 7.5S180  + 8.7, having a coefficient o f deter
m ination o f 0.95, which is rather high. The equation o f the meteoric water line o f the 
study area is com parable with those of the lines o f other regions [8 ].

On the other hand, samples from dug wells tend to deviate from the meteoric 
water line because dug well water was collected while the water was in the process o f 
evaporation. The corresponding isotope ratios of 2H  and 180  fall on an evaporation line 
having the equation 8 2H = 2.65180  + 21.6 and a coefficient o f determination of 0.7.

D eep well water, having isotope ratios o f 42 ±  3%c (2H) and 6.7 ± 0.4%e ( 1 8 0 ) , 
and dug well water, having corresponding ratios of 36.7 ± 1 %o and 5.9 ± 0.2%o, are 
likely to have different recharge areas. In other words, deep groundwater is recharged 
by precipitation at higher elevations, such as from Ron Na M ountain, while dug well 
water is recharged by precipitation at lower elevations. The meteoric water line indi
cates that the two waters are not mixed intensively or that the shallow and deep 
aquifers are reasonably separated. Furtherm ore, precipitation collected in late sum 
m er has isotope ratios o f 2H and 180  higher than those of shallow or deep groundwa
ter. This suggests that groundwater in the area is recharged mainly by precipitation in 
the rainy season, because summ er rain is normally isotopically heavier than rain 
form ed in the rainy season, according to a well known feature of the temperature 
effect [9].

4.2. Sources o f arsenic in groundwater

The isotope data in this study give us clues as to the sources of arsenic con
tamination in the groundwater. By plotting the arsenic concentration of deep ground
water and shallow dug well water against their isotope ratios of 2H, as shown in 
Fig. 4, we see that groundwaters having 52H less than -40%o are free from arsenic 
contamination. This indicates that the deep aquifers receive recharge from higher 
elevations and that the water therein did not pass through arsenic sources.

Some deep groundwater samples having high arsenic contamination were 
randomly selected to be analysed for tritium to determine their ages. The tritium 
activities (Table I) were in the range 1.0-2.7 TU. By using the tritium activity o f rain
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FIG. 4. Relation between values of ôI80  and arsenic content in groundwater at Ron Phibun.

TABLE I. TRITIUM  ACTIVITY, TRITIUM  AGES AND W ELL DEPTH OF FIVE 
D EEP GROUNDW ATER W ELLS HAVING H IG H  CONTAM INATION OF 
ARSENIC

Well Tritium content (TU) Estimated age (a) Well depth (m)

DW-2 2.3 ±0.1 9.4 15

DW-6 2.4 ±0.1 8.7 2 2

DW-7 1 . 0  ± 0 . 1 24.4 43

DW-8 2.7 ±0.1 6 .6 18

DW-10 2 . 2  ± 0 . 1 1 0 .0 28

(3.9 TU), the ages of water in these five wells can be estimated in the range 
6 .6-24 .4  a.

A  correlation o f well depth with water age has a coefficient o f determination of
0.84, indicating that groundwaters at the deeper part o f the aquifer have longer resi
dence times in the aquifer and have less chance of contamination by arsenic. In other 
words, the arsenic contam ination probably comes from  surface soil containing 
arsenopyrite m ine tailings or waste from  dressing plants in the Ron Phibun area rather 
than from  mineral deposits or abandoned m ines on Ron N a M ountain.
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The use o f isotope techniques to study groundwater characteristics and arsenic 
contamination sources in the Ron Phibun area revealed that the groundwater system  
there can be separated into shallow and deep groundwater systems, each having a 
different recharge area. The shallow groundwater has more tendency to be contami
nated by surface soil containing arsenopyrite mine tailings, while the deep ground
water is well protected from contamination. The study suggests that arsenic free 
groundwater might be obtained from deep groundwater development.
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Abstract

MODEL EVALUATIONS OF THE WATER ISOTOPE-CLIMATE RELATIONSHIPS USED 
IN RECONSTRUCTING PALAEOTEMPERATURES.

Global measurements of the annual mean HDO and H2180  concentrations in modem 
precipitation show that these water isotope concentrations are linearly related to the annual 
mean temperature at the precipitation site in middle and high latitudes. Palaeoclimatologists 
have used this relationship to infer palaeotemperatures from the isotope palaeodata extractable 
from ice cores, deep groundwaters and other such sources. For this application to be valid, 
however, the relationship, which is derived from spatially distributed present day data, must 
also hold over time at a given location as it experiences climatic changes. In the paper the 
authors review recent progress in water isotope modelling aimed at examining and evaluating 
this assumption. They focus on the use of simple Rayleigh type distillation models and of 
general circulation models fitted with isotope tracer diagnostics. These models are particularly 
well suited for examining how such factors as local temperature, evaporative source 
temperature and precipitation seasonality affect an isotope signal over time.

1. INTRODUCTION

In a recent review article, Jouzel et al. [1] examine the validity of using the m ea
sured water isotope com position o f ice cores to reconstruct palaeotem peratures in 
Greenland. In the standard reconstruction approach, measurem ents o f mean annual 
surface tem perature T and mean annual isotope concentration ÔD or 5180  in present 
day precipitation are collected at several geographically distinct points in a given
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region, and the resulting ‘spatial’ relationship between these data is approxim ated 
with a sim ple linear equation o f the form

5 = aTs + b ( 1 )

This linear spatial relationship, w hich is generally valid in middle and high latitudes, 
is then assum ed to apply at a given location as it experiences climatic changes over 
time. Thus, given that a segment o f an ice core can provide a 5 value for snowfall 
deposited during the last ice age, this ô value can be incorporated into the equation to 
‘back ou t’ an ice age surface temperature.

The isotope palaeotherm om eter thus em ploys a so-called m odem  analogue 
m ethod sim ilar to that adopted in m ost other palaeoclim ate reconstructions. As 
discussed in this review, however, the assum ption that the present day spatial slope a 
(in the equation above) serves as a reliable surrogate for the m ore relevant ‘tem poral’ 
slope is now being challenged, particularly for G reenland ice core records. 
Independent long term  (g lac ial-in terglacia l) estim ates o f tem poral slopes in 
Greenland appear to be consistently lower than the observed present day spatial 
slopes.

In this paper we extend the discussions of Jouzel et al. [1], giving the conclu
sions a w ider geographical perspective. Following Ref. [1], we examine the difference 
between spatial and temporal slopes through isotope modelling with simple Rayleigh 
type models and with general circulation models (GCM s) fitted with special water 
isotope diagnostics. These latter models are particularly useful because they allow, 
through simulations of different climatic periods, a direct com parison between spatial 
and tem poral 5-T s relationships. Results from  the present day, the last glacial m axi
m um  (LGM ) and 2 x  C 0 2  simulations with the NASA/GISS isotopic GCM  are dis
cussed, as are results from  some relevant sim ulations perform ed with the Hamburg 
ECHAM  model [2].

First, however, we summ arize what is known about temporal 5-T s relationships 
from  various em pirical studies in polar regions and middle latitudes.

2. ESTIMATES OF TEM PORAL 5 -T s RELATIONSHIPS

The present day spatial ô 18 0 - T s relationship is well docum ented worldwide, 
w ith slopes ranging from  ~ l.l% o  °C_ 1  in high latitude areas to virtually zero in trop
ical regions, where 8 18 0  is m ore strongly correlated with precipitation amount. 
Unfortunately, the tem poral 8 180 - T S slope cannot be similarly well characterized, 
because o f a paucity o f relevant data [3]; estimating the temporal slope requires 
records o f both surface tem perature and isotope concentration in precipitation that 
span a long period o f tim e at the same site. Still, some estimates are possible. Through
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the IAEA/WMO network initiated in 1961, about three decades of data are available 
for a number of sites, particularly in Europe. Using these data, Rozanski et al. [3] 
noted that decadal scale changes of 8 1 8 0  content in precipitation in middle and high 
latitudes (at least over Europe) closely follow decadal scale changes of surface air 
temperature, thus confirming the ability of isotope records to convey information 
regarding historical temperature changes. The average 81 8 0-Г 8 temporal relationship 
inferred from these data was about 0.6%o °C_1, which is close to the spatial slope 
observed for European stations in the IAEA/WMO network [4].

South Pole Station is the only polar site offering both temperature and isotope 
data over such a time period. (Atmospheric and surface data have been collected there 
since the International Geophysical Year in 1958.) Jouzel et al. [5] found a significant 
temporal correlation between Ts and 8  at this site. At other polar sites, indirect esti
mates of temperature variation are necessary. Five different approaches, relevant to a 
wide range of time scales, have been employed in polar regions to estimate historical 
temperatures:

(1 ) Use of temperatures recorded near the isotope sampling site (if not at the site 
itself) to extend the comparison over the period of instrumental observations;

(2) Use of Automatic Weather Stations (AWS) and satellite microwave brightness 
temperatures in conjunction with high resolution isotope profiles (this approach 
was employed at the GISP2 site for 1987-1990);

(3) Analysis of the changing percentage of melt layers in ice cores to give estimates 
of temperature shifts during various periods of the Holocene;

(4) Estimation of palaeotemperatures over a wide range of time scales (centuries to 
tens of millennia) from borehole temperature profiles;

(5) Analysis of the temperature dependent change in snow accumulation at a given 
location.

Various studies employing these approaches provide compelling evidence that 
the temporal slope in a region tends to be lower than the region’s present day spatial 
slope (see Ref. [1] and references therein). The temporal slope appears consistently 
closer to the spatial slope during recent times, i.e. during the Holocene period, than it 
does for the glacial-interglacial time scale. For this latter time scale, the difference 
between the spatial and temporal slopes can reach a factor of 2  or more, at least over 
Greenland, as independently shown by Cuffey et al. [6 ] and Johnsen et al. [7] on the 
basis of palaeothermometry information retrieved from the GISP2 and GRIP cores, 
respectively. They estimated a value of ~0.3%o °C_ 1  for the LGM/present day 
temporal slope, whereas the observed present day spatial slope over Greenland is
0.67%o °C~1.

In middle latitudes, the temporal slopes for the glacial-interglacial time scale 
can be estimated from palaeogroundwaters, whose noble gas content provides the 
necessary temperature data. Such a study conducted in the Great Hungarian Plain led
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to a temporal slope estimate of 0.59%c °C~1, which is similar to the present day spa
tial slope in Europe. The glacial-interglacial temporal slope obtained from some 
other aquifers, however, is lower, with values of around 0.3-0.4%o “C- 1  in England, 
Germany and South Africa (see Ref. [3] for a review). The information contained in 
North American palaeogroundwaters is more ambiguous. They may be either 
isotopically lighter or heavier than Holocene groundwaters, depending on the area 
considered [8-11], though the estimated LGM temperatures are consistently cooler.

3. USE OF SIMPLE RAYLEIGH TYPE MODELS

Of the various models used to examine water isotope behaviour, the simplest 
are the Rayleigh type distillation models. These models are useful because they 
include the main physical controls over the global distributions of SD and 8180  in pre
cipitation and yet are simple enough for comprehensive analyses and efficient first 
order sensitivity studies. Briefly, a Rayleigh distillation model [12] monitors the iso
topic content of an idealized, isolated air parcel travelling from an oceanic source 
towards a polar region. Condensate forms in isotopic equilibrium with the surround
ing vapour and is removed immediately from the parcel. Under this framework, the 
isotope content of the precipitation is a unique function of the initial masses of iso
tope and water vapour within the air parcel, of the water vapour mass remaining when 
the precipitation forms and of the assumed temperature dependent fractionation 
coefficients. The water masses can themselves be characterized in terms of ambient 
temperatures and vapour pressures.

The simple Rayleigh type distillation models successfully reproduce the main 
characteristics of global isotope distributions, in particular the observed seasonal and 
spatial variations, the observed relationships with local temperature or precipitation 
amount and the strong link between 5D and ô180  [12-14]. These models work par
ticularly well in middle and high latitudes where precipitation generation is not 
dominated by large convective systems. Their ability to simulate the present day 
temperature-isotope relationships correctly in these regions has, in fact, been a major 
justification for the assumed equivalence between temporal and spatial b~Ts slopes. 
Enhancements of Rayleigh type models include the estimation of initial isotope 
concentrations in vapour from sea surface conditions [15] and a treatment of kinetic 
fractionation processes during snow formation [16, 17].

Figure 1 presents some Rayleigh type distillation model results that show how 
sea surface temperature Tw and the temperature of precipitation formation Tc combine 
to influence 8 . The combined influence can be written [18]

A8180 =  1.1АГС-0.55ДГИ (2 )
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FIG. 1. 5I80  in precipitation as calculated with a Rayleigh model. The three sets o f curves
are for different initial sea surface temperatures Tw. The approach o f Merlivat and Jouzel [15] 
is used for the liquid phase and that o f Jouzel and Merlivat [16] is used for snow formation. 
The solid lines correspond to East Antarctic data plotted with respect to either Ts (surface tem
perature) or T¡ (inversion temperature).

where A represents a difference between two climates. This equation implies that 
using the spatial b-Ts slope as a surrogate for the temporal slope in palaeotempera
ture reconstruction is tantamount to assuming that the characteristics of the evapora
tive source remain constant in time. Indeed, an equal, simultaneous change in the 
temperatures at the source and the precipitation site would result in a temporal slope 
that is lower than the spatial slope by a factor of 2. The possible effects of source 
temperature variation on the temporal slope have been considered in various studies 
[1, 19, 20]. Boyle [21] recently proposed that the discrepancy between central 
Greenland borehole temperature and the isotopic composition of LGM ice can be 
explained by cooler tropical temperatures during the LGM. As illustrated in Fig. 2, 
Boyle assumes that the 8180-Ts slope is time invariant and that the intercept varies 
with tropical temperatures and global isotope composition. (The LGM experienced a 
shift of ~1 %c in mean ocean 8180  because of increased ice volume). The assumption
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that tropical ocean temperatures were 5°C cooler than they are at present (see 
Ref. [21] and references therein) leads to an apparent 6180-Г5 temporal slope of
0.37%o °C_1, which is close to that derived from borehole palaeothermometry.

In the real and very complex world, however, many other explanations for the 
difference between the temporal and spatial slopes are viable, and simple Rayleigh 
type models cannot address all of these explanations. In Antarctica, for example, 
observations and simple models agree only with respect to the temperature of precip
itation formation, which is roughly the temperature just above the inversion layer 
[22], a temperature much warmer than the surface temperature. A change in the 
strength of the inversion layer between climates, a change difficult to predict with a 
simple Rayleigh type model, can have a significant effect on the temporal slope. In 
addition, a simple Rayleigh type model cannot properly account for the complexity 
of dynamic and microphysical processes leading to the formation of individual 
precipitation events, or for the changes in ocean surface characteristics, in surface 
topography and in atmospheric circulation associated with important climatic 
changes. In light of these deficiencies, water isotope cycles have been incorporated 
into atmospheric GCMs, as described in the next section.

Temperature (°C)

FIG. 2. Interpretation o f the LGM modern S/H0  offset as proposed by E. Boyle (adapted 
from Ref. [21]).
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4.1. Current models

An isotopic GCM is essentially an atmospheric GCM fitted with special tracer 
diagnostics that follow HDO and H2180  tracers through every stage of the water 
cycle. Equilibrium and kinetic fractionation processes are accounted for at every 
change of phase (surface evaporation, atmospheric condensation and re-evaporation 
of precipitation). Joussaume et al. [23] pioneered the approach, simulating global 
fields of isotope concentration for present day January climate using a low resolu
tion version of the GCM of the Laboratoire de Météorologie Dynamique (LMD, 
Paris).

Jouzel et al. [24] generated a full annual cycle of isotope fields with the 
8 ° x 10° NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies (GISS) GCM. The robustness of 
this latter model was characterized by Jouzel et al. [25] in an extensive sensitivity 
study. Both the LMD and the GISS isotopic GCMs have since been run at higher spa
tial resolutions [26-28]. Water isotopes have more recently been incorporated into the 
ECHAM GCM [29, 30], which is the Hamburg version of the European Centre for 
Medium-Range Weather Forecast GCM, and into the GENESIS GCM [31], which 
was developed at the National Center for Atmospheric Research in the United States 
of America.

Jouzel et al. [24], Joussaume and Jouzel [26] and Hoffmann et al. [2] show that 
these models reproduce well the main characteristics of water isotope distributions in 
present day precipitation. As an example of this success, Fig. 3 compares the annual 
average 5I80  content of precipitation predicted with the GISS and ECHAM models 
against the observed S180  field, which was obtained from IAEA observations and 
complementary data. The models realistically simulate the decrease of 8180 -T s with 
latitude in higher latitudes, the lack of a latitudinal gradient in the tropics and the 
land-sea contrast in isotope concentrations, among other features.

4.2. Simulated temporal isotope-temperature relationships

Although certain model weaknesses in Fig. 3 can also be identified, the present 
day performances of the models are adequate enough to justify simulations of isotope 
behaviour in alternative climates with the goal of improving interpretations of isotope 
palaeodata. The application of the isotopic GCM toward this goal is straightforward. 
In a simulation of the present day climate, the ambient environmental conditions (e.g. 
temperatures) in a region of interest and the isotope concentrations in precipitation or 
vapour there are carefully noted. Additional climates are then simulated (through 
modification of solar forcing, surface boundary conditions, etc.) in separate numeri
cal experiments, and the same variables are recorded again for each climate. When

4. USE OF ISOTOPIC GCMS
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FIG. 3. Global distribution o f SI80  in precipitation for the present day climate. The middle 
map is derived from observations, while the upper and lower maps are produced from a 3 year 
simulation o f the NASA/GISS model (adapted from Ref. [24]) and from a 4 year simulation o f 
the ECHAM model, respectively.
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the simulations are complete, a plot is constructed showing how isotope concentra
tion varies with temperature at a location of interest as the location undergoes a series 
of climatic shifts. The plot thus shows the GCM’s estimate of the temporal 6 -T s 
slope.

The first climate analysed in this way (other than the present day climate) is that 
of the LGM [26-28, 30, 32]. The LGM is particularly relevant for several reasons: (a) 
the glacial climate is very different from the current climate; (b) the LGM boundary 
conditions are adequately known [33]; and (c) isotope palaeodata are available for 
this period in both polar and temperate regions, allowing partial validation of model 
results. Comparisons with available palaeodata [26,32] suggest that GCMs reproduce 
LGM isotope concentrations reasonably well.

Using the present day and LGM simulations alone to estimate the temporal 
8-Ts slopes, Jouzel et al. [32] demonstrated that the GCM-estimated temporal slope 
over the northern ice sheets is within 0.2%o °C_I of the present day global spatial 
slope of 0.6%c °C_1. Although the differences between the temporal and spatial slopes 
were high in some regions (e.g. a 50% difference in North America), the overall 
similarity between the slopes led these authors to suggest that spatial slopes seem on 
average to be adequate surrogates for temporal slopes. The relative differences over 
the ice sheets were of order 30% or less.

Jouzel et al. [32] also note that the GISS GCM simulations produced temporal 
slopes that are generally lower than the spatial slopes. They did not, however, infer 
any conclusion from this bias, because it was not seen in all regions; the temporal 
slope was in fact higher than the spatial slope over East Antarctica. In addition, the 
two simulations then available (those of the LMD model and the 8 ° x 10° GISS 
model) showed differences on a regional basis [26], and clearly not too much weight 
could be given to a model dependent result. Rather, Jouzel et al. [32] emphasized a 
result that was common to both models, namely the rough agreement (to within 30%) 
between the temporal and spatial slopes over the polar ice sheets. Such a cautious 
approach is further justified by an analysis of a preliminary 4° x 5° GISS model sim
ulation now available; Jouzel et al. [1] note that the 4° x 5° simulation predicts higher 
temporal slopes over Greenland than does the 8 ° x 10° simulation (-0.80%o °C_ 1  ver
sus 0.43%e °C_1) for reasons that are still not clear. (These higher temporal slopes in 
the 4° x 5° model are still slightly lower than the spatial slopes generated by that same 
model in Greenland.)

Present day and LGM simulations recently performed with the 2.8° x 2.8° 
ECHAM isotopic GCM [30] provide some additional GCM estimates of temporal 
slope. Over Greenland, the simulated present day spatial slope is 0.57%o °C_1, 
whereas the simulated temporal slope is 0.51 %o °C_1. Thus, the ECHAM isotopic 
GCM agrees with the GISS and LMD models in two significant ways: (a) the present 
day and temporal slopes are within 30% of each other over polar ice caps, and (b) the 
simulated temporal slope is slightly lower than the spatial slope in Greenland. The
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FIG. 4. Simulated change o f 8*8О in precipitation (2 x C 02 minus present day) for the 
8° x 10° version o f the GISS model.

simulated temporal slopes are indeed highly variable, with local temperature changes 
simulated by the ECHAM GCM explaining less than 40% of the corresponding iso
tope changes. Temporal slopes are weaker in central Greenland (0.45%o °C~\ a value 
relatively close to that inferred from palaeothermometry) than they are in northern 
Greenland.

The advantage of using more than two climates to define the temporal slope 
motivated a recent 2 x C0 2  experiment with the GISS 8 ° x 10° isotopic model. (See 
Hansen et al. [34] for a discussion of an analogous simulation with the non-isotopic 
version of the GCM.) The simulated climate in the 2 x C0 2  simulation is about 4°C 
warmer on average than that in the present day simulation, with higher temperature 
increases at higher latitudes. As a result, the 2 x C0 2  simulation produced isotopically 
heavier precipitation at high latitudes. Somewhat surprisingly, though, the simulation 
also produced slightly lighter precipitation in some middle latitude areas and consis
tently lighter precipitation in tropical and equatorial regions (Fig. 4). In these latter 
areas, precipitation 8 1 8 0  is decreased by up to 3%o in association with a well defined 
anticorrelation with precipitation amount. Some type of ‘compensation effect’ 
(decreases in tropical 8 1 8 0  making up for increases in high latitude S1 8 0 ) may be in 
evidence here.

Spatial and temporal slopes estimated with all three simulated climates are 
compared in Fig. 5. The top part of the figure shows the spatial 8180-Г$ relationships 
simulated over Greenland for present day, LGM and 2 x C0 2  conditions; the spatial 
slopes are 0.51,0.76 and 0.73%o “C-1, respectively. These three slopes are each higher 
than the temporal slopes computed with the three climates, which range from 0.23 to
0.49%o °C_ 1  over Greenland, as shown in the lower part of the figure. (Each plot in 
the lower part represents a single Greenland grid cell.) These (preliminary) new
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relationships at each Greenland grid cell (lower 8 plots).
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results therefore add further support to the contention that the temporal slope should 
be slightly lower than the measured present day spatial slope over Greenland. Similar 
results are seen over East Antarctica, contradicting the aforementioned results 
obtained with the present day and LGM simulations alone. Similar results were also 
produced over some (but not all) sections of northern hemisphere continents.

4.3. Additional applications of isotopic GCMs

Isotopic GCMs are ideally suited to examining how other factors (besides cli
matic changes in annual temperature) may have affected the isotopic signal contained 
in ice cores and other palaeowaters. Recent analyses, for example, have addressed the 
influences of evaporative source temperature [35, 36] and of the degree of continen
tal water recycling [37] on present day isotope concentrations. By repeating these 
analyses for alternative climates, modellers can presumably estimate the extent to 
which changes in these factors affect the historical isotope signal.

Another potentially important factor involves the seasonality of precipitation 
[38, 39]. If this seasonality varies greatly between climates —  if, for example, a 
region receives most of its rainfall during summer in one climate and during winter 
in another —  the relevance of the locally derived spatial isotope-temperature rela
tionship would be severely compromised. A few isotopic GCM analyses have 
addressed this issue. Charles et al. [28] note that for the GISS model, the difference 
in seasonality between the present day and LGM precipitation cycles over Greenland 
is not large enough to affect significantly the glacial-interglacial isotope signal there. 
Over Europe, on the other hand, the ECHAM model suggests that summer precipita
tion during the LGM was much smaller than it is today. As a result, annual European 
isotope concentrations during the LGM were shifted towards the more depleted 
values found in winter precipitation, resulting in a net annual shift of - 1 2 %o to -18%o 
in 6 D, despite the fact that glacial-interglacial ÔD differences for both summer and 
winter were marginal. The -12%o to -18%o SD shifts are consistent with measured 
shifts in European palaeowaters.

Isotopic GCMs can also address another seasonality issue, albeit one somewhat 
unrelated to the glacial-interglacial time scale. The ‘seasonal’ 5-T  relationship is a 
short term temporal relationship that can be directly derived from present day isotope 
and temperature measurements. The seasonal 8 -T  slopes derived from monthly 
observations at individual stations appear even substantially smaller than the values 
derived for interannual time scales with 8D-7’S values of about 2.5%o °C_ 1  [40] in 
Europe. The ECHAM model reproduces such low seasonal relationships. Jouzel et al.
[24] suggest that the lower seasonal slopes may be explained by colder source regions 
for winter precipitation.

Finally, isotopic GCMs can begin to address the ambiguous glacial-interglacial 
isotope signal seen in isotope measurements not only in polar ice. sheets but also in
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middle latitudes over North America. For example, the ÔD values of cellulose 
extracted from 14C dated tree rings in North America for the LGM are generally 
higher than they are during the Holocene (+15%c to +20%c). This has been interpreted 
as a possible consequence of katabatic winds from the Laurentide ice sheet warming 
the ice free regions south of the ice [41]. A different explanation, namely preferential 
summer recharge, was offered for the stable isotope enrichment of the LGM palaeo
waters of the South Atlantic Coastal Plain, as documented by Plummer [10]. As 
noted above, North American palaeogroundwaters may indeed be either isotopically 
lighter or heavier than Holocene groundwaters, depending on the area considered. In 
contrast to these measurements, fluid inclusions of speleothems show rather lower 
values throughout North America [42]. Both the GISS [32] and ECHAM models sim
ulate quite heterogeneous isotope responses under LGM conditions. In the ECHAM  
model, the precipitation over the eastern part of North America appears isotopically 
heavier, whereas the western part shows isotopically lighter precipitation. The latter 
is mostly due to an amplification of the Aleutian low, which increases the fraction of 
winter precipitation and, as a result, shifts the annual mean isotope value towards the 
lower winter values. Such complexity in the atmospheric circulation largely prevents 
the use of a unique and constant 5-T  relationship for all of North America. Here, local 
temperature changes explain less than 1 0 % of the corresponding isotope changes.

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

A growing body of empirical evidence suggests that long term temporal slopes 
in polar regions are consistently lower than spatial slopes, particularly for 
glacial-interglacial changes. This evidence led Jouzel et al. [1] to examine the influ
ence of various climatic features on the temporal slope. As they point out, simple 
isotopic models indicate one possibly important factor, namely a simultaneous and 
parallel change in condensation and evaporative source temperatures between climates 
(e.g. cool tropics during the LGM, as suggested by Boyle [21]). The seasonality issue 
discussed above is another factor; more generally, the intermittency of precipitation 
implies that the isotope record is only a discrete and possibly biased sampling of the 
temperature record. In other words, the temperature during precipitation events may 
not be representative of the annual mean temperature. In polar regions, the intermit
tency of precipitation is likely to undersample extremely cold periods, which are 
frequently associated with a temperature inversion. Still another factor to consider is 
the potential for climatic changes in the cloud microphysical properties that affect 
isotopic fractionation [43]. Finally, one should keep in mind that isotope data reflect 
cloud temperature [6 ], whereas independent empirical estimates of palaeotempera
tures, e.g. via borehole thermometry, give access to the temperature at the Earth’s 
surface.
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Л  te m p e r a t u r e  ( 1 8 k a - t o d a y )

FIG. 6. Simulated LGMIpresent day shifts in 8l80 -T s versus corresponding shifts in Ts over 
Greenland, as produced by the 4° x 5° GISS GCM (from Ref. [1]).

Broadly speaking, the factors that can affect the temporal slope fall into two cat
egories: (1 ) environmental features that directly influence the isotopic composition of 
precipitation (e.g. evaporative source characteristics and details of microphysical con
densation processes), and (2 ) biases related to the way in which the temperature 
record is sampled by precipitation (including problems associated with precipitation 
seasonality, precipitation intermittency and the difference between atmospheric and 
surface temperatures). Jouzel et al. [1] cite data gleaned from isotopic GCM simula
tions [27, 28, 32] to address the relative importance of these factors. They offer 
several possible explanations for why temporal slopes are lower than spatial slopes 
over Greenland and for why this discrepancy appears especially large at the glacial- 
interglacial time scale; these explanations involve, for example, changes in moisture 
origin, precipitation seasonality and the strength of the inversion layer. A more defin
itive explanation awaits further analyses with isotopic GCMs and complementary 
approaches.

The currently available model evidence, however, supports the contention that 
the combined influence of these environmental and sampling factors does not mask a 
strong local temperature signal in the isotopic record. To illustrate this, the present 
day/LGM changes in S180 over the Greenland ice sheet, as simulated by the 4° x 5° 
GISS GCM, are plotted in Fig. 6  against the corresponding changes in local temper
ature there [1]. The plot shows a high correlation (r2 -  0.76) between A5180 and ATs,
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(a) North America: LGM - modem
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FIG. 7. Simulated LGMIpresent day shifts in Ôl80  versus corresponding shifts in Ts over (a) 
North America and (b) Eurasia as produced by the 8° x 10° version o f the GISS model. Shown 
are points for which T < 15°C in both climates.

suggesting that over 70% of the simulated 5180  changes are ‘explainable’ by local 
temperature changes alone. As a consequence, this suggests that climatic changes in 
other parameters (e.g. evaporative source, precipitation seasonality and inversion 
strength) explain less than 30% of the variation in the isotope signal. Of course, the 
strength of the Д8180  -  AT$ correlation only indicates our ability to extract tempera
ture changes from isotopic series. It contains, by itself, no information regarding the 
appropriate value for the temporal slope, which can indeed be affected by the other 
parameters.

Figure 7 provides corresponding scatter plots for North America and Eurasia. 
The plots use data produced by the 8 ° x 10° GISS model; points are shown only for
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those grid cells having a mean annual temperature of less than 15°C in both climates. 
Regression analyses on these data indicate significant correlation coefficients for 
these continents (r2  = 0.86 and 0.78, respectively), suggesting that the reasoning 
offered above for Greenland also applies to middle latitude regions (except that unlike 
Greenland, middle latitude regions are not subject to the effects of a strong inversion 
layer.) In other words, given these significant correlations, the conclusions of Jouzel 
et al. [1] can be extended outside of Greenland and into middle latitudes. Despite the 
many difficulties faced in calibrating the isotope palaeothermometer, which are mostly 
related to the unknown quantitative effects of the aforementioned environmental and 
sampling factors, the use of a (calibrated) isotope palaeothermometer appears justi
fied. Empirical estimates and most (though not all) GCM results support the practice 
of interpreting ice core isotope records in terms of local temperature changes.
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Abstract

GROUNDWATER SALINITY AND ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE.
The accumulation and release o f salinity from near surface environments takes place 

naturally as a result o f climatic cycles and environmental change. Salinity stratification, both 
in the saturated and unsaturated zones of aquifers, may be used in certain circumstances to 
record past recharge events and periods of drought. Chloride, in conjunction with the stable iso
topes 5180 ,  S2H and other chemical and stable or radioactive indicator parameters, enables the 
origins of salinity and the timing of these events to be determined. Salinity may be used as a 
practical tool in water resource investigation to estimate recharge and discharge, to investigate 
palaeohydrology and in the understanding and management of groundwater in coastal regions. 
Human impacts have severely disturbed the natural salinity balance, especially in the past 
100 years, and examples of human intervention are presented relating to dryland salinity, 
irrigation effects and overexploitation.

1. INTRODUCTION

Potable groundwater resources, already under pressure because of accelerated 
abstraction, especially in semi-arid regions, are placed under a greater threat by 
salinization resulting from natural climatic variations or from various human impacts. 
As water quality continues to decline, available resources are predicted only just to 
meet global needs by the year 2040 [1]. Improved tools are needed to measure water 
quality changes in the hydrological cycle and to demonstrate causes and conse
quences to decision makers. The reported incidence of serious groundwater quality 
decrease is accelerating, and the effects of actions begun in the distant past are only 
just being recognized [2 ].

The accumulation and release of salinity from the near surface takes place 
naturally as a result of climatic cycles, and this phenomenon may provide an archive
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in the saturated or unsaturated zone of aquifers of environmental and climatic change. 
Human intervention through groundwater development, especially during the past 
1 0 0  years and in semi-arid and arid regions, has, however, greatly disturbed the dis
tribution of natural salinity. Economic growth in these regions has led to urbanization, 
irrigation and industrialization, producing an overall rise in mineralization of ground
water in parallel with pollution of various kinds. Both natural and anthropogenically 
induced salinization must be better understood, and this is possible with the help of a 
combination of isotopic and geochemical methods interpreted in a hydrogeological 
context. The objectives of this paper are to highlight the methods available for recog
nizing origins and trends in salinity, to provide recent illustrative examples and to 
emphasize the outstanding issues to which isotope geochemistry can be applied.

2. AVAILABLE AND POTENTIAL TOOLS

A summary of potential techniques for the geochemical study of salinity is 
given in Table I. Chloride can be regarded as a master variable. It is chemically inert 
and is therefore conserved in the groundwater system, in contrast to the water 
molecule, which is lost or fractionated during the physical processes of evaporation 
and transpiration. The combined use of chloride and the stable isotopes of water 
(8180, 6 2 H) therefore provides a powerful technique for studying the evolution of 
groundwater salinity and for studying recharge/discharge relationships [3-5].

A major challenge in the investigation of groundwater salinity is distinguishing 
saline water of different origins, not least sea water of different generations. The Br/CI 
ratio is an important tool for discriminating between different sources of salinity [6 ,7], 
in particular between evaporite and marine Cl sources. The relative concentrations of 
reactive tracers, notably the major inorganic ions, must be well understood because 
they provide clues to the water-rock interactions that give rise to overall groundwater 
mineralization. The isotopes of Cl may also be used: 3 6 C1 to determine the extent of 
infiltration of salinity of modem origin [8 , 9] and 83 7 C1 to determine the origins of 
chlorine in saline formation waters [10, 11]. The precision of measurement (at least 
±0.09%o) makes the use of chlorine isotopes a potential new tool for studies of en
vironmental salinity [12]. Several other isotope ratios (15N [13], 87Sr [14], UB [15]) 
may be used to help constrain the origins and evolution of salinity. Accumulations of 
4He may also be closely related to crustal salinity distributions [16].

3. RANGE OF GROUNDWATER SALINITY PROBLEMS

In this section we develop six themes to illustrate the potential value of an inte
grated geochemical and isotopic approach for investigating salinity in the context of 
environmental change.
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TABLE I. THE MAIN GEOCHEMICAL TOOLS FOR INVESTIGATION OF 
ENVIRONMENTAL SALINITY
(E xam ples an d  references to  the literature are g iven  in the text)

Geochemical/isotopic
tool

Role in evaluating salinity

Cl

Br/Cl
36C1

37C1/35C1

Inorganic tracers 
Mg/Ca 
Sr, I, etc.

Nutrients (N 0 3, K, P 0 4) 

5180 ,  82H

587Sr

834S

5HB
3H
14C, 813C

Organics

Master variable: inert tracer in nearly all geochemical pro
cesses; use in recharge estimation and to provide record of 
recharge history.
Use to determine geochemical source of Cl.
Half life 3.01 x 105 a. Thermonuclear production; use as tracer 
of Cl cycling in shallow groundwater and for recharge estima
tion. Potential value for dating over long time spans and also 
for study of long term recharge processes. However, in situ 
production must be known.
Fractionation in some parts of the hydrological cycle, mainly in 
saline/hypersaline environments may allow fingerprinting.

Diagnostic ratio for (modem) sea water.
Diagenetic reactions release incompatible trace elements and 
may provide diagnostic indicators of palaeomarine and other 
palaeowaters.
Nitrate accumulations may accompany Cl in aerobic arid envi
ronments. Nutrient elements characteristic of irrigation returns. 
Essential indicators with Cl of evaporative enrichment and to 
quantify evaporation rates, in shallow groundwater environ
ments. Diagnostic indicators of marine and palaeomarine waters 
Additional indicator of source of groundwater salinity espe
cially in carbonate environments.
Indicator of evolution of seawater sulphate undergoing diagene
sis. Characterization of evaporite and other S 0 4 sources of 
saline waters.
Additional indicator of salinity source.
Recognition of modem sources of salinity (half-life 12.3 a). 
Additional indicator for modem sea water and for dating of 
saline waters. Half-life 5730 a. Understanding of carbon 
geochemistry is essential to interpretation.
Indicator species (e.g. fatty acids) to characterize marine waters 
of different age. Pesticides etc. diagnostic of irrigation sources 
of salinity.
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FIG. 1. The geochemical cycle o f chloride, showing sectors where 36Cl or stable isotope ratios 
(0s7Cl) may assist in tracing the origins and!or movement o f chloride.

3.1. Atmospheric chloride and the geochemical chloride cycle

In many parts of the world, atmospheric chloride (with other solutes) provides 
the primary source of groundwater salinity; the evolution of saline waters as a result 
of évapotranspiration and other processes can therefore be followed by using Cl in 
conjunction with stable isotopes (Fig. 1). The geochemical cycle of Cl is well known 
[17, 18], but the application of chloride accumulations in hydrological mass balance 
studies is not widely established. A knowledge of input rainfall chemistry for a region 
is needed for application of the chloride mass balance, and the absence of national or 
international networks for rainfall chemistry has restricted its use. Rainfall in coastal 
regions is a major source of chloride in groundwater, but washout of aerosols causes 
a rapid decrease in marine Cl moving over continents [19, 20]. The Cl concentrations 
in continental rainfall are usually less than 1 mg/L Cl, but in semi-arid regions these 
concentrations may be supplemented by dust. Nevertheless, the net deposition of Cl 
in semi-arid continental regions probably takes place only during storms, and for the 
dry season a steady state is found between deposition and uptake at a regional scale.

3.2. Salinity and groundwater recharge

The combined use of isotopic and geochemical techniques provides a powerful 
tool for estimating recharge. The accumulation of salinity, notably chloride, in the
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unsaturated zone can be directly related to recharge amount, but the relationship 
between water in the unsaturated zone and in the water table must be properly under
stood to determine the distribution of recharge, since lateral flow and palaeowater 
may also have an important effect on the salinity distribution.

Until recently, environmental 3H has been readily available for estimating 
recharge and for understanding the movement of water in the unsaturated zone, espe
cially in areas covered by unconsolidated sediments. The presence of a tritium peak 
has been used in a few semi-arid zone studies to provide a recharge rate and to 
demonstrate the extent of homogeneous displacement and/or macropore flow, for 
example in Cyprus [21], Australia [22], Senegal [23] and the United States of 
America [8 , 24]. These studies have helped to build confidence in the application of 
Cl as a tool for recharge estimation. In most areas studied, the tritium peak is still in 
the unsaturated zone, and the absence of 3H in shallow groundwaters of semi-arid 
regions need not imply that recharge is not occurring. The combined use of 3 6 C1 with 
Cl and 3H in arid or semi-arid regions has helped to demonstrate that the movement 
of chloride closely approximates piston flow transport, excepting the soil zone or 
zone of fluctuation [8 ]. The ability to measure tritium with high precision and with 
very low detection limits makes this method still useful for semi-arid zone studies, 
and the use of 3 6 C1 will continue to provide a method of confirming the movement of 
Cl at shallow depths.

Chloride in the unsaturated zone therefore usually acts as an accumulating rain 
gauge, and for most arid and semi-arid areas it can be calibrated more accurately than 
classical physical methods (providing that some estimate or measurement of rainfall 
chemistry is available). Two contrasting examples of chloride accumulations are

Moisture content (%) Chloride (mg/L) Tritium (TU) S2H (%») S180  (%0)

FIG. 2. Profiles o f moisture content, chloride, tritium and stable isotopes o f water (8 ,80 , &H) 
from the unsaturated zone of northern Senegal (after Gaye and Edmunds [23]). The tritium 
profile is taken from a profile immediately adjacent to the site for the other parameters. The 
residence time o f water and solutes in the unsaturated zone is around 60 a. The peak in chlo
ride at about 10 m corresponds to the prolonged drought o f the 1970s and 1980s.
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FIG. 3. Profiles o f the unsaturated zone salinity (as Cl) from four profiles at Abu Delaig, 
Sudan, and mean values for each profile.

given in Fig. 2, from Senegal [23], and in Fig. 3, from Sudan [25, 26]. In Sudan the 
mean unsaturated zone chloride Cs ranges from 1357 to 4684 mg/L, which corres
ponds to recharge rates from <0.1 to 0.78 mm/a and to an accumulation of Cl over 
some 2000 a, implying that the direct (diffuse) recharge component is negligible. In 
the Senegal example, the mean chloride concentration is 23.6 mg/L Cl, which 
corresponds to a recharge of 34 mm/a.

Where both chemical and isotopic data for the unsaturated zone and the 
adjacent water table are available, some further insight can be gained into the overall 
recharge process, although it is not possible to use stable isotopes for quantitative 
estimation of recharge. In the example from Senegal cited above, the regional 
distribution of Cl at the water table, measured in shallow wells, closely reflects the 
concentrations and regional distribution of Cl in the unsaturated zone profiles, and a 
relatively accurate estimate of the spatial variability of recharge over an area of 
-1600 km2  has been obtained [27]. In contrast, in Sudan, the chloride concentrations 
at the water table are relatively fresh (mean 38 mg/L Cl) and the groundwater con
tains tritium, which demonstrates that active recharge is occurring laterally from the

T ~
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▲

Profile A -1 357  mg L 
Profile G - 1364 mg L 
Profile N - 4684 mg L 
Profile Q -1782 mg L
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wadi system and that the unsaturated zone is an effective barrier to present day 
recharge [26]. In these two examples, stable isotopes (5180, 8 2 H) provide important 
qualitative evidence for evaporative enrichment and for the source of water in the 
unsaturated zone. In the case shown [25, 26] the unsaturated zone water is derived 
from current local rainfall by evaporation. In the same area where the water table is 
shallower, however, stable isotopes show that salinity in the unsaturated zone is 
derived from the saturated zone by the evaporative discharge of palaeowater.

3.3. Salinity as a palaeohydrological tool

In those areas, usually in semi-arid or arid zones, where thick unsaturated zones 
have developed and where the movement of water approximates piston flow, it may 
be possible to use accumulations of salinity to assist in determining palaeoclimate and 
palaeoenvironmental history at a time scale of decades, centuries or even millennia. 
Unsaturated zone accumulations have been compared and matched against the instru
mental records of rainfall and/or river flow for time spans of 1 0 0  a or more, and it 
seems possible to extrapolate over about 1000 a. Periods of alternating high rainfall 
and drought can be interpolated from the alternating zones of high and low salinity. 
From the theoretical viewpoint, it may be shown that under the low moisture contents 
of sandy arid zone soils, Cl peaks representing 100 a events should have half-lives of 
at least several thousands of years [28].

In the arid regions of Australia [29] and North America [8 , 30], it has been 
shown that high salinity bulges in deep profiles may well represent chloride accumu
lations and therefore palaeoclimatic records of hundreds of thousands of years. The 
Cl concentrations in the unsaturated zone across wide areas of the American south
west have been used to estimate that soil water fluxes were some 2 0  times greater 
before 15 ka BP than more recently and that this probably relates to a change not only 
in climate but also in plant communities [8 ]. In the arid Great Basin of Nevada, it has 
been possible to examine the record of salinity in unsaturated zones to depths greater 
than 230 m [30]. Here the low water contents restrict the mixing of environmental 
tracers, and Cl, 81 8 0, 8 2 H, 3 6 C1 and 14C have all been used in the palaeoclimatic 
reconstruction. Salinity bulges at 40 m and 80 m in the two profiles support the idea 
of recharge occurring during the last two glacial maxima. The stable isotope rela
tionships indicate low evaporation regimes for deep soil water, while the shallow pore 
waters are strongly enriched and confirm that there is no net current recharge. In the 
same study, the elevated (decay corrected) 3 6 C1 concentrations at depth are consistent 
with waters infiltrated during the late Pleistocene during periods when the magnetic 
field strength was reduced and 3 6 C1 production was higher than the modern 3 6 C1/C1 
ratios. This is also believed to be the first study to attempt the use of I4C to determine 
the age of groundwater in the unsaturated zone, and it illustrates both the difficulties 
and the opportunities of the approach.
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3.4. Inland basins

Wherever shallow water tables exist there is a risk of salinization by evapora
tive discharge through the unsaturated zone or from springs, leading to formation of 
playa lakes (chotts/sebkhas). The present day distribution of playa lakes indicates 
those areas that were most likely to have been much larger surface or groundwater fed 
lake basins during the Holocene and that have led to present day areas of natural 
salinization of soils and zones of saline groundwater. Such areas are subject to 
flushing during extreme climatic events at the present day and present a risk of 
contamination to adjacent fresh groundwaters.

Isotopic methods have been used extensively to demonstrate the evaporative 
origins of saline groundwaters in such basins, as for example in Chotts of Algeria [31], 
in the Nara depression, Mali [32], and also where the saline crusts have been 
dissolved and re-evaporated during floods [3].

Isotopic methods have been developed in the past decade to quantify the rates 
of evaporative discharge, especially since no classical hydrogeological technique 
exists for this purpose. A theoretical basis for measuring evaporative loss has been 
proposed by Barnes and Allison [33] and by Sonntag [34], making use of the isotopic 
enrichment factor between water and vapour across the evaporative front in the soil 
zone. This technique has been applied to the measurement of evaporation from dry 
salt lakes [35]. The possibility of measuring evaporation rates from deeper water 
tables (~10 m) in arid areas of Algeria [36] and Tunisia [37] using this method has 
also been investigated. The isotopic approach to estimating discharge rates has not yet 
been widely applied, and a problem remains that the rates measured may be only tran
sient rather than steady state, whereas what is often required in hydrogeological 
assessments are regional estimates for moisture fluxes.

3.5. Coastal aquifers: modern and palaeosaiinity

Coastlines in most parts of the world are under pressure of groundwater 
development for cities, industrial areas and settlement, not least tourism, and this is 
generally accompanied by some evidence of saline water intrusion. The salinity is 
most frequently related to induced movement of modern sea water, but there are 
other potential sources that must be defined and understood with the aid of geo
chemical and isotopic techniques to make possible appropriate management of 
coastal aquifers.

The sea level at the present day is almost at its highest for the past 100 ka; 
during the late Pleistocene, sea levels were as much as 130 m lower than at the present 
day [38]. During this period, fresh water could have advanced to lower base levels 
before a re-advance of the sea between 8  ka and 10 ka BP. Neotectonic movements 
and further isostatic adjustments may have led to marine advances during the
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Holocene, but for the most part the fresh water-saline water interface reached a 
steady state according to the Ghyben-Herzberg relationship before human inter
vention, mainly in the past 100 years. Combinations of geochemical techniques and 
various isotopic ratios may be used to determine salinity of different ages and 
origins [39].

One challenge to hydrogeologists has been to distinguish modem sea water 
from palaeomarine and other palaeosaline waters. Sea water has a distinctive chemi
cal and isotopic composition, and there should be little problem recognizing the 
presence of recently intruded sea water. With prolonged water-rock contact, however, 
the chemical composition may change (e.g. decrease in Mg/Ca ratio). In such cases 
the stable isotope composition can provide an independent variable by which to 
confirm the marine origin of the salinity [4]. Modem sea water should also have an 
increased activity of 14C because of the inclusion of precipitation from thermonuclear 
fallout [40]. In a coastal area of Madras State, India, Sukhija et al. [39] have 
distinguished palaeomarine (up to 20 ka BP) and modem sea water intrusion using a 
combination of hydrogeochemical markers, radiocarbon and organic biomarkers, 
specifically the distribution of various suites of fatty acids. Appelo [41] describes the 
sequence of change in ionic ratios that may take place during freshening of aquifers 
that have been intruded by sea water. Marine waters trapped in sediments also 
undergo progressive diagenesis. In particular, Mg concentrations (and the Mg/Ca 
ratio) may decrease with the neoformation of clay minerals; similar decreases in К 
may also take place. The Br/Cl ratio is also of value in distinguishing salinity of 
marine and non-marine origins [6 , 7]. At the same time, certain incompatible trace 
elements such as Sr, Li and I may build up in groundwaters with time [42, 43]. Such 
residence time dependent processes can provide a method for the ‘fingerprinting’ of 
ancient (as opposed to modem) marine waters, the diagnosis of which may be 
supported with investigation of 1 4 C.

3.6. Human effects

Superimposed on natural salinity distributions are anomalies caused by human 
influence, which represent a disturbance restricted mainly to the past 100 years. Some 
of the main effects described here are land clearance, rising water tables and irrigation 
effects, and overexploitation of stratified aquifers.

3.6.1. D ryland salinity

The change in landscape in many semi-arid regions from an initial well vege
tated state to the present state of degradation has almost certainly taken place 
progressively since prehistoric times with the advance of human settlement. Under 
natural conditions, vegetation would have reached a steady state such that a high
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proportion of moisture would be utilized by deep rooted plants, with the result that 
the unsaturated zone moisture may well have been relatively more saline than at the 
present day. The impact of settlement, especially in the last 100 a, has led to clear
ance of vegetation. This has the consequence that groundwater recharge increases, the 
water table may rise and the salinity of shallow groundwater and streams may 
increase. This is termed dryland salinity, as opposed to salinization caused mainly by 
irrigation [44]. It has been estimated that 30% of all the loss of arable land worldwide 
is due to salinity related problems [45], and 20 to 30 Mha are considered to be 
seriously affected by salinity problems of various kinds [46].

The problem of dryland salinity is best illustrated by and has been most widely 
documented for Australia. In Western Australia, Victoria and the Murray Basin, saline 
interstitial waters contained in the unsaturated zone of the deeply weathered soil pro
files have been released over a period of decades because of the clearance of native 
vegetation [47—49]. Groundwater levels have risen by more than 30 m, and aquifers 
now exist where none existed before clearing. Salinity in streams is increasing at a 
rate of 10-90 mg L_I a-1.

Chloride mass balance studies [50-53], supported by isotopic techniques, have 
played an important role in quantifying and generally understanding the scale of the 
problem. The natural recharge rate beneath the natural deep rooted mallee vegetation 
was found to be very uniform between 0.04 and 0.09 mm/a on the basis of unsatu
rated zone chloride concentrations of 7500 to 15 000 mg/L. The recharge rates, after 
clearing, have been determined using the chloride profiles that began to develop in the 
topmost unsaturated zone and have a mean value (for 36 profiles) of 17 mm/a. Both 
tritium and 3 6 C1 have been used [9] to demonstrate the depth of recycling of both 
water and solutes; one example, in which the chloride front has penetrated to around 
18 m, is shown in Fig. 4. Under natural conditions before clearance, tritium was found 
at depths that suggested penetration of water along root channels beneath the natural 
vegetation, but under unsaturated flow conditions this water is preferentially used by 
plants. In contrast, no bypass flow was detected beneath cleared land, and post-1950s 
rainfall and solute (Cl) migration is generally restricted to depths of less than 5 m.

3.6.2. Irrigation effects and rising water tables

Rising water tables may develop as a result of poor irrigation practices, which 
can then also lead to secondary salinization. Many instances of waterlogging and 
salinization are related to low irrigation efficiency, averaging only 30-50% [46]. In 
general, this source of salinity can be clearly recognized with the aid of stable 
isotopes, since the buildup of salinity is accompanied by only moderate isotopic 
enrichment with a slope of around 5 in plots of 8 2H versus 8180. Studies showing this 
relationship include those of Payne et al. [4], Seiler et al. [54] and Rosenthal [55]. The 
recognition of agricultural sources of salinity is, of course, aided if the accompanying
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FIG. 4. Profiles o f unsaturated zone moisture (as gravimetric moisture content dg), chloride, 
tritium and chlorine-36 from Borrika, South Australia. Chlorine-36 is expressed relative to 
total Cl and as concentration above background. After Cook et al. [9].

chemical analysis shows elevated concentrations of nutrients (N03, К and P04  ) and 
pesticide and herbicide anomalies. Nitrogen isotopes are also of value in tracing fer
tilizer sources and therefore salinity derived from agricultural practices [13].

The Nile delta, which covers about 63% of the 2.9 Mha of Egypt’s irrigated and 
cultivated land, serves as a good illustration of the scale of salinity problems due to 
irrigation [56]. Percolation from irrigation water (including seepage from canals) 
forms the main source of aquifer recharge, amounting to 1-2.5 mm/d in sandy areas 
and 0.5 mm/d in silty areas.

The piezometric head decreases from 15 m at Cairo to less than 1 m a.m.s.l. 
near the coast. It is estimated that the present rise in water table amounts to 2.0-3.0 
m/a. The threats to (and by) groundwater in the delta area can be summarized as (1) 
waterlogging of old reclaimed lands, (2 ) depletion of potable groundwater and 
increase in salinity in newly reclaimed lands that are based on groundwater irrigation,
(3) marine saline encroachment, (4) pollution from agrichemicals and (5) damage to 
buildings, including historical sites.

3.6 .3 . O verexploitation  o f  in land an d  coasta l sites

The steady state situation described above for coastal regions before the 
development of groundwater resources by modern drilling methods also applies to 
inland sites where fragile relationships between saline and fresh waters had been 
established following climatic change over the Holocene. Penetration by wellfields 
has usually had the effect of penetrating groundwater bodies, often stratified in terms
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of quality. In addition, exploitation of palaeowaters with no possibility of replenish
ment may lead to rapid deterioration of the resource both in terms of quantity, because 
of ‘mining’ and in quality because of inadequate protection. Many areas of the Middle 
East with severe water resource problems serve as illustrations; the example of 
Bahrain island is given here.

Rapid growth of Bahrain island has coincided with the oil boom and with a 
threefold increase in population since 1965. Irrigated agriculture has placed stress on 
the island’s limited freshwater resource, found in the Tertiary Dammam carbonate 
aquifer system, which provides some 70% of groundwater for the country. The other 
(mainly brackish) water resources come from the Rus and Umm Er Radhuma 
carbonates [57]. Water abstraction from the Dammam aquifer increased from 
63.2 Mm3/a in 1952 to 179.8 Mm3/a in 1991. Groundwater salinization has led to a 
decrease in agricultural land from about 38 km2  in the late 1960s to about 17.5 km2  

in 1979. Abstraction rates have exceeded the suggested safe yield of the aquifer since 
the early 1960s, and the piezometric surface has dropped on average by 4 m. Salinity 
has increased by over 3 g/L because of leakage from deeper aquifers, marine intru
sion, sebkha water migration and return water from agricultural drainage. More than 
half the area of the Dammam aquifer has become polluted ás a result of over
exploitation. The problem is now being alleviated by using some 35 Mm3  of treated 
sewage water for irrigation, and irrigation plants (107 Mm3/a by 1998) are being 
installed for domestic purposes.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The geochemical and isotopic tools available for salinity investigations have 
been considered. In most field situations it is impossible to resolve salinity questions 
using a single tracer or indicator, and combined use of several tracers is required and 
recommended.

The distribution of salinity in groundwaters of arid and semi-arid zones at or 
near the earth’s surface must be interpreted in the context of recent climatic history, 
notably that since the last glacial maximum (LGM). Large freshwater reserves were 
established in the aquifers of arid zones during the late Pleistocene and, with the low
ered sea levels until 8-10 ka BP, there was the opportunity in coastal areas for fresh 
water to displace salinity in the areas of former coastlines. The present distribution of 
salinity in these areas is therefore mainly a legacy of the onset of periods of aridity 
since the LGM and especially during the Holocene. Important millennial scale 
recharge episodes characterized the Holocene [58, 59], however, and in many regions 
the present day aridity has been established only during the last 4 ka. It is therefore 
to be expected that some stratification in salinity of phreatic aquifer systems would 
be a natural and common occurrence. The recognition and understanding of such
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stratification is an important requirement for the management of fragile groundwater 
resources in semi-arid regions.

Human pastoral activities have over the long term led to slow changes in the 
salinity of groundwaters. The effects of population growth and settlement during the 
Holocene, notably the clearance of vegetation, have promoted land degradation. This 
has had the effect of increasing recharge in some areas, initially releasing salinity but 
with the net effect of producing lower salinity in the diffuse recharge. In arid areas 
with shallow water tables, however, the effect of clearance may have led to some local 
water table rise with an increase in evaporative discharge.

Human activity during the industrial era, and especially over the past 100 years, 
when widespread well construction and groundwater abstraction were introduced, has 
had a profound impact on water quality. Groundwater quality has been proposed as a 
geoindicator [60] as a representative measure of global change over the past 
100 years. Although the range of potential contaminants is vast, the overall degrada
tion due to human impact can be monitored effectively using a few ‘indicator’ species. 
Of these, changes in Cl invariably define overall trends in groundwater quality due to 
human activities.
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Abstract

LACUSTRINE ISOTOPE ARCHIVES OF PAST CLIMATE AND ENVIRONMENTAL 
CHANGES IN THE TROPICS AND SUBTROPICS: SOME EXAMPLES FROM AFRICA.

The paper shows how isotopic data from lake sediments may contribute to an 
understanding of the response of continental systems to changes in major climate forcing 
factors. It focuses on the African tropics and subtropics. Selected examples highlight the 
interest of (1) carbon isotopes in plant material and (2) oxygen isotopes in carbonates in 
groundwater fed lakes. In organic rich lacustrine sediments, carbon isotope composition in 
plant material can provide insights into past changes in biome distributions and the carbon 
cycle. The major factors that control 13C/I2C ratios in organic matter in peats and lake 
sediments are briefly summarized. In Africa, a major decrease (>10%o) in d13C is observed in 
peats and lake records from both hemispheres during the last deglaciation. Comparison with 
other proxy data (notably pollen) and with past atmospheric C 02 concentrations suggests that 
the latter have been the major factor controlling the distribution of tropical biomes rather than 
available water. Carbonate rich sediments from groundwater fed lakes may provide a means of 
reconstructing climatic conditions that controlled the lake status. In appropriate systems, 
climatic parameters, e.g. ambient humidity, can be theoretically determined if a salt balance 
equation is introduced in addition to those for the water and isotopes and if information on 
inflow waters is available from groundwater records. This is exemplified with a small Holocene 
palaeolake from the northern Sahara. Lacustrine isotope archives represent a powerful tool for 
extending our knowledge of the amplitude and causes of climate changes. In many cases, 
interpretation of the isotope signal should be supported by a multi-proxy approach. Detailed 
studies of modem systems as references should be encouraged for establishing calibration 
functions that may be used to transfer isotope proxies in terms of quantitative environmental 
and climate variables.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Growing concern over the possible impacts of global climate change on inhab
ited regions has considerably increased interest in continental archives that provide 
information on changes in hydrology (i.e. lake and groundwater records) and vegeta
tion (i.e. pollen records). A large number of continental isotopic proxy sources can be 
used for extending our knowledge on past climates [1,2]. This paper does not attempt 
to be exhaustive, focusing instead on lake records from the tropics and subtropics. 
Selected examples from Africa aim at illustrating two subjects: (1) how carbon iso
topes in sedimented organic matter reflect fluctuations in major forcing climate 
factors; (2 ) how the combination of lake and groundwater 1 8 0  records may help 
identify climate conditions that controlled the lake status at a given time.

2. PALAEOENVIRONMENTAL SIGNATURES FROM CARBON ISOTOPES
IN PLANT MATERIAL OF INTERTROPICAL AFRICA

The tropical biomass stores a large amount of carbon at the Earth’s surface and 
plays an important role in the global carbon cycle. Carbon isotope composition of 
tropical fossil plant material may provide important insights into how these eco
systems react to orbitally induced climate changes and to variations in atmospheric 
C02. Attention is paid here to the last deglaciation period (from about 15 to 
8  14C ka BP) in both hemispheres. Continuous time series are available from peat and 
lake sediment cores.

2.1. Theoretical framework

The ratio of stable carbon isotopes in plant material results from a series of iso
tope fractionations occurring during incorporation of C0 2  by photosynthesis.

2.1.1. Terrestrial plants

The carbon source is atmospheric C0 2  (ô13C « -7.5%ó). The most common 
photosynthetic pathway is the C3 pathway. Virtually all trees, most shrubs, grasses 
and sedges of cold season or climate use this pathway. The overall fractionation leads 
to an average C3 plant 8 13C of -28%c (versus PDB), with considerable variation from 
-35%o to 20%e [3, 4]. Values between -37%e and -12.4%c are expected theoreti
cally [4]. Content of 13C depends on the stomatal conductance and assimilation rate, 
which in turn are largely influenced by environmental conditions. For example: 
atmospheric C0 2  concentration decrease or water or salt stress induce an increase in 
513C [4]. A 8 13C decrease of -1.5%o to -4%o [4] was measured on Pinus wood and
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needles between the last glacial maximum (LGM) and today. C0 2  concentration 
changes contribute strongly to the 8 13C shift in C3 plants, although the magnitude 
remains uncertain.

The so-called C4 plants possess a more complex but aso more efficient mecha
nism for atmospheric C0 2  uptake, which includes C0 2  dissolution and conversion 
into HCOj. This results in C4 plant 8 13C values of around -13%o to -10%o. Isotope 
signals associated with environmental events are small [3,4]. The C4 plants are more 
C0 2  and water efficient than C3 plants and primarily consist of tropical savannah 
grasses, grasslands and semidesert shrublands.

2.1.2. In peats and lakes

The primary source of organic matter is from the particulate detritus of plants 
that have lived in the water body and on the surrounding land [5]. The proportion of 
terrestrial and emergent plant debris versus aquatic plant material (e.g. algae) depends 
on watershed characteristics (topography, vegetal cover and erosion rate) and on lake 
morphology and productivity.

The S13C of submerged higher plants and algae depends primarily on that of the 
dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) pool. Increase in 13C content of DIC may result 
from [6 , 7] four sources: (1) 13C enrichment of inflowing water produced by either a 
shift from C3 to C4 dominated vegetal cover on the catchment or by reduced soil C0 2  

partial pressure (pC02); (2) extensive isotope exchange of the DIC with the atmos
pheric C02, induced by long water residence time and mixing; (3) enhanced photo
synthesis in the lake; (4) methanogenesis in highly reducing environments, whereby 
the co-genetic C0 2  is enriched in 1 3 C. The 8 13C of DIC decreases because of the less
ening of the above cited factors and during organic matter oxidation (respiration).

In many freshwater lakes, algae have a C0 2  based metabolism and show 513C 
values close to those of C3 plants [5]. In highly productive lakes, a switch from C0 2  

to HCO 3  assimilation, associated with high pH and low pC02, may lead to 
phytoplankton 8 I3C as heavy as -5%c [7, 8 ].

During deposition and early diagenesis, a variety of processes act to alter the 
original characters of organic matter. Among these processes are degradation during 
sinking and oxidative alteration on the lake bottom, the latter being enhanced by bio- 
turbation. Anaerobic bacteria may continue degradation through methanogenesis 
after burial. As the proportion of less reactive forms of organic matter increases, 
microbial attack can significantly modify the bulk organic matter isotopic content. 
Methane production generally does not significantly increase the 8 13C content of total 
organic matter (TOM) in tropical lakes, however [7].

In short, both organic matter sources and post-mortem alteration processes 
should be considered in interpreting fossil records.
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FIG. 1. Comparison o f : (a) Atmospheric C 0 2 concentration as deduced from a I3C record from a peat bog in South America [9]; (b) 13C con 
tent o f total organic matter and high altitude woody pollen elements at Tritrivakely, Madagascar; (c-d) Frequencies o f tree pollen (c) and I3C con 
tent o f total organic matter (d) at Lake Bosumtwi, Ghana [7].
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2.2. Evidence for changes in plant carbon isotope composition in the tropics
during the last deglaciation

Recent evidence from sites in the northern tropics and equatorial Africa 
(reviewed in Ref. [8 ]) reveals a 8 13C decrease of 10%o or more in TOM and/or iso
lated organic fractions in peats and lakes during the last deglaciation. In some lakes, 
e.g. Lake Bosumtwi, Ghana [7] (Fig. 1; Ref. [9]) or Sacred Lake, Kenya [8 ], excep
tionally high 8 13C of TOM (up to -4.4%o) has been attributed to the algal contribution 
during stages of low level, high pH and high productivity. In all sites, however, the 
overall 8 13C trend is primarily interpreted as a shift from C4 to C3 dominated plants. 
In the northern tropics, this shift is accompanied by the development of trees in 
the catchment and by lake level rises. This can be due to orbitally induced monsoon 
rainfall strengthening and to the post-glacial increase in pC0 2  [1 0 ].

Similar trends are observed at Lake Tritrivakely, in the southern tropics. This 
small crater lake in the Madagascar highlands (1780 m a.s.l.) has provided a 36 ka 
multi-proxy palaeoclimatic record [11-14]. Tritrivakely is today a slightly acidic 
swamp invaded by emergent plants with C3 Cyperaceae and Gramineae dominant. 
The 13C record [13] is heaviest during the Glacial period (35-14.5 ka BP; BP refers 
to 14C ka) and decreases from 19 ka BP upwards (Fig. 2). But here the 13C record is 
apparently inconsistent with terrestrial pollen data. High 8 13C values coincide with 
the predominance of high altitude woody elements (mainly Ericaceae), which reflect 
lower temperatures during the whole glacial period. These plants are assumed to fol
low a C3 pathway. Conversely, a negative 8 13C shift occurred when Ericaceae were 
replaced by Gramineae (C3 or C4) and woody-savannah pollen after 14.5 ka BP in 
response to post-glacial warming. This terrestrial vegetation change occurred in two 
major steps, at 14.2 and 12.7 ka, followed by two smaller pulses at 10.0-9.5 ka and 
4.2-3. 8  ka BP.

The Tritrivakely diatom and aquatic/subaquatic plant pollen records [14] docu
ment the following: (1) a shallow swamp with peat accumulation at 36-35 ka BP and 
after 10 ka BP; (2) a permanent lake from -35 ka to 28 ka BP, when terrestrial mate
rial predominated in sedimented TOM, and from -15 ka to 10 ka BP; (3) a 
progressive decrease in mean hydrological budget from 28 ka BP and an ephemeral 
water body during the LGM, when oxidative conditions were not compatible with 
methanogenesis. Changes in available water are not in phase with those in the 
northern hemisphere, as expected from orbital forcing. Emergent plants largely 
contribute to TOM sedimentation during lowstands. Isolated fragments of emergent 
plants (Cyperaceae) show a progressive decrease in 13C content from the LGM to 
the present.

The 8 13C decrease observed at Tritrivakely from 19 ka BP upwards does not 
reflect a shift from C4 to C3 dominated plants in the catchment. It cannot be 
accounted for simply by changes in available water.
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FIG. 2. Summary results o f Lake Tritrivakely (Madagascar) sediment core, (a) Lithofacies [11-14]; (b) 13C content o f total organic matter and of  
isolated fraction for some levels [13]; (c) Frequencies o f woody elements in the terrestrial pollen spectrum [14]; (d) Frequencies o f the two pollen 
taxa best represented in the palustral-aquatic pollen spectrum [14]; (e) Diatom inferred conductivity and major stages o f the water body evalua
tion. High conductivity values reflect enhanced surface weathering in the catchment; low values reflect ombrotrophic conditions (water body directly 
supplied by rainfall) [14].
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The resemblance between the 8 13C records in both hemispheres (Fig. 1) sug
gests a common controlling factor. The most plausible seems to be lower atmospheric 
C0 2  concentration. Measurements from polar ice cores have documented a global 
increase from about 180 ppmv to 240 ppmv (pre-industrial level) during the last 
deglaciation [15]. At Tritrivakely, lower atmospheric pC02 during glacial times may 
have decreased carbon isotope discrimination in C3 land plants, enhanced HCO 3  

assimilation of aquatic plants during lake episodes and favoured C4 emergent plants 
in the LGM swamp or ephemeral water body. Reduced pC02 in catchment soils may 
have also enriched DIC in 1 3 C. Since pC0 2  decreases exponentially with height, the 
feedback effect of lower atmospheric C0 2  concentrations should have been most 
marked on high altitude land and water bodies [10] such as Tritrivakely. The shift of 
mountain terrestrial plants towards lower altitudes may have been due not only to 
lower temperature but also to reduced pC02 [16].

The Tritrivakely 13C record can be compared (Fig. 1) with changes in atmos
pheric C0 2  concentration as derived from ô13C values in mosses and sedges in peats 
from South America [9]. Mosses do not possess stomata and are therefore unable to 
regulate their uptake of C0 2  and water. Moss 8 13C thus depends on both atmospheric 
C0 2  concentration and available water. Sedge 513C from the same peat can be used 
to remove the water signal from the pC02 signal. The method was applied to a raised 
bog situated in a cold, coastal site in South America. The results appear to be in good 
agreement with Antarctic ice core data [15], but the resolution is much higher. The 
South American record suggests a step-wise increase in atmospheric C0 2  concentra
tion, with major steps at 12.8, 10.0 and 4.4 ka BR These steps appear to be roughly 
synchronous with the abrupt decreases in high altitude woody plants at Tritrivakely. 
The general trend in C0 2  concentration may also explain the progressive 8 13C 
decrease at Tritrivakely from the LGM to the present.

Our observations reinforce the hypothesis [10] that atmospheric pC0 2  greatly 
affects tropical biome distribution and carbon isotope composition, including carbon 
isotope discrimination of C3 land plants. Further analyses should be performed on 
isolated organic fractions and/or molecules to disentangle the effects of land plant 
detritus inputs and of biological processes within the water bodies on the TOM 513C 
signal.

3. COMBINATION OF LAKE AND GROUNDWATER 180 ISOTOPE
RECORDS

Stable isotopes of primary lacustrine carbonates in closed lakes have long been 
acknowledged as qualitative palaeoclimate archives [6 , 17]. A more quantitative

2.3. Discussion
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approach can be attempted by combining proxies on lake heavy isotopes and salinity 
and by introducing information on past water inflows, which is sometimes preserved 
in the supplying aquifers.

3.1. Theoretical background

We consider a small groundwater fed lake at hydrological, salt and isotopic 
steady states, with well mixed water and with a well mixed atmosphere above the 
lake. We assume invariant hydrological and climatic parameters during the time inter
vals considered. We have:

where the Ф are fluxes and where the subscripts p, i, e and о refer respectively to 
lake water, on-lake precipitation, subsurface inflow, evaporation and outflow. We 
further have

where С is ionic concentration, and assuming that Cp and Ce = 0, and with CQ = Cl 
in a well mixed lake at steady state, and

ф  +  ф  =  ф  +  фp i e о d )

(2)

(3)

where 8  represents either 5180 or 8 2 H, and with 80 = 8, in a well mixed lake at steady 
state.

In a small groundwater fed lake we have Фр «с Ф(, so that

Ф /Ф  e ~ C J { C l s - C ¿ (4)

By combining Eqs (l)-(4) we obtain

' 8e{\ -C sl ¡CjŸ
Ф ,  I S b - S f i J b ,

фе Г Sp( l - C sl/C,V  

4 8ls- 8 pC,s/C

(5)

The enrichment in heavy isotopic species through evaporation in lake systems 
can be expressed as [17]
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s Sa-Sj+e/h + Ck(X-h)/h 

' 1 + (1-А)Ф,./Ф£
(6)

where a represents atmospheric moisture, h is ambient humidity, e is the sum of a 
thermodynamic equilibrium term e* and a kinetic term Де = (1 -  h)Ck, with Ck =
0.0142 for 180  [17, 18].

When the fossil water that supplied the palaeolake is preserved in aquifers, it 
may provide information on the isotopic composition of inflow waters 8 ( and of the 
initial isotopic composition of precipitation 8  calculated by extrapolation of the 
groundwater compositions to the modern meteoric water line (MWL) [19, 20]. In that 
case, 8  can be estimated as

Inflow water salinity C¡ is that of the aquifer. Lake water salinity C¡ can be inferred 
using diatom transfer functions, giving CtJ(Cls -  C¡) ~ Ф(/Фе. Assuming reasonable 
past temperatures, lake water isotope concentration can be deduced from that of 
limnic primary carbonates [21], giving A8 . Then Eqs (5) and (6 ) can be used to 
approach quantitatively climatic parameters.

3.2. Tentative application

In the Sahara, many palaeolakes of early to mid-Holocene age indicate climate 
conditions generally much wetter than those of today. Most palaeolakes are the sur
face expressions of aquifers that now lie from a few to tens of metres below the 
ground surface and that outcropped during the Holocene wet period. In the central 
Sahara, 8180  values of lacustrine carbonates as low as -10%» indicate that palaeolakes 
were supplied by very depleted groundwaters. The initial heavy isotope content of 
precipitation, as reconstructed from groundwater studies, was very low (8180  = - 1 0 %o 

to -1 \%c). The humid climate most likely resulted from an increase in intensity of 
squall showers linked to a northward migration of the Intertropical Convergence 
Zone [19].

In the northern Sahara, Holocene lakes indicate enhanced precipitation from 
westerlies and Mediterranean depressions. From about 10 ka to 3 ka BP, small lakes 
occupied several closed depressions lying at the limit between the Great Western Erg 
(GWE) and the Hamada Plateau, at the downstream end of dry wadis originating from 
the Saharan Atlas [21]. The water table today lies at about -40 to -50 m. Precipitation 
and evaporation are about 50 mm/a and 3000 mm/a, respectively; mean annual 
temperature is about 22°C and relative humidity about 28%. Wadi underflows and

(7)
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regional heavy rains supply the surficial aquifers of the Hamada (mean 5180 = 
-9.1%o), which flow southwards and recharge the large, unconfined GWE aquifer
[20]. Most of the GWE water is regarded as fossil from the Holocene period. GWE 
water is evaporated (mean 5180  value, -5.5%o; salt concentration, 300-700 mg/L). 
Initial 8180 values were close to those of the modem Hamada aquifer [20]. The 
palaeolakes were supplied either by the Hamada or the GWE aquifer.

Lacustrine sediments from Hassi el Mejnah (Fig. 3, Refs [22, 23]) have been 
analysed for carbonate isotope contents, biological remains [2 2 ] and diatom inferred 
salinity [23]. All samples suspected to reflect salt inputs from leaching or unstable 
lacustrine conditions were eliminated. Uncertainties in inferred lake salinity, inflow
ing water variables and isotopic composition of efficient rainfall were taken into 
account to maximize uncertainties in calculated relative humidity, within a tempera
ture range of 22°C to 27°C. Results suggest that h values ranged between about 40% 
and 60% between about 8.3 ka and 7.3 ka BP and at around 6  ka BP.

A number of assumptions and very large uncertainties remain in the proxy data 
treatment, and the model calibration on modern water bodies has not yet been 
performed. Such an approach may, however, offer a new possibility for inferring past 
climate variables from desertic areas.

4. CONCLUSION

Isotope archives from the continents provide a means of extending our 
knowledge of the amplitude and causes of changes in the environment and the cli
mate. When compiled to produce a large scale spatial and temporal picture, carbon 
isotopes in sedimented organic matter may help us evaluate past continental storages 
and fluxes of carbon. In groundwater fed lakes, climatic parameters, e.g. ambient 
humidity, can be theoretically determined if a salt balance equation is introduced in 
addition to those for the water and isotopes and if information on inflow waters is 
available from groundwater records. In many cases, the isotope signal interpretation 
should be supported by a multi-proxy approach. In all cases, calibration from modem 
reference systems remains a first research priority to allow isotope proxies to be trans
ferred in terms of quantitative environment and climate variables.
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Abstract

PALAEOHYDROLOGY AT TREELINE, NORTHERN RUSSIA: A MULTIFACETED 
ISOTOPE APPROACH.

Reconstruction of lakewater oxygen isotope histories, based on stratigraphie analysis of 
finely disseminated sediment cellulose, provides insight into Holocene palaeohydrological 
changes in the remote and largely unstudied tundra landscape of northern Russia. Oxygen and 
hydrogen isotope evaluation of local meteoric waters and frozen pore waters from nearby 
peatlands has enabled speculative deconvolution of the isotopic composition of precipitation 
from evaporative isotopic enrichment in the lakewater records. These collective data suggest 
that the western Taimyr Peninsula was wetter, and the lower Lena River basin probably drier, 
during the climatic warming of the mid-Holocene, perhaps because of incursions of southerly 
air masses having different moisture characteristics. Since the establishment of modem tundra 
vegetation, c. 3500 a BP, these two regions have apparently experienced highly variable yet 
regionally similar changes in moisture conditions.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Palaeoecological Analysis of Circumpolar Treeline project is an interna
tional research effort designed to increase our knowledge of treeline ecosystem 
response to climate change. Our primary method of investigation is to examine 
palaeoenvironmental records contained in lake sediments and peat deposits using a 
multidisciplinary approach [e.g. 1, 2]. An important part of these studies is recon
structing key aspects of palaeohydrology, on the basis of inferred lakewater oxygen 
isotope profiles obtained from analysis of lacustrine cellulose.

Interpretation of these records requires separating isotopic effects caused by 
hydrological processes, which can provide information regarding past moisture 
conditions, from shifts in the isotopic composition of source water supplied to the 
lake, which in turn may reflect changes in temperature, vapour sources, seasonal
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distribution of precipitation or other aspects of air mass circulation. We have previ
ously used records of inferred lakewater oxygen isotope composition from a series of 
lakes in different hydrological settings, combined with the results of several years of 
field investigations [3, 4], to disentangle hydrological effects (primarily evaporative 
enrichment) from the changing isotopic composition of precipitation near treeline in 
northern Canada [1, 5, 6 ].

Here we use a slightly different approach to interpret cellulose inferred lake
water oxygen isotope records from near treeline on the western Taimyr Peninsula 
(TL1) and the Lena River delta (LS9) in northern Russia (Fig. 1). Single season sam
ples of modem meteoric waters, including precipitation, groundwater, ground ice and 
lakewaters, provide a temporally limited yet important modem database in the 
absence of IAEA/WMO network stations and years of field studies. We also investi
gate the archival potential of peat pore waters, extracted from sites on permafrost ter
rain near the study lakes, to provide an independent record of mean annual isotopic 
composition of precipitation (Fig. 1).

FIG. 1. Locations of lakes TL1 and LS9 and peat sites. The dashed line indicates the approx
imate position of treeline. Lakes TL1 and LS9 are both headwater basins in small permafrost 
catchments. Coring depth for TL1 was 8.15 m. Lake TL1 is circular, about 100 m (N E SW ) by 
90 m (NW-SE), and is essentially a closed basin whose only outlet is a moist meadow at the 
southwestern shore. Coring depth for lake LS9 was 4.50 m. Lake LS9 is elongated, 3500 m 
(N W SE ) by 400 m (NE-SW). At the time o f sampling, subsurface outflow o f lake LS9 was 
estimated at 30 mis.
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Water samples from lakes, streams and rain were collected in 30 mL high 
density polyethylene (HDPE) bottles. Snow and ground ice were first sealed in 
polyethylene bags, permitted to melt, and then transferred to HDPE bottles. Shallow 
groundwater was obtained from springs at the site of discharge or by collecting water 
saturated soil from near the base of the active layer. Soil samples were sealed, triple 
wrapped, in heavy gauge polyethylene bags to prevent vapour loss during transport to 
the laboratory for azeotropic distillation of porewater [7]. Samples from the western 
Taimyr Peninsula were collected between 28 July 1993 and 5 August 1993 and 
samples from the lower Lena River basin between 23 July 1994 and 7 August 1994.

A 3.5 m thick section of peat (68°10'N, 87°09'E), located on the western 
Taimyr Peninsula, was sampled from 2.15 m below the surface to the bottom of the 
section in 5 cm thick slices at 10 cm intervals for porewater isotope analysis. 
Insufficient water was present in the upper part of the exposure. In the Lena River 
study region, a 3.9 m peat core (69°23'N, 125°08'E) was obtained using a Cold 
Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory peat corer. Below 50 cm depth, 
2-3 cm sections at 10-20 cm intervals were obtained for porewater isotope analysis. 
Water thawed from frozen peat samples was extracted using a centrifuge and trans
ferred to HDPE bottles. Peat characteristics (bulk density, organic and inorganic 
content), pollen and plant macrofossil stratigraphy are reported elsewhere [8 , 9].

Sediment cores from lakes TL1 (70°22'N, 87°33'E) and LS9 (7I°52'N, 
127°04'E), spanning 2.7 m and 3.5 m, respectively, were obtained using a Livingstone 
piston corer for multidisciplinary analysis (i.e. grain size, elemental geochemistry, 
loss on ignition, pollen, diatoms, chrysophyte cysts, chironomids and stable isotopes). 
Sediment samples for oxygen isotope analysis were taken mostly at 5 cm intervals 
from core TL1 and at 7 cm intervals from core LS9. Samples were pretreated in a 
10% hydrochloric acid solution at 70°C for 2 h to dissolve trace amounts of shell or 
mineral carbonate. Additional sample preparation on the <500 |im acid washed 
residue involving solvent extraction, bleaching and alkaline hydrolysis removed non
cellulose organic components [10]. Nickel tube pyrolysis [11] was used to produce 
C0 2  from the cellulose fraction for 1 8 0/160 determination.

Analyses of 1 8 0/160 and 2 H/1H ratios in water were performed at the 
Environmental Isotope Laboratory (EIL), University of Waterloo, using C0 2  

equilibration [12] and Zn reduction [13], respectively. Results are reported as 5 values, 
representing deviation in per mille (%o) from the international Vienna SMOW standard 
such that 8  = 1000[(7?sample//?SMOW) -  1], where R is the 1 8 0/160  or 2 H/'H ratio in sam
ple and standard. Analytical uncertainties are ±0.2%o for 8180  and ±2%o for 8 2 H. 
Oxygen isotope ratios from cellulose derived C0 2  are also reported as 8  values with 
respect to Vienna SMOW. Repeated cellulose analyses are normally within 1.0%o, 
reflecting both method uncertainty and the natural heterogeneity of the samples.

2. FIELD AND LABORATORY METHODS
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3.1. Meteoric waters

Non-evaporated waters sampled on the western Taimyr Peninsula and the lower 
Lena River basin define local meteoric water lines (LMWLs; Fig. 2(a)). Summer rain 
is predictably enriched in 180  and 2H relative to snow, whereas groundwater and

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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FIG. 2. (a) Non-evaporated meteoric waters and (b) lake waters from the western Taimyr 
Peninsula and lower Lena River basin, northern Russia. Equations (1) in part (a) define local 
meteoric water lines in respective regions by linear regression. Equations (2) define estimated 
mean annual oxygen isotope composition of precipitation (S,8Op) from average of ground
water and ground ice data. Shaded zones in part (b) represent range o f measured snow isotope 
compositions.
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ground ice data are intermediate because of recharge by varying mixtures of 
snowmelt and rain. The estimated oxygen isotopic composition of mean annual pre
cipitation (51 8 Op) from groundwater and ground ice data is more negative in our study 
regions than at the IAEA/WMO network stations at Moscow (-10.8%o), Pechora 
(-4.7%o) and Amderma (-15.8%e), consistent with greater rainout of atmospheric 
vapour originating over the North Atlantic and to the southwest (i.e. the 
Mediterranean Sea, Black Sea and Caspian Sea).

Most lake data fall to the right of the LMWLs (Fig. 2(b)) as a result of evapo
ration and are probably offset along a number of short trajectories having initial iso
topic compositions distributed along the LMWLs, representing varying catchment 
specific balances of seasonal precipitation and inflow. In the Taimyr Peninsula region, 
several points are close to measured snow compositions, reflecting the importance of 
snowmelt in many individual lakewater budgets at the time of sampling. In contrast, 
lakewaters in the Lena River study area show considerably less snowmelt influence, 
an observation compatible with meteorological evidence for decreased snow cover in 
this drier region [14]. Our single episode sampling in the Lena River study area also 
captured forest lakewaters that have undergone somewhat greater evaporative enrich
ment than the forest-tundra or tundra lakes, probably because they had experienced a 
longer ice free season.

3.2. Peat porewater

Peat porewater 8180  profiles from the Taimyr Peninsula and Lena River sites 
show little variation (Fig. 3(a)). Analyses of 52H are still in progress, but preliminary 
results suggest that porewaters at the Lena River site have not been subjected to evap
orative isotope enrichment (Fig. 3(b)); in particular, this includes samples displaying 
the l-2%o increase at the top of the core. Overall, these peat porewater profiles appear 
to integrate seasonal variations in the isotopic composition of precipitation, and close 
correspondence to the modem inferred 51 8 Op value suggests that little variation has 
occurred in this quantity since the mid-Holocene.

3.3. Lake sediment cellulose

Reconstruction of lakewater 8180 (8180 lw), based on analysis of cellulose 
extracted from sediment cores at lakes TL1 and LS9, shows similar and large 
(~4—12%o) variations during the modem tundra interval but contrasting behaviour 
during the mid-Holocene, when the region was forested (Fig. 4). Source water for 
these headwater basins is derived primarily from local precipitation, whose average 
oxygen isotopic value appears to have remained relatively constant (Fig. 3). This sug
gests that 8180 lw at both sites has responded predominantly to changes in moisture 
and the subsequent hydrological effects on lakewater balance.
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FIG. 3. (a) Peat porewater SI80  profiles. Estimated mean annual oxygen isotope composition 
o f precipitation (8l8Op) from average o f groundwater and ground ice data (see Fig. 2(a)). 
Arrows identify samples fo r  which 82H values are available and are shown in part (b). ,4C 
dates are on peat, (b) Preliminary 82H versus 8I80  for Lena River peat core.

During the forest interval, low 5180 lw values at lake TL1 therefore most likely 
reflect moist conditions and rapid lakewater, whereas high ô1 8 0lw values at lake LS9, 
particularly at c. 7000 BP, suggest a dry environment and increased evaporative 
enrichment (Fig. 4). Preliminary calculations based on a steady state model suggest 
that mean summer relative humidity at lake LS9 may have been about 10% lower at c. 
7000 BP than now. The rapid hydrological change during the forest to tundra transi
tion at lake TL1 also appears to contrast with the more gradual low frequency 8180 lw 
trend at lake LS9 between 10 000 and 3500 BP. During the past 3500 14C years, how
ever, both lakes have responded similarly to moisture and water balance changes.

We speculate that these records may provide insight into large scale changes in 
circulation and moisture characteristics of regional air masses. During the mid- 
Holocene, the migration of warm, moist air from the Mediterranean Sea to the west
ern Taimyr Peninsula, as aginst the migration of warm, dry air from the continental 
interior to the Lena River delta, may account for the differences in hydrologie behav
iour at lakes TL1 and LS9 (Fig. 5). In contrast, changes in factors governing moisture 
generation over the Arctic Ocean (e.g. sea ice formation and decay, sea surface 
temperature, and relative humidity), the North Atlantic, or seas to the southwest, per
haps accompanied by changes in air mass vapour transport, may provide a common 
regional climate driven mechanism during the late Holocene.
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T a i m y r  P e n i n s u l a L e n a  R i v e r
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FIG. 4. Cellulose inferred lakewater 8lsO (5 lsOlw ; acell_waler = 1.028, [10]) and peat pore
water 8 ,sO stratigraphy. Modem mean annual oxygen isotopic composition o f precipitation 
(8,8Op) is based on local shallow groundwater and ground ice samples (see Fig. 2(a)). Shaded 
zones represent boreal forest interval based on palynology o f lake sediment cores. Although the 
TL1 record does not begin until c. 4400 BP, radiocarbon dated fossil Larix and Picea found on 
the Taimyr Peninsula indicate that the boreal forest advanced to the present day coastline by 
8000 BP.
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FIG. 5. During the mid-Holocene, treeline advance to the Arctic coastline may have been asso
ciated with intrusions o f southern air from the Mediterranean Sea and the continental interior.

4. CONCLUDING COMMENTS

The combination of results from isotope analysis of modem meteoric waters, 
peat porewaters and lake sediment cellulose has yielded a provisional working model 
for Holocene palaeohydrological reconstruction in northern Russia. Preliminary data 
from peat porewater analyses are especially promising in providing an independent 
record of the mean annual oxygen isotope composition of precipitation. Completion 
of 8 2H analysis and ô180  evaluation of the cellulose fraction of the peat will supply 
additional information concerning the possible role of evaporation and porewater 
mixing in these profiles.

Peat porewater 5I80  results suggest that cellulose inferred 5180 lw variations at 
lakes TL1 and LS9 primarily reflect changes in water balance. During the last 4000 
years, in which the two lacustrine records overlap, similar high frequency 8180 lw 
oscillations indicate a common, regional hydrological history. Although the causal 
mechanisms are uncertain, it is interesting to note that, after establishment of the 
modem tundra vegetation, no other significant change in terrestrial vegetation occurs 
during this interval.

Our interpretation of contrasting moisture conditions at lakes TL1 and LS9 dur
ing the mid-Holocene, when the boreal forest advanced to the Arctic coast, is some
what more speculative. Changes in atmospheric circulation related to influx of sepa
rate southerly air masses may explain the different moisture records, although no
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significant change in 51 8 Op associated with these air masses can be identified. Our 
model remains limited, however, by the rather short record available at lake TL1. An 
increase in moisture on the western Taimyr Peninsula may not, in fact, have occurred 
until the close of the forest period, which might explain why lacustrine deposition at 
lake TL1 apparently did not begin until c. 4400 BP. Alternatively, the basin may have 
originated through delayed meltout of an ice block, and the timing of its inception 
does not strongly reflect climate variation.
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Abstract

PLEISTOCENE HUMID EPISODES IN SOUTHERN TUNISIA CHOTTS.
The increasing demand for water in desert areas and the need for deep water resources 

is the main background for the investigation of palaeoclimates and of former recharges of 
groundwater in these areas. For the central and southern Sahara a great deal of information 
derives from the presence and history of palaeolakes. Multidisciplinary studies carried out on 
lacustrine sequences from closed basins aim to obtain a better understanding of the causes and 
mechanisms responsible for rainfall fluctuations and for the recharge of major aquifers in 
Africa during the last interglacial period. The investigations reported were conducted on 
southern Tunisian chotts. The following inferences are drawn: (1) a humid phase is identified 
around 30 ka, probably marked by several dry/wet spells related to climatic fluctuations;
(2) two humid episodes, around 90-100 ka and 130-140 ka, occurred in southern Tunisia in 
agreement with climatic optima defined by oceanic climatostatigraphy; (3) the possibility of a 
major humid episode around 200 ka is suggested by some samples but must be further 
investigated. Analytic results detailed in the paper concern uranium-thorium disequilibrium 
measurement and oxygen/carbon stable isotopic data obtained from newly sampled material. 
Combining the two types of analysis would allow climatic conditions related to humid episodes 
to be identified and characterized.

1. INTRODUCTION

Lacustrine deposits with abundant mollusc shell accumulations characterize 
southern Tunisian chotts. These deposits indicate the existence of several variable 
humid phases related to climatic variations during the Late Quaternary. 
Palaeohydrological variations in closed basins may be used for palaeoclimatic 
reconstructions as long as water level and salinity fluctuations are in phase with 
local precipitation and evaporation [1]. Palaeoclimatic and palaeoenvironmental
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reconstitutions must be based on a reliable chronological framework. For the Late 
Pleistocene, however, radiocarbon chronology is not adequate for two reasons: the 
intrinsic age limit of the method and the possible mixing between atmospheric carbon 
and fossil deep waters. Furthermore, young carbon ages can be obtained for various 
reasons, such as aragonite-aragonite recrystallization in a sufficiently magnesium rich 
environment that aragonite-calcite inversion is prevented. The chronological frame
work validation is based on a high degree of coherence between chronological data 
dated by the two methods used (14C dating, U/Th disequilibrium), or (when permitted 
by the chronological range), on the comparison between the two results obtained.

Previous chronological data [2] on southern Tunisian chotts indicate the exis
tence of two major humid episodes around 90 and 150 ka. Recent results obtained by 
alpha spectrometry or by thermo-ionization mass spectrometry (TIMS) suggest four 
Pleistocene humid episodes: two of them, around 200 and 135 ka, were not distin
guished by the previous data but seem to be more realistic than a single episode 
around 150 ka. A major humid episode at around 90 ka is widely confirmed by recent 
chronological data. Several data suggest apparently less extended humid episodes 
around 30 ka (U/Th age). It can be noted that such episodes have already been 
observed eastwards, in the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya and Egypt.

2. METHODOLOGY

The disequilibrium between U and Th is essentially due to the fact that U has a 
high solubility in an aqueous environment while Th is adsorbed on solid materials. 
This means that a Th/U ratio equal to zero just as the crystallization occurs will 
increase to the secular equilibrium value (ratio equal to unity) in a time close to 
300 ka. The measured ratio of an analysed material is therefore time dependent and 
indicates the time since the disequilibrium occurred. However, the system must have 
remained closed since this event, so age validity relies on initial uranium invariabil
ity related to the absence of post-sedimentary recrystallization. On the other hand, 
dated materials must be authigenic. Most of the time, these conditions are quite diffi
cult to obtain. Indeed, aragonite-aragonite recrystallization can occur in a magnesium 
rich environment [3], and allochthonous materials remain difficult to observe or quan
tify [4]. The agreement between obtained ages and statigraphic observations as well 
as the coherence of the geochemical system studied remain positive criteria but not 
absolute evidence of the reliability of the chronology.

The U/Th ages are calculated using two methods: (1) the frequency histogram 
(the sum of Gaussian distribution of each value of the 2 3 0 Th/234U activity ratio, with 
the corresponding ±3o interval for each one), and (2) for samples including detritus 
materials, the isochron (a York fit regression for thorium isotope activity ratio versus 
234U and 232Th activity ratio, considering the ±lo interval for each). The 230Th is
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provided by in situ radioactive 234U disintegration and by the detritus material, 
which contains the different U and Th isotopes (in secular equilibrium or not). The 
isochron method can be applied to a geochemical system only if one assumes that the 
included detritus material has the same origin and composition. It allows elimination 
of the detritus Th contribution mechanically indissociable from the sample. This 
method also allows elimination of the detritus contribution effect on calculated ages 
by assuming an initial activity ratio of thorium isotopes (2 3 0 Th/2 3 2 Th).

Stable isotopic fractionation, defined by ô180 and S1 3 C, is essentially influ
enced by temperature conditions and gives information about climatic conditions of 
the waters. Furthermore, 8 13C values, especially sensitive to physicochemical condi
tions, are an indicator of system biological activity [5].

X ray calcite determination is carried out on dated material. This measurement 
cannot detect aragonite-aragonite or diagenetic recrystallization, but it gives good 
indications about the degree of system closure. It is worth noting that possible early 
diagenetic recrystallization does not affect U residence time in the carbonate and 
therefore has no influence on calculated ages.

3. SITE LOCALIZATION AND DATED MATERIAL

The southern Tunisian chotts (Jerid and Fejej), situated between 32° and 34° N 
and between 8 ° and 10° E (Fig. 1), are located along a large synclinal structure, where 
some of the great Saharan aquifers have their discharge zone. This closed depression 
is surrounded by mountainous ranges mainly composed of calcareous rocks with 
good permeability. The present-day water supply in southern Tunisia depends 
mainly on the deep major confined aquifer of the Complexe Terminal and Continental 
Intercalaire. Recent hydrological and climatic conditions cannot explain the origin of 
this water since this region, one of the most arid in southern Tunisia, is characterized 
by low annual precipitation (100 mm/a), high temperatures (25-40°C) and high 
evaporation rates (2500 mm/a).

Vestiges of ancient beaches, represented by some important lacustrine deposits 
reaching 45 m altitude and suggesting gradual sinking of the basin, are visible along 
the depression. These deposits consist of carbonated concretions, crystallized or 
oxidized silt and gypseous sand rich in blunted pebble and gravel, often containing 
shell beds. The macrofauna is mainly composed of mollusc shells (numerous 
Cerastoderma glaucum with complete and often connected valves), Ostrea stentina 
(generally retained in the younger unit as thicker valves) and gastropods (Hydrobia, 
Melanoides tuberculata, Melanopsis praemorsa, Potámides conicus, Cerithium 
rupestre), indicating important salinity fluctuations supported by microflora and 
microfauna. Biological remains indicate fluctuations of ecological conditions from 
fresh or slightly saline water, marked by the presence of diatoms (Melanosira
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FIG. 1. Location o f  southern Tunisian chotts.
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granulata or Fragilaria brevistriata and ostracode Candona sp.) to salinity close to 
that of sea water, as shown by foraminifera Ammonia tepida, diatom Synedra 
tabulata and ostracode Cyprideis torosa [6].

Previous samples are distributed among the following sites: Ain El Atrous 
(seven samples), Toumbar (seven samples), Oum El Farth (two samples), Sidi Ali Bou 
Lafi or Tozeur (two samples), Draâ El Rhorifa (only one sample) and Oued Akarit 
(only one sample). Some of these samples contain Cerastoderma glaucum, 
Melanoïdes tuberculata, Brachydontes minimus and Cerithium rupestre. Some others 
are composed of miscellaneous molluscs or calcareous concretions. All these samples 
have been dated with alpha spectrometry. Results were interpreted by frequency 
histogram and by isochron [2].

Recent data have been obtained in the Tozeur sector on the northern shore of 
Jerid Chott offer the most complete set of different humid Pleistocene episodes 
obtained in the southern Sahara. The Tozeur site is the only one where we found more 
sampling possibilities, but the complete statigraphic unit cannot be observed. All 
observed sections have been sampled. Several sections composed of different faunal 
populations have been located on the site. Some of them contain only one population, 
such as Cerastoderma glaucum or calcitized vegetal axis. Some others are composed 
of mixed populations such as Melanoïdes tuberculata, Melanopsis praemorsa and 
Ostrea stentina. Sampled materials are dated by alpha spectrometry or mass spec
trometry. Additional measurements of stable isotopes and X ray determinations of 
aragonite and calcite have been performed on some samples (see Table I).

4. CHRONOLOGICAL DATA

A frequency histogram of preliminary data, for both corrected and uncorrected 
ages [2], shows three classes: a 30 ka class obtained for only one sample, a well defined 
90 ka class, because of the regular and symmetric distribution around this age, and a 
150 ka class. At this point, we can accept a 150 ka generation, but the slope of this part 
of the frequency histogram is lower at the higher age, making the distribution asym
metric. So we can suspect two unresolved populations whose average leads to the 
150 ka age. In fact, two individual ages of 200 ka have been obtained on the Toumbar 
and Tozeur sites.

Isochrons give more information about this question [2]. We note that the coef
ficient of correlation (0.998) for the 90 ka population is highly significant, supporting 
the well centred histogram around this date. The coefficient of correlation of the 
150 ka generation is high (0.991), but a little less, so it could certainly be improved. 
Slopes are time dependent: ax = 0.8 (±0.05), giving an age of 150 ka (+20, -17), while 
a2 = 0.58 (±0.07), giving an age of 87 ka (+15, -14). We note that the error intervals 
are quite large.



TABLE I. ISOTOPIC RADIOMETRIC DATA FROM SOUTHERN TUNISIAN CHOTTS

Sample3
238и

(ppm)

234U/238U

Activity ratio
Age A0 

(ka)
234u/232Th 

Activity ratio
23l>rh/232Th 

Activity ratio (ka)
813C 

(%c PDB)
6180  Aragonite 

(%c PDB) (%)

D.30.C 167 2.390±0.050 1.480±0.03 43.0±2.1 086.34±11.43 028.71±03.74 41.6 — — —

S.02.m 0264 0.400±0.010 1.690±0.05 59.7±2.4 011.99±00.64 005.32±00.28 50.8 -5.11 -1 .96 100

S.02.a 0308 0.900±0.030 1.750±0.05 936.3±1.3 072.80±07.71 021.09±02.24 34.8 -5.01 -4 .34 100

S.06.m 0311 0.640±0.020 1.830±0.05 46.3±1.6 053.16±05.08 018.96±01.83 44.3 -4.95 -5 .54 100

S.06.a 0312 1.770±0.050 1.77010.05 39.0±1.4 159.97±19.55 049.30±05.97 38.2 —4.45 -4.81 100

S.06.a TIMS 1.922±0.009 1.842+0.014 33.3±0.2 383.11±03.97 103.26±01.24 33.0 -4.45 -4.81 100

S./6.m TIMS 2.042±0.006 1.833±0.010 30.4±0.2 591.31±03.72 146.89±01.49 30.2 ^1.52 -5 .39 —

S./6.m TIMS 0.834±0.002 1.827±0.008 28.6±0.3 242.09±01.81 057.01±01.10 28.1 ^1.82 -5.97

A.14.C 567 0.919±0.021 1.635±0.041 101.5±5.6 068.26±07.88 043.56±04.93 100.1 -0 .15 -2 .40 100

S.09.C 0266 1.480±0.023 1.785±0.030 099.9±3.7 042.53±04.25 027.04102.73 97.6 -0.09 -1.08 88.6

S.05.C 0310 1.343±0.033 1.962+0.052 105.3±4.9 197.69±46.3 130.87130.64 104.7 -0.35 -1.31 100

S.3b.vs 0539 1.346±0.032 1.856+0.045 102.8±4.0 235.08±34.37 152.66122.18 102.3 +0.24 -4.28 —

S.g.c 820 1.563±0.040 1.799±0.045 096.4±6.9 372.61±105.1 231.32164.76 96.0 — — —

T.t.m. 343 0.704±0.022 2.017±0.071 116.1±9.0 012.57±00.77 008.87100.43 108.5 -3.98 -4 .19 62
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T.34. vs 572 1.662±0.032 1.931 ±0.043 099.9+5.8

Т.За.с 830 2.341±0.053 1.779±0.040 097.7±6.0

Т.ЗЬ.с 831 1.633±0.044 1.669±0.048 101.5±6.1

А.ЗО.с 344 0.943±0.018 1.630±0.035 147.0+09.8

А.15.С 611 1.041 ±0.026 1.519±0.044 167.9±17.4

A.20.sm 614 0.978±0.021 1.459±0.038 169.4±16.8

А.2а.с 827 1.018±0.023 1.583±0.040 143.6±10.2

А.2Ь.с 828 1.056±0.027 1.569±0.046 155.8±14.5

0.29.С 568 1.072±0.023 1.558±0.035 148.0±10.1

S.12.C 0313 1.904±0.051 1.823±0.050 129.8±06.6

S.13.C 0314 0.654±0.008 1.583±0.023 141.0±06.6

S.03.L 0319 0.391±0.008 1.353±0.035 178.5±15.3

S.lO.c 0537 1.538±0.022 1.815±0.024 158.5±05.1

S.3a.vs 0538 0.953±0.022 2.065±0.048 155.7±06.7

S.07.с 0540 1.312±0.020 1.772±0.024 120.6±03.4

S.lb.g 0559 1.106±0.028 2.034±0.047 140.1±06.1

Т.ЗЗЬ.с 571 1.008±0.026 1.734±0.047 135.7±09.6

T.34a.g 615 1.275±0.031 1.777±0.044 145.9+11.8

117.93±15.98 075.32±09.97 98.9 ^0.70 -2.13 20

400.51±140.1 250.54±87.44 97.2 — — —

102.51±12.25 065.52±09.60 100.4 — — —

049.05±05.47 038.96+04.23 145.4 -0.29 -1.22 100

056.78±08.27 047.83±06.82 166.5 — — —

044.03±12.76 037.03±10.69 167.1 — — —

065.77±08.65 051.44±06.68 142.5 — — —

073.11±11.79 059.61±09.46 154.5 — — —

069.42±07.32 055.05±05.63 146.6 +0.50 -2.03 99

234.15±42.06 175.43±31.35 129.4 +1.01 +0.58 71

029.10±02.98 022.53±02.34 137.8 -1.46 -6.07 1.2

003.86±00.19 003.29±00.17 150.9 — — —

223.51±23.30 186.60± 19.36 158.2 -0.05 -3.13 —

231.96±25.89 194.21±21.44 155.5 +0.35 +1.53 —

238.12±25.44 170.38+18.11 120.2 +0.54 +0.30 —

109.50±05.80 086.45±04.22 139.3 — — —

060.04±06.24 045.92±04.59 134.0 -0.36 -2.39 100

060.90±08.80 048.64±06.90 144.4 __ __ __
40
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TABLE I. (cont.)

Sample3 23»U
(ppm)

234U/238U 

Activity ratio
Age A() 

(ka)
234U/232Th 

Activity ratio
230Th/232Th 

Activity ratio (ka)
513C 

(%o PDB)
6180  Aragonite 

(%o PDB) (%)

0.29.ca 569 0.855±0.021 1.105±0.034 277.1±80.9 001.62±00.07 001.54±00.05 187.5 — —  —

S.04.C 0558 1.030±0.021 1.955±0.040 187.5±08.4 132.11±08.70 120.51 ±07.73 187.2 —  —

S.L2.C 829 0.941±0.019 2.332±0.051 191.2±17.6 132.96±31.33 124.34±29.16 190.8 —  —

S.08.O TIMS 0.0843±.003 1.236±0.017 206.2±05.6 119.13±02.02 105.95±01.59 206.2 •7.0(1 -2 .48 —

T.04.C 832 1.369±0.035 1.711 ±0.047 184.8±21.8 121.35±24.98 108.33±22.00 184.4 - —  —

a In sample number, the first letter is indicative o f the site: A: Ain Atrous, D: Draâ el Rhorifa, O: Oum el Farth, S: Sidi Ali Bou Lafi and T: Toumbar. 
The last letter indicates the fauna except in two cases: L indicates an acetic acid leachate and ca a calcareous concretion. Fauna: c: Cerastoderma 
glaucum or cardium, m: Melania tuberculata (Muller, 1774), a: Melanopsis praemorsa (Linné, 1758), g: gasteropodia, vm: various molluscs, sm: 
small mussels, o: Ostrea stentina.
Note: alpha measurements are given with lo  error, while TIMS are, as usual, given with 2о  error (due to counting statistics). AO: uncorrected ages 
for U-unsupported 230Th ( lo  error); A l: corrected values assuming an initial 230Th/232Th ratio equal to unity.
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Age (ka)

FIG. 2. (a) Frequency histogram o f the Tozeur site, (b) Frequency histogram o f the Tunisian
chotts.

To continue this preliminary study, more samples were taken from chott sites 
and particularly on the Tozeur site.

A frequency histogram for 22 samples analysed for the Tozeur site (Fig. 2) 
shows four classes of age, around 3(M-0 ka, 90-100 ka, 130-140 ka and 200 ka. The 
last three are well centred and have regular and symmetric distribution. Sharp peaks
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234u/232jh

FIG. 3 Isochrons o f Tunisian chotts, including Tozeur site data.

on the 30-40 ka class are explained by the narrow error interval given by mass spec
trometry measurements. IsochrOns are calculated with the 42 samples available for 
the region: 20 preliminary data and 22 new samples on the Tozeur site (Fig. 3). Three 
isochrons are well defined with very high coefficients correlation, greater than 0.997, 
greater than the 0.991 previously obtained for the 150 ka generation. However, the 
oldest generation is obtained for four samples clustered in a small area, so the scatter 
is not sufficient to define a statistical regression. The isochron is therefore undefined. 
Furthermore, the four samples do not belong to a homogeneous geochemical system. 
Measured 2 3 4 U/238U activity ratios, ranging from 1.24 (±0.02) to 2.33 (±0.05), lead 
to scattered initial 2 3 4 U/238U activity ratios (ranging from 1.42 to 3.29), indicating 
that samples come from different geochemical systems. The 200 ka generation must 
be confirmed by further investigations.

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Radiochronological analysis of Tunisian chott sediments and mollusc shells 
allows Late Pleistocene humid episodes to be identified.

An older major humid phase is detected around 200 ka. Its existence must be 
investigated further because three of the four analyses were obtained close to the
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alpha spectrometry limit, giving large error intervals. However, a sample of Ostrea 
stentina analysed by mass spectrometry reveals a very accurate age equal 
to 206 (±1 2 ) ka, and this is supported by a humid phase at 2 1 2  (±8 ) ka identified in 
southeastern Egypt [7].

Two major humid phases, dated by alpha spectrometry at 97(±7) ka and 
137 (±13) ka, could be related respectively to the 5c and 5e isotopic stages defined by 
marine climatostratigraphy as climatic optima. They can be considered as extended 
humid phases because of stable isotope values (oxygen and carbon) that are charac
teristic of continental water subjected to high evaporation conditions. Similar humid 
phases have been observed on the Wadi Shati in the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya [8 ] and 
at Azzel Matti and Kada in Algeria [3]. A 100 ka humid phase, dated by isoleucine 
epimerization on ostrich eggshell fragments, has been identified in Egypt [9].

A younger humid phase corresponds to an isotopic stage 3. The isochron slope 
corresponds to 30 ka with an error interval equal to zero, probably because of a 
compensation between analytical and statistical errors. Carbon stable isotope 
fractionation of this population (8 13C values ranging from -5.0%o to -4.5%o PDB) is 
very different from that of major humid phases (S13C values ranging from approxi
mately -1.5%e to +1.0%c PDB) (Fig. 4). This suggests a limited humid pulsation that
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gave rise to high biological activity in small ponds, whose spreading and duration
need to be determined. This humid phase has also been observed in Egypt [7].

The presence of all these humid episodes is certainly connected with major
palaeorecharge phases of confined aquifers and specially with those of the
Continental intercalary aquifer in southern Tunisia.
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Abstract

PALAEOCLIMATIC INFORMATION CONTAINED IN GROUNDWATERS OF THE 
GRAND ERG ORIENTAL, NORTH AFRICA.

New isotopic and noble gas data are presented to improve the palaeoclimatic interpreta
tion for the two major aquifer systems of the Grand Erg Oriental basin in Algeria and Tunisia, 
the Continental Intercalaire (Cl) and the overlying Complexe Terminal (CT). The oxygen iso
tope ratios in the Cl lie within the range -7.5%c to -8.5%o and indicate Late Pleistocene 
recharge. These are in contrast with the more enriched values found in waters from the CT (in 
the range -3 %c to -8 .5 %c for 5 180 ), which reflect the mode of recharge that occurred during 
the Holocene. Most of the radiocarbon activities for the Cl are very low over the central and 
eastern parts of the aquifer. They vary from 0 to 5 pmC, which confirms a Late Pleistocene 
recharge for the deep groundwaters. In contrast, the radiocarbon contents for the CT are high 
in the recharge areas: they range from 50 pmC to 100 pmC at outcrop and decrease rapidly to 
values of 0-10  pmC along flow lines. A good correlation exists with helium accumulation for 
waters along the supposed flow lines. A lower rate of accumulation is found for waters along 
the west-east line from the Atlas foothills than for those from the Tinrhert Plateau to the south.
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This implies a different radioelement signature across the aquifer, but the lack of host rock 
radioelement data limits the interpretation of age. The groundwater recharge temperatures 
(RTs) were estimated from the averaged amounts of noble gases (Ne, Kr, Xe), corrected for the 
excess air effect. Differences in excess air are considered to be related to the recharge effects 
and to the effect of prolonged abstraction. Deeper groundwaters exhibit Ne indices higher than 
samples from the rest of the aquifer because of the higher pressure head of water. The RTs for 
most groundwaters are generally lower than the present day recharge temperatures. Along the 
main flow direction (southeast from the Atlas mountains), the Cl palaeowaters (ages 
20-40 ka BP) have an average RT of 16.9°C, which is some 2-3°C cooler than at the present 
day. Recharge temperatures calculated for four samples from the CT aquifer (30-150 m depth) 
average 19.7°C, close to the present day mean annual temperature of 21 °C.

1. INTRODUCTION

The northern part of the Sahara comprises two main aquifers, the deep Continental 
Intercalaire (Cl), and the Complexe Terminal (CT). With a surface area of approximately 
600 000 km2, the Cl, which extends across three countries, Algeria, Tunisia and the 
Libyan Arab Jamahiriya (Fig. 1), constitutes one of the largest groundwater systems in 
the world.

Isotope techniques were first used in the northern Sahara by the United Nations 
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization in 1972 within the framework of 
the ERESS project (Etude des Ressources en Eau du Sahara Septentrional) [1]. Since 
then, several studies [2-4] and field campaigns have been carried out in the region. 
These have been primarily concerned with the study of the dissolved major ions, 
stable isotopes (1 8 0, 2 H, 1 3 C), radioisotopes (3 H, 1 4 C, 3 6 C1) and noble gas contents of 
the groundwater.

The present study, the main objective of which is to infer palaeoclimatic infor
mation related to the recharge periods of the two aquifers using isotopic (1 8 0, 2 H, 
1 4 C) and rare gas (He, Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe) data, augments and updates the existing 
database of results.

2. GEOLOGICAL AND HYDROGEOLOGICAL SETTING

2.1. The Continental Intercalaire

The huge C l groundwater reservoir occupies the continental formations of 
the lower Cretaceous (Neocomian, Barremian, Aptian and Gault). The aquifer is 
continuous north to south from the Saharan Atlas to the Tassilis of the Hoggar and 
west to east from the Guir-Saoura valley to the Libyan desert (Fig. 1). 
Structurally there are two major features, the M ’zab dorsal and the Amguid 
dorsal [1, 5].
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The M ’zab dorsal lies between the Saharan Atlas and the Tademai't plateau and 
divides the aquifer into two basins, the Occidental and the Oriental. This paper consid
ers the Oriental basin, which crosses the geographical boundaries of Algeria, Tunisia 
and the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, because the aquifer is continuous in this basin.

The eastern part of the Cl aquifer is overlain by a homogeneous layer of 
Cenomanian clays and evaporites across the whole basin. The depth of the aquifer 
roof increases from south to north. It is approximately 1000 m below the surface in 
the lower Sahara and reaches 2000 m in the region of the saline lakes of Chott Melrhir 
(Algeria) and Chott Djerid (Tunisia), thus building up a high artesian pressure 

(Fig. 1).
The substratum is composed of clayey sands, clays and carbonates that become 

younger from south to north. The base of the reservoir is subject to intense and lateral 
facies variations. The facies is purely continental in the southwest and becomes more 
lacustrine and marine towards the northeast.

As can be seen in Fig. 1, the eastern part of the aquifer can be recharged from 
the southern Atlas piedmont in the northwest, the Tinrhert plateau and the Dahar 
[1, 5]. Water flow from the southern Atlas piedmont is divided at the M ’zab dorsal 
into two distinct flows, one towards the south and southwest, and the other east-west 
and southwest-northeast towards the Mediterranean and the Gulf of Gabès, Tunisia, 
where the aquifer discharges.

2.2. The Complexe Terminal

The Complexe Terminal extends across the major part of the northern Sahara 
basin (350 000 km2) and comprises many aquifers of different geological ages. 
Groundwater may flow (Fig. 1) in one of two lithostratigraphic formations: (1) the 
Senonian and the carbonaceous Eocene, and (2) the Miopliocene sands (Continental 
Terminal).

The CT is recharged in the following regions:

(1 ) Saharan Atlas (infiltration from wadi flood waters downstream of the southern
Atlas fault).

(2 ) the M ’zab region slopes.
(3) the Tademaït plateau.

(4) the Tinrhert plateau.

(5) the central part of the Grand Erg Oriental (direct infiltration).

3. HYDROCHEMICAL DATA

The total mineralization of the Cl groundwaters increases from 1.5 g/L to 2.5 g/L
in the direction of flow from the northwestern recharge areas in the Saharan Atlas
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FIG. 1. Geological and hydrological setting for the studied region.

(Algeria) towards the eastern discharge zone in the Gulf of Gabès (Tunisia). In the 
south (Tinrhert plateau), the mineralization increases from 1 g/L to 5 g/L along the 
secondary flow path, south to northeast below the dunes of the Grand Erg Oriental
[1,2,4].

This increase in mineralization results essentially from an increase in Na+, Cl- 
and SO|“ concentrations. In the recharge areas, the dissolved ion abundance can be 
expressed as
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Downgradient flow, however, in the central zone where the water circulation is slow, 
the ion concentrations change [1, 2, 4] such that

СГ > SO|- > HCO“ and Na+ > Ca2+ > Mg2+

Groundwaters from the CT aquifer are more mineralized than those of the Cl, 
and their mineralization varies more with location. It increases progressively along 
the flow lines from 2 g/L to 7 g/L, and the most dominant chemical species are S042-, 
Cl” and Na+ [1, 2].

4. STABLE AND RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPE COMPOSITION

Groundwaters in the Continental Intercalaire are depleted in 180 and 2H over 
the major part of the Oriental basin. The measured concentrations are well grouped, 
however, with mean values 5180  = -8.30%c (n = 40) and 6 2H = -61 %o (n = 30). These 
stable isotopic signatures indicate a well protected and well mixed (confined) aquifer 
[2, 4, 6 ]. These low values, with an average deuterium excess of +5.5%c, are consis
tent with those found for many similar sized aquifers throughout the world (Saudi 
Arabia, the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, Qatar, Egypt, Europe) [6-10].

A plot of ô2H against 8180 (Fig. 2) shows that the Cl waters plot parallel to, but 
below, the meteoric water line (MWL), indicating that they were replenished during 
more humid climatic conditions.

The radiocarbon activities of the Oriental basin Cl groundwaters are very low, 
varying between 0 and 5 pmC [2-6]. This indicates that the recharge coincides with 
the humid period of the late Pleistocene (20-40 ka), which has been demonstrated to 
have existed across the whole of northern Africa [12-15].

Conversely, groundwaters from the Complexe Terminal exhibit large variations 
in stable isotopes, which range from -2.1%o to -8.7%o for 8180 and from -20.3%c to 
-бЪШоо for 52 H. The 8 2H -  8180  values plot [2] (Fig. 2) [11] along the evaporation 
line 52H = 5.3S180  -  17.6.

Three possible recharge mechanisms can account for this evaporative signature:

(1) Direct infiltration of heavy isotope enriched precipitation in the recharge zones
[16],

(2) Variation in the isotopic composition of precipitation with time because of a 
climatic shift towards more arid conditions in the studied area,

(3) Evaporative enrichment during infiltration through the unsaturated zone of the 
soil.

SO|- > Cl > HCO3 and Na+ > Ca2+ > Mg2+
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Oxygen-18 (%o)

FIG. 2. (?H versus 9 ^ 0  fo r  both aquifers and for some other palaeowaters: 1 ,2  = Saudi 
Arabia [10]; 3 = Continental Intercalaire (Algeria) [6]; 4 = Hodna region (Algeria) [6]; 5 = 

the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya [8 ,9 ];  6 = the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya and Egypt [7,16].

The radiocarbon activities were high over all the recharge areas. They decrease 
rapidly in the direction of flow. In the Saharan Atlas (at Laghouat), activities of 
59-60 pmC were seen, whereas in the M ’zab dorsal they range from 60 pmC to 
100 pmC and in the southern part of the Grand Erg Oriental from 30 pmC to 40 pmC 
[2]. These carbon-14 values correspond to corrected ages (Reardon-Fritz model) that 
vary from modem to 3-6 ka. These ages agree well with the humid phases of the 
Holocene that have been determined for north Africa [11-13, 17].

Moreover, a plot of 8180  against 14C activities for Cl and CT groundwaters 
(Fig. 3) shows that there is a depletion in heavy isotopes that is a function of age. The 
deep Cl aquifer waters are old and depleted in 1 8 0, whereas the CT waters are 
younger and have more varied, but higher, 5180 values. This same trend has already 
been observed in aquifers of the Kufra and Sirte basins in the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya 

[11].

5. NOBLE GASES

Water samples were taken under pressure in copper tubes for noble gas analysis 
by isotope dilution techniques. The samples taken in 1996 were analysed using a 
quadrupole mass spectrometer in static mode. The earlier (1985) samples were 
analysed using an MS 10 magnetic sector instrument.
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Corrected С-14 ages (ka)

FIG. 3. &80  versus corrected C-14 ages fo r  groundwaters from both aquifers.

5.1. Radiogenic helium

Helium-4 contents for both Cl and CT aquifers, after correction for excess air 

(Table I, Fig. 4), were greater than expected for samples equilibrated with air during 

recharge (4.75 x 10'8 cm3 STP per cm3 H20 at 10°C). In the Cl, 4He concentrations 

increase in the direction of flow and show a good correlation with distance from the 

recharge zones (Fig. 5a). This is due either to uranium-thorium decay within the 

aquifer matrix itself or to diffusion of radiogenic 4He from below [18, 19].

For groundwaters recharged in the Saharan Atlas, the 4He contents are rela

tively low: 12.7 x 10'8 cm3 STP per cm3 near the oasis of Ghardaïa to 124 x 10'8 cm3 

STP per cm3 downgradient, where the Cl becomes very deep (1700 m). For ground

waters that originate in the Tinrhert Plateau, the 4He accumulation is rather more sig

nificant and ranges from 423 x 10'8 cm3 in Gassi-Touil (below the Grand Erg 

Oriental, where the aquifer depth reaches 1000 m) to 938 x 10'8 cm3 in El-Borma near 

the Tunisian border.

This difference implies a different radioelement signature across the aquifer. 

Lithologically and hydrodynamically, the Cl is vertically and horizontally hetero

geneous. Along the northeast flow path, the aquifer is composed of sand and 

sandstone with an average porosity of 26% and an effective flow velocity of 0.4 m/a

[1,2,5]. Below the Grand Erg Oriental, however, between Gassi-Touil and El-Borma,



TABLE I. CORRECTED RADIOCARBON AGES, 6180, NOBLE GAS CONTENTS AND RECHARGE TEMPERATURES FOR 
GROUNDWATERS OF THE GRAND ERG ORIENTAL BASIN, ALGERIA

Sample
name,
number

Corr.
C-14
ages
(ka)

C-14
act.
±2o

(pmC)

5 180
(%o)

Av. corr.
4He

content

Av. corr 
Ne 

content

Av. corr.
Kr

content

Av. corr.
Xe

content

Av.
Neon
Index

Av. corr. 
recharge 

temp.
(°C)

Measured
sampling

temp.

Borehole
depth
(m)

( io -8cm3 STP per cm3 water)

Continental Intercalaire Aquifer

Berriane
9101

39 1.510.8 - 8.00 24.41 1.63 6.41 0.90 2.53 17 30.7 545

Gharda'ia
9102

36 0.5±0.4 -8 .42 3.53 1.60 5.86 0.78 3.00 21.17 31.7 467

El-Hadjira
9110

36 0.8±0.4 -8.31 39.82 1.65 5.64 0.97 2.10 17.3 53.8 1380

Metlili
9103

29 2.6±0.5 -7 .96 16.01 1.57 5.08 0.79 1.46 24 31.5 519

Zelfana I 
9105

29 1.6±0.7 -8.18 25.01 1.66 6.51 0.95 2.79 14.34 41.1 1167

Zelfana IV 
9104

29 1.5±0.5 -8.08 16.03 1.69 6.62 1.04 2.29 16.13 39.4 942

Ouargla II 
9106

40 3.7±0.6 -8 .80 42.14 1.64 6.26 0.91 3.75 17.75 49.5 1335

R. El Baguel 
9107

30 2.210.6 -8 .55 124.90 1.69 6.48 1.06 3.05 14.40 44 995

Gassi-Touil
GT101
9108

20 1.510.5 -8 .34 423.25 1.73 7.40 1.06 2.98 11.93 48.6 994
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H-Messaoud 39 1.5±0.5 -8 .60 49.50 1.64 6.51 0.94 3.45 14.43 57.4 1360
MDH103
9109
El-Borma 20 5.0±0.9 - 8.00 938.41 1.59 5.56 0.82 4.70 21.5 34.6 500
AV68
H-Messaoud 39 0.6±0.3 -8.35 347.87 1.67 6.47 0.97 4.71 15.60 52.8 1370
MDH101
AV73
Merrara 29 0.5±0.5 - 8.20 120.46 1.69 6.79 1.01 3.74 14.26 47.5 1700
AV78

Complexe Terminal Aquifer

H-Messaoud 3 38.9±9.0 -4 .60 28.21 1.61 5.75 0.84 2.21 20.24 27.5 90
CT
AV72
Gassi-Touil 4 24.7±1.0 -7 .00 22.12 1.63 5.98 0.87 2.63 18.80 27.7 160
H4
AV52
R El Baguel 4 28.0±1.5 -5 .00 17.16 1.63 5.93 0.91 3.13 18.30 28.5 101
MP 103
AV62
Gassi-Touil 4 31.4±3.7 -6 .50 33.28 1.60 5.56 0.82 3.15 21.37 30.8 165
GT2
AV53
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FIG. 4. Location o f sampling points for noble gases.

the matrix has a higher clay content, and groundwater flow velocities are only
0.03 m/a. This low flow velocity implies long residence times and a greater extent of 
water-rock interaction. This is supported by the fact the 4He concentrations increase 
with modelled 14C ages (Fig. 5b). The lack of host rock radioelement data, however, 
unfortunately limits the interpretation of the helium data in terms of age.

Four samples were collected from the southern recharge area of the shallower 
CT aquifer, around Hassi-Messaoud and Gassi-Touil (Miopliocene clayey sands, 
water table =30 m). The 4He concentrations of these samples are relatively homo
geneous, with an average content of 25 x 10' 8  cm3  STP per cm3. The carbon-14 ages 
calculated for these groundwaters (~4 ka) correspond to the Holocene humid periods. 
The accumulation of radiogenic helium-4 would be due to long contact times with the 
clayey sands constituting the aquifer matrix.

5 . 2 .  G r o u n d w a t e r  r e c h a r g e  t e m p e r a t u r e

The solubility of noble gases in water is governed by Henry’s law for dilute 
solutions and is thus dependent on the temperature and pressure of the gases in 
equilibrium with the water. Because the noble gases are not chemically modified in
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FIG. 5. (a) 4He versus distance to recharge area fo r  both aquifers, (b) 4He versus corrected 
C-14 age for both aquifers.

solution, it is possible, after correction for excess air (see below), to calculate air 
equilibration temperatures (recharge temperatures) for the groundwaters [2 0 - 2 2 ]. 
These are reported in Table I.

Thirteen samples were taken in the Cl in two transects along the main direc
tions of flow (west-east and south-northeast), and four in the recharge area (Grand 
Erg Oriental) of the CT aquifer. The recharge temperatures derived for the Cl samples 
were generally lower than the sample collection temperatures and the present day air 
temperature in the areas of recharge.
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Along the main flow direction west to east from the Atlas mountains, the 
recharge temperatures range, with no noticeable spatial evolution, from 14°C to 24°C 
with an average of 16.9°C.

The relationship between the derived noble gas recharge temperatures and the
180  isotopic compositions of the waters (Fig. 6 ) exhibits a slope of 0.02%o per °C.
Slopes recorded for this type of relationship in other aquifers throughout the world 
[22, 23] vary from 0.10 to 0.43%o per °C. All these aquifers were recharged under 
cooler climatic conditions. The rather low observed slope could be explained by a 
strong continentality effect and by the origin of air masses giving birth to precipita
tion in the two recharge areas of the aquifer (Saharan Atlas, Tinrhert Plateau).

The relationship between RT and carbon-14 activities shows for the Cl aquifer 
(Fig. 7), two groups:

(1) Group I is composed of the sampling points upstream of the flow Ghardai'a and
Metlili, where the aquifer is less deep and non-artesian (pumped) and El-
Borma, near the Tunisian border. The wide range of recharge temperatures in 
this small group of waters is difficult to explain. The radiocarbon results indi
cate palaeowaters, yet the recharge temperature would imply higher mean 
recharge temperatures than those of the present day Atlas. This group may 
correspond to a mixing of different water masses (from the Tinrhert plateau and 
south Tunisia outcrops).

Recharge temperature (°C)

FIG. 6. ô I80  versus recharge temperature for groundwaters from both aquifers.
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C-14 activity (pmC)

FIG. 7. Recharge temperature versus C-14 activity fo r  groundwaters from both aquifers.

(2) Group II is composed of the sampling point located in central area of the basin, 
where the aquifer is deep and still artesian. Carbon-14 activities are all close to 
0 pmC, which raises the question of the actual age of these waters. They may 
in fact correspond to groundwater recharged during other Pleistocene humid 
periods, different from those of the late Pleistocene (20—40 ka). The mean 
recharge temperature for this group is about 15°C, 5°C lower than the present 
day recharge temperature [24].

The recharge temperatures derived for the four samples of the CT range from 
18°C to 21.4°C, with an average value of 19.7°C, which is comparable to the present 
mean annual air temperature of 21°C [24]. In addition, the younger ages exhibited by 
the groundwaters of the CT would imply recharge during the humid period of the 
Holocene (4 ka).

Considering that there was a thermal equilibrium between ambient air and water 
within the unsaturated zone while the infiltration was taking place, the observed 
recharge temperatures are ~9°C lower than the sampling temperatures. Variation of the 
piezometric level of the aquifer (from near soil surface before the recent intense 
exploitation to the present deeper levels) and thus evaporation through the unsaturated 
zone is a probable cause of such a decrease in temperature during equilibration with air.

As has also been noticed in Niger and Mali [25], the samples from the CT 
effectively exhibit an evaporative signature (Fig. 2).
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Excess air is the name given to the portion of gas in solution in excess of that 
dissolved at equilibrium with the atmospheric conditions during recharge. This com
ponent is subtracted from the measured amounts of each gas to extrapolate back to 
the solubilities at recharge and hence to calculate the recharge temperatures.

Excess air enters the system in three ways: during analysis (as leaks in the 
vacuum system), during sampling (as air bubbles in the sampling tube) and during 
infiltration (as a dissolved gas component). As the excess air content, measured by the 
Ne index (ratio of analytical neon content to corrected neon content), is similar for 
each of the sub-samples within a sample set, it is unlikely that excess air has been 
introduced at the analysis or sampling stages.

Under certain conditions, quantities of undissolved air can be taken into the 
aquifer by the infiltration of the water and can flow deeper into the aquifer. This 
allows more gas to be dissolved in accordance with Henry’s law m = KP, where m is 
the mass of gas dissolved, P is the pressure and A" is a constant.

There does not appear to be a relationship between excess air content and 
spatial distribution, but the samples from the middle, deepest part of the basin 
generally have more excess air than the other samples. This could be due to there 
being a higher hydrostatic head on them.

Generally the samples collected in 1996 had more excess air than those 
collected during 1985. Herzberg and Mazor [26] found a negative correlation 
between excess neon and discharge. Since 1985, many boreholes have been drilled 
in the Cl and the aquifer has seen intense exploitation. This heavy abstraction may 
have changed local flow rates which could have caused a change in excess air 
concentrations. Unfortunately, data to test this hypothesis are not currently 
available.

5.3. Excess air

6 . CONCLUSION

Groundwaters from the Continental Intercalaire (sampled in the Grand Erg 
Oriental basin, Algeria) exhibit a fairly homogeneous hydrochemistry, with chloride, 
sulphate and sodium as the dominant ions. The mineralization increases along the 
direction of flow, but there is a change in relative ionic abundance as chloride begins 
to dominate over sulphate. The waters from the Complexe Terminal have a higher 
total mineralization than those of the CI (1 g/L to 7 g/L).

Isotopically, the Cl waters have homogeneous but low 180  and 2H contents, 
which reflects its non-evaporated characteristic. Moreover, the relationship between 
5180 and 14C ages confirms the palaeoclimatic feature of the recharge, which 
occurred during the humid periods of the late Pleistocene (20-40 ka).
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The mean recharge temperatures derived from the noble gas contents for the Cl 
are 5°C lower than the present mean annual air temperature. The overall relationship 
between recharge temperature and 1 4 C, however, supports the hypothesis that these 
waters infiltrated during cooler, more humid climatic conditions. These are prelimi
nary results, and further data for the Tunisian part of the flow line are awaited.

The 4He contents increased with groundwater age. The interpretation of these 
results in terms of residence time requires host rock radioelement data, which are not 
currently available.

The recharge temperatures derived for the CT samples are consistent with the 
current annual mean ambient temperature in the recharge area of the Grand Erg 
Oriental, consistent with Holocene recharge. This is supported by the isotopic data, in 
particular the corrected radiocarbon ages (0-4 ka), which imply modem recharge.
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Abstract

EVIDENCE OF CHANGES IN MOISTURE TRANSPORT EFFICIENCY ACROSS THE 
SCANDES MOUNTAINS IN NORTHERN SWEDEN DURING THE HOLOCENE, 
INFERRED FROM OXYGEN ISOTOPE RECORDS OF LACUSTRINE CARBONATES.

Oxygen isotope records were obtained on three different carbonate components in a 3 m 
thick lake sediment sequence sampled in a small hard water lake in northernmost Sweden. The 
sediments were continuously deposited beginning after the last deglaciation at c. 9000 14C a BP. 
Parallel trends in the individual records of 6 180 ,  representing lacustrine carbonates precipitated 
during different periods of the year, are interpreted as reflecting long term changes in 5180  of 
regional precipitation propagated by groundwater recharging the open basin lake. Isotopic 
analyses o f modem lake water reveal nearly constant values o f 5180  throughout the year, in 
good agreement with the yearly average of §180  data obtained from precipitation collected at 
a nearby station. On the basis of stable carbon isotope records of the lacustrine carbonates and 
multicomponent radiocarbon dating, the hydrologie setting can be assumed to have remained 
unaltered throughout the Holocene history of the lake. Enrichment of 180  in the early Holocene 
carbonates is believed to be mainly an effect of a more vigorous flow of Atlantic air masses 
across the Scandinavian mountain range than under mid-Holocene and present day conditions. 
Greater moisture transport efficiency probably led to a relative enrichment of 180  in regional 
precipitation because of diminished rainout of 180  from North Atlantic vapour. As indicated by 
consistent depletion of 180  with time in the lower part of the sequence, this flow pattern was 
gradually attenuated between 9000 and 5500 BP. The 180  depletion correlates with 
considerable changes in terrestrial vegetation of the lake catchment, as recorded by the content 
of macroscopic plant remains in the lake sediments.

*Present address: Department of Quaternary Geology, Lund University, Lund, Sweden
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As shown by recent studies [1-3], oxygen isotope records from various geo
logical archives can be used as proxies for past changes in the isotopic composition 
of precipitation. Although commonly reflecting palaeotemperature at the site of con
densation [3, 4], the isotopic composition of precipitation may also bear evidence of 
large scale variations in atmospheric circulation patterns through changes in temper
ature independent parameters such as predominant moisture source, prevailing air 
mass trajectories and seasonality. In the present study of lacustrine carbonates 
deposited on the lee side of the Scandinavian mountain range, inferred long term 
trends in 5180  of precipitation are believed to reflect fluctuations in the influence of 
westerlies during the Holocene. These results add to mounting evidence of the use
fulness of stable isotopes in precipitation as tracers in studies of past and current 
dynamics of the global hydrologie cycle.

1. INTRODUCTION

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

Lake Tibetanus is situated close to the regional tree line near Abisko (68°20' N, 
18°42' E; Fig. 1) in the Scandes mountains, c. 50 km from the Atlantic coast. Along 
the slope above the lake is an outcrop of calcite marble. The recharge to the small, 
shallow lake (c. 0.8 ha, maximum depth 4 m) is completely dominated by ground
water seepage, and the residence time is estimated to be less than two months. 
Isotopic analyses of lake water and recharging groundwater reveal nearly constant 
8180 values throughout the year (-15.0 to -14.4%o SMOW) and negligible evapo
rative enrichment during the ice free season. Thus, the oxygen isotope composition 
of ground-water and lake water is consistent with mean annual 0 1 8 0  of precipita
tion as reflected by monthly data collected at Abisko (c. -14.2%o, 1978-1985) as 
part of the GNIP (Global Network for Isotopes in Precipitation) database main
tained by the IAEA and the World Meteorological Organization. The yearly ampli
tude in 6180 of precipitation is relatively low (2.53%e) because of the proximity of 
the Atlantic [5].

The hydrologie regime of the lake can be assumed to have stayed constant dur
ing the lake history, on the basis of consistent down-core estimates of the hard water 
effect by means of comparative radiocarbon dating of terrestrial macrofossils and 
aquatic material (bulk organic material and fine grained calcite) [6 ]. The carbonate 
rich sediments (20-95% calcium carbonate) were deposited at a rather constant 
sedimentation rate beginning after the regional deglaciation at c. 9000 BP. The 
chronology is based on 1 1  radiocarbon dates obtained by accelerator mass spectro
metry of well determined macroscopic remains of terrestrial plants [6 ].
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Contiguous samples of fine grained calcite (<125 (j,m fraction), mollusc 
aragonite (2-12 single shells of Pisidium sp.) and ostracode calcite (4-20 single 
valves of adult Candona candida) were subjected to analysis of 1 8 0/160  ratios, 
expressed in the conventional 8  notation (%o PDB; see Ref. [6 ] for details on labora
tory procedures). The results are presented in Fig. 2 as records of 8 1 8 Osed, 8 1 8 Opis and 
8 1 8 Ocan, respectively. The quantities 8 1 8 Osed and 8 1 8 Opis are assumed to represent car
bonates precipitated during the summer months, while 8 1 8 Ocan reflects the thermal 
and isotopic conditions of the lake water during late autumn and early winter [7]. 
Both Pisidium and Candona are benthic organisms, and the fine grained calcite is 
composed mainly of photosynthesis derived macroscopic encrustations formed on the 
stems and leaves of Characean algae. This implies that all carbonate components 
analysed were precipitated close to the bottom of the lake.
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3. RESULTS AND INTERPRETATIONS

The largely constant offsets between the isotopic records are to a great extent 
related to vital effects in mollusc and ostracode carbonates and to differences in 
oxygen isotope fractionation between calcite and aragonite. The 51 8 Opis data are 
consistently enriched in 180  with respect to 8 1 8 Osed by c. 1.6%o, of which 1.0%o prob
ably relates to Pisidium vital effect [7] and 0.6%o to the difference in mineralogy [8 ]. 
However, apart from a vital effect in Candona candida of c. 2.2%o [7], the 8 1 8 Ocan 
record also incorporates the effect of lower lake water temperatures during late 
autumn-early winter [9] as against 8 1 8 Osed and 8180 - , which can be assumed to 
represent summer conditions. The generally parallel 8180 records, partly representing 
different seasons of the year, indicate that the mollusc and ostracode carbonates were 
precipitated under constant non-equilibrium conditions, whereas the fine grained 
calcite (Characean encrustations) is believed to precipitate in isotopic equilibrium 
with respect to 8180  of the ambient lake water. The covariance of the isotopic records 
also supports the hypothesis of hydrologically stable conditions throughout the 
Holocene history of Lake Tibetanus.
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FIG. 2. Oxygen isotope records of fine grained calcite (&8Osed), mollusc shells ('Pisidium sp.; 
Sl8Opis), and ostracode valves (Candona candida; Sl8Ocan), plotted against sediment depth. 
Solid dots represent five point running mean values.
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The persistent decrease in 8 1 8 Osed between 9000 and 5500 BP (mirrored after c. 
7000 BP by similar changes in 8 1 8 Opis and S1 8 Ocan) is accompanied by vegetational 
changes suggesting a gradually warmer and drier climate in the area [10]. Thus, an 
increase in bottom lake water temperature may have contributed to some extent to the 
observed depletion of 180 in lacustrine carbonates. However, this process alone can
not account for the recorded decrease in 51 8 Osed of c. 2%c, which would correspond to 
an increase in lake water temperature during the summer of at least 8 °C [9], assuming 
that the lake water isotopic composition remained constant. Furthermore, such an 
increase in lake water temperature is not compatible with the peak in summer solar 
radiation at the Pleistocene-Holocene transition at high northern latitudes followed by 
declining insolation values as demonstrated by astronomical models [11]. The poten
tial influence of detrital carbonates originating in the lake catchment on the observed 
decrease in 51 8 Osed [1 2 ] can be excluded on the basis of isotopic analysis of catchment 
marble, and above a depth of c. 2.5 m similar trends in 5I80 of carbonate shells also 
suggest an exclusively authigenic origin of the fine grained calcite. Major variations in 
evaporative enrichment of 1 8 0  in the lake water are also unlikely as explanations of the 
recorded changes in 5180  of lacustrine carbonates, given evidence of stable hydrologie 
conditions throughout the lake history [6 ]. Thus, the distinct early Holocene long term 
depletion of 1 8 0  in lacustrine carbonates is most probably the result of a successive 
depletion of 1 8 0  in precipitation and groundwater recharging the lake.

At present, atmospheric moisture originating from the North Atlantic reaches 
the Abisko area after having traversed the relatively narrow mountain range (Fig. 1). 
This flow pattern creates a well defined humidity gradient on the lee side of 
the mountains, giving rise to relatively low amounts of precipitation at Abisko 
(c. 300 mm/a) and substantially higher values (600-1000 mm/a) in the mountain 
areas only 10-30 km further west. The continuous loss of water vapour by conden
sation during moisture transport across the mountains probably also brings about a 
strong west-east isotopic gradient in precipitation in the area [4]. A simple sensitivty 
analysis simulating the Rayleigh distillation process reveals that a progressive 
decrease in vapour transport efficiency of less than 2 0 % would be sufficient to cause 
a 2%c depletion of I80  in regional precipitation in the study area. This process may 
therefore be a plausible explanation for the assumed depletion with time of 1 8 0  in 
precipitation during the early Holocene. The proposed decrease in moisture transport 
efficiency may have been a consequence of a successively decreasing strength of 
prevailing east directed atmospheric flow across the Scandes and of a decreasing 
influence of Atlantic air masses from c. 9000 BP to c. 5500 BP.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The gradually decreasing influence of maritime air masses in the study area 
during the early Holocene, as suggested by the oxygen isotope records, was probably
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accompanied by a corresponding general decrease in the amount of precipitation. 
This hypothesis gains considerable support from records of terrestrial macrofossils 
obtained from the sediments of Lake Tibetanus [10, 13]. Dominance of mountain 
birch (Betula pubescens ssp. tortuosa) in the catchment during the first three millen
nia of the lake’s history indicates humid conditions with abundant and late melting 
snow [14]. However, at c. 5500 BP a pronounced ascent of the upper limit of Scots 
pine (Pinus sylvestris L.) occurred, as indicated by a massive increase in the quantity 
of pine needles in the sediment profile [13]. This vegetational change is believed to 
reflect a transition towards a more continental climate, with decreased winter snow 
cover, earlier snow melt and warmer summers [14]. The present distribution of pine 
in the area is restricted to scattered stands in the lowermost parts of the Abisko valley
[13], at maximum altitudes of c. 460 m a.s.l. (c. 100 m below Lake Tibetanus; Fig. 1). 
Although the carbonate 5180  records, assumed to reflect long term changes in S180  
of regional groundwater, may have been influenced by changes in the seasonal distri
bution of precipitation, an early Holocene decrease with time in the summer-winter 
precipitation ratio seems not to be supported by vegetational data [10, 13].

Enhanced zonal circulation and relatively humid conditions in the western parts 
of northern Scandinavia during the early Holocene are evident from high lake levels 
at the Norwegian coast [15, 16] and probably also from delayed immigration of pine 
in areas close to the Atlantic in the northernmost parts of Finland and Norway [17]. 
Further south in the Scandes, expansions of mountain glaciers during the early 
Holocene [18] indicate that climatic conditions with relatively high amounts of pre
cipitation commonly prevailed in areas downwind of the North Atlantic. As indicated 
by diatom records from the Greenland, Iceland and Norwegian (GIN) seas [19], the 
forcing mechanism behind the increased zonal atmospheric flow may have been 
changes in ocean circulation. Northward flow of warm Atlantic surface waters into 
the GIN seas probably brought about a northward shift of the Iceland Low and a steep 
east-west temperature gradient over the North Atlantic [19, 20]. As a consequence, 
strong westerly winds developed in northern Scandinavia. Subsequent attenuation of 
this mode of atmospheric circulation during the mid-Holocene may be related to 
orbital forcing, giving rise to a general decrease in climatic seasonality at high 
northern latitudes [11]. This study shows that oxygen isotope records of lacustrine 
carbonates may provide useful information on changes in isotopic composition of 
precipitation related to large scale fluctuations in atmospheric circulation.
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Abstract

FROM PRE-BOMB LEVELS TO INDUSTRIAL TIMES: A COMPLETE TRITIUM 
RECORD FROM AN ALPINE ICE CORE AND ITS RELEVANCE FOR 
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES.

An ice core recovered from a cold glacier in the Swiss Alps (Fiescherhom Plateau, 
4000 m a.s.l.) provides high resolution climatic and environmental proxy data for the last four 
decades. The stable isotope record indicates that the seasonal variation of the stored 
precipitation is not remarkably altered by post-depositional processes. By combining it with a 
tritium record of equally spaced resolution, a much better control of time and seasonality is 
obtained. This control allows a more quantitative reconstruction of the ice core proxies by 
comparing them with nearby contemporary instrumental data sets. The time series on tritium 
in precipitation, which started in 1961 for Middle Europe (IAEA/WMO network station in 
Vienna) and in 1971 for Switzerland, could be extended back to 1946. A comparison with 
Swiss isotope network stations indicates that the tritium concentrations in the ice core are less 
influenced by locally emitted industrial tritium. The reconstructed pre-bomb values are 
somewhat higher than those obtained from single wine samples and show an increase towards 
1946. Regarding the evolution of environmental tritium in precipitation, the full data set is 
suitable as a reference, at least for Middle Europe.

1. INTRODUCTION

Isotope records in natural archives such as ice cores, lake and ocean sediments 
or organic matter are known to provide useful climatic information. Ice cores repre
sent palaeoprecipitation and thus store information on changes in the atmosphere and
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in parts of the hydrosphere most directly. In principle, cold high alpine glaciers can 
be used as climatic and environmental archives in much the same way as polar ice 
caps. To obtain ice cores from mid and low latitudes with sufficiently cold conditions, 
the drilling sites must often be chosen at high altitudes in summit regions. At such 
sites, winter precipitation may be removed preferentially by erosive processes. For 
this reason, dating by seasonal layer counting based on stable isotope variations often 
fails, and the establishment of a reasonable time scale must be complemented by 
other methods. Commonly, the uppermost layers of a glacier are dated by using tri
tium measurements or total beta counting for identifying major concentration peaks 
(1954, 1958-1959, 1963) originating from nuclear weapon tests. First attempts to 
date a glacier using both bomb produced tritium and the decay depth of naturally pro
duced tritium started in the late 1950s [1-3]. Since then these methods, together with 
lead-210 measurements, have been used routinely in the Alps to date ice cores and 
thus to estimate mean accumulation rates [4-6]. During the last two decades, several 
environmental records have been reconstructed. The reported data demonstrated the 
unique possibilities for assessing anthropogenic effects within a source area of vari
ous human activities and for establishing the respective levels during pre-industrial 
times [7-9]. Nevertheless uncertainty still remained as to how far the proxy informa
tion archived was incomplete or changed because of depositional-post-depositional 
processes.

The glacier at Fiescherhom Plateau (4000 m a.s.l., Bernese Alps) was chosen 
as a suitable drilling site during a sampling survey for reconstructing the Chernobyl 
fallout [10]. Stable isotope measurements indicated high accumulation rates with a 
more or less preserved seasonal distribution of the stored precipitation. Additionally, 
the close vicinity of the drilling site to contemporary instrumental records offered the 
opportunity for a more quantitative reconstruction of key climatic and environmental 
parameters. Between 1986 and 1989, several ice cores were drilled. The longest core 
reached a depth of 77 m, approximately 10 m above bedrock. First results regarding 
the identification of the major tritium peaks from nuclear weapon tests and annual 
layer counting of stable isotopes indicated that this core covers the last four decades. 
An example demonstrating the detailed proxy information provided by such a core is 
given in Fig. 1. Although the resolution of the oxygen-18 record is sufficient for 
annual layer counting, it is obvious that the high variability of chemical tracers such 
as ammonium or sulphate [1 1 ] need a better time control for establishing transfer 
functions and estimating deposition rates. This holds also for radioactive debris from 
nuclear weapon tests and from industrial activity [12]. Since the timing of the sea
sonal variations is different for tritium and the stable isotopes, it was decided to mea
sure all isotopes with the same spatial resolution to define certain time windows 
within the course of a year. The high resolution measurements were also aimed at 
completing the national isotope network. Started in 1992 and operated by the Swiss 
Hydrological and Geological Survey, the network was set up to observe and study the
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FIG. 1. Variations o f &80  and the corresponding ammonium and sulphate records. 
Seasonality is distinctly visible in the stable isotope record. The higher variability o f the 
chemical data is due mainly to the more complex source function o f the signal.

behaviour of oxygen and hydrogen isotopes in the hydrological cycle. Regular iso
tope in precipitation measurements started only in 1971. By calibrating the ice core 
data to the isotope in precipitation time series during the overlapping time period, the 
Fiescherhom record may extend the latter back in time.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL

The ice cores were kept frozen until final treatment. For the part of the high 
resolution measurements, the cutting of the samples was done so as to yield 12-15 
samples per assumed year. Oxygen and hydrogen isotope measurements and analyses 
of the major cations and anions were performed on the same sample. For the tritium 
measurements within the pre-bomb section, the inner part of the core was chosen to 
minimize contamination risk. The sample size had to be increased substantially 
because of the necessary electrolytic enrichment. For this reason, the time resolution 
for this part decreased to approximately 5 samples per year. The intercalibrated tri
tium measurements were performed at the isotope laboratories of the IAEA in Vienna, 
the Ósterreichisches Forschungs- und Prüfzentrum Arsenal in Vienna and the Institute 
of Climate and Environmental Physics in Berne. Samples representing the period 
1953-1983 were measured by direct liquid scintillation counting (LSC) and direct gas 
counting. Samples deposited before 1953 were 10- to 20-fold enriched and converted 
to methane as a counting gas. The overall error of the enrichment procedure is ±3%; 
the enriched blank (18 values within one year including the investigation period) 
results in 0.25 ±0.15 TU. The enriched samples (about 20 mL) enabled a 7 bar 
(1 bar = 105  Pa) methane filling of a proportional counter with a volume of 1 L and a 
counting efficiency equivalent to 14 TU/cpm. The standard deviation of the back
ground of this counter, which is operated in the underground laboratory in Bern, cor
responds to 0.3 TU. The second counter available for low level tritium measurements 
at the Berne laboratory, a large volume Aloka LSC (70 mL water mixed with 70 mL 
scintillator), has a counting efficiency equivalent to 8.5 TU/cpm with a standard 
deviation of the background of 0.4 cpm in the Berne underground laboratory.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The stable isotope variations in precipitation depend on many climatological 
and meteorological parameters that are closely related to atmospheric temperature. At 
continental stations of moderate latitudes, the most depleted values are related to win
ter precipitation and the most enriched ones to summer precipitation. Thermonuclear 
tritium is preferentially injected from its stratospheric reservoir into the troposphere 
in spring and early summer. At this time it reaches the maximum concentration in 
precipitation. This is in principle also valid for natural tritium, because two thirds of 
it are produced in the stratosphere. Atmospheric tritium is continuously removed by 
precipitation and molecular exchange with surface water of the oceans. There is a sea
sonal variation of the tritium concentration in precipitation, characterized by lower 
values in autumn and early winter and by higher values in late spring and summer. 
The tritium release from industrial activities and fuel reprocessing plants may cause
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superimposed irregularities on the seasonal behaviour, such as the pulsed discharges 
in Western Europe in 1973-1975 [13, 14].

By combining the different seasonal variations of the oxygen and hydrogen iso
topes (spring increase in 3 H, autumn decrease in 8 D or 8180) in the ice core record, 
as shown in Fig. 2 for the period 1970-1974, it is possible to distinguish between 
autumn-winter and spring-summer precipitation. In addition, the tritium record 
allows the identification of meteorological singularities in the stable isotope record, 
such as the well known thaw around Christmas frequently appearing in the region of 
the Alps. If not identified by other parameters, precipitation during this period may 
simulate an additional year in the stable isotope record (e.g. December-January 
1971-1972 in Fig. 2).

The amount of precipitation and its seasonal distribution also reflects control by 
the regional altitude dependence of oxygen-18, which is expressed by a 0 .2 %c 
decrease for each 100 m in altitude gained. A substantial loss of winter precipitation 
with depleted stable isotope values would result in an apparent ‘drop in altitude’ at
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FIG. 2. Example o f seasonal variations of oxygen and hydrogen isotopes as recorded in the 
Fiescherhorn ice core. The shaded area indicates autumn-winter precipitation. The borders 
are defined by the increase in tritium in late spring and the decrease in stable isotopes in late 
summer. The noisy tritium record from late 1973 onwards is caused by increased influence of 
industrial tritium.
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Fiescherhom Plateau, which is at least not the case for the long term average of the 
investigated period. The ice core data match the linear relationship derived from pre
cipitation samples between 600 m and 3500 m altitude [15], which indicates that the 
respective seasonal proportions are more or less equally spaced as against the direct 
sampling of monthly precipitation. A complete conservation of accumulated snow is 
necessary for a reasonable comparison with monthly isotope data derived from the 
Swiss network stations. If this can be proven by the full range of seasonality in the 
isotope records of the deposited snow layers, they may serve as an important tool for 
determining mean annual precipitation values at high elevation sites. For the 
Fiescherhom site, the mean accumulation value for the whole investigation period is
1.4 m water equivalent per year, varying in general between 1 m and 2 m.

In Fig. 3 the individual isotope data from the ice core are plotted together with 
the monthly composites of precipitation at Grimsel (2000 m a.s.l.). To permit a more 
realistic comparison, the annual precipitation amount for Grimsel is normalized year 
by year to the accumulated water equivalent at the glacier site. In our plot the length 
of an individual month therefore corresponds to its actual precipitation amount. The 
inserted graph shows tritium and oxygen-18 for 1977-1978 in more detail. To account 
for the altitude difference of 2000 m, the oxygen-18 data from Grimsel are shifted by 
4%o to more negative values. If one takes into account that the seasonal distribution 
of precipitation may differ naturally in a certain range from site to site, and 
furthermore that monthly means (Grimsel) are here compared with equally spaced 
yearly averages (Fiescherhom), the respective seasonal distributions match convinc
ingly. The tritium concentrations in the ice core are generally somewhat lower than 
the precipitation data. This trend holds for the whole overlapping measurement period 
1971-1983. Because of the steep stratosphere-troposphere concentration gradient, 
one would rather expect higher tritium levels at higher elevations. To explain the 
inverse behaviour at Fiescherhom Plateau, a preferential loss of precipitation during 
spring and early summer, with higher tritium concentrations, as against light winter 
snow with lower ones, would be necessary. This is not very likely, and it is also not 
supported by the stable isotope values. A more reasonable explanation seems to be the 
influence of locally emitted industrial tritium at some network stations. Tritium from 
such sources may be preferentially removed from the atmosphere at lower sites, keep
ing the more regionally representative high altitude tritium signal more or less undis
turbed. For a better separation of local contamination, the ice core record will be 
completed up to 1989.

In November 1952 the United States started the thermonuclear test series at 
Bikini Atoll. At that time very few laboratories were able to measure tritium. The only 
continuous record of tritium in precipitation between 1953 and 1957 is that from 
Ottawa. All other stations that finally contributed to the GNIP, the IAEA/WMO 
Global Network for Isotopes in Precipitation, started years later. Complete records 
such as those from Ottawa for the Northern Hemisphere and from Kaitoke for the
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FIG. 3. Tritium data from monthly composites o f precipitation (Grimsel, 2000 m a.s.l.) and 
from equally spaced ice core samples (Fiescherhorn glacier, 4000 m a.s.l.) for the overlapping 
time period 1971-1983. The insert gives a more detailed picture for both tritium and oxygen- 
18 fo r  1976-1977. For a more realistic comparison, the precipitation amount at Grimsel is nor
malized to the accumulated water equivalent at Fiescherhorn fo r an individual year. The time 
slices for plotting the isotope data are therefore not equally spaced, but correspond to the 
individual precipitation amount of each month.

Southern Hemisphere are the exception (Fig. 4). The Fiescherhom data, combined 
with the Grimsel data, may now add another complete record, which extends back to 
1946. The ice core time scale is adjusted to the linear time scale of the Ottawa and 
Kaitoke records by using the years 1953, 1963, 1973 and 1983 as calibration points 
for scaling the intervals. Both records from the Northern Hemisphere coincide fairly 
well in their respective tritium concentrations, suggesting again that no important 
losses in precipitation disturb the ice core record. Greater differences appear only
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FIG. 4. The most complete tritium time series for the Northern and Southern Hemisphere 
(GNIP stations Toronto and Kaitoke respectively, upper part) and the reconstructed data set for  
Middle Europe (lower part). The ice core time scale is adjusted to the calendar years by using 
1953, 1963, 1973 and 1983 as reference points. Because o f varying snow accumulation, 
individual years in between are not directly comparable.

during two periods. As mentioned already, Europe experienced higher tritium con
centrations in precipitation from 1973 to 1975. This was because of pulsed tritium 
releases from fuel reprocessing plants that did not rain out in the Toronto region. On 
the other hand, the Toronto tritium record has not decreased since the 1980s in the 
same way as that from Fiescherhom (or that of other European GNIP stations). This 
in turn may be explained by local tritium release from heavy water reactors in eastern 
Canada [16], which compensates the globally decreasing input from the stratospheric 
reservoir accumulated during the nuclear weapon tests.

No continuous pre-bomb record exists for Middle Europe. The tritium values 
reconstructed from the ice core are in general higher, as are those reconstructed 
from single wine samples in southern Germany. They suggested a mean value of
5.5 ± 0.8 TU for precipitation between 1949 and 1953 [17] in that area. The ice core 
data match these values only in single points and show variations that, together with 
the stable isotope record, could be attributed to seasonal variations. Towards the end 
of the core, which is dated to 1946, the tritium values increase up to 30 TU. These 
high values again pose questions about the natural production related to the activity 
of the sun [2 ] or in situ cosmogenic tritium produced by spallation of oxygen nuclei 
in ice [18]. The influence of nuclear weapons can also not be excluded completely, 
since caesium-137 before 1952 is clearly measurable above the detection limit [19].
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The tritium record from the Fiescherhom ice core represents a complete data set 
for Middle Europe, which is even quantitatively comparable with the measurements 
of monthly composites of precipitation. Together with the stable isotope record, it 
enables a precise time resolution necessary for a better assessment of ice core proxies 
in relation to instrumental records. The data obtained indicate that the tritium 
concentrations at this high elevation site are not influenced by local tritium. The 
record may therefore serve as reference station and could also be used to estimate the 
contribution of locally emitted industrial tritium on longer time scales. The tritium 
data for the time before 1952 obtained so far may permit us to re-address the ques
tion of natural production and human impact.
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Abstract

DEUTERIUM EXCESS RECORD FROM CENTRAL GREENLAND: MODELLING AND  
OBSERVATIONS.

Three ice cores from Central Greenland were isotopically (5180  and 5D) analysed. Two 
of the cores (GRIP, S93) were drilled at the top of the ice sheet (Summit); the third (GISP2) is 
from a drilling site about 30 km westward. The study is focused on the last 200 years, which 
is covered by approximately the upper 80 m of the cores. The signal to noise ratio (S/N) of the 
three 5 180  records varied between 0.41 and 0.95, demonstrating to what extent a common 
climate signal can be separated from the post depositional noise. However, a comparison of the 
three deuterium excess records showed nearly no coherence between the two Summit cores and 
the GISP2 cores, although we calculated a S/N ratio for the excess of S93 and GRIP of about 
0.26, indicating a fair correspondence between the two Summit excess records. Further, we 
measured the deuterium excess of the high resolution series of the GRIP core (about 10-15 
measurements per year) for the period 1980-1970. A phase shift of the seasonal amplitude of 
SD and the excess of about one month was found. An analysis of the annual mean and the 
seasonality of the excess by a simple Rayleigh type model revealed the subtropical Atlantic as 
the most important source region for precipitation at the Summit site. This result is in 
accordance with previous similar studies. By forcing the simple model with the output of an 
Atmospheric General Circulation Model (AGCM) equipped with water isotope diagnostics, we 
found that the phase shift between the excess and the isotopes is at least partly due to the 
seasonally varying dynamics of the isotope cycle.
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Isotopic records from Greenland and Antarctic ice cores have already demon
strated their usefulness in palaeoclimatology [1-3].Where most of these studies are 
concerned with climatic variability on a time scale from about millennia to glacial- 
interglacial cycles, the focus of attention has recently moved to shorter time scales [2 ,
4-6].The most difficult problem such studies are facing is the relatively high level of 
post depositional noise in the isotopic records, typically produced by wind scouring, 
sastrugi or diffusion processes in the fim. There are only two possible strategies for 
working around these problems, time averaging or stacking together several records 
that most probably bear the same climate signal. For the Summit site, it was assumed 
that a time averaging must be done over a period of more than 30 a to recover the hid
den climate signal [2, 4]. An averaging over long periods is certainly not suitable if 
one is interested in interannual to interdecadal climate variability. The most promis
ing method is therefore to stack several records from one region to reduce the noise 
and to establish a more reliable isotope signal [4, 7].

The strongest pattern of climate variability in the North Atlantic during the last 
130 years has been the so called North Atlantic oscillation (NAO), Its strength is typ
ically expressed by the NAO index, the pressure difference between Iceland and the 
Azores, the two centres of the teleconnection [8 ,9]. The high index phase of the NAO 
(i.e. anomalous strong pressure differences between the Icelandic low and the Azores 
high) is typically connected with stronger westerly winds in the North Atlantic, anom
alously warm sea surface temperatures (SSTs) between 30° N and 40° N (probably 
caused by a more efficient transport of warm water by the gulf stream), colder tem
peratures in Western Greenland and anomalous warm conditions over northern 
Europe. Correspondingly, the low index phase shows the contrary (colder SSTs, 
warmer Western Greenland, colder northern Europe). Recently, it was proposed that 
this climatic oscillation imprints a typical signature on the isotopic composition of 
precipitation over Summit [5]. According to this hypothesis, the high index phase of 
the NAO is accompanied by anomalous low 5180 or 8 D values, indicating colder con
ditions at the site where the condensate has been formed and at the same time 
anomalous high excess values, possibly caused by warmer SSTs in the evaporation 
region. 1

1. INTRODUCTION

1 The isotopic composition of water is usually expressed as deviation from a standard, 
V-SMOW (Vienna standard mean ocean water). For example, for H2§ lsO one has

< ro  = ( Q /16Q) sample

(  О / 0 ) v - s m o w

-1

and correspondingly 5D for HD160 . The deuterium excess is defined [10] as d  = ÔD -  85180 .
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Simple Rayleigh type models are well suited to consider such hypotheses 
because they mainly depend on the conditions in the source region (temperature, rel
ative humidity, wind velocity) and at the precipitation site (temperature, pressure). 
The Mixed Cloud Isotopic Model (MCIM) we are using here further takes into 
account kinetic effects during the simultaneous existence of vapour, liquid and solid 
in clouds [11]. Conceptually, these models simulate a uniform vapour mass continu
ously raining out when cooling takes place during transport towards higher latitudes. 
Possible changes of storm tracks or source regions, more generally circulation effects, 
are not considered. Before we apply such models on longer interannual time scales, 
we study here the seasonal cycle of 8 D and the deuterium excess.

2. DATA

Figure 1 shows the 5D record from the GRIP deep ice core, the S93 shallow 
core, both from Summit (72°34' N, 37°37' W; elevation 3232 m a.s.l.) and the GISP2 
ice core, from about 30 km to the west. The isotope records of the GRIP and the S93 
core are based on measurements of so called bag samples (55 cm segments of ice) and 
have a time resolution of about 1-2 a. The record of the GISP2 core is based on fine 
cut measurements with approximately 10 data points per year. All data are

FIG. 1. ÔD anomalies o f three ice cores from Central Greenland (72°34' N, 37°37'W ; eleva
tion 3232 m a.s.l.) for the last 250 a: The two deep cores (GRIP and GISP) and the shallow 
core S93. Time resolution of the 55 cm segments (bag series) o f the GRIP and S93 cores is 
about 1-2 a.
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interpolated to a regular resolution of 2 a. The precision of the measurements is 0.5%o 
for ÔD and 0. ]%ofor 5180.

Obviously, many of the stronger variations are recorded in all three time series, 
indicating a common climatic signal. The S/N ratio [12] between the two Summit 
cores amounts to 0.95 and is significantly lower between the G1SP2 core and the two 
others (GISP2-GRIP: 0.41, GISP2-S93: 0.49). This difference could at least partly 
be ‘real’. The GISP2 site is situated on the wind exposed side of the ice sheet and 
might in fact see a slightly different isotopic signal. The same analysis for the 
deuterium excess yielded even larger differences between the two Summit cores 
(S/N = 0.29) and the GISP2 core (S/N = -0.1 and -0.06 respectively). At the moment, 
we have no conclusive explanation for this, but problems with the storage of the 
GISP2 core samples, discussed in Ref. [6 ], might partly have contributed to the poor 
agreement between the excess records of GISP2 and the two Summit cores.

We have begun measuring the deuterium excess of the fine cuts (2.5 cm seg
ments) of the GRIP core. Figure 2 shows the first 10 a of the record with a resolution 
of approximately 10-15 measurements per year. The figure shows nicely the seasonal 
cycle of both the 8 D value and the excess. The slight shift between the two records, 
already noted in two short fim records from Greenland [13], amounts to approxi
mately one month, a little bit less (about one month) than what has been found before.

Years

FIG. 2. Annual cycle o f 8D and deuterium excess d o f the GRIP core for the period  
1970-1980. The time resolution of the 2.5 cm segments (fine cuts series) is about 10-15 mea
surements per year. The observed phase shift between 8D and the deuterium excess is 
approximately 1 month.
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To understand the observed seasonal amplitude and the phase shift between 8 D 
and the excess we use a simple Rayleigh type model [10]. The MCIM model, 
described in detail in Ref. [11], was successfully applied to isotopic fim data in 
Antarctica [14]. Although the description of cloud internal processes (simultaneous 
existence of vapour, liquid and solid) in this third generation of Rayleigh models is 
quite detailed, the most important input quantities are still the climatic conditions at 
the evaporation site and at the site where condensation takes place. The over-satura- 
tion function that describes the temperature dependence of kinetic processes during 
ice formation was chosen as S = 1.055 -  0.00467’, where T  is the cloud temperature 
in kelvins. All other free parameters of the model were taken as described in Ref. [11] 
as the standard case.

In Fig. 3 we show the comparison between observations, IAEA/GNIP data and 
ice core data, and the isotopic composition of the precipitation along a trajectory sim
ulated by the MCIM model. The first group of observations is from IAEA stations in 
the North Atlantic from 30° N to 60° N, where the most important source regions for 
Central Greenland are presumably situated. In Fig. 3 the observed isotopic composi
tion (from Bermuda, ôDann = -16.6%c, to the Greenland coast, 5Dann = -93.3%c) and

3. MODELLING

8 D (%»)

FIG. 3. Comparison o f MCIM model results with observations. The model is forced with sum
mer and winter observations from two weather ships. Observations are from the IAEA/GNIP 
network and from Greenland ice cores.
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the corresponding deuterium excess (Bermuda §Dann = 1 \A%o to the Greenland coast 
5Dann = 3.7%o) decreases continuously. The second group of observations is from 
Central Greenland, with a quite high excess (darm = 8 .8-9.3%o) and with a seasonal 
amplitude of about Aseas<¿ = 10%o. The MCIM model is forced with observations (tem
perature, relative humidity) from two weather ships in the North Atlantic, weather 
ship E (48° W, 35° N) and weather ship A (33° W, 62° N). The trajectories shown are 
calculated for summer and winter conditions. For the condensation site (Summit), a 
constant surface pressure of 6 6 6  hPa and an annual mean temperature of -31°C with 
a seasonal amplitude (February-August) of 30°C is prescribed, in accordance with 
observations.

Obviously, the cold vapour source (weather ship A) produces much too low an 
excess (d ~ -4%o) and does not allow as strong a depletion of the final precipitation 
over Summit as is observed. For the warmer subtropical source (weather ship E), the 
model only slightly underestimates the observed seasonal excess values (dwintcr = 5%o, 
ŝummer = 10%o) and simulates the observed seasonality of 8 D. In fact, the actual sea

sonal amplitude of 5D in the snow might be about 80%o stronger, because diffusion 
after deposition of snow is particularly strong during the first years and has already 
reduced the signal we observe in the GRIP core. For the IAEA stations in the North 
Atlantic, the slow decrease of the deuterium excess from the subtropics to the 
Greenland coast is simulated for all source regions and seasons. The decrease is 
mainly due to the relation of the equilibrium fractionation coefficients of deuterium 
and H2 1 8 0. On the basis of the results presented here we cannot exclude the possi
bility that a colder, more northern source region contributes to the precipitation at 
these stations. In particular, the low excess values at Groennedal, on the southern 
Greenland coast, might be due partly to a nearby vapour source.

In a next step we force the MCIM model at the evaporation site with the output 
of an Atmospheric General Circulation Model (AGCM), the ECHAM model from the 
Max-Planck Institut in Hamburg. This three dimensional model was run under today’s 
climate boundary conditions with observed sea surface temperatures. The capacity of 
the model to reproduce today’s observed climate, e.g. annual mean and seasonality of 
precipitation, wind strength and direction and relative humidity, has already been ver
ified in detail [15]. By zonally averaging the results of the ECHAM model over the 
North Atlantic and forcing the MCIM model with these averaged results, we over
come the weakness of our analysis above, in which we only took the observations of 
a particular site (the two weather ships).

Figure 4 shows the simulated isotopic composition (8 D and deuterium excess) 
of precipitation at Summit for different source regions (latitudes 59° N to 20° N) and 
(at the bottom of the figure) the observations from the fine cut measurements dis
cussed above. The seasonal time scale was achieved by a slight refinement of the orig
inal time scale by correlating the summer maxima of SD with July and the winter 
minima with January. In between, a linear interpolation was made. The results for the
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four source regions corroborate what we found above. Only a subtropical source 
region (latitude 20° N or 34° N) for the precipitation at Summit is in accordance with 
the high observed excess data. The seasonal amplitude of 8 D seems to be somewhat 
overestimated even if we consider the diffusional smoothing in the fim. The deu
terium excess from latitudes 34° N and 20° N show a secondary maximum at the 
beginning of the year (not observed) and no phase shift between excess and 8 D in 
summer. After forcing the MCIM model with climate parameters simulated by the 
ECHAM model, we now add other information the AGCM can deliver: the isotopic 
composition of the vapour at the beginning of the Rayleigh process.

The MCIM model, like all other Rayleigh type models, calculates the isotopic 
composition of the first vapour formed above the sea surface according to a global 
closure assumption. The original expression for calculating the isotopic composition 
of the vapour flux 8 E from the oceanic surface was formulated in Ref. [16]:

SE=d-k)
(8к +1)ащ(Т )-1 - ( 8 vw + l)hv a p

1  -h
-1 ( 1)

Here к denotes a factor describing the kinetic effects during evaporation, which 
depend on the wind velocity [17], 8 0C the isotopic composition of the ocean surface, 
aeq(T) the temperature dependent fractionation coefficient between liquid and vapour
[18], h the relative humidity and 8 vap the isotopic composition of the vapour above the 
sea surface. Because 8 vap is not known [16], a global closure assumption is also 
applied on local conditions. On a global scale, the isotopic composition of the evap
orative flux must be equal to the global isotopic composition of atmospheric vapour: 
(8 e) = (8 vap). This assumption makes the isotopic composition of the vapour entering 
the Rayleigh model depend only on known climate parameters and simplifies Eq. (1) 
to

5 v a p  =

1_______  ( l - ¿ )
а ч (Г) ( 1  -kh) ( l +  <5oc)-l ( 2)

But on a regional scale, 8 vap might deviate strongly from the global mean, 
depending on transport processes, precipitation patterns and the stability of the plan
etary boundary layer above the ocean surface [19]. One possibility for overcoming the 
uncertainties in Eq. (2) and to take into account these dynamic processes, which affect 
the isotopic composition of vapour in the boundary layer, is to use the information 
available from an AGCM equipped with water isotope diagnostics (see Refs [20-22] 
for a detailed description of water isotope modules in AGCMs). The simulated iso
tope patterns in the ECHAM model were calculated in the same control run as the cli
mate parameters used before. If we compare the result of the closure assumption
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[Eq. (2)] with the ôvap values calculated according to Eq. (2) within the ECHAM  
model, we find a difference of l-2%o for 8 lsO between the two approaches (less than 
was found in another AGCM [19]). It must now be asked whether that changes our 
principal findings obtained with the MCIM model.

In a second set of experiments with the MCIM model, we therefore initialized 
the isotopic composition of the first vapour from the output of the ECHAM model. 
We took the monthly 5vap values above the ocean surface simulated by the ECHAM  
model during a 5 a control run [23, 24] and averaged them analogously to the climate 
parameters over the Atlantic. Holding all other parameters and forcing quantities 
(temperature at the evaporation and condensation sites) constant, we repeated the 
simulations for the different source regions (Fig. 5). Generally the deuterium excess 
has increased by about 2-4%o, indeed bringing the precipitation from cold source 
regions closer to the observations. But the excess from high latitudinal sources (46° N 
and 59° N) is still much too low. The seasonal cycle of the deuterium excess from lat
itude 34° N now fits the observations nicely (Min-Max model, 3-12%o; observed,
5-12%o) and in fact also shows a slight shift of the summer maximum of the excess 
with respect to ÔD by one month.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The principal goal of our studies is to interpret the isotopic composition of 
snow (SD and deuterium excess) from central Greenland during the last millennium 
in terms of climate variability. We must therefore first establish a reliable isotope sig
nal in which the post depositional noise in the isotopes has been reduced by stacking 
several ice core records together. Although this was possible for the SD signal of the 
three ice cores we are dealing with, we could not find a common signal for the deu
terium excess. The two excess records from the Summit site (GRIP and S93) are 
largely different from the GISP2 record. A satisfactory explanation for this has not yet 
been found.

To compare the SD and excess records from Greenland with information from 
nearby meteorological stations, we started to measure isotopically the fine cut series 
of the GRIP core for the last 130 a. The results we have already obtained for the 
period 1980-1970 show a clear seasonal cycle for both the ÔD and the deuterium 
excess, with a slight phase shift between the two records of about one month. We used 
the simple Rayleigh type MCIM model, forced with the climatology calculated by the 
ECHAM model, to interpret these observations. The simulations with the model con
firmed what has been found before: the comparable high excess values in Central 
Greenland could be explained only by a subtropical vapour source in the North 
Atlantic [13]. But the model failed to reproduce the observed phase shift between the 
two isotopic signals. Only if we avoid the simplifying assumption of local closure, by
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forcing the MCIM model with the isotopic composition of vapour above the sea sur
face calculated in the ECHAM model, could we stimulate a phase shift of about one 
month. Our general conclusions concerning the main vapour source regions for 
Central Greenland are not invalidated by using the full Craig-Gordon equation 
[Eq. (1)] instead of the simple closure assumption [Eq. (2)], but obviously transport 
processes or the stability of the planetary boundary above the ocean, as they are 
simulated in an AGCM, could also affect the isotope signal in Greenland.

In our future work we will compare our results from Greenland with long term 
integrations of AGCMs equipped with isotope modules. Only such models guarantee 
that the full complexity of atmospheric circulation possibly influencing the isotopic 
composition of precipitation is taken into account. Nevertheless, we believe that sim
ple isotopic models are valuable tools for separating circulation effects from local cli
matic effects on isotopes. A combination of highly complex but computationally 
expensive AGCMs and simple Rayleigh type models seems to us a promising 
approach for analysing the high resolution isotope series from Central Greenland.
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Abstract

STABLE WATER ISOTOPES IN GREENLAND ICE CORES: ECHAM-4 MODEL 
SIMULATION VERSUS FIELD MEASUREMENTS.

The stable water isotopes HDO and H2lsO have been built into the latest version of the 
Hamburg atmospheric general circulation model ECHAM-4. First results of a 10 year control 
experiment (T42 resolution) are discussed in the paper, focusing on modelling the isotopic 
composition of precipitation over the Greenland ice sheet. The spatial distributions of 5180  and 
its two most closely related climatic parameters, surface temperature and precipitation, are in 
good agreement with observations over the inner ice sheet (mean 6180  at Summit: -34.6%o 
observed, -35.1%c modelled). Significant deviations between model results and measurements 
are observed only for coastal stations and around Dye3 (-27.8%o observed, -23.9%o modelled). 
These deviations can partly be explained by the coarse model resolution. The spatial linear 
relationship between surface temperature and mean 180  concentration (the ‘Dansgaard slope’) 
is well reproduced by the model. A detailed comparison of the seasonal cycle of the isotopic 
composition in precipitation and ice core measurements shows good agreement not only for the 
seasonal phase of 8 180  and SD but also for the deuterium excess d. The absolute amplitudes of 
the modelled isotope signal are overestimated, however. Peak to peak variations in the seasonal 
cycle of the isotopes are higher in the model than in ice core analyses (seasonal §180  variations 
at Summit: 8-10%o observed, 20-25%c modelled). Post-depositional processes in the snow 
might explain this deviation between the model results and observations.

1. INTRODUCTION

Over the past 30 years, stable water isotopes have been used as a valuable tool 
for obtaining a better understanding of the global water cycle. Dansgaard [1] showed 
that the global distribution pattern of the stable water isotopes HDO and H2180
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reveals important information about climatic conditions during the formation and 
transportation of precipitation. Since then there have been numerous studies on the 
global and regional distribution of H2180 in precipitation [2-4]. Nowadays, stable 
water isotopes are not only used to investigate different aspects of recent climate 
conditions but are also key tracers in palaeoclimatological studies.

During the past decade, stable water isotopes have been built into the hydro- 
logical cycle of several atmospheric general circulation models (AGCMs) [5]. These 
models have improved our understanding of the basic physical processes of isotope 
fractionation and have helped us understand observed isotope signals at various loca
tions. One of these AGCMs is the ECHAM model, developed at the Max Planck 
Institute of Meteorology, Hamburg. The isotopes were first built into model version 
ECHAM-3, whose results and quality are discussed in several publications [6 - 8 ]. In 
this article we present the first results of isotope modelling using the next version, 
ECHAM-4, focusing on the modelled isotope signal in precipitation over Greenland. 
A detailed analysis of the model results and an extended comparison with observa
tion data from both coastal stations and ice core records are performed to reveal the 
quality of isotope modelling now possible for this northern polar region.

2. MODEL EXPERIMENT

We performed a 10 year control experiment with ECHAM-4 in T42 mode (hor
izontal resolution, 2.8 x 2.8°; time step, 24 min; 19 vertical levels). The experiment 
began at 1 January of year 3, after a spin-up time of two years. Initialization and trans
port of the water tracers were identical to those in an ECHAM-3 experiment 
described by Hoffmann [6 ]. A number of substantial changes have been built into 
ECHAM-4. These include a new radiation scheme with modifications concerning the 
water vapour continuum, a new formulation of the vertical diffusion coefficients, a 
new closure for deep convection, and minor changes concerning the parametrization 
of horizontal diffusion, stratiform clouds and land surface processes. For a detailed 
discussion of these changes, see Ref. [9]. Additional modifications, affecting espe
cially the physics and numerics of the stable water isotope module [6 ], have not been 
introduced to the model.

3. OBSERVATIONS

Greenland’s inner ice sheet offers a unique possibility for the study of major 
aspects of the Northern hemisphere climate under present and past conditions. Over 
the past three decades, strong efforts have been made to recover deep ice cores to 
provide long term records of isotopic composition and chemical tracers. Several
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additional traverses over the Greenland ice sheet were performed to obtain a more 
detailed insight into the geographical distribution of these species and to help inter
pret long term records. In this paper we compare our model experiment with the field 
work of several authors [4, 10-12]. Since direct measurements of stable water iso
topes in precipitation over a period of several years are available only from coastal 
IAEA stations [13], we included them in our database.

Figure 1 gives an overview of the geographical distribution of the observations 
used. These observations are not distributed uniformly, and there is a lack of 
observations in the northeast region of the inner Greenland ice sheet.

FIG. 1. Location of coastal IAEA stations and of icetfirn core studies on the Greenland ice 
sheet [4, 10-13].

4. RESULTS

4.1. Spatial distribution

Figure 2(a) shows the spatial distribution of the modelled mean precipitation 
amount. In addition to the isolines of the modelled distribution, observations at
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several locations on Greenland are plotted. The low accumulation area in northern 
Greenland (<10 cm water equivalent per year) is well represented in the model, 
although this area seems to be larger in the northwest direction than in the recent 
accumulation maps of Ohmura [14]. Modelled precipitation values in the southern

FIG. 2. Spatial distribution of (a) mean precipitation amount (in cm water per year) and 
(b) mean SlsO in precipitation (in %c) over Greenland. Besides the isolines o f the model, 
several observations at various locations in Greenland are shown.
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part of Greenland are too high (about 20-40% around Dye3), while the model results 
agree well with data from coastal IAEA stations.

Figure 2(b) shows the mean values of 6180 in precipitation; the pattern is sim
ilar to the temperature distribution (not shown). Modelled S180  values of the inner 
Greenland ice sheet agree well with measurements of ice cores (e.g. Summit: mod
elled, -34.6%o; observed, -35.1%o), while there is a greater discrepancy between 
model results and ice core data around Dye3 (-23.9%c modelled, -27.8%c observed). 
The coastal IAEA stations show some difference between modelled §180 values and 
observations. This can be explained by the steep orographic gradient at the coast of 
Greenland, which is not represented very well in the model resolution. For a linear 
regression analysis between measured 6 I 8 0  data and model values, we therefore 
excluded data points from coastal areas and from locations around Dye3. Using only 
the remaining data values of the inner Greenland ice sheet, we obtain the linear rela
tion m = 0.91 ± 0.09 between measured and modelled values, with the small offset 
b = -2.49 ± 2.72 (Fig. 3). The correlation coefficient of this analysis was r = 0.95. 
Similar results were obtained for surface temperature and precipitation.

б'Ч ь в О Ч

FIG. 3. Linear relation between measured and modelled Sl80  values. Only observations 
of the inner Greenland ice sheet were used for the computation of the regression line; 
observations from coastal stations and the Dye3 area (A) were excluded.
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4.2. 5180 - T  relationship

The spatial linear relationship between surface temperature and mean 5180  sig
nal, first described by Dansgaard [1], is well established for central Greenland. 
Johnsen gives [4] the linear relation 8I80 = (0.67 ± 0.02)T -  (13.7 ± 0.5)%o (with T  
in degrees Celsius) for stations in south and west Greenland. Fischer [11] showed that 
the Sl80 versus T  gradients west and east of the main Greenland ice divide differ 
slightly. Neglecting this effect, we plot in Fig. 4(a) the 8180 data of all observation 
points on the ice sheet versus mean observed surface temperature. A linear regression 
analysis results in 8180 = (0.68 ± 0.02)Г -  (13.7 ± 0.5)%o, almost identical to that of 
Johnsen [4]. In Fig. 4(b) we show the modelled S180  values versus modelled surface 
temperatures. The resulting relation 8180 = (0.69 ± 0.03)Г -  (11.8 ± 0.8)% o  is in 
perfect agreement with the observations.

4.3. Seasonal cycle

Besides the yearly mean values of temperature, precipitation and isotopic com
position, we have analysed the seasonal cycle of these parameters. Figure 5 shows 
the modelled monthly variations at the grid point 71.2° N, 39.4° W near the 
Greenland summit over 10 years. The strong annual cycle of the surface temperature 
(Fig. 5(a)) is caused primarily by greater solar radiation during polar summer than 
during polar winter. The cycle agrees well with the recently published record of an 
automatic weather station located at 72.28° N, 38.82° W [15]. The modelled tempo
ral variations of precipitation (Fig. 5(b)) do not show any clear seasonal cycle. This 
result is difficult to verify by observations since, to our knowledge, there is no multi
year record of directly observed monthly precipitation anywhere on the Greenland 
ice sheet.

Figures 5(c) and (d) show the modelled seasonal cycles of H2180 and HDO. As 
in the temperature record, there are clear maxima of the 8 values during summer and 
minima during winter. These cycles agree well with many isotope studies performed 
on fim and ice cores [4, 11], although peak to peak 8180 variations observed in ice 
cores are smaller than those seen in Fig. 5(c) (observed, 8-10%o\ modelled, 20-25%o). 
This higher seasonal variability of modelled 8 values can be explained by post-depo- 
sitional processes in snow and fim, which are not included in the model. These 
processes will probably smooth out peak to peak variations observed in fim cores sev
eral years old. For example, Shuman [16] reported peak to peak 8lsO variations of 
about 20%o in a ‘fresh’ snow pit. Despite the clear seasonal cycle, the mean 8D value 
of Fig. 5(d) is significantly lower than fim core measurements done at the nearby 
position T99 [11]. While the model yields a mean 8D value of -290.5% o, Fischer [11] 
reports a mean 8D value of -266.3%c. At this point we do not have a reasonable 
explanation for this shortcoming of the model simulation.
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FIG. 4. Spatial linear relation between mean 8lfiO and surface temperature on the Greenland 
ice sheet (Dansgaard slope): (a) observations; (b) model results.
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FIG. 5. Seasonal cycle o f  (a) surface temperature, (b) precipitation, (c) 5I80 ,  (d) SD and (e) 
deuterium excess d. The time series presents m odelled monthly values fo r  the total experiment 
period  o f  10 years.

In Fig. 5(e) we plot a second order quantity, the so-called deuterium excess d  =  

ÔD -  80180 .  This param eter is an indicator o f kinetic effects that occur during evap
oration and, in high polar regions, during sublimation in snowflake formation. It 
therefore contains additional information about sources and transport pathways of the
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precipitation over Greenland [2, 3]. The seasonal cycle o f d  in Fig. 5(e) agrees well 
with the measurements o f Johnsen [4] and Fischer [11], but two differences between 
observations and model results should be noticed: (1) Both authors report a clear shift 
o f about 2 -3  months between the 5 180  maxima and the d  maxima, leading to maxi
mum d  values in autumn (and minimum d  values in spring). This shift cannot be seen 
clearly in the modelled d  cycle, which is almost in phase with the ô 180  cycle. (2) The 
modelled mean d  value is significantly lower than the observations (~13.7%o mod
elled, +13.6%o observed). This shift is caused by the too low mean ÔD value, as 
mentioned above.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

This detailed study o f m odelling the stable water isotopes HDO and H 2180  over 
the Greenland ice sheet clearly shows the potential o f the ECHAM -4 global circula
tion model for isotope studies. The spatial distributions o f ô 180  and its two most 
related climatic parameters, surface temperature and precipitation, are in very good 
agreement with observations over the inner ice sheet. This agreement leads to a mod
elled 5 180  versus T  relationship almost identical to the observed one. The modelling 
of the annual cycle of the stable water isotopes is also quite satisfying, not only for 
the isotopic compositions but also for the deuterium excess. Especially the clear 
annual cycles o f S180 ,  ÔD and d  over the Greenland ice sheet are one of the major 
improvements o f the ECHAM -4 experiment with respect to simulations made with 
older versions of the model.

In a next step we are interested in long time variations of the isotopic composi
tion of precipitation. M odel experiments over several decades or even centuries will 
give information about model variability on those time-scales. Detailed comparisons 
with long duration ice core records might extend our knowledge about the natural 
variability of the stable water isotope signal. We will also try to identify the major 
source regions and transport pathways for the precipitation over the polar regions. 
Doing this for model experiments run under different palaeoclimatic boundary 
conditions might also help us to interpret long time isotope records.
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A b s tr a c t

ISOTOPE INVESTIGATION OF A HIGH MOUNTAIN GLACIER OF MONGOLIA.
In June 1991, fim profiles of the Tsast Ula glacier situated in western Mongolia 

(4193 m a. s. 1.) were sampled to measure environmental isotopes. The primary objective of the 
study was to reconstruct the temporal variation of bomb tritium in Mongolian precipitation, a 
prerequisite for tritium based assessment of recent groundwater replenishment in Mongolia. 
Furthermore, the potential of the deuterium and oxygen-18 composition of glacier samples for 
climatological studies should be explored. Through the measurement of the temperature in the 
boreholes, the glacier was found to be an excellent archive for the isotopic and chemical 
composition of precipitation at this site. The tritium concentration in precipitation was 
reconstructed for the period from 1991 back to about 1970. The resemblance between the 
change of tritium with depth in the fim core and the temporal change of tritium in precipitation 
at Siberian stations was used to calibrate the depth profile in terms of deposition time of the 
collected fim samples. The temporal change of the dust deposition derived from conductivity 
measurements was found to be very similar to the temporal change of bomb tritium during the 
deposition period (about 1970 to 1990) covered by the investigated fim profile of 533 cm water 
equivalent. The average accumulation rate at the studied site was estimated to be 25 cm/a, 
which is about twice the mean precipitation rate at the town of Khovd (1400 m a.s.l., 100 km 
SE of Tsast Ula) of 12 cm/a and thus reflects an increase of the precipitation rate with altitude. 
The deuterium and oxygen-18 composition of the glacier samples appears to be an excellent 
tool for climatological studies. In particular, the deuterium excess shows a peculiar behaviour 
characterized by high values of up to 18%e in summer (maximum §lsO at about-10%o) and low 
values in winter precipitation (minimum §180  about -24%c). This finding suggests a 
contribution, in the summer precipitation, of recycled water vapour and prompts further 
climatological applications of isotopes in Mongolian glaciers.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Environmental isotope studies in the M iddle Gobi o f M ongolia have revealed 
fairly high bom b tritium concentrations in precipitation and in shallow groundwater 
o f the investigation areas [1]. At the end of the 1980s, tritium in precipitation at the 
town of M andalgovi still reached values o f up to about 200 TU. Furtherm ore, the 
stable isotopes oxygen-18 ( 180 )  and deuterium (2 H) have shown a wide range of 
variation in the precipitation, from  -2 0 %o t o -W oo  in  8 180  and from  -1 6 0 %o to -2 0 %o 

in 8 2 H. To fully exploit the potential o f these isotopes for the assessm ent o f origin and 
replenishm ent of groundwater resources in M ongolia, m ore inform ation about the 
tem poral change o f bom b tritium  and the variability o f the 8 180  and 8 2H values in 
M ongolian precipitation appeared to be necessary. It was expected that this inform a
tion could be obtained from  fim  profiles o f a high altitude glacier o f Mongolia. 
Consequently, in June 1991 fim  samples were collected by drilling shallow cores on 
top o f Tsast Ula, one o f the highest glaciers in western M ongolia. This paper presents 
results o f  tritium, oxygen-18, deuterium and conductivity measurem ents o f the 
collected fim  samples.

2. STUDY AREA

The ice cap o f the Tsast U la m ountain is situated at 48°45' N  and 90°45' E  in 
western M ongolia at 4193 m  a.s.l. The glacier covers about 21.8 km 2, and its fim  and 
dry snow boundaries are at 3760 m  and 3980 m a.s.l., respectively. The m eteorolog
ical stations closest to this investigation site are located in provincial centres, the 
towns of Khovd (100 km  to the southeast) and Olgiy (64 km  to the northwest). 
A ccording to m eteorological observations at these stations [2], the climate in the 
region is extrem e continental; the long term average air tem perature ranges from 
-30°C  in w inter to +20°C in summer. In this region, the precipitation is low but very 
variable, m ost o f it occurring during the summer, the yearly average being not greater 
than 150 mm. It was expected that the surface temperature of this glacier even during 
sum m er is below 0°C. Thus, Tsast U la was considered to be a cold glacier, in which 
the isotopic com position of the snow and fim  is not altered by post-depositional 
effects.

3. SAM PLING A ND ANALYSIS

The sampling cam paign was undertaken within the framework o f an IAEA 
supported technical co-operation project. The collected samples were m easured by 
the Institute for Physics o f the University of Bem e, Switzerland (oxygen-18 and
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tritium) and by the IAEA Isotope Hydrology Laboratory, Vienna (deuterium). The 
accuracy o f the 5180  and 52H values is ±0.04%o and ±l%o, respectively, and the 
tritium detection lim it is below 1 TU. The accuracy o f the conductivity values 
(measurements m ade during the sampling campaign at a tem perature o f 24°C) is 
about ±1 mS/cm.

4. EXPERIM ENTAL RESULTS

The m easurem ent o f the borehole temperatures (Fig. 1) showed a sharp 
decrease from  -4 °C  at the surface to about -1 8 °C  at about 4 m  depth, and a nearly 
constant tem perature at greater depth. Low frequency o f occurrence and low 
thickness of ice layers found in the fim  profiles indicated that melting of snow at the 
surface during summ er plays a m inor role. Occasionally form ed m eltwater appears to 
re-freeze im m ediately below the surface and does not percolate through an annual 
layer. Thus the glacier represents a suitable archive for environmental isotope studies 
and their applications in clim ate research.

The oxygen-18 and deuterium excess values o f  the longest fim  core (10.7 m 
long) are plotted in Fig. 2 versus the year o f deposition. The variation of the isotopic 
com position reflects the variation o f seasonal m eteorological conditions. There are
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FIG. 1. Air temperature versus depth in the borehole drilled at the summit o f the Tsast Ula 
glacier.
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FIG. 2. Oxygen-18 and deuterium excess versus year o f deposition o f the sample. (The deter- 
mi nation o f the deposition time is described in the text.)

parts o f the fim  profile where the seasonal variation of the isotopic com position is not 
clearly seen, however. One reason for this is the lim ited temporal resolution o f the 
m easured profiles (only a few measuring values per year). Another reason is the 
irregular snow accum ulation due to wind erosion, which com monly occurs on such 
summ it glaciers, especially during winter. It is therefore not possible to calibrate the 
depth o f the fim  core in term s of deposition tim e by simply counting the annual cycles 
o f these variations. The alternative approach used was based on the assumption o f a
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constant deposition rate (water equivalent deposited per year) over the whole fim 
profile and the determination of the age of the lowermost layer (the depth of the fim 
core was 10.7 m, which corresponds to 5.33 m water equivalent). The age determi
nation was facilitated by comparing the change of the bomb tritium with depth in the 
Tsast Ula profile with the temporal change of precipitation at Siberian stations 
(Fig. 3). In this way, an age of 21 ± 1 years was found for the lowermost layer, from 
which the average accumulation rate at the studied site can be estimated to be 
533/21 = 25 cm/a. Recognizing that the precipitation rate generally increases with 
altitude, this value corresponds well to the mean precipitation rate of 12 cm/a at the 
Khovd station [2], which is located at 1500 m a.s.l.

The conductivity of the molten fim samples was measured because this 
parameter is known to be a measure of the dust content of the samples. In Fig. 4 the 
normalized conductivity and the tritium concentration are plotted against the year of 
deposition. Here the normalized conductivity is the product of the measured conduc
tivity and the fim accumulation rate and is thus proportional to the dust deposition 
rate. Figure 4 suggests that the dust deposition rate is subject to short term periodic
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FIG . 4 . N o rm a lized  con du ctiv ity  (defin ed  in text) an d  tritium  o f  the f irn  sam ples versu s y e a r  

o f  deposition .

(seasonal) variations that, between the late 1970s and beginning of the 1980s, are 
superimposed on a long term exponential decrease.

5. DISCUSSION

The temporal trend in tritium of Tsast Ula precipitation was found to accord 
well with that of Siberian precipitation (Fig. 3). Thus, the tritium input function that
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FIG. 5. Deuterium versus oxygen-18 ofthefirn samples.

is necessary for a quantitative tritium based determination of groundwater replenish
ment in Mongolia can be reconstructed through correlation of Tsast Ula values with 
data from Siberian and other observation stations.

Most of the tritium values of the Tsast Ula profile are higher than the Siberian 
values (Fig. 3). On the basis of this finding it can be speculated that, apart from a 
general increase in tropospheric tritium with altitude, there was a higher tritium 
fallout at Tsast Ula from nuclear bomb tests carried out during the deposition of the 
investigated samples. In this connection it should also be taken into consideration that 
the high tritium values coincide with high dust deposition rates at Tsast Ula glacier. 
In particular, a coincidence was found between the decline in bomb tritium and in the 
dust deposition rate (Fig. 4) during the 1970s. Furthermore, during the period of 
higher dust deposition at Tsast Ula glacier (from the end of the 1960s to the beginning 
of the 1980s), the yearly number of days with high atmospheric dust concentration 
observed at the meteorological station at Khovd [2] was distinctly higher than during 
other periods.

Moreover, the deuterium excess of Tsast Ula fim has shown a peculiar 
variation. Its values are generally above 10%c and are relatively low during winter 
(indicated by low 0180 ) and higher in summer (characterized by higher 8180). This
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Oxygen-18 (o/oo SMOW)

F IG . 6. D eu teriu m  excess versu s oxygen -18  o f  con secu tive  sa m p les taken fro m  the f irn  profile , 

represen ting  a  fu l l  annual cycle .

finding is accentuated by the regression line of the data in the 62H -8180  space, the 
slope of which was found to be greater than 8 (Fig. 5), and by Fig. 6, which shows a 
plot of the deuterium excess versus 8180  of consecutive samples covering a full 
annual cycle within the fim profile. European precipitation is known to have higher 
deuterium excess in winter than in summer [3, 4], and this is consistent with lower 
relative humidity at the oceanic source region of the precipitation in winter than in 
summer [5]. A higher deuterium excess in precipitation can be produced when 
moisture evaporated from continental surface water sources is added to air masses 
travelling inland [6]. Thus, the seasonal variation of the deuterium excess suggests 
that during summer the precipitation at Tsast Ula contains a considerable proportion 
of re-evaporated continental moisture, the source of which could be Siberian lakes 
and swamps. Consequently, these results prompt further isotopic studies of glacier 
profiles at Tsast Ula and at other precipitation stations in western Mongolia, which 
are expected to provide valuable information on the air mass circulation and water 
balance in this Asian region.
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Abstract

UNDERSTANDING PRESENT AND PAST CASPIAN SEA EVOLUTION: CONTRIBU
TION FROM ISOTOPE TRACERS.

The study is based on stable isotope and radiocarbon analyses of water samples taken 
along vertical water profiles and of the upper 1.2 m of sediments from a 10 m long core taken 
in the southern basin of the Caspian Sea. The analyses provide a coherent picture of the 
present-day dynamic conditions and the characteristics of the postglacial period in this region. 
Radiocarbon activity of the surface water total dissolved inorganic carbon (TDIC) is depleted 
with respect to atmospheric C 02. Deep water TDIC suggests that the water results from a mix
ing of pre-nuclear testing water with more recent water. This is particularly clear in the south
ern basin. Stable isotope and elemental analyses of the water show that authigenic calcite in 
surficial sediments may have precipitated, in equilibrium with the atmosphere, in sea surface 
water under summer conditions. The isotopic and radiocarbon measurements of the authigenic 
carbonates contained in core sediments can therefore be interpreted in terms of palaeoclima- 
tology, reflecting the physicochemical conditions in which they precipitated. The sedimentary 
sequence recorded environmental fluctuations from 12 to 10 ka BP and a general regressive 
trend from 10 to 4.2 ka BP. The Caspian Sea, which is the largest intracontinental water body 
in the world, seems an appropriate site for palaeoclimatic reconstructions.

*** Present address: Département de géologie et océanographie, Université de Bordeaux
I, Talence, France.

+ Present address: International Atomic Energy Agency, Isotope Hydrology Section, 
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Caspian Sea (CS) (37^4-7° N, 47-55° E) is the world’s largest inland water 
body in both area (378 400 km2) and volume (66 103 km3). Its drainage area 
(3.5 x 106 km2) extends from 62 to 36° N and its surface is 27 m below sea level. 
Without surface outlet, the CS is a closed reservoir of saline waters very sensitive to 
hydroclimatic changes in its entire catchment area [1].

A peculiarity of the CS is its sudden recent water level changes, which greatly 
affect riparian countries. Attention is thus focused on this hydrological system for 
understanding the causes and the mechanisms of its water level fluctuations.

A great deal of pertinent information is available from previous work [1, 2]. 
River inflows (~80% from the Volga River) and precipitation onto the CS surface 
represent 78 and 19% of water input, respectively. Groundwater inflow is less than 
3% of the total input. Evaporation is the main output water component, with a dis
charge estimated at 2-5% into Lake Kara-Bogaz-Gol [1,3]. The northern rivers carry 
fresh water mainly of Ca2+/HCOj type and of Ca2+/SO|_ type to a lesser extent. In 
the CS, water chemistry evolves as a result of evaporative concentration, mineral pre
cipitation and discharge into the Kara-Bogaz-Gol. In the central and southern CS, the 
water, with a salinity of ~13%o, is of the Na+/Cl~Mg2+/S02_ type. Stable isotope 
values also increase from north to south (from about -10%c in the lower Volga to 
-1.7%o, -1.5%o on the Iranian coast for 180  versus SMOW) [4, 5].

Samples for hydrological and palaeohydrological studies were collected from 
French-Russian (1994) and IAEA (1995, 1996) cruises. This paper presents results 
on stable isotopes (1994 samples), major chemical elements (1994, 1996), and 13C 
and 14C compositions (1995) along depth hydrological profiles from the southern, 
central and northern CS. The CS level changes on long time-scales are addressed 
through the study of a 10 m long Kullenberg core (SR01-GS9405, located at 
38°45'39" N, 51°32'16" E and collected at 518 m depth) taken from the southern CS 
(Fig. 1) and referred to as GS05 in the following text.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

2.1. The modern system

Stable isotopes (S180 , 82H) of CS surface water collected in 1994 confirm the
isotopic enrichment affecting water from north to south. Waters deeper than ~200 m
are enriched in heavy isotopes relative to surface waters and show higher electrical
conductivity. The presence of deep evaporated water may indicate that it derived from
a past episode with a sea level lower than that of today and that it was subjected to
climatic conditions different than the present ones, as suggested in Ref. [6].
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FIG. 1. Location o f the hydrological stations.

Chemical analyses and physical parameters show that calcite saturation occurs 
along the whole water column and that surface waters are slightly oversaturated 
during the summer as a consequence of increased temperature and decreased partial 
pressure of C02. Surficial sediments contain authigenic, spindle shaped Mg calcite 
crystals. According to the classical isotope/palaeotemperature equation [7], given the
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8180  values of authigenic Mg calcite and those of the water along the overlying water 
column and assuming that this calcite precipitates in equilibrium with sea water, the 
calcite crystallization temperature appears to be compatible with that of sea surface 
water during the summer.

The radiocarbon activity of the total dissolved inorganic carbon (TDIC) was 
determined on 18 water samples along 8 depth profiles. Surface water has a 14C 
activity of -109 pmC, lower than that of present-day atmospheric C02, which is 
estimated at 117 pmC at the CS latitude [8]. The deep water TDIC 14C activity is 
lower than that of surface water and decreases from the central (-101 pmC) to the 
southern CS (~96 pmC) (Fig. 2).

According to these 13C and 14C results of the CS water TDIC, the following 
statements can be made.

The difference of 8 pmC between the 14C activity of the surface water TDIC 
and that of modem atmospheric C02 suggests that a complete equilibrium with 
atmospheric C 02 is not reached. The 14C activity of surface water TDIC is therefore 
assumed to have been 92 pmC instead of 100 pmC before atmospheric nuclear tests. 
The results also suggest that the southern basin deep waters, yielding a 14C activity of 
95 pmC, are older than the period of nuclear tests and that they may result from 
mixing with modem waters. The 14C activity of deep water of the central basin 
(101 pmC) suggests a better mixing with modem water and a larger amount of post- 
nuclear testing water than in the southern basin. The radiocarbon activities are homo
geneous in the shallow northern basin and range from 107 to 109 pmC. This indicates 
good mixing throughout the whole water column, as expected in this -1 0  m deep 
area. The values in both the northern and central basins reflect a higher renewal rate 
than those in the southern basin. This can be attributed both to the northern origin of 
the major tributaries and to the bathymetric feature. This is also compatible with the 
deep water formation in the north CS during winter [9]. The ‘ageing’ of the sea 
surface water indicated by 14C activity is not yet understood. Additional measure
ments of the 14C activity of the TDIC of tributaries are needed to explain these 
observations. A sample from the Volga River has already provided a radiocarbon 
activity of 81 pmC at Dubna, far upstream from the Volga mouth.

The 813C values show a similar evolution along the profiles, namely higher 
values at the surface than at the bottom of each water column. In the southern basin, 
the 13C values range from 0.66%c versus PDB to 0.77%o for sea surface water TDIC, 
and from -2.13 to -2.2 l%o for bottom water. These values range from 0.23 to 0.48%o 
for surface water, and from -0.67 to -2.2%o for bottom water in the central basin. 
Using the fractionation coefficient between atmospheric C02, bicarbonates and cal
cite [10], the 813C value of the atmospheric C02 would be -7.2%o if it were in equi
librium with dissolved bicarbonates. The present day atmospheric 13C composition is 
estimated at -7.7%o [11]. The HCOj of the sea surface is therefore believed to be in 
equilibrium with the atmosphere. Calcite precipitated under summer sea surface
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water conditions (pH =8.6 , temperature =27°C) would have a 813C isotopic composi
tion of +1.77%o, close to that of the surficial sediment Mg calcite.

Carbonate isotopic composition in the sediments is interpreted by taking into 
account the 14C activity of surface waters constantly depleted and 13C in equilibrium 
with respect to atmospheric C02.

2.2. The glacial-postglacial transition in the south Caspian Sea as deduced
from core sediments

The sediment core consists of two major sedimentary units. The lower unit 
(10- 1.2 m) is dominated by detrital silicates and is characterized by marked lamina
tions, alternation of dark and grey layers roughly a milimetre thick. The upper unit is 
composed of light calcareous silt, thinly laminated and quite homogenous for the 
upper 30 cm.

We refer here to the uppermost 1.4 m section, in which carbonates are abun
dant. Above 1.2 m, detailed X ray diffractometry enables us to estimate the Mg 
content in carbonates and the relative proportion of the detrital carbonate fraction 
(dolomite and calcite) to the authigenic fraction [12]. The latter consists of spindle 
shaped Mg calcite crystals similar to those observed in surficial sediments.

The stable isotope content of authigenic carbonate can be calculated from that 
of bulk carbonate corrected for the detrital fraction, provided that the isotope compo
sition of the detrital pole is known (about -6 %o). Corrected values of 8180  range from 
-2.5 to -6 %o versus PDB (n = 39).

The 14C activities of authigenic calcite are also obtained from that of bulk car
bonate, corrected for the amount of detrital calcite, assuming that the detrital fraction 
outlines no 14C activity, and for the difference between the present activity of sea sur
face TDIC and atmospheric C02. Estimated 14C ages range from 12 ka BP (1.2 m 
depth) to 4.2 ka BP (0.1 m depth) (Fig. 3).

The fossil records emphasize remarkable changes in hydrology and sedimen
tation between the last glacial and postglacial periods. Before about 12 ka BP, the 
low calcite amount and 5180  values suggest that water was less evaporated than 
today. This may be due to enhanced river discharge and/or to glacial temperature 
conditions, which reduce the evaporation rate. Large, rapid environmental fluctua
tions occurred from about 12 to 10 ka BP. The marked increase in 8180  values 
between about 12 and 11 ka BP suggests a regression that may be synchronous with 
the Aller0d warm episode. The subsequent negative shift in §180  values is attributed 
to a transgression that could coincide with the Younger Dryas cold interval. After 
about 10 ka BP, the general increase in 180  carbonate content suggests a decreas
ing trend in the water balance during the Holocene, which, however, seems not to 
be linear.
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3. CONCLUSIONS

The data of our studies on the modem water system of the Caspian Sea confirm 
the well known north-south gradients in salinity and stable isotope composition. The 
carbon isotope analyses provide new insights into CS hydrodynamics. The 14C 
activities of the surface and deep water TDIC, combined with tritium content results 
obtained independently, may help in the estimation of CS residence time. 
Radiocarbon and stable isotope analyses available for the modem system are also 
required for interpreting the past.

The sedimentary record agrees rather well with reconstructions of late 
Quaternary water level fluctuations, which relate high sea level with glacial condi
tions [2, 9, 13]. As the largest intracontinental water body in the world, the CS may 
have undergone oscillations asynchronous to ocean level fluctuations. Further work is 
needed to discriminate between factors of different origin that changed the mean 
temperatures and water cycles of the CS and its catchment area in the past.
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Other analyses are planned to increase our knowledge of short term environ
mental changes during the Holocene for comparison with historical water level fluc
tuations. Isotope and radiocarbon measurements on Usnel boxes and pilot cores taken 
at different stations are in progress, and radiocarbon dating of the lower 9 m of the 
GS05 core is being attempted using authigenic ostracode shells.
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Abstract

ISOTOPE STUDIES OF THE CASPIAN SEA: CLIMATIC RECORD FROM BOTTOM 
SEDIMENTS (PRELIMINARY RESULTS).

Two cores (7.8 m and 9.3 m long) of bottom sediments from the southern and middle 
Caspian Sea were studied. Variation of the stable isotopes of oxygen and carbon in the car
bonates, radiocarbon dating, lithological structure and distribution of the main salt ions Cl- , 
Na+, and K+ along the core length were used to develop a general picture of the relationship 
between water level fluctuation and climatic change in the sea basin within the last 70 ka. It 
was found that during the glacial ages the sea level dropped as far as the Apsheron sill, and the 
southern and middle parts of the sea were separated. At the time of interglacial episodes, when 
the southern and northern glaciers melted, the water level rose and both sea basins merged. It 
was determined that about 40 ka BP, during the Khvalinean transgression after the Ostashkov 
episode of the Valday (Wurm) glaciation, the Caspian Sea discharged to the Black Sea through 
the Kuma-Manych Valley (25 m a.s.l.).
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1. INTRODUCTION

The continuous decline of the Caspian Sea level, which began in the 1930s, was 
changed in 1978 to a catastrophic rise. Flooding caused significant economic damage to 
riparian countries in the coastal lowlands. By the beginning of 1996, the level had risen 
by 2.6 m. Prediction of further Caspian Sea water level change has become essential.

A number of causes of the phenomenon have been proposed, including climate 
change, tectonic effects accompanied by crustal plate rise and displacement of the 
underground water, and anthropogenic influence.

Attempts to solve the problem on the basis of hydrometeorological information 
collected during the last 150 years have been unsuccessful because the nature and the 
mechanism are not clear. At the same time, many palaeogeographic studies related to 
reconstruction of the sea level fluctuations were done. The studies were based mainly 
on geomorphological analysis of the transgression terraces and on dating their sedi
ments and molluscs. Together with work on the geochemistry, sedimentology, 
hydrology and biology of the sea, the above studies form a basis for further investi
gation of the problem, primarily in palaeoclimatic reconstruction [1-3]. The studies 
show that the sea level changed continuously and that its amplitude varied by up to 
100 m.

The fundamentals of quantitative palaeoclimatology based on stable isotope 
studies were developed in the 1950s by Urey et al. [4]. Since that time, isotope cli
matology has become an effective tool in the study of ancient climates on global and 
regional scales. Climatic records from ocean biogenic carbonates and from Greenland 
and Antarctic glaciers are used as reference records for global climate study and for 
interpretation of regional measurements [5-8].

In this paper we discuss the climatic record obtained from Caspian Sea bottom 
sediments by measurement of the stable isotopes of oxygen and carbon and other 
conventional parameters.

2. BOTTOM SEDIMENT CORES

A number of bottom sediment cores from depths of 500-800 m were collected 
with a 100 mm diameter Kullenberg corer during a French-Russian cruise in 1994. 
Two cores, taken in the southern (GS04) and the middle (GS19) parts of the Caspian 
Sea, were studied and are considered in this paper.

Core GS04 (Fig. 1, 38°41'39” N, 51°36’36” E) was taken from a depth of 405 m 
and its length is 7.87 m. Core GS19 (Fig. 1,41°32’38” N, 51°06’06” E), 9.35 m long, 
was taken from a depth of 478 m. Both cores, in plastic tubes, were withdrawn from 
the corer, cut into 1.5 m long pieces, sealed with plastic caps and delivered to the 
laboratory for study.
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FIG. I. Coring sites in the middle (GS19) and southern (GS04) Caspian Sea.

The following laboratory analyses were undertaken after the cores were 
opened: lithological description, oxygen-18 and carbon-13 measurement of bulk 
carbonates, radiocarbon dating, determination of chlorine, sodium and potassium 
extracted from dry samples, and fauna and flora analysis. Our French colleagues 
carried out mineralogical, geochemical, palaeomagnetic, AMS radiocarbon and some 
other studies using duplicate cores taken at the same sites [10, 11].

A specific structural feature was noted just after opening the cores, namely 
quasi-periodic thin layers of hydrotroilite (FeSnH20) within homogeneous silty clay 
sediments. The black hydrotroilite layers, of 3-15 mm thickness, are intermixed with 
grey silty and sandy sediments of about the same thickness. Biochemical effects of 
the bacterial sulphate reduction of the hydrotroilite production in the bottom anaero
bic conditions are discussed in Ref. [9].
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FIG. 2. Oxygen and carbon isotope record from bulk carbonates, lithology and C t, Na+, K+ 
ion values o f the GS04 core sediments.

A second feature of the Caspian Sea bottom sediments also characteristic of the 
studied cores is the high amount of carbonates, which varies between 20% and 60% 
depending on location and depth. Because of the intercontinental position of the 
closed basin, the arid climate and the particular hydrochemical and hydrobiological 
regime, the Caspian Sea has favourable conditions for carbonate sedimentation. 
Mollusc shells are absent in the deep bottom sediments, so bulk carbonates are the 
only material suitable for an isotopic study of the climatic record from the bottom 
sediments.
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3.1. Lithology

Thorough geological description of both GS04 and GS19 cores was done after 
their opening in the laboratory.

The uppermost part of core GS04 (0-169 cm) is represented by silty clay 
with a high carbonate content (Fig. 2). The other nine intervals consist of fine to 
coarse grained sandy clay sediments. Periodic layers of pure sand show that the 
source of the sediments was runoff from the Uzboy River (Fig. 1), which at that 
time drained the southeast region. The hydrotroilite lamination is only vaguely 
developed.

In contrast, core GS19 is in general homogeneous in content and comprises 
silty clay sediments of light to grey colour. Well developed quasi-periodic dark 
layers of hydrotroilite and a significant carbonate fraction are characteristic 
features of this material. The only thin sandy layer appeared at a depth of 
9.27-9.28 m. Eight lithological intervals of sedimentation events were derived 
within the core.

3.2. Stable isotope record

To obtain high resolution 5180  and 813C records of the carbonates, samples 
were taken continuously every centimetre through cores GS04 and GS 19. In doing so, 
we attempted to obtain a resolution in sedimentation rate for deep sediments of up to
0.2 mm/a [2, 3].

Conventional techniques were used for extraction of carbonates from the 
samples and for mass spectrometric analysis of the stable isotopes. Analytical 
precision was ±0.2 % o  for $180  and ±0.1 % o  for 513C.

The curves of 5180  and 513C of bulk carbonates versus depth for both cores are 
presented in Figs 2 and 3. The measured values should be corrected to take into account 
the presence of detrital carbonates. Preliminary study and consideration indicates that 
the corrections should be done mainly for the upper interval of the GS04 curve.

3.3. Dating and sedimentation rate

Conventional radiocarbon techniques were applied for age determination of the 
sediments. Bulk carbonates, including the detrital fraction, were used for the 
measurements. Our French colleagues corrected the 14C results by calculation of the 
detrital fraction and by assuming that detrital carbonates are dead [10]. The stable 
isotope values measured in shells and adjusted carbonates in shallow sediments were 
compared. It is planned to use both approaches for the correction.

3. INFORMATION OBTAINED
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TABLE I. RADIOCARBON DATING DATA

Core Depth of sample 
(cm)

14C activity 
(pmC)a

14C age 
(a)a

Sedimentation rate 
(mm/a)

GS04 5 46.07 6230 ± 370
0.33

80 32.194 9100 ± 803
0.15

225 11.18 17600 + 700
0.10

295 7.14 21200± 1130

GS19 245 36.23 8160 ± 330
2.0

395 33.18 8860 ± 140
1.0

470 30.27 9600 ± 280

a Ages not corrected for detrital fraction.

The results o f the radiocarbon measurem ents are presented in Table I. The 
dating o f the samples below 5 m  is not finished. The rates o f sedimentation for cores 
GS04 and GS19 calculated using the ages are also presented in Table I. The sedi
mentation rates for the two cores differ by an order o f magnitude. For core GS04, the 
rate is estim ated at 0 .1-0 .3  mm/a, and for core GS19 the value is 1-2 mm/a.

3.4. Salinity

The main salt form ing ions, Cl- , Na+ and K+, were m easured after their water 
extraction from  dried samples. The results are shown in Figs 2 and 3. In both cases 
the salinity decreases from the surface downward, but the character o f the salinity 
variation for the two cores is very different.

3.5. Other data

Additional results obtained by our French colleagues, who examined the 10 m 
long core GS05 from the southern Caspian Sea, are available. This core duplicates our 
core GS04 but was taken in a site 100 m deeper [10,11]. The data used for discussion 
and interpretation are as follows: dating of the upperm ost 1.2 m of sediments and 
corrected values with respect to detrital carbonates, continuous measurem ents of total 
carbonate content, salinity record of the interstitial water and magnetic chronology of 
the core sediments.
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4.1. Periodic separation  of the sea basins

A number of features show that interconnection between the middle and south
ern basins of the Sea was at one time restricted or completely interrupted:

(a) The substantial differences in the values and the general shape of the 8 lsO and 
13C curves (Fig. 4);

(b) The difference in principle of the lithology of the two cores: the basic compo
nent of core GS04 is sandy clay, whereas core GS19 consists of clay minerals, 
and sand grains are completely absent (Figs 2 and 3);

(c) The sedimentation rates of the two cores, which differ by an order of magnitude 
(Table I);

(d) The contents of СГ, Na+, K+, which differ in value and character. But there are
two intervals, near depths of 5.4 m for GS04 and 7.6 m for GS19 and within the
uppermost 1.5 m of both cores, where the ion values coincide (Fig. 5).

Separation of the Caspian Sea into two lakes during glacial ages and their 
merging into one basin during interglacial episodes is a probable interpretation of the 
above features.

4. DISCUSSION AND PRELIMINARY INTERPRETATION

о 100 200 300  400  500  900 70 0  800 900
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2
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FIG. 4. Comparison of &80 and &3C records for GS04 and GSI9 core sediments.
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Decreasing salinity with age was found both in the middle and southern basins 
(Fig. 5). But core GS19 shows a smooth drop from the top, whereas core GS04 has a 
steep slope within the first 0.5 m. In principle, the observed decrease of salinity could 
be explained by the water level increase. But in our case, where the salinity values of 
the two basins are different, some other explanation is required.

Our version is as follows. During one of its transgressions, the Caspian Sea was 
connected with the Black Sea through the Kuma-Manych Pass (Fig. 1). The fact of 
connection of the two seas is well known, but there is uncertainty in the dating of the 
event. The reported data indicate that it happened during the Mologo-Sheksna 
interglacial time, -40 ka BP. Figure 5 indicates that at just that time the salts of both 
basins were washed out and the salinity reached its lowest value. Shortly after that the 
connection between two basins started to fall, and the salinity increased. Because 
deglaciation develops first in the southern mountain region, the runoff should prevail 
from the south and its peak should occur when deglaciation in the northern region 
also develops.

4.2. Salinity change
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F IG . 5. Comparison o f water extracted C l , Na+, K +, Na+/Cl and Na+/K+ ion values fo r  
GS04 and GS19 core sediments.
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4.3. Changes in runoff

Sharp differences in sedimentation rate (Table I), in salinity (Fig. 5) and in lithol
ogy (Figs 2 and 3) of both cores are evidence of a broad range of changes in runoff in 
time and space in the Caspian Sea basin. In particular, the main volume of runoff from 
the north should be discharged during interglacial periods, when a humid climate dom
inates over the northern catchment area. At the glacial time, the runoff is mostly from 
the southern catchment area, and the amount of water recharged should be minimal. 
Maximum runoff should be expected at transitional post-glacial time when the glaciers 
rapidly melt in the southern and northern parts of the catchment area.

The lithology and sedimentation rate values indicate that the main source of 
sediment and water inflow into the southern basin was the Uzboy River (Fig. 1), 
which started to dry up at ~10 ka BR The Volga, Ural and Emba Rivers seem to be 
the main sources of sediments and water for the northern basin.

4.4. Sea water level variation

To all appearances, the Kuma-Manych Pass (25 m a.s.l.) is the highest sea level 
rise ever reached in the past, apart from any possible tectonic effects. This level is 
identified by the coincidence of all the measured parameters in both core sediments

FIG. 6. Fluctuation o f the Caspian Sea water level up to 45 ka BP. The curve was constructed 
by means o f geomorphological study and dating o f the terraces [3].
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at a depth of 5.4 m for core GS04 and 7.6 m for core GS19. The common values are 
§180  = -6 %o and 513C = -0.3%c, concentrations of C1-, Na+ and K+ are 0.25, 0.24, 
and 0.01 g/L respectively. The corresponding time is -40 ka BP.

The low water mark of sea level fluctuation is the Apsheron sill (130 m b.s.l.), 
which divides the Caspian Sea into the southern and middle basins. This level was 
reached at roughly 15-20 ka BP. The maximum difference in sediment parameters for 
that time are as follows: the depth in core GS04 is 2.8 m, 5180  = -5.3%o, 813C = 
-0.4%o, and Cl- , Na+ and K+ are 0.3,0.3 and 0.017 g/L, respectively; the depth in core 
GS19 is 4.0 m, 5180  = - 8%o, 813C = -2%o, Cl- , and Na+ and K+ are 0.9, 0.6 and
0.024 g/L, respectively.

Information obtained by means of coastal terrace studies allows us to 
reconstruct some details of sea level variation during the last 45 ka. A general picture 
of the reconstruction is presented in Fig. 6 [3].

Finally, it should be noted that the isotopic compositions of the oxygen and 
carbon in authigenic calcites are dependent on the temperature and isotopic composi
tion of the water in which the precipitated carbonates are formed. Isotopic variation 
reflects long term change in the water balance (runoff/evaporation) of the sea. Thus 
the 5180  and 513C record in the carbonates demonstrates climate change through the 
water balance of the sea.

5. CONCLUSION

Climate changes in the northern hemisphere seem to be the main factor that 
controls the Caspian Sea level fluctuation. To confirm this idea, further study of the 
sediments is needed. Longer cores should be taken for this purpose, covering at least 
the last climatic cycle (130 ka).
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Abstract

STUDIES OF PALAEOVEGETATION CHANGES IN THE CENTRAL AMAZON BY 
CARBON ISOTOPES (12C, 13C, 14C) OF SOIL ORGANIC MATTER.

The paper presents carbon isotope data 8I3C and 14C) on soil organic matter collected 
along an ecosystem transect in southern Amazon state, north-central Amazon region, that 
includes three distinct vegetation communities: savannah (Campos de Humaitá), a 
savannah-forest transition and forest (Manaus). The study sites are located along road BR 319. 
Botanical identification and 13C analysis of modern vegetation in the savannah and forest sites 
indicate that most of the vegetation is C3 plants, although a few C4 plants are present at Campos 
de Humaitá. The 13C and 14C data for soil organic matter in the Humaitá region show that 
significant vegetation changes have occurred in the past, probably associated with climatic 
changes. During the early Holocene, forest vegetation extended throughout the study region, 
including areas occupied today by savannah vegetation. Savannah vegetation expanded at least 
2 km into the modem forest ecotone during the middle Holocene, suggesting drier conditions. 
The last approximately 1000 years appear to indicate a recent expansion of forest vegetation,
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reflecting a return to a more moist climate. The study illustrates that the transition area between 
forest and savannah vegetation is quite sensitive to climatic changes, and this region should be 
the focus of more extensive research related to past climate and vegetation dynamics in the 
Amazon region.

1. INTRODUCTION

Interaction between climate change and vegetation response is a key question 
being addressed in palaeoclimate studies in the Amazon basin. Several approaches, 
including geomorphological, biological and isotopic techniques are being used in 
these studies [1-4]. Regression of the tropical forest associated with drier periods 
(60 000,40 000,23 000 -  11 000 and 7 000 -  4 000 a BP) has been documented using 
pollen analysis in lake sediments in Serra dos Carajás, Pará, northern Amazon region 
[5,6]. These studies also showed an increase of arboreal vegetation between 9500 and 
8000 a BP, indicating an expansion of the tropical forest associated with a more 
humid phase.

Carbon isotopes (13C, 14C) have been shown to be excellent tracers of vegeta
tion changes during the Holocene in various areas of Brazil [4, 7-11]. The applica
tion of carbon isotopes is based on the different isotopic compositions of C3 and C4 
plants, the preservation of that difference in soil organic matter and the response of 
these vegetation types to climate changes [12].

This paper presents data collected along a transect covering three different 
types of vegetation communities, representative of the diverse ecosystem in the 
Amazon region: savannah, savannah-forest transition and tropical forest. Carbon iso
topes were used to evaluate vegetation changes during the Holocene at the 
forest-savanna boundary. Soils in these areas should preserve a good record of past 
vegetation changes, contributing significantly to the study of climatic changes and its 
impact on vegetation communities.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

2.1. Study site

The study area is located in southern Amazon state, in north-central Brazil. The 
sampling sites are located along Road BR 319, near the city of Humaitá (7°31' S, 
63°2' W). These sites form a transect ecotone including three distinct vegetation com
munities: a savannah (Campos de Humaitá), a savannah-forest transition (Campos de 
Humaitá, terra firme forest) and forest.
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The soil samples were collected from excavations from Campos de Humaitá type 
vegetation (km 5 and km 17 of BR 319) to tropical forest, km 50. The soil types are 
Plintossolo, according to the Brazilian soil classification, and Tropaquept in the Soil 
Taxonomy of the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) at km 5; Litossolo 
(Troporthent, USDA) at km 17; Cambissolo Álico (Dystropept, USDA) in the savan- 
nah-forest transition, km 18; Cambissolo Alico at the forest site (km 20) and Ferralitico 
Amarelo-Vermelho (Hapludox, USDA) at the forest site (km 50).

Soils were sampled at 10 cm intervals to a maximum depth of 2 m. Samples 
were dried at 60°C to constant weight, and root and plant remains were discarded by 
hand picking. Any remaining plant debris was removed by flotation in 0.01M HCl, 
dried and sieved. The soil fraction less than 0.210 mm (total soil) was used for 13C 
and 14C analyses. The humin fraction was extracted from 1.5-2.0 kg of total soil frac
tion. A detailed description of the chemical treatment for the humin samples is given 
in Refs [4, 10].

The 14C analyses on total soil were carried out at the Radiocarbon Laboratory, 
Centro de Energia Nuclear na Agricultura (CENA), following the standard procedure 
for liquid scintillation counting [13]. The 14C analyses on humin samples with low 
carbon content (<0.1 g) were carried out at the Isotrace Laboratory, University of 
Toronto, using accelerator mass spectrometry. The 13C analyses on soil and plant 
samples and soil carbon contents were carried out at the Environmental Isotopes 
Laboratory, University of Waterloo, Ontario, Canada. Radiocarbon data are reported 
as per cent modem carbon (pmC) and radiocarbon ages as years BP. Carbon-13 data 
are expressed in ô per mille (%o) units. Uncertainty in 813C results is 0.3%o, as deter
mined by repeated analysis of natural samples.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Soil properties

Grain size analysis indicated that the study soils are mainly composed of clay,
silt and sand fractions [14]. Clays comprise 26-45% of the shallow soil horizons and
increase to 55% in the deeper part of the soils representative of savannah (km 5,
BR 319), forest (transition, km 18) and forest (km 20 and km 50). The savannah site
(km 17) shows higher clay content, ranging from 60% to 64% in the shallow zone and
56% to 47% in the deeper strata.

The carbon content data show the typical soil profiles of decreasing carbon con
tent with depth. They range from 1.64% to 0.48% in the shallow soil horizons to as
low as 0.09% in the deeper soil horizons [14].

2.2. Sampling and analytical aspects
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TABLE I. RADIOCARBON DATING OF TOTAL SOIL ORGANIC MATTER AND 
HUMIN SAMPLES IN RELATION TO SOIL DEPTH, IN THE TRANSECT 
ECOTONE SAVANNAH-FOREST TRANSITION-FOREST IN HUMAITÁ, 
CENTRAL AMAZON REGION

Total soil Humin

Depth
(cm)

Modern carbon
(%)

Radiocarbon 
dating 
(a BP)

Modern carbon
(%)

Radiocarbon 
dating 
(a BP)

km 5, Savannah (Campos de Humaitá)

0-10 107.54 ±0.78 Modem —
20-30 91.90 ±0.69 680 ±60.0 —
90-100 44.87 + 0.58 6440 ±110.0 —

km 17, Campos de Humaitá

0-10 115.81 ±0.85 Modem —
20-30 92.34 ±0.71 640 ± 60.0 —
90-100 — — 49.97 ± 1.47

180-190 — — 27.23 ±1.60
5570 ± 240 
10450 ± 940

0-10
20-30
90-100

113.93 ±0.08 
96.26 ± 0.73 
64.10 ± 1.05

km 18, Transition

Modem 
310 ±60.0 
3570 ± 130.0 47.60 ± 1.54 5960 ± 260

0-10
20-30
90-100

180-190

109.57 ± 0.80 
102.05 ± 0.95 
74.58 ± 0.60 
46.62 ± 0.52

km 20, Forest

Modem 
Modem 
2360 ± 60.0 
6130 ±90.0

53.39 ± 3.54 
36.18 ± 1.93

5040 ± 530 
8170 ±430

1 0 -2 0

2 0 - 3 0

9 0 - 1 0 0

111.12 ± 0.86 

95.63 ± 0.70 
55.27 ± 0.50

km 50, Forest 

Modem 
360 ± 60.0 
4760 ± 70.0
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3.2.1. Radiocarbon data

The data presented in Table I correspond to about 65% of the samples selected 
for radiocarbon analysis. The other samples, which correspond to total soil fraction 
(two samples) and humin fractions (five samples) of the deeper part of the profiles, 
are still being analysed. The 14C data, with values between 115.8 pmC and 102.05 
pmC, clearly show the influence of bomb 14C in the first upper 20-30 cm of the soil 
profiles. Penetration of the carbon is more pron< inced at the forest sites, probably 
because of the lower soil density in the upper 30 cm (1.12-1.21 g/cm3) than in the 
savannah (1.54—1.56 g/cm3) and the savannah-forest transition (1.45-1.60 g/cm3).

The 14C profiles obtained in the total soil and humin fractions predictably show 
increasing age with depth (Table I, Fig. 1). The total soil in the 20-30 cm horizon of 
the Campos de Humaitá sites, km 5 and km 17, show radiocarbon ages of 680 a and 
640 a, respectively. The transition forest and forest sites (km 18, km 20 and km 50) 
show radiocarbon ages of 310 a BP, modem and 360 a BP, respectively. For the 
90-100 cm interval, the savannah site shows an older radiocarbon age of 6440 a BP, 
as against 3570 a BP, 2360 a BP and 4760 a BP, observed in the transition and forest

3.2. Carbon isotope data

bC-13 (%.)

FIG. 1. Radiocarbon dating and carbon isotopic ( 513 С ) composition o f SOM in relation to soil 
depth, in the study area.
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sites. These data indicate a greater influence of the recent carbon pool in the total soil 
fraction in the transition and forest sites than in the savannah site. Older soil 
age-depth profiles were also obtained in the Cerrado (a wooded savannah) vegetation 
site than in forest sites in an ecosystem transect Cerrado-Forest in Rondônia state, 
southwestern Amazon region [15]. The radiocarbon ages of the humin fraction are 
roughly 2000-2500 years older than the total soil fraction for the two samples for 
which both fractions were measured. Soil age-depth profiles obtained on humin sam
ples in other study sites in Brazil (including a site in the Amazon basin) yield an age 
of about 10 000 a BP for the 2 m soil horizon [4, 10, 11].

3.2.2. ]3C results

Botanical identification and 13C analyses of modem vegetation at the savannah 
and forest sites indicate that the majority (>95%) of the vegetation is C3 plants in the 
study area.

The S13C values for soil organic matter (SOM) at the two forest sites range from 
-26.7%oto -23.1%o and -30.6%o to -24.8%o, respectively (Fig. 1). This profile should 
represent the effect of decomposition of soil organic matter in the shallow part of the 
soil, which enriches the remaining carbon in 13C [16, 17], and a slight change in the 
isotopic composition of the plant communities in the deeper part of the soil profiles. 
This isotopic pattern is typical for SOM generated by type C3 vegetation [4,18]. Data 
for the deeper part of the five soil profiles (200-150 cm) show 813C values (about 
-23%o to -24%o) typical of C3 plants, suggesting that forest vegetation covered the 
study area from the early Holocene (~10 000 a BP) until 7000 a BP. Between 150 and 
50 cm, significant enrichment occurs in all profiles except at km 50. This trend is 
interpreted as reflecting an increasing presence of C4 plants in areas that are today 
covered by forest and forest-savanna vegetation, probably in response to a drier cli
mate. Radiocarbon data suggest that this interval represents the middle Holocene 
(7000-3000 a BP). The 13C data in the shallow part of the soil profiles are character
istic of the modem vegetation cover. The vegetation dynamics inferred from C3 data, 
namely early Holocene forest expansion followed by middle Holocene regression and 
recent expansion, is similar to that in other forest-savanna boundary areas in the 
Amazon region [15, 19].

4. CONCLUSIONS

The 13C and 14C data collected in soils in the Humaitá region show that signif
icant vegetation changes occurred in the past, probably associated with climate 
change. During the early Holocene, forest vegetation covered the study region, 
including areas occupied today by savannah vegetation. Forest regression to at least
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km 20 northeast of the modern forest-savanna border occurred during the middle 
Holocene, suggesting drier conditions in this region. The remainder of the record may 
indicate a more recent expansion of the forest. This study shows that the transition 
areas between forest and savannah vegetation are sensitive to climatic changes, and 
such areas should be the focus of more extensive research dealing with climate and 
past vegetation dynamics in the Amazon region.
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LATE QUATERNARY VEGETATION AND CLIMATE CHANGE IN THE NORTH 
AMERICAN GREAT PLAINS: EVIDENCE FROM 513C OF PALAEOSOL ORGANIC 
CARBON.

513C values of organic carbon in palaeosols integrate and record the relative 
contributions of C3 (513C = -27%o) and C4 plants (513C = -13%o) to net primary productivity 
of past plant communities. Because the geographical distribution and relative productivity of 
C4 species are both correlated strongly and positively with temperature, 513C values of 
palaeosol organic carbon should reflect long term vegetation dynamics and past climate 
variations. To improve the understanding of vegetation-climate dynamics in the North 
American Great Plains during the late Quaternary, 513C of organic carbon in stacked, 14C dated 
palaeosol sequences in the southern and northern portions of this region have been determined. 
The presence of a significant C4 grass component throughout the late Quaternary at both sites 
indicates that both were grasslands or open savannahs during this entire period. In the southern 
Great Plains, variations in 5 I3C and relative C4 productivity between 15 000 and 9000 a BP 
were well correlated with climatic variation induced by glacial meltwater in the Gulf of 
Mexico. The relative productivity of C4 plants was greatest during the Holocene at 
approximately 5000 and 2000 a BP. In the northern Great Plains, 813C and relative C4
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approximately 5000 and 2000 a BP. In the northern Great Plains, 513C and relative C4 
productivity were lowest during the late Pleistocene-early Holocene, indicating cool 
conditions at that time. 813C and relative C4 productivity increased rapidly after 11 000 a BP 
to a maxima at 7000-2000 a BP, suggesting warm conditions then. These late Quaternary 813C 
Tecords of relative C4 productivity are strongly correlated with previous climatic inferences for 
these regions based on other methods, suggesting that 813C of palaeosol organic carbon may 
be a useful proxy for palaeotemperature in the Great Plains and perhaps in other grassland or 
savannah regions. Furthermore, these large shifts in the relative productivities of C3 and C4 
plants (which differ in carbon, nutrient and water use characteristics) in the Great Plains during 
the late Quaternary may have implications for modelling climate and biogeochemical cycles at 
regional and global scales during this time.

1. INTRODUCTION

Continental palaeoenvironmental reconstructions are needed to assess the 
response of the terrestrial environment to past changes in climate and atmospheric 
composition documented in ice cores and marine isotopic records. Despite this need, 
vegetation and climate dynamics remain poorly documented in the North American 
Great Plains and other grassland regions because pollen and other biological remains 
are not well preserved in those environments. Even where present, grass pollen can 
be identified only to the family level and cannot resolve changes in grass species com
position that would be associated with variation in climate and other environmental 
factors. Although biogenic opal phytoliths afford more detailed taxonomic resolution 
of the grass family, they are generally not well preserved in alkaline soils, which are 
common in the Great Plains. As a result, our understanding of vegetation-climate 
dynamics in this region is often based on inferences from pollen studies conducted 
along the mesic eastern margin of the Great Plains and on palaeoclimate modelling.

813C values of organic carbon in palaeosols appear to be useful in reconstruct
ing vegetation and climate change in grasslands because they integrate and record the 
relative contribution of C3 (813C ~ -27%c) and C4 (ô13C = -13%o) plants to the net 
primary productivity of past plant communities [1-3]. Because the geographical 
distribution and relative productivity of C4 species are both correlated strongly and 
positively with temperature, 813C values of palaeosol organic carbon should reflect 
long term vegetation dynamics and past climatic variation [1-3]. In addition, differ
ences in carbon, nutrient and water use between C3 and C4 plants can influence 
climate [4], hydrology [4, 5] and biogeochemistry [4, 6, 7] at regional and global 
scales. Consequently, documentation of the geographical distribution and relative 
productivity of C3-C4 plants during the past should improve parametrization of 
palaeoclimatic and biogeochemical models. To improve our understanding of vegeta- 
tion-climate dynamics in the North American Great Plains during the late Quaternary,
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we determined ô13C of organic carbon in stacked, 14C dated palaeosol sequences in 
the northern and southern portions of this region.

2. METHODS AND MATERIALS 

2Л. Southern Great Plains site

The southern Great Plains site is an alluvial palaeosols sequence adjacent to the 
Medina River in central Texas at the southern Great Plains-Gulf Coastal Plain eco- 
tone (29.5° N, 98.5° W; elevation 160 m). The present climate is humid subtropical, 
with a mean annual temperature of 21°C and mean annual precipitation of 750 mm. 
Modem vegetation consists of C4 mid- and tall grasses, with C3 woody plants of vari
able density.

Eight palaeosols and one modem soil located within the upper 18 m of late 
Quaternary alluvial fill were characterized and 14C dated (n = 40). There was no 
sediment missing between stratigraphie units; the chronology is therefore continuous 
over the past 15 000 a. The absence of redoximorphic features indicates that these 
soils did not evolve in a riparian landscape. The stratigraphy and chronology of this 
palaeosol sequence have been documented elsewhere [8]. We determined 8 13C of 
organic carbon from 51 samples collected from a vertical column extending through 
the entire palaeosol sequence. Samples were prepared and analysed according to 
methods published previously [9], and §13C values are expressed relative to the 
V-PDB standard [10].

2.2. Northern Great Plains site

The northern Great Plains site is located in the badlands of the Little Missouri 
River in Theodore Roosevelt National Park in western North Dakota (46.5° N, 
103.7° W; elevation 821 m). The study area was not glaciated during the last glacial 
period, although the ice sheet (Lobe D) approached within 60 km of the study area at 
21 000 a BP. The present mean annual temperature is 5°C, and mean annual precipi
tation is 381 mm. Modem vegetation is mixed grass prairie dominated by C3 grasses, 
sedges and forbs [11], although C4 grass species account for approximately 20% of 
primary production [12, 13]. This site is significant because it represents one of the 
oldest and most complete late Quaternary stratigraphie sequences in this region. 
Thirteen palaeosols located on an upland ridge and stacked in a 3.4 m thick late 
Quaternary loess deposit were characterized and 14C dated (n = 5). The stratigraphy 
and chronology of this palaeosol sequence have been documented elsewhere [14,15]. 
Isotopic analyses were conducted on soils from each palaeosol unit as described 
above.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Southern Great Plains site

813C of organic carbon varied from -25.1 to -16.7%o (Fig. 1; Ref. [16]), indi
cating that the proportion of carbon derived from C4 species ranged from ~15 to 75%

% С From C4  Species 
2 0  4 0  6 0

JZ
a

- 2 6  - 2 4  - 2 2  - 2 0  - 1 8  - 1 6

5 1 3 C v p d b  
of Paleosol Carbon

- 4 - 2  0  2

0^®OpQB

of Foraminifera

FIG. 1. b,3C values o f soil organic carbon and associated 14С ages from a palaeosol 
sequence in central Texas. Horizontal lines separate major palaeosol units. The proportion of 
palaeosol organic carbon derived from C4 plants ( top axis) is an estimate based on mean 5I3C 
values o f modern C3 (mean = -27%o) and C4 (mean = -13%o) plants. SfsO values of 
foraminifera in the Gulf o f Mexico are from Leventer et al. [16], who identified major melt- 
water pulses at -16  000 and 12 500 a BP.
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during the past 15 ООО a. At present, nearly all C4 species of the Great Plains are warm 
season grasses of tropical and subtropical origin; we therefore assume that the C4 
component of this isotope record is derived from warm season grasses. These C4 
grasses are generally shade intolerant [13], and their presence throughout the late 
Quaternary implies that this region was grassland or open savannah during that 
period, consistent with recent reconstructions based on other methods [17]. The pres
ence of a grassland or open savannah ecosystem would further imply that the C3 com
ponent of the vegetation was largely grasses and forbs rather than trees and shmbs.

Distinct periods of low C4 productivity and apparently cool conditions (813C = 
-25 to -21%e) occurred between 15 000 and 8000 a BP (Fig. 1). These cool condi
tions coincided with well documented episodes of glacial meltwater flux into the Gulf 
of Mexico (200 km southeast of the study area) via the Mississippi River [17, 18] that 
are recorded as 8180  anomalies in foraminifera in Gulf sediments (Fig. 1). During 
these meltwater events, cold water inputs to the Gulf of Mexico appear to have pro
duced cooler climatic conditions in the adjacent terrestrial environment, thereby 
reducing the relative productivity of C4 grasses and palaeosol 813C values. General 
circulation models confirm that mean annual temperatures in the Gulf Coastal Plain 
region were reduced significantly during these meltwater events [19]. These results 
demonstrate strong coupling between marine and adjacent continental ecosystems in 
this region.

The cooling effects of glacial meltwater in the Gulf ceased around 8000 a BP 
[17, 18]; after this time, relative C4 productivity was strongly influenced by orbital 
forcing mechanisms. Holocene warm periods (altithermals) were characterized by 
relatively high C4 productivity at -5000 a BP (813C = -18.5%o) and -2000 a BP 
(8 13C = -16.7%o) (Fig. 1). Both of these Holocene warm periods have been identified 
previously in palaeosol 813C records in the southern Great Plains of east central [9, 
20] and north central [21] Texas and in studies based on other proxy indicators 
throughout the entire Great Plains region.

3.2. Northern Great Plains site

813C values of palaeosol organic carbon varied from -24.1 to -19.5%o (Fig. 2), 
suggesting that the proportion of carbon derived from C4 species at this site ranged 
from -20 to 55% over the past 11 000 a. The presence of a significant, shade intoler
ant C4 component suggests that this area, too, was relatively open grassland or savan
nah throughout the Holocene. In addition, stratigraphie unit S2 (Fig. 2) is a mollisol, 
providing further evidence for the presence of grassland in the late Pleistocene. Pollen 
records from lake sediments in the Great Plains of north central Montana (-500 km 
west of our site) confirm that grassland has persisted in this region for the past
12 000 a [23].
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Estimated % Carbon From C4  Species 
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F IG . 2. SI3C  values o f soil organic carbon and associated I4C  ages from an upland loess 
palaeosol sequence in Theodore Roosevelt National Park in western North Dakota, USA. 
Horizontal lines separate major palaeosol units. Soils formed between 6580 and 4070 a BP  
were missing because o f erosion [14,15]. The proportion o f palaeosol organic carbon derived 
from C 4 plants (top axis) is an estimate based on mean 5I3C  values o f modern C 3 (mean = 
-27%o) and C 4 (mean = - 13%c) plants.

Low 813C values (about -24%o) and low relative C4 productivity (~20% of 
organic carbon) during the late Pleistocene (11 070 a BP) are indicative of a cool cli
mate (Fig. 2). In fact, 8180  analyses of groundwater derived from Lake Agassiz indi
cate that the mean annual temperature was approximately -16°C in eastern North 
Dakota at the end of the late Pleistocene, as against a modern temperature of 0°C in 
that area [23]. A 813C value of -24%o has been reported for palaeosol organic carbon 
dating to 11 220 a BP at Wind Cave National Park [24], approximately 320 km south 
of our study area.
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813C values then increased to -20.4%e (-47% C4 carbon) by 10 730 a BP, indi
cating rapid warming during that interval (Fig. 2), perhaps in response to increased 
summer solar radiation [25]. Following a brief decrease to -22%o after 10 730 a BP, 
ô13C values increased to -20.5%o at 6580 a BP in unit S10. The higher 813C values 
and higher relative C4 plant productivity in unit S10 are fully consistent with the 
warmer (2-A°C relative to present) and probably drier (precipitation -80% of present) 
conditions documented throughout the entire Great Plains region during this mid- 
Holocene period (e.g. Refs [22, 24-26]). The relatively warm, dry conditions of the 
middle Holocene almost certainly favoured C4 grasses, which have higher optimum 
growth temperatures and inherently greater water use efficiencies than C3 species. 
Soils formed between 6580 and 4070 a BP were missing from this site as a result of 
soil erosion [14, 15], providing further evidence for aridity during that time.

813C values continued to increase to a maximum of -19.5%c at 2160 a BP 
(Fig. 2), suggesting that warm temperatures and/or aridity continued. Both rapid 
accumulation of alluvium in lowlands adjacent to our study area [14, 15], and limno
logical characteristics of lakes throughout the northern Great Plains (reviewed in Ref.
[26]), suggest that 4070-2160 a BP was a relatively dry period in this region. There 
is no direct evidence for warm temperatures in the region at that time, although mean 
annual global temperature has been shown to be higher than at present between 2000 
and 1000 a BP [27]. High 813C values of palaeosol carbon at -2000 a BP have been 
found elsewhere in both the northern [24] and southern (Fig. 1) [9, 20, 21] Great 
Plains.

The 813C value of soil organic carbon in the modern surface soil (unit S13) was 
-23%o, suggesting that the present is cooler and/or more mesic than most of the 
Holocene (Fig. 2). This 813C value indicates that approximately 30% of soil organic 
carbon is derived from C4 plants, a result nearly identical with other non-isotopic 
estimates for this region [12, 13].

3.3. Clim ate versus p C 0 2  control of C 3-C 4 plant productivity

The increase in atmospheric C02 concentration (pC02) from 200 parts per mil
lion by volume (ppmv) during the last glacial maximum to 275 ppmv by the early 
Holocene may have increased both productivity and water use efficiency of C3 plants 
by 25-50% [28]. This potential improvement in C3 plant carbon and water relations 
has led to the suggestion that C3 species may have become more competitive relative 
to C4 species during the Holocene. Indeed, C4 to C3 vegetation shifts near the 
Pleistocene-Holocene boundary have been documented in high elevation grasslands 
and peat bogs in Africa [29, 30] and in desert grassland in southwestern North 
America [31]. Results from our study and several others in the North American Great 
Plains [9, 20, 21, 32, 33] are contrary to those based on pC02 considerations, how
ever, and indicate that the relative C4 productivity in this region has generally
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increased over the past 15 ООО a. Furthermore, significant changes in relative C4 pro
ductivity during the late Quaternary in the Great Plains appear to be well correlated 
with climatic variation [9, 20, 21, 32, 33] but not with pC02 variation.

4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

ô13C values of organic carbon preserved in palaeosols record past variations in 
C4 plant productivity [1-3], and the geographical distribution and relative produc
tivity of C4 plants are strongly correlated with temperature [5, 6 , 13]. Here we have 
shown that 813C records of relative C4 productivity from both the northern and south
ern portions of the North American Great Plains are highly correlated with previous 
climatic inferences for these regions based on other methods, suggesting that 813C of 
palaeosol organic carbon may be a useful proxy for palaeotemperature in this region 
and perhaps in other biomes where C3 and C4 plants coexist. The recent development 
of models that accurately predict the geographical distribution of relative C3-C4 
productivity from climate variables [5,6] suggests that it might be possible to extract 
quantitative climatic information from isotopic reconstructions of C3-C 4 productivity.

Furthermore, since C3 and C4 plants differ significantly in carbon, nutrient and 
water use characteristics, the large shifts in the relative productivities of C3 and C4 
plants during the late Quaternary documented here and elsewhere in the Great Plains 
[9, 20, 21, 24, 32, 33] may have implications for the modelling of climate and bio
geochemical cycles at regional and global scales during this time [4—7]. For example, 
C4 plants initiate growth later in the growing season and are more water use efficient 
than C3 plants. These differences in water use characteristics could impact soil water 
storage, groundwater recharge, humidity, rainfall and cloud cover. In addition, C4 
grasses generally have lower nitrogen concentrations and relatively more structural 
tissue than C3 grasses, which could influence the storage and dynamics of carbon, 
nitrogen and other nutrients in vegetation and soil. In addition to enhancing our 
understanding of vegetation and climate change, knowledge of the past C3-C4 plant 
cover should therefore also be useful for reconstructing the functional characteristics 
of palaeoecosystems and for improving the parametrization of palaeoclimatic and 
biogeochemical models [4—7].
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Abstract

STABLE ISOTOPE COMPOSITION OF PALAEOPRECIPITATION AND PALAEO
GROUNDWATERS FROM SPELEOTHEM FLUID INCLUSIONS.

New results are presented for the oxygen and hydrogen isotope composition of two 
Holocene speleothems from GB Cave in the Mendip Hills of western England. Inclusion waters 
were liberated by cold crushing of the samples under a high static vacuum, followed by ther
mal desorption at 150°C during which the water was cryogenically trapped at liquid nitrogen 
temperatures. Experiments with synthetic inclusions and anhydrous Iceland spar show that for 
water volumes as small as 0.5 jiL, and for water to calcite weight ratios in the range
0.1- 0.2 wt%, recovered yields are close to 100% with no systematic deviations of the measured 
isotopic compositions from that of the starting water. Hydrogen isotope data for the natural 
inclusions lie in the range -32 to -52%oySMOW and are in excellent agreement with the com
positional range of both the modem cave dripwaters and Mendip Hills spring waters. The 
oxygen isotope data, however, show a marked displacement towards heavier compositions and 
suggest a degree of speleothem-water re-equilibration. The degree of displacement may be 
related to the inclusion size and calcite microstructure. Where inclusions are small and charac
terized by a high surface area to volume ratio, there is a large displacement in composition, 
with a positive shift of up to 4%o. On the other hand, where the inclusion population is 
characterized by large, isolated, visible inclusions, there is only a very small displacement, and 
the calcite-water isotope thermometer records accurate cave temperatures of 10-12°C. Modem 
material from along known climatic gradients in western Europe is now being measured to test 
the robustness of palaeoprecipitation and palaeotemperature estimates using speleothem 
fluid inclusions before the study is extended to a regional analysis of palaeoprecipitation 
composition at the last glacial maximum.

1. INTRODUCTION

Much of our knowledge about variations in the global climate in the Quaternary 
has been gained through analysis of the oxygen and carbon isotopic composition of 
benthic and planktonic foraminifera. High resolution marine isotope stratigraphy
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provides a remarkable record of the waxing and waning of continental ice sheets 
through the Pleistocene. In contrast, the isotopic record of continental climate change 
is less well documented and understood. Of the potential continental isotopic indica
tors of climate, speleothems (cave deposits) show great promise. They are widely 
distributed areally and, in low- to mid-latitude regions, often exhibit continuous 
growth over long periods of the Pleistocene and Holocene. Thus, in combination with 
high precision uranium series dating, reconstructing time slices of regional climate 
variation at key stages in the recent geologic past becomes a realistic possibility.

The speleothem archive is unique, containing a high resolution palaeotempera- 
ture, palaeoprecipitation and palaeogroundwater isotopic composition record. Most 
speleothems contain up to 0.1 wt% of water in the form of fluid inclusions that were 
trapped in the host calcite at the time of growth. This relict seepage water is closely 
related to the mean annual meteoric precipitation composition at the cave site during 
the time of speleothem growth. Provided that the speleothem grew in thermal isotopic 
equilibrium with the cave drip waters and that there is no subsequent alteration of the 
isotopic composition, measurements of the inclusion and host calcite compositions 
can be used to define the palaeoprecipitation isotope composition and cave 
palaeo temperature.

The importance of cave deposits as palaeoclimatic indicators has been 
recognized for nearly three decades, starting with the early studies of Hendy and co
workers on the isotopic composition of cave carbonates [1, 2]. Subsequent work, 
carried out largely by Schwarcz and co-workers at McMaster University and by 
Goede in Tasmania, has developed the use of both host calcite and fluid inclusion 
isotope composition as a palaeoclimatic indicator [3-9]. In all these studies, however, 
only the deuterium isotopic composition of fluid inclusion water was measured, with 
the oxygen isotopic composition being estimated using a contemporary local 
meteoric water line relation. Such an approach assumes that both the gradient and the 
deuterium excess of the meteoric water line remain invariant throughout the geologic 
past. Moreover, unresolved technical problems often resulted in data that showed 
systematic deviations in isotopic composition from that expected. For example, both 
Yonge [10] and Goede et al. [8] observed that the measured compositions of inclu
sion waters were depleted in deuterium by 20-25%o with respect to their associated 
seepage waters. Our own experiments suggest that the measured depletion is an 
artefact of the analytical procedure, occurring as a result of isotopic fractionation 
during water adsorption onto crushed or calcined calcite surfaces [11]. A deuterium 
and oxygen-18 depleted fraction is collected when recovery of the water is 
incomplete.

In this paper we present new results for the isotopic composition of fluid 
inclusions from two Holocene stalagmites, UEA800111-3 (GB40) and UEA780527, 
collected from GB Cave in the Mendip Hills of Great Britain. The data were obtained 
as part of a programme to develop a suitable methodology for the recovery and
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isotopic analysis of submicrolitre volumes of water from inclusions. These are the 
first reported data for both the oxygen and hydrogen isotope compositions of inclu
sion waters from speleothems and represent an important first step in a study of the 
pan-European variation in climate and palaeo-precipitation composition for key 
stages in the post glacial, the glacial and through to the last interglacial cycle.

2. METHOD AND TECHNIQUES

To minimize the risk of oxygen isotope exchange between the inclusion water 
and carbonate, we have developed methods to crush rather than to thermally decrepi
tate samples. The high vacuum crushing cell is of all metal construction and has Cu 
confiât seals. Crushing is effected by using an external electromagnetic coil to repeat
edly raise an internal piston and drop it onto the sample. The sample, in the form of 
a single mass of с. 1 g cut from a growth layer, is placed in the cell, which is then 
evacuated to less than 5 x 10-6 mbar (1 bar = 105 Pa). The cell is then isolated from 
the vacuum manifold and opened to a cold trap at liquid nitrogen temperature while 
the sample is crushed using 20-100 impact cycles. The cell is then heated to 150°C, 
while all condensable gases are frozen to the trap for a period of 45 min. The trap is 
then isolated from the cell, warmed to -120°C and evacuated to remove any non- 
condensable components, including C02. The water is cryodistilled over to a small 
reaction tube and equilibrated at 25 °C for 48 h with a measured aliquot of C02 [12]. 
The water and C02 are then cryogenically separated; the C02 is measured on a 
VG SIRA II IRMS, while the water is converted to hydrogen by reduction with Zn at 
470°C [13] and then measured on a VG 602D IRMS.

Before measuring speleothem water of unknown composition, we analysed 
analogue inclusions incorporating water of known composition so that the efficiency 
of our technique and its overall measurement accuracy and precision could be esti
mated. Laboratory standard water, sealed in glass capillaries, was used as a surrogate 
for inclusion water. The capillaries were crushed, both with and without calcite (anhy
drous Iceland spar). Following crushing, and before water recovery, the cell was iso
lated for 1 min to allow the water to adsorb onto the new fracture surfaces. The water 
was then recovered and measured as described above. To provide as close an analogue 
as possible to natural inclusions, the capillaries contained microlitre volumes of water 
with overall concentrations on the order of 0.1- 0.2 wt% of water, similar to that 
expected of speleothems.

3. RESULTS

For the synthetic inclusions, the recovery is better than 98%, with 82H = 
—47.7 ± 0.9%oVSMOW and 8180  = -6.5 ± 0.3%oySMOW (n = 9), in excellent agreement
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with the composition of the starting laboratory standard water (52H = -45%oVSMOW; 
8180  = -6-74%oySMOW). These results are sufficiently accurate and precise to demon
strate that the crushing/thermal desorption technique is viable for the recovery of 
microlitre amounts of water from calcite fluid inclusions.

The results obtained for natural inclusions in the two speleothems are plotted in 
Fig. 1, together with data for GB Cave drip waters and Mendip Hills spring waters. 
Dripwaters in the caves have been extensively studied, and average values for five 
separate drips, monitored over a two year period, are available. In addition we have a 
large data set for Mendip Hills spring waters. Inclusion water from Holocene stalag
mites would not be expected to depart significantly from these observed values. We 
have also measured in detail the calcite isotopic compositions of both stalagmites.

FIG. 1. The oxygen and hydrogen stable isotope composition o f Mendip Hill spring waters, 
GB40 Cave dripwaters and fluid inclusion waters sampled from stalagmites UEA800111-3 
(GB40) and UEA780527. The Global Meteoric Water Line (GMWL) is also indicated. The 
important features to note are (I) the good agreement in &H composition between the three 
water types (cave drip water, spring water and fluid inclusion waters), and (2) the marked 
positive displacement in the measured S,fiO for the fluid inclusion waters for sample 
UEA800111-3 (GB40). Also indicated are the expected 8 80  compositions o f water in thermal 
isotopic equilibrium with sample UEA780527 at temperatures o f 10°C and 12°C, bracketing 
the modern cave temperature. These estimated compositions closely match measured 
compositions from ü EA780527.
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There is evidence that both these speleothems grew out of isotopic equilibrium 
with the drip waters. First, there is a correlation along the growth layers between 513C 
and 5180  composition of the calcite, suggesting that rapid C02 degassing resulted in 
kinetic rather than equilibrium isotope fractionation during calcite precipitation [2]. 
Second, at the expected Holocene cave temperature of c. 10°C, the 5180  composition 
of calcite in isotopic equilibrium with the mean drip water composition of 
-8.5%oySMOW is approximately -7%ovpDB. Both UEA800111-3 (GB40) and 
UEA780527 have ô180  compositions between -3%o and -5%oyPDB, some 2.5—4%o 
heavier than expected. The direction of displacement of the oxygen isotope composi
tion of the speleothem is consistent with the suggestion that kinetic processes have 
dominated speleothem growth.

Notwithstanding the fact that these speleothems appear to be out of isotopic 
equilibrium with the drip waters, it is reasonable to expect that the fluid inclusion 
composition should closely approximate the recent drip water compositions, 
particularly with respect to deuterium.

UEA800111-3 (GB40). This is a cream coloured, finely laminated stalagmite, 
the base of which has been dated to 3700 ± 400 a BP and the top to 800 ± 100 a BP 
by uranium series methods. The fluid inclusion population is dominated by acicular 
thorn shaped inclusions, with widths <1 pm and lengths up to 10 pm, that form 
densely packed arrays parallel to the growth laminae. Fluid inclusions were analysed 
from several layers and are plotted in Fig. 1. Water contents are on the order of 
0.5-1 pL of water per gram of calcite. The deuterium compositions of the inclusion 
water all lie in the range -37%o to -47%oySMOW and are consistent with the composi
tion of modem drip waters. There is no evidence of the -20%c displacement in com
position that has been reported for Holocene stalagmites by several groups from 
North America and Australia. The oxygen isotope compositions all lie in the range 
-2.4%o to -6-4%oySMOW and are clearly inconsistent with the modem drip waters. 
There is no relation between either oxygen or hydrogen isotope composition and the 
water concentration of the sample that might suggest that the results are affected by 
the measurement procedure.

The inclusion waters are displaced to heavier oxygen isotope compositions with 
respect to both cave drip and spring waters (Fig. 1). Such a displacement is consistent 
with post-depositional oxygen isotope exchange between the speleothem calcite and 
fluid inclusion. We return to this observation in Section 4.

UEA780527 . This stalagmite, from the same cave as GB40, is composed of 
clear calcite similar in appearance to Iceland spar. The microstructural contrast with 
GB40 is marked, the sample containing a few large inclusions arranged in distinct 
veils throughout the calcite. Uranium series and 14C determinations give conflicting 
results, but it is probable that the stalagmite’s growth spans the Holocene. Recovered 
water contents are highly variable, ranging from less than 0.1 wt% to 0.01 wt%. This 
reflects the discrete nature of the distribution of visible inclusions.
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As with GB40, the deuterium compositions of fluid inclusions from 
UEA780527 are wholly consistent with the range in composition of modern drip 
waters, lying between -32%o and -52%оу8МО№. There is no variation in measured 
composition over an order of magnitude range in water concentration. 5180  compo
sitions for five samples from this stalagmite range from -5.5 to -5.8%oySMOW. These 
compositions are internally consistent and lie closer to expected values for this cave 
and to the reported spring water compositions than does inclusion water from 
UEA800111-3 (GB40) (Fig. 1). They are still, however, displaced by c. 2.5%o towards 
a heavier composition relative to the modem drip waters.

Using the measured inclusion and calcite oxygen isotope compositions, the cal
culated palaeo-cave temperatures are in the range 9.7-12°C (Fig. 2). It is interesting 
to note that these are very close to the present day cave temperature of 10.9°C and are 
certainly within the range expected for the Holocene. At first sight, the fluid
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FIG. 2. Axial profiles o f <?H, &sO and calculated cave temperature using the calcite-water 
oxygen isotope geothermometer for sample UEA780527. Also indicated are the range o f mod
ern groundwater compositions for the Mendip Hills and the modern cave temperature. While 
both the hydrogen isotope compositions and estimated cave temperatures are in good agree
ment with modern data, there is a small displacement o f the oxygen isotope data to more pos
itive values.
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inclusion-speleothem system for this speleothem appears to be in isotopic equilib
rium with the stalagmite, while the drip waters are out of isotopic equilibrium. 
Further analyses and replication are required, but we are encouraged by the results 
obtained from this sample.

4. DISCUSSION

The results presented here demonstrate that acceptably accurate and precise iso
topic values can be obtained from microlitre fluid inclusions in speleothems. The data 
have been validated using an analogue system of synthetic inclusion water sealed in 
glass capillaries and crushed together with anhydrous Iceland spar.

The data obtained from natural samples are not straightforward to interpret. On 
the one hand, the deuterium compositions recorded from the Holocene specimens are 
excellent and are consistent with values we expect from recent material and with the 
values of modern drip and spring waters.

The oxygen isotope data, however, show both marked variation and a syste
matic displacement to heavier compositions. In GB40 there is a range of nearly 4%o 
in composition, while in UEA780527 the range is more limited (<0.5%o). There 
remains the possibility that the measured oxygen isotope displacement is an artefact 
of the extraction and measurement technique, and, at this stage, we cannot fully 
discount this possibility. We do note, however, that in experiments with analogue 
inclusions and Iceland spar there is little evidence for significant oxygen isotope 
exchange beyond a 0.1-0.2%o shift. Similarly, if the displacement is an artefact of the 
experimental method, it is difficult to explain why UEA780527 yields geologically 
consistent data. We speculate that the reason for the large shift seen in the composi
tion of GB40 inclusions is the result of oxygen isotope exchange between the host 
calcite and the trapped inclusions, which, for this specimen, are characterized by a 
significant surface area to volume ratio. The timing of isotope exchange is open to 
debate: it could occur very early, as the inclusion is trapped and isolated by the 
precipitating calcite, or it may be the result of exchange over a longer time.

An alternative explanation may be sought in the observation that water adsorbed 
on mineral surfaces is fractionated towards heavier isotopic compositions [11]. For 
small inclusions, with high surface area to volume ratios, enough adsorbed water may 
be present during the trapping of inclusions to cause the observed displacement 
towards heavier isotopic compositions. Were this mechanism to be significant, how
ever, we might expect to see positive displacements in both the oxygen and hydrogen 
isotopic compositions. Our experiments indicate that fractionations of approximately 
+50%o and +20%o for deuterium and oxygen-18 occur between adsorbed and free 
water. Such a process should lead to trends in isotope composition with a gradient of 
c. 2.5 on a 52H versus ô180  plot. Such a trend is not evident in our data.
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In contrast to GB40, UEA780527 has fewer but larger inclusions, which are in 
thermal isotopic equilibrium with the calcite. Their oxygen isotope compositions are 
also broadly consistent with values reported for Mendip Hills groundwaters, albeit 
marginally isotopically heavy. Large inclusions are less susceptible to isotopic 
exchange, and we suggest that UEA780527 records closely the composition of cave 
drip waters at the time of growth.

In comparing these two contemporary stalagmites, it is clear that microstruc- 
tural considerations will be of importance in selecting suitable material for palaeo- 
hydrologic and palaeotemperature studies. Care must also be taken in selecting 
material that has grown in thermal isotopic equilibrium. The calcite S180  isotopic 
composition of GB40, and to a lesser extent that of UEA780527, indicate that it is 
highly unlikely that they were precipitated in equilibrium with the cave drip waters, 
despite growing in apparently ideal conditions of high humidity. This may indicate 
that speleothems that have grown in equilibrium are quite rare.

Given the caveats concerning the oxygen isotope data, the deuterium results are 
excellent and are promising enough to warrant further study. We are now measuring 
speleothem inclusion waters along known climatic gradients using Holocene material 
from Norway to North Africa (N-S transect) and from western Ireland to the Czech 
Republic (E-W transect). After this, we aim to construct a time slice for palaeo
precipitation and cave palaeotemperature corresponding to the last glacial maxi
mum, using material from the same sites. By analysing the regional distribution of 
palaeoprecipitation isotope composition, we hope to obtain significant new insights 
into the continental palaeoclimate. The data will be used to test the robustness of 
current global climate models and their application to the glacial climate (see, e.g. 
Ref. [14]).
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PALAEOCLIMATE EVOLUTION IN THE EASTERN MEDITERRANEAN REGION 
DURING THE LAST 58 000 YEARS AS DERIVED FROM STABLE ISOTOPES OF 
SPELEOTHEMS (SOREQ CAVE, ISRAEL).

The study focuses on the continental palaeoclimate during the last 58 ka in the eastern 
Mediterranean, which today has a semiarid climate. The paper presents a continuous stable 
isotopic record obtained from cave deposits (speleothems). The Soreq Cave is approximately 
60 km inland from the Mediterranean coast of Israel and 400 m above sea level. Mean annual 
rainfall is 500 mm and average air temperature is 20°C. The stable isotope record of the Soreq 
Cave speleothems is shown to provide detailed insight into the climatic evolution of the late 
Pleistocene and Holocene and to be the eastern Mediterranean reflection of global climatic 
conditions. Speleothems older than 6000 a have 8 I80 - 5 I3C values different from those of 
present-day speleothems and therefore could not have been deposited under present-day 
conditions. During the time period from 58 ka to 20 ka BP there is a general trend of higher 5180  
and 513C values with decreasing age. Calculations presented in the paper indicate that during 
this period the eastern Mediterranean area experienced gradual cooling, a decrease in 
precipitation from ~500 mm to less than 250 mm and a temperature drop from 18°C to 10°C. 
The highest 5lsO -513C values, at 20 ka, are associated with the last glacial maximum in 
northern Europe. The rapid isotopic changes associated with global deglaciation were followed 
by a sharp decrease in ô180  and in 813C over a relatively very short time, reaching the lowest 
values for the entire period studied at 10 000 a BP. From 10 000 a to 6000 a BP, conditions 
changed considerably, as indicated by the continued lowest §l80 values (-6.5%c) but by shifts 
to the highest 5 13C values (-4%o), indicating a period of extreme flooding. During this period, 
lakes in North Africa reached their highest levels, and the desert boundary in Israel moved about 
30 km southward. Only at about 6000 a BP did conditions become similar to those of today.
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The eastern Mediterranean region is located in a narrow climatic transition zone 
between humid and arid climates and is influenced by the moderating effect of the 
Mediterranean Sea. Being a transition zone, this region is a very sensitive indicator of 
natural environmental changes, e.g. temperature, vegetation and annual rainfall, and 
determining continental palaeoclimatic changes is particularly complex.

The continental palaeoclimate of the eastern Mediterranean is only partially 
understood, because of the absence of a long continuous record. Recently, a 
continuous stable isotope profile [1], covering the past 25 ka, was obtained from cave 
deposits (speleothems). A climate reconstruction was made that includes estimates of 
the 8 1 8 0  values of past cave water, of temperature ranges, of mean annual rainfall 
(mm) and of vegetation types.

In this paper we present a continuous stable isotope profile obtained from nine 
speleothems dated from 58 ka BP to the present. The speleothems are from Soreq 
Cave, Israel, approximately 60 km inland from the Mediterranean coast and 400 m 
above sea level. Present-day climatic conditions are semiarid, i.e. cool, wet winters 
(average winter temperature ~15°C) and hot, dry summers (average summer temper
ature ~24°C). The mean annual temperature is 20°C and the mean annual precipita
tion is ~500 mm, of which 70% occurs during the winter (December to February).

The palaeoclimate reconstruction was made on the basis of variations in 8180  
and 8 13C between successive growth layers of stalagmites and stalactites for which 
isotopic equilibrium can be demonstrated [2, 3]. Although speleothems have the 
advantage of carrying a continuous temporal record through the isotopic composition 
of sequential growth layers, the palaeoclimatic record can be interpreted only when 
the cave water-carbonate system is correctly studied and modelled [4].

Theoretically, the SlsO of calcite precipitated in isotopic equilibrium can be 
used to calculate mean annual palaeotemperatures [5-7] through the carbonate tem
perature equation [2, 3, 8 , 9]

T  = a -  b(5 18Oc -  518Ow) + c(518Oc -  5 18O J 2

where the resulting temperature T is in degrees Celsius and the subscripts с and w 
refer respectively to calcium carbonate (calcite) and to the water with which the car
bonate is in isotopic equilibrium. It is unclear, however, whether 5180  measured in 
any particular cave deposit can provide an accurate reconstruction of the palaeotem
perature trend, given that the ô1 8 0  of the past meteoric/seepage water is unknown and 
that it depends largely on regional climatic conditions [4, 10, 11]. This has been well 
demonstrated for the eastern Mediterranean region [4], where cave seepage waters 
generally have low ô180 values during the winter and higher 5180  values during the 
hot summer because of evaporation processes occurring in the epikarst zone [12]. It

1. INTRODUCTION
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has been shown that this problem can be resolved provided that the parameters 
derived from the present-day system are correctly calibrated and applied to 
palaeospeleothems [1,4].

The 8 13C values of the speleothems may also provide important palaeoclimatic 
information, because the carbon isotope composition of seepage water is strongly 
influenced by the uptake of soil C02. C 3  type vegetation dominates the present-day 
vegetation in the cave area, but the cave’s geographical location is such that more arid 
conditions prevailed in the past, with the possibility that C4  type vegetation was more 
abundant [1, 13]. However, 8 13C values of present-day cave waters in semiarid 
climate zones that uptake soil C0 2  from C 3  type vegetation may overlap with values 
anticipated for waters deriving their dissolved C0 2  from C4  plants. This is due to the 
isotopic fractionation accompanying degassing and carbonate precipitation within the 
cave and the epikarst zone [4]. Consequently, only the study of the coupled 
8180-S13C relations can fully resolve the palaeoclimatic signal.

We have shown [1] that the 5l80-ô13C record of Soreq Cave speleothems with 
ages from 25 ka to 1000 a provides insight into late Pleistocene-Holocene time. In 
this paper we extend the 8180-813C record to 58 ka BP, which widens our under
standing of the late Pleistocene climatic evolution of the eastern Mediterranean.

The Soreq Cave speleothems were dated by the 2 3 0 Th-U method (determined 
by a spectrometry), which was made possible by the adequate uranium concentra
tions of 0.4-0. 8  ppm. Most of the dated samples were massive, and we observed no 
recrystallization, which might be evidence of post-depositional alteration [1, 14—16].

To interpret the palaeoclimatic significance of the 8180  values of Soreq Cave 
speleothems, we evaluated the 8180  values of the past cave waters. This was done by 
combining the 8 1 8 0  values of the dated speleothems with reasonable estimates of past 
temperature limits derived from known global and regional climate data [1]. By 
inserting these values into the calcite-water fractionation equation given in Ref. [7] 
we calculated the 8 1 8 0  values of the palaeo cave water from which the calcite was 
deposited (see Fig. 7 of Ref. [1]). To determine mean annual palaeorainfall, we used 
the present-day relation between cave water 8180 and annual rainfall [1, 4] to 
calibrate the amount of rainfall associated with any particular past cave water 8 1 8 0  

value. The calculation assumed that this relation has not changed since the late 
Pleistocene. Thus, we were able to establish the rainfall evolution pattern and the 
vegetation characteristics with sufficient confidence [1 ].

2. METHODS

Samples of nine fossil speleothems, 60 mm to 250 mm in diameter, from vari
ous locations within the cave were studied. The samples, mainly stalagmites and 
stalactites composed of low magnesium calcite (LMC), were cut perpendicular to
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FIG. 1. Sl80  versus Ô,3C plot showing the isotopic compositions often speleothems analysed 
in this study and their grouping into four time periods: (a) 58-20 ka, (b) 20-15 ka, 15 ka to 
6000 a and 6000 a to present. The shaded box represents the present-day range o f 8,sО vs S,3C.
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their length axis to expose the growth laminae and to permit a check for secondary 
alteration. All samples were tested for isotopic equilibrium using the criteria of Hendy
[2], as was done previously for Soreq Cave speleothems [4, 17]. We determined the 
mineralogy of the samples using X ray diffraction and their purity, mineral chemistry 
and growth habit using optical and scanning electron microscopy with energy disper
sion. The high resolution isotopic record was obtained by sampling the samples 
every millimetre with a diamond drill. The measurements of S180  and S13C and the 
23°rh-U dating are described in detail in Ref. [1]. All 8180 and 8 13C values are 
reported relative to the PDB standard.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

8180 vs 8 13C values of the fossil speleothems from Soreq Cave covering the last 
58 ka are plotted in Fig. 1. The variations of 180  and 8 13C values with age are plot
ted in Fig. 2. Also shown for reference is the present-day range of most LMC 
speleothems. None of the speleothems studied cover the entire age range, but over
lapping between the various speleothems enabled a complete reconstruction of the 
past 58 ka.

The shaded rectangle in Fig. 1, representing the present-day 8 lsO-8 13C range, 
is only found for speleothems younger than 6000 a. Data points for speleothems dated 
from 58 ka to 15 ka fall to the right of the present-day range (Fig. 1), characteristi
cally showing higher ô1 8 0. Speleothems dated from 15 ka to 6000 a BP fall below or 
to the left of the present-day range, mainly showing lower ô1 8 0  values but highly 
variable 8 13C values (Figs 1, 2). Thus it is clear that all speleothems older than 6000 a 
could not have been deposited under present-day conditions and that speleothems 
formed in the period 58 ka to 15 ka BP were deposited under very different condi
tions from those under which speleothems formed between 15 ka and 6000 a.

The period from 58 ka to 20 ka BP covers part of isotope stage 4, stage 3 and 
part of stage 2 , periods that climatically are known to be globally stable and to 
represent glacial conditions for the most part [18-21]. From 58 ka to 40 ka BP, there 
is a general trend to higher 5180  and 8 13C values with decreasing age (Fig. 2), with 
the lowest isotopic values (about -5.5 8180 and -12%o 8 1 3 C) occurring between 54 
and 50 ka BP. Using the rainfall-cave water 8180  calibrations described above and 
given in Ref. [1], we see that the periods with the lowest 8I80-8I3C had the highest 
annual rainfall (-500 mm), with temperatures of ~18°C. The increase of 8180-813C 
from -58 ka toward 40 ka BP is indicative of a gradual change to cooler and drier con
ditions [1]. The maximum 8180-013C values occur at 40 ka, at 34-29 ka (~2.4%c 8180  
and - 8 %c 8 1 3 C) and at 20 ka BP (-2.1%o 0180 and -6.0%o S1 3 C) (Figs 1, 2). If tem
peratures of 12-16°C [1] obtained during this interval, then the average annual rain
fall varied from -250 mm to -350 mm and the vegetation was of a mixed C 3 -C 4  type.
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FIG. 2. (a) 8 '80  and (b) ô,3C variations o f speleothems extended to 58 ka BP by the match
ing o f isotopic profiles. Squares plotted in (a) indicate U-Th ages. Vertical bars represent the 
present-day range.
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Large LMC crystals with little detritus, typical for this period, support the idea that 
speleothems were deposited under cool climatic conditions from the constant drip
ping of water not associated with floods [1, 15].

During the interval 58-20 ka BP, Lake Lisan, the precursor of the present-day 
Dead Sea, was in existence [22]. Our study indicates that climatic conditions were 
cool and dry throughout most of this period. The lake existed nonetheless, evidently 
because evaporation was lower because of the colder conditions. The highest Lake 
Lisan water levels were probably associated with the relatively wetter period, while 
the lake reached its lowest water levels (associated with gypsum layers) during the 
driest periods [23-27].

The S1 8 0-S13C range for the period 58-20 ka BP is similar to that of the 
20-15 ka period, with the highest 8180  and 8 13C values occurring at -20 ka BP 
(Figs 1, 2). During the 38 000 a time span, however, there is a general trend toward 
higher 8I80  and 8 13C values with decreasing age, while the opposite is true for the 
period 20-15 ka BP (Fig. 2). The highest 8180-813C values, found at -20 ka, repre
sent the peak associated with the last glacial maximum in northern Europe [1], and 
these highest values indicate that this period was the coldest and driest known for the 
eastern Mediterranean during the last 58 ka, with temperatures 8-10°C colder than 
the present day, average annual precipitation as low as 250 mm and a mixed C 3 -C 4  

type vegetation [1]. During the 5000 a following the glacial maximum peak, 8180 and 
8 13C values dropped to -5%o and -12%o, respectively (Fig. 2). Our calculations indi
cate that this decrease reflects an increase in the mean annual precipitation of from 
250 mm to 750 mm as temperature increased to 18°C and the vegetation was replaced 
by type C 3  [1]. Isotopic ‘spikes’ toward higher values at about 14.5 ka and 12.5 ka are 
associated with colder and dryer events correlative to Heinrich events and to the 
Younger Dryas event [1].

The isotopic compositions of speleothems dated from 15 ka to 6000 a BP are 
very different from those of all the other samples, and the laminae from this period 
are also very distinct in their irregular shape, reddish brown colour and relatively high 
concentrations of detrital components. During this period, the mean annual precipita
tion reached 1 0 0 0  mm and resulted in flooding and the removal of the soil cover, thus 
forming speleothems with the lowest observed 8 1 8 0  values (-6 . 8 %o) and the highest 
8 13C values (-4 .0% o). Supportive evidence for such wet climatic conditions comes 
from palaeosols and land snails in southern Israel and from the existence of many lakes 
in Africa and Arabia [28-34]. From 6000 a BP to the present, conditions were similar 
to those of the present day, with most 8180  values ranging between 6 %o and -5% o.

The very sharp drop and large oscillations in S180  and 8 I3C values during the 
last 2 0  ka represent global climatic changes associated with warm and cold episodes, 
with the melting of ice sheets and with an increase in temperature and precipitation 
[35-38]. There is also a striking similarity between 8180 versus time profiles from the 
Soreq Cave speleothems (Fig. 2(a)) and the 8180-813C profiles for 58 ka to the
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present taken from deep sea cores [39], and to the temperature profiles, ô1 8 0, 5D and 
C0 2  profiles obtained from ice cores [18, 19, 40].

Thus it is clear that the isotopic records of speleothems from the eastern 
Mediterranean are climate sensitive and that the climate of the eastern Mediterranean 
region is largely influenced by global events of glaciation, deglaciation, warming, 
aridification and flooding.
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Abstract

PALAEOCLIMATIC INDICATORS DEDUCED FROM ISOTOPIC DATA IN THE MAIN 
FRENCH DEEP AQUIFERS.

180 , 3H, 13C and 14C isotopic data from the four main French deep aquifers, namely the 
Lower Triassic sandstones in Lorraine, Cretaceous-Eocene formations in the Aquitaine basin 
and the Cenomanian and Albian multilayer formations in the Paris basin, are re-examined from 
a palaeoclimatic viewpoint. Stable isotope data are matched against a time scale calculated 
from 14C data in dissolved inorganic carbon. For all the studies, 5 180  data fall into two groups; 
the more depleted values average -7.8%o versus V-SMOW, and the more enriched values range 
between -6%o and -6 .7 %o. A noticeable change in 180  appears at about 11 500-13 000 a and 
is stabilized towards 6000 a BP. Other European deep groundwaters exhibit the same palaeo
climatic trend. These results are in good agreement with palaeoclimatic data from GRIP ice 
cores in Greenland and from North Atlantic sediments.

1. INTRODUCTION

Over the last forty years, the num ber o f environmental isotope studies of 
various archives for palaeoclim atological implications has greatly increased. Archives 
are potentially of interest if  they can yield two types of information: ( 1 ) a chronology 
of palaeorecords (the greater the tim e resolution, the finer is the possible palaeore- 
construction), and (2 ) one or m ore parameters that are entirely or partially conserved 
over time. The most interesting parameters are those that are linked directly or indi
rectly to the clim atological com ponents, i.e. temperature, relative humidity, and air 
mass origin and trajectory.

Among numerous m ethods that have appeared during the past decades, isotopic 
com position of palaeowater (liquid, ice) provides a most promising tool for obtaining 
climatological inform ation concerning changes during the last 50 ka [1]. The finest 
palaeoarchive concerning the input to the hydrological cycle is undoubtedly the polar 
ice records, which are com monly accepted as a reference for groundwaters.
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As a result o f the condensation of atmospheric water vapour, stable isotope 
composition in precipitation from middle latitudes is closely related to air temperature 
(see, e.g. Refs. [2, 3]).

M odem  groundwaters reflect the average value of present precipitation in the 
recharge area [4, 5].

In many instances, palaeogroundwaters dated by 14C measurem ents are 
m eteoric waters that originated during periods with different prevailing climatic 
conditions. The palaeoclimatic fingerprint is mainly shown by com paring 18 0 , 2H and 
deuterium excess between old and recent waters. This is possible if  climatic variations 
are sufficiently long in tim e with respect to the turnover tim e of the aquifer [6 ].

The potential o f an aquifer as an archive for palaeoclim ate reconstruction is 
illustrated by environmental isotope studies ( 18 0 ,  3H, 14 C) in the four main deep

FIG. 1. Location o f the main French aquifer studies.
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aquifers o f France, namely the Triassic Sandstones in Lorraine, Cretaceous-Eocene 
lim estones and sand formations in the Aquitaine sedimentary basin and Cenomanian 
and Albian sands in the Paris sedimentary basin (Fig. 1).

2. GEOLOGICAL OVERVIEW  OF THE AQUIFERS

The Paris basin com prises a series o f sedimentary layers overlying the pre-
Triassic bedrock. The sandy Albian and Cenomanian layers are the most exploited 
confined aquifers because of the quality o f their groundwaters. The Albian outcrops 
are located to the south and southeast o f the basin, whereas the Cenomanian outcrops 
are m ore south and southwesterly. The main hydrodynamic and hydrochemical 
properties of these aquifers are described in Refs [7] and [8 ], respectively.

The Aquitaine basin, in the southwest of France, is a multilayer sedimentary 
basin heavily influenced by foldings and overthrusts from the uplift o f the Pyrenees 
chain and by the development o f Triassic diapirs. The Cretaceous and Eocene form a
tions in this basin are the m ost studied aquifers [9].

In the eastern part o f France, the Lower Triassic, com prising sandstones and
conglomerates overlain by clays and marls o f the M iddle Triassic, is the main water 
bearing formation of the region, west o f the crystalline Vosges mountains. The 
hydraulic properties o f this aquifer are described in Ref. [10].

3. METHODS

Samples of water were collected from wells after pumping; pH, temperature 
and alkalinity were measured in the field. In the laboratory 180  was analysed using 
the conventional equilibration method. Depending on the alkalinity, 60 to 200 L of 
water was used to precipitate H CO 3 with BaCl2 under alkaline conditions. The radio
carbon activity of the synthesized benzene was then measured with a liquid 
scintillation counter. Standard errors are 0.1 %o and 0.5 pmC for S180  and 14 C, 
respectively.

For water age calculation, a sim ple new model based on water alkalinity and 
acidity, following the approach o f Stumm and M organ [11], is used.

(a) Total dissolved inorganic carbon (TDIC) and acidity (ACY) are calculated 
from pH, temperature and alkalinity (ALK), defined as follows:

TDIC = (H 2C 0 3) + (HCO 3 ) + (C 0 32-)
ALK = (HCO 3 ) + 2 (C 0 2-)
ACY = (HC O j) + 2(H 2C 0 3)
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In confined aquifers, these are conservative quantities, independent o f tem pera
ture, pressure and ionic strength. Stumm and Morgan show that dissolution o f soil 
C 0 2  increases TDIC and ACY with no change in ALK and that carbonate dissolution 
increases TDIC and A LK with no change in ACY. Then TDIC =  Vi ALK +  Vi ACY.

(b) The 14C m ass balance is given by

A 1 4 TDIC = 1/2 (ACY) (TD IC) x  A(14 C0 2 ) + 1/2 (ALK) (TDIC) x  A 14  carb

where A l4 is the activity in pm C and carb is the matrix carbonate. Since A 14carb is 
generally ~0 pm C (marine origin), the initial activity AQ o f the TDIC at the beginning 
o f the recharge is

A 0 = Уг (ACY) (TDIC) x  A 14 C 0 2  in pmC.

(c) Before atmospheric thermonuclear explosions, which occurred between 
1952 and 1980, the A u  of atmospheric C 0 2  was 100 pm C by definition. On the other 
hand, organic m atter in soil results from  continuous accumulation over many years, 
which leads to a soil activity A 14  necessarily lower than 1 0 0  pmC.

According to Harrison et al. [12], for uncultivated soils before 1952, A 14 C 0 2  

soil = 90 pmC, which means that the mean age o f the organic m atter in these soils is 
-9 0 0  a. For cultivated soils, Balesdent and Guillet [13] found a mean age o f -4 5 0  a, 
with a large variability depending on the nature o f the organic fraction and the clay 
content in the soils.

We therefore adopt Л 14  C 0 2  soil = 0.90A14 C 0 2  atmosphere

(d) Each age derived from  14C analysis is calibrated against the A 14  variation of 
atmospheric C 0 2  along the tim e scale, dating back 30 ka, established by Stuiver and 
Braziunas [14].

4. RESULTS

Table I gives the measurem ents made on the four main French aquifers and the 
isotopic ice record in the Greenland Ice-core Project (GRIP) [15]. For comparison, 
published differences between glacial and post glacial temperature am plitudes for 
other aquifers in Europe are listed (Hungarian Great Basin, German deep aquifers and 
Triassic sandstones in England [16-18]).

Figure 2 shows the isotopic (180  and 14 C) and acidity measurem ents for the 
Albian and Cenom anian aquifers [8 , 19] and the corresponding GRIP results.
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TABLE I. 180  VALUES FOR TH E M AIN FRENCH AQUIFERS COM PARED TO 
TH E GRIP VALUES AS REFERENCE
(AT in E urope is ca lcu la ted  using 0.4%c °C~] ; in paren theses, noble ga s tem perature  
differences)

6I80 (%c versus V-SMOW)

AT (°C) Ref.

Post-glacial Glacial

GRIP -35.0 ± 0.8 -39.8 ± 1.7 [15]

Cenomanian + Albian -6.8 ± 0.3 -7.8 ± 0.3 2.5 ___ a

Eocene + Cretaceous -6.5 ± 0.3 -8.0 ± 0.6 3.8 (~5) ___ a

Triassic -8.7 ± 0.2 -9.7 ± 0.3 2.5 (-4.0) ___ a

Great Hungarian Plains 6.2 (-6) [16]

Germany 3.5 (-6) [17]

East Midlands, 3.0 (-5.5) [18]

United Kingdom

a This study.

5. INTERPRETATION

On the basis o f several statistical treatm ents (%2, S tuden t’s t-test, 
Sm im ov-K olm ogorov test), the glacial-post-glacial transition is evidenced at about
11.6 ka BP [20] (Fig. 2). A sharp 8 180  difference of 4.8%o appears in the two sets of 
data (1060 and 2946 data points, respectively (Table I)).

M aking use o f the same tim e scale for the studied groundwaters, the isotopic 
difference ranges between 1 . 0 %o and 1.5%o, in good agreement with the differences 
found in European palaeogroundwaters (Table I). If  this isotopic difference is simply 
a result o f the effects o f temperature, with an isotopic temperature gradient of
0.4%c °C *, then the tem perature difference between glacial and post-glacial becomes 
Ъ-А°С. This gradient corresponds to that in recent precipitation at European conti
nental stations ([21, 22] and to unpublished data over 30 a at the CRG-Thonon IAEA 
network station). For the Aquitaine groundwaters, noble gas determinations [9] 
exhibit a sim ilar increase of 4 -5°C . Bond et al. [23] have found a fair agreement 
between derived temperatures from isotopic measurem ents for GRIP and North 
A tlantic core sediments. Our values o f A T  are close to those obtained using numerous 
other continental palaeotherm om eter m ethods (dendrochronology in trees, palynol- 
ogy and magnetic susceptibility in the continental deposits, aquatic fauna association 
in lake sediments, noble gases in groundwater [16, 17, 24-27]).
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Apparently some other isotopic variations that can be o f significant am plitude 
within the given span tim e are detected in the 180  data from  French aquifers during 
the Pleistocene before 11.6 ka. These variations m ust be m atched against the very 
sharp and short variation o f the GRIP record. This can be related, w ithout precise age 
calibration, to the irregular interstadials described by Johnsen et al. [28].

On the other hand, the acidity in the Albian and Cenom anian aquifers 
(Fig. 2(c)) increased in the same way by ~4 meq/L, reflecting an increase in C 0 2 

production due to the increase o f biological activity o f soils [29].

6 . D ISCUSSION

M any values o f isotopic tem perature gradients in precipitation are proposed in 
the literature ([2, 28, 30, 31]). Recently Rozanski et al. [3] reviewed these values 
using data obtained from  the IAEA precipitation network. They find a significant 
variation o f the gradient with the latitude and the continentality o f the stations, from
0.7%o °C~ 1 near the pole to 0.17%o °C“ ' for tropical latitudes, so the relation between 
18 0  and tem perature varies according to the location o f the original m oisture sources. 
The gradient 0.4%o °C_ 1  used here seems to be the m ost appropriate for western 
Europe. Nevertheless, tem perature is not the only param eter influencing the isotopic 
change. The isotopic com position o f the ocean (and consequently that o f the water 
vapour) were quite different in the past. The extent o f the interface between ocean and 
atm osphere was less then today (120 m  below present M SL, which results in a 180  
enrichm ent o f +1.3%o in ocean water [32] and consequently in the water vapour). The 
trajectories of air masses were probably different [33-35]. A  rapid change in ocean 
circulation has been found to have occurred in the North Sea during the late inter
glacial [36]. In addition, the feedback effects o f both cooling and warming of the ice 
sheet and o f the vegetation and soil cannot be ignored [37]. The temperature effect, 
com bined with others m entioned above, seems to be the predom inant factor in the 
isotopic change in precipitation, however.

On the other hand, for hydrologie studies the ocean level change induces 
hydraulic gradient and velocity changes that are not fully taken into account in the 
palaeoclim atic interpretations o f palaeowaters [9].

7. CONCLUSION

In spite o f the fact that the isotopic signals recorded by the GRIP generate 
smoothed signals as a result o f dispersion during infiltration and groundwater flow, 
one m ajor clim atic change, dated at 11.6 ka BP, is well recorded by the palaeoground
waters o f the main deep French aquifers. This change implies a temperature increase
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of about 3—4 °C, which is in good agreement with values obtained from other conti
nental palaeothermometers such as noble gases in groundwater, pollens, magnetic 
susceptibility in lacustrine records, and oak and pine ring chronology.
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A b s t r a c t

GROUNDWATER, PALAEOCLIMATE AND PALAEORECHARGE IN THE SOUTHWEST 
CHAD BASIN, BORNO STATE, NIGERIA.

The Chad Formation is of Quaternary age. In northeast Nigeria it contains two principal 
confined aquifers (middle and lower zones) from which samples have been examined for 
palaeohydrological evidence. Radiocarbon contents range from 2.6-6.3 pmC in the middle zone 
aquifer (and up to 8.3 pmC in the lower zone). This represents a very narrow range of ages, some 
4 ka, and using the 13C results (mean value -14%o) to construct a model for evolution of the 
TDIC, this age span is most likely from 24.0 to 19.9 ka BP, which implies a linear groundwater 
velocity of 40 m/a during this period. Noble gas results indicate that the temperature of recharge 
was some 8-9°C lower than at present, and the 5180  and 6 2H results also indicate a cooler 
period. The results are consistent with a significant period of recharge coincident with the last 
glacial maximum and imply an outlet in the Bas Pays of Chad. The absence of any Holocene 
groundwaters also implies that this hydrological system became inactive during arid phases in 
the Late Pleistocene, probably because of the extension of Lake Megachad.

Present address: Jackson Environment Institute, University College, London, United
Kingdom.

** Present address: Department of Geology, University of St. Andrews, St. Andrews, 
United Kingdom.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Artesian groundwater in the Quaternary sediments o f the Chad Basin o f north
east N igeria has been extensively developed as a resource since the 1960s, but over 
the past three decades has undergone a significant decline in pressure because of 
abstraction and because o f uncontrolled discharge resulting from  well corrosion. 
Geochemical sampling o f the middle and lower zone aquifers was carried out during 
1993-1995 as part o f a larger integrated investigation o f the palaeohydrology and 
palaeoecology o f the area [1 ,2 ]. The Chad Formation forms the basal com ponent of 
the hydrological cycle in the area, and current interest centres on the extent o f inter
connection between the confined and unconfined aquifers, whether palaeoclimatic 
signatures are contained in the groundwater and whether current recharge is occur
ring. The isotopic data (8180 ,  SD, 14C and 8 1 3 C) and noble gas and hydrochemical 
data relevant to palaeoreconstruction are presented and discussed here.

2. REGIONA L SETTING

The Chad Form ation [3] com prises lacustrine sediments that vary in lithology 
both laterally and vertically and that form  a basinal sequence roughly parallel to the 
present shoreline o f Lake Chad (Fig. 1). In northeast Nigeria it is essentially an 
argillaceous sequence in which m inor arenaceous horizons occur [4]. The sands are 
considered to  be lake margin, alluvial fans or deltaic in origin, while the clays are 
m ainly lake deposits laid down under less turbulent conditions.

The m iddle zone of aquifers from  the type section at M aiduguri (Fig. 2) is only 
25 m  thick, within which there are three sandy units, o f which the m aximum thick
ness is only 8  m. The aquifer thickness increases slightly north and east, with a m ax
imum recorded thickness o f about 3 1 m .  The sands are fine to very coarse grained, 
poorly graded and mostly uncemented. As well as being predominantly quartz sands, 
they contain feldspar, iron oxides and micas; carbonates are not reported. The initial 
hydraulic gradients established during the extensive studies o f the early 1960s 
showed a general flow towards Lake Chad (Fig. 1), although flow lines in the north 
o f the area show that the water is derived from Niger. The lower zone o f aquifers is 
thicker (89 m  at M aiduguri) than the middle zone and contains proportionally more 
sands, but otherw ise has sim ilar com position and lithology to the middle zone.

Recharge to the aquifer system can occur to the south of the area (Figs 1 
and 2 ), although there is interm ittent clay cover o f the outcrop area in parts o f this 
region. The transm issivity o f the m iddle zone aquifers at M aiduguri has been m ea
sured at 360 m 2/d [5]. The piezom etric surface is in decline over the whole area, and 
there is uncertainty over the effectiveness o f present day recharge to the confined 
aquifer system.
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FIG. 1. Northeast Nigeria, showing the configuration o f the middle zone aquifer, sample sites 
fo r  palaeohydrology studies and lines o f section referred to in the text (1 foot = 0 .3  m).

3. M ETHODOLOGY

Groundw ater samples were collected from  the aquifers o f the Chad Formation 
in 1993 and 1994 (51 from  the m iddle zone and five from  the lower zone). Well head 
m easurem ents of pH, H C 0 3  and TOC were carried out, and samples were taken for 
chemical and isotopic analysis and (in suitable locations) for dissolved gas analysis. 
M any wells were uncontrollably overflowing because of corrosion, and few sites had
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FIG. 2. Geological cross-section through the upper, middle and lower Chad Basin aquifers 
from Maiduguri to Baga, northeast Nigeria.

sufficient wellhead pressure for optim um gas sampling [6 ]. Many gas samples were 
collected at close to atmospheric pressure. Samples for dissolved gases (5.5 cm 3) 
were collected from  flowing water at least in triplicate in swage sealed copper tubes. 
Samples for 14C (1 L) for AMS analysis and for stable isotopes (30 m L for S180  and 
8 2H) were collected directly into glass bottles. Samples for 8 13C were precipitated 
with N aOH/BaCl2  at the field base. All samples for chemical analysis were filtered 
(0.45 ц т ) ,  and an aliquot (60 mL) was acidified with 1% ultrapure H N 0 3  for major 
and trace elem ent analysis, a second unacidified sample (30 mL) being kept for anion 
analysis.

4. RESULTS

The groundwater geochem ical characteristics, described in detail elsewhere [7], 
can be considered along two representative 180 km  lines of section S W -N E  from 
M aiduguri to Lake Chad (Figs 3 and 4).

4.1. Groundwater quality

The groundwater in the confined aquifers (Fig. 1) is o f low salinity (Cl < 
100 m g/L), and the water in the lower zone aquifer is very fresh (Cl < 10 mg/L). 
M odern groundwaters in the shallow aquifer in northern Nigeria [8 ] have a mean
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chloride of 5.1 mg/L, and this represents a net m inimum recharge of some 40% , given 
the m easured chloride in present day rainfall o f 2.1 mg/L. The mean chloride in the 
m iddle zone aquifer is 45.2 mg/L, and its variability across the aquifer (Figs 3 and 4) 
suggests that the initial rainfall signature has been m odified by uptake o f pockets of 
salinity contained in the lacustrine sediments. The mean chloride in the lower zone 
palaeowater nearest outcrop is 7 mg/L, and it is likely that this is rainfall derived.

The groundwater pH  is low and is between 6.1 and 6 . 8  in the middle zone 
aquifer (Table I). The values in the lower zone aquifer are sim ilar to this range, 
although pH in the deepest borehole (Logomani West) is 7.43. The alkalinity (TDIC) 
increases along the line of section from  low values of 77 mg/L to over 300 m g/L in 
both aquifers (Figs 3 and 4). Calculations using WATEQ4F [9] show that all ground
waters are significantly undersaturated with respect to calcite. Values for the 
saturation index (SIcalcite) at or near outcrop are more negative than -2 ,  and even at 
depth the SI values do not exceed -0 .4 . This confirms that calcite must generally be 
absent or present only as a trace mineral, probably in the lacustrine sediments. The 
m ain geochemical trend across the aquifer is for an increase in the Na/Cl ratio. This is 
in response to the weathering o f N a rich sediments, which are derived in part from the 
alkaline igneous complexes o f the Jos plateau to the south. The p C 0 2 is from around 
100 times atmospheric concentrations at outcrop to over 700 times atmospheric 
concentrations in the confined aquifer. These high initial values indicate high soil bio
logical activity at the time of recharge, and the wide variability in p C 0 2 indicates the 
varying soil cover on the recharge area. The high C 0 2  would maintain the dissolution 
of silicates and possibly traces of calcite along the flow lines, yet SIcalcite cannot 
increase because of the dominance of exchange reactions (Ca2+ <-> 2Na+) in parallel 
with weathering o f silicates. The groundwaters throughout the confined aquifers are 
reducing, with Eh values from 95 to -1 6 4  along the M aiduguri-Baga section [7].

4.2. C a rb o n  isotopes

The carbon stable isotope ratios for the middle zone aquifer across the two pro
files have mean ô13C values o f -14 .1  %o and -14.2%o, respectively. The 8 13C values in 
the Baga section are relatively uniform along the flow line, but there are local anom 
alies along the southern (Wulgo) section. There is, however, no trend in the 8 13C 
relative to the TDIC concentration, and it is concluded that the C 0 2  source is from 
outcrop areas and that there is no internal or deep seated source o f carbon dioxide in 
this area, as was found further to the north associated with fault zones [10]. There is 
no evidence o f marine sediments within the catchments, and the source o f any car
bonates would be within the lacustrine deposits o f the basin or from  penecontem po- 
raneous soil accum ulations or calcretes developed during arid interludes. Analyses of 
freshwater carbonates from Holocene lake deposits in Chad [11] and Nigeria [12] 
have 8 13C values o f 0 to +1 %o, and these values are taken as representative of any
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TABLE I. GEOCHEM ICAL AND ISOTOPIC DATA FOR THE M A IDU G U RI- 
BAGA AND M A IDU G U RI-W ULG O  SECTIONS SHOW N IN FIG. 1

Locality Site Aquifer
T

(°C) pH
HC03

(mg/L)
pC02 
(x atm) ^calcite

Cl
(mg/L)

Section Maiduguri-Baga
Maiduguri 22 L 45.8 6.46 142 2 2 1 -2.33 7.5
Dumbo Rd

Maiduguri 29 U 31 6.38 86 123 -2.16 4.8
Girls School

Maiduguri 4 L 47.2 7.07 78 30 - 2 .0 1 10

Baga Rd
Braman Diri 7 M 38.8 6 . 1 1 87 262 -2.14 25.3
Touba 5 M 41.9 6.44 95 139 - 1 .6 6 41
NNPC Gajigana 2 M 41.1 6.48 90 118 -1.77 43.3
Zindrr 6 M 40.3 6.62 80 75 -1.79 43.5
Damakulli 32 M 42.1 6.24 250 582 -1.41 53.8
Gajiram 3 M 41.9 6.55 89 1 0 1 -1.70 25
Jagalta 49 M 41.7 6.49 183 241 -1.64 19.3
Mairari 48 M 42.7 6.73 183 142 -1.54 17.3
Mongonu South 47 M 40.6 6.64 161 148 -1.67 17
Kekeno 9 M 40.2 6.78 78 51 -1.82 18.3
Cross Kauwa 46 M 43.8 6.47 214 300 -1.19 38.3
Dorokawa 44 M 39.3 6.4 267 389 — 78.8
Baga 8 M 41.3 6.4 1 2 2 183 -1.17 78.8

Section Maiduguri-Wulgo
Molai Hospital 10 и 32.3 6.2 88 199 -2.14 0.5
Maiduguri 2 2 L 45.8 6.46 142 2 2 1 -2.33 7.5
Dumbo Rd

Maiduguri 28 u 31.2 6.49 1 1 1 124 -1.78 1.3
Biu Rd

Unimaid 1 L 46.4 6.58 127 151 -1.83 9.3
Umarari 15 M 36.2 6.39 261 375 -0.96 42.8
Garin Semiye 36 M 31.5 6.99 303 104 -0.44 —

Mafa-Ngubdori 2 1 M 38.6 6.23 246 542 - 1 . 1 1 89.6
Mafa Town 14 M 37.6 6.63 216 186 -0.96 70
Dikwa 42 M 38.3 6 .2 1 304 711 -1.30 .98
Dikwa Bosadp 35 u 30.5 7.03 280 86 -0.76 9
Kuduge 20 M 38.7 6.45 281 380 - 1 .2 2 99.6
Kaje 37 M 38.3 6.34 261 448 -1.41 85.6
Gajibo 19 M 38.2 6.38 329 512 -1.18 91
Logomani West 16 M 38.5 6.43 342 480 - 1 . 2 1 52.5
Logomani Cbda 34 L 44.9 7.43 296 47 -0.95 30.3
Missuni 18 M 38.7 6.53 309 347 -1.43 42.8
Ngala West 17 M 39.1 6.68 321 256 - 1 .2 2 35
Wulgo 43 M 40.4 6.53 316 366 -1.43 31.5
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TABLE I. (cont.)

8 180  

(%0 SMOW)
82H 

(%0 SMOW)
14C

(pmC)
14C 

(a BP)
8 13C
(PDB)

Model age 
(a)

He (10 "6 cm3/ 
cm3 H20  x 10-8)

RT
(°C)

-6.41 -42 6.42 22050 -10.4 15570 1722 22.07

-5.78 -42 — — — — — —

-6.3 -40 8.16 20130 - 12 .8 15180 3505 23.17

- 6

-5.91
-40
-40

4.99
4.03

24080
25800

-14
-14.3

19920
21850

2629 23.75

-6.38 -41 5.29 23620 -12.7 18690 1396 22.28

-5.4 -37 3.33 27320 -14.3 23430 —
-6.56 —42 6.28 22230 -15.1 18610 5464 2 1 .8 8

-6.18 -44 3.85 26160 -13.2 21610 — —
- 6.86 -45 4.56 24800 -12.9 20040 — —

-7.03 -41 3.79 26300 -13.8 22090 2484 2 1 .6 8

-6.75 -45 4.47 24970 -13.9 20780 — —

-7.08 -45 — — — — 5193 20.3
-43 3.66 26570 -15.3 23170 — —

-6.77 -40 3.09 27930 -14.3 24050 5725 20.84

-5.06 -31 52.6 5165 -13.9 400 13 23.06
-6.41 -42 6.42 22050 -10.4 15570 1722 22.07

-5.79 -38 8.16 4555 -14.4 modem — —

-6.53 -42 — — — — — 22.28
-5.15 -31 3.84 26180 -16 23120 — —
-5.3 -34 — — — — — —
-5.51 ^ 1 0 5.39 23460 -14 19290 3029 26.1
-5.64 -35 — — — — — ....

- 6 .02 ^15 2.6 6 29130 10.4 23210 4739 27.52
-3.02 -19 77.38 2060 -11.5 modem — —
-5.84 ^13 2.8 28710 - 1 1 22860 7102 25.83
-6.62 ^ 1 0 — — — — — —

- 6 -44 4.22 25440 -11.9 20060 4349 26.42
- 6 .02 -43 5 24060 -16.1 20990 3582 2 2 .0 2

-6.92 -50 3.88 26100 -17 23510 5145 25.5
- 6 .2 ^15 5.12 23870 -16.4 20940 4114 2 2 .8 6

-6.27 -41 3.55 26820 -15.5 23530 — —

- 6 .2 2 -43 2.59 29350 -15.3 26030 3072 2 2 .2 2
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small am ounts o f carbonate that m ight be available. Recent studies on the Holocene 
lake sediments [2] have shown that Calvin cycle (C3) vegetation with 8 13C values of 
around -2 6 %o is predominant, although with an increase o f H atch-Slack (C4) plants 
during the recent arid phase.

The activities o f 14C (Figs 3 and 4) are rather uniform  within the m iddle zone 
o f aquifers at betw een 2.6%  and 6.3%  pmC; a higher value (8.2 pmC) is found in 
the low er zone aquifer, and this m ay reflect a slightly higher transm issivity. A basis 
for deriving groundwater age is the chem istry o f the TDIC com bined w ith the S13C 
values.

The recharge areas to the south o f M aiduguri were likely to have been per
m eable and well vegetated during the recharge period. The aquifer system  is essen
tially non-carbonate, and in the absence of carbonate, open system  evolution o f the 
TD IC w ould have involved only contem poraneous biogenic C 0 2. The sedim ents o f 
the Chad Basin aquifers are derived from  the alkaline geochem ical province o f the 
Jos plateau and contain highly w eatherable silicate m inerals, consum ing biogenic 
C 0 2  and producing H C 0 3 and base m etal cations in the recharge area. I f  this were 
the case, the 8 13C values o f TDIC would rem ain depleted (-17%c to -1 9 %o), and no 
correction o f the m easured radiocarbon activities would be required [13]. In the 
present case, the 8 13C m ean value o f -14%o im plies some addition o f an enriched 
carbon source, m ost likely trace carbonate from  the lacustrine sediments. The 
results have therefore been corrected using the Pearson m odel [14] in Table I, 
assum ing the 8 13C values given above and assum ing an initial 14C o f 100 pmC. The 
best estim ates for groundw ater ages are therefore the m odelled ages using the val
ues o f l%c and -2 6 %c for carbonate and soil C 0 2, respectively. There is also the 
possibility, however, that if  contem poraneous soil carbonates/calcretes were a dilut
ing source, then som e o f the carbonate m ight have contained 14 C, and a correction 
would therefore also not apply [13, 15]. The corrected ages for the m iddle zone 
aquifer lie in  a relatively narrow range from  19.6 to 24 ka BP and in the low er zone 
aquifer from  15.1 ka at outcrop to 23.5 ka at depth, and these are about 4 ka older 
than the uncorrected ages.

4.3. S tab le  isotopes (8180 ,  8 2H)

The groundwaters from  both the middle and lower zone aquifers have isotopic 
com positions that lie close to or slightly enriched relative to the present day world 
meteoric water line (Fig. 5). They are, however, significantly depleted compared with 
present day groundwaters from the upper aquifer, which have an intercept on the m ete
oric line of 8180  = -5 .8  and 8 2H = -36 . The results plotted along the line of section to 
Baga (Fig. 3) exhibit a clear trend for more depleted waters to be found in the deeper 
sections o f the middle zone aquifer, with a trend of around l%c (from - 6 %o to -7%c) in 
8180 .  The same trend is also seen, but not so clearly, along the Wulgo section.
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FIG. 5. Stable isotope relationships (&H versus 8I80 )  for shallow and deep groundwater, 
northeast Nigeria.

4.4. D issolved gases

Radiogenic helium  concentrations are consistently high (above 10- 5  cm 3  STP 
cm - 3  H 20 )  and provide qualitative confirmation o f the residence times. In Figs 3 and 
4 it can be seen that the concentrations increase from  around 1 x  10- 5  to around 
6  x  10- 5  cm 3  STP cm - 3  H20  in the deepest groundwaters. The overall values are prob
ably related to in situ accumulations from  radiogenic minerals in the sediments, rather 
than to external sources, but the irregular distributions may reflect loss o f gas through 
leakage in the basin.

The Ne, Ar, K r and Xe concentrations may be used to derive the past recharge 
temperatures (RTs) at which the groundwaters were equilibrated with air [16]. After 
correction for excess air using the Ne index, and excluding Ar data, which are not 
reproducible, the RTs for groundwaters in the middle and lower zone aquifers along 
the Baga section have very sim ilar values o f 22.0 ± 1.5°C. The values along the 
W ulgo section are less consistent, and some higher values (around 26°C) are found in
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the central part of the section. The background value o f 22°C is about 8 °C cooler than 
present day groundwater temperatures in the area o f outcrop, which are 3 0 -3 1°C.

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The radiocarbon activities in groundwaters from  the Chad Basin m iddle zone 
aquifer fall within a narrow range from  2.6 to 6.3 pm C and appear to have evolved 
according to a com m on model. Dissolution o f biogenic C 0 2  during the Late 
Pleistocene gave rise to the bulk o f the TDIC in the groundwater, with the probable 
addition o f small am ounts o f freshwater carbonate. The corrected data have been used 
to derive groundwater age and flow velocities. The tim e span represented by the 
groundwater in the 160 km cross-section sampled is approximately 4 ka. Using the 
corrected data, this represents a period o f recharge from  24.0 to 19.9 ka BP. The 
gradient in the radiocarbon results across this cross-section indicates an average flow 
velocity o f 40 m/a.

The recharge temperatures derived from noble gas data indicate that these 
waters were recharged under tem peratures much cooler (by 8-9°C ) than at the pre
sent day. An anom alous group of five samples, however, is also found in the centre o f 
the W ulgo section, which also contains some o f the oldest radiocarbon ages (Fig. 6 ).
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FIG. 6. Recharge temperature versus radiocarbon.
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FIG. 7. Recharge temperature versus Sf80.

These may indicate recharge tem perature differences during the period of recharge. 
This temperature difference is higher than other estim ated recharge temperatures 
derived from  noble gases in groundwater for tropical regions, and it supports the sug
gestion [17] that the degree o f cooling during the last glacial maxim um  (LGM) was 
significant (by 5°C or m ore than today) in both tropical regions and in mid-latitudes. 
The stable isotope com position o f the water has also been widely used to infer 
palaeotem peratures, but these cannot be used uniquely because o f continental effects 
and other factors [6 ], and noble gases are probably reliable for an absolute m easure
m ent of RT. In Fig. 7 the RT values have been plotted against 8 18 0 ,  and there is a rea
sonable correlation with a slope of 0.28%c °C_1. This corresponds well w ith that 
observed in other aquifers and is alm ost identical to that for palaeogroundwaters from 
the Irhazer (Niger) [10].

The overall results suggest a m ajor recharge episode in the central Sahel during 
the late Pleistocene from 20 -24  ka, which would correspond with the LGM. This 
would correspond with other lines of evidence that this was a w etter period in the 
region (Upper Ghazalian), which was followed by an arid period (Kanemian) [11]. 
This recharge must have extended eastwards below the present Lake Chad, and the
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episode appears to have ceased quite suddenly: there is no evidence of renewed 
groundwater circulation during the Holocene in this area, as there is further to the 
north [15, 16]. It is considered that an outlet (probably in the Bas Pays depression of 
Chad, w ith a base level o f 160 m as against the present day level o f Lake Chad of 
c. 282 m) controlled this flow at tim es of high rainfall and groundwater recharge in 
the south. This would imply that Lake Chad was not at a sufficiently high level at this 
tim e (24-12  ka) to infill the depression, supporting the sedimentary and palaeoeco- 
logical evidence [11, 18] that the m ajor depressions filled only during the Holocene 
humid phases, which reached their m axim a from  8 - 6  ka BP. The formation o f Lake 
M egachad during the Holocene is therefore considered to have been responsible for 
closing the groundwater discharge outlet, since this extensive lake would have filled 
the Bas Pays, reducing the hydraulic gradient. The LG M  recharge event recorded here 
in the 5 180  results implies that some climatic am elioration took place towards the end 
o f the late Pleistocene recharge episode, and possibly (from the noble gas data) that 
the recharge event was preceded by a warm er period also. The high lake levels in the 
Holocene would also explain why there was no reactivation o f groundwater flow at 
this time, despite the higher rainfall.

The groundwater in the Chad Basin has form ed an important resource o f high 
quality water over the past four decades, but it is clear from the present study that the 
replenishm ent took place under rather favourable conditions over a short tim e span 
during the late Pleistocene. Related studies in the Chad basin [1, 19] have shown that 
present day recharge in the shallow aquifers m ay be as high as 40%  rainfall, but the 
present study suggests that the flow regim e does not influence the confined aquifer 
system under the present day hydraulic gradients.
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P. FRITZ

I am very pleased to see you here at the round table discussion, which is 
intended as an open forum for the presentation of ideas on trends and necessary devel
opments for the application o f environmental isotope techniques in environmental 
studies in hydrology. In recent years we have seen a significant shift in hydrogeolog
ical studies. Suffice it to rem em ber that the first book on contam inant hydrology was 
published in 1966. The field has gone from  groundwater exploration, the study of 
recharge processes to exploitation, to groundwater protection.

These changes were always associated with significant input from isotope 
techniques. The current development, which includes climatic changes and global 
developments, with their consequences for water resources, will be significant for 
m odem  isotope hydrology. W hat is dem anded is an increasingly interdisciplinary 
approach and, considering the shrinking resources available to the sciences in almost 
all countries, a pooling of resources.

I am therefore very pleased to have at the table with me representatives of inter
national organizations who will briefly introduce their views as to future trends and 
developments. To my left is M. Bonell, from  UNESCO, who represents here 
U N ESC O ’s International Hydrological Programm e. Next to him  is F. Oldfield, who 
is at present the Executive Director o f the IGBP core project PAGES (Past Global 
Changes). To my right is J.R. Gat, em eritus o f the W eizmann Institute, Rehovot, 
Israel, who presents the basic sciences and classical isotope hydrology. He is known 
to most of you as a long-tim e participant in these meetings and does not require any 
further introduction. Next to him is H. Grassl, representing the World M eteorological
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Organization, who is the Director o f the World Climate Programme. This programme 
has a very direct bearing on isotope hydrology and seeks participation not only with 
respect to m odem  hydrological processes but also detailed inform ation on past and 
current climatic changes.

In addition we have asked H. Oeschger, em eritus of the University of Bem e,
H. M oser, em eritus o f the Institute for H ydrology o f the GSF in M unich, and 
V.I. Ferronsky from  the Academy o f Sciences, Institute for W ater Resources, 
Moscow, to participate in this round table discussion. Following the short statements 
by the colleagues at the head table we will open the discussion with questions to be 
addressed to all participants o f the round table.

Ladies and gentlem en, I consider this a very im portant opportunity and would 
like to encourage especially the younger generation to participate actively in the 
following discussion. It is as im portant that we know your views as it is crucial to 
have the experience o f the seniors in our field. Let me also rem ind you that the topic 
discussed today is only one part o f the task on which the international isotope 
hydrology com m unity has to work. The very mundane jobs of looking for and 
evaluating water resources and of evaluating proposals for groundwater exploitation 
and groundwater protection, all o f w hich have to be carried out on a local scale with 
local authorities, will also in future be very important. Support for such programmes 
cannot be dim inished because they respond to the real needs o f specific populations.

I thank the International A tom ic Energy Agency, and specifically the Isotope 
Hydrology Section, with its head, K. Froehlich, for the opportunity that has been 
provided for this discussion. These international meetings are an established and 
essential part o f our w ork and should be continued. The Section m ust be com mended 
for opening the discussion on broader aspects o f isotope hydrology, and I hope that 
this Round Table will be an im portant com ponent in the discussion o f the future 
developm ent of isotope hydrology.

M . B O N E L L

Global Change studies within the International Hydrological Programm e (IHP) 
are being addressed by three separate approaches. First, by the adoption of predicted 
outputs on precipitation and tem perature from  various GCM  (Gobal Circulation 
Model) scenarios, which are then used as inputs into selected hydrological models as 
a basis for evaluating climate change on hydrology and water resources. An expert 
group o f the IHP recently noted, however, that the outputs from such GCM  scenarios 
can give different (and in some cases contradictory) predictions even for the same 
data sets. Thus the uncertainty is at present too great for the interpretation and appli
cation of GCM  results w ithin a hydrological perspective. A  second, reactive approach 
is for the hydrological com m unity to become more active in planned large-scale field
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experiments to help improve the land surface param etrization of GCM s and thereby 
to assist in the improvement o f predicted outputs. The focus here is on present day 
hydrological processes, including the use of environmental isotopes as tracers.

The third approach recently adopted by the IHP is to consult evidence from 
palaeoclimatic research for water resources management. A  recent IHP-sponsored 
workshop entitled “Water, Environment and Society in Times of Climate Change” 
had a broad m ultidisciplinary representation including palaeohydrologists and 
isotope specialists in groundwater and karst hydrology. The workshop dem onstrated 
that from  the wide range of multidisciplinary studies presented there existed ana
logues of natural (not anthropogenic) climate change already, and that Governments 
need to plan for such impacts on water resources and society now, rather than wait for 
further improvement in GCM s to predict such natural variability.

F. O L D F IE L D

PAGES is the project elem ent of the International G eosphere-B iosphere 
Programm e (IGBP) that deals with global change in the past. A t the heart o f the 
PAGES agenda is the realization that any future climate changes arising from  anthro
pogenic effects will be superim posed on and interact with underlying natural climate 
variability. It is therefore essential to understand the nature o f this natural variability. 
In order to do this and to assess its effects, it is necessary to turn to diverse records 
from  the past. These range from instrumental records and docum entary evidence to 
natural archives such as sediments, ice cores, tree rings, corals and speleothems, all 
o f which cover longer tim e intervals and extend the record available from  direct 
observations. The evidence from  all these sources serves, inter alia, as a basis for 
testing climate models, including models developed under boundary conditions 
radically different from  these prevailing at the present day. M odels must pass the test 
o f validation against past reconstructions if they are to be used confidently in 
generating scenarios o f future climate change. The palaeorecord also makes a vital 
contribution to assessing the role o f greenhouse gases and other forcing mechanisms 
in climate change on a wide spectrum o f time-scales.

So far, PAGES has concentrated most o f its efforts on research agenda setting, 
co-ordination, the definition o f research protocols and the prom ulgation of policy on 
data issues. This has led to a series o f influential workshop reports designed to 
stimulate and guide the whole ‘palaeo’ research com munity towards resolving the 
nature and course of past global changes, especially those that have taken place on 
tim e-scales o f direct relevance to the future of human populations. This is reflected in 
the em phasis placed by PAGES on two key tim e periods, the last 2000 years and the 
last 20 000 years. PAGES has now reached the stage where its activities will be 
dom inated by the implementation and dissemination of the science which it has
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fostered and sought to strengthen and focus. Future plans, within the framework of 
the PAGES Research Foci and Activities, as summ arized in the Implementation Plan 
due for publication in 1997, include an Open Science M eeting in April 1998, active 
contributions to the PAGES/CLIVAR initiative shared with WCRP, marine sediment 
and bi-polar ice core research, shared with SCOR and SCAR, respectively, and a con
tinued focus on stable isotope signatures in natural archives —  especially on their cal
ibration. Central to this is continued support from PAGES for the GNIP, for active 
development of the ISOM AP program m e and for the enhancement o f the database 
currently being constructed from  the IAEA archives.

The motivation behind continued and growing interaction between PAGES and 
IAEA can be illustrated by reference to recent, unpublished stable isotope studies in 
authigenic carbonate lake sediments. These dem onstrate the importance of nesting 
stable isotope measurem ents within a multi-proxy analysis o f natural archives, the 
im portance o f continental records in reflecting global change signatures, the coher
ence of past global clim ate change even on decadal tim e-scales, the consequent value 
o f reconstructions with high temporal resolution and the continued drive towards 
quantitative interpretations. In this last regard, stable isotopes have a leading role to 
play.

J .R . GAT

During the last 40 years, the use of the stable isotope com position of hydrologie 
systems (groundwater in particular) has been established as a m ajor tool for tracing 
the origin of waters, w hether in term s o f the geographic location of the recharge site, 
the seasonality o f the process or the type of water involved (precipitation, surface 
waters or adm ixtures o f seawater and other brines). In the case of surface waters, the 
isotope enrichm ent enables estimating the water budget and the evaporation loss. The 
im portant role o f the GNIP in providing the m eteoric water input is recognized.

The applications were generally limited to a rather coarse brush approach on 
relatively large (lumped) water bodies, because o f the lack of detail in the input infor
m ation (both spatially and tem porally) for the precipitation networks. M ost 
successful were applications where large isotopic signals occur, such as the arid zone 
with its strong im print o f evaporative enrichment and (in contrast) cold regions with 
their strong tem perature gradients. Further handicaps were the relatively large sample 
size required for analysis and the limited and costly analytical capability in the 
laboratories.

The future will, we hope, see further use of this valuable tool in systems not yet 
opened up, such as those involving plant covered areas and wetlands. Some refine
m ent can be made through the use of strategically placed studies involving more 
detailed air m oisture and precipitation sampling, as well as o f the hydrological fluxes
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and reservoirs at the system boundaries. Such pilot studies, designed to explore the 
rules of the game, are needed inter alia for the correct interpretation of isotope signals 
in pelaeoclimatic proxy data.

An intensive educational program m e should bring this art even more clearly to 
the attention o f the hydrological com munity at large and dispel some misgivings con
cerning its use. However, a true breakthrough in understanding and application o f this 
tool will be possible only following further methodological advances, including the 
application o f a larger roster o f tracers and instrumental development, which will 
enable more sustained and in situ m easurem ent o f the isotope concentration, com 
m ensurate with classical parameters of the meteorological and hydrological systems. 
Thus the now somewhat isolated discipline o f isotope hydrology can becom e a fully 
fledged m em ber o f the hydrological family.

H . G R A SSL

The water cycle is of fundam ental importance for the climate of the Earth. In 
its projects, the World Climate Research Program m e (W CRP) has therefore always 
paid attention to a ir-sea interaction, evaporation from  land surface, global precipita
tion distribution and ocean circulation. The closure o f the water budget, however, is 
still not possible, for example for polar areas and for continental scale areas, w ith the 
accuracy needed for validation of models o f extended weather forecasting, seasonal 
climate predictions and the understanding of decadal tim e-scale climate variability. 
Despite strong improvements in rem ote sensing o f water cycle com ponents and the 
com bined evaluation o f in situ data and these rem ote sensing data, there are two major 
barriers to progress: first, a principal one, nam ely the shortness of these time series 
(roughly two decades for rem ote sensing and several dacades for the less dense or 
insufficiently dense in situ observations); second, the very low accuracy of precipita
tion m easurem ents at higher altitudes and latitudes. The first barrier can at least par
tially be circumvented by extending the tim e series through the concentration m ea
surem ent o f stable isotopes of the water m olecule (180  and D) in precipitation as 
recorded in m aterials with a clear and absolute chronology such as snow, ice, lake 
varves, tree rings and corals and as related to atmospheric circulation variability. The 
second barrier can be reduced by constraining the variability of the water budget com 
ponents through stable isotope signatures in precipitation, snow cover and runoff.

Therefore, the continental scale experiments in the Global Energy and Water 
Cycle Experiment (GEW EX) o f W CRP were asked to use stable isotope inform ation 
from  the IAEA/W M O network and from  national networks and —  if necessary —  to 
augm ent this inform ation by additional m easurem ents which should include samples 
from snow cover, runoff and groundwater.
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A jo in t working group o f IG B P’s PAGES project and W C R P’s Climate 
Variability and Predictability (CLIVAR) study is working to develop a strategy to 
extend climate parameters time series through isotope and tracer studies into the pre
instrumental period in order to detect climate variability on longer tim e-scales not 
reached up to now. This will open the way for an absolute chronology o f circulation 
anom alies in the atmosphere and the upper ocean, which is a prerequisite for the 
understanding o f decadal and century tim e-scale variability. Such an understanding 
may allow the separation o f natural and anthropogenic influences in ecosystems and 
global climate.
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USE OF TEMPORAL VARIATIONS OF RADON ACTIVITIES IN SOIL GAS DEPTH 
PROFILES FOR CALIBRATING TRACE GAS EXCHANGE IN AGRO-ECOSYSTEMS.

New sensitive radon monitors have been combined with a computer controlled gas 
sampling system for continuous activity measurements of 222Rn and 220Rn at various altitudes 
above and below the surface. Air is extracted from semi-permeable membrane tubes of 1.5 m 
length placed at depths of 10, 25, 50 and 70 cm below the soil surface and from various heights 
within and above the canopy of a wheat field. The influence of meteorological and soil 
parameters on the vertical gas exchange between soil, vegetation and atmosphere is investigated.

1. INTRODUCTION

The interpretation o f trace gas m easurem ents in environmental studies is usu
ally not straightforward. Time series o f concentrations show variations because of 
complex interactions in the system under study. Physical, chemical and biological 
processes all contribute to observed fluctuations. It is therefore necessary carefully to 
disentangle factors such as em issions, transport and m ixing processes, deposition, 
chemical reactions or biological activity. In this situation it is sim pler to work with a 
noble gas, which is chem ically inert and does not participate in biological processes. 
Its variations should be easier to understand, since they reflect only physical 
processes. These physical contributions can then be isolated in the variations of other 
trace gases to investigate the chemical and biological processes. Two radon isotopes are 
potential candidates for use as such tools.

717
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222Rn is a radioactive noble gas with a half-life o f 3.82 d. It is released from  the 
soil as a  daughter product in  the natural 238U decay series. Its parent nuclide is 226Ra. 
The short lived radon isotope 220Rn (historically called thoron), with a half-life of 
only 56 s, is produced in the natural decay series o f 2 3 2Th. Its parent nuclide is 224Ra. 
Both nuclides have been used in  a num ber of environmental studies in the past, as 
reviewed e.g. in  Refs [1, 2]. New com mercial on-line detectors with higher sensitivi
ties have recently becom e available to allow continuous measurem ents with reason
able tem poral resolution over extended periods. We have com bined such detectors 
with a new sampling procedure for soil gas m easurem ents [2 ] to study transport 
processes within the soil, through the soil-atm osphere interface, within agricultural 
vegetation (a wheat field) and in near surface atmospheric air. In addition to being 
inert tracers, the two nuclides can be used as ‘radioactive clocks’ to determ ine time 
constants in the system under investigation.

Flow 
meter 1

Membrane 
pump 1

ь 0 - ;

Aerosol 
filter 1

Alphaguard 1

FIG. 1. Experimental set-up for the continuous measurement o f 222Rn and 220Rn activities in 
air extracted from various heights above and depths below the surface.
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Our experimental set-up is shown schematically in Fig. 1. Semi-permeable 
mem brane tubes of 1.5 m  length were placed at depths o f 10, 25, 50 and 70 cm in the 
soil of a wheat field approxim ately 20 km  northwest of Berne in early M arch. W ithin 
and above the canopy another set o f inlet lines was installed. The height o f those lines 
was adjustable. The m em brane tubes were connected by Teflon tubes (dashed lines in 
Fig. 1) to a small m em brane pum p with a pum ping rate o f 0.5 to 1 L/m in that was 
used to transport air through an aerosol filter (to remove radon daughter products) 
into the radon m onitor [3]. Com puter controlled three way valves were used to switch 
from  one level above or below the surface to another. By recycling the gas through 
the underground tubes, a steady state concentration is established. Since the m ea
surem ent is non-destructive, very little radon is removed from  the soil in spite o f con
tinuous m easurem ents over extended periods o f time.

Air was either transferred directly into the m onitor or passed through a delay 
volume o f 2 to 4 L where the short lived 220Rn would decay before reaching the detec
tor. In this way either the sum of the two activities (220Rn + 220Rn) or the long lived 
activity only (2 2 2Rn) can be monitored alternately. The 220Rn activity is obtained from 
the difference of the two signals. Details of this gas sampling system with semi-per
meable m em brane tubes and its calibration in a Rn chamber are reported elsewhere [4].

3 . 222Rn ACTIVITIES IN AIR FROM  DIFFERENT LEVELS IN THE SOIL

Figure 2 shows 222Rn activity measured at four depths below the surface for one 
week. With a sampling tim e o f 30 min, a total o f 12 data points results per day for 
each level. The m axim um  activity is about 16 000 Bq/m 3 at z = 70 cm in the early 
m orning o f the first day. A t all tim es the concentration decreases towards the surface, 
as is to be expected since in the atmosphere Rn is mixed into a large volume and 
therefore the activities rem ain small. A  nocturnal buildup of activities at all levels 
below the surface, follow ed by a decrease throughout the day, is observed in the first 
half o f the week. These diurnal variations are considerably less pronounced in the 
second half o f the week.

In Fig. 3 additional air and soil param eters for the same period are presented. 
Two ‘wetness g rids’, at z = 60 cm (above the wheat canopy) and at the soil surface 
(z = 0  cm), monitored condensation o f water by measuring the electrical resistance 
between two metallic grids. The change in the weather pattern at m idweek is clearly 
visible. The grid at z = 60 cm indicates condensation in the first nights but remains 
dry afterwards, when the weather was dominated by stronger westerly winds. The 
grid at the soil surface, at the base o f the wheat plants, shows the rain events at the 
end o f the second day, around noon o f the fourth day and at the end o f the week. The

2. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
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FIG. 2 . 222Rn activities in air measured alternately from various depths below the surface for 
the week 6-13 May 1996.

strongest o f these three rains also produces a clear response in the water content o f 
the soil at z = -5  cm (Fig. 3(f)).

The 222Rn activity of tropospheric air is influenced by the general weather sit
uation and by the stability or ventilation of the lower atmosphere. In the first half of 
the week, with fairly stable conditions, a low boundary layer at night limits the avail
able volume o f air into which the Rn released from  the soil is mixed. Rn activities 
near the surface therefore increase, reaching m axim a of up to 60 Bq/m 3  in the early 
m orning (Fig. 3(c)). Turbulent m ixing into higher altitudes is then initiated by heat
ing of the surface, resulting in lower activities during the day. W hen stronger winds 
from  the A tlantic Ocean prevail, air that is essentially free o f radon is advected into 
the system, and at the same tim e the local buildup is lim ited because there is no longer 
a stable inversion at night. Activities in the second half o f the week remained 
essentially below 10 Bq/m 3.

4. 222Rn FLUX TO TH E ATMOSPHERE

A num erical gas transport model for radon in the subsurface is being developed. 
The following discussion gives only some first estimates for the relevant parameters.
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FIG. 3. Air and soil parameters fo r  the same period as in Fig. 2. (a) wind speed, (b) and
(e) wetness at z = 60 cm and z = 0 cm, (c) 222Rn activity in tropospheric air, (d) precipitation,
(f) water content o f soil at z = -5  cm.

To discuss observed tim e series of Rn activities in soil gas or in atmospheric air, 
it is useful to start w ith idealized vertical profiles that can be generated by solving the 
appropriate diffusion equations with sim plified boundary conditions. For an infinite 
hom ogeneous atm osphere with a constant vertical eddy diffusion constant Ka and a 
constant flux from  below the surface, the Rn activity A decreases exponentially with 
vertical distance z from  the surface according to A(z) -  A0exp-(z/H a), where Ha is 
the scale height. For an infinite hom ogeneous soil with constant Rn production,
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constant em anation from  solid m aterial to the gas phase and a constant diffusion con
stant Ks, the activity increases with depth according to A(z) = Aao(J-exp(z/H J), 
where Hs is the scale depth and Ате is the equilibrium activity at great depth. For both 
profiles the same relation between scale depth Hs (or height Ha), the decay constant 
X and the respective diffusion coefficient К holds: H =(K/X)]/2.

Typical average values for such simplified vertical profiles are summarized in 
Table I. They were calculated for an average soil with the following assumed 
properties:

(a) 3 ppm  U  and 12 ppm  Th in secular equilibrium  with the respective natural 
radioactive decay series;

(b) porosity p a = 20%  (air), p w = 40% (water); 40%  of solid m aterial (density 
2.7 g/cm 3);

(c) R n em anation efficiency from  the solid phase to the gas phase, 18%.

The values A"a = 5 m2/s for the eddy diffusion constant above the surface and 
Ks -  2.6 x  10- 6  m2/s for the diffusion below the surface w ere assumed. A lthough these 
selected param eters are used only for illustrating an average basic situation, they 
approxim ate the actual soil in our field experiment.

The Rn flux J  across the surface is calculated from J  = pJ tJ fA J H J  and is then 
used to calculate the near surface activity in air according to A0 = J(H JK a).

It turns out that under these steady state conditions the two radon isotopes 
produce quite sim ilar near surface activities in the atmosphere as well as equilibrium 
activities deep below the surface. As can be seen in Figs 2 and 3(c), however, Rn 
activities above and below the surface are not constant. Changing conditions in the

TABLE I. TYPICAL N UM ERICAL VALUES FOR IDEALIZED VERTICAL RN 
PROFILES W ITH  AN EDDY DIFFUSION CONSTANT OF Ka = 5 m2/s ABOVE 
TH E SURFACE AND A DIFFUSION CONSTANT OF K% = 2.6 x  10” 6 m 2/s 
BELOW  TH E SURFACE

Rn-222 Rn-220

Scale height (for z > 0) 1540 m 2 0  m
Scale depth (for z < 0) 1 1 0  cm 1.4 cm
Equilibrium activity (z —> -°°) 36.3 kBq/m3 46.3 kBq/m2

Flux across the surface 17 (mBq/m2)/s 1.7 (Bq/m2)/s
= 0 .8  atoms/(cm2-s) = 0 .8  atoms/(cm2 min)

Near surface activity A0 (z > 0) 5.2 Bq/m3 6.7 Bq/m3
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atm osphere and at the soil surface modulate the vertical distribution with time. The 
reference profiles o f Table I, therefore, will at best only approxim ate the long term 
average situation.

It appears that the water content o f the soil near the surface controls the Rn flux. 
The nocturnal buildup o f activities at all depths below the surface in the first half of the 
week (Fig. 2) can be explained only if  the flux from the surface to the atmosphere is 
strongly attenuated because of precipitation or nocturnal dew formation. From the ref
erence data o f Table I, an increase of the 222Rn activity in soil gas of 275 Bq/m 3  per 
hour results in the absence o f any vertical transport. The observed average nocturnal 
buildup (Fig. 2) is -3000  Bq/m 3 in -1 2  h, which yields a similar rate o f increase, giv
ing a first indication that the vertical flux during these tim e intervals is indeed quite 
low. A  more detailed discussion will be possible only in the framework o f a numerical 
transport model and with the actual soil parameters of our agricultural site.

5. TRANSPORT OF 220Rn W ITHIN THE CANOPY  OF A WHEAT FIELD

Figure 4 presents data from  a one week m easurem ent period during which air 
was m easured alternately from  heights of 10, 30 and 60 cm  above the soil surface 
within the canopy of a wheat field. The procedure described in Section 2 was applied: 
the air was passed either directly into the m onitor to count the decays o f both the 
222Rn and 220Rn atoms or else first through a delay volume to elim inate the short lived 
220Rn. W ith a sampling tim e o f 1 h per isotope at each level, only four data points per 
day resulted for each curve in this test.

As can be seen in the figure, 220Rn atoms are present at z = 10 cm in activities 
that are 3-4  times higher than those o f 222Rn; at z = 30 cm, the two activities are 
roughly equal, and at z = 60 cm hardly any difference between the two curves exists 
any more, indicating that most o f the short lived 220Rn atoms have decayed before 
reaching this altitude. (Note the different vertical scales in the three plots.) Using the 
simplified vertical Rn profiles (with constant diffusion coefficient Ka), one can get a 
first estimate o f the vertical exchange rate for 220Rn inside this wheat field. From an 
observed scale height o f approxim ately Я  = 20 cm, one calculates a diffusion coeffi
cient for turbulent m ixing o f 5 x  10- 4  m 2/s. This is 4 orders o f magnitude sm aller than 
the value used for turbulent diffusion in  the free troposphere (Table I), clearly 
indicating that gas exchange w ithin the canopy o f the wheat field is much slower.

6 . SUM M ARY AND OUTLOOK

Sensitive new com m ercial on-line Rn monitors enable the continuous m onitor
ing of 220Rn and 222Rn activities in ambient air with a tim e resolution o f -3 0  min,
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FIG. 4. 222Rn and (222Rn + 220Rn) activities in air extracted alternately from various heights 
within the canopy o f a wheat field  (a) z = 10 cm; (b) z = 30 cm; (c) z = 60 cm.
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adequate for environm ental studies. W ith inlet lines within and above the canopy of 
agricultural vegetation, vertical activity profiles can be measured. A t the same time, a 
new gas sampling technique based on semi-permeable m em brane tubes enables the 
monitoring of Rn activities in air extracted from  various depths below the soil with 
m inim um  interference with the soil gas system. Together, these records can be used 
to quantify the gas exchange and its variations between soil, vegetation and the 
atm osphere and to correlate these with m eteorological and soil parameters.

A fully automatic system will be used in the near future on a continuous basis 
in the co-ordinated field project BAT (Biosphere-A tm osphere Transfer), aiming at 
quantifying the surface flux budget o f the three N-containing trace gases NO, NH 3 

and N20  in an agricultural environment. Radon isotopes will help separate the factors 
that cause temporal variations in the concentrations of these gases in soil and atm o
spheric air into physical and biological/chem ical fractions. The BAT project is a 
Swiss contribution to the BIATEX-2 program m e within EUROTRAC-2.
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A b s tr a c t

THERMAL IONIZATION MASS SPECTROMETRY MEASUREMENTS OF Ra-226 AND 
U ISOTOPES IN SOILS, SURFACE AND GROUNDWATERS: ANALYTICAL ASPECTS 
AND PORE WATER-MATRIX INTERACTIONS REVISITED.

Recent developments in thermal ionization mass spectrometry and in the chemical sep
aration of Ra and Ba through cation exchange chromatography now allow the analysis of 226Ra 
and U isotopes (234U, 238U) in smaller samples than those required using conventional count
ing techniques. Routine measurements are now obtained with picogramme (U) to sub- 
picogramme (Ra) quantities of these elements (i.e. in water samples of a few millilitres for U 
isotopes, and of <200 mL for 226Ra). Details are given on the analytical procedures used for 
226Ra measurements in low mineralized waters. These technical improvements allow the 
revisiting of porewater-matrix interactions in soils and aquifers. Two case studies are 
examined. The first concerns the well known Cretaceous chalk aquifer in the Paris Basin, 
where matrices and pore waters from both the shallow unsaturated and deeper saturated (con
fined and unconfined) zones were analysed. The second site is a small catchment basin of the 
Precambrian Shield in eastern Canada, where soils, surface and ground waters were also 
sampled. At all sites, 226Ra/238U activity ratios in waters are much lower than the secular 
equilibrium value, indicating that the two elements have distinct entry functions during early 
mineralization processes. Similarly, Ra/Ba and Ra/Ca ratios depart significantly from the 
conservative behaviour expected if co-dissolution and co-precipitation were the only 
mechanisms involved. However, during the early infiltration stage in the unsaturated zone and 
in the upper unconfined part of the chalk aquifer, dissolved Ra contents correlate (r = 0.9) with 
those of Sr, indicating a prominent input through dissolution processes, whereas 226Ra values 
for water samples from the crystalline basement of eastern Canada are correlated with 
conductivity data, rather suggesting Ra uptake through rock etching processes. In both cases, 
significant uptake of Ra occurs during early mineralization processes. Later, Ra dissolution 
occurs either through recoil effects from matrix lattice, and/or through decay of 230Th produced
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by porewater U and adsorbed at grain surfaces, as shown by former studies. Dating applications 
in the 0 to 5-8 ka range may be considered, but they will depend strongly on the stability of 
the hydrological and climatic conditions prevailing during palaeorecharge, which control early 
mineralization rates, as well as on local lithologies.

1. INTRODUCTION

Because the half-life o f 226Ra (1620 a) is intermediate between those o f short 
lived isotopes (e.g. 3H) and o f 14C or 36C1, attempts at using 226Ra in hydrogeologi
cal studies have often been made [1-3]. In m ost cases, they revealed little conclusive. 
One lim itation was the need for very large samples to analyse 226R a through conven
tional counting techniques. This lim ited precise investigations on m atrix-w ater inter
actions to support theoretical considerations on Ra behaviour at this interface (e.g. 
Ref. [4]).

The m ost common analytical technique is the radon emanation m ethod [5, 6 ], 
based on alpha scintillation counting of 2 2 2Rn, the gaseous daughter product o f 226Ra. 
This method is time consuming, because it requires growth times of several days, and 
it also relies on the availability o f water samples of 20-50  L. 226R a can also be directly 
detected by alpha spectrometry, after isotopic dilution, resin chromatographic separa
tion and electrodeposition on steel disks (e.g. [7, 8 ]). This technique still requires water 
samples o f >20 L, however. M ichel and others [9] have developed a Ge(Li) gamma ray 
spectrometric method for the measurement o f both 226Ra and 228Ra in waters. The vol
ume o f water processed is even larger (100 to 1000 L, except for highly concentrated 
waters [10]). This technique also requires R a concentration with M n impregnated 
acrylic fibre cartridges followed by leaching and co-precipitation with B a S 0 4. Jiang 
[ 1 1 ] also describes a procedure that uses gamma ray spectrometry (for combined 
226Ra, 228R a and 224R a measurements). Ra isotopes are co-precipitated with Ba and Pb 
sulphates, and the precipitate is counted on a low background Ge(Li) detector. Again, 
this m ethod requires more than 20 L o f water.

M ore recently, Ben Othman [12] developed an approach using therm al ioniza
tion m ass spectrometry (TIM S) for the measurem ent o f 226R a in uranothorites, ura- 
nothorianites, and corals from  the New Hebrides. Several workers have since then 
used this m ethod in studies o f volcanic rocks, using different Ra separation 
techniques before m easurem ent [13-19].

Indeed, the most difficult step for Ra analysis by TIMS is the chem ical separa
tion o f R a from Ba, which is 102  to 104 tim es more abundant than Ra in natural 
samples. The chemical behaviour o f the two elements is so sim ilar that Ba is often 
used as a surrogate stable isotope of R a (e.g. Ref. [20]). Several papers describe the 
ion exchange separation o f Ra from Ba. Recently, Cohen and O ’Nions [13] and Volpe 
et al. [14] used a solution o f EDTA for sequential B a-R a elution, requiring a very 
careful control o f pH. Other-separation procedures described in the literature are
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generally based on chrom atographic m ethods (e.g. Refs [21 and 22]). Here we pro
vide details on a method based on a two column chromatographic separation that 
allows us to analyse 226Ra in ~100 m L samples of natural low mineralized waters by 
TIMS.

We used this approach to docum ent the behaviour o f 226Ra versus uranium iso
topes, and a few other elements, in two distinct settings. The first one is the 
Cretaceous chalk aquifer o f the Paris Basin (Fig. 1), where soils, as well as waters 
from the unsaturated and saturated zones, were collected. This site was selected 
because of the numerous previous isotopic studies, based notably on 14C model 
dating of groundwaters [23]. The second site involves a small drainage basin from  the 
Precambrian Shield, north of Ottawa (Canada), the Blackburn River catchment

Tertiary (undifferentiated) 

j I Chalk (Turonian-Campanian)
Cenomanian and Lower 
Cretaceous

0 10 50 km

Sampling site 

111 Jurassic

LOGS
Quaternary

Tertiary

Chalk

FIG. 1. The chalk aquifer o f the Paris Basin. Sampling sites are illustrated with their litho- 
logies and full descriptions can be found in Ref. [23]. Note that vertical scale corresponds to 
an 11 m thick sequence at site AUL. The present study refers essentially to the easternmost sites 
(i.e. to the unconfined part o f the aquifer).
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FIG. 2. The Blackburn River catchment from the eastern Canadian Shield. Sample site loca
tions and Ra contents of the waters.

(Fig. 2). There, soils, surface waters and one spring source were sampled. This site 
was used to further explore Ra behaviour under very different lithological conditions. 
In both cases, U  isotope measurem ents were also obtained by TIM S following rou
tine techniques developed by Chen and others [24]; see detailed technical procedures 
used in Ref. [25].
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2. STUDIED SITES

W ater samples to be analysed for Ra and U contents and 234U /238U isotopic 
ratio were collected in several wells exploiting the eastern sector o f the chalk aquifer 
o f the Paris basin (Fig. 1). A t one of these sites (Mailly, Fig. 1), seriated samples of 
the aquifer m atrix were also recovered. Detailed inform ation on w ater-aquifer chem i
cal exchanges are available for most o f these sites [23, 26, 27]. Four sets of samples 
were used in the present study. They include (1) from Mailly, pore waters from  the 
unsaturated zone, which were collected at five depths between 1 0  and 2 0  m  below the 
surface using in situ filtering devices; (2 ) eight solid samples o f the aquifer matrix 
collected along the same vertical transect, down to the saturated zone, found at about 
20 m  below the surface; (3) waters collected in eight wells or piezom eters exploiting 
the saturated unconfined aquifer (including several samples from M ailly); (4) waters 
collected in 1 2  wells or piezometers exploiting the saturated confined chalk aquifer at 
sites where Tertiary deposits overlay the Cretaceous chalk. In the present paper, we 
will essentially refer to data obtained from the first three sets of samples.

In the Blackburn River catchment o f eastern Canada (Fig. 2), three sets of 
samples were also available. They include (1) matrix from  soil profiles, (2) stream 
waters, and (3) one spring water source draining a small aquifer consisting of 
glaciofluvial deposits (sands, gravels and boulders) eroded from the local gneissic 
Precam brian basement. All water samples were indicative of oxidizing conditions 
(Eh » 0 )  and were filtered (at 0.45 |im) on site.

3. ANALYTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

For Ra analysis, water samples o f -1 0 0  mL (but up to 250 mL for poorly 
mineralized waters) were spiked with 228Ra. The latter was extracted from a Th 
nitrate and calibrated against a National Institute o f Standards and Technology 226Ra 
standard (NIST 4950E; e.g. Fig. 3). The solution was then evaporated to dryness and 
redissolved in 2.5N H Cl for further chemical extraction. Separation and purification 
o f radium  requires two stages. The first stage allows separation of Ra+Ba from the 
bulk of the other elements. We used the method described by Volpe et al. [14], which 
consists o f using a 10 mL (0.39 cm 2  x  26 cm) column filled with a cation exchange 
resin conditioned in 2.5N HCl. Samples were loaded on the columns with 3 mL 2.5N 
HCl. A first wash was made with 20 mL of 2.5N HCl, followed by a second wash with 
10 m L 6 N HCl, set at a flow rate o f 0.12 mL/min. Elution was perform ed with 22 mL 
6 N HCl, and the eluted solution was evaporated to dryness.

The second stage, for the separation of Ra from Ba, is based on the technique 
of Chabaux et al. [19]. We used a solution of 4,4'(5"')bis-(tetra-butylcyclohexano)-18- 
crown - 6  in 1-octanol, adsorbed onto an inert substrate (Sr Spec from ElChrom).
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FIG. 3. Ra measurements by TIMS technique, (a): 228Ra (spike)l226Ra (sample) ratios are 
recorded until final collapse of the beam, i.e. allowing us to neglect the mass fractionation 
correction. As shown here, these ratios vary little throughout a complete set o f measurements, 
(b): Overall analytical reproducibility shown by independent analysis o f a mixture o f two 
standard Ra solutions.
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Optimum separation o f Ra and Ba was obtained by elution using 3N H N 0 3. W hen 
too small, the eluting volume does not allow Ra release. W hen too large, some Ba is 
also released. Optimal conditions can be determined by processing mixtures of 
B a S 0 4 and of 226Ra using different volumes, and controlling the efficiency by alpha 
counting (after electrodeposition o f the elution). In our case, the samples were dis
solved in 0.3 mL 3N H N 0 3 and loaded into columns conditioned w ith 3N H N 0 3. The 
Ra fraction was then eluted by adding 0.7 mL 3N H N 0 3 and thus allowing B a to 
remain sorbed onto the resin. The elution was evaporated to dryness in a small Teflon 
beaker.

For TIM S m easurem ent, the sam ples were redissolved in - 1 0  )iL 3N H N 0 3 

and m ixed with 2 pL  o f an activating B irck solution [28], then loaded onto an out- 
gassed zone refined rhenium  filam ent. Isobaric interferences occasionally appeared 
(hydrocarbons —  organic or inorganic species for e.g. 20 8P b 1 8 O). They w ere elim 
inated by preheating for 45 m in at ~1100°C. R a ionization tem peratures were 
betw een 1240-1350°C, and 600 to 3000 counts per second were routinely obtained 
for m ass 226, w ith a background level below 4 counts per second at m ass 225.5. 
The internal precision averaged 0.15%  for the isotopic ratio, and the overall ana
lytical uncertainty, as determ ined on replicate m easurem ents, averaged 2 % 
(Fig. 3(a)). No correction for m ass fractionation was m ade because R a signals were 
counted until final collapse. The results dem onstrate that instrum ental fractionation 
does not produce any significant bias during the course o f an analysis (Fig. 3(b)), 
which, including the warm -up period, averaged 2 h. A ll analyses w ere perform ed 
on a VG Sector single collector m ass spectrom eter equipped w ith a 10 cm  electro
static filter and a pulse counting Daly detector. The source cham ber is equipped 
w ith a 160 L/s ion pum p and a titanium  sublim ation pump. The flight tube has two 
30 L/s ion pum ps, w hich m aintain the pressure at 10- 8  m bar (1 bar = 105 Pa). All 
isotopic m easurem ents were obtained with the Daly detector. As m entioned previ
ously, routine procedures w ere used for U isotope m easurem ents in a few-m illilitre 
aliquots. D etails on the procedures used can be found in Ref. [25]. Overall analyti
cal uncertainties are com m only below 0.5%o both for U concentration and for U 
isotope ratios. Barium , strontium  and calcium  concentrations were determ ined by 
the atom ic absorption technique. Reproducibility is at the per cent level for such 
elem ents.

4. EARLY Ra M INERALIZATION PROCESSES AT THE STUDIED SITES

We focus here on the early m ineralization processes and overall chemical and 
isotopic properties o f surface and subsurface waters observed at the two study sites. 
Because o f space constraints, dating applications of 226Ra and U isotope data, notably 
in the confined chalk aquifer, will be presented and discussed elsewhere [29].
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The soil m atrices at the two sites exhibit great differences with respect to U and 
Th isotope behaviour. A t Mailly, where the Cretaceous chalk outcrops, a poorly devel
oped soil is seen on top of a very thick unsaturated zone (Fig. 4). The upper 3 m 
shows typical features o f carbonate rich soils form ed under sub-arid conditions (e.g. 
[30]) and indicates efficient U  leaching, resulting in 230Th excesses, and moderate 
234U /238U fractionation. Indeed, in carbonate rich soils, most U is co-dissolved with 
the carbonate m atrix and therefore without significant enrichment in 234U o f the dis
solved fraction, as would have been produced by recoil effects. Below the upper soil 
unit, and between ~3 and 6  m, M oulin [27] has observed precipitation o f secondary 
calcite (due to decreasing p C 0 2 in the soil during recharge events). Figure 4 provides 
evidence for co-precipitation of U  in this horizon, with 230Th/234U ratios below the 
secular equilibrium  value and with a slight excess of 234U over 238U. In contrast, 
radium  activities at the same site show minimum variations (Table I) and a rather 
uniform  distribution in  the unsaturated zone, where R a and Sr contents seem closely 
correlated (Fig. 4).

In the soils o f the Blackburn River catchment, U  series isotopes behave in a 
‘typical fashion’ (e.g. Ref. [31]), linked to  the m ore hum id hydric conditions. 
M axim um  U leaching occurs in the В horizon (Fig. 5), resulting in minimum U/Th 
ratios and a strong excess o f 230Th over 234U. Above the В horizon, in the organic 
rich, low Eh A  horizon, secondary precipitation of U occurs, as shown by the reverse 
trends. Below, in the С horizon, near secular equilibrium conditions are observed. 
Clearly, 226Ra behaves in a very independent mode. Leaching does occur, as shown 
by its deficit versus its parent isotope 230Th, but at a distinct rate com pared with U 
(Fig. 5).

As seen in Table I and Fig. 6 , 226Ra contents in waters do not correlate with Ba, 
Ca or U  abundances. The lack o f correlation between Ra and Ba contradicts current 
belief that the behaviour o f these two elements is so close, in many situations, that Ba 
can be used as a surrogate stable isotope of Ra. In the case of the waters from the 
chalk aquifer, the presence of barytine (e.g. Ref. [32]) could explain the differential 
Ba versus Ra loadings. As for the crystalline basem ent o f the Blackburn basin, we 
have no precise explanation for the distinct behaviour o f Ra and Ba in surface waters. 
The absence of a correlation between Ra and Ca, notably in  the chalk aquifer samples, 
is another unexpected feature. To the contrary, the chemical behaviour of Ra and Sr 
is similar, as shown by their highly correlated distribution in the waters o f the uncon
fined chalk aquifer (Fig. 7). We believe that the R a-S r versus Ca fractionation may 
be attributed to the fact that Ca is preferentially removed from  pore waters in the 
horizon where precipitation of secondary calcite occurs (i.e. at 3 to 6  m below soil 
surface at Mailly, Fig. 4), whereas R a and Sr largely remain in solution.

Nevertheless, the early R a loadings o f natural waters, either at subsurface 
(Blackburn River waters), or down to the saturated unconfined chalk aquifer, corre
late respectively with total electrical conductivity or Sr content (Fig. 7). In the latter
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TABLE I. MEAN Ra, U, Ba, Sr AND Ca CONTENTS IN THE WATERS FROM THE TWO STUDY AREAS

Ra-226
(dpm/kg)a

U-238 
(dpm/kg)a

Ba
(Pg/g)

Sr
(Pg/g)

Ca
(Pg/g)

Blackburn River catchment

Surface waters (n = 10) 0.0175 ± 0.0050 0.135 ±0.042 0.163 ±0.051 n.d. 36.9 ± 6.4
Spring water (n = 1) 0.050 0.5735 0 . 1 2 0 n.d. 56.5

Chalk aquifer

Unsaturated zone (n = 6 ) 
Saturated (unconfined)

0.064 ± 0.02 0.301(n = 1) n.d. n.d. n.d.

zone (n = 7) 
Saturated (confined)

0.119 ±0.069 1.11 ±0.77 1.92 ± 1.11 0.80 ± 0.58 70.9 ± 12.7

zone (n = 9) 0.319 ±0.577 0.57 ± 0.37 2 . 8 8  ± 2.62 1.24 ± 1.94 6 6 . 8  ± 23.6
Chalk (л = 6 ) 265 ± 16 255 (n = 1) n.d. 509 ± 46 (3926 ± 24) xlO2

a dpm = decays per minute.

JOFFROY 
et al.
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case, the 226Ra/Sr ratio observed in waters (Fig. 7(a)) is lower than that m easured in 
the chalk itself (Fig. 4), because of the ageing effect. Through time, the decay o f this 
‘in itial’ Ra will be progressively com pensated by the radium ‘recoiled’ from 230Th in 
the lattice o f the outer matrix grains or produced by the 230Th adsorbed at grain 
surfaces and produced by the uranium dissolved in pore waters (e.g. Refs [4, 33]). As 
previously stated, the subsequent tim e dependent behaviour o f Ra, notably in the 
confined part o f the chalk aquifer, will be explored elsewhere, notably in relation to 
the evolution o f uranium isotopes in pore waters [29].
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Am ong previous studies, those o f  A ndrew s et al. [33] and o f D avidson and 
D ickson [4], for exam ple, provide a basis for d iscussing all possib le sources o f Ra 
in  groundw aters or adsorption/desorption  processes at the porew ater-m atrix  in te r
faces o f  aquifers. On the basis o f  the present TIM S m easurem ents o f low natural 
R a -U  levels o f low m ineralized  w aters, such as the surface w aters o f the 
P recam brian  Shield o f  eastern  C anada, o r o f  m oderately m ineralized w aters, such 
as those o f  the unconfined chalk aquifer o f  the Paris Basin, it can be concluded 
that the in itial R a loading o f  groundw aters, during early m ineralization  processes, 
is an im portant elem ent o f  these problem atics. The R a conductivity  or R a -S r  cor
relations respectively show that the early  R a uptake due to either chem ical solu
tion by rock  etch processes (crystalline basem ent), o r to total dissolution (chalk 
aquifer), am ounts to a substantial fraction  o f the m axim um  R a content observed 
in the w aters o f the confined aquifer w aters at both sites. In both cases, however, 
the R a contents do not necessarily  correlate w ith m ajor cation contents (e.g. Ca), 
nor w ith specific trace elem ent contents (Ba) nor w ith the uptake o f the soluble 
ascendant elem ent (U). D ifferential entry functions (e.g. R a versus U  or R a ver
sus Ba), as w ell as chem ical fractionation when secondary precipitation  occurs 
(e.g. R a/C a fractionation  during U -C a C 0 3 co-precipitation), m ay account fo r this 
observation.

These prelim inary observations from  two distinct settings, both in term s of 
lithologies and hydric conditions in soils, show that the developm ent o f chronolog
ical m odels based on R a m easurem ents in  groundwaters (and/or on U  isotope data, 
e.g. Ref. [34]), will likely be site specific. This is also the case with dating m odels 
based on 14C activities o f dissolved inorganic carbon. Furtherm ore, the link 
betw een early dissolution processes and R a contents observed here suggests that 
any change in the hydric conditions o f the soil will likely result in differential in i
tial Ra loadings and therefore in new boundary conditions for any dating model 
based on R a behaviour.

N evertheless, the possib ility  o f analysing very sm all sam ples o f 226R a (down 
to 10 fg) or o f 2 3 8U -234U (down to 1 ng) by TIM S, opens new  avenues in the doc
um entation  o f processes at po rew ater-m atrix  interfaces involving natural, very 
poorly m ineralized  w aters. C om pared w ith the abundant literature available fo r Ra 
iso tope behaviour in hydrotherm al system s or in deep aquifer brines (see reviews 
in  R ef. [35]), few publications address the problem  o f surface or subsurface 
w aters young enough to fall w ithin 226R a dating range (i.e. 5 -8  ka). Furtherm ore, 
m ost o f them  are based on counting techniques and therefore on the processing 
o f very large w ater sam ples, this possibly leading to analytical problem s or 
artefacts.

5. CONCLUSIONS
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Abstract

ISOLATION, CHARACTERIZATION AND RADIOCARBON CONTENTS OF 
DISSOLVED ORGANIC CARBON: APPLICATION TO GROUNDWATER DATING.

Radiocarbon dating on dissolved organic carbon may be a tool for determining residence 
times of groundwaters between 1000 and 40 000 a. For the reported study, which aims at the 
improvement of the method, four aquifers were selected: a sand aquifer in Soulaines (Aube, 
France), a sand aquifer in Mol (Belgium), a granitic aquifer in Pény (Limousin, France) and the 
chalk aquifer of the Paris Basin, in Châlon-en-Champagne (France). Humic and fulvic acids 
were sampled by adsorption on resins: DEAE for in situ sampling and XAD-8  for extractions 
in the laboratory. The characterization of organic compounds, a basic step for their 
identification, shows that the contribution of sedimentary organic carbon in the aquifer affects 
humic acids much more than fulvic acids. The latter, which come mainly from soils, may 
represent a better natural tracer of groundwater movement than the former. Residence times 
obtained from radiocarbon activities of DOC and of TDIC are in good agreement for recent 
groundwaters. For older groundwaters, the ‘ages’ given by 14C in DOC are always lower than 
those given by 14C in TDIC. Two explanations are proposed: (1) DOC is less delayed, with 
respect to water, than TDIC in the aquifer; (2) the effects of mixing between groundwaters of 
different ages differently affect the radiocarbon contents of TDIC and those of DOC. In both 
cases, DOC would follow the most mobile part of the groundwater and give information on its 
transit time.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Groundw ater dating by carbon-14 measurem ents is essential to the understand
ing o f the evolution o f hydrological systems with tim e-scales between 1 0 0 0  and 
40 000 a. The classical dating m ethod is based on carbon-14 content m easured on 
total dissolved inorganic carbon (TDIC). The reconstitution of the geochem ical his
tory o f  TDIC in water, which is necessary to the interpretation o f radiocarbon content 
in term s o f w ater residence tim es, represents the m ajor difficulty in applying this 
method. A  num ber o f ‘correction’ models, m ore or less elaborated, are used for dat
ing. They try to take into account the multiple origins o f TDIC and the chemical, bio
chem ical and isotopic reactions involved in its evolution in water.

The com plexity o f interpretation of radiocarbon measurem ents on TDIC and 
the recent developm ent o f accelerator mass spectrometry have contributed to the rise 
o f a new groundwater dating method, based on the radiocarbon content o f dissolved 
organic carbon (DOC).

A  priori, the m ain interest o f the method consists in the lim ited num ber of 
sources o f DOC: the soils o f the recharge zone and/or the sediments in the aquifer. 
This method, still in development, has already been the subject o f several investiga
tions. The first results, quite prom ising, give access to inform ation until now inacces
sible by radiocarbon dating on TD IC [1-3].

The objectives o f this study are to examine the possibility o f groundwater dat
ing by radiocarbon m easurem ents on DOC, to evaluate the initial carbon activities in 
the recharge zones and to com pare the results with those o f radiocarbon groundwater 
dating on TDIC.

2. STUDIED SITES

For this study, four sites were selected. The first site is located in the recharge 
area o f the A lbian sand aquifer in Soulaines (Aube), in the Paris Basin. This site 
should allow a com parison between the two radiocarbon dating methods, w ith TDIC 
and with DOC, in a system open to biological C 0 2. One o f the problem s is to esti
m ate the initial activity o f DOC when it enters the aquifer. Because of the residence 
tim e o f hum ic substances in the soil, this initial activity can be lower than 100 pmC.

The second site is in  northern Belgium (Mol). The deep Rupelian sandstone 
aquifer is confined by the Boom  clays. In this aquifer, the radiocarbon content of 
TDIC is close to the detection limit. Radiocarbon in hum ic substances, still 
detectable, could allow groundwater dating.

The third site (Pény) is situated in a granitic m assif of the Limousin region, in 
France. This site has been the subject o f a num ber o f chemical and isotopic studies, 
but the interpretation o f the data is complex: the hydrogeochem istry o f this system is
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essentially governed by m ixing phenom ena between old groundwater and recent 
water that began flowing in the fracture network after the opening o f a mine. 
Radiocarbon m easurem ents on DOC may facilitate the determ ination o f m ixing 
ratios.

The fourth site was selected in the eastern part o f the Paris Basin (Châlon-en- 
Cham pagne), where the chalk aquifer is unconfined. The chalk is particularly affected 
by dissolution-précipitation processes, leading to difficulties in the interpretation of 
radiocarbon m easurem ents on TD IC in term s o f groundwater dating. Hum ic sub
stances, which are not involved in this type of reaction, m ay represent a more suitable 
tim e tracer in that case.

3. TECHNIQUES

In this study, aquatic hum ic substances were isolated by adsorption on resins. 
The com bined use of the D EAE and X A D - 8  resins for extracting organic com pounds 
from  water makes easier the adaptation to the different sampling sites. The type of 
resin chosen depended on the DOC contents and pH o f the groundwaters. Because it 
does not require any previous water acidification and because its conditioning is sim
ple, the DEAE resin was used for extractions in the field, from large volumes o f water 
[4]. The XAD - 8  resin, which requires an acidification step, was used for extractions 
at the laboratory from  small volumes o f water rich in DOC [5].

Hum ic and fulvic acids w ere separated by acidification at pH  = 1 and precipi
tation o f hum ic acids. These two fractions were then purified and freeze dried in H+ 
form  [6 ].

Stable isotope m easurem ents (8 13C of DIC and DOC) were perform ed on a VG 
SIRA m ass spectrometer. Radiocarbon measurem ents (DIC and DOC) were done by 
accelerator mass spectrom etry (Tandétron, Gif-sur-Yvette).

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1. Characterization and origins of aqueous organic compounds

The com parative study of hum ic substances from  different sites is o f great inter
est for the understanding o f processes because organic m atter has often relatively 
hom ogeneous characteristics in a single site. This com parison gives a more general 
view of the evolution o f hum ic substances.

C arbon-13 contents o f organic com pounds are shown versus their radiocarbon 
activities in Fig. 1. These two param eters are clearly correlated: ô 13C values increase 
as radiocarbon activities decrease. In shallow groundwaters, DOC samples with
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FIG. 1. Radiocarbon activities versus 5I3C values o f DOC collected in the four aquifers.

relatively high radiocarbon activities present 513C values between -30%o and -27.5%o 
PDB. Samples from (older) deep groundwaters have 513C values between -27.5%o 
and -25%o PDB. This correlation may reflect the contribution of several sources of 
organic matter (soils and sediments) to DOC and/or the evolution of DOC with time.

In general, humic acids from marine sediments have 513C values between 
-22%c and -26%o PDB, while 513C values of humic acids from continental sediments 
vary between -26%o and -32%o PDB [7].

For two samples of the Soulaines aquifer (P 236 and P 416), humic acids 
present lower 13C and 14C contents than those of corresponding fulvic acids. 
Assuming that humic acids of pedological origin have the same 13C and 14C con
tents as fulvic acids, it appears that humic acids in Soulaines groundwaters come, in 
part, from old (14C free) continental sediments, with a 8 13C value of approximately 
-31%e PDB.

In the case of the Mol aquifer, humic acids in the samples 15 В and Poppel 
present higher 513C values and lower radiocarbon activities than corresponding fulvic 
acids. In Fig. 1, all these points plot along a mixing line. One of the end members of 
the mixing corresponds to humic acids extracted from organic matter of the Boom 
clays, which overlie the aquifer. Humic acids in the samples 15B and Poppel come 
from a mixing between sedimentary humic acids leached by groundwater in the 
aquifer and humic acids of pedological origin.

These interpretations, based on isotopic compositions, are confirmed by the 
results of characterization analyses including elementary analyses, UV-visible
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spectrophotom etry and IR spectroscopy [8 ]. Organic sediments, which are much 
richer in hum ic than in fulvic acids, release into groundwaters hum ic acids that mix 
with those o f pedological origin. The further the sampling point from  the recharge 
area of the aquifer (and the richer the aquifer in sedimentary organic matter), the 
closer sam pled hum ic acids will be to those that issued from  the sediment.

Fulvic acids are less affected by this contribution o f sedimentary organic m atter 
than hum ic acids. T heir evolution  in the aquifer is m ainly contro lled  by 
oxidation-reduction conditions, usually leading to a decrease with depth o f their 
contents in groundwater and accom panied by a decrease o f their oxygen/carbon ratio 
and an increase o f their 13C contents.

4.2. Radiocarbon groundwater dating with DIC and DOC

In the Soulaines aquifer, samples were taken to evaluate the radiocarbon input 
signal for DOC.

M ainly owing to the contribution of sedimentary organic carbon in variable 
proportions, the radiocarbon activities of hum ic acids are often significantly different 
from those of fulvic acids. The agreem ent is better between the radiocarbon activities 
o f fulvic acids and o f TDIC, even if  the former are in general lower than the latter.

These lower activities o f fulvic acids can be due to radioactive decay during 
their residence tim e in the soil, but also in the unsaturated zone and in the unconfined 
part o f the aquifer, where the system is open to soil C 0 2, and the TDIC activities are 
kept close to 100 pmC.

From our study, fulvic acids show an activity o f 90 ± 10 pm C in the recharge 
zone o f the aquifer. These results are in agreement with those obtained in two previ
ous studies on shallow aquifers. W assenaar et al. [9] showed that the radiocarbon 
activities o f D OC may be affected by a contribution of old carbon in the unsaturated 
zone in the recharge zone (14C contents o f DOC between 75 and 80 pmC). G eyer et 
al. [2] pointed out that the radiocarbon activities o f DOC in a recharge area (in the 
range 85 ± 10 pmC) depend on the thickness o f the unsaturated zone and on the 
turnover o f organic m atter in the soil.

Taking into account data from  the literature and from  this study, the activity of 
DOC in the recharge zones varies between 75 and 100 pm C (87.5 ± 12.5 pmC).

This activity can be used as initial activity for groundwater dating by the 
radiocarbon-D O C  chronometer. Actually, it corresponds to the zero age point o f the 
radiocarbon-TD IC  chronometer, when water enters the zone o f saturated flow, with 
closing of the system  with respect to the soil C 0 2- The radiocarbon-TD IC  
chronom eter ‘forgets’ the tim e elapsed before this closing of the system, while this 
tim e is registered by the radiocarbon-D O C  chronometer. A part o f this tim e corre
sponds to transfers in solution of the DOC (transit in the unsaturated zone and in the 
unconfmed part o f the aquifer) and should be used for the interpretation in term s of
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residence tim e o f water. However, as it is difficult to evaluate separately the transit 
tim e o f DOC in solution and its residence tim e in the soil, the notion of initial activity 
o f DOC, corresponding to the closing o f the system for the TDIC, may be used. 
M oreover, this has the advantage o f allowing a direct com parison between the two 
chronom eters (TDIC and DOC).

The two dating m ethods were applied to groundwaters collected in the three 
other aquifers (Mol, Pény and Châlon-en-Champagne).

The com parison of the two tracers reveals that for every sample, except very 
young groundwaters, the radiocarbon activity o f TDIC is always lower than that of 
DOC (Fig. 2).

W ater residence tim es were calculated from  TD IC activities by using various 
models for correction o f the initial activity [10-16]. From  DOC activities, water 
residence tim es were calculated using the general range of initial 14C activity of 
75-100  pmC. In addition, two corrections were made: (1) a correction for a potential 
contam ination o f the DOC samples during the isolation/purifying processes, on the 
basis o f the radiocarbon activity m easured on hum ic substances o f the Boom  clays, 
considered as a ‘b lank’, and (2 ) a correction for the contribution o f sedimentary car
bon to DOC, based on the results o f the characterization.

In spite of these corrections, the water residence tim es calculated with 14C 
activities of DOC are always shorter than those calculated with 14C activities o f TDIC 
(Fig. 3). Two hypotheses are proposed to explain these discrepancies:

(1) During the m ovem ent o f water through the aquifer, the delay (with respect to 
water) affecting DOC is less im portant than that affecting TDIC. For example, 
TDIC m ight be m ore sensible to diffusion processes than DOC, because o f the 
difference in the m olecular sizes. These diffusion effects may becom e very 
significant in aquifers with double porosity, where diffusion from  the fractures 
to the porous matrix, if  not considered, can lead to large loss in TDIC radio
carbon and consequently to overestimation o f ages [17, 18].

(2) M ixings between groundwaters o f different ages affect differently the radiocar
bon contents o f TDIC and those o f DOC. The DOC contents o f old ground
waters can be very low com pared to those o f younger groundwaters, while their 
TDIC contents are com parable. In a mixture between these two types of water, 
DOC com es m ainly from  the younger com ponent(s), whereas TDIC comes 
from both the young and old components.

5. CONCLUSION

The activity of DOC in the aquifer recharge zones varies between 75 and 
100 pmC, taking into account data from  the literature and from this study.
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FIG. 3. Comparison o f the water residence times calculated after corrections (see text) from  
radiocarbon activities o f fulvic acids, humic acids and dissolved inorganic carbon in Mol.

A fter correction for a potential contam ination during the process o f isolation of 
DOC, and using corrected initial activity for both TDIC and DOC, it appears that the 
ages obtained with radiocarbon activities on DOC and on TDIC are in good agree
m ent for recent groundwaters. For older groundwaters, however, the residence times 
calculated from  DOC are always shorter than those calculated from TDIC. Two expla
nations may be proposed: (1) DOC is less delayed than TDIC in the aquifer, or (2) the 
effects o f  m ixing between groundwaters of different ages differently affect the radio
carbon contents o f  TDIC and those of DOC.

It m ay be difficult to separate the effects o f these two processes. In both cases, 
however, DOC would follow the m ost mobile part o f groundwater, which transits 
m ost quickly in the aquifer, and, in a number of hydrogeological problem s, it is very 
interesting to ‘date’ this m obile water.

In practice, unlike the dating method on TDIC, the radiocarbon dating method 
on DOC is, for the tim e being, difficult to use routinely because it requires consider
able effort from  the first step (extraction) to the last (access to accelerator mass 
spectrometry). Nevertheless, in the near future, increasing use' o f this m ethod should 
allow the experim ental work to be optimized and the m ethod to be m ade m ore reli
able and more accessible.
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RAINFALL-RECHARGE RELATIONS IN
THE EASTERN MEDITERRANEAN SEMI-ARID REGIME

A. AYALON, M. BAR-MATTHEWS 
Geological Survey of Israel,
Jerusalem, Israel

Annual rainfall variations and fractionation processes in the epikarst zone exert 
a profound influence on the chemical and isotopic compositions of waters of 
carbonate aquifers in semi-arid climatic zones, such as the Eastern Mediterranean 
region (Israel).

We have studied the chemical and isotopic compositions of rain and ground
waters within a karstic terrain (Soreq Cave) situated within the steeply westward 
dipping flank of the Judean Hill anticline and located approximately 60 km inland 
and 400 m above sea level in Cenomanian dolomitic rocks. The location of the cave 
results in a variation of its depth below the surface from less than 1 0  m at the western 
end to 40-50 m at the eastern end. A 30 cm thick soil cover above the cave is distrib
uted in patches and is composed of Terra Rosa and Rendzina soils with a 
Mediterranean C 3  type vegetation. The climate in the cave is typical of the Eastern 
Mediterranean semiarid conditions, with rainy winter months and dry summer 
months. Most rainstorms are associated with Mediterranean fronts. Annual rainfall in 
the area is 500 mm.

The relations between the average annual rainfall during the years 1990 to 1996 
and the ÔD and Sl80 of rainwater indicate that SD and 8180 increase with decreasing 
rainfall (Fig. 1). Individual rainstorm events show similar trends. The 8D-8180  
relation follows the MMW L (Mediterranean meteoric water line) 8 D = 88180 + 22 
[1 ], although variations are observed, and the most common relation is with a slope 
less than 8  and an intercept d > 15%c (Fig. 2).

The cave waters are derived solely from the rainfall, and two main water types 
can be defined: water that drips slowly from the tips of stalactites and that occurs 
throughout the year, and ‘fast drip’ water, which issues mainly along fissures in the 
cave roof during the rainy winter seasons and which dominates the quantitative 
balance of the water within the cave. The dripping water accumulates in pools whose 
volumes vary from a few hundred millilitres to about 400 L.

Mean 8180  values of all waters within the cave vary from -6.5 to -3.5%o 
(SMOW). The lowest values occur at the peak of the wet winter season, and the 
highest values at the end of the dry season as a result of evaporation in the epikarst
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1. Relations between annual rainfall and ÔD, Sl80  during 1990-1996.
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FIG. 3. Sf3C versus DIC for E-W and NW-SE fast drip waters.

zone. Although fast drip cave waters are correlated with rain storm events, their 5180  
values are nonetheless \%o to 1 .5%o higher than that of the rainwater from which they 
originate, indicating that they have mixed with isotopically heavier water that resides 
in the epikarst zone during the summer months. Similar observations hold for the ÔD 
values, which are enriched by 10-15%o. The 8,80  and 8 D values of all types of cave 
water define a mixing relation between 180 and D depleted rain and 180  and D 
enriched water (Fig. 2).

Although fast drip waters reflect the most rapid movement through the epikarst 
zone, their chemistry, dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) and S13C (%o PDB) values 
show distinct variations with location in the cave. Fast drip waters emerging along an 
E-W fissure system and in the relatively deeper parts of the cave have the lowest 8 13C 
values (-15.5%oto-12%e) and the highest DIC concentrations of 4-11.5 mM (Fig. 3). 
They also have the lowest pH values (7.4 to 7.6) and the highest concentrations of 
carbonate species, i.e. HCOj (5-6 mM) and Ca+ 2  (2-3 mM). Fast drip waters with 
the highest 8 13C values (up to - 8 %o) and low DIC concentrations (1.5-6 mM) (Fig. 3) 
are typical of waters emerging through NW-SE fissures and from the relatively 
shallow parts of the cave. They also contain lower concentrations of carbonate 
species, e.g. HCO 3  (2-3 mM), Ca+ 2  (1-1.5 mM), and have higher pH (~8 ).

All of these fast drip waters are migrating through the same rock type and are 
saturated with respect to calcium carbonate, and the differences in chemistry and
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8 13C m ust reflect different w ater-so il-rock  reactions. The fast drips with the low 
8 13C values and high DIC concentrations indicate that the dissolution o f both soil 
C 0 2  (derived from  C 3 type vegetation) and m arine carbonate host rock occurred 
under closed system  conditions in  which both sources contributed equal am ounts o f 
carbon to the solution. Fast drip waters with high S13C values and low DIC concen
trations indicate an open system in which the host rock dominated the carbon mass 
balance.

The factors controlling water evolution in the karstic system in the Eastern 
M editerranean region appear to be evaporation processes in the epikarst zone and the 
nature o f the w ater-so il-rock  interactions.
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APPLICATION OF THE CHLORINE-36 METHOD FOR THE 
INVESTIGATION OF THE INFILTRATION CONDITIONS AND 
EVOLUTION OF THE DEEP GROUNDWATERS OF MULTILAYER 
AQUIFER SYSTEMS OF THE GREAT HUNGARIAN PLAIN

W. BALDERER
Geological Institute, Engineering Geology,
Eidgenôssische Technische H ochschule-H ônggerberg,
Zurich, Switzerland

A. SYNAL
Paul Scherrer Institute, Institute for Particle Physics,
Eidgenôssische Technische Hochschule-Hônggerberg,
Zurich, Switzerland

J. DEÁK
Research Centre for W ater Resources Development (VITUKI),
Budapest, Hungary

W. STICHLER 
Gesellschaft für Strahlen- und 

U m weltforschung m bH -Institute for Hydrology,
Neuherberg, Oberschleissheim , Germany

1. INTRODUCTION

The G reat Hungarian Plain, with an areal extension o f m ore than 50 000 km 2, 
is a sedimentary basin in central and eastern Hungary. This deep depression basin was 
form ed m ainly in the late Tertiary and Quaternary. The continuous subsidence o f the 
basin led to the accum ulation of sedimentary layers several thousands o f m etres thick. 
In this study, groundwater samples collected along four flow paths starting from the 
southern, eastern and northwestern part and leading to the central part o f the main 
discharge areas of the basin were analysed for 36C1, stable isotopes and tritium. The 
groundwater samples originate from  boreholes with defined screened depth intervals 
within the sedimentary layers o f the Quaternary aquifer (used mainly for drinking 
water supply of the towns within the plain) and from  the underlying thermal water 
aquifer of the Pannonian (late Tertiary sediments of the Upper Pliocene), as shown in 
Table I (names o f the localities are as given in Refs [1] and [2]).

IAEA-SM-349/2P
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TABLE I. LOCATION OF SAMPLES TO CORRESPONDING BOREHOLES 
AND DEFINED SCREENED DEPTH INTERVALS
(Numbers in bold: groundwater samples originating from the Pannonian aquifer)

Sample Nos 
and location 
of borehole

Depth interval (m)
Sample Nos 
and location 
of borehole

Depth interval (m)

1 Nagybánhegyes 1 140-160 15 Mezôtur Thermal 602-806
2 Nagybánhegyes 2 194-224 17 Kisújszállás 53 239-257
3 Orosháza Х/А 176-223 18 Kisújszállás Thermal 720-850
4 Kevermes 71 353-372 19 Kunhegyes Thermal 886-990
5 Kevermes 74 115-160 20 Kiskôre Thermal 22 1027-1032
6  Dombegyháza 119 54-106 21 Püspokladány 159 192-215
7 Dombegyháza 123 167-186 22 Debrecen WS/15 138-181
8  Orosháza Thermal 425-472 23 Nyirlugos WS/5 144-161
9 Újkígyós 3/a 367-391 24 Nyirlugos WS/4 105-131

1 0  Újkígyós 116 182-190 25 Hajdúszoboszló Th/5 381-434
11 Újkígyós Thermal 469-570 26 Hajdúszoboszló WS/9 118
12 Kondoros 89 420-525 27 Hajdúszoboszló Th/3 969-1074
13 Kondoros 103 236-301 29 Abasár WS/3 38-50
14 Mezó'túr 3/1 161-170

As this area is hydrogeologically well defined by the high density o f wells and 
has been well studied with respect to hydrochemistry and environmental isotope 
techniques, including stable isotopes, radiocarbon and noble gases ([ 1 ], [2 ]), it was 
selected as appropriate for further investigations by the chlorine-36 method.

2. EVOLUTION OF 3 6C1 W ITHIN THE GROUNDWATER CYCLE

To use 36C1 for dating groundwaters, the various processes that affect its ratio 
R and its concentration N  m ust be considered. W ithin the infiltration area, one must 
evaluate the primary input concentration N0 o f groundwater recharge, calculated 
according to the equation [3, 4]

- F 100
Nn =  3.156 x  107 -----------------

P 100 -  E
(1)
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where F is the fallout rate o f atmospheric production, P  the precipitation rate and E 
the évapotranspiration rate. But the 36C1/C1 ratio representative o f the atmospheric 
input depends on the chloride content o f the precipitation (rain, snow). As these 
values are not available for the investigated areas, the only possibility is to com pare 
with values of low mineralized, shallow groundwaters o f Holocene recharge (but not 
affected by the bom b peak).

During transit along the flow  path w ithin the groundwater, 36C1 will be 
affected by radioactive decay and by underground production. D issolved chloride 
originating from  the aquifer rocks m ust also be considered. This evolution can be 
solved by a m ass balance approach in  term s o f concentrations N  (in atom s per litre) 
as

RC = 5.89 x  10- 2 0  N  (2)

by the expression

RC = R0C0e~Xt + ReqC0( 1 -  e~Xt) + Req (C -  C0) (3)

where the first term  on the right represents the decay of the atmospheric (input) 
contribution, the second represents underground production, and the third represents 
additional chloride derived from  the rock (by w ater-rock interaction).

3. AIM S OF TH E STUDY

Earlier studies [1, 2] suggest that within the deeper lying middle part o f the 
Great Hungarian Plain the Quaternary aquifer contains stagnant water (without 1 4 C) 
that does not take part in the regional groundwater flow system. If  this is so, these 
groundwaters should be in equilibrium  with the corresponding aquifer rock with 
respect to underground production o f 36C1.

For the groundwaters within this well studied area, the following additional 
m atters rem ained for further investigations by the chlorine-36 method:

—  To check the conclusions o f the previous studies, based on results o f 14C and 
stable isotopes, that the deeper lying middle part o f the Quaternary aquifer does 
not actively take part in the regional groundwater flow system;

—  To determine the residence tim e o f the highly saline waters o f the deeper under
lying Pannonian aquifer;

—  To evaluate the palaeoclim atic conditions o f recharge for waters o f Pleistocene 
origin, e.g. w ith residence times in the order o f 1 0 4 a by the radiocarbon m ethod 
in com bination with other isotope methods, as in Ref. [5].
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Along the flow paths a slight increase in chloride concentration is observed 
(Fig. 1), but this essentially does not affect the 3 6C1 concentrations N  (36C1 atoms per 
litre o f water) except for three groundwaters o f the deeper Pannonian Aquifer 
(Samples 18, 25 and 27, Table I) with higher chloride concentrations, which yield 
generally increased 36C1 concentrations.

Com pared with the S2H values, no trend in  36C1 is seen (Fig. 2).
The 36C1 evolution from  recently recharged groundwaters (samples 22 -24  and 

29) to the deeper part o f the Quaternary aquifer (showing the well known shift in 8 2H 
to lower values due to Pleistocene conditions of recharge) can be explained by the 
uptake o f chloride from  two sources: ( 1 ) chloride o f sedimentary origin (with very 
low 36C1 concentrations) and (2) chloride from deeper aquifers (Upper Pannonian) in 
secular equilibrium  of production; the effect o f radioactive decay is minimal 
com pared to these processes.

According to the results o f this first study of 36C1, no stagnant waters can be 
found within the Quaternary aquifers. This means that these groundwaters without 
m easurable 14C are not stagnant but have a distinct range o f residence tim es according 
to the 36C1 m ethod and that no secular equilibrium of underground production is 
achieved.

36C1 ratios close to or within the range of secular equilibrium are exhibited by 
only three groundwaters o f the deeper underlying Pannonian aquifer (Samples 18, 25 
and 27).

This study also indicates that the application of the 36C1 m ethod for ground
water dating is reasonable only in areas where groundwaters o f residence tim es long 
in com parison to its half-life o f about 300 000 years may exist. This means that for 
waters o f Pleistocene recharge (e.g. w ith residence times in the order o f 104 a) the 
radiocarbon m ethod is m ore appropriate. But the 36C1 m ethod may in this case be 
used successfully in com bination with other isotope m ethods to evaluate palaeocli
m atic conditions [5].

4. RESULTS AND PRELIMINARY CONCLUSIONS
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P O L L U T IO N  O F  W ATER R E S O U R C E S  IN  
T H E  B A L K H A SH  L A K E  BASIN (KA ZA K HSTAN )

A.G. BEGALIEV, G.M . SAMOUKOVA 
Institute o f Hydrogeology and Hydrophysics

S.S. YUDIN, P.G. KAYUKOV, G.F. YEFREM OV 
Volkovgeology Joint Stock Company

Almaty, Kazakhstan

The main source o f public water supply in the Balkhash Lake basin is surface 
water. The total annual consumption o f water is 6.7-7.1 km 3. Groundwater contributes 
only about 8 % and is generally underutilized in the region, as it is throughout the 
whole o f Kazakhstan. Total water usage by industrial and agricultural organizations in 
the Balkhash region is 5.2-5.5 km 3, excluding irrigation drainage water.

Thirteen groundwater samples were analysed for stable isotopes o f 180  and 2H 
with respect to SMOW. The water compositions are restricted in the ranges 8 180  = 
-9 .4 %o to -1 1 .8 %o and 8 2H = -65%o to -84%o, suggesting that the waters are all 
related to each other. The rainfall compositions at the two stations in the region 
bracket the values obtained for the groundwater samples. This suggests that the origin 
of the groundwater was local precipitation and that the isotopic com positions of the 
sam ples have undergone very little alteration via evaporation or w ater-rock  
interaction mechanisms.

The radioecological conditions o f the Balkhash Lake basin are strongly influ
enced by large uranium ore provinces and numerous uranium ore deposits. Some
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uranium deposits were exploited in 1960-1970 by traditional mining. There is a high 
concentration of natural radionuclides of the uranium series in underground water 
over large areas within the uranium ore provinces and districts, and contamination 
from high uranium contents near superficial water over considerable areas of the 
Balkhash basin. Water samples from Balkhash Lake were found to have concentra
tions of natural radionuclides exceeding control levels according to the Standards of 
Radiological Protection, 1996: radium-226 concentrations reached 4.1 Bq/L, as 
against the Standard’s 0.89 Bq/L, and radium-228 reached 6.1 Bq/L as against the 
Standard’s 0.37 Bq/L.
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SYNOPTIC CLIM ATOLOGICAL ANALYSIS
OF IAEA/WMO GNIP DATA FROM  CANADA
Possible evidence for ENSO influence on isotope-climate relations?

S.J. BIRKS, T.W.D. EDWARDS 
University of Waterloo,
Waterloo, Ontario

V.H. REMENDA 
Queen’s University,
Kingston, Ontario

Canada

Observations [1] and climate models [2] suggest that changes in circulation 
patterns can produce changes in the isotopic composition of precipitation that can be 
decoupled from surface temperature variability. The GNIP/WMO database was used 
to look at the interannual variability in the isotopic composition of precipitation at 
three stations in western Canada: Wynyard, Saskatchewan and The Pas and Gimli, 
Manitoba. These stations are located at the confluence of the Pacific, Arctic and 
Tropical air masses. Given their location, it is likely that changes in atmospheric 
circulation may result in changes in the relative contribution of the three air masses, 
which may be identified in the isotopic composition of precipitation.

The 180 and D values of weighted composite monthly precipitation samples 
collected between 1975 and 1985 were compared with daily and monthly climate
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FIG. I . Twelve month weighted running averages o f the deviation A o f 8I80  and temperature 
T from long term means. AT axis is scaled according to the long term 5I80 -T  relation at each 
site.

records. Twelve month weighted running averages o f the deviation o f 180  and 
tem perature from  the long term  m ean were calculated to remove seasonal effects.

General trends in climate over the study period can be traced between the 
stations and are reflected in the deviations o f the twelve month weighted running 
m ean tem peratures T. W armer than average temperatures are found at all three 
stations at the beginning o f the study period, followed by a general cooling until 1981 
and then a return to average temperatures. The largest range in temperatures was 
found at Wynyard. The temperatures at The Pas and Gim li are probably m ediated by 
lake effects. Linear regressions were perform ed on 180  and T weighted and averaged
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over different tim e scales. The best correlation was found when monthly temperatures 
were weighted using daily precipitation.

C onstan t iso to p e-tem p era tu re  re la tio n s should  resu lt in s im ilar 180  
responses. Strong system atic differences occur in the pattern o f 180  and T  devia
tions at each site, however (Fig. 1). Com parison betw een m easured and calculated 
1 8 0  deviations (assum ing a constant iso tope-tem perature relation) at each site 
reveal individual differences, but also evidence o f  a com m on signal perhaps related 
to changing air m ass influence driven by El N iño-Southern  O scillation (ENSO) 
variations (Fig. 2).
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SU LPH A TE R E D U C T IO N  AND 3 4S/32S E F F E C T S  R ELA TED  T O  T H E  
F O R M A T IO N  O F  A N O X IC  S ED IM E N T  SURFACES IN  T ID A L  SAND 
FLA TS O F  T H E  G E R M A N  W ADDEN SEA (SO U T H E R N  N O R T H  SEA)

M.E. BÔTTCHER, B. OELSCHLÀGER, T. HÔPNER, H.-J. BRUM SACK 
Institute o f Chemistry and Biology o f the M arine Environm ent (ICBM),
Carl von Ossietzky University,
Oldenburg, Germany

Local intense sulphate reduction occurs in tidal sand flats of the Wadden Sea of 
the southern North Sea as a result o f the local burial o f organic m atter (mainly macro 
algae). The anaerobic degradation o f organic m atter in the sediment is accom panied 
by the form ation o f NH4, P 0 4, C 0 2, H2S and CH4. W hen anoxic water reaches the 
sediment surface it is coloured black by solid FeSx (leading to w hat are called ‘black 
spots and areas’), indicating the disturbance o f the typical biogeochem ical sediment 
zonation.

The increasing num ber o f black spots occurring within the last 15 years in the 
W adden Sea is believed to be the result of an increased input o f nutrients into the 
coastal waters and a related growth of green m acro algae [1]. To follow the effect of 
organic m atter burial and decom position on pore water and sediment biogeochem 
istry, black spots and areas were investigated in sand flats o f the backbarrier tidal 
areas o f Spiekeroog and Baltrum  Island. Interstitial water samples were taken at low 
tide with pore water lances down to 35 cm depth at 2 cm intervals. The results are 
com pared to reference areas with oxic surfaces and results from  loading experiments
[2]. Interstitial waters were analysed for pH, titration alkalinity (TA), dissolved
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FIG. 1. Variation of composition of interstitial waters of a sand flat with anoxic sediment 
surface in the backbarrier tidal area of Baltrum Island. IHS concentration in the tidal rest 
water on the sediments surface was 0.16 mM. 8 values versus Vienna CDT.

Ô^S (I HS) (%o)

FIG. 2. Interstitial water S14S(S04) as a function of 8H4S(ZHS) values. SNBS: Spiekeroog, 
natural black spot; SABS: Spiekeroog, artificial black spot (start of the experiment: 7/95) [2]; 
BNBA: Baltrum, natural black area, d values versus Vienna CDT.
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sulphate (S04), EHS = H2S + HS- + S2  , dissolved organic carbon (DOC), NH4, P04, 
53 4 S(EHS) and 53 4 S(S04). Sediment cores were analysed for total organic carbon 
(TOC), total reduced sulphur (TRS), 01 3 C(TOC) and Ô3 4 S(TRS). 3 4 S/32S and 1 3 C/12C 
ratios were measured by means of combustion isotope ratio monitoring mass 
spectrometry using a Carlo Erba EA 1108 elemental analyser connected to a Finnigan 
MAT 252 gas mass spectrometer via a Finnigan MAT Confio II split interface in a 
continuous stream of He (5.0 grade).

Compared to the surface water (S04  = 25 mM; ô3 4 S(S04) = +20.6%o versus 
Vienna CDT), the pore waters of oxidized sandy sediments remained nearly 
unchanged down to 30 cm, and XHS contents were generally below 0.5 mM. On the 
other hand, in areas with anoxic sediment surfaces, interstitial water sulphate was 
extensively diminished by bacterial sulphate reduction and, because of the limited 
availability of reactive iron in the sandy sediments, EHS increased to values up to 
more than 16 mM (e.g. Fig. 1). As with artificial black spots, belly shaped variations 
were observed for dissolved species in profiles of black areas during June 1996 (e.g. 
Fig. 1).

Residual sulphate was generally enriched in 34S with respect to coexisting EHS 
(Fig. 2). The apparent degree of isotope fractionation in artificial black spots and 
natural black areas was below 40%o (Fig. 2), which is within the range observed in 
experimental sulphate reduction studies [3]. At least temporarily closed system 
sulphate reduction has been inferred for artificial black spots on the basis of the 
approach of the 83 4 S(S04) value of sea water by 53 4 S(£HS) at nearly complete 
sulphate reduction (Fig. 2 [2]).

For natural black spots, which are believed to have been reactivated in 1996, 
however, 34S was enriched in the residual S04  up to 70%e with respect to HHS 
(Fig. 2). For the explanation of these extreme degrees of fractionation, a complex 
sulphur cycle involving intermediate sulphur species may have to be considered [3] 
in addition to low sulphate reduction rates.
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CLIMATIC INDICATORS
Chemical and isotopic data from two deep aquifers in southern Morocco

Y. BOUABDALLAOUI
Institut agronom ique et vétérinaire Hassan II,
Rabat, M orocco

J.L. M ICHELOT
Laboratoire d ’hydrologie et de géochim ie isotopique,
Université de Paris-Sud,
Orsay, France

A. LONG
Departm ent o f Geosciences, University o f Arizona,
Tucson, Arizona,
United States o f Am erica

H ydrogeochem ical investigations em ploying environm ental isotopes have 
dem onstrated their usefulness as clim atic indicators [1 ,2 ]. The study area is in south
eastern M orocco, where the clim ate is arid to desertic. The M esozoic rocks fill a

IAEA-SM-349/6P
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FIG. I. Isotopic composition o f Errachidia water: SD versus 5I80.
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tectonic depression and range in thickness from  1000 to 1500 m. The Infrace
nom anian aquifer is the m ost utilized, whereas the Turanian and Senonian aquifers 
are restricted in the north and the east o f the basin. Infracenomanian and Senonian 
waters becom e highly saline toward the south and east o f the basin.

We exam ined water samples from  selected wells and boreholes to chemically 
and isotopically characterize the different Cretaceous aquifers and to determ ine the 
age o f the water. Dedolom itization is a dom inant chemical process in these aquifers. 
The stable isotopes o f oxygen and hydrogen in the water (Fig. 1) fall on or close to 
the global m eteoric water line.
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The water sampled downgradient is low in 1 4 C/C(ot, is tritium free and is 
depleted in 180  and 2H  (Fig. 2).

Near zero 14C suggests very old dissolution o f carbonates in the aquifer, another 
process that lowers 1 4 C/Ctot. The com puter code NETPATH accounts for this and 
com putes model corrected 14C ages. The model ages of water in the aquifer studied 
range from  14 to 22 ka, whereas uncorrected ages of groundwater in eastern M orocco 
range from  20 to 34 ka [3]; both suggest Pleistocene water. Radiocarbon in ground
water in the Continental Intercalaire in Algeria is also apparently Pleistocene [4].

Stable isotope values in Saharan palaeowaters, w ith 8 180  = -1 0 %o to - 8 %o and 
AD = -7 0 %o to - 6 0 V  suggest that these waters recharged under colder conditions.

Prelim inary palynological and isotopic results [5] from  sediments in two 
endorheic mountain lakes in the northern extent o f this study area suggest a 50 m 
higher lake level at about 35 ka.

During the late post-glacial period, dendroclimatological studies show alterna
tion o f ‘favourable’ (humid) and ‘unfavourable’ (dry) periods lasting 20 to 25 years [6 ].

Further interdisciplinary research is needed to understand the com plexity of 
past clim ate changes and to predict future clim ate changes that m ight threaten human 
activities and natural resources.
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THE BUILDUP OF THE ‘D-EXCESS’ VALUE OF ATMOSPHERIC 
MOISTURE OVER INLAND AND LEESIDE WATERS

J.R. GAT
Department of Environmental Sciences and Energy Research,
Weizmann Institute of Science,
Rehovot, Israel
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The isotopic composition of the evaporation flux from an open water body 
describes a point on the SD versus 8180  diagram that lies off the meteoric water line
[1 ] because of the non-equilibrium fractionation that accompanies the air-sea inter
action [2]. The resultant offset between the deuterium excess d = 5D -  85180  of the 
evaporated and ambient moisture is given by [3]

where E, A and w stand for the evaporation flux, air moisture and liquid water, respec
tively, h is the humidity normalized to the saturated vapour pressure at the liquid 
surface, 0 is a weighting factor 0 < 0 < 1 and £* and CK are the equilibrium and 
diffusive fractionation factors. This offset scales the change in the d parameter as a 
result of the air-sea interaction, enabling one to quantify this process.

On the basis of this equation, a model for the changing isotope composition of 
the air moisture as a function of the scale of the interaction, the boundary conditions 
and the vertical mixing in the air boundary layer is presented and compared to 
measurements in the Mediterranean Sea [4], the Great Lakes of North America [3] and 
other evaporative systems [5]. It is found, counter-intuitively, that the ¿-excess buildup 
is reduced the more extensive the interaction, because of the negative feedback on the 
value of 6 g -  dw, as a result of the increase in values of the residues of enriched surface 
waters and the dilution of atmospheric moisture by the evaporation flux.

[1] GAT, J.R., “Stable isotopes of fresh and saline lakes”, Physics and Chemistry of Lakes 
(LERMAN, A., IMBODEN, D.M., GAT, J.R., Eds), 2nd ed., Springer-Verlag, Berlin 
(1995) 139-165.

®(C(c,d 8 СК ,80) ( 1 )
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RADIO GENIC Sr, Nd AND Pb ISOTOPES AS TRACERS  
OF TH E ORIGIN OF M INERAL WATERS

H. GERSTENBERGER, P. M ÔLLER, P. DULSKI, G. HAASE 
GeoForschungsZentrum  Potsdam,
Potsdam , Germany

Along with the content o f ‘valuable ions’ and anthropogenic contaminants, state 
authorities also certify the quality o f mineral waters by their origin. To dem onstrate 
how their origin can be traced, 87Sr/86Sr, 1 4 3N d/144Nd and Pb isotope ratios were 
determined on some m ineral waters and the supposed host rocks.

Five sparkling m ineral waters from  the Kyselka area, Doupovské M ountains, 
northwest Czech Republic, and C 0 2 undersaturated waters from  two underground 
boreholes at Jáchymov, Ore M ountains, northwest Czech Republic, together with six
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rock samples, were chosen for isotope analyses. The e ^ O ) 1 versus (87Sr/86Sr) 0 

diagram  for the water samples and the related rock samples shows significant 
systematics (Fig. 1). The isotope ratios o f the basalts and their waters plot in a field 
with positive eWi/(CHUR) and relatively low (8 7Sr/86Sr) 0 ratios, whereas the granites 
p lot at negative zNd (CHUR) and high, widely scattered Sr isotope ratios. The Sr 
isotope ratios o f granite derived waters, however, encompass a  m ore restricted field. 
The isotope ratios o f the basalt derived water exhibit a pronounced trend towards 
those o f the granite derived samples and vice versa, suggesting partial m ixing o f the 
basalt waters and granite waters.

The large scatter in the high Sr isotope ratios o f the granite rock samples and 
the com paratively less scattered, lower radiogenic ratios o f the corresponding water 
samples point to the preferential leaching o f m ineral phases with m oderate Rb/Sr 
ratios, which is independent o f the evolution of the granites. The Kyselka granite 
sample G i l  167 is the least evolved in this sample suite, and the Jáchymov samples 
represent the m ost evolved (and m ost late magm atically altered) samples. It is 
therefore inferred that the late magmatic, high Rb/Sr minerals are m ost stable to 
leaching o f Sr. From  laboratory leaching experiments, it is well known that 
m uscovite, w ith its high Rb/Sr ratio, is very resistant. In  contrast to  the behaviour of 
the Sr isotopes, the N d isotopes o f the granites plot in the same range as those o f the 
corresponding water samples, suggesting that the light rare earth elements were not 
partitioned into newly form ed minerals during late magmatic processes.

A  two end m em ber m ixing line is given (Fig. 1) for waters o f the Kyselka area, 
which indicates mixing o f the basalt related and granite related waters, or percolation 
o f the waters through both rock units. This is based on the assumption that the end 
m embers show isotope signatures o f the indicated rocks. Assuming m ixing o f ‘pure 
granite’ and ‘pure basalt’ waters, the line indicates that the granite derived waters 
contain less than 5%  of ‘pure basalt’ waters, whereas the basalt waters m ay have 
adm ixtures o f up to 40% of ‘pure granite’ waters.

The lead isotope ratios in the mineral waters, experim ental leachates and their 
rocks are variable. (To obtain these leachates, rock powder, water and a cation ion 
exchange resin w ere stirred for a defined time, e.g. 4 h, at constant temperature.

1 The e notation is analogous to the 8  notation used for isotope ratios of the light
elements; however the values are multiplied by 104. The reference value eNd(0) is the Nd
isotope ratio of the chondrite unified reservoir (CHUR) at present time:

W 0> = ' ° 4 (l43Nd/144Nd)CHUR „ -  1CHUR.O

where

(i43Nd/144Nd),CHUR.O = 0.512638
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samples gives evidence that the mineral waters are mixtures of ‘basalt water ‘and ‘granite 
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Thereafter, the resin was separated, the leached and then adsorbed ions were eluted, 
and finally determ ined quantitatively.) The ^ P b / ^ P b  ratios o f the leachates show a 
m uch closer resem blance to those o f the corresponding rocks than to those of mineral 
waters from  the same area. The 20 6Pb/207Pb ratios o f the related water samples, 
however, show a tendency towards lower 206Pb values (Fig. 2). This is very 
pronounced in the highly evolved granites from  Jáchymov. Thus, the behaviour of the 
lead isotope ratios in the rocks and the corresponding mineral waters resem bles that 
o f the Sr isotopes.

The deviation of the Sr and Pb isotope ratios in the m ineral waters from  those 
in the rocks, especially in highly evolved granites, make these isotopes, in some cases, 
unreliable tracers. The N d isotopes proved to be reliable tracers in the investigated 
area. Because o f the low Nd contents in mineral waters, however, some 10 L  of 
sample is needed to concentrate enough Nd for isotope analysis.

IAEA-SM-349/12P

T H E  IN F L U E N C E  O F  C H A N G IN G  LAND U SE IN  A FEN  A R EA  ON 
T H E  IS O T O P IC  (1 4 C) AND C H E M IC A L  SIG N A TU R E O F  D O C  —  
C O N C L U SIO N S  F O R  T H E  IN IT IA L  14C C O N T E N T  O F  D O C 
F O R  G R O U ND W ATER DATING

S. GEYER, K. KALBITZ, W. GEYER 
U m w eltforschungszentrum  Leipzig-Halle,
Bad Lauchstàdt, Germany

One still unsolved problem of radiocarbon groundwater dating with the fulvic 
acid fraction (FA) o f dissolved organic carbon (DOC) is the determination o f the 
correct starting concentration of 14C in the FA fraction. The FA fraction of seepage 
water and freshly formed groundwater is a mixture of hydrophobic organic macromol
ecules formed by recent decomposition of plant material, with an actual 14C concen
tration o f around 113 +  4 pmC, and older organic macromolecules adsorbed to the soil 
matrix [1, 2]. Common to all sampled organic molecules is the same hydrophobic 
chemical behaviour with regard to the extraction procedure with XAD - 8  resin.

We investigate the influence o f changing land use to FA referring to the 14C 
content and chem ical characteristics. The research region is the Drom ling fen area 
(Saxony-Anhalt, Germany), a groundwater recharge area providing drinking water 
for some 400 000 people. The fen body has existed for about 8  ka, since the end of



TABLE I. M EANS OF DOC, 14C OF DISSOLVED FULVIC ACIDS A ND 3H OF WATER IN COM PARTM ENTS OF D IFFER
ENTLY USED SITES IN A FEN AREA

Site Quality of peat Intensity of 
land use

Saturation 
extracts of 
topsoil DOC 
(mg/L)

Seepage water DOC (mg/L) for 
the following depths Groundwater

25 cm 55 cm 95 cm DOC
(mg/L)

14C-FA
(pmC)a

3H
(TU)

1 Relics Intensive 28.8 75.6 8 6 . 6 61.7 28.9 76.9 8 . 0

2 Relics 38.2 61.0 67.5 58.2 14.9 79.0 7.3
3 Relics 32.1 42.5 38.4 34.3 27.3 91.4 1 0 . 0

4 Decomposed Extensive 58.6 65.7 28.3 8.5 1 2 . 2 — 10.4
5 Strongly decomposed 54.3 87.7 46.2 35.3 24.1 84.1 1 1 . 0

6 Strongly decomposed Nearly natural ' r 138.0 144.7 115.2 98.5 29.5 81.2 8 .6 a

a 14C was measured by tandem accelerator mass spectrometry at Isotrace, Toronto; 2a in all cases was between 1.0 and 1.3 pmC.
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the last ice age. The fen soils have been degraded by intensive agriculture for 200 a, 
resulting in high DOC and nutrients content (nitrate, phosphorus) in the outflow of 
the catchment area. We analysed saturation extracts of topsoils, seepage and ground
water of six sites representing intensive to extensive land use and natural woodland 
by chemical, spectroscopic and isotopic methods (Table I).

The groundwater table depth below surface ranges about from 0 to 50 cm in 
springtime and from 60 cm to 110 cm in late summer. According to the 3H concen
trations, the age of the upper groundwater is in all cases not more than 1.5 a, whereas 
the mean residence times (MRTs) of FA in the different compartments lie between 0.8 
and 2.2 ka. In site 1, the FA of the topsoil saturation extract has an MRT of about
0.8 ka (14C = 90.4 pmC), whereas the MRT of groundwater FA is about 2.2 ka 
(Table I). The 14C FA concentration (81.4 pmC) of the surface water (a ditch serving 
as a receiving water) ranges between these values. Mixing estimates show a strong 
influence by the groundwater compartment up to 90%.

DOC release from the soil and DOC concentration in groundwater seem to be 
a function of the degradation of the peat layer, intensity of agricultural use, vegetation 
and other soil properties. High DOC concentrations are typical for soils dominated by 
organic material (sites 4-6) especially with a sandy subsoil (sites 5 and 6 ). The 
highest DOC concentration occurred in a nearly natural woodland.

25

0
Site 1

j—l
Site 2

mamи  
Site 3

1—ШШ&—1—ШШ&— 
Site 4 Site 5 Site 6

¡Ш1 Saturation extract uf the topsoil |Д Groundwater

FIG. 1. Comparison of specific adsorption at 285 nm of the saturation extracts and 
groundwater.
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Large quantities o f easily decom posable organic com pounds in very strongly 
degraded fen soils and in relics o f organic fen horizons arising from  anthropogenic 
changes (e.g. cultivation by means o f deposition o f sand on the peat layer and subse
quent crop farming) result in high DOC concentrations in the various com partments 
(site 1). The DOC com position o f the groundwater seems to depend on the state of 
the fen body and with it on land use. Groundwater DOC is less humic under organic 
soils used as extensive grassland (site 4) or w ithout an agricultural use (sites 5 and 6 ) 
than DOC under m ineral (only relicts o f peat) and more intensively used soils 
(sites 1-3). This is indicated by a higher specific absorption at 285 nm  under mineral 
soils than under organic soils (Fig. 1). According to Refs [3 ,4 ] , this param eter is a 
m easure for the fulvic portions in DOC and with that for the aromatic character of 
DOC. A  higher intensity o f synchronous fluorescence, especially at 355 and 390 nm, 
and a higher ratio o f the fluorescence intensity (390 nm/355 nm) of the groundwater 
under m ineral than under organic soils (Fig. 2) indicate again the greater microbial 
change and the greater aromatic (humic) character o f DOC originating from  mineral 
soils than from  organic soils [5].

The fractionation o f DOC according to Ref. [6 ] shows no significant differ
ences betw een the various sites (Fig. 3). The hydrophobic acid fractions (HoA), 
consisting o f fulvic and hum ic acids, are typical for groundw ater aquifers with

wavelength (nm)

FIG. 2. Synchronous fluorescence spectra o f the groundwater (DOC concentration was 
adjusted to 10 mgIL, except site 4 with a DOC concentration o f 4.5 mg/L).
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influence of organic material (e.g. Ref. [1]). The absolute amounts of FA (site 1) in 
the topsoil saturation extract and in the groundwater are nearly identical, but the 14C 
concentration diminishes from 90.4 pmC to 76.9 pmC. An alteration of FA must 
therefore occur in the deeper horizon of the fen body by adsorption/desorption or 
by microbially mediated geochemical reactions with old organic material of the fen 
body.

A change of land use from arable land to extensive grassland (site 3) results in 
large microbial change and further humification of DOC, as indicated by a large 
increase of fluorescent compounds and of hydrophilic acids (Figs 2, 3).

Comparing DOC composition in the compartments, there is for the most part a 
decrease in humification from the topsoil (saturation extracts) to the groundwater 
(Fig. 1). This is indicated by a decrease in the specific absorption and in the ratio of 
fluorescence intensities at 390 nm and 355 nm. One likely reason is a preferential 
adsorption of humic compounds during translocation of DOC through the soil. This 
is supported by a much older fulvic acid in groundwater than in topsoil.

It is apparent that the 14C starting concentration of FA in groundwater is 
strongly influenced by the state and evolution of the soil in the groundwater recharge

DOC concen-
41.7 28.1 8.9 16.2 29.4 13.4 30.2 tration (mg C/L)

Saturation „ . _. ,, Ground- Surfaceextract ot, water waterthe topsoil
Groundwater

FIG. 3. Composition of DOC according to the Leenheer fractionation [6], HoN, HoA 
(hydrophobic neutrals and acids), FliB, HiA, HiN (hydrophilic neutrals, acids and bases) and 
,4C concentration of the FA.
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area. The output o f FA from  the soil is a function o f organic matter accum ulation, FA 
storage capacity o f soil, seepage water and soil m icrobial activity. A 14C starting value 
for FA o f around 80 pm C can be assum ed by virtue o f a com parable evolution history 
o f soils in the Holocene in  Central Europe. Stronger deviations' can be found if 
changes of land use, natural or anthropogenic, occur. For example, intensive tillage 
(site 1) leads to a higher MRT o f FA caused by reworking of older organic material 
from the subsoil to the upper soil layer, whereas a land use change towards renatura
tion (site 3) intensifies m icrobial activity and leads to a lower MRT.
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Acidic m etal laden water has contaminated shallow groundwaters in the Pinal 
Creek basin near Globe, Arizona, USA. Chemical and isotopic groundwater data have 
been collected in  an effort to  describe and understand the m ovem ent and origin of 
groundwaters in the unconsolidated alluvial phreatic aquifer and the underlying 
consolidated basin fill conglom erate aquifer.

D issolved nitrogen and dissolved argon concentrations in the groundwaters 
w ere used to calculate recharge tem peratures and excess air trapped during recharge. 
The average recharge tem perature was about (12 ± 2)°C, 6 °C to 7°C colder than the 
average groundwater tem peratures. Excess air concentrations w ere as high as 
18 m L/L, indicating very rapid recharge during flooding events in the w inter and 
early spring. This hypothesis is supported by local precipitation and air tem perature 
records and by a 10°C tem perature recorded in Pinal Creek during a large recharge 
event in February 1993. N itrogen production by denitrification is not thought to be 
significant. Indeed, dissolved oxygen concentrations were high in  all uncontam i
nated groundw aters because o f low organic carbon contents in the water and in the 
aquifer materials. H igh carbon dioxide partial pressures (pC 02) were m easured in 
the acidic groundwaters and in the neutralized contam inated groundwaters. The high 
p C 0 2 values are caused by dissolution o f carbonate m inerals by the acidic ground
waters. C hlorofluorocarbon-12 (CFC-12) and chlorofluorocarbon-11 (CFC-11) 
concentrations, used to calculate groundwater recharge dates, decrease with depth 
and distance dow ngradient in the m etal and acid contam inated groundwaters.
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CFC-12 concentrations are abnorm ally high and are thought to result from  a local 
atm ospheric anom aly and from  the high concentrations o f excess air trapped during 
recharge, rather than from  point source contam ination. Groundw ater ages calculated 
from  C FC -11 concentrations are reasonable —  3 to 15 a for acidic groundwaters and 
20 to 30 a  for neutralized contam inated groundwaters. D eep uncontam inated 
groundwaters have no significant C F C -11 or CFC-12 concentrations, indicating that 
they are m ore than 50 a old. The m odel C FC -11 recharge dates are consistent with 
available tritium , deuterium , oxygen-18 and dissolved gas data and with travel times 
calculated using observed groundwater levels and estim ated aquifer characteristics. 
D euterium  and oxygen-18 values do not p lot on the global m eteoric water line 
(GM W L), but rather on a line w ith a  slope o f 5 (instead o f 8  for the GM W L). The 
results imply that the groundwaters are m ixtures betw een deep uncontam inated 
waters recharged at high elevations and cold tem peratures and shallow contam inated 
waters that have undergone extensive evaporation. The specific conductance o f the 
waters is highly correlated with their deuterium  (or oxygen-18) content. This corre
lation is consistent with the hypothesis that W ebster lake, an artificial lake used 
between 1940 and 1984 for the storage o f waste sulphuric acid and process water 
from  the copper refining industry, was a m ajor source o f m etal and acid contam ina
tion o f groundwater in the Pinal Creek Basin.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Within a project financially supported by the European Union, extended hydro
chemical and hydroisotopic investigations were performed in the Upper Rhine Valley 
(Fig. 1) throughout several years.

Combining environmental isotope methods (mainly 3 H, 1 8 0, 8 5 Kr, 39Ar and 
1 4 C) with results from investigation of traces of CFCs enabled a detailed investigation 
of vertical and horizontal groundwater age distributions. The groundwater ages (mean 
residence times) range from a few years up to more than 1 0  0 0 0  years.

A differentiated evaluation of the age distributions within the very young 
groundwater component succeeded only when the 3 H, 85Kr and CFC dating methods 
were combined.

In view of the striking problem of numerous N0 3  contaminated young and near 
surface groundwaters (but also in view of some wells exploiting the deeper ground
water layer), isotope investigations on N0 3  (1 5 N-N03, 1 8 0-N 03) proved to be the 
appropriate method for tracing back to the sources of N0 3  contamination. In addition 
to this aspect, the results of isotope investigations on N0 3  allow us to make some 
deductions concerning the degree of denitrification of nitrate.

For two drinking water facilities in the investigation area, concepts were 
elaborated to reduce the nitrate contamination of the groundwater by means of careful 
agricultural practices in the recharge area [1 ].

Only the combination of N and О isotopic fingerprints in N03, connected with 
an exact determination of the age of the groundwaters, gives enough information to 
permit useful predictions about the success of the sanitation concepts.
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FIG. 1. Investigation area with the groundwater sampling points for the determination o f the 
isotopic composition o f nitrate.

2. M ETHOD

The aim of 8 15N and 8 180  m easurem ents on N 0 3 is to determine the origin of 
the N 0 3  dissolved in groundwater systems and to get information about the degree of 
the denitrification in the unsaturated and saturated zones.

In recent groundwaters, the following sources o f nitrate contam ination are 
dominant:

—  nitrate from  organic or mineral based fertilizers,
—  am m onium /nitrate from  waste water processing plants,
—  nitrate from  the atm osphere as a consequence of the N O x contamination of the

air.
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FIG. 2. Schematic explanation of the basics for the interpretation of isotope measurements on 
nitrate, (a) General scheme, (b) According to the source of the N component, the nitrate 
dissolved in the groundwater shows a characteristic composition, (c) The microbiological 
denitrification combined with a significant isotopic fractionation, which results in a charac
teristic enrichment o f13N and J80  in the residual nitrate.

The nitrates from  the different nitrate sources possess a characteristic isotopic 
com position, shown in the ô 1 5 N -N 0 3/ô 1 80 - N 0 3  diagram  (Fig. 2) [2].

In the reduction zone o f the groundwater, nitrate is microbiologically decom 
posed (denitrification). The denitrification process is com bined with a significant 
isotopic fractionation, with a characteristic enrichm ent o f 15N and ,80  in the residual 
nitrate (Fig. 2) [3].

The investigation o f the isotopic composition o f the nitrate allows us to make 
statements about the source o f the nitrate and the grade o f denitrification processes.
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region 3: f
very low nitrate contents^ 
due to о massive nitrat* 
decomposition during 
the infiltration of 

nitrate contaminate! 
rhine water 
(effect of ™ 
dénitrification)

'д й ®  region 4:
WFmi groundwater with low nitrate contents 

due to portions of an old groundwater

FIG. 4. Nitrate distribution in the region o f Freiburg im Breisgau.
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In our isotope study on groundwaters o f the Upper Rhine Valley, 1 5 N - 180  
isotope m easurem ents from approxim ately 50 groundwater samples are reported. For 
selected regions of the investigation area, the results o f the measurem ents are shown 
in Fig. 3. The com bination of the 1 5 N - 180  isotope m easurem ents with other applied 
hydroisotopic and hydrochem ical investigations allows a detailed interpretation 
concerning the origin of the nitrate and the degree o f m icrobiological denitrification 
for the different regions.

3.1. Heidelberg

In the region north o f Heidelberg, because o f a thick clay layer, the ground
w ater deeper than approxim ately 40 m  in m ost cases shows no detectable tritium  or 
n itrate contents. Because o f the urban structure o f the area, even the near surface 
groundwater is nearly free from  nitrate. One exception is the groundwater o f a 
well in the city o f Sulzbach, which has a nitrate content o f 36 m g/L  at a depth of 
90 m.

The nitrate shows the isotopic com position typical for wastewater. The 
detection o f wastewater in the deep aquifer can be explained only by a severe defect 
o f the well casing, so that great amounts o f contam inated near surface groundwater 
(leakage in the sewerage system) can enter the well.

3.2. Karlsruhe

Groundw ater samples from  the m easuring point Blankenloch PP 19/1, north of 
Karlsruhe, show an unusually high nitrate content in the deep aquifer (100-140 m). 
The isotope signature o f the nitrate indicates that the nitrate cannot be derived from 
agricultural sources. The isotopic com position shows clearly that the nitrate in this 
case originates from a direct input o f rainwater. This can be seen as proof o f a sewer 
defect o f the casing of the groundwater measuring point. The results agree with the 
calculated groundwater age and the hydrochem ical data.

3.3. Rauental

In the catchm ent area o f the wells o f Rauental, the nitrate contents o f the 
investigated groundwaters range from  a few milligram m es per litre up to approxi
mately 50 mg/L. The isotopic com position o f the nitrate shows that the nitrate 
originates from agricultural sources. Furtherm ore, the nitrate must be derived mainly 
from  the utilization of nitrate mineral fertilizer in the catchment area. Only a light 
denitrification can be seen in the investigated groundwater system, which means that

3. EXAMPLES FROM THE INVESTIGATION AREA
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an effective reduction o f nitrate in the groundwater can be obtained only by reducing 
the nitrate input.

Furtherm ore, it can be predicted by a com bination with the groundwater ages 
that a reduction o f the nitrate input in the catchm ent area will show considerable 
success in  the groundwater system within just a few years.

A  slight reduction o f the nitrate content o f  the groundwater in the last few years 
can be seen in a few wells. This shows the efficiency o f the applied sanitation concept, 
which started approxim ately 6  years ago.

3.4. Freiburg im Breisgau

The spatial distribution o f nitrate in the shallow groundwaters near Freiburg im 
Breisgau can be explained in detail by the application o f hydrochem ical and hydro
isotopic investigations (nitrate concentrations, nitrate isotopic signatures, ground
water ages). A  detailed picture o f the nitrate distribution in this region is shown in 
Fig. 4.

4. CONCLUSION

It can be shown from  the results reported that only the com bination o f N and О 
isotopic fingerprints in N 0 3, connected with an exact determ ination o f the origin and 
age of the groundwaters, finally makes it possible to deduce outlines for N 0 3 

sanitation concepts. W hen realizing N 0 3 reduction concepts in the recharge area, 
tim e scales and rates for the depletion o f contaminant contents can be deduced from 
investigations o f isotopic fingerprints o f groundwater. In this context, isotope 
investigations o f groundwaters (once more) prove to be essential contributions to 
m anagem ent concepts on groundwater resources protection.
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A study has been made of the environmental isotopes (deuterium, oxygen-18 
and carbon-14) and the hydrochemistry of the Nubian sandstone aquifer in three 
Egyptian oases in the Eastern Sahara (El-Kharga, El-Dakhla and El-Farafra) (Fig. 1). 
The three oases form, with the El-Kufra basin, the major regional sandstone aquifer 
of the eastern Sahara [1].

The three oases show both the marine and meteoric water types in various 
proportions because of dilution, mixing and removal of the original marine solutions 
by meteoric invasion under different flow rates and infiltration velocities. The marine 
character is most pronounced in El-Farafra and least in El-Kharga. The meteoric salt 
assemblages, which are characterized by Na2S 0 4 and N aH C 03, appear in about 80%, 
65% and 50% of the groundwater samples of El-Kharga, El-Dakhla and El-Farafra, 
respectively. The rest of the samples reveal the presence of marine MgCl2 salt, which 
has more domination in the shallow zones at the expense of the meteoric N aH C03 
and M g(H C03)2 in the deep zones.

The mean geothermal gradient with depth is about 13.3°C per 100 m, slightly 
higher than normal. The base temperatures calculated by two cation geothermometers 
(К-M g) and (Na-K -Ca) [2] indicate a generally higher temperature. This may be due 
to the continuous rock-water interaction and/or to mixing with old connate water 
having assembly acquiring higher cationic geothermometers.

The environmental isotope data of the studied groundwater are scattered around 
the very depleted portion of the palaeometeoric water line in the conventional 
8D -S180  relationship (Fig. 2). They deviate slightly to follow the evaporation line 
8D = 3.48180  -  44.8. The original isotopic composition of the studied water 
originates from 180  = -10.8%o and D = —81.4%o (intercept of the evaporation line with 
the palaeometeoric water line).

Because of the interconnection among the aquifer systems, there is no sharp 
distinction between the isotopic compositions of shallow and deep groundwater 
horizons. There is some indication of a relative enrichment in oxygen-18 for shallow

IAEA-SM-349/15P
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FIG. 1. Location map and sampling sites.

water, particularly in El-Kharga. This may be related to overexploitation and to 
evaporation processes.

The tendency of increasing oxygen-18 with increasing TDS indicates the 
modification of salinity with evaporation processes, particularly at El-Kharga. The 
effect of leaching and dissolution is also indicated.

The main recharge source for the Nubian sandstone aquifer is demonstrated to 
be in situ precipitation in a much cooler, more humid climate, thousands of years ago. 
The possible contribution from recent rainfall or from the Nile system is considered
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FIG. 2. Oxygen-18-deuterium relationship.

small relative to the large amount of stored water and to the small rate of influx from 
the south.

The deuterium excess can give an idea about the evaporation process affecting 
the groundwater during infiltration. The correlation coefficient between the d excess 
and the oxygen-18 content of the studied samples (Fig. 3) has a negative value 
(-0.52), representing a reverse relationship between them. The kinetic effect leads to 
a relatively higher enrichment in oxygen-18 with respect to deuterium, and the 
d excess will accordingly be decreased. The decrease in d excess with the increase in
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FIG. 3. Oxygen-18-d excess relationship.

C-14 age (ka)

FIG. 4. Carbon-14 age-depth relationship.
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oxygen-18 content thus suggests that evaporation processes played a role in the 
salinity evolution trends.

On the basis of the Dansgaard equations [3] and the temperature coefficient, we 
estimate an annual mean air temperature of about 3-5°C. A relative humidity of about 
90% and western wind direction from the Atlantic Ocean are some of the recon
structed palaeoclimatic features that could have governed groundwater formation in 
the past.

The carbon-14 ages of samples collected from the shallow and deep zones in 
the three oases are above 20 000 a, corresponding to the latest pluvial period in which 
a widespread areal recharge occurred in north Africa [4]. The current recharge from 
recent rainfall or from Nile system is relatively insignificant. Figure 4 shows the 
relationship between carbon-14 age and depth.

The mixing due to upward flow at the discharge areas (oases), which takes 
place even in wet periods, leads to presenting all the ages of groundwater formation 
at the sample taken with more domination of latest ages downward.
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The last century of annual tree ring a-cellulose 513C values from three 
prominent European tree species, Common beech (Fagus sylvatica L.), Pedunculate 
oak (Quercus robur L.) and Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.) are presented. The aim is 
to assess whether the interannual ô13C fluctuations of these species are mutually 
comparable with climate and atmospheric changes.

Tree cores 12 mm in diameter were taken from two trees of each species at 
Woburn Abbey, Bedfordshire, England. The ring width chronologies from these cores 
were compared with master chronologies for each species at the same site to ensure 
that they were representative. The last 100 a of annual growth rings were separated 
and chemical procedures used to isolate a-cellulose [1]. This was analysed for carbon 
isotope ratio using an elemental analyser linked to an isotope ratio mass spectrometer. 
Values are expressed in delta notation relative to the Vienna Pee Dee Belemnite 
(V-PDB) standard.

When adjustment is made for changes in atmospheric 513C, a value for plant 
discrimination can be obtained (A13C) (Fig. 1). We observe close relationships 
between the A13C series of each species with respect to both low and high frequency 
fluctuations.

The offset between pine and the other two species, noted in other studies, is 
believed to be due to physiological differences between gymnosperms and 
angiosperms, possibly resulting in higher water use efficiency in the gymnosperms
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FIG. 1. A13С series for three tree species obtained by adjusting the raw cellulose SI3C data
to take account o f changes in atmospheric ÿ 3C. Trends are shown using a 30 year Gaussian 
filter.

[2]. There are no significant differences in the standard deviations for beech, oak and 
pine, and after filtering each series (Fig. 1), direct comparisons can be made.

Long term trends in the A13C series of each species show a common decrease 
in discrimination from 1930 to 1975, after which discrimination increases then 
becomes more constant by 1994. These low frequency trends are not evident in the 
climate records and are therefore not directly influenced by climate. Once these 
trends are removed using the 30 year Gaussian filter, however, we observe high corre
lations between the resultant high frequency 5 I3C series and climate parameters 
during the growing season (Table I). June-September average relative humidity and 
July-October average maximum temperature show the most significant correlations 
with these series.

TABLE I. CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS OF HIGH FREQUENCY A13C 
SERIES OF EACH SPECIES COMPARED WITH SPECIFIC CLIMATE 
PARAMETERS
(All correlations are >99.9% significant)

Д13С series

July-October 
average 

maximum 
temperature (°C)

June-August 
average rainfall 

(mm)

June-September 
average relative 
humidity (%)

July-September 
average 

temperature (°C)

Beech 0.52 -0.52 -0.62 0.40
Oak 0.51 -0.44 -0.62 0.49
Pine 0.67 -0.65 -0.67 0.59
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FIG. 2. Relationship between instantaneous water use efficiency (calculated from A13C) of  
each species and atmospheric C 0 2 concentration.

Figure 2 shows the relationship between the instantaneous water use 
efficiency of each species, calculated using A13C values [3], and atmospheric C 0 2 
concentration. There appear to be two separate linear relationships, one in the C 0 2 
concentration range 295-330 ppm and the other in the range 330-359 ppm, which 
are pivoted by the year 1976 (an extreme dry, hot summer).

Annual carbon stable isotope results from the three tree species show highly 
significant cross-correlations. High frequency 613C fluctuations are predominantly 
influenced by climate parameters, especially summer relative humidity and maximum 
temperature. A relationship between the low frequency Д13С series and atmospheric 
C 0 2 concentration occurs through the association of these two parameters with 
instantaneous water use efficiency.
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Dry climatic oscillations in the Epiatlantic and Subboreal intervals probably 
represent the most catastrophic climatic events of the Holocene, and they are well 
recorded in accumulations of calcareous tufa deposited by some karstic springs. 
Horizons of humic soils are formed instead of tufa during these dry periods. The 
calcareous tufa mound in Svatÿ Jan pod Skalou (30 km southwest of Prague) is a 
stratigraphie site of international importance. The middle part of the Holocene is 
developed here as an approximately 16 m thick complex formed by various types of 
calcareous tufa with interbedded fossil soils and scree layers in the upper part of the 
profile. In spite of a long tradition of palaeontological studies [1], modem geo
chemical data were lacking for this site.

Before sampling, the profile of calcareous tufa was cleaned; during cleaning, a 
new geological-sedimentological documentation of the profile, including new, 
detailed profile drawing, was carried out. Based on lithological and sedimentological 
boundaries, a total of 69 samples were taken. Each sample represents the average of 
a 10-15 cm vertical segment. This sampling scheme reflects long term changes better 
than the selection of a larger number of small chip samples. All samples were 
carefully cleaned to remove clastic material, homogenized and analysed for carbonate 
content, 513C and 8180  of carbonate and 813C of organic matter.

Until recently no precise age determination of individual layers in the profile 
was available. For precise dating of individual layers, four independent methods were 
applied. Five carbonate samples covering the whole known stratigraphie extent were 
dated by 14C and by U series methods. Three samples of charcoal from the upper part 
of the profile were dated by accelerator mass spectrometry. The upper part of the 
profile was also dated archaeologically. The results of U series dating show ages from
10.5 ka to 32.4 ka. The U series dating showed too high ages. Only the date of
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10.5 ka, obtained from the lowermost, less porous sample, was close to dates given 
by other methods. It is probable that the precipitated calcite was not ‘closed’ to 
subsequent alteration, so that uranium could be leached and the calculated age was 
incorrect. It is possible to conclude that spring travertines are not as suited to U series 
dating as are speleothems. For this reason, only 14C data were used for dating of the 
profile in Svatÿ Jan pod Skalou.

All 14C dates of carbonates were corrected for their lower initial radiocarbon 
content using a value of 83% activity of modem carbon measured in recent dissolved 
bicarbonate of the spring water. The agreement of both sets of radiocarbon dates from 
the upper part of the profile was good and consistent with the archaeological dating. 
In the middle part of the profile, the radiocarbon age of charcoal is about 800 a higher 
than the radiocarbon age of carbonate. The charcoal was either produced by combus
tion of older wood (alternatively charcoal pieces could have been redeposited by 
water or human activity), or the initial radiocarbon content of carbonate varied with 
time. Despite these uncertainties, it is clear that the carbonate deposition in Svatÿ Jan 
pod Skalou covers a range from more than about 8200 a to 2500 a BP.

813C values of carbonate carbon vary from -7.9%o to -10.5%o PDB, and 813C 
values of total organic carbon vary from -26.3%c to -30.0%o PDB. Carbon isotopes 
in carbonates probably reflect at least two carbon sources: Devonian limestones and 
soil carbon dioxide. Carbon isotope composition of limestone is very homogeneous, 
and therefore the 813C (carbonate) values may be the result of changes in the vegeta- 
tional cover in the infiltration area and in the activity of soil bacteria. Sl80  values of 
carbonate vary from -7.3%o to -8.3%o PDB. The variability of both 813C and 8180  
values is small: tufa may have been deposited under equilibrium conditions, and the 
isotopic composition of carbonate could reflect climatic changes at the time of tufa 
deposition. A recent spring discharging at the base of the tufa mound shows virtually 
constant temperature (11.3-11.6°C) during the year, which indicates deep circulation 
of karstic water. In such a case, changes in the oxygen isotope composition of 
carbonate are controlled mainly by changes in the isotopic composition of water. If 
the long term temperature gradient of 8180  in meteoric water was 0.6%o °C-1 [2], the 
differences found in 8180  values of tufa (1 %o) correspond to a temperature difference 
of about 1.5°C.

Isotope data obtained for calcareous tufa at Svatÿ Jan pod Skalou were 
compared with data for calcareous tufa deposits from southern Poland [3]. The 8180  
values of carbonate from the Czech profile are about 1 %o higher than those from the 
Polish profiles; this difference is probably a result of a lower temperature of the Polish 
discharges. The variability of about 1 %o in 8180  values of carbonates is the same for 
all profiles in the given period of deposition, however. The differences between the 
8I80  value of an individual sample and the average 8180  value (dif. 8180 )  versus time 
scale were compared with peaks and valleys on the oxygen isotope curve published 
in Ref. [3]. According to these authors, lower 8180  values (lower mean annual
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Age (a BP)

FIG. 1. Comparison o f ô!S0  values from the tufa in SvatyJan pod Skalou and the SlfiO record 
from an ice core from Camp Century, Greenland.

temperature) were found for periods of 2200 a BP, 5500 a BP and 6300 a BP; higher 
8 lsO values (higher temperatures) were found for 6000 a BP and 6500 a BP. 
Considering the uncertainty in radiocarbon data in carbonate material, it is possible 
to view the trends in 8180  values from the calcareous tufa deposits in Svatÿ Jan pod 
Skalou and in southern Poland as consistent. Fairly good agreement (see Fig. 1) was 
found between 8180  values from the tufa in Svatÿ Jan pod Skalou and the 8180  record 
from an ice core from Camp Century, Greenland [4].

The exposed tufa profile did not reach the bedrock, and drilling was therefore 
carried out in October 1996. The total depth of the borehole was about 5 m, and 2 m 
of solid tufa was obtained. 14C analyses of carbonate materials indicated an age of 
8000 a BP; apparently the great climatic change on the Pleistocene-Holocene 
boundary was not recorded by tufa material at Svatÿ Jan pod Skalou. This 
conclusion is also supported by analyses of malacofauna and by 8180  data given in 
Fig. 1.
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Groundwater dating on 14C of DIC requires identification of the source term 
indicative of the groundwater age, i.e. the portion of DIC in a groundwater introduced 
by recharge. Quantification of DIC from other sources is made mainly by means of 
the 813C value. On mineralization of sedimentary organic carbon (SOC), the 813C 
value of DIC generated cannot be distinguished from the source term, i.e. soil C 0 2. 
In a groundwater where mineralization of SOC has occurred, the source term 
therefore cannot be identified by the 513C value of DIC. Furthermore, if the occur
rence of mineralization of SOC is not recognized or is ignored, evaluation of the 
source term on the basis of the 513C value leads to overestimation of the groundwater 
age.

Figure 1 gives a schematic description of the evolution of DIC and its ô13C 
value in groundwater. In the recharge area, DIC originating from soil C 0 2 with 
negative 13C signature is dissolved. On dissolution of carbonate sediment, the DIC
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concentration increases and a corresponding decrease of the 813C value is observed. 
This process generally proceeds along a ‘dilution curve’ (see Fig. 1) approximately 
until an equimolar mixture of DIC from both sources has been achieved with a 
corresponding near neutral pH value. If geochemical processes releasing protons 
occur, more carbonate sediment may be dissolved, as described by the dilution curve 
extended beyond equimolar mixing. Deviation from the dilution curve may be the

T y p i c a l  8 1 3 C  v a lu e s

FIG. 1. Schematic description of dependence between DIC concentration and its S,3C value 
in groundwater. The dilution curve represents contribution from two sources, namely soil C 0 2 
and sedimentary carbonate of marine origin. Deviations below the dilution curve may occur 
on loss o f DIC or exchange processes. Deviation above the dilution cw ve may occur on 
mineralization of SOC (see text). If both principal processes occur in the evolution of ground
water, no conclusion on the origin of DIC is possible.
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result of other processes, such as loss of DIC, exchange with the sediment and 
mineralization of SOC. On mineralization of SOC, values above the dilution curve 
appear through additional DIC with a negative 13C signature. This may also be 
followed by co-dissolution of carbonate sediment, resulting in addition of DIC of 
equimolar SOC/carbonate sediment contributions (‘equimolar mineralization’).

In the Gorleben aquifer (Lower Saxony, Germany), numerous groundwater 
dating results based on 14C of DIC give groundwater ages much higher than those 
expected from the 2H - 180  characteristics [1]. This aquifer, around and above the
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FIG. 2. Application to Gorleben groundwaters o f the scheme shown in Fig. 1. The starting 
point o f the dilution curve is set at a 5f3C value of around -27%о as found in SOC, dissolved 
humic and fulvic acids and very shallow recharge groundwaters with pH 4-5 of the Fuhrberg 
aquifer [2]. For further explanation, see text.
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TABLE I. GORLEBEN GROUNDWATERS STRONGLY INFLUENCED BY 
THE MINERALIZATION OF SOC AND THE RESULTS OF AGE DETERMINA
TION BY DIFFERENT METHODS (2H /180  < 10)

Groundwater
Groundwater age (ka)

Range of values by various 
‘state of the art’ methods3

This work

1 8-19 3
2 25-31 5
3 4-24 6

4 18-26 3
5 26-31 5
6 17-23 ~0

7 19-24 1

a Ref. [3]; Ref. [4], Tamers model and isotopic mixing model; Ref. [5], extended chemical 
mixing model with PHREEQE data; Ref. [6], modified isotopic mixing model; Ref. [7], 
Eichinger model (with measured data and with PHREEQE data); Ref. [8], Schafer model (with 
PHREEQE data); Ref. [9].

Gorleben salt dome, has a very complex hydrology and geochemical conditions with, 
for example, saturated brines and dissolved organic carbon (DOC) concentration 
above 200 mg/L carbon. To identify groundwaters in this aquifer, where mineraliza
tion is of importance, the scheme just described is applied (Fig. 2 [2]). Groundwaters 
from the recharge and transition areas with DOC concentrations of <3.5 mg/L carbon 
are found around a common dilution curve, with decreasing ô13C values correlating 
with increasing pH values. Two of the groundwaters, with moderately enhanced DOC 
concentrations, fall close to the dilution curve extended beyond the equimolar mixing 
line. Groundwaters with highly elevated DOC concentrations (up to 184 mg/L 
carbon) show results consistent with considerable mineralization of SOC.

As mentioned above, in groundwaters where mineralization of SOC is identi
fied to be of importance, calculation of groundwater age via state of the art methods 
for 14C of DIC results in an overestimation of the age (see Table I [3-9]). To take the 
mineralization into account, the assumption is made that the present recharge condi
tions with respect to DIC concentration and its 14C content were prevalent at recharge 
of present groundwater. The 14C concentration in groundwater is corrected for overall 
dilution, i.e. addition of DIC irrespective of its source. On the basis of analytical data 
of Gorleben groundwaters from the recharge area, and from the transition area where 
no significant contribution from mineralization is found, the source term is evaluated
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to be 0.61 ± 0.20 mmol/L DIC with a 14C concentration of 83.1 ± 2.4 pmC. In contrast 
to evaluation by the state of the art methods, in Gorleben groundwaters significantly 
influenced by the mineralization of SOC, plausible groundwater ages are found by the 
dilution model (see Table I).
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Mumbai harbour is a land-locked mass of water, connected with the Arabian 
Sea in the south and the Ulhas River through Thane Creek in the north. Thane creek 
is the recipient of effluents from many industries, manufacturing a variety of 
chemicals, pigments, dyes and textiles. The Thane-Belapur stretch is about 20 km 
long and 1 km wide, with an area of about 2650 ha. Sediment accumulation rates have 
been studied in this zone using the depth profile of Pb-210 to determine the residence 
time of heavy metals in the sediment column.

Five core samples were collected from different locations in Thane Creek, using 
a gravity corer having inner and outer diameters of 5.2 cm and 6.0 cm, respectively. 
The length of the cores ranged from 24 cm to 60 cm. The cores were extruded 
vertically with an adjustable piston with silicone packing and were sliced at 2 cm 
intervals. The porosity of each section was determined using its wet and dry weights. 
The dried and ground samples were analysed [1,2] for Pb-210 using alpha spectro
metric determination of its granddaughter, Po-210. The radiochemical yield and 
counting efficiency were determined using Po-208 as an internal tracer. Figure 1 
shows the vertical profiles of total and excess Pb-210 in the sediment column of core 
SI (Table I).

The activity of Cs-137 in each section was determined by gamma counting of 
the dried samples using a hyperpure germanium detector coupled to a 4096 channel 
analyser system. The detection limit of Cs-137 for this method is 0.25 mBq/g, and the 
counting error was less than ±20% in the core sections. The depth profile of Cs-137 
(arising due to fallout) is generally used for comparative evaluation of sedimentation 
rates. The observed depth profile of Cs-137 in sediment column at Thane Creek does 
not follow the fallout record of Cs-137, as can be seen from a comparison (not shown) 
between Cs-137 profiles in core sediment collected from Thane Creek and Nairital 
Lake. The Cs-137 profile obtained from Thane creek core sediment indicates 
contribution from reactor releases and has a higher baseline concentration value for 
the initial sections.
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FIG. 1. (a) Total 2l0Pb versus depth in sediment core SI; (b) excess 2l0Pb versus depth in 
core S I.
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TABLE I. LINEAR AND MASS SEDIMENTATION RATES IN THANE CREEK

Core
No.

Location
Sedimentation rate

Surficial sediment density 
(Bq/cm2)

(cm/a) (g em 2 a !) Pb-210 Cs-137

SI Between Airoli and Thane 0.323 0.142 0.10 0.40
S2 Opposite proposed bridge 

at Mulund
0.770 0.424 0.70 0.99

S3 Airoli 0.920 0.322 0.34 0.76
S4 Ghansoli 0.170 0.060 0.04 0.19
S5 Khoparkhairane 0.250 0.095 0.03 0.18

The mean global atmospheric Pb-210 fallout is about 0.0165 Bq cm-2 a-1, with 
an inventory [3] of about 0.53 Bq/cm2. The mean atmospheric flux of Pb-210 in 
Mumbai [4] is about 0.025 Bq cm-2 a-1, with an inventory of about 0.80 Bq/cm. The 
mean Pb-210 inventory in the surficial sediments from the core is about one half to 
one third the reported value. The sedimentation rates, both linear and by mass, at 
different locations in Thane Creek are shown in Table I.
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The main radionuclides emitted, and the total amounts of radioactive releases 
to the environment are under continuous control in the supervised area of nuclear 
power plants (NPPs). In Ukraine, however, there are no regular and systematic 
measurements of 3H and 14C concentrations in air, precipitation and water ecosys
tems. This is explained by the fact that, based upon currently used models, the dose 
commitment from 3H and 14C is small compared with that from other radionuclides. 
The detection of low energy pure P emitters is also made difficult by the high cost and 
complexity of the equipment.

It is generally accepted that studies of isotope migration, distribution in ecosys
tems and environmental monitoring of 3H and 14C and of other trace isotopes require 
development in ultra-low level counting and precise spectroscopy. A low background 
laboratory can help to solve many problems associated with such measurements. This 
paper concerns facilities for such measurements in Ukraine and techniques for 
isotopic monitoring with an emphasis on 3H measurements.

In Ukraine there are 14 nuclear power reactors in operation, and the construc
tion of two additional power units will be completed within a few years. According 
to estimates made for the W W ER-1000 reactors (PWR type) most common in 
Ukraine, the annual release of tritium is 15 x 109 Bq/(MW-a) [1]. Tritium is mainly 
formed in the reactor by neutron activation of water and reagents. The 3H concentra
tion reaches (1-10) x 106 Bq/L in the water of the primary circuit and is about 
1-5 Bq/L in the air of personnel areas. Tritium is mostly converted into tritiated water 
(THO) and then enters the normal water cycle. It is generally accepted that the tritium 
risk is small compared with that of other radionuclides. Continuous tritium effluents 
into the environment can change both the 3H regional natural distribution and the 3H 
concentration in NPP supervised areas, however. A preliminary study (1992-1994,
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upublished) of tritium distribution in the Dnepr River water has confirmed the 
necessity of continuous and systematic measurements. Tritium concentrations ranged 
from 3 to 10 Bq/L and these concentrations increased in water bodies in the 
Chernobyl exclusion zone in 1994.

Environmental 3H activity measurements require a unique laboratory installa
tion for ultra-low level counting. The main features of such installation are the 
following:

—  choice of detection method to reach maximum counting efficiency,
—  passive (lead) shielding,
—  anticoincidence shielding,
—  shielding and construction materials with low natural radioactive

contamination,
—  enrichment of samples.

The Quantulus-1220 (LKB-Wallas) scintillation ¡5 spectrometer is the most 
commonly used system for 3H measurements. In recent years Canberra-Packard has 
announced a new line of liquid scintillation counters with competitive sensitivity and 
technical specifications (e.g. Tri-Carb TR/LL, MDA of tritium is 1 Bq/L in 500 min, 
direct measurement [2]). Canberra-Packard provides a full set of special chemicals 
and supplies needed for environmental analysis. Such counting systems were 
purchased in Ukraine in 1996 for use at KhmeFnitskiy, South Ukraine NPPs and the 
State Scientific and Technical Center of the Ministry of Environmental Protection and 
Nuclear Safety.

Among facilities in Ukraine for ultra-low background measurements, we chose 
the Solotvina Underground Laboratory (Institute for the Nuclear Research of the 
National Academy of Sciences, Ukraine), built in a salt mine at a depth of 430 m 
(1000 m of water equivalent), where the cosmic muon flux is suppressed by a factor 
of 104 [3]. The flux of thermal neutrons at the Laboratory is less than 
2 x 10”6 cm-2 s-1. Because of the low natural radioactive contamination of salt 
(NaCl), the у background is a factor of 30-70 lower than in chambers built of the 
usual construction materials. The Laboratory was used mainly for double beta decay 
experiments. A low background scintillation spectrometer based on a large volume 
C dW 04 crystal was designed to permit the use of construction materials with low 
natural radioactive contamination. The low values of radioactive contamination in the 
crystal (228Th < 8 |xBq/kg, 226Ra <13 |xBq/kg, 40K < 4 mBq/kg) enabled the construc
tion of the spectrometer with minimum detectable activity (MDA) for 40K and 208T1 
of 1.2 x 10-12 and 2 x 10-13 Ci/kg, respectively. The installation can be used for 
routine gamma analysis of environmental samples.

The problem of 3H environmental monitoring can be solved on the basis of the 
Solotvina Underground Laboratory. The unique low background conditions of the
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laboratory make it one of the best places in Ukraine for scientific experiments and 
environmental analysis. The increase of sensitivity and the possibility of more precise 
measurements in short runs of the liquid scintillation counting system provides the 
possibility of wide routine analysis of 3H concentration in water samples.
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From the hydrogeological point of view, Lithuania is part of the Baltic artesian 
basin, whose boundaries extend far from the country’s borders. The sedimentary 
deposits covering the basin have a mould-shaped bedding. Structural peculiarities 
determine the geochemical properties of aquifers, the bedding depth, the degree of 
covering and other hydrogeological conditions that together determine the character 
of spreading and formation of fresh and mineral groundwater in Lithuania.

A vertical and horizontal hydrochemical zonality generally characterizes the 
mineral groundwater, expressed by a gradual increase of mineralization as the aquifer 
deepens and the chemical composition of the water changes [1]. The discharge area 
of groundwater is the Baltic Sea, the main rivers and the buried network of palaeoin- 
cisions. These open and buried valleys often are local discharge zones in which
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FIG. 1. (a) Groundwater oxygen-18, (b) elemental helium and (c) total dissolved solids versus 
sampling depth.

natural mineral water springs form. The mineral water body of Druskininkai near the 
Nemunas River was formed under such conditions. Because the regional recharge 
zone of fresh groundwater is the Mazurian-Byelorussian anteclise, which is located 
near the mineral water body, interactions between fresh and mineral groundwaters 
take place in this area.

From the hydrodynamic and hydrochemical standpoints, two objects were 
selected for detailed isotope studies. The first is a mineral water body near 
Druskininkai. Isotope studies (14C) of mineral water here were started in 1974. The 
second is the groundwater system connected with the Varena iron ore bearing body, 
which includes a number of aquifers from Quaternary to Proterozoic basement.

Data for tritium, carbon-14, carbon-13, deuterium, oxygen-18, elemental 
helium and chemical composition were used in our study. Isotope measurements were
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carried out as follows: 3H was determined using electrolytic enrichment and 
scintillation radiometry; radiocarbon by benzene form and scintillation radiometry; 
elemental helium by a quartz glass membrane detector; and stable isotopes by mass 
spectrometry.

For Druskininkai, isotope data from 1974 and 1996 were compared. The 14C 
contents of the mineral water changed over this interval because of interaction 
between fresh and mineral water resulting from exploitation of both fresh and mineral 
groundwater in the area. Chloride calcium-sodium waters of low and average salinity 
are widely used by the health resort in Druskininkai. They are found in the 
Quaternary, Upper and Lower Cretaceous and Lower Triassic aquifers. Brine mineral 
waters are found in the Lower Triassic aquifer. Their salinity varies from 35 to 55 g/L. 
Brine waters contain an increased quantity of bromine (up to 1239 mg/L) in other 
western parts of Lithuania.

In the Varena iron ore bearing body, the peculiarities or isotope parameters 
of groundwater from different aquifers were studied in the vertical direction, 
which comprised Quaternary, Upper and Lower Cretaceous, Upper Permian, 
Cambrian-Vendian and Proterozoic.

Fresh water is found in the first two aquifers, and deeper water is mineralized 
(Fig. 1.)

The radiocarbon age changes from 3200 a in the Quaternary aquifer to 
8000-14 000 a in lower aquifers. The isotope data indicate an active water exchange 
in the whole sedimentary deposit cover. In an age versus oxygen-18 plot (not shown), 
the tendency to ‘lightening’ of isotopic composition with depth is observed.

In the studied areas, using isotope methods, important effects for fresh and 
mineral groundwater protection, such as the mixing effect in the Druskininkai mineral 
water body and glacial effect in the zone deep aquifers in the Varena area, were 
observed and evaluated.
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A programme for investigation of tritium in Belgrade precipitation was initiated 
in 1976 to study the global changes in the isotopic concentration. Atmospheric water 
vapour samples have been collected since 1992, and analyses were also carried out on 
the stable isotopes deuterium and 180 .

Three sampling locations were chosen: the Belgrade meteorological station, 
Zeleno Brdo (ZB) (44°47' N, 20°32' E, alt. 243.2 m a.s.l.) as a reference site; Usek 
(4.5 km from ZB in the main southeast wind direction); and the station at the Vinca 
Institute of Nuclear Sciences (VINS) (2.5 km from Usek in the same direction of 
wind), where the nuclear research facilities are situated. This choice of sampling sites 
allowed us to measure a regional level of possible tritium contamination. Samples 
were taken as monthly composites for precipitation and continuously (weekly) for 
atmospheric water vapour.

ÔD and 6180  values of the precipitation have a distinct annual cycle at all three 
sites. The local meteoric water for ZB is given by the equation

ÔD = (7.3 ± 0.5)8180  + (3.4 ± 4.2) (r = 0.96, n = 12)

Monthly mean precipitation is enriched in heavy isotopes with increasing air 
temperature and humidity. The correlation coefficients (r > 0.80) indicate a rapid and 
intense exchange between the precipitation deposited at the soil surface and the super
natant air mass. The results of stable isotope analyses of precipitation and atmo
spheric water vapour at VINS during the period from 1992 to 1993 are summarized 
in Fig. 1. Data points fell along the world meteoric water line (WMWL), although 
small systematic deviations from this relation can be observed. A linear regression fit 
yields the relations

ôDprec = (7.5 ± 0.8)818Oprec + (7 ± 8) (monthly means) n = 19, r = 0.91

8Dvap = (7.6 ±  1.2)818Ovap + (-5  ± 17) (weekly means) n -  25, r  -  0.79
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FIG. 1. 8 D -8 80  relationship for atmospheric water vapour and precipitation at VINS.

The temperature gradients of deuterium content in water vapour and precipita
tion are (3.0 ± 0.5)%o °C_1 and (2.8 ± 0.5)%c °C_1, respectively. Values obtained are 
in agreement with gradients found for Krakow [1]. In addition, 180  temperature 
gradients of (0.39 ± 0.04)%c °C_1 and (0.16 ± 0.05)%o “C-1 for precipitation and water 
vapour, respectively, were calculated. Nevertheless, this finding agrees quite well 
with recently reported values for eastern Europe [2]. The general isotope ratio pattern 
with respect to temperature is reproduced, reflecting local conditions of condensation, 
vapour origin and mixing processes.

Annual weighted means of tritium activity in precipitation at ZB correspond to 
those at the Vienna station for the period 1976-1991 [3]. The values can be expressed 
by the correlation A ZB = (0.7 ± 0.1)Vienna + (3.3 ± 0.6), n = 16, r = 0.89. Content of 
samples collected at VINS appears to be one order of magnitude higher than that of 
samples from ZB, which is attributed to the influence of local contamination by heavy 
water nuclear reactors.

Figure 2 shows the results of tritium monitoring in HT and НТО forms in 
atmospheric water vapour at VINS for 1992-1995. Strong seasonal variations, with a 
pronounced maximum in July-August, can be seen, with a tendency of decrease over 
the period of investigation. The good correlation (r = 0.65) between content of both 
tritium forms and temperature and absolute humidity of the air suggests a gradual of
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FIG. 2. Tritium concentration in atmospheric water vapour at VINS of the whole observation 
period.

precipitated tritium from the soil into the atmosphere during the summer as a result 
of local deposition phenomena.
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Isotopic (13C and 15N), chemical (C:N ratio and lignin derived phenols) and 
physical analyses (per cent water content and density) of a 14C dated 450 cm sediment 
core from the deepest part of Infemao lake were undertaken to reconstruct the 
environmental changes responsible for this oxbow lake. In general, compositional 
profiles (Figs 1, 2) indicated that in the early phase (-3500 a BP), the river channel 
was located in the position of the present oxbow lake.
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FIG. 1. Geochronology, lithology and downcore changes in SI3C, C/N ratios, organic carbon, 
per cent N and Sf5N in a sediment core from Infernâo Lake, Brazil.

The lowest part of the core (4 1 7 ^5 0  cm) is composed of coarse sand corre
sponding to the palaeoriver channel. The rest of the sediments (dark clay) show a 
gradual change from a fluvial to a limnic environment. The river progressively 
abandoned its original channel, giving rise to the oxbow lake.

A phase of strong disturbance (200-417 cm), reflected in the 14C dates 
(3000-3500 a BP), which show inversions and small changes of age, represents a 
period of strong river influence over the lacustrine environment. The enriched 13C and 
C/N ratios and total lignin content (A,) reflect the contribution of terrestrial plant 
tissues from soil erosion, with some input of C4 plants (Gramineae) (Fig. 1). Peaks of 
13C and C/N ratio characterize an increase in the input of C4 plants and match sand 
intercalations; they are postulated to be a result of strong rain events. This part of the 
core also shows the influence of woody angiosperm tissues, as demonstrated by 
results on lignin derived phenols, such as C/V ratios (cinnamyl/vanillyl), with values 
close to zero and high S/V ratios (syringyl/vanillyl) (Fig. 2). High acid/aldehyde 
[(Ad/Al)v and (Ad/Al)s] ratios towards the surface demonstrate the absence of
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FIG. 2. Geochronology, lithology and downcore changes in lignin-derived phenolic 
compounds in a sediment core from Inferndo Lake, Brazil. A represents the total lignin phenols 
per 100 mg organic carbon; CIV, PIV and S/V are the ratios o f cinnamyls, p-hydroxyl and 
syringyl phenols relative to vanillyl phenols, respectively. (AdlAl)v, (Ad/Al)s and(AdlAl)p 
represent acid!aldehyde ratios for vanillyl, syringyl and p-hydroxyl phenols, respectively.

diagenesis [1]. The carbon pool at the upper part of the core has undergone more 
oxidative degradation in the lacustrine environment (indicated by high ratios) and 
would suggest an aquatic organic matter source (phytoplankton), more rapidly 
degradable, and a source of refractory organic matter (terrestrial; less susceptible to 
reworking) at deeper parts of the core.

The sediments representing the last 3000 a (200 cm to surface) characterize an 
environment in which the effect of the river flooding was less important and the 
oxbow lake developed. 813C values gradually decrease toward the top of the core 
(Fig. 1), reflecting a major influence of organic carbon dominated by phytoplankton 
and aquatic macrophytes (C3 plants). The higher С and N content and low C/N ratios 
(Fig. 1) also support this interpretation and/or indicate a lower organic dilution by 
lower input of inorganic material during river flooding. The lower lignin content also
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indicates contributions of non-vascular plants (phytoplankton), with a slight increase 
of non-woody tissues (higher C/V ratios) and the predominance of angiosperm plants 
(high S/V ratios) as organic matter sources.

During late Holocene in Brazil, short climate fluctuations (dry periods) took 
place at 2200, 2100, 1600, 1200, 1000, 850, 700, 400 a BP [2-5], and longer dry 
periods at 5000-2000, 2700-2400, 2600-1600, 900-400 and 550-150 a BP [2-10]. 
Wet periods were also recorded in Brazil for the late Holocene at 3400-2800, 
3000-1800,2900-2300, 1900-900, 1700-present, 1000-present, 970-140,700, 500, 
300-present and 150-present a BP [2, 7, 9].

Holocene fluvial deposits from southeast Brazil [11] show erosional phases 
between 3000 and 2500 a BP and during the last 300 a, suggesting changes in the 
vegetation cover coincident with increased precipitation.

Considering that we are dealing with a very dynamic system (a fluvial flood 
plain system), it is difficult to link our data to any of these climatic events. Further 
analyses and results on pollen and diatoms must first be obtained to accomplish this 
task.
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OXYGEN ISOTOPES OF IRON OXIDES 
Determination, fractionation and palaeoclimatic considerations

J. MÜLLER
GSF, National Research Centre for Environment and Health,
Neuherberg, Germany

The common method for extracting oxygen from iron oxides for isotopic 
analysis uses bromine pentafluoride as reductant [1]. This method is also suitable for 
silicates and other oxides, which are often associated with iron oxides in sedimentary 
and weathering environments. Contamination of oxygen isotope ratios of iron 
oxides by other minerals, such as kaolinite, gibbsite and carbonates in the case of 
natural mixtures, is quite probable and is an important disadvantage of the bromine 
pentafluoride method.

The new method described here is based on the reduction of iron oxides using 
hydrogen. The products of this reaction are iron and water. The water is separated and 
the oxygen isotope ratios of water are determined by equilibration with C 0 2 of known 
isotopic composition using standard techniques. Providing a complete reduction occurs, 
the oxygen isotope ratios of the separated water are similar to those of iron oxides.

A new preparation line was developed [2] and optimized with iron oxides 
synthesized by Schwertmann and Cornell [3] (Fig. 1). The reduction of iron oxides 
takes part in the stainless steel component of the line; the handling of C 0 2 happens in 
the glass part. According to natural water content, 400 mg of hematite (a-Fe20 3) or 
300 mg of goethite (a-FeOOH) were used for preparation to receive enough water for 
C 0 2 equilibration. The non-structural water of goethite is first taken off by preheating
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stainless steel glass

FIG 1. Sketch of the new preparation line.

FIG. 2. The fractionation curves between iron oxides and water based on different methods of 
synthesis.
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the sample at 100°C for 1-2 h in the reaction chamber [4]. Hydrogen is then 
introduced into the reaction system controlled by manometer. The reaction tempera
ture is kept at 800°C for 90 min. During the reduction, the water formed is frozen into 
a trap cooled by liquid nitrogen (-196°C) and separated out of the reaction chamber. 
To obtain a complete separation of water, a circulation system was developed in 
which hydrogen is pumped through the cooled tr, , and back into the reaction 
chamber. After the reaction is complete, any remaining hydrogen is pumped out of the 
system through the cooled trap. After that, a defined amount of C 0 2 of known 
isotopic composition is frozen into the water trap and taken into a 25°C shaking water 
bath. The oxygen isotope ratio of C 0 2 after equilibration is determined by mass 
spectrometry.

The completeness of reduction is confirmed by weighing the sample before and 
after reduction. The decrease of weight leads to an oxygen yield during reduction of 
greater than 99% (±1%). Using the well known fractionation factors of C 0 2-w ater 
equilibration, oxygen isotopic ratios of the formed water, which are finally similar to 
those of iron oxides, are calculated. The reproducibility of values varies between
0.1-0.2%e 8180 .

The advantage of the new preparation method is the selectivity of hydrogen by 
reducing only iron oxides, not silicates or aluminium oxides, so that the method is 
very useful for extracting oxygen of such mixtures for isotopic analysis of iron 
oxides.

The determination of the fractionation factor a  between iron oxides and water 
was based on three different methods of synthesis between 10°C and 65 °C, using in 
all iron(III) nitrate (Fe(N 03)3-9H20 )  as Fe source. To accelerate the synthesis of iron 
oxides in two methods, a solution of KOH or NaOH was applied to make the iron(III) 
nitrate solution alkaline. Depending on the methods of synthesis, three equations of 
fractionation resulted [2], which are plotted in Fig. 2:

KOH method: 1000 ln a  = 1.10 ± 106/ T 2 -  12.1
NaOH method: 1000 ln a  = 0.30 ± 106/ T 2 -  30
Hydrolysis: 1000 ln a  = 2.76 ± 106/ T 2 -  23.7

To decide which of those equations is the best way in representing the condi
tions of natural formation of iron oxides, lateritic samples of the Younger Tertiary 
were analysed using five sections of the Jos Plateau (Central Nigeria). The variation 
of 8180  values and their distribution in section allow the interpretation of environ
mental changes, which indicates increasing continentality, increasing altitude, 
increasing amount of rainout and decreasing temperature during the Younger Tertiary. 
In comparing the environmental development during the Tertiary with the isotope 
composition of the recent water [5], the fractionation factors resulting after the KOH 
method and the NaOH method are favoured.
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1. INTRODUCTION

With the birth of the nuclear era, a new group of contaminants was introduced 
into the atmosphere, the artificial radionuclides. Although many radionuclides were 
found in our atmosphere before nuclear bomb tests began, they were all cosmogenic. 
From 1945 to 1980, with large scale nuclear bomb tests, more than 600 PBq of Sr-90 
and more than 960 PBq of Cs-137 were released into the atmosphere together with
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545 MT estimated released nuclear energy [1]. In addition, the nuclear fuel cycle 
(mainly as a result of nuclear power plant accidents) has led to radioactivity releases 
that, even though much smaller than those from nuclear bomb tests, formed another 
important source of artificial radionuclides contaminating our atmosphere.

Not all radionuclides released into the atmosphere remain for an indefinite 
time; their presence in the atmosphere depends upon their half-life and on their 
physical-chemical properties in relation with their interaction capacity in this media. 
For these reasons the radioactivity releases have caused one of the greatest changes 
of all times in atmospheric composition and have brought about the contamination of 
almost every environmental component, not only in the testing or power plant sites, 
but also all around the world because of global fallout.

Cuban water bodies, as well as the rest of the natural components of our 
ecosystem, are not free of this source of global contamination. Although the contam
ination from this source is not an imminent danger to the populations using this water, 
an increase has been seen in background radiation in the main hydrological resources 
of the country, which are used for human consumption and for irrigation. 
Furthermore, artificial radionuclides are found in underground waters, despite their 
various self-cleaning mechanisms and the slow speed of the contamination processes 
characterizing them [2-5].

The Central Radiological and Environmental Surveillance Laboratory has 
developed a monitoring programme for some environmental variables [3], among 
which are included measurements of Cs-137 or Sr-90 concentrations in soil, grass, 
milk, foods, surface and underground waters and air, thereby almost completely 
surveying the natural cycle of these radionuclides in nature. The main goal of this 
paper is to present the Cs-137 and Sr-90 activity levels determined in atmospheric and 
water samples and to present some considerations about the transfer of these radionu
clides between different environmental components.

2. METHODS

The studied zone, of about 10 000 km2 area, was located around the Juraguá 
Nuclear Power Plant (south-central region of the country, Cienfuegos province). We 
used six sampling points: three for surface waters in the most important dams of the 
district (Hanabanilla Dam, Abreus Dam and Avilés Dam), two wells in the Juraguá 
area, and one for continuous air monitoring in our laboratory.

The study period was three years (1994-1996); waters were sampled every 
three months, and air samples were collected weekly.

Aerosol samples were collected with the PRIMUS air pump, designed in our 
laboratory. It has a 800-1400 m3/h air flux and a high efficiency 3 pm Petrianov filter 
(FPP-15-1.5). Each filter was exposed for an average of 168 h to a 1200 m3/h air flux;
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FIG. I. Cs-137 concentration behaviour in aerosol samples during the period o f study 
1994-1996.

each sample was then dry ashed and measured by gamma spectrometry. Fallout 
samples were collected in trays covered with gauze. Each gauze was exposed for
30 d; each sample was then dry ashed and measured by gamma spectrometry.

The water samples were collected in cleaned 50 L bottles [6-8]. To determine 
Cs-137, 20 L was filtered through a qualitative filter paper, and nitric acid or 
hydrochloric acid was added up to pH1.5. To determine Cs-137 in water, AMP was 
used to concentrate it and then it was measured by gamma spectrometry. To 
determine Sr-90 we precipitated the samples with nitrates, using methodology 
described in Ref. [8].

For gamma spectrometry we used a Silena spectrometer system with a high 
purity Ge detector, and to detect Sr-90 we used a Tesla low level alpha-beta counting 
system using the anticoincidence method [6-12].

3. RESULTS

3.1. Aerosol samples

Aerosol samples are the first to indicate any kind of atmospheric contamination. 
The Cs-137 concentration behaviour in aerosol samples during the period of study is 
very regular (Fig. 1). The average Cs-137 concentration is 1 |J.Bq/m3, representative 
of normal radiological regions, affected only by global fallout.

During the period of study (1994—1996) we observed a relation between Cs-137 
concentration in aerosol samples and local atmospheric perturbations, which are more 
frequent in the summer (from May to September). We associate this behaviour with 
a greater transport of radionuclide carriers in precipitation.
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FIG. 2. Cs-137 concentration behaviour in fallout samples 1994-1996.

The Cs-137 concentration behaviour in fallout samples during the period of study 
is very regular (Fig. 2). The average Cs-137 concentration is 0.12 Bq/(m2-month) and 
range (0.051-0.3) Bq/(m2-month).

3.2. W aters

The Cs-137 concentration range determined in surface waters is 
(4.5-16.0) mBq/L, with an average of 7.9 mBq/L. Underground waters have an 
average concentration of 5.3 mBq/L and a range of (1.4—12.3) mBq/L.

The Sr-90 concentration in surface and underground waters behaved much as 
Cs-137 in these samples. In the surface waters the average concentration was 2.3 
mBq/L and the range was (1.4—12.3) mBq/L. For underground waters the corre
sponding values were 1.1 mBq/L and (0.7-5.9) mBq/L.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The results of our studies show the presence of Cs-137 or Sr-90 nuclear fission 
products in all the studied area, both radionuclides having an activity above the 
detection limits of our measurement systems. There is a relationship, not yet 
explored, between Cs-137 concentrations in aerosols and local precipitation 
frequency.

We conclude that our hydrological resources have been contaminated by 
nuclear fission products from past nuclear bomb tests by means of global fallout. The 
specific activities of these radionuclides are very similar to those reported elsewhere 
for zones affected by global fallout [1,13].
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The Labrador Sea plays a major role in the world budget of carbon and nitrogen 
as well as in climate change. This is because of large differences in climatic 
conditions between the glacial and interglacial periods when compared to the tropics
[1]. For example, a large part of the Labrador Sea and surrounding land masses were 
covered by ice during the last glacial maximum, while improvement in climatic 
conditions led to the disintegration of ice sheets [1, 2]. Such climatic changes had 
tremendous impact on sources of organic matter and primary productivity in the 
Labrador Sea. But information on the production of organic matter by phytoplankton 
and on the quantity and quality of organic matter in response to the Quaternary 
climatic changes is insufficient.

We have used the stable isotopes of organic carbon (ОС) and nitrogen, the 
contents of ОС, nitrogen and C aC 03 as well as C/N ratios for sediments collected off 
the southwest coast of Greenland, at a water depth of 3380 m, to document variations 
in the relative proportions of terrestrial and marine organic matter (OM) and changes 
in primary productivity over the last 30 ka. The glacial and transition periods are 
characterized by depletion in 13C and 15N, low contents of ОС, nitrogen and C aC 03, 
and high C/N ratios relative to that of the Holocene. This can be attributed to an 
increase in the primary productivity during the Holocene relative to the glacial-transi- 
tion periods. However, low 8 values of ОС and nitrogen in conjunction with high C/N 
ratios during the Pleistocene can partly be ascribed to a high proportion of terrestrial 
OM transported to the site through ice rafting and sediment plumes.

At about 8 ka BP, the Labrador Sea experienced enhanced input of OM that was 
characterized by low 813C and 815N and high C/N ratios, most likely caused by 
discharge of glacial lake meltwater to the Labrador Sea through the Hudson Strait or 
by collapse of primary productivity.

The Labrador Sea has experienced periods of massive inputs of ice rafted debris 
known as Heinrich events [3]. Two such events have been recorded at this site, charac
terized by low 813C and 815N values, indicating a large component of terrestrially 
derived OM.

IAEA-SM-349/29P
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SHORT TERM  CLIM ATIC VARIATIONS AND IC E  DYNAMICS STUDIES 
ON DOKRIANI BAMAK GLACIER, CENTRAL HIMALAYA 
BASED ON RADIOACTIVE AND STABLE ISOTOPES

V.N. NIJAMPURKAR, M.M. SARIN, D.K. RAO 
Physical Research Laboratory, Navrangpura,
Ahmedabad, India

Systematic isotopic studies based on natural and artificial radioisotopes (32Si, 
210Pb and 137Cs ), stable isotopes (8180 )  and total |3 activity measurements have been 
carried out on Dokriani Bamak glacier, Central (Garhwal) Himalaya to study the 
dynamics of glacier ice, spatial variations of isotopic fallout and short term climatic 
variations on the glacier.

Using 32Si and 210Pb concentrations in meltwaters of snout ice, the radiometric 
age of the surface snout ice is calculated to be 310 a, based on which the average past 
flow rate of surface ice is estimated to be -18  m/a. The average past and the modern 
flow rates may be discussed in terms of the stability of the glacier. On the basis of the 
peak 137Cs activity observed at the equilibrium line, at an altitude of 4380 m, a flow 
rate of 32 m/a has been calculated, which is higher by a factor of about 2 than that for 
surface ice. This gives experimental evidence of the theoretical notion that the transfer 
of glacier ice is maximum at the equilibrium line. Using the 137Cs concentration in a 
shallow ice core, we estimate the accumulation rate of the ice to be 0.43 m/a.
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The depletion of 5 I80  value in snout ice on the glacier (-13.4%c), as against an 
average value in snow deposition of (-7.5%c), indicates cooler climatic conditions 
during the Little Ice Age. The low value of Ô180  (-15.2%c) at a depth of 25 cm in a 
6 m ice core indicates a colder winter and windy climatic conditions during 1992, and 
this is supported by chemical tracers. These results suggest that Himalayan glaciers 
have the potential for studying short term, high resolution climatic records in near 
equatorial latitudes during the past millennium, a time span that includes the Little Ice 
Age.

IA E A -S M -3 4 9 /3 1 P

GROUNDWATER RECH A RG E AND SUSCEPTIBILITY TO 
PO LLU TIO N  OF TH E LUSAKA M ARBLE AQUIFER

D.C.W. NKHUWA, F. TEMBO 
School of Mines, University of Zambia,
Lusaka, Zambia

The city of Lusaka is built on marbles interbedded with dolomites. Differential 
dissolution of these metacarbonate rocks has led to the formation of an integrated 
conduit system and solution hollows. As a result, the terrain is riddled with collapse 
and ground subsidence sink-holes and has experienced extreme rates of subsurface 
water infiltration, resulting in a wash-down of residual soils into open karst channels 
and an absence of surface drainage. Such characteristics have transformed the terrain 
into one with specific and highly complex hydrogeological and environmental 
geological conditions that now pose several potential environmental hazards that 
impose enormous restrictions on its land use possibilities.

The rapid growth of Lusaka’s population exerts great pressure on the city 
authorities for the provision of water, shelter and adequate and safe methods of waste 
disposal. The city’s current population, estimated at 1.5 million, is about 12 times 
what it was at independence in 1964. High density residential areas accommodate 
more than 75% of this population. Most of these settlements are either informal, or 
had such beginnings, and thus have sanitary arrangements that are generally poor.

The marble terrain forms Lusaka’s most important source of water supply. A 
rise in formal and informal settlements and an increase in industrial and occupational 
activities over the marble terrain pose great risks to groundwater quality as a result of
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FIG. 1. Mean monthly variation of oxygen-18 in precipitation (Harare WMO station).

disposal of sewage, disposal of industrial effluents, disposal of domestic and indus
trial waste, and storage and disposal of other solid materials.

The susceptibility of the Lusaka aquifer to contamination and pollution is 
substantiated by isotopic studies which indicate that groundwater recharge occurs 
mainly in the rainy season (November to April) by direct percolation of rainfall 
(Fig. 1). The tritium and carbon-14 contents in the Lusaka groundwater indicate that 
recharge to the aquifers is recent (corresponding to present day tritium levels in 
precipitation).

The absence of systematic horizontal and vertical variation in both tritium and 
carbon-14 suggests that the aquifers are very dynamic, i.e. that the residence time of 
recharge waters within the aquifers is relatively small. The rather short transit time of 
the recharge groundwater suggests that the storage capacity of the aquifers is small 
with respect to the average annual rainfall. Consequently, the rapid response to 
infiltration makes the aquifers prone to pollution both in urban areas and in areas 
where extensive irrigation is practised.

Indications of groundwater contamination in the Lusaka aquifer are revealed by 
chemical and microbiological analyses performed on water samples from producing 
boreholes.

With growing water demands for domestic, agricultural and industrial use, 
current trends of pollution of the diminishing water resources in Lusaka threaten the 
city with a severe water shortage and a probable rise in water borne epidemics by the
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year 2020. Regular quality monitoring and a positive policy on aquifer protection 
constitute some of the essential measures towards the security of groundwater 
resources.

IAEA-SM-349/32P

RAPID, ACCURATE AND PR EC ISE M EASUREM ENT OF 
TH E ISOTOPIC CO M PO SITIO N  O F ATM OSPHERIC GASES 
A  generalized GC-IRM S solution

J. OESSELMANN, C.B. DOUTHITT, W. BRAND, A. HILKERT 
Finnigan MAT,
Bremen, Germany

1. INTRODUCTION

The measurement of the isotopic composition of individual gas species in air is 
an analytical challenge faced by researchers in many disciplines. The existence of 
many different types of air (atmospheric air, dissolved air, air bubbles in ice, soil air, 
growth chamber atmospheres) and the enormous dynamic range of concentrations 
makes the problem difficult.

The recent combination of gas chromatography with isotope ratio mass 
spectrometry (GC-IRMS) has allowed the solution of many previously difficult or 
intractable problems of this sort. Interest is divided between analysis of trace gases 
(C 02, CH4, N20  and CH3C1) and the major species (N2, 0 2 and Ar). Recent instru
mental developments have allowed us to assemble a generalized GC-IRMS approach 
capable of high precision isotopic analysis of both trace and major species at natural 
and enriched abundances (Fig. 1), while permitting high throughput automated 
analysis using sample containers compatible with field collection [1]. The elements

N2 0 2 CO2 Ar C 02 c m  N02 CO C2H4 CH3CI(78 %)(21 %) (5%Breath)(1 %) (350 ppm) (14 ppm) (0.3 ppm) (50 ppb) (10 ppb) (1 ppb)
100 % 10 % 1 %0 100 ppm 10 ppm 1 ppm 100 ppb

11 I I I------- 1------------1— I— I----------1-------- 1 I I I I------- 1----------- 1
10P 10'1 w-2 10-3 Го-4 W-5 10-® 10-7 10-8 10-9

FIG. 1. Total range of trace and major species (at natural and enriched abundances) covered 
by GC-IRMS.
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Syringe

Loop ** Finnigan products

FIG. 2. General schematic for isotope analysis of gas species (TV,, O,, CO?, N-,0, CO, Ar, SO?, 
CH4, C2H2, etc.).

used are autosampler, syringe, sampling loop, preconcentration, chromatography, 
interface and mass spectrometer (see Fig. 2).

2. TYPICAL RESULTS

GC-IRMS data are presented below for trace and major gases from a variety of 
air matrices.

(1) C 02 for 13C

(a) Atmospheric and soil air. Autosampler assisted needle injection (90 |xL atm 
air), with attention to the prerequisites for gas sampling (protected low split 
injection), results in a precision of better than 0.2%o for 360 ppm C 0 2 from atmos
pheric air (Fig. 2, items 1-3-5-6-7) [2].

(b) Air from a growth chamber. Sample transfer using a loop injection of 100 mL 
air (no split), on-line from a growth chamber system, improves the precision to 
0.06-0.03%o ( lo )  for C 0 2 concentrations similar to that of atmospheric air 
(200-835 pm). Because of the high sensitivity of the combined sampling and analysis 
system, again no preconcentration of C 0 2 is required (Fig. 2, items 4-5-Ó-7; see 
Fig. 3).

(c) A ir dissolved in sea water or tap water. A first study for automated 13C analysis 
of dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) was performed (Fig. 2, items 1-3-4-5-6-7). DIC 
was released as C 0 2 from water by H3P 0 4 in 10 mL Exetainer autosampler vials. 
Using a double needle, the gas is purged continuously from the sample headspace
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FIG. 3. Results of growth chamber experiments with 50-835 ppm C 02 in air using automated 
loop injection of 100 pL air. Blank-corrected isotope values exhibit an excellent fit to the 
expected value. Measurements by H. Schnyder et al., Lehrstuhl für Grünlandlehre, Technische 
Universitat München, 1996.

with a low helium flow (0.5 mL/min) into a Valeo loop (approx. 70 (J.L). Four samples 
of Atlantic water with different amounts (0.5 mL, 1 mL) were determined five times 
(five loops) on one GC run. The external precision was measured to -0.283 ± 0.05%o 
(5 notation). For two tap water samples (1 mL), the result was -12.347 ± 0.027%o.

(2) N2 for 1SN, including mass 30/28 (1SN2/14N2)

(a) N2 from denitrification experiments using 15N  labelled nitrate. Autosampler 
assisted split injection of atmospheric air and N2 from a denitrification experiment 
gives reproducibilities of +0.032%o for 515N from the m/z 29/28 ratio and +2.93%o for 
815N from the m/z 30/28 ratio (Fig. 2, items 1-3-5-6-7) [3].
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(b) N2 and 0 2 from atmospheric or soil air. For the simultaneous isotope analysis 
of N2 and 0 2 from atmospheric or soil air, samples can be analysed using a 
combination of elemental analyser and IRMS coupled by the Finnigan MAT ConFlo 
interface (Fig. 2, items 3-5-6-7). 100 pL of air is injected in front of the GC column 
of the elemental analyser. The precision of 81SN and 8180  is better than ±0.1 %o and 
the reproducibility of the 0 2/N2 ratio is better than ±0.2%o.

(3) CH4 for 13C at atmospheric concentrations

For the 813C determination of methane concentration from atmospheric air at 
1.7 ppm, less than 100 mL of air was required to obtain a precision of better than 
0.2%o (Fig. 2, items 2-5-6-7) [4]. Cleanup (H20 ,  C 0 2, condensables), conversion of 
CH4 to C 0 2, trapping and cryofocusing are performed according to a user definable 
protocol and are followed by the GC transfer and isotope analysis.

(4) N20  for 1SN and 180  at atmospheric concentrations and natural 
abundance

For the 815N and 8 lsO determination of N20  concentration from atmospheric 
air at 300 ppb (parts per 109), 100 mL of air resulted in a precision of better than
0.2%o for both 180  and 15N (Fig. 2, items 2-5-6-7) [4]. In contrast to the CH4 analysis, 
the combustion reactor is kept reactive.

3. SUMMARY

The hardware and software readily support user modification for specific appli
cations, such as ultrahigh precision (0.01%o) measurement of N20-free C 0 2 from air 
and 13C of ppt (parts per 1012) levels of volatile organic compounds such as methyl 
chloride.
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TH E USE OF STABLE CARBON ISOTOPES
IN TR E E  RING CELLU LO SE FO R PALAEOCLIM ATE ESTIMATES 
Within- and between-tree variability

F. PAWELLEK, D. McCARROLL 
Department of Geography,
University of Wales,
Swansea, United Kingdom

Pine trees recovered from shallow lakes in northern Scandinavia have been used 
to construct long chronologies that extend for more than 8000 a. Stable carbon 
isotope ratios from individual rings could in principle be used to reconstruct palaeo
climate with an annual resolution. Our aims, as part of the European Union funded 
FOREST project, are to determine, using modem trees, appropriate laboratory proce
dures and sampling schemes and to define the relationship between isotope ratios and 
climate. Discs have been obtained from sub-fossil and recently felled Scots pine 
(Pinus sylvestris) from six sites in central and northern Finland.

Past attempts to interpret the relationship between climate and the isotope 
signal in tree rings have been hampered by the difficulty of separating the climate 
sensitive portion of very thin rings. We have now produced a method for isolating 
only this late wood component. Different sides of a tree often produce different 
isotope values, so we sample from four sides in proportions equal to the varying ring 
width, yielding a sample that is representative of the late wood produced in that year. 
Cellulose is isolated using standard procedures.

IAEA-SM-349/33P

FIG. 1. Raw carbon isotope ratios (left) and 95% confidence limits (right) for non-standard- 
ized Sf3C values from Rovaniemi for ten trees.
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FIG. 2. Standardized carbon isotope ratios (left) and 95% confidence limits (right) for &3C 
values from Rovaniemi for ten trees.

Before comparisons can be made with climate, one must decide how many trees 
are required to yield a reliable mean isotope ratio for a given site in a given year. To 
test this, we measured the isotope ratios in late wood cellulose of 26 rings from 
10 trees from a stand near Rovaniemi on the Arctic Circle. The trees tend to follow 
the same pattern (Fig. 1), but some trees yield consistently higher values than others. 
Mean isotope values obtained from ten trees therefore have 95% confidence limits 
close to ±0.5%o. To produce confidence limits of <±0.3%o would require samples 
from more than 25 trees, and with only three trees the confidence limits are closer to 
±2%c, which is much larger than the maximum variability in the mean values. The 
values for different trees can be standardized as differences from the mean (Fig. 2), 
and this markedly improves the confidence limits using ten trees (typically <±0.3%o). 
If only three trees are used, however, the limits are nearer ±l%c. In the past, some 
climate reconstructions using stable carbon isotopes in tree rings have been based on 
a single tree. These results demonstrate that any estimates based on a single tree, or 
even a small sample of trees, are likely to be very unreliable.
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STABLE ISO TO PE RATIOS OF SULPHUR, NITROGEN AND 
CARBON IN AIRBORNE POLLUTANTS AS TRACERS OF 
REGIONAL ORIGINS

F. PICHLMAYER
Osterreichisches Forschungszentrum Seibersdorf,
Seibersdorf

P. SEIBERT
Institut für Meteorologie und Physik,
Universitat für Bodenkultur,
Vienna

Austria

IAEA-SM-349/34P

Natural isotope abundance variations were employed as a tool for character
izing the source regions that contribute to the pollution of high alpine areas. 
Contributions of different sources to a specific receptor site are generally unknown 
and depend on emission patterns and meteorological conditions. The measured 
isotope ratios, however, reflect the actual superposition of the distinct source types 
under the assumption that no major isotope fractionation occurs during transport and 
deposition and that post-depositional isotope effects can be excluded.

Stable isotope ratios of sulphur in sulphate, of nitrogen in nitrate and of organic 
carbon from high alpine snow samples and from particulates collected by high 
volume air sampling were determined by means of an on-line combustion isotope 
mass spectrometer [1].

For the analysis of vertical snow profiles, a so-called snow calendar was 
constructed [2] to relate specific snow strata to their precipitation dates.

While snow packs are very useful for revealing seasonal and geographical 
variations of S/N/C isotopic signatures in air pollutants, they are not the appropriate 
tool for source attribution investigations, because of their limited temporal resolution. 
For several selected snow layers it was nevertheless possible to link them with the air 
trajectories prevailing during the respective precipitation event.

On the other hand, daily high volume sampling (every 12 h or 24 h) provides 
information with comparatively high temporal resolution and without dating 
problems. Thus it can easily be combined with trajectory analyses to obtain regional 
signatures. Because of infrastructure requirements, however, this technique was 
limited to a few campaigns at Sonnblick (47°03' N, 12°57' E), in the Austrian Alps.
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FIG. 1. Mean 8?4S values (in %) at Sonnblick associated with back trajectories passing 
through grid elements (indicated on the axes).

The delta values associated with different regions of origin of the air masses 
have been studied using back trajectories at the 700 hPa level (around 3000 m a.s.l.) 
and a length of 3 d; four trajectories were computed per day. Figure 1 presents a statis
tical analysis based on aerosol samples from 71 d. The region, of Europe and the 
adjacent Atlantic was divided into grid cells, and for each grid cell the average ô34S 
value observed at Sonnblick upon arrival of the trajectories passing through this grid 
cell was calculated [3]. The time spent in the grid cell by the air parcel and the 
apparent sulphur emission rate in the grid cell were used as weights. The apparent 
emission rate was calculated in an analogous way from the observed sulphate concen
trations. Another weight (decaying with travel time) was used to account for the mean 
residence time of sulphate in the atmosphere, and all fields were smoothed because 
the database is too small for detailed structures to be extracted.

This approach, together with plots of the trajectories themselves, revealed that 
low 834S values (<3.5%o) are associated with air masses from the Mediterranean, 
while air masses with high 534S (>4.5%o) are either of maritime origin or have been 
affected by emissions in Poland. For the rest of Europe, no significant patterns in the 
834S signal could be found. It should be noted that even so-called maritime air 
masses, i.e. air masses that have passed over the Atlantic and that have spent not too



TABLE I. CONCENTRATIONS OF MAIN IONS AND STABLE ISOTOPE COMPOSITIONS (8) OF SULPHATE, NITRATE 
AND ORGANIC CARBON IN FOUR PROFILE SECTIONS OF THE ANNUAL SNOW ACCUMULATION, SAMPLED 12 MAY 
1994, AT JUNGFRAUJOCH, SWITZERLAND

Concentration Stable isotope composition
Distance from

ci- so42- NOj n h 4+ C org 534S (S04) 815N (N 03) 613Corg

(|ieq/L) (|ieq/L) ((Xeq/L) (|ieq/L) (Hg/L) (%o) (%c) (%o)

0-155 0.7 4.6 5.7 6 0.28 4.2 ^t.O -24.8
155-213 1.4 8.1 7.1 3 0.49 5.1 -2.7 -24.6
213-314 5.6 2.9 3.6 2 0.17 3.3 -0.3 -26.1
314-454 1.2 2.5 2.8 1 0.27 3.0 - 1.8 -25.4
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TABLE II. CONCENTRATIONS OF MAIN IONS AND STABLE ISOTOPE 
COMPOSITIONS (8) OF SULPHUR AND NITROGEN IN PRE-INDUSTRIAL 
ICE SAMPLES FROM MONTE ROSA, SWITZERLAND

Concentration Stable isotope composition

Sample c i- sof- NOj 534S (S04) 8I5N (N 03)
(M-eq/L) (Heq/L) (Heq/L) (%o) (%o)

1 0.50 0.19 0.23 — 2.6
2 0.39 0.35 0.24 11.3 ---
3 0.22 0.38 0.28 11.6 ---
4 0.24 0.25 0.10 — 6.3
5 0.25 0.15 0.13 — 5.4

much time over the continent, have 834S values far below those found at coastal 
stations (up to 20%o), indicating that sea salt or dimethyl sulphide derived sulphate 
contributes very little to the sulphate found today at Sonnblick. The high delta values 
associated with air from Poland are probably caused by the isotopic signature of the 
Polish pit coal with delta values around 7.8%o.

The main findings of the investigations are the possible regional attribution of 
airborne sulphates because of their isotopic signature (Fig. 1), the seasonality of the 
nitrogen isotopic composition in nitrates, and a pronounced isotopic difference 
between nitrates (Table I) and sulphates of pre-industrial and modern origin, respec
tively (Table II).
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Presented by N.R. Miljevic

Long term measurements of Be-7 and other cosmogenic and atmospheric 
radionuclides provide a tool to study large scale atmospheric processes and to 
compare the environmental impacts of anthropogenic and natural sources of radio
activity. Seasonal variations of Cs-137 concentrations in ground air indicate migra
tions from the stratosphere to the troposphere [1,2].

This paper presents data on concentration measurements of Be-7 and Cs-137 in 
ground level air at the Usek meteorological station in the Belgrade area in the period 
1991-1996. Data on the average monthly amounts of precipitation in the period are 
also considered.

Samples of air were collected daily (collector site 1 m above the ground, 
average daily air volume 600 m3) on filter paper (relative efficiency 80%). Samples
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were burned at temperatures below 400°C, and a monthly average sample was formed 
(average volume 15 x 103 m3).

Activities of Be-7 and Cs-137 in air (Bq/m3) were determined on a HPGe 
detector (ORTEC, relative efficiency 23%) in planar geometry, by standard gamma 
spectrometry. Geometric efficiency was determined by a reference aerosol sample 
(ZND, SEV Intercomparison Programme). The counting time interval ranged from 
150 000 to 250 000 s because of the total activity of the sample. The total standard 
error of the method was below 15%. The lower limit of detection for Cs-137 and 
Be-7 concentrations was 1.8 x 10-6 Bq/m3 and 5 x 10-5 Bq/m3, respectively.

The average monthly Be-7 concentrations in ground level air in the period were 
in the range 2-7 mBq/m3, with one or two pronounced maxima in summer or early 
fall and a minimum in winter. The data correspond with values measured at the same 
latitudes elsewhere, and a general increase in Be-7 concentration as presented in 
reference data was recorded during 1993, too [3-5]. The average concentration of 
Cs-37 in ground level air in the same period was in the range (0.5-8.5) x 10-5 Bq/m3. 
There is a broad maximum in the spring-summer period and a pronounced maximum 
during winter, which had not been recorded in the previous period [6] and which 
could be due to local phenomena.

For Cs-137, no correlation with the amount of precipitation was found. The 
washout effect of rainfall seems to be more closely related to the variations in Be-7 
ground air concentrations, although migration from the stratosphere to the 
troposphere is likely to play a crucial role [7].
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Analyses of both О and N isotopic compositions of nitrate (N 0 3) are being used 
increasingly in studies of nitrate sources and reactions in hydrology, oceanography 
and atmospheric chemistry, but simple and precise analytical methods are still being 
developed for single sample analyses. New experiments involving the reaction of 
potassium nitrate (K N 03) with catalysed graphite (C + Pd + Au) at 520°C indicate 
that the oxygen of the nitrate was fixed as free carbon dioxide gas (C 0 2) plus solid 
potassium carbonate (K2C 0 3) (Fig. 1) and the nitrogen of nitrate was fixed as N2. The 
8180  values of nitrate reference materials were obtained by analysing both the C 0 2 
and K2C 0 3 from catalysed graphite combustion. The relative amounts of C 0 2 and 
K2C 0 3 were constant, accounting for 60% and 40% of the O, respectively. The 
О fractionation factor between the two phases ( a  = [1000 + 818Oc02 ]/[1000 + 
5180 К2соз]) was reproducible and had an average value of 1.0083 ± 0.0005 (Fig. 2). 
The 5180  values of free C 0 2 were therefore related to the 8180  values of the original 
nitrate by 818Okn03 = 0.9967818OfreeCO2 -  3.3. The graphite combustion method with 
Pd + Au catalysts can be used to determine both the 815N and 8180  in the same 
sample, with average reproducibilities of about O.Woo (815N) and 0.2 %o (8180).

Furthermore, new experiments involving reaction of K N 03 with Hg(CN)2 at 
520-560°C indicate that the oxygen of the nitrate was fixed as solid potassium 
cyanate (KOCN) (Fig. 3) in addition to free C 0 2. The relative amounts of C 0 2 and 
KOCN were reproducible, accounting for 66% and 34% of the O, respectively. The 
О fractionation factor between the two phases was also constant, so the 8180  values 
of free C 0 2 from Hg(CN)2 combustion were related to the 8 180  values of the original 
nitrate by 818Okn03 = 0.995 818OfreeC02 -  4.2, with an average reproducibility of 
about 0.5%o. This reaction could not be used for 815N determination.
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FIG. 1. X ray diffraction analyses of the solid reaction products of catalysed graphite combus
tion with KN03. The graphite combustion method yielded large amounts of a compound identi
fied as K2C 0 3, which contained approximately 40% of the О originally present in the KN03.

5180qo2 (per mil)

FIG. 2. &80  ofK2C 03 versus &80  o fC 02 in reaction products of catalysed graphite combus
tion with KN03. The symbols represent the measured 8IS0  values of both reaction products. 
The line represents the equation $ s0 K2CO3 = [(1000 + $ S0 C02)U.0083] - 1000.
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FIG. 3. X ray diffraction analyses of the solid reaction products of mercuric cyanide combus
tion with KNO¡. The Hg( CN)2 combustion method yielded large amounts of a compound identi
fied as KOCN, which contained approximately 34% of the О originally present in the KN03.

These results indicate that (1) C 0 2 produced by reaction of K N 03 with either 
graphite or Hg(CN)2 at 520°C has a different isotopic composition from that of the 
original KNOj, because other solid О bearing products are present; (2) because the 
relative abundances and isotopic fractionation factors of C 0 2 and solid О bearing 
products are reproducible, method specific correction factors can be applied for 
converting C 0 2 isotope values to K N 03 isotope values; (3) measurements of 
international reference materials such as IAEA-N3 should be reported to allow inter
laboratory comparison of data.

Provisional values of ô180  with respect to V-SMOW for IAEA-N3 and USGS-32 
potassium nitrate obtained by graphite combustion are identical within analytical 
uncertainty (+22.7 ± 0.4%o) and are similar to that of atmospheric 0 2 (+23.5%c). 
Improved estimates and consensus values must await interlaboratory comparisons 
and determination of the oxygen isotopic acid fractionation factor of K2C 0 3, which 
was assumed to be equal to that of C aC 03 in our calculations.
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The graphite combustion method has been applied successfully to natural 
samples with 5180  values from +3 to +50%e. Low values (+3 to +5%o) are attributed 
to nitrification of reduced N fertilizers and organic matter; high values (+30 to +50%o) 
are attributed in part to atmospheric nitrate deposition.

IAEA-SM-349/37P

TH E DOLE EFFEC T
Modelling o f the isotopic composition of atmospheric oxygen

U. SEIBT, M. HEIMANN 
Max-Planck-Institute fiir Meteorologie,
Hamburg, Germany

The Dole effect is the difference between the 180 / 160  isotope ratio of atmo
spheric molecular oxygen and that of average sea water. In the ô notation, the oxygen 
in the air is enriched in the heavy isotope with respect to V-SMOW by +23.5%o. This 
value of the contemporary Dole effect represents a global and temporal integration of 
surface oxygen exchanges [1]. To investigate the Dole effect, one must consider the 
global water cycle, including the isotope physics involved and the exchange processes 
of oxygen between the atmosphere, the hydrosphere, the terrestrial biosphere and the 
marine biosphere. Modelling of the magnitude of today’s Dole effect may thus lead 
to a better understanding of these processes.

For this purpose, we compute the isotope balance of atmospheric oxygen using 
data produced by several numerical simulation models. The basis for the computation 
of the terrestrial Dole effect (i.e. considering only exchanges with the terrestrial bio
sphere) is a five year simulation made with the Hamburg General Circulation Model, 
ECHAM 3, in a version including the physics of the stable water isotopes 160  and 180
[2]. Monthly mean values in T42 resolution (2.80° x 2.80°) of temperature, relative 
humidity and the isotopic composition of water vapour and soil water were then used 
for calculating the isotope ratio of leaf water. The global distribution of biomes 
(vegetation types) is computed by the BIOME model from the climatology data 
generated by the ECHAM model [3]. The Carbon Cycle Model of the Global 
Terrestrial Biosphere, SILVAN, gives rates of photosynthesis and respiration, which 
depend on biome type and environmental conditions such as precipitation and 
temperature, in each grid box [4].
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To evaluate the marine Dole effect (i.e. considering only exchanges with the 
marine biosphere), the isotope physics of 180  has been implemented in a zonally 
integrated version of the Hamburg Model of the Ocean Carbon Cycle, HAMOCC3
[5]. The model includes an Atlantic and an Indo-Pacific section, each with 15 depth 
layers and a meridional resolution of 50° latitude.

The model set-up proves to be useful for sensitivity studies investigating the 
effects of varying such parameters as fractionation factors, temperatures and relative 
humidities on the isotope ratio of atmospheric oxygen. First results show that the 
isotopic composition of the oxygen produced by photosynthesis in the terrestrial 
biosphere varies between -14%o and +30%o (higher values in dry regions, low in wet 
areas), averaging +5.2%c (photosynthesis weighted) on a global scale. Seasonal varia
tions and the zonal mean values, minima -10%o (60°-70° N), maxima +19%o 
(20°-30° N), are inversely related to the relative humidity. Seasonal differences of up 
to 25%o can be found in regions where the relative humidity has strong seasonal varia
tions. The magnitude of the simulated Dole effect of 22.4%c agrees well with the 
observed value of 23.5%c.

The data sets of oxygen fluxes from the terrestrial and marine biospheres, with 
their respective isotope ratios, are included as tracer sources and sinks in the atmo
spheric transport model TM2 [6]. The model then computes the temporal and spatial 
distribution of 180 / l60  throughout the atmosphere. The mixing of air in the atmo
spheric circulation is fast, however, and the surface exchange fluxes of oxygen are 
small (17 x 1015 moles 0 2 per year) with respect to the atmospheric oxygen content 
(3.7 x 1019 moles 0 2 [1]). The modelled 5180  variations are therefore very small 
(0.004%o). S180  gradients have not been observed in the atmosphere so far. Our 
modelling approach allows us to study changes of the ratio of terrestrial to oceanic 
rates of biological primary production under different states of the climate system 
through their influence on the value of the Dole effect. Modelled variations of the 
Dole effect in the past can then be compared with observations from atmospheric 
ô180  ice core and seawater 5180  sediment core records [7].
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Caracas valley is bordered by crystalline rocks, and the valley fill (Caracas 
aquifer) comprises the weathering products of these rocks, such as fluvial gravels and 
sands, in addition to clay and silts from former lakes. All these sediments intercalate 
in a very irregular manner.

In former times the Guaire and Valle Rivers (Fig. 1) discharged the valley fill. 
Today both rivers have been canalized and exchanges between ground and surface 
waters are mostly hindered, except in the area west of Petare (Fig. 1), where the 
Caracas aquifer ends and the Guaire enters a canyon in crystalline rocks. Up to Petare, 
the catchment area comprises 564 km2; the city covers 65.4 km2.
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FIG. 1. The catchment area o f the Guaire river from the sources to Petare and the city of 
Caracas on the valley floor.

Surface reservoirs in neighbouring crystalline catchments provide 17.4 m3/s of 
the c ity ’s water supply. About 5.4 m 3/s o f this is lost by exfiltration out o f the distri
bution net. Since the population o f the town grew within the last 100 years from 
40 000 to approxim ately 4 000 000 and is still growing, further resources for water 
supply m ust be explored. One of these potential resources is the Caracas aquifer to 
the extent that it yields sufficient water o f good quality in the long run.

2. WATER BALANCE FOR TH E CARACAS VALLEY

Precipitation in the Guaire catchment area averages 925 mm/a; in the surround
ings of the city it causes both surface and subsurface discharges and within the city 
alm ost exclusively surface discharges.

M ost o f the side rivers entering the valley are interm ittent and infiltrate almost 
com pletely into the Caracas aquifer. Today they are canalized in the border areas of 
the town and thus contribute to surface discharges. This contribution is estim ated to 
am ount to 105 mm/a, and it yields 1.7 m 3/s to the Guaire river.
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FIG. 2. & H - 8tsO diagram o f groundwaters from the Caracas area. Springs arise at the 
border o f the town.
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FIG. 3. Changes o f IS0  in groundwaters with depth below the old and the new city and ,sO 
concentrations from waters o f springs at the border o f the town.
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The surface discharge produced by the city itself amounts to 187 mm/a or
0.4 m 3/s.

Infiltration into crystalline rocks has been calculated using chloride concentra
tions in precipitation (1.5 mg/L) and anthropogenically uninfluenced groundwaters 
(15 mg/L) as R  =  (1.5/15)(925 -  105) = 82 mm/a.

Such low infiltration rates are known from  other crystalline areas (e.g. Ref. [1]). 
The lateral subsurface recharge contributing to the Caracas aquifers consequently 
am ounts to about 1.2 m 3/s.

Together with the water losses from the distribution net for drinking water 
supply o f 5.4 m 3/s, a total o f 6.6 m 3/s is recharged to the Caracas aquifer and about 
2 m 3/s is actually abstracted.

The surface (2.1 m 3/s) and subsurface discharges (1.2 m 3/s) and the imported 
waters (17.4 m 3/s) produce at Petare a discharge o f 20.7 m 3/s, which is in good 
agreem ent with respective m easurem ents in the Guaire river.

3. RECHA RGE A ND GROUNDWATER FLOW

Stable isotope concentrations (2H, 180 )  in precipitation, site rivers and springs 
at the border o f the city follow the meteoric water line 82H = 85 lsO + 12 (Fig. 2).

Groundwaters below the city, however, are isotopically enriched (Fig. 2) by 
evaporation processes. These groundwaters underwent evaporation in surface reser
voirs, got lost within the distribution net and mixed with pre-existing groundwaters; 
these losses contributed m uch longer to the groundwaters under the old city than 
under the new city, which grew only within the last 40 years.

A  plot o f 5180  against depth (Fig. 3) demonstrates that oxygen-18 concentrations 
converge at 50 m depth to the respective concentrations in meteoric waters. Obviously 
the effect o f water losses from the distribution net is restricted to a near surface zone, 
the active recharge zone [2]. In this zone groundwaters are tritiated; at greater depth, the 
passive recharge zone with carbon-14 concentrations of less than 40 pmC occurs.

The losses from  the distribution net represent, isotopically, a long term  tracer 
experiment. Thus under present boundary conditions, the susceptibility o f different 
zones o f the aquifer to pollution can be recognized and judged. Similar depth distri
butions as for oxygen-18 exist for the electrical conductivity, the DOC and chlorides. 
Both the active and the passive zone have a quite different importance concerning 
availability [2] and protection of groundwaters in urban areas.

The m ean residence times T  within the active recharge zone were calculated 
from T  =  p M A / Q ,  with a porosity p  =  0.25, an aquifer thickness M  =  50 m, an area of 
the Caracas aquifer A = 64.5 x  106 m 2 and a subsurface discharge Q  = 6.6 m 3/s. The 
resulting values of T  range from  4 a in the passive recharge zone to some thousands 
o f years elsewhere.
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FIG. 4. Chloride concentrations in waters from wells within the old and the new city and from  
springs at the border o f the town as compared to the chloride concentrations in waters out o f  
the Mariposa and Guairita water treatment plants.

4. CONTAM INANTS IN GROUNDWATERS UNDER TH E CITY

Point groundwater contam inations were detected while the Caracas under
ground railway was being constructed. They influence groundwater quality only 
locally and seem restricted to highly industrialized areas of the city. Areal contam i
nations are m ore com m on and are linked to losses from  sewage canals. These may 
increase e.g. chlorides and nitrates in groundwaters.

Chloride is a conservative tracer in the water cycle; in the Caracas area it origi
nates exclusively from  precipitation, from  losses of treated drinking waters and from  
waste waters. The chloride contribution by the water supply (Fig. 4) amounts in the 
old city (M ariposa treatm ent plant) to 15 m g/L and in the new city to 32 mg/L 
(Guairita treatm ent plant). Figure 4 shows that chloride concentrations in ground
waters below the old city are mostly higher than the above mentioned input. 
Obviously waste waters enter this groundwater resource. Below the new city, 
chlorides are low er than in the old city and range between Guairita and natural 
concentrations; this is interpreted as little or (still) m issing waste water contributions 
from  the sewage system under the new city.
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FIG. 5. Nitrate concentrations in waters from wells within the old and the new city and from  
springs at the border o f the town as compared to the nitrate concentrations in waters out o f the 
Mariposa (Macarao) and Guairita water treatment plants.

Any contribution o f waste waters to the groundwater in the underground of 
Caracas will first and preferentially affect the active recharge zone and should express 
itself e.g. by high nitrate concentrations. The natural nitrate concentration is negli
gible. The water supply for the old city contributes about 5 mg/L (M ariposa treatment 
plant) and for the new city about 8 mg/L o f nitrates (Guairita treatment plant). From 
a nitrate depth diagram, however, it becomes obvioust(Fig. 5) that below the old city 
groundwaters in the active recharge zone have lower nitrate concentrations, although 
chlorides indicate a significant contamination by waste waters, and below the new 
city the nitrate concentrations exceed the nitrate input from Guairita. In groundwaters 
below the old city some N O 2  also occurs, and this is (still) non-existent below the new 
city.

The observations on chlorides, nitrates and nitrites are interpreted as m icrobio
logical activities in groundwaters below the old city that are still non-existent below 
the new city because microbiological activities begin only after appropriate incuba
tion times. Since the new city is less than 40 years old, this microbiological activity 
is still developing, as is known from  other parts o f the world [3].
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Contrary to most urban areas, groundwater recharge below Caracas is 
pronounced because of significant exfiltrations of drinking water out of the distribu
tion net. This creates an important dilution potential for pollutants and stimulates the 
development of microbiological activity. These, however, cannot favour groundwater 
withdrawal from the active recharge zone, because protection measures will be 
difficult to realize. It is therefore recommended that groundwater exploitation be 
restricted to the passive recharge zone by wells with filter screens more than 100 m 
below the surface. From experience and on the basis of results of scenario calcula
tions using mathematical models [2], only 20% of the groundwater recharge, or 
1.2 m3/s, is available in this zone and can be withdrawn without creating significant 
short cuts between the active and passive recharge zone that might endanger ground
water quality. Microbiological activities also exist in this passive zone and could also 
be stimulated to some extent. The dilution potential is much more pronounced than in 
the active recharge zone, and mean residence times amount to several thousand years. 
Since, however, this passive recharge zone suffers from very long non steady state 
hydraulic and transport conditions [2], a special long term monitoring of hydro- 
dynamic responses on groundwater withdrawal should be applied to analyse ongoing 
processes and to recognize undesired developments in time.

5. CONCLUSIONS
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2H and 180  contents of precipitation in Germany were analysed with respect to 
their regional distribution and their correlation to air temperature. Precipitation was 
sampled at stations from the National German precipitation network [1], established 
by the Bundesanstalt fiir Gewàsserkunde in Koblenz, and at Neuherberg and 
Hohenpeissenberg, in the vicinity and south of Munich, respectively. Precipitation 
was sampled and analysed at Garmisch-Partenkirchen (719 m a.s.l.) and two 
mountain stations nearby, at the top of Wank (1780 m a.s.l.) and Zugspitze (2963 m
a.s.l.). Monthly means of isotopic data of precipitation have been available from most 
stations since 1978.

Time series of stable isotope contents in precipitation are dominated by 
seasonal temperature variations. At all stations, the isotope-temperature relationship 
is therefore significant [2, 3], but temperature gradients are unrealistically low with 
respect to model results. This is because 180  contents were correlated with the 
synoptic temperature instead of temperature or, even better, condensation temperature 
during precipitation events; in fact, isotope values are a proxy thermometer only for 
these periods. The analysis of temperature data from 10 stations of the German 
Weather Service (two of them, Garmisch-Partenkirchen and Hohenpeissenberg, are 
identical to the IAEA stations) shows that these precipitation temperatures are lower 
in summer and higher in winter than the synoptic temperature values, excluding only 
the mountain stations. Gradients of the 2H and 180  contents with precipitation 
temperatures therefore become higher and more realistic than with the synoptic 
temperatures (Table I). The 5-T relationship on the basis of monthly data still remains
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TABLE I. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SYNOPTIC (Ts) AND PRECIPITATION 
TEMPERATURE (TN) VALUES AND 180  CONTENTS OF PRECIPITATION 
WITH BOTH
(For the correlation with precipitation temperature, mean annual isotopic contents 
were calculated as weighted means)

Station Mean dTN/dTs
dôlsO/dTs 

(%0 K-1)
dôlgO/dTN 

(%0 K-1)

Garmisch-Partenkirchen Monthly 0.75 ± 0.01 0.39 ± 0.02 0.53 ± 0.02
Annual 0.83 ± 0.25 0.64 ± 0.21 0.90 ±0.12

Hohenpeissenberg Monthly 0.81 ±0.01 0.40 ± 0.02 0.50 ± 0.02
Annual 1.03 + 0.20 0.56 ±0.18 0.6510.11

too low, with respect to theoretical values, a feature that is likely to be caused by 
differences between precipitation and condensation temperatures.

On an annual basis, the precipitation temperature can be approximated rather 
well by the mean monthly synoptic temperatures weighted with the precipitation 
amount. This is important, because data for the calculation of the precipitation 
temperature are available at only two of the 18 German IAEA stations. Because of the 
lower variation of the annual means, the temperature correlations between annual 
means are worse than those between monthly means at 14 stations. At seven of these

Year

FIG. 1. ,80  content o f precipitation at selected German stations smoothed with a 36 month 
Gaussian low pass filter. At these stations, the lsO contents in precipitation follow the temper
ature increase from 1984 to 1993 and show a significant deviation in 1984.
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stations the correlations are not significant. Only at six of all the stations is the 5-T 
relationship between the weighted annual means (physically the more relevant 
quantity) better than that between the ordinary means. Only at these few stations is 
the isotopic composition of the precipitation dominated by temperature and can 
therefore be used as proxy parameter for the temperature (Fig. 1). Five of them are 
located in southern Germany, a fact that strongly suggests that precipitation in 
northern Germany is more governed by its source region than by temperature 
gradients over land, whereas for precipitation in southern Germany the contrary 
holds. For five valley stations in southern Germany, we suggest that the approximated 
precipitation temperature is no longer a measure for the condensation temperature, 
because of the local climate prevailing there.

Although the temperature only partially explains the isotopic content of the 
precipitation at some stations, a significant 8-T relationship between the station 
means was found, which equals dô180/dTs = 0.64 ± 0.18%e Kr1, the Rayleigh model 
result under isobaric cooling. To some extent this result may be accidental, and the 
results arise only from the southern German stations. But the regional distributions of 
isotopic content of precipitation and of surface temperature resemble each other, at 
least on a larger scale; isotopic contents of precipitation follow the temperature, 
generally decreasing with distance from the coast.

To study condensation processes, precipitation samples from neighbouring 
stations at different elevations, Garmisch-Partenkirchen, Wank and Zugspitze, were 
analysed. The relation between isotope contents of precipitation at these stations

Month Month

FIG. 2. Monthly mean o f ,sO contents and deuterium excess values over the years 1982-1993 
at the Zugspitze mountain station, and values calculated from the Wank values and the temper
ature difference between Wank and Zugspitze.
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cannot be explained by a Rayleigh model. The low deuterium excess values at 
Garmisch-Partenkirchen and the too high temperature gradient of the 180  content 
(Table I) indicate that the isotopic values of the precipitation at this valley station are 
modified by evaporation. The recalculated values at Garmisch-Partenkirchen agree 
with those at Wank, so the condensation temperatures at both stations are probably 
equal and differ from the precipitation temperature at Garmisch-Partenkirchen. For 
the explanation of the isotopic values at Zugspitze, we must adopt a one step process, 
in which the excess water content of the air mass during adiabatic cooling is not 
continuously lost by precipitation, but all at once at Zugspitze (Fig. 2). Yet, under 
these conditions, the modelled values for March and April are too low. A mechanism 
often observed in these months may give an explanation [4]: An air mass, including 
the condensate already formed, can be lifted by strong thermal activity to high eleva
tions, so that precipitation on the mountain has the same Chemical and isotopic 
characteristics as in the valley.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Isotope studies on carbon, nitrogen and sulphur can contribute to an increased 
understanding of biogeochemical and chemical processes occurring above and below 
the water table controlled by biotic, abiotic and hydraulic factors. Microbial induced 
respiration of organic material supported by oxidants such as dissolved oxygen, 
nitrate and sulphate increases pC 02 in relation to the atmosphere. As a result of 
microbial respiration, a diffusion controlled C02 flux occurs in the vadose zone. 
Respiration and the hydraulic conditions in the vadose zone control the C02 flux to 
the atmosphere and to the underlying water table. Further, at the interface to the water 
table (anoxic transition range), redox conditions can influence the oxidation state of 
the compounds.

For that reason, carbon isotopes of soil C02 gas and of the organic/inorganic 
carbon in soils were investigated in a mesocosm model (4.0 m high x 2.4 m dia., 
laboratory scale [1, 2]) and at an associated field site (natural scale) near Saskatoon, 
Canada [1].

The models are equipped with gas and water sampling devices and with devices 
for controlling physicochemical parameters. Microbial processes have been investi
gated there for more than 900 d [1,2].
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2. METHODS

The soil material of both mesocosm and field sites consists of fine to very fine 
grained sand with parts of silt and clay. The water table is at 3.30 m below soil surface 
in the mesocosm, in equilibrium with a water input of about 0.95 mm/d and an output 
of 0.22 mm/d. In the field site the water table is 5.80 m below the soil surface.

Water samples were collected using suction tubes and syringes (for pore water) 
and a ball valve sampler (for groundwater). Soil profiles were taken from both sites 
using a 5 cm hand core auger. All water samples — groundwater, pore water and 
leachates — were analysed for pH, conductivity and main ions. The ion charge 
balance is within 5%.

Gas samples were analysed by GC within a reproducibility of 5%. C 02 for 
isotope analysis was separated by precipitation as carbonate.

Carbon isotopes reported here were measured at IRMS Optima (Fisons) and 
IRMS Delta S (Finnigan) with an accuracy of 0.1 %o PDB. The isotope measurements 
of 834S of sulphate are within an accuracy of 0.3%o CDT. For more details see Ref. [1].

3. RESULTS

The carbon dioxide content in the mesocosm increases up to about 3 vol.% 
(depth 1.5-2.5 m), i.e. 5 times higher than observed in the field site. The small C 02 
content (0.1-1 vol.%) in the upper layer (to 1 m deep) obviously varies because of 
atmospheric influence (see Fig. 1).

The C 02 produced in the vadose zone of both models is in the same range, 
between -25% c and -21%c. It has the typical signature of respiration C 02 caused by 
microbial activity. In the mesocosm model the soil C 0 2 is slightly enriched by about 
1 %o to 2%o in S13C with respect to the field site. The DIC and C 02 from the mesocosm 
model (partially observed in the field site) is increasingly enriched in l3C above the 
capillary fringe zone, while 13CTIC is diminished in the upper range. The variation of 
13CC02 was stronger in September 1995 and seems to be time dependent because of 
the long term experiment since >900 d. From the capillary fringe zone — the 
interface to the saturated zone — down to the water table, the carbon isotope compo
sition of DIC is enriched in 13C by about 4%o in the mesocosm model and by about 
1.5%o to 6%c in the field site.

The redox profile of the mesocosm model [2] shows aerobic conditions above 
the fringe zone. Down to the water table a sharp transition to reduced conditions is 
observed. The chemistry of the pore water and of the outlet of the mesocosm are 
similar (Table I). The field site differs from the mesocosm in sulphate, alkalinity, 
TIC-TOC and 513CTJC. The difference is obviously caused by the 960 d long term 
experiment of the mesocosm model.
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TABLE I. CHEMICAL AND ISOTOPE ANALYSES OF POREWATER, 
LEACHATE AND SOIL
(Hydrochemical data o f  water and leachates are mean values o f  different samplings 
and leaching preparations. The isotopes are given in ranges)

Parameter
Mesocosm

Lysimeter Outlet
Field site

Water Na mmol/L 0.43 ± 0.23 0.43 0.61 ±0.17
К mmol/L 0.09 0.11 0.08
Ca mmol/L 1.59 ±0.28 1.68 1.90 ±0.25
Mg mmol/L 0.81 ± 0.11 0.81 1.29 ±0.13
alkalinity mmol/L 2.13 ± 0.06 2.34 4.73 ± 0.79
Cl mmol/L 1.01 ±0.47 0.87 0.06
s o 4 mmol/L 0.84 ± 0.06 0.70 0.26 ± 0.08
N 03 mmol/L 0.06 0.02 < 0.01

513C (DIC) %o PDB -15 to -11 -16.2 -12 to -10.4
Soil TIC mol. C/kg 0.470 — 0.656

S13C (TIC) %0 PDB -1.23 to -0.77 — 0.22 to 0.11

TOC mol C/kg 0.180 — 0.157
Leachate Soil c . „tnorg mmol C/kg 1.8 to 2.0 — 1.6

N 03 mmol/kg 0.1 to 0.4 — 0.05
513C (SIC) %o PDB — — -15 to -9.3

In the mesocosm, the sulphate content is slightly lower in the outlet at the 
bottom of the model (0.70 mmol/L) than in the overlying saturated range 
(0.84 mmol/L). First 834S analyses point to an enriched sulphate (+10.3%o CDT) with 
respect to the porewater sulphate (+1.4%o to +3%o CDT).

4. CONCLUSIONS

From our investigation we conclude the following about the processes in the 
vadose zone of both models — laboratory and field model:

(1) Microbial activity causes a degradation of Corg, producing C 02 according 
to the general relation

Corg + (Вас. + oxygen reactants) = C 0 2
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which partially reacts with the soil inorganic carbon (TIC) as

C02 + CaC03 = 2 HCO3- + Ca++

These activities occur in the depth of 2-2.5 m under aerobic conditions (redox 
potential). High nitrate content in this soil range (max. 0.4 mmol/kg) supports this 
assumption.

(2) From the ô13CDIC> an isotope mixing of soil C02 with -22%o and of TIC 
with ±0%c can be assumed. Considering the isotope fractionation between soil respi- 
rated C02 and soil C02 [3, 4], the 13C of DIC should be depleted to -13.2%o. This 
could explain the isotopic signatures of the carbon sources in the mesocosm model in 
the range 2-2.5 m. Above that range it is supposed that atmospheric C02 diffuses into 
the upper soil layers, mixing with soil C02 and altering TIC.

(3) Isotopic fractionation between soil C02 and pore water significantly 
influences the isotopic composition of DIC in the fringe down to the water table. The 
isotopic composition of soil C02 that migrates through the vadose zone is influenced 
by interaction with soil inorganic carbon and with the atmosphere.

(4) Anaerobic conditions in the saturated zone affect the sulphate isotopic 
composition of the pore water, which is enriched in 34S.

(5) On the basis of water flux balance (water input at the top and output at the 
bottom) and of the DIC content in the outlet water at the bottom of the mesocosm 
model, the carbon flux of DIC from the fringe zone down to ‘groundwater’ of the 
mesocosm yields 0.135 mmol C/(m2 d). This is about 1% according to the C02 flux 
of 11.4 mmol C/(m2 d) [2] to the atmosphere.

Together with mass balance calculations, isotope analyses give a better under
standing of the complicated microbially induced processes in the vadose zone and the 
interface to the water saturation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Most studies of anthropogenic influence on the Earth’s climate are concerned 
either with global warming or with a rise of mean sea level. Of equal importance is a 
possible increase in frequency of severe storms caused by a distortion of energy 
balance due to global warming. This is of special concern for flat, low lying coastal 
countries such as Bangladesh.

A study of the storm record in submarine delta sediments of the 
Ganges-Brahmaputra off Bangladesh is presented. During cruise So93/3 of the RV 
Sonne, seven sediment cores from the submarine delta front (delta foreset beds) and 
the head of the submarine canyon ‘swatch of no ground’ (SONG) were obtained 
(Fig. 1 [1]). Sediments were investigated using Parasound seismic sediment profiles 
and multi-sensor core logger (MSCL) profiles and by radiometric and chemical 
methods.

Cyclones are indicated in the sedimentary record by graded layers, because 
wind induced waves rework shallow water sediments, which are resedimented with
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F IG . 1. Position o f the sediment cores (adapted from Ref. [1 ]).

decreasing grain size (tempestites [2]). This model of sedimentation is confirmed by 
the MSCL profiles and by the seismic profiles along the clinoform delta foreset 
beds.

2. GEOCHRONOLOGY

Sedimentation rates were estimated by gamma spectrometry on freeze dried 
samples using a combination of 137Cs, 210Pb and 228Ra dating. All cores contained 
bomb 137Cs. Unsupported 210Pb (210Pbexc) is positively correlated with clay mineral 
content. Within the tempestites, coarser layers contain less or no measurable 210Pbexc 
Inventories of 210Pbexc and bomb 137Cs are up to a factor of 20 above the values 
expected from atmospheric input, indicating intensive sediment reworking and 
focusing. 228Ra as a geochronometer is highly dependent on knowledge about the 
concentration of the mother nuclide 232Th. In this highly dynamic environment, 228Ra 
allows only an estimate of the sedimentation rate, with an uncertainty of at least a 
factor of 2 .

Radiometric dating is therefore very difficult, and only estimates for the mean 
sedimentation rates can be given, ranging from millimetres per year to centimetres 
per year, depending on the position along the slope of the submarine delta front. An
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extraordinarily high rate was found for core 96KL at the head of the SONG (Fig. 1), 
which acts as an effective sediment sink. Here 137Cs is found down to the maximum 
depth of 11 m and a decay of 210Pbexc is not visible, resulting in a minimal sedimen
tation rate of about 30 cm/a. 228Ra indicated a rate between 40 cm/a and 80 cm/a [3]. 
Radiography of this core shows laminae with thicknesses between 0.1 mm and 
several millimetres. Taking the high sedimentation rates into account, this could 
reflect the tidal cycle, which is known to be the main source of energy keeping 
sediments in suspension [4].

3. TEMPESTITE SEDIMENTOLOGY

Methods of deriving the storm history from the sediment record face several 
problems:

— The area in which even a severe storm can produce a tempestite is limited, so it 
is impossible to correlate sediment cores from different regions of the delta 
front.

— The wave energy of a storm can cause reworking of earlier tempestites, so the 
sedimentary record is a minimal indication for the number of storms. Better 
conservation of the tempestite information should be found in greater water 
depth.

— Sediments reworked during a storm event are resedimented at the clinoform 
delta foreset beds. The thickness and maximum grain size of a given tempestite 
layer will decrease with increasing water depth until it is no longer detectable
[2]. The tempestite record from a deep water core will again give only a 
minimum number of storms.

— Core 96KL from the SONG canyon seems to be an ideally complete record, but 
the record length is limited: According to the sedimentation rate, the canyon 
would be filled up within some centuries. This means that the sediments are 
exported by turbidity currents, forming the Holocene sediments of the Bengal 
Fan.

On the basis of the radiometric sedimentation rates, the minimum number of 
tempestites per century at the core site was calculated. Minimum tempestite 
frequency at the clinoform delta foreset beds varies from 2 to 6 events per 100 a. It 
increases to 59 events per 100 a in core 96KL at the head of the SONG. This is due 
to the canyon position forming a highly efficient sediment trap and probably 
recording every storm event. The investigation of tempestites is up to now the only 
record exceeding the historical information about the frequency of storms. A first
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preliminary comparison between the historical storm record [5] and the sedimento- 
logical record based on the MSCL grain size analysis of core 96KL gives a reason
able correlation. Further investigations are needed to connect the incomplete but 
longer records from the delta foreset beds with the probably complete but short 
records from SONG.
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Lakes from the Ethiopian Rift are particularly sensitive to climatic variations. 
The modem evolution of hydrological, hydrochemical and isotopic parameters is 
used for a preliminary interpretation of stable isotope records of fossil organic matter 
obtained from the ABU lacustrine sequence cored in 1995 in Lake Abiyata (ERICA 
programme).

The lake region (6°50'-8°19' N latitude; 38°07/-39°30' E longitude) is a closed 
depression, limited to the southwest and to the northeast by high mountains. Four 
lakes (Ziway, Langano, Abiyata and Shala in hydrological order downward) lie in the 
lowlands of the Rift. Lakes Ziway and Langano, which receive great river water 
inputs from the nearby mountains, flow towards the endorheic Lake Abiyata. Lake 
Shala, previously connected to Lake Abiyata, is now a closed lake.

Previous studies [1] indicate, through radiocarbon datings on shells and ancient 
lake shore deposits, that a unique lake (i.e. Lake Galla) occupied the whole 
Ziway-Shala basin between 9 and 5.6 ka BP and flowed northward to the Awash 
River valley.

The Rift geological setting is mainly made of ignimbrites and various acid 
volcanic rocks [2]. These formations are important water reservoirs and supply

*** Present address: Isotope Hydrology Section, International Atomic Energy Agency, 
Wagramer Strasse 5, P.O. Box 100, A-1400 Vienna, Austria.
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sodium dominated waters [(Na+K) > (Ca+Mg) and (Ca+Mg) < HC03] [2]. This 
chemical type, more pronounced in thermal water, obviously evolves towards 
NaHC03 dominated water with increasing pH during evaporation phases. The study 
of the modern hydrological system, together with chemical modelling of the evapo
ration processes, shows that the concentration rate of HCOj and the total water 
mineralization со-vary until natron is precipitated. The water alkalization is thus 
marked by enriched 13C contents of the total dissolved inorganic carbon (TDIC), the 
enrichment being emphasized by evaporation. Taking into account the contents of soil 
gases [3], this alkalization process is enough to explain the observed values in lake 
(Ziway: HC03 = 250 mg/L; ô13C = -2.0%o versus PDB; Langano: HC03 = 600 mg/L; 
013C = -1.8%o versus PDB; Abiyata: HC03 = 2400 mg/L; 513C = +3.6%o versus PDB; 
Shalla: HC03 = 3600 mg/L; ô13C = +2.8%o versus PDB). If the modem chemical and 
isotopic contents of Lakes Ziway and Langano waters are relatively constant (with 
respect to water mass variations), downward lakes present a tendency toward water 
concentration since they remain confined.

The mineralization and alkalization of lakes thus depend on lake water mass 
and outflow. Taking into account the hypothesis of a large lake, the earliest stage of 
water mineralization would correspond to a stop in outflow towards the Awash valley, 
the second step being the breaking up into several sub-basins, which may lead to 
highly fluctuating salinities.

Radiocarbon datings of the first 11 m of the ABII sedimentary sequence have 
been performed by AMS [4] on total organic matter (TOM). The ABII core registered 
the whole Holocene period, with a mean sedimentation rate of about 1.1 m/ka. 
Carbon and nitrogen chemical contents and isotope values (C/N, S13C, 815N) of TOM 
demonstrate two major environmental changes, at around 9.5 and 3.5 ka BP. All 
parameters suggest that the 9.5-3.5 ka BP interval corresponds to an open hydrolog
ical system, with a high lacustrine primary productivity developing in equilibrium 
with the atmospheric reservoir (ô15N = 0%o versus AIR) [5]. At 3.5 ka BP, an abrupt 
decrease of the ‘water input/evaporation’ ratio led to the mineralization and alkaliza
tion of the lake, well marked in enriched isotopic contents of organic matter [5]. The 
increase to the core top of 13C and 15N contents (until -10%o versus PDB and +12%o 
versus AIR, respectively) records the progressive establishment of modem climatic 
conditions.
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In attempting to make palaeoclimate analyses from e.g. a 13C time series in 
tree rings, knowledge of the quantitative relationships of ,3C values and meteorolog
ical conditions are necessary. To understand isotopic 13C enrichment in plants 
quantitatively, we carried out experiments in exposure chambers. In nature,
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TABLE I. CLIMATIC CONDITIONS AND TREATMENT OF THE PLANTS IN 
THE DIFFERENT GROWTH CHAMBERS
(One o f  the two groups was irrigated daily and kept m oist (normal irrigation); the 
other one was kept very dry controlled by tensiometric setting (low irrigation))

T(°C) RH (%) Irrigation No. plants Chamber No.

18 40 normal 10 1

18 40 low 10 1

18 80 normal 10 3
18 80 low 10 3
28 40 normal 10 4
28 40 low 10 4
28 80 normal 10 2

28 80 low 10 2

Relative humidity (% )

FIG. I. C orrela tion  o f  re la tive  hum idity (RH ) a n d  S 3C  con ten t o f  ce llu lose  in lea ves fro m  

bean  p la n ts  (V icia  fa b a )  grow n  a t  2 8 °C  a n d  lo w  irr ig a tio n . The s lo p e  o f  th e  line  

(A (8 I3C)IA (RH )) is -0.07%ol%, a s in d ica ted  in Table II. The 95% confidence leve l is g iven .
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TABLE II. CORRELATION BETWEEN THE DIFFERENCE OF RELATIVE 
HUMIDITY A(RH) AND THE CORRESPONDING DIFFERENCE IN A13C 
VALUES (A(A13C)) FOR ROOT, STEM AND LEAF OF PLANTS GROWN 
UNDER DIFFERENT CLIMATIC CONDITIONS (SEE TABLE I)

Temperature
(°C)

Organ
A(513C)/A(RH) 

(normal irrigation)
(%c/%)

A(613C)/A(RH) 
(low irrigation)

(%o/%)

r2
(normal irr./ 

low irr.)

18 Root -0.036 - 0.020 0.53/0.26
18 Stem -0.036 -0.014 0.74/0.35
18 Leaf -0.040 -0.007 0.66/0.07
28 Root -0.025 -0.035 0.58/0.71
28 Stem -0.021 -0.045 0.67/0.71
28 Leaf -0.025 -0.070 0.73/0.99

environmental parameters are often correlated with each other (e.g. cool and moist or 
warm and dry) and thus the effect of a single factor on the 13C enrichment in plants 
cannot be measured.

The beans were sown in 3 L pots filled with sandy clay. After germination, two 
groups of 10 plants each were transferred into each of four exposure chambers (see 
Table I).

Comparison of Chamber 1 (cool and dry) with chamber 3 (cool and humid) and 
of chamber 4 (warm and dry) with chamber 2 (warm and humid) reveals negative 
relationships between relative humidity and ô13C (see Fig. 1) for the various plant 
organs examined.

The correlations are in most cases highly significant. Within the normal irriga
tion group, the negative correlations are quite constant among the various plant organs 
at 18°C and 28°C, respectively (Table II). In contrast, the low irrigation group 
scattered more, especially for the leaf material.

Comparing the relationships established in the growth chambers with a corre
lation of relative humidity and 813C values in nature, we find a high degree of 
agreement. In tree ring cellulose from wood in Middle Franconia, a correlation factor 
of -0.05%o/% RH was found [1]. With respect to the chamber data, this would appear 
to be due to a relation factor lying just between the normal irrigation group at 18°C 
and the low irrigation group at 28°C. Indeed, the climate in Middle Franconia is warm 
and more or less dry during summer, and thus the value obtained in nature can be 
integrated into the climate scenario simulated in the chambers.

In the future, 2H and 180  isotopes in the biomass and in the water of the bean 
plants are also to be measured to improve the interpretation of climatic effects on 
plants.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A detailed laser probe analysis of 813C (versus PDB) and 8180  (versus SMOW) 
have been performed on calcite fracture fillings from various boreholes at Àspo and 
Laxemar, Sweden. This work is a first attempt to refine the signature buried in the 
fracture minerals at Àspo by use of this technique.

2. METHODS

The microsampling of С and О from the calcites for isotope analysis was 
achieved by focusing a high power Nd: YAG laser through microscope optics onto the 
sample, which was situated in a vacuum chamber. The laser beam, about 19 |im in 
diameter, was used to ablate an area on the sample, liberating C02 gas for analysis in 
a mass spectrometer.
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An assembly of different calcite precipitates have been identified, and three 
principal sources of the calcite can be distinguished. One group of calcite precipitates 
is characterized by low 813C values, between -12%o and -10%o, and 8180  between 
+16%o  and +20%o. The relatively low carbon signatures may indicate a carbon source 
input. A second cluster of precipitates have typically higher 813C signatures, between 
-8 %o  and -2%o, and a 5180  value from +14%o  to +22%e. The 8180  values for these 
two precipitates indicate a meteoric signature for the oxygen. The third precipitate or 
growth zone, which is characterized by 813C values between -6 %o  and -2%o and 
significantly lower 8180  values of +7%c and +8%o, may represent a glacial signature 
of the 8180  values and accordingly an atmospheric signature of the high 813C values. 
One sample, with a 813C value of -20%e and 8180  values of +23%o, may reflect an 
organic source for the carbon.

3. RESULTS

4. CONCLUSIONS

The high resolution of this technique has shown itself to be a very useful tool 
in the search for end members involved in the groundwater system today and in the 
past. The information gained through the laser probe technique is very important in 
understanding the cause and mechanism behind the calcite precipitates. The detailed 
information obtained enables us to calculate the formation temperatures and to model 
the history of cementation and the growth rate, which will be essential in our 
estimates and planning for a performance assessment and long term safety of radio
active disposal in the crystalline basement.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The oxygen isotopic composition of the shells of marine calcareous organisms 
reflect the isotopic composition and temperature of the water in which they grow and 
have been used to reconstruct palaeotemperatures. Corresponding research with 
freshwater organisms has been limited and highlights the problems associated with 
the heterogeneity of these water bodies and questions concerning the accuracy of 
biogenic carbonates as isotopic composition recorders. This study assesses the 
suitability of these environments and associated biogenic carbonates (using the fresh
water mollusc Lymnaea peregra) as palaeoenvironmental indicators.

Laboratory growth experiments, under controlled conditions of temperature 
and isotopic composition, will allow us to assess whether Lymnaea peregra precipi
tates the shell in thermal isotopic equilibrium with the water, or if there is a ‘vital 
effect’ present. Calibration of such effects is important if this species is to be used as 
a palaeoenvironmental indicator. In association with the laboratory experiment, 
analysis of modern specimens from monitored environments allows a test of the 
robustness of this approach to describing palaeoclimates.

2. FIELDWORK

A fieldwork programme was designed and implemented to cover a twelve 
month period for six sites in Norfolk, United Kingdom. The sites were chosen to 
replicate three environments, river, dike and shallow ponds. Water samples for 
isotopic analysis were collected weekly and snail specimens were collected whenever 
possible. Water and air temperature were measured at the time the water sample was 
taken and samples of local precipitation were collected for isotopic analysis. Aspects 
of intra-specimen, intra-population and inter-population variations in isotopic compo
sition were considered for analysis.

IAEA-SM-349/47P
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Equipment was designed to create an environment, suitable for gastropods, 
where temperature and isotopic composition could be precisely controlled and 
monitored (±0.05%o). Four types of water were prepared, using commercially 
provided ‘heavy’ water, tap water, ‘light’ water from one of the local field sites and 
even more depleted snow collected during the previous winter, to cover the range 
from -0.04 to -8.4%o (V-SMOW). Water in five aquaria are maintained at five 
constant temperatures (±0.1 °C). There are therefore 20 combinations of water 
temperature and composition at which the snails are currently being grown.

3. LABORATORY EXPERIMENT

4. RESULTS

4.1. Site monitoring

Preliminary results from the fieldwork programme are shown in a plot of 818 О 
change through time (Fig. 1). It appears that some freshwater localities are more 
suitable for palaeoclimatic reconstruction than originally thought. For instance, the 
isotopic composition of a large and fast flowing river is fairly constant, even as 
temperature rises and precipitation decreases. Careful monitoring of isotopic compo
sition of precipitation and assessment of the hydrologie conditions allows better 
understanding of the isotopic composition patterns of these freshwater bodies. For 
example, the shallow ponds (closed basins) illustrate an isotopic enrichment, and 
subsequent depletion on recharge, through the annual cycle upon which a climatic 
change would be imposed. It is hoped that these patterns in the isotopic composition 
of the water will be identifiable in the isotopic composition of the shell carbonate.

4.2. Snails

The results of the snail shell analysis indicates that the apex of individuals from 
this species tended to vary significantly from values for the rest of the shell, but this 
fact was hidden when samples were homogenized. It is recommended that this area 
be analysed separately to ensure that no influence is exerted on the final composition. 
Ideally, with large enough specimens, the samples can be taken sequentially down the 
shell especially where there are fluctuations in the isotopic composition of the water 
body.

Specimens from the field programme and the growth experiment are to be 
analysed.
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5. SUMMARY

At this stage the most important and innovative work is the growth experiment. 
This sort of precise study of vital effect, if any exists, has never been completed for 
freshwater molluscs. The isotope data will allow accurate and precise links to be 
defined between snail isotopic composition and environment variables. The effects of 
temperature and precipitation on the isotopic composition of a water body can be 
quantified and a relationship developed between water temperature and isotopic 
composition, with respect to hydrological parameters. In combination these results 
could be used with other palaeowater and palaeoclimate indicators for defining 
palaeotemperatures.

Preliminary results from the fieldwork programme are shown in Fig. 1. It 
appears that some fieldwork locations are more suitable for palaeoclimatic recon
struction than originally thought. For instance, the isotopic composition of a large, 
fast flowing river is fairly constant, even as temperature rises and the ppm decreases.
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IAEA-SM-349/48P

1. INTRODUCTION AND METHODS

Environmental isotopes 82H (SMOW), 3H (TU), 8180  (SMOW), 834S (CDT), 
36C1 and 887Sr (EN-1) have been integrated into hydrochemical interpretations. Stable 
and radiogenic isotopes are combined with the geochemistry to determine the origin 
of the end members defined in the multivariate plot.

2. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

A conceptual model for the hydrological/hydrochemical situation at Àspô is 
based on the palaeoenvironmental evolution in the area. The following hydrolog
ical/hydrochemical scenario can be outlined: glacial meltwater was injected into the 
basement to a considerable depth because of a high hydraulic head caused by the ice 
cap. During the post-glacial period Baltic sea water was introduced by density 
turnover, and meteoric water was later recharged into the basement. At great depth,
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saline groundwater of brine type (age >1 Ma) developed. A mixture of glacial pre- 
and/or post-glacial groundwater resides above the brine. Calculations show that the 
groundwater system above the brine results from conservative mixing, ion exchange 
and bacterially mediated reactions.

Organic degradation and sulphate reduction frequently occur in the ground
water below the island of Aspo, described by the following reactions:

Fermentation

CH20  => 1/3C02 + 1/3C2H60

Sulphate reduction

CH20  + ' A S O j -  + !/2H+ => C02 + >/2HS- + H20

M ethane form ation

CH20  + >/2C0 2 =» C02 + V2CH4 -G° = 16.3 kJ/mol

IAEA-SM-349/49P

MIGRATION BEHAVIOUR OF 12SI LABELLED 
AQUATIC FULVIC ACID FROM A PEAT BOG

M. WOLF, D. KLOTZ, G. TEICHMANN 
Institute of Hydrology

N. HERTKORN
Institute of Ecological Chemistry

W. SCHIMMACK
Institute of Radiation Protection

GSF-Forschungszentrum fiir Umwelt und Gesundheit, 
Neuherberg, Germany

1. INTRODUCTION

Aquatic fulvic acid is an essential component of dissolved humic substances in 
groundwater, and it is increasingly used for groundwater dating by the radiocarbon

-G° = 23.4 kJ/mol 

-G° = 18.0 kJ/mol
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method (e.g. Refs [1, 2]). To obtain proper results for dating of groundwater, one of 
the basic assumptions is that fulvic acid is transported in groundwater without 
retardation. This assumption was verified by migration studies of fulvic acid in the 
laboratory with column experiments.

2. METHODS

To obtain fulvic acid with 14C concentrations comparable with initial 14C 
contents, young groundwater containing fulvic acid was sampled from a peat bog 
in the Dachauer Moos, near Munich. The groundwater was filtered in the field with 
an inorganic filter down to 0.3 |J.m. In the laboratory, the humic substances were 
extracted from the filtered groundwater by adsorption on XAD-8 resin at pH2. After 
fractionation of the humic material in fulvic acid (soluble at pHl) and humic acid 
(insoluble at pHl), the fulvic acid was characterized by elemental analysis, isotope 
analysis, 'H and 13C NMR spectroscopy, fluorescence spectrometry and deter
mination of the molecular size distribution by gel permeation chromatography 
(GPC).

For the migration experiments the fulvic acid was labelled with 125I by two 
different methods. In the first method, the 125I was incorporated in the fulvic acid 
molecules by the action of chloramine-T (e.g. Ref. [3]). In the second method the 125I 
was incorporated enzymatically by equilibration of the fulvic acid solution with 125I 
in the form of iodide under aerobic conditions [4].

The column experiments were carried out under saturated flow conditions. 
Before the step injection of the traced groundwater (245 cm3 = 0.75Veff), containing 
the 125I labelled fulvic acid, the columns were flowed through with the original 
filtered groundwater (total volume about 50Veff) for six months to get stable condi
tions. The columns (length, 50 cm; diameter, 5 cm) were made of acrylic glass and 
were filled with fine grained sand (mainly quartz; mean grain size, 0.15 mm) from the 
Gorleben area. The filter velocity vf of the groundwater (Ca-Mg-HC03 type; DOC, 
40 mg/L; pH7.6) from the peat bog was varied between 0.04 and 0.8 m/d.

3. RESULTS

Elemental analysis (related to X C, H, O, N, S = 100%) and isotope analysis 
carried out on the isolated fulvic acid show the following results: C, 50.43%; H, 
4.08%; 0 , 42.71%; N, 1.86%; S, 0.91%; 14C (72.61 ± 0.66) pmC (±2a); 613C (-27.56 
± 0.40)%o PDB (±2a).

The measured 14C content corresponds to a conventional radiocarbon age of 
2570 a BP for the fulvic acid.
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W e *

FIG. 1. Example o f breakthrough and recovery curves (v^= 0.04 m/d) o f 1251 labelled fulvic 
acid. 1251 was incorporated by chloramine-T method:CIC0 = concentration ratio o f column 
effluent С and injected solution C0. Vц]Уeg  = ratio o f cumulative column effluent V(0 and 
effective water volume in the column Veg.

*H and 13C NMR spectroscopy results indicate about 45% aliphatic groups, 
25% aromatic groups, 15% aliphatic groups substituted by heteroatoms and 15% 
carboxy groups in the fulvic acid molecules. In the 13C NMR spectra, the aliphatic 
high field region (below 30 ppm) shows mainly methyl groups. Methylene groups in 
the regions 25-50 ppm and around 75 ppm (bound to oxygen) show a ratio of about 
7:1. In the aromatic structures, С substitution is dominant; phenolic groups (150 ppm) 
play only a minor role.

The fluorescence spectrum of the fulvic acid shows higher fluorescence yield 
(related to С contents) than the spectra of two separated fractions of humic acid. 
Using synchronous scanning (difference of wavelength, 90 nm), the peak maximum 
of the fulvic acid (410 nm) is significantly lower than the peak maxima of humic 
acids (455 nm).

From the results obtained by GPC, it can be concluded that about 90% of 125I 
was bound to fulvic acid with molecular sizes > 500 dalton.

The results of the column experiments show that the mobile fraction (recovery, 
40-65%) of the 125I labelled fulvic acid is always transported with retardation factors 
of about 1 (Fig. 1).
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The recovery of the 125I labelled fulvic acid, using the chloramine-T method, is 
generally higher than that of the enzymatically 125I labelled fulvic acid because of the 
higher stability of these iodinated compounds. The higher stability results in lower 
equilibrium concentrations of free iodide and therefore in lower reactions of iodide 
with the organically coated sand in the columns.

4. CONCLUSION

The assumption that the mobile fraction of fulvic acid is transported in ground
water without considerable retardation is valid under these experimental conditions 
and is in agreement with other studies that used old humic acids labelled with 152Eu3+ 
and 241Am3+ in comparable column experiments with the same type of fine grained 
sand [5].
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Albania

We present and discuss the hydrogen and oxygen isotopic composition of 
precipitation from two sampling points in the middle of Albania, the first in Tirana, 
in the west, and the second in Korea, in the east. Isotopic data of the precipitation in 
Albania have been taken over the past seven years and are presented here for the first 
time.

Sampling is done every day. An adequate quantity is removed for the isotopic 
analyses of hdyrogen and oxygen, while the rest is poured into a large, well stoppered 
bottle, where a whole month’s collection is accumulated [1]. The 8D and 8180  values 
are determined for the daily water samples, and mean values (simple arithmetic mean
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daily values) and weighted mean values are determined for each month. The differ
ence between mean and weighted mean values are generally insignificant [2]. We 
regard the weighted mean values as more appropriate indexes for hydrological appli
cations.

Seasonal variations of 8D and 8180  in precipitation [3] are for Tirana approxi
mately parallel with temperature. The weighted mean values, calculated for the 
summer (April-September) and the winter (October-March) during all the time of 
our sampling are as follows: winter values, 8Dwm = -40.3%o, 818Owm = -6.16%o; 
summer values, 8Dwm = -26.5%, 818Owm = -4.28%o; that is, lower values in winter 
and higher values in summer. But the values of deuterium excess are dj = 9.0% o  in 
winter and d2= 7.4%o in summer. The distinction of deuterium excess will give infor
mation of the origin of vapour masses because it is often associated with evaporation 
effects [2].

The values of 8D and 8180  of the samples collected in Korea are more negative 
with respectto those for the samples collected in Tirana, but the deuterium excess for 
Korea samples is higher than that for the Tirana samples. We think that these differ
ences are results of the temperature effect, the altitude effect, the continental effect 
and the humidity effect.

The meteorological regimes determine isotope concentrations of hydrogen and 
oxygen in precipitation. Albania is influenced by the circulation of air masses 
originating in the north Atlantic Ocean and in the Mediterranean Sea (westerly circu
lation), by the circulation of continental air masses (easterly circulation) and by the 
circulation of air masses with tropical origin from northern Africa (meridional 
circulation).
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A recently developed laboratory methodology using radiolabelled pesticides [1] 
was applied to analyse the biodégradation activity of a soil or subsoil biomass in four 
different samples (Table I). The results show that biodégradation is a highly selective 
effect, so that the soil characterization by total biomass has no relation to 
biodégradation.

TABLE I. BIODEGRADATION ACTIVITY OF THE AEROBIC STRAINS 
ISOLATED FROM DIFFERENT SOIL (Nos 1, 2), OR SUBSOIL (Nos 3, 4) 
SAMPLES FOR A TESTED PESTICIDE

Strain

Samples

1
Dystric

cambisol

2
Vertic-
calcic

chernozem

3
Tertiary

sand

4
Quartenary

gravel

Bacterial Total 9 7 6 22

Active 0 1 0 1

Fungal Total 1 0 2 2
Active 0 0 2 2

Yeast Total 0 1 1 0
Active 0 0 1 0
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Using a 14C-labelled tested pesticide, the results obtained by the methodology 
of Ref. [1] were compared with the biodégradation analysis in a laboratory column 
(50 mm diameter, 500 mm length) filled with the original sample containing the total 
biomass. Two different subsoil samples were used separately, and each of them was 
analysed under different experimental conditions (e.g. 9°C and 21°C) including 
biodégradation background of the sterilized samples. On the column output, the 14C 
activity of the applied pesticide and of the sum of its radiolabelled degradation 
products was evaluated using radio high pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC). 
The measured values in all experimental arrangements used were fully comparable 
with the sum of biodégradation effects found at the corresponding temperature and 
pH for individual strains previously isolated [1] from the appropriate subsoil sample. 
One example of such analysis is given in Fig. 1. Radioactive or non-radioactive 
standards, GC-MS or MS of isolated fractions were used for identification.

On the basis of the results described, the following application in groundwater 
pollution control and bioremediation at a field use of a pesticide as an agrochemical 
representative can be considered:

(1) Selection of a pesticide with a low impact on groundwater pollution in the region 
of its application.

100

o4
60 Ï

о
40 xо
20

0 10 20 30 40 50
Retention time, tr (min)

FIG. 1. Radio-HPLC analysis o f degradation products after incubation o f a tested pesticide 
with Pénicillium chrysogenum (21 °C, pH7.2; 1,2,3 = radiolabelled products; 4 = applied 
pesticide; dotted lines = standards.
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(2) Construction of a ‘library’ describing the degradation effects of individual soil 
microbial strains on different pesticides under appropriate field conditions.
(3) Field inoculation of a biodégradation active and non-toxic strain in its natural 
surroundings.

The appropriate lysimeter experiments are in progress.
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Post-glacial retreat of the Laurentide ice sheet resulted in the development of a 
series of proglacial lakes along the sheet’s southern margin. The areal extent and 
drainage routes of these lakes changed because of the opening and closing of different 
outlets responding to the positioning of the ice sheet and isostatic rebounding within 
the different drainage basins. Drainage is thought to have oscillated mainly from 
south into the Gulf of Mexico to east through the Great Lakes into the North Atlantic, 
and there is a possibility of some drainage north into the Arctic ocean. The timing and 
routing of drainage from the largest of these proglacial lakes, Lake Agassiz, has 
important implications with respect to the palaeohydrology of the Great Lakes system 
and to the Younger Dryas climate episode.
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Lake Agassiz occupied the central plains between 11 600 and 8000 a BP and is 
thought to have been dominated by glacial meltwater, giving it a distinctly depleted 
salinity and oxygen isotopic composition. Drainage of large volumes of glacial 
meltwater from the Lake Agassiz basin into other less distinct water bodies was 
therefore presumably recorded by organism assemblage and chemical changes in 
palaeolacustrine and palaeomarine sediments. Many studies reconstructing the 
palaeohydrology in the Great Lakes system have used instances of these distinct Lake 
Agassiz chemical signatures to infer their drainage histories through different outlets. 
New evidence presented in this preliminary study suggests instances in which the 
oxygen isotopic composition (180) of Lake Agassiz water may not have been 
distinctly depleted. The implications of this new 180  evidence are discussed with 
respect to the drainage history of Lake Agassiz.
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Winnipeg experiences one of the largest seasonal temperature variations in 
North America. However, the seasonal variation in the isotopic composition of 
precipitation for the years 1992 and 1993 is subdued with respect to temperature 
predicted values. Summer isotopic compositions are depleted for both these years 
with respect to those predicted by the average temperature during the precipitation 
event. This suggests that the sources of the summer air masses were remote to central
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North America. Winter isotopic compositions are similar to temperature predicted 
values.

Winnipeg is influenced by three major air mass streams, which makes it an 
ideal site for assessing the control of precipitation composition by circulation 
patterns. Precipitation samples were collected in Winnipeg over the three year period 
1992-1994 and were analysed for oxygen isotopic composition. The results are 
related to atmospheric circulation and air mass characteristics, as given by Winnipeg’s 
hourly and daily surface observations and by continental scale tropospheric circula
tion patterns. Preliminary results for the years 1992 to 1994 — years in which there 
were anomalous temperature and precipitation conditions related to ENSO events and 
the Mt. Pinatubo eruption — are reported.
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Radiocarbon groundwater dating with dissolved organic carbon (DOC) is being 
introduced in recent investigations as an alternative to conventional dating with
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dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) [1-3]. A suitable DOC fraction for radiocarbon 
dating is the fulvic acids (FA), because they occur in significant concentration in 
groundwater and are easy to isolate. However, 14C free sedimentary organic carbon 
(SOC) can also act as source for aquatic FA and will probably falsify the age of FA 
infiltrated from the soil zone [2]. Therefore, to get meaningful FA and groundwater 
ages in the presence of SOC, the fraction of FA from sediment must be determined. 
Possible criteria for the distinction of aquatic FA with sedimentary origin and FA 
originating from the soil zone are spectroscopic characteristics (absorbance and 
fluorescence intensity) and the molecular size of FA [2].

This work focuses on the quantification of aquatic FA with sedimentary origin 
and the corresponding correction of the 14C FA and groundwater age. The correction is 
carried out on the basis of the absorbance and fluorescence behaviour of FA. As 
reported in Ref. [2], FA derived from SOC generally shows higher absorptivity at
300 nm and higher fluorescence intensity at 425 nm than does FA infiltrated from the 
soil zone. For this purpose, FA from 19 groundwaters of an aquifer (Gorleben, Lower 
Saxony, Germany) with local Miocene brown coal and Pleistocene peat deposits were 
investigated.

Because the FA concentration in recharged Gorleben groundwaters varied by a 
factor of 5, the absolute 14C FA activity (Bq/L) also had to be taken into account for
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FIG. I . Uncorrected and corrected I4C-FA groundwater ages in the Gorleben aquifer.
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the quantification of the sedimentary FA part. On the basis of the absolute 14C FA 
activity in groundwater, an initial 14C activity in FA of 80 pmC and the assumption of 
no decay, a maximal FA contribution from SOC was calculated for each groundwater. 
Accordingly, in the case of young recharged groundwaters the part of sedimentary FA 
was quantified. As a result, a linear correlation between the spectroscopic data and the 
amount of sedimentary FA is obtained. Thus, the influence of SOC on the radiocarbon 
age of FA and of the groundwater can be corrected, as shown in Fig. 1.

The corrected 14C FA groundwater ages are (especially in strong SOC influenced 
groundwaters with enhanced DOC) significantly lower than the uncorrected values, 
which are all too high, because the 2H and 180  isotope signature indicates a recharge 
in the Holocene. Even though the correction has in such groundwaters a relatively high 
error and the 14C groundwater age is partly still too high, the corrected groundwater 
ages represent much more realistic values. Therefore, the quantification of aquatic FA 
with sedimentary origin by spectroscopic methods is a promising method for the 
correction of ,4C FA groundwater ages, which are disturbed by 14C free SOC.
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HIGH RESOLUTION PALAEOCLIMATE RECORDS 
FROM INDONESIA, AUSTRALIA AND ANTARCTICA 
The High Resolution Palaeoclimate Records Project

H. HEIJNIS, K. HARLE
Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation (ANSTO),
Lucas Heights, Australia

I. INTRODUCTION

The Environment and Physics Divisions at ANSTO, in collaboration with scien
tists from the University of Tasmania, Monash University, Wollongong University 
and Adelaide University, have initiated a project to integrate the research efforts of 
palaeoecologists and isotope specialists working in the Southeast Asian, Australasian 
and Antarctic regions. Entitled the High Resolution Palaeoclimate Records Project, 
its major goals are as follows:

— To improve the chronological control of key long palaeoecological records on 
a north-south transect from Indonesia, through Australia to Antarctica using 
U/Th and AMS radiocarbon dating techniques.

— To provide additional isotope information for these records.
— To correlate palaeoclimatic change from different areas within the study region 

and contribute to the understanding of climatic change over the past 350 000 a.
— To contribute to the prediction of short and long term climate change scenarios 

using the principle that the past is the key to the present.

The project will be a major contributor to the International Geosphere 
Biosphere Program (IGBP), and especially to the sub-programme Past Global 
Changes (PAGES) Pole-Equator-Pole II (PEP II) transect.

2. PALAEOENVIRONMENTAL HISTORY OF THE STUDY REGION

In recent years the development of several long Quaternary palaeoecological 
records from Indonesia, Australia and Antarctica has provided a more comprehensive 
data set for the reconstruction of the climatic and hydrological history of this region. 
Several distinct climatic phases have been identified, and there is evidence of regional 
and temporal variation. Unfortunately, establishing a chronology for these records has

IAEA-SM-349/57P
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proved somewhat problematic, and this in turn has led to debate over the pattern and 
timing of Quaternary climate change in the region.

Concerns are greatest beyond the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM; 20-30 ka BP), 
where radiocarbon dating becomes less reliable and where other direct methods of 
dating have limited application or lack resolution. The problem is compounded by the 
inhibition of continuous sediment deposition and fossil preservation by aridity at or 
around the LGM, which prevents useful extrapolation back in time from more firmly 
dated recent sediments. Also contributing to the problem is uncertainty over the 
relationship between temperature and precipitation change. The longer records from 
Australia, for example, give evidence of fluctuating effective precipitation. This is in 
contrast to the evidence of global ice volume fluctuation, temperature change and sea 
level variation evinced by marine oxygen isotope records, to which the chronologies 
of many Australian palaeoecological records have been tied. Changes in temperature 
and precipitation have not necessarily acted in phase, however, and there is some 
concern over the reliability of chronologies based on curve matching of trends in 
effective precipitation with the oxygen isotope stratigraphy.

Before a comprehensive reconstruction of the Quaternary environmental and 
climatic history of Southeast Asian, Australian and Antarctic region can be made, 
therefore, it is clearly necessary to establish a chronology. Once this has been done, 
questions such as the spatial variation of climate and environmental change can be 
addressed, as can the burning question of the role of humans in the shaping of the 
present landscape.

3. THE URANIUM/THORIUM DISEQUILIBRIUM DATING METHOD

One dating technique that has been successfully applied to organic lake 
sediments up to approximately 350 ka in age is the uranium series disequilibrium 
method (e.g. Ref. [1]). Initial analyses of samples from Australian sequences carried 
out by the Environmental Radiochemistry Group at ANSTO have proved encour
aging, and it is hoped that this method will help resolve the chronological problems 
experienced for the study region. A brief outline of the method is given below.

The natural isotope 238U decays to 234U, which in turn decays into 230Th (with 
a half-life of 248 ka) by emitting an alpha particle [2]. The 230Th itself decays (also 
emitting an alpha particle) with a half-life of 75 ka. This decay is the only source in 
nature of 230Th. Thus, as long as the production of 230Th exceeds its radioactive 
decay, 230Th accumulates and the 230Th/234U ratio is a measure of age. Equilibrium 
is reached after 350 ka, at which point the decay of 230Th balances its production.

Lake organics are able to absorb large amounts of uranium from groundwater. 
The humic, humin and fulvic acids, in particular, absorb uranium and together with 
clay minerals form large stable complexes.
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Since thorium is insoluble in water, the 230Th concentration should be zero at 
the time of deposition of the lake organics. The observed present day 230Th is 
therefore solely attributable to the decay of its radioactive precursor 234U. Any 
violation of this assumption will be traced by the presence of the long lived isotope 
232Th (t\i2 = 1.39 x 1010 a). Detection of this thorium enables corrections to be made 
using the method described by Schwarcz and Latham [3]. The corrections are derived 
from the isochron plots.

The reliability of the U/Th dating method depends on whether the lake 
sediment system can be considered closed. Sedimentation in lake systems generally 
involves compaction and burial by younger sediments. This isolates organic lake 
sediments from further uranium uptake, so the method should be valid for dating this 
ubiquitous Quaternary material [1, 4, 5].

4. AMS RADIOCARBON METHOD

In recent years the utilization of accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS) for 
radiocarbon dating has made possible the analysis of smaller samples and a refine
ment of results. The ANSTO AMS Radiocarbon Group routinely applies this 
technique to samples as small as 0.3 mg with results up to 45 000 a BR The group 
is testing procedures for the treatment of smaller samples containing a minimum of 
20 jag original carbon [6]. Pollen and phytoliths are being considered as potentially 
suitable dating materials. By targeting such specific carbon sources, one can 
eliminate many of the problems associated with bulk sediments. This is particularly 
true for pollen, because one can identify contaminant grains through genus 
identification and examination of the state of preservation of the pollen exine. 
However, such small samples are more susceptible to contamination with modem 
carbon during collection and preparation. The procedures for the dating of these 
materials must therefore be rigorous and without potential carbon contamination 
sources. Such procedures have been developed and applied to pollen, but they are 
still in the experimental stages. Despite this, the potential of the AMS method to 
provide a more refined chronology for late Last Glacial and Holocene sediments is 
clear.

5. STABLE ISOTOPES

5.1. Carbon isotopes

Plants can be classified into three types on the basis of the photosynthetic path
they use to fix carbon from the atmosphere. Because of differential fractionation of
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the carbon isotope ratio of atmospheric carbon dioxide, each of these paths has a 
clearly defined range of 813C values.

— C3 plants include all trees and most shrubs and grasses growing in shaded 
forests or temperate climates. This group has a 813C range of -9% o to -16%o 

(average -12.5 %o).
— C4 plants: generally grasses adapted to growing in strong sunlight, including 

most tropical grasses. The 813C range is -20%o to -35%o (average -26.5%o).
— CAM plants utilize a crassulacean acid metabolism photosynthetic pathway and 

consist of most succulent plants. They have a mean 813C of around -16.5%o.

The ratio of C3 to C4 plants in the environment can be related to climate. For 
example, it has been demonstrated [7] that the proportion of C4 plants increases with 
decreasing precipitation in South Australia. It is therefore possible to provide an 
important supplement to the environmental and climatic information derived from 
palaeoecological records through the measurement of 813C in macroscopic and 
microscopic plant fossils.

5.2. Oxygen isotopes

The oxygen isotopic composition of calcareous marine microfauna has long 
been recognized as an important tool in reconstructing past ocean temperatures, 
salinities and isotopic composition, which in turn can be related to the extent of conti
nental ice sheets. In recent years these techniques have been applied to calcareous 
microfauna found in lakes, specifically ostracods, gastropods and bivalve molluscs 
(e.g. Refs [8, 9]). In lakes located in unglaciated regions, such as in Australia and 
Java, the ratio of 560  and 180  in lake microfauna can be related to water temperature 
and salinity. The degree to which salinity is a factor can be assessed by measuring the 
atomic ratio of strontium and calcium, which is known to be affected by salinity [10]. 
Ascertaining salinity can in turn provide valuable information on lake levels, partic
ularly where there is a constricted catchment (such as the crater lakes of western 
Victoria).

The analysis of calcareous microfaunal remains found in lake sediments 
therefore has the potential to provide important palaeohydrological evidence of past 
climates.

6 . INITIAL RESULTS

So far, U/Th disequilibrium dates have been obtained for three sites. At Egg 
Lagoon, King Island, Tasmania, the last Interglacial-Interstadial complex has been
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dated around 90 ka. For the Lake Wangoom site in Victoria, an age of 120 ka was 
obtained for what is believed a deposit equivalent to deep sea oxygen stage 5e.

The record from Fraser Island, Queensland, has proved to be very difficult for 
dating purposes. Nevertheless, an organic layer of unknown age (i.e. having no 
straightforward correlation with the deep sea oxygen stratigraphy) was intensely 
studied, and an age of 220 ka was derived, which makes it equivalent to stage 7 of the 
deep sea oxygen stratigraphy.

These initial results have allowed us to build a broad but solid framework of 
palaeoclimate records in the Australasian region. For the first time, absolute ages 
beyond the range of 14C contribute to correlate vegetation changes over thousands of 
kilometres.

The addition of extra 14C AMS dates, an extensive U/Th disequilibrium dating 
programme and a stable isotope study should lead to a fully correlated High 
Resolution Palaeoclimate Records set for the Pole-Equator-Pole II (PEP II) project 
of PAGES.
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ISOTOPIC RELATIONS BETWEEN TERRESTRIAL INSECTS, 
WOOD AND WATER IN A CANADIAN TRANSECT

J.E. MOTZ , T.W.D. EDWARDS, A.V. MORGAN 
Department of Earth Sciences,
University of Waterloo,
Waterloo, Ontario, Canada

Past work [1] has suggested that stable isotope analysis of fossil insects may be 
useful for palaeohydrologic and palaeoclimatic reconstruction. Studies using modem 
insects show correlations between insect chitin 82H, the 82H of local meteoric water 
and temperature [1]. Other work [2] has, however, shown a poor correlation between 
arthropod chitin 82H and 8180  and the corresponding isotopic ratios in environmental 
water.

The isotopic signature of chitin is believed to be derived from that of the 
insects’ food source [1, 2], modified by metabolic processes and by the incorporation 
of hydrogen and oxygen from other sources. Since the feeding habits of most insect 
species are not well known, separating isotopic effects related to dietary preferences 
from those related to climate and hydrology has been difficult.

To elucidate the relationship between the S2H and 8180  of insect chitin, samples 
of the insects’ food and environmental water under natural conditions, of insects and 
of wood were collected from nine localities during a transect in Canada from southern 
Manitoba to the southern Northwest Territories (Fig. 1). The insects chosen for study 
were bark beetles (Coleoptera, Scolytidae), which live in and feed on the inner bark 
of trees. They were selected because both insects and their food could be collected 
simultaneously and because (since the insects are herbivores) there should be no 
isotopic effects related to multiple trophic levels. Furthermore, bark beetles are 
common in fossil-insect sites, where they generally occur with wood, allowing for 
extension of the analysis of modem materials into the fossil record.
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FIG. 1. Insect and wood sampling sites in Canada.

Wood samples consisted of the inner bark from which the beetles were 
collected. Insect and wood ô180  were analysed using nickel pyrolysis [3], and ô2H 
was determined using low temperature equilibration with water [4] and nickel 
pyrolysis [5]. The isotopic composition of local environmental water was estimated 
on the basis of published information.

The 82H and 6180  values of these three materials showed significant 
covariance. This indicates that the isotopic content of insect chitin does indeed reflect 
that of environmental water, probably as a result of the incorporation into chitin of 
material synthesized from water in the food trees. Oxygen isotopic values for wood 
cellulose and chitin exhibited enrichment over those for water, probably because of 
fractionation from vital effects and evapotranspirative enrichment related to relative 
humidity [6]. Further work should lead to the derivation of relationships that will 
yield temperature and other climatic parameters from chitin 52H and 6I80. Also, 
because insects’ living requirements are different from those of plants, further study 
should provide environmental insights from chitin that are unavailable from cellulose.
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